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VIDEODISC, CD ROM AND THE TEACHING OF GEOGRAPHY

John S Emery
ABSTRACT:

The purposes of this paper are to describe current developments in
Interactive Videodisc and CD ROM technologies, to evaluate the major
applications in geography and geography-related projects, and to consider
the likely impact upon the teaching of geography.

The differences between Interactive Video and CD ROM Video are examined,

particularly by reference to levels of interactivity. The problems of

compatibility. costing and marketing are addressed, and IBM's bifqWindpw

is described as an example of recent 'state-of-the-art' hardware. Included
among the applications evaluated are 1VIS Geography Disc. Domesday

and
inal y, somelicigenons, are drawn by reference to the relative pedagogic

merits of these technologies, and some projections are made about
impending pressures to change teaching styles.
INTRODUCTION:

What is Interactive Video ?
interactive video is the integration of the best features of video and
computer technology. It is the marriage of two technologies, thereby offering

in a single medium, a unique blend of visual/textual information and
computer assisted learning techniques. Teachers have been long aware of the
effectiveness of audiovisual presentation, but in most such pr( entations the

learner has remained essentially passive, receiving information but not
necessarily experiencing it. The coupling of video techniques with a
microcomputer, however, creates extremely flexible learning situations.
Videodisc and CD ROM began as separate approaches to the development of a
similar product.
MA IN TEXT/DISCUSSION:

I. Videodisc
The delivery systems for laser videodisc cover a range of possibilities, the
main difference being the levels of interactivity: (1)
a. Level Zero. This is a straight play domestic system that requires little or
nothing from the user. Level Zero players offer forward and reverse motion

at variable speeds plus some fast speeds in either direction. There is no
direct search facility.

b. Interactive: Level One. In addition to Level Zero features this system
offers Search and Automatic Storrs. The disc can be stopped at exact frame
locations.

c. Interactive: Level Two. This system is designed for industrial and
educational applications and contains built-in microprocessors with two
forms of memory. One is Fr_amejlecall Storage which allows the storage and

retrieval of five-digit frame numbers in any order. The other is Program
Storage which allows the creation of CAI programs. Random access time is
less than one second for short jumps and up to five seconds for maximum
search distances.

d. Interactive: Level Three. All Level Three systems are interfaced with
microprocessors. There is a large increase in available memory and high
level mathematics functions. CAI is combined with high-quality visuals.
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e. luteractive: Level Pour. This is the highest level of interactivity
developed so far. It allows the use of overlaid text, graphics and other visual
information from an external computer. This overlay capability. along with
input devices such as joysticks, touch screens, bar code readers, light pens,
and voice activated systems. can increase interactivity greatly and promote a
more efficient means of attaining particular objectives.
It has been suggested that videodisc is a 'misinvented technology' because it

was originally intended to recycle old movies to generate income for the
motion picture Industry. During the 1970s, however, academic professionals
located at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, University of Nebraska and
the University of Utah, but working independently, realised the educational
possibilities within this technology and quickly interfaced it to computers.
In 1978, MCA Discovision published a first catalogue of approximately 200

titles. By 1986, Pioneer had developed a catalogue of nearly 1600 titles,
mostly feature films with some educational entries. An Educational Videodisc
Directory is now being published through Systems Impact, Inc.

A good example of a 'state-of-the-art' interactive video system

is

lnfowindow12) While this product has yet to be formally announced in
Australia. it has already been installed for use at Expo '88 in Brisbane, and at
the Powerhouse Museum in Sydney. JnfoWindow is an integrally designed
system that includes a 13" touch-sensitive display screen with 60
user-programmable spots, a control program, a personal computer (PC, XT or
AT), and a videodisc player. InfoWindow requires no keyboard or computer

skills, and offers the versatility of full-motion video pictures or still video
images, on which can be superimposed text or graphics, and to which can be

added narration, music or sound effects from either of two audio tracks.
With this type of display, a viewer can begin a presentation, select an option,
answer a question, even order merchandise simply by touching the screen.

The system is supported by a range of authoring software which includes
Video/Passage Author, Video/Passage Presentor and Ligninglyttein11..
The cost of a basic system (without player) is about US$4,200. When more
readily available in Australia, one could anticipate a price of about $A6000.
2. Compact Disc/Read Only Memory (CD ROM)
Compact discs were first developed as digital audio discs possessing high
quality stereo sound. CD RUM was then developed for its capacity to store
digital data such as teat and digitised graphics. Typical applications were
encyclopaedias and financial market reports. The first efforts were generally
incompatible.(3)
During 1987. CD-V (video) became a reality with CD-I (interactive) due for
release in 1988. The industry has moved quickly towards compatibility, and
Coati players are now produced for general domestic release in the USA.
Compact Disc Video (CDV) is both digital video and digital audio in one neat
package. It is a redevelopment of the laser discs of the early 1980s, which
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then attracted only limited commercial attention. In June 1987, at the
Consumer

Electronics Show

in

Chicago,

more than

thirty leading

manufacturers banded together to launch CD Video. These companies
included CBS Records, Pioneer, Polygram, Paramount, Sony, Yamaha, RCA,
Magnavox and HBO Home Video. They are now organised to offer compact
disc video players, music videos and movies. The CD Conk player can play
every available CD audio and video release, old or new, including old laser
disc movies.
Three new formats are now available:(4)
a. A five-inch CD video 'single' that contains about five minutes of music and
picture plus twenty minutes of music.
b. An eight-inch videodisc that contains about forty minutes of digital audio
and video on both sides, and
c. A twelve-inch videodisc with up to two hours of digital audio and video,
similar to the old laser discs.
The five-inch video singles are expected to cost between $A6 and $A8, the
eight-inch approximately $15 and the twelve-inch about $25. The CD video
players will range from $A800 to to 1200, with prices falling as they become
more popular. As with any innovation, however, the customers will have the

final say, and success or failure will ultimately depend upon consumer
response. From an educational perspective, one would hope that a
substantive consumer market does emerge, as this will be the only way that

prices will then fit the budgets of educational organisations, particularly
individual schools. The scene could then be set for the development of an
incredible range r" edurational software, both new and revised, to fit this
new and exciting CD video technology.

3. Applications Relevant to Geography
a. IVIS Geography Disc
While a number of interactive video productions include geographical
materials, there is one that stands out in terms of 7eography curiculum, and
that is The Geography Disc, part of the Interactive video in Schools Project

(1VIS). This project was funded by the U.K. Department of Trade and
Industry, and commenced in January 1986. The Geography Disc is the
brainchild of David Walker and Julia Duckworth, both staff members of the
Geography Department of the University of Loughborough, England.(5) It is

a two-sided disc containing archival material from a variety of sources,
including movie film, video, slides and maps. The material on Side 1 covers
two topics, Weather and Hydrology. The weather units include elements,
systems, charts and photographs, physics and human activity. The hydrology
units include water stores, the water cycle, water on the ground, and water
and Man. The material on Side 2 covers a topic entitled The Changing Won't
and includes water supply problems, drought, aid, agriculture, urbanisation,
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city structure, transport and industry.
The bmmentary on the disc is aimed at GCSE level (about age 16). It is
possible, however, for the disc to be used across the whole secondary age
range in any topic designed by the teacher, and this could apply not only to
Geography but also to Integrated Studies, Humanities, World Studies and
Religious Studies.

The software allows several approaches, e.g., the orthodox presentaticn of

material as obtained through the Menu or Index; the design of lesson
packages with linked support material; s ad more Importantly, self-directed
learning by students who can build their own files from the software.
The Geography Disc is a pioneering venture in the archival storage of visual,
mainly pictorial images. It will certainly be remembered as a benchmark in
geographical education research, but it is unlikely to find a commercial
market because of the many copyright problems that it would create. Most

of the material has been supplied only on the understanding that the
investigation would be for research and development purposes.
Furthermore, the way in which the material has been collected and collated
in this particular project reveals the somewhat eclectic approach taken to the

research, and this, in turn, has led to a rather disorderly

form of

classification. With the possible exception of some aspects of the Design Disc.
the Geography Disc appears to be the only IVIS Project to have followed a
purely archival format.
The other seven projects followed different formats.(6) Life and Energy, the
ecology disc for primary and middle school science, adopted an investigative
approach, while Modern Languages Protect was based on a linear video

approach cleverly set in a cartoon-type, tows, backdrop. Cha Hogue the
Northern Ireland videodisc, consists of a series of short dramatised scenes
and a collection of 500 purpose-taken slides. The IV in Mathematics
teaching, entitled the School Disco, is set in an environment readily accepted

by most teenagers, and It is also designed for use at several levels. The
Design Disc is strongly skills-oriented but also contains information
sequences based on commercial products and some 2000 slides for reference
and stimulus. Missing the Obvious. Primary Education and the Child is the
first in a planned series for in-service teacher training. Relevance and reality
are the central themes and all information has been specifically
photographed. Finally, the Mom House disc aims to capture several features

of The Primary Development Environmental Education Studies Program
(PDEP) by focusing on a physically-oriented river study and the social
aspects of urban development. The in-house expertise of the Moray House
College of Education television department has been fully utilised.
These eight discs form the Interactive Video in Schools (IVIS) Project, which

was conceived with the purpose of investigating the potential of this new
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resource. Its broad aims were;

' to investigate the potential of IV as a teaching and learning resource for
schools;

'to facilitate the development of IV design skills within the education sector;
' to explore the practical aspects of implementing IV technology in schools;
' to disseminate the results of the experience.

It should be noted that there was no original intention to create a
commercially viable product at this stage.Almost one hundred schools have
been used in the trialling and piloting aspects of this investigation which has

been centred on the University of East Anglia. The packages have been
designed to run in conjunction with existing micros in schools, namely, the
Aggn_rediel and the RML Nimbus. Each package will be available for both

machines, and a version will also be available for the more advanced
Domesday system, now spreading rapidly into British schools.

b. The Domesday Project
It is difficult to place a subject tag on The Domesday Project. Its title, and the

fact that it is a response to an anniversary of an event that took place nine
hundred years previously (The Domesday Book of 1086) suggests that it is
essentially an historical document. In essence, however, it is a 'snapshot' in
time of a particular place the United Kingdom. Perhaps, to the purist, it is
an essay in historical geography, for that is what it will undoubtedly become.
Whatever it is, it contains a wealth of visual information for the geographer,

the geography teacher and the geography student. And, given the United
Kingdom as a nation has long accepted Geography as a serious disciplinary
study, one could hate expected a project such as 'Domesday' to contain a
sound geographical orientation.

By reference to the technical data about The Domesday Project. it is
sufficient to state that it is the result of a BBC initiative, particularly
well-managed within a two-year period, which resulted in the production of
two interactive videodiscs on LV-ROM format. They contain 324 Mbytes of
digital data and 54,000 analogue video frames. To play the discs, however,
one requires a hardware package that includes a Philips 415 LaserVision
videodisc player, an Acorn Master Turbo microcomputer with trackerball
control and an RGB analogue monitor. The total package, including the two
discs, costs Pounds Stg 3500 plus VAT (about SA9000 plus tax). It is clearly
an expensive item of modern technology , and more especially for
purchasers outside the United Kingdom. Subsidies up to Pounds Stg 700
exist for schools in the UK, where sales have exceeded all expectations in the
first year.
The tilljonaLPIsg, the first of the two discs in the Project, is a substantial
video record of Britain in the 1980s. with information organised into four
main groups, viz., Culture, Economy, Society and Environment. As might be
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expected, the Environment segment is strongly geographical with references
to landscape. climate, soil, oceanogrenhy, wildlife, agriculture, ecology,
energy, e, ater resources, pollution, conservation and urban settlement. The
second disc is called the.Community Disc, and it is almost totally geographical

in its organisation. being based on some 24,000 Ordnance Survey maps
arranged in six level!, with text and photographs available at each level. The
levels vary from general maps of the United Kingdom through to floor plans
of special sites.(7)

One can enter the system at any level by typing a place name, a regional
description or a grid reference, or by using the trackerball to move a pointer

on the screen. This provides access to 150,000 screen pages of text and
20,000 photographs.

The Domeadaylkoject has been described as journey of exploration'.(8)
For schools and colleges, It provides a discovery-learning system on a scale
never previously imagined. It is a nationwide, multi-level, multi-media
collection of facts and images, visually clear, and organised for rapid access.
Most importantly, it makes learning an enjoyable experience, It represents
the most ambitious interactive videodisc program so far undertaken.
Like the 1VIS ProjecL it will become a benchmark in multimedia history.
Unlike

the 1.Y1LlafteL however. 'Domesday' does not permit the

introduction of additional data through the computer, All the information is
on the discs and cannot be updated. This is not so much a fault in the system
design philosophy. It would not have been a
'Domesday-type' of record if it could be changed. Faults, of course, have been
found in the design of 'Domesday', and some of these are recorded as follows:
as

a feature of the

i. The project is based on a dedicated and .expensive hardware system. This
limits its portability and its flexibility.

ii. There are significant gaps in the data. This is most obvious on the
Community Disc, where the material has been gathered by primary and
middle school children. Some of it is anecdotal. However, the educational

value of the method of gathering the data must be applauded. The
seriousness of this criticism will be dependent upon the expectation of the
user.

ill. There is no doubting the excellent use made of the pictorial and graphical
features of videodisc technology. A more concerted effort, however, could
have been made to exploit the available computer features, e.g., of sorting
data, of spreadsheat manipulation, and of simulating such things as

population growth from the base data included on the disc. One can
anticipate these types of features being built into later developments, e.g.,
the DIX Ecosystem Project, or the Australian Domesday Project.
iv. The design of the interface is technically conservative, e.g.. the extensive

use of menu systems particularly when using the 'National Disc'. There is
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scope for the development of more technologically advanced 'short-cuts' and
greater sophistication.

c. Palenque
Palenque is a Research and Development project undertaken by Bank Street
College of Education, New York City.(9) Kathleen Wilson is the Director of a

project which was originally funded by RCA, but is now controlled by
General Electric. This project is an interactive multi-media optical disc
research prototype that has been developed for 8 to 14 year-old children,
and their families, to use at home. Palenque is probably best described as a
Social Studies investigation with specific inputs of History and Archaeology.

As Plicnatie is a place, and part of a the former Mayan civilization in
Yucatan in Central America, it contains much that can be considered
geographical. The site was chosen because it was originally used in The
Voyage of the Mimi', a children's television show produced by Bank Street
College. It is also a spectacular location with many reconstructed Maya
temples, surrounded by a dense tropical rainforest near the foothills of the
Guatemalan Highlands.

This interactive prototype allows children, by the use of a joystick, to take a
self-directed 'walk' around the ancient Maya site, through nearby rainforest,
or through a simulated Palenque Museum database. The design allows
children to browse freely, making choices about what to see, when, and
where, and to discover things along the way as they explore.
Because Palenque is a research effort rather than a product development
effort. it has becen possible to experiment with the nature of the design as
well as the design process itself. Attempts have been made, therefore, to
incorporate many interactive learning formats in this particular disc.
Palenque is not a step-by-step instructional sequence. At its core is a data
base which includes information stored in a variety of formats (graphics,
text, sounds, narration, slides, motion video) and organised to foster
browsing rather than precise searching The browsing is structured
implicitly in two ways; firstly, in a spatial, or geographical way by a virtual

travel component. where the user 'walks', e.g., to a temple to find out
information about that temple; and, secondly, in a topical way by a 'museum'
component that contains four theme rooms. One can walk around the site. by
map and by camera, and one can walk through the rooms of the museum..
An inbuilt, technological innovation is the ability to make 180 degree turns.

Interactivity is built in through menus and ikon bars. A young boy acts as

the main guide, and he is supported by two adult friends, who are
archeologists. Palenque also has elements of simulation, interactive games
and books, and linear television narratives, all accessible through an

intuitively simple interface.
Pedagogically, Palenque is superior to The Domesday Proiect, It has
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experimented more positively with creating an interactive, multi-media
infoimation environment for children, and their families, that encourages
curiosity and fosters self-guided exploration, information-seeking and
decision-making. Its design philosophy is more akin to the learning ideas of
Bruner, the 'spontaneous learning' situations described by Vygotsky, and the
ideas of Piaget regarding the natural ways that thought develops.( I 0)

Technically, the project is brilliant, and this is due to the back-up provided
by the David Sarnoff Research Centre (formerly GE/RCA Laboratories) in
Princeton, New Jersey. Palma has been designed, in part, as one of several
demonstration applications for DVI technology (Digital Video Interactive,
General Electrics Copyright, 1987). DVI has been under development for
several years at the David Sarnoff Research Centre and was introduced at
Microsoft's CD ROM Conference at Seattle in March, 1987. It is an integrated
video and graphics technology that provided digital full motion, full screen
video, three-dimensional motion graphics and high quality audio capabilities
from a single CD ROM disc.

One of the priorities in Palenque is the effective tne of full motion video.
This can be seen in segments that show howler monkeys playing in the
rainforest canopy and aerial passes over the Palenque site. Other features of
the DVI system are the capability of continuous audio and video information

with no noticeable search time; multiple moveable video windows; user
control of video information, e.g., pans and tilts; and user control of multiple
channel, high quality audio information. These features are incorporated

into Moque to produce the virtually seamless travel sequences and
branches; the camera tool which allows children to take a picture by
digitizing and reducing a selected frame from the disc; the album which
allows children to place digitized and reduced camera images side by side for

comparisons on opposite album pages; a 'magic flashlight' which allows
children to dissolve between digitized historical photographs of Palenque
and current photographs of the same locations; a digitized and unwrapped
fish-eye pan and tilt which allows children to see 360 degree views from
various locations. and a rainforest symphony game that allows children to
create their own multi-track symphony of sounds selected from pictures of
objects and animals that create those sounds.

Kathleen Wilson and her team have now spent more than two years in a
research and development mode that has married the best of pedagogy and
technology. It is unlikely, however, that Palenque will ever be distributed
widely, unless there is a change in company policy by General Electric, as
this organisation is more involved currently in defence considerations than
educational applications.
Presently, the system is highly customized including a Sony LDP 2000/2
laser video disc player. an IBM PC-AT computer with extended memory, an
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AT & T Targa Graphics Board, a custom digital audio board, an IBM monitor,

a 20" RCA stereo colour set, and a Gray Is joystick. Such a complex of
equipment puts the project beyond the cost-benefit calculations of most
education systems. With the advent, however, of the CD-V Combj player, the
experimental outcomes of Palenque may form a platform for the
development of many innovative and affordable educational applications.
CONCLUSIONS:

A Council for Educational Technology (CET) working party in England has

identified four relatively distinct modes of use for Interactive Video in
schools, viz.,

I. as a class teaching tool by the teacher;
2. as a small-group learning medium;
3. for individualized learning; and
4. as a resource for data access by groups and individuals. (11)
Each of these modes is applicable to the teaching of geography. As geography
is concerned essentially with the study, from a spatial perspective, of people

in relation to places; and because the visual, especially the pictorial, is an
excellent means of recording mg people, teal places and the teal world, the
new technologies of IV and CD ROM are particularly well suited to the
teaching styles of this subject. Picture quality, instantaneous access,
extensive disc capacity, computer linkages, and greatly enhanced

opportunities for interactivity and flexibility are only s .ne of the more
obvious advantages for teaching geography.
Early studies on the pedagogic merits of IV and CD ROM. however, indicate

that these new applications will not become the panaceas for all learning
needs; they are not cheap; and quality software is not easy to produce. (12)
Even in schools where funded research programs are in operation, it is
accepted that only rudimentary developments have taken place so far by
reference to indexing, accessing and authoring of software. These new visual
.t does not reduce
applications are interesting and challenging,

"the need for teachers to monitor continually the effects (of these
applications) and to stare their findings with geography teachers and
other colleagues."(13)

There is no doubt that IV and CD ROM will ultimately become valuable
additions to the available store of visual resources for most subjects and
many teachers. Unfortunately, teachers generally under-utilise existing
visual resources , and most of the teachers who do use them do so as
adjuncts to more formal methods of teaching.(14) If the quality of
geography teaching is to improve further, there is an immediate need to
encourage teachers to integrate resources -and here a special plea is made

for visual resources- into the mainstream of their teaching styles, i.e., to
consciously include relevant resources into their lessons, to build their
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lessons more appropriately around such resources, and to develop in
children skills in using those resources.
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CIVIC EDUCATION THMUGH GEOGRAPHY: AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Yee-wang Fung

ABSTRACT
This is an experimental study involving fourteen
secondary school classes. The pupils in each class

were taught a lesson built around a game on grid
reference and conventional signs.
The game was
played under three different styles of leadership,
namely authoritarian, democratic and laissez-faire.
After the lesson, the pupils were asked to answer
a questionnaire which attempts to find out their
interest in the game and their understanding of,
and attitudes towards, the different styles of
leadership and to do a short test on the subject
matter.
Their responses are analysed and reported
in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Since

publication

the

Teaching'

(Chorley and Haggett,

gradual shift

English-speaking world.

was

first diverted

hypothesis-testing
and

1965),

there

Geographical
been

has

methods

model-building
geared

further

in

to quantitative,

from regional studies
and

a

School geographers' attention

the

in

phenomenological,

towards

humanistic and radical approaches in
1984,

in

in the emphases of geographical education

the

seventies,

'Frontiers

of

the eighties

(Graves,

1 -64; Wiegand, 1986).

Concomitant with these developments is a steady increase in
the importance attached to values education in the teaching
of

geography.

procedural
Fenton

and

(1966,

Values

may

classified

be

substantive.

It

41-45)

teachers

substantive values

but

that
not

the

has

been

values

as

behavioural,

pointed

should

teach

themselves.

out

by

aoout

Other

educators, such as Lawton and Dufour (1913, 32-38), however,

is

14

believe that there are certain substantive values which the
schools have a duty to transmit.

The practice of democracy

Ls One of them.

over

years,

the

pupils

strategies
values.

acquire

clarification

strategy

have

been

These

(Raths

analysis strategy (Metcalf,

developed

include
al,

et

1971),

values

the

values

the

1966),

help

to

and the values enquiry

strategy (Hart, 1982).

years

Recent

democratic

have witnessed
government

countries.

rising demand

a

many

in

for

developing

more

a

areas

or

The Hong Kong Government, for example, responded

by encouraging schools to provide civic education
as

curricular
(Secretariat,

recognizes

well
1984;

the

as

extra-curricular

Education

Department,

fact

democracy

that

activities
1985)

only

can

through

as

be

it

fully

realized if pupils are given opportunities to learn about it
4nd to practise it

It

in school.

has been claimed
democracy

teach

value-free

in

topic,

1488)

(Fung,

geography

a

that

it

is

lesson

on

possible
a

to

seemingly

grid reference and conventional

namely,

nigns, by using an experiential approach.

The present study

la an attempt to verify this statement.

MRCHODU6OGY
A

lesson

built

around

a

game

on

grid

reference

and

conventional signs for twelve-year-old pupils at the Form
(Tear

1)

level was designed and tried nut by the author

June 1987 which was video-taped.
lesson,

the

revised

plan,

original

design

described

19

in

was

some

Aftet

1

in

reviewing the trial

slightly modified.
detail

elsewhere

The
(Fung,

15

1988), consists of the following five major steps:
1. Motivation (5 minutes)

:

arousing

:

teaching the pupils

pupils'

interest in maps;

2. Development (15 minutes)

conventional

signs

and grid reference;

3. Consolidation (10 minutes): drilling the pupils;
4. Application (20 minutes)

running

:

tive

competi-

a

game

pupils

played

for

the

which

is

under

three

different styles of
leadership;

5. Conclusion (15 minutes)

discussing with the

:

pupils the pros and
cons

the

of

three

different styles of
leadership.

After the lesson, the pupils are asked to answer a question-

naire and do a short test.
in about ten minutes,

This exercise,

to be completed

is conducted after a break of a few

minutes or in the following geography lesson.

The game is played in groups of five.
groups

only

six

with

every

different

In a class of forty,

actually participate

two

groups

styles

of

playing

under

leadership,

in

the competition,

one

namely

democratic and laissez-faire respectively.

of

the

three

authoritarian,

The rest of the

class, about ten in number, act as observers and referees.

Sixteen practising teachers drawn
producing

a

from different schools,

fairly representative sample, were invited to

participate in the research.

They were asked to teach grid

20
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reference and conventional signs to a Form 1 class in their
own schools
revined

in

lesson

late September or early October, using
plan described above.

the

A two-hour briefing

session was organized for them in mid-Seutember during which
the

procedure

shown

and

explained,

was

the

the

video-taped

lesson

teaching materials were distrIbuted.

was
rhey

were asked to return the score-sheets of the game and the
completed gueationnaires and tests in October together with
a report of the lesson.

Two schools were discarded because

according to their reports the teachers did not follow the
plan closely enough In conducting the lesson.

rho results were then analysed to find out:
(1) how

the

three groups

of pupils performed

In

the

competition;

(2) how Interested the different groups of pupils were
in the game;

(3) how much

learned

they

about

grid

reference

and

conventional signs;

(4) the extent to which they understood the differences
among authoritarianism, democracy and laissez-faire;
(5) the attitudes they held towards democracy.

flgs0Nrs

rho data show that democratic groups tend to obtain higher
scores than

laissez-faire and authoritarian groupe

in

the

competition (as average of 10.536 marks out of a total of 15

as compared to 10.286 and 9.464 marks respectively), when as

authoritarian groups tend to take leas time to complete the
task than laissez-faire and democratic groups (an average of
1,681

minutes

respectively).

as

compared
The

to

8.446

differences,

statistically significant.

asd

8.811

however,

minutes
are

not
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Table

1

shows

interesting,

that

the participants found the game quite

their

average combined score being

above the mid-point.

The democratic group tends

slightly

to score

more highly than the laissez-faire and authoritarian groups
in

each

of

the

three 5-point scales designed to measure

their interest in the game and their behaviour and feeling
during the game respectively.
and

authoritarian

feeling and

in

democratic

the differences between the
groups

in

the

scores

for

the combined scores are significant at

the

0.05 level of confidence.

Table 1: COMPARISON OF PUPILS' INTEREST IN THE GAME
GROUPS UNDER DIFFERENT STYLES OF LEADERSHIP

----Author- Demoitarian cratic

Did you find the N
game interesting? M
SD
(interestinguninteresting)
How did you
behave during
the game?
(attentiveinattentive)

N

How did you feel
during the game?
(interestedbored)

N

Combined score

Laissez Obs- Analysis
-faire erver
of
variance

139

136

2.971
1.398

3.243
1.232

137
3.212
1.245

140

137

138

3.464
3.708
3.565
(3.154) (3.538) (3.231)
SD
1.147
0.876
1.067

65
F=2.885*
2.769 df=3/474

1.086

M

139

df=2/412

138

137

3.194
3.591
3.341
(3.196) (3.647) (3.216)
SD
1.301
1.148
1.205

F=3.732*
df=2/411

N

138

10=3.286*

M

9.609
3.227

M

SD

136

136

10.522
2.675

10.103
2.922

df=2/407

*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence.
Figures in parentheses are those reported by the observers.
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Cable

also

I

that

ahows

competition

found

observers.

Choir

difference

significant

is

or

four

the

the 0.05

at

those who contributed

leaders are defined as

more

the

In the laissez -

leaders with that of the non-leaders.

faire group,

than

interesting

more

in

Table 2 compares the combined score of

level of confidence.
the

game

the

who participated

pupils

answers

the

in

rhe

competition.

leaders

obtained a higher combined score than the non-leaders and
difference

their

significant

is

0.01

the

at

level

of

confidence.

Table 2: COMPARISON OP PUPILS' INTEREST IN rim GAME:
LEADERS AND NON-LEADERS

Combined score

Loaders

Non-leaders

Analysis of
variance

N

76

334

F=6.92700

M

10.961

9.874

SD

2.693

3.009

df,.1/408

"Significant at 0.01 level of confidence.

fhe pupils' performance in the test was barely satisfactory:
the pirticipants scored 4.058 out of a maximum of 10 and the
observers,

Evidence

3.815.

seemed

show

to

that

the

democratic group did slightly better than the authoritarian
group, who in turn was a little more superior to the laissezfaire

group,

significant.
and

leaders

the

but

differences

are

not

statistically

It also seemed that boys did better than girls
did

better

than

non-leaders,

but

again

the

differences are statistically insignificant.

With regard to "ne pupils' understanding

23

of democracy, the

19

participants and the observers respectively scored 2.251 and

2.161 out of a total of 3 on the objective test and,
and

3.678

out

self-evaluation.

of

total

a

In

both

of

cases,

5

on

the

the

3.749

subjective

differences

are

statistically insignificant, and there were also practically
no differences at all among the three groups of participants.

Table 3 shows that as far as leadership is concerned, pupils

in the democratic group felt more satisfied than
the

those in

laissez-faire group, and the latter in turn felt more

satisfied than those in the authoritarian group.
difference

betwean

the

authoritarian

group

While the
and

the

laissez-faire group is significant only at the 0.05 level of

confidence, their differences with the democratic group are
significant at the 0.01 level of confidence.

It may be noted

that the score for the authoritarian group falls quite far
below the mid-point, showing that these pupils were in fact
rather dissatisfied with the leadership they experienced.

Table 3: COMPARISON OF PUPILS' SATISFACTION WITH THE
LEADERSHIP: GROUPS UNDER DIFFERENT STYLES OF
LEADERSHIP
Authoritarian

Satisfaction
with the
leadership

Democratic

Laissezfaire

137

137

138

M

2.569
(2.573)

3.628
(3.654)

2.949
(3.288)

SD

1.418

1.317

1.385

Analysis of
variance

F20.888**
df2/409

**Significant at 0.01 level of confidence.
Figures in parentheses are those reported by the observers.
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When the pupils were asked to name the ntyle of leadership

they would prefer, democracy naturally emerged as tW most
It was chosen by 81.7% of the observers, 76.8% of

popular.

the authoritarian group, 76.1% of the democratic group and
12.7% of

As expected, authorita-

the laissez-faire group.

It was chosen by only 6.0%

rianism was the least popular.
of the pupils.

DISCUSSION
Although

the

differences

found

regarding

the

performance

of

competition

Are

not

statistically

present

the

in

the

three

groups

significant,

study
in

the

they

did

serve to demonstrate to the pupils in the classroom the pros
And

cons

of

democracy

vis-a-vis

authoritarianism

and

laissez-faire and help them understand these three concepts

the

pupils

democracy,

only

not

hUt

towards it.
were

personal

through

Netter.

experience and open discussion,

acquired

better

a

also developed

more

a

understanding

of

favourable attitude

Chun, while the pupils in the democratic group

very satisfied with

the

leadership they experienced,

thole la the Authoritarian group felt otherwise with theirs.

Although molt of the pupils found the came interesting, those

in the democratic group found it more interesting than the
['hey were followed by the laissez-faire group, the

others.

Authoritarian group and the observers in that order.

This

order seem to correspond with the degree of involvement of
each group in the game.

It

is obvious that the pupils

in

the democratic group were the most involved in the game and
the observers the least.
seems
that

to

Thin being the case,

provide some evidence

involvement breeds

2 F-;

the finding

to subntantiate

interest.

The

fact

the

that

claim
leaders

21

found

game more

the

interesting

confirms this assertion as

than non-leaders

further

the former were obviously more

involved in the game than the latter.

There are also indications that the degree of involvement is
to

some extent

related

positive direction.

to

the

outcome

of

learning

in

a

Although some of the findings are not

statistically significant,

they do point

to the fact that

leaders tended to do better than non-leaders and participants

tended to do better than ooservers in both the questionnaire

on understanding of democracy and the test on knowledge of
grid reference and conventional signs.

Compared with those in the pilot run, pupils in the present
study obtained lower scores in the test and higher scores in

there are three reasons for

the questionnaire.
the

school

school;

used

for

the pilot

run

was

an

this:

(1)

above-average

(2) the pilot run was conducted at the end of

the

academic year whereas the main study was conducted at the
beginning of the academic year:

and

(3)

in the pilot run,

the questionnaire and the test were administered immediately
after the game, but in the main study they were administered
after the lesson.

it may be noted that the self-evaluation of

Finally,

participants with
during

the

regard

game as

well

to

their

behaviour

as

their

satisfaction

and

the

feeling
with

the

leadership corresponds very closely with the evaluation made

by the observers.
results obtained in
reliable.

Phis probably

is an indication that the

the present study are quite valid and

22

COnC6USION

Cho findings
possible

to

in

this experimental study confirm that it

teach

democracy
topic

in

a

by

geography
using

an

lesson

on

is

a

experiential

seemingly

value-free

approach.

It was found that the pupils did learn something

moot democracy as well as grid reference and conventional
signs in a lesson built around a game whleh was played under
three different styles of leadership.

rhe amount of

learning on grid reference and conventional

signs that took place was only moderate in absolute terms.
However, there

is

insufficient information to determine at

this stage whether the method used is an effective one for
transmitting knowledge or not (Carstensen, 1981).
be

interesting

to

compare

the

achievements

It should
of

these

experiential groups with those of the groups taught by the
more conventional methods.

4'1
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LIVING CONDITIONS IN THE LOCAL SOCIETY

:

THE PUPILS WORK.

"INFA" PILOTPROJECT NOV. 1987 - JUNE 1988.
Tonny HUbbe.

The take off for the pilotproject concerning use of
computers, application programs and network (local and
international) in the classroom in connection with the topic
"Living conditions in the local society" was in Nov. 1987.
Before the work in the experimental classes started some
preparatory work had to be done. This work consisted in
- in-service training for teachers.
The in-service training was built up of some very different
elements in order to cover every demand existing on
beforehand and demands comming up during the work with the
topic.

It stretched from how to use the computer, the use of
application programs, calculation in different programs,
presentation of statistical sourses,to how to messure
weather variables, reading weathermaps, mapreading and
interpretation.
organizing of
- meetings with the teachers discussing the
the work in the classes.
- meetings on every single school in order to select from the
broad framework those parts which fit the actual local
society and the actual class.( An outline of the framework
is given in T.H.: Local studies and the use of general
application programs in ordinary classroom geography fig.
7, in Skills in Geographical Education. Brisbane 1988.)
At these meetings some of the sequences were planned in
details.

The goal for the work was and still is, that the pupils
living
- should get more knowledge about and insig..t into the
conditions in the pupils own local society and in the
society to which the school they collaborate with
belongs.
- should be able to communicate the results of the
studies about their own society incl.( ling the local weather
to pupils in collaborating classes i.:side and outside
Denmark.

The pupils' tasks in connection with the topics were
A: in the first place to investigate, describe and explain
the living conditions in their own local environment and to
put these results into a broader Danish eon.ext and secondly
communicate the results to their collaborating classes in
Denmark and UK.
of
H: the Danish pupils have to investigate the local society
school
before
they
study
the
the collaborating English

25

results and data received on datafiles from the English class
C: to compare the results and data on the datafiles received
from the English class with the results of their own
study in order to supplement and correct it.
Re.A.

The sources and tools for the study have been
- data collected during fieldwork of different kind in the
local society and environment.
- a 4-cm topographical map covering the local environment.
- local statistics.
- planning reports of the parish or muncipality.
- instruments for weather observations.
- personal computers with application programs such as
archives, spreadsheets mid text-processing programs and
datafiles concerning statistics about population, land
use, housing etc. on local, borough and county level.
Educational objectives were defined through the framework
and stretched from observations about local service level and
recreational demands of the population compared with the
local recreational supply to the geomorphological origin of
the landscape beneath the "noise" from the land use
especially from the built up areas.
Within two whole weeks
continuous measurements about the weather have been carried
out.

During the pupils investigation,measuring, creating the
description and attempts of explanation the initial problems
of the local society have been discussed and possible causes
and solutions suggested.
In order to communicate the results of the study to classes
in other parts of Denmark and in UK ( the Stockport area
the pupils have to equalize their results in a way that they
fit into datafiles for archive programs and spreadsheets. All
written materials must be translated in order to allow the
communication with English pupils.
)

These last activity forms a link to the next objective.
Re. B.

The framework for the work was presented to the teachers in
the middle of feb. 1988 together with sources and teaching
materials.
For the suggested framework see fig.1 ) The work
in the classes will start on some schools in the beginning of
March on others after Easter.
(

Three central geographical concepts are steering the
arrangment of the content about the Stockport area and the
Northeast-region in UK. The concepts are: locating, changes
and living conditions.
The sollrces and tools for the investigation are
- A 2-cm topographical map of Greater Manchester
- different atlases
- some pages from Anglish geography textbooks concerniie the
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-

Manchester-region, the early industrialization and the rise
and decline of the textile manufacturing.
slides showing the city center of Stockport with dui
communication system, shops and services.
slides showing different types of housing.
a database containing data from the 1981 census. Data are
broken down on wards. The database runs in Archive
Assistent and Report Assistent.
a pupils users guide to the database - written in Danish.
exercises using the database to highlight the living
conditions in the Stockport area at present.

In the classes this unit will be taught in an even closer
cooperation between the geography teacher and the English
teacher than has been in the former unit about the pupils own
local society.
Re. C.

Unit C can't be described for the time being bocause the
content and organization will be depending on the results of
unit B and on which informations and data the files comming
from the English schools will include.

As showed in the description of the pupils' work with the
units computers and application programs have been used as
tools and sources in close connection with traditionel tools
and sources.The aim of the project is not to try out various
closed programs or how to handle use of computers in the
classroom but to investigate where and in which way computers
and programs can be used by the pupils in geography and
social sciences in order to promote learning and further
their solution of problems.
Fig. 2 can be considered as an outline of the units.

Evaluation.

The evaluation of unit A is going on for the time being
The results of the evaluation will be given in the oral
presentation of this paper.
Observations in the classroom as reported by the teachers
show that pupils in the agegroup from 12 to 15 are interested
in investigating their own local environment concerning
living conditions. It also shows that they are able to use
computers and application programs in order to make
investigation and in order to communicate with other classes
even in a foreign language. Another positive event has been
that some of the slow learners have made progress as regards
written account.
The evaluation of unit B and C will take place in May and
June 1988 and the results will be presented at the symposium
.

in August.
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Fig. 1

Proposal for the teaching framework
Stockport - profile of an English town

Foreign language + Geography/Social sciences

I

Introduction

Content, topics/terms:
Where in the world are we7
Administrative classification.
Slides-show which gives pupils a first-hand impression of
Stockport.
Reading of text/texts which give informations about the
development of the Manchester area, the beginning of the
industrialization and the growth and decline of the textile
industry.
Outlook to India and other developing countries.

II

Localization

Content, topics/terms:
Localization of Stockport (River Mersey).
Localization of Stockport compared to Manchester.
Localization of the Manchester area in UK.

Comparisons with own community and the whole Denmark.

III

Changes

Content, topics/terms:
Localization of the textile industry "Yesterday and today".
Stockport: changes from "independent" textile industry to
living and industrial quarters of Greater Manchester.
Employment activity rate.
Industrie] structure.
Commuting.

Comparisons with own community and the whole Denmark.

28

IV

Living conditions

content, topics/terms:
Living standard - living quarters.
Size of family and structure of age groups.
Social groups.
Industrial quarters including service.
Commuting and net of communication.
Recreational areas.
Comparisons with own community and the whole Denmark.

The Royal School of Educational Studies
Dept. of Geography, Febr. 1988
Tonny Hubbe
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Figure 2. Outline of Units
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THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
weather observations and satellite images
Keld Juhl Larsen

Weather and climate is a common subject in the teaching
o4 geography on different levels in the Danish comprehensive
school (Folkeskolen).
It often contributes to the descriptions n4 conditions o4
life various places in the world. In recent years weather and
weather observations also contribute to environmental studies
where topics as air-pollution, acid rain and devastation of
forests are dealt with.

In the 6th to 7th grade the pupils carry out measurements and
observations of A number of parameters: temperature,
precipitation, humidity, air pressure, speed of wind, winddirection, cloudiness, type of clouds and sight.
Working practically in the class, one soon experiences the
imperfection of measurements carried out by the pupils,
partly caused by the fact, that they only make observations
once or twice a day and that observations in weekends are
totally left out.
in this situation an automatic weather station will prove
useful. It can pick up data at fixed intervals during a
longer period. A good knowledge of the parameters dealt with
in the weather observations is a necessary pedagogical
condition for pupils to benefit from such automatic
They must be familiar with concepts as
observations.
humidity, temperature, pressure etc. They must know about
changes in the weather caused by changes in the air pressure
etc. etc.
Thus the students must have carried out preparatory studies
in measuring with manual instruments and adjacent
explanations from the teacher. At this stage of teaching, the
computer will COMP in handy. By using a snreadsheet the
pupils easily can organize and present their observations in
schedules and different types of diagrams. In this way, the
pupils will easily be able to illustrate and compare data.
14 Danish pupils can gather meteorological information from a
meteorological station placed in e.g. UK, they will have an
outstanding opportunity to acquaint themselves with weather
situations it larger scale. A local automatic weather station
can provide information quicker than the traditional sources
at the official met. stations, because the delay in time
before these - o4 course more precise rate - reach the public
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Weather observations in SC3.

through newspapers, radio and TV. Furthermore, it increases
the pupils' interest, when they know the place ofobservatlons
and probably the observatories through communication with
English pupils.
The possibility of presenting satellite images on the screen,
either from floppy discs, official sources or directly from
satellite is a sophisticated but didactical straightforward
aspect in using computers in the school. This at the same
time adds news value and a comprehensive view of instruction.
For this purpose the computers can at the same time become
essential technical facilities and provide working methods
identical to the methods used outside school e. g. in
professional meteorology.
A computer operated weather station.
In the frame of the INFA-project a prototype of a computer
operated weather station has been developed in a cooperation
between the geographical and the physical institute of The
Royal Danish School of Educational Studies. The first version
of the station will only be produced in few copies whirl- will
be placed in some of the schools participating the INFAproject.
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fig. 2

The computer operated weather station.
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The software operating the weather station (a prototype was
finished November 1987) enable the pupils to set up measurement series where eight weather parameters can be measured: 3
temperatures (in different levels), precipitation, wind
direction, wind velocity, air moisture and air pressure.
Measurements can be carried out in periods ranging from 1
to 24 hours, and measurements of the chosen channels are
automatically carried out each 6th minute. Measurement
tables and diagrams can be shown on the screen and data can
be saved on the disk.
The goal is to facilitate pupils study of local weather over
longer periods of time and to support series of observations
comparable among the various schools as well as with the
daily weather reports and maps from The Danish Meteorological
Institute.
The computer operated weather station is further
discussed in the article: The use of comouters in local
environmental studies in lower secondary schools, Keld Juhl
Larsen 1987.
Satellite photos.

The use of satellite images especially METEOSAT detections
offers pupils the possibility of studying weather phenomena
in a larger scale and relate the studies to the observations
made in their local environment.
Satellite images stored in a digital form provide a variety
of information. E.g. cloud cover and to a certain degree
cloud type and areas with different temperatures on sea and
land.

Digital satellite images are traditionally processed and
presented on professional and expensive digital image
processing equipment. On the Geographical Department at the
Royal Danish School of Educational Studies development and
research has been going on for about a year aiming at a
possibility for pupils in the lower secondary school to
perform simple digital processing on METEOSAT and NOAH
detections by using a standard school computer equipment.
In these efforts a cooperation with the Geographical
Department of the University of Copenhagen has been very
fruitful. The digital images which are delivered from The
Danish Meteorological Institute on tape, has been modified to
a format (matrices of 512 x 512 of byte) which enables us
to store one image on a 360 kb 5 1/4 inch disk. It then is
possible to present and process the images on personal
computers with an internal storage capacity of only 256 kb, a
standard colour Graphics Adapter and a colourscreen in 320 x
200 mode.
If the computer has 512 kb of internal storage it is possible
to create a virtual disk drive large enough to store one
image of 512m512 byte. This facility speeds up image
processing A ]nt.
Each of the pixels in the image (which has
262.144 pixels) is defined by 8 bit which equals one byte and
has a value between 0 and 255. The professional equipment
can present each of these values as a colour on the screen
and thereby a lot of information.
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Most of the computers in Danish schools participating the
INFA-project have IBM PC's which are only configured to show
four colours an the monitor. This is a great limitation, but
still it is possible - by choosing significant pixelintervals from the image - to present a picture in pseudo
colours on the screen, where land masses, the sea and cloud
formations can be clearly seen and analyzed.
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The whole earth in infrared shown in four colours ..3n
the screen and printed on a standard matrix, printer.
The picture is drawn by reading each second pixel and
each second line in the 512x512 matrix.

The METEOSAT images used are channel 2 AI (referring to the
METEUSAT2 dissemination table/ detections showing the whole
earth in infrared. They use the 11 um window of infrared
radiation from the atmosphere, the sea level and the land
surface.
Low pixelcounts represent low temperatures and high
pixelcounts high temperatures.
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fill. 5

The rplationship between pixelcounts an temperature.
The diagram to the left in the screen dump in fig. 5 shows
The
the distribution of pixel-values in the image in fig. 'S.
piilel-intervals
on
the
screen
pupils can highlight different
by using the menu to the left. The screen can be saved and
more information can be added on the processed picture by
chnniaing nthor pixel- intervals.
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Picture where high and medium high clouds are
highlighted.
The processed pictures can be saved on disk as a 26 kb
picture file which enables us to show series of pictures on
the screen. The pictures can easily and quickly be
communicated via the 181/DLH-network. On a special designed
screen W1'3. 7) descriptions can be made to the current
Using the same facility the teacher can
METEOSAT picture.
develop exercises and write comments to the images.
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Special screen for writing exercises and comments.
The prototype program facilitates presentation and simple
digital image processing based on statistical calculations
and presentations - a pixel histogram - made by the computer.
The pupil can highlight areas with different temperatures on
top of the clouds, the sea level and land surface by choosing
different pixel intervals. By using a diagram as shown in
fig. 5 the temperature range of the highlighted areas can be
derided to a certain degree of precision. Fnr very high and
very low pixelcounts the accuracy is rather low.
The prototype program also facilitates presentation of parts
of the image in high resolution where each pixel and line are
read in the matrix. Two examples can be seen in fig. ea and
8b.
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The educational advantages by. using digital satellite images
in the teaching of geography can be summarized as follows:

The use of digital images is a highly interactive activity where the pupils are motivated
to:

1. use traditional geographical sources like atlas,
weather maps, weather statistics and !,atellite photos
2. study global and local climate and vegetation.
3. make measurements and weather observations.
study living conditions in foreign regions.

The 26 kb satellite picture files can be loaded into a
drawing application - e. g. PC-paint - and different map
information can be written and drawn on the pictures. Is is
also possible to load series of METEDSAT pictures in PC Story
Board which facilitates animation and description of typical
weather situations.
METEOSAT and NOAH images can be applied to normal classroom
practice of study of the local weather in a broader context in our situation in relation to the northern hemisphere. In a
later stage weather radar detections provides additional
local information of the distribution and amount of
precipitation.
Together they provide information of the
actual weather situation and can support pupils in maling
weather forecasts.
Later on LANDSAT images in digital form will he used to
provide more detailed information of local areas such as
vegetation cover and land use. It demands better equipment in
the schools at least an enhanced graphic colour display.
A datalogical network.
Si, lower secondary schools participating the INF( project
each have a local area networks of eight 1BM-PC's.
From autumn 1987 these schools and the previous mentioned
institutions have been able to communicate both nationally
via the DATCL-network (the Danish Telephone network/ and
internationally via the EARN-network (European Academic and
Research Network). The first pedagogical experiments go for
the communication and interchange of information about local
weather, milieu and living conditions among school% home and
abroad.
The above mentioned programmes will facilitate
creation of detrefiles to be communicated.
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fig. 9

The logical structure of the communication

This educational development is a try to widen and develop
the use, scope and interplay of various geographical media in
an attempt to further the applicability of informatics and
educational technology in normal classroom practice. It also
aims at representations of and education in important
phenomena and topics, which often cause difficulties to
practical teaching e. g. coherent regional analyses and
descriptim. These efforts aim at better motivation and
balance between local studies and studies of foreign regions
and global problems.

The Royal Danish School of Educational Studies.
Geographical Institute/1NFA.
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POLLS AND SURVEYS VIA COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Malcolm N Manilas
Statewide Computer Education CoOrdinalor
Stale Computer Education Centre
Genoa Street, Moorabbin, Victoria. 3189

ABSTRACT
A need existed for a versatile computer software package suitable for conducting questionnaires
which could be run on microcomputers commonly found In schools. Previous products wore
unsatisfactory. A newly developed software package titled Investlgator is introduced here.

Investigator allows the user to design, conduct and then analyse, both graphically and
al aftsticafty, a complex questionnaire. It Is a combination of word processor, database and
statistical package.
A wide selection of automatic question formals and editing facilities streamline the process.
Students are Introduced to the techniques ol sampling and surveying. The comprehensive
rnanuil Includes leaching ideas, worksheets, and many other valuable resources.

INTRODUCTION
The impetus for the mayor software product discussed in this paper came from the need
established by the current Year 12 Geography course in Victoria. Geography students are
required to carry out an Independent Research Project as an Integral part of their studies. Many of
these studies focus on a geographic theme which requires the student to gather information from
the local community, frequently by interviewing local residents and small business owners. Most
of these Interviews utilise a questionnaire and the student invariably laces the timeconsuming
task of questionnaire design. Alter completing the necessary interviews the student then faces
the onerous task of collating the answers, counting the total number of respondents to each
question, calculating the various percentages and perhaps graphing the analysed results. All of
this needs to be done before the student can begin the task of assessing and explaining the
meaning of the results. This whole process Is very time consuming pnd, In a year where lime Is
precious, it Is time that is too precious to waste. The question then to ask is whether computers
and computer software can streamline the questionnaire process.

OBJECTIVES
The search of available software was guided by several objectives. The ideal software should:
1.

encourage students to conduct surveys in a structured, analytical way, and report
on their findings in an objective manner.

2.

enable students and leachers to design, print and analyse a survey document on a
topic ol their own choosing.

3.

Introduce a variety ol question formals to both students and leachers.

4.

elicit the required responses from the target population by encouraging the best
possible choice of question type.

5.

provide an introduction to sampling techniques.

6.

operate on the omnipresent App'e

7,

allow computer novices to feel comfortable with and in control of their research.
The software should be 'user friendly'.
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series and IBM JX computers.
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PREVIOUS PRODUCTS
A range of products was reviewed and In general they each failed to satisfy all the criteria, although
each product met a selection of the stated criteria.

Multiple Choice Quiz by Malcolm Carkeek for Windfall Software
Comment: This Is as the name implies, a multlpte.cholce quiz with testing and learning as a central
thrust. It has onl limited application as a questionnaire generator.

Survey by Elizabeth Computing Centre, Hobart, Tasmania
Comment: Only available for BBC

Survey Taker(tor Apple) by Scholastic
Comment A useful introduction to the process of survey taking but Is limited to multiple-choice
questions and the extent of the analysis Is simple totats and relative percentages.

Survey - A geographic and statistical program for secondary schools

Under development by Active Learning Systems
PreublicAly stated As well as providing the tools for students to develop their own surveys, the
program will give a thorough background on the history and practice of surveys".
Comment: This product looked promising but has now been Indefinitely shelved.

The TV Survey - A database and study kit for television analysis (for Apple)
by Peter Alderson 1985
Comment: Uses the strengths of Appleworks by supplying specific Appleworks Data Files; le: His
not a new program In Hs own right.

The conclusion reached was that there was no product available that met all criteria. The author
sought input from various geography teacher groups and the Geography Curriculum Committee.
This response was presented to Probate, who then gave the go ahead with the development of a
new software package titled InvestIgftfor. The author was on full-time secondment to Prologic In
1986 when development began, but has since joined the State Computer Education Centre
where the project is now nearing completion.

INVESTIGATOR - Design, conduct, and analyse a questionnaire
by Malcolm H Mathias
programmed by Stuart Thomson
published by Prologic Ply Ltd
Investigator allows students to design, conduct, and analyse a questionnaire on a topic of their
own choosing. The program Is a convenient utility which speeds up the process of preparing and
processing a questionnaire. As a utility II therefore, by definition, contains no specific subject
matter. However, the range of question types available Is demonstrated on the Investigator data
disk with a sample questionnaire on takeaway food.
The program operates using simple keystrokes on all menu screens. The user can select any
menu Item using the SPACE bar, the ARROW keys or the NUMERIC key corresponding to
the menu item. The menu selection Is activated with the RETURN key. The investigator Main
Menu allows users to choose one of six options:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

8.

Read the Introduction
Questionnaire layout
Questionnaire answers
Ouoslionnalre statistics
Data disk unities
Finish the program

It Is from this main menu that users enter each of the three major functional areas of the program:

(a) Layout; (b) Answers; and (C) Statistics.
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By choosing appropriate kerns from the menu users gel deeper Into the use of the program, but
Figure 1) allow the user to keep track of where they are in the
the nested 41..10 cards
. Prink' the ESC key at any stage will lake the user back to the previous file-tab card
ton in the program.
INVESTIGATOR Mill MENU
I.

t

QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT
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S. Enter a date
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12. Explanation
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i
1

I

i
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i

I

1
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Use SPACE for Arrows) to select. then press Return.

? for Help

Figure 1. Nested file -tab cards

QUESTIONNAIRE LAYOUT
Users are free to design their own questionnaire using a heading, explanatory text and any mix of
question types chosen from the following:

multiple choice: respondents choose from between 2 and 14 alternative

1

answers.
2,

yes/no: respondents answer using yes/no, yes/no/undecided, or yes/no/
undecided/conditional lump responses.

3

true/I else: respondents answer using true/false, true/faise/undeckled, or
true/false/ undecided/ conditional Jump responses.

4

value scale: respondents answer by placing a cross on a scale with Iwo, three,
or live labels.

5

enter a number: respondents enter a number between -20,000,000 and
+20,000,000 and may enter floating point answers up to I so decimal places.

6.

enter a date: respondents enter a dale as dd/mm/yyyy. eg: date of birth.

7

enter a word: respondents enter any word up to 26 characters In length.

.

8.

rank order: respondents rank between 2 and 14 alternative answers In their
preferred order.

9.

tabular: respondents answer by placing one or more ticks In a rectangular grid of
answer boxes which can be anything from 2x2 to 5x5 boxes In size.

10 .

free format: respondents write an answer In a blank space. These answers
cannot be stored In the Investigator program as they use too much disk space.

11 .

heading: the user can give the questionnaire a title, an author/organiser's
name, a schooV business identity, and a dale or other information. This
Information is than printed In a questionnaire heading section at the beglnIng of

3
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the questionnaire. The program automatically takes the author/organiser's name
and uses the same Wormatlon In an end of questionnaire "thank you' section.

12.

explanation: the user can give an explanation in the body of the questionnaire
which provides the respondents with necessary information. The user may wish
particular respondents to only answer a selected group of questions, and the
explanation Is then used to give appropriate directions. The explanation can also
be used to provide data or a quotation as the basis for later questions.

The program oilers the user a pre-lormatted blank of whatever question type Is selected, and the
user simply fills in the text of the question and any alternative answers. The program automatically
numbers each question In sequence, and provides all necessary Instructions to the respondent
(eg: Tick the box below) and all the graphics including boas for the respondent to tick.

The finished questionnaire may then be printed and photocopied for distribution to the people
the user wishes to survey.

QUESTIONNAIRE ANSWERS
The answers are then entered into the computer by choosing the Questionnaire answers option
on the Investigator Main Menu. To enter a new answer the user selects the Enter new answers
option from the Questionnaire answers menu. The user enters the answers by answering the
questions as they appear on screen. The progr-m highlights the cursor in the first available
answer position for each question. The user either enters the answer directly into that answer
position, or uses the SPACE or ARROW keys to select a new answer position, and then presses
RETURN to activate the answer given.
Different sets of answers are Identified by a respondent number. The program automation),
enters 8 blank answer space to receive the respondent number information a, the start of every
questionnaire. it appears between the user-entered Heading details and the first user-entered
question. The number of Individual sets of respondents' answers which can be entered Is limited
by the type of questions asked and the capacity of the disk In the system being operated.

DATA DISK CAPACITY
The number of questions and answers which Investigator can save and store on disk is limited by the
size of the disk drive used with the system. It has been assumed that most users will have five and one
quarter inch floppy disk drives attached to their system.
The need for storage space Increases with any increase In the number of questions in a particular
questionnaire. Similarly, some question types require more storage space than others, and 'five by
five' tabular questions are particularly demanding in the amount ot space they need. Finally of course
more storage space is needed with increasing numbers of respondents. The following figures give an
approximate guide to the data disk capacities.

Note: These figures can be considered estimates only. Investigator is not yet finished and final
capacities will not be known until the final product Is produced.

Typical question type
AN 5x5 Tabular
Mixture of all types

Simple Yes/No

Number of questions
29
29
29

Number of answers
40
200
850

Whon all answers have been entered the user selects Ouestionna re statistics from the
Investigator Main Menu and the program will then analyse the answers and calculate appropriate
statistics for each question type.

rJU
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QUESTIONNAIRE STATISTICS
The Investigator program wW calculate appropriate statistics for the different question types. The
following information contains a summary of the statistics given for each question type:
1.

Numetle answers (InclulIng dates): (a) Total number of respondents;
(b) The average of all answers: (c) The maximum answer given; and (d) The
minimum answer given.

2.

Multiple Choice: (a) Total number of respondents; (b) Number of respondents
who gave each answer; and (c) Percentage of respondents who gave each
answer.

3.

Yea/No: (a) Total number of respondents; (b) Number of respondents who gave
each answer; and (c) Percentage of respondents who gave each answer.

4.

True/FalSe: (a) Total number of respondents; (b) Number of respondents who
gave each answer; and (c) Percentage of respondents who gave each answer.

5

Value Scale: (a) Total number of respondents: (b) Number of respondents
who gave each answer; and (c) The average of all answers (On a scale of 1.5, 1.7,
or 1.9 from left to right).

ti .

Enter a Word: The program attaches a list at end of questionnaire. The list
sorts the responses and shows the frequency of occurrence of all words used
One or more Mies.

7.

Flank Order: (a) Total number of respondents; (b) The average rank given for
each answer which Is written In the answer box eg: 13.99: and (c) The number of
times respondents ranked each answer as 1 (written before answer box).

8.

Tabular: (a) Total number of respondents; (b) Number of respondents who
gave each answer (23): and (c) Percentage of respondents who gave each
answer (85.0%) eg: Number:Percentage ( 23 : 85.0%).

9.

Free Format: No statistics calculated by the program.

Protogic have plans for a second product In the Investigator series which will take Ma data
established In this product and allow a lull database style Interrogation of the data. Another
planned product will access the same database and allow a wide range of statistical tests to be
applied to the data. It is probable that the future development of these latter products will be
heavily dependent on the degree of success achieved by Investigator.

TEACHING IDEAS
The manual for Investigator Includes comprehensive notes, worksheets, data sheets, a glossary and
a list of appropriate references. These provide both teachers and students with a variety of
resources which are designed to enhance the use of the software. Many of these resources are
designed to be used by the students Wore they begin using the computer. They provide excellent
material for students to bo working on while they wait their turn at the computer.
There are many aspects involved In the successful design, implementation and analysis of a
questionnaire. An introduction to these aspects prior to running the compute program would be
beneficial for students. Students should be given some training In each of the following areas:
1.

2.
3.
4,
5

6.
7.

correct phrasing of questions
choosing appropriate answer types
designing the luestionnaire size and layout
deciding on sample size and sampling method
presenting the survey to potential respondents
analysing the respondents' answers
writing a report
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The worksheets and data sheets contained In the manual for Investigator will assist teachers by
providing blackline masters of a wide variety of materials designed to stimulate and assist
students In producing and completing a successful questionnaire survey.

Data sheets
The data sheets contain a wide variety of newspaper cuttings which reported the results of
various polls and surveys conducted by professional pollsters and market research organisations.
The top ice reported are quite varied and testing in schools revealed a high degree of interest
among students. Examples include:
1. "Census reinforces notion of worthless housewife" from The
Age of July 5, 1986.
2. "Doctors top respected jobs list" from The Sun of August 22, 1986.
3. "ID cards: two out of three say yes' from The Age of July 7, 1986.
4. 'Jobless should earn the dole, says poll" from The Age of July 8, 1986.
5. "Many pupils try pot: school study' from The Age of June 18, 1986.
6. The Australian Census, June 30, 1986.
7. "Violent crimes topple jobless as major worry" from The Sun of April 8, 1986.

Worksheets
The worksheets contain a sample of each of the question types available in the Investigator
program. These samples are prod' iced in the manual as a complete example question and as a
proforma blank on which the students can practice before taking their turn on the computer.

The blackline masters are easily photocopled (no copyright problems) and contain one of each
of
following: (1) Heading; (2) Explanation; (3) Finishahank you; (4) Enter a Word; (5) Fnter a
Date; (8) Enter a Number; (7) Multiple Choice; (8) Rank Order; (9) Yes/No; (10) True/False; (11)
Value Scale; (12) Tabular; and (13) Free Format.

TRIALLING
The teaching resources contained In the Investigator manual have successfully encouraged
students at the Methodist Ladies College and Glen Waver,sy High School to conduct surveys In a
structured, analytical way, and they reported on their findings in an objective manner. These
students were able to design, print and analyse a survey document on topics of their own
choosing by using Investigator on IBM JX machines. The Investigator package introduced a
variety of question formats to both students and teachers. They were able to elicit the required
responses from the target population by using appropriate question types. They felt that the
introduction to sampling lechn'Nes had allowed them to better appreciate the significance of
their results. The Year 11 Geography classes were computer novices and many said that they felt
comfortable and in control of their research,

CONCLUSION
The history of development of Investigator has allowed the software to be tailored precisely to
meet the perceived needs of Year 12 geography students. The program satisfies all of the
previously stated objectives and !nailing has demonstrated Its ease of use.
Investigator will hopefully make a significant contribution to the process of designing, conducting
and analysing a questionnaire. The tedium of previously manual tasks will be greatly streamlined
through the use of this computer software package. The package should be a catalyst for renewed interest In conducting community studies.
The Investigator package Is not just another software package. II is a complete kit of resources
which allows users to loam something about the skills Involved in planning and conducting a
questionnaire while obtaining specific information on a topic ot their choice. II Is a very versatile
utility and will probably bo used extensively by schools for a variety of survey purposes.

Anyone interested in °omitting a copy of Investigator should contact Softime Australia Ply Ltd
(the software diviclon of Prologic Ply Ltd), 19 Cato Street, Hawlorn East, Victoria, 3123 Tel: (03)

209 0222
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6IFR AS AH ADWCHTUKE
using the computer to simulate life situations
in geographical education
Hank Triap
ABSTRACT

Literature can contribute to geography teaching aimed at
developing spatial orientation, understanding of the
onvilonment and empathy for other people's experiences.
Interactive literature (computer adventures) can compensate
nome of the shortcomings of hooks by integrating personal
experience ('private geography') with data handling on
different levels of analysis ('academic geography'). The
.development of a tool for generating geoyrephical nileationn is

described and the use of this tool in geography teaching in
diseenoed.

INTRoOWTION
'1 net off round The Lizard, the most southerly
headland In England and subject to the name sort of
erosion AS Land's End. The path was like n threeLane motorway round here and being Sunday the traffic
was heavy. (...) On the clifftop the day trippers
gazed out to sea through binoculars or sat in their
cars reading the newspapers and having picnics. (...)
codgwith, like all the really pretty places, appeared
suddenly, one step around the headland. it was a
finhing villaye with all the etandard fealureet
thatched cottages, a village pub, a tea Whop, links
with the nmeggling ere, coloured boats drawn up on
1he boatl, and narrow etreetn trimmed with double
yellow linon..(Wallington, 19116, 12B)

Waiking the coastal footpath of Cornwall, accompanied by his
dulg boodle, Mark WaILInglon makes sharp obnervationn about the

tanneape he traverses, the remnants of the pant he fiedn oe
Isis way and the ont-ranting ways of life of the. Cornish people

and the (nummer) visitorn.

Wallington's travel ntory containn a lot of both human end
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physical geography. Resting on the top of a cliff watching the
tide coming in he wonders about the intricacies of the
movements of sun and moon. Bumping into the old engine houses
of the tin- and copper-minee he recalls the history of the
Cornwall mining industry; the inf)uence of railway construction
in the nineteenth century; the collapse due to the discovery of
new fields in Chile and Australia and the revival in the
Sixties. Ile also describes the way the remnants are now used

either by gulls or in tourism by way of a pub or a restaurant.
Reading such an account one recognises the eye of the
geographer: '...someone who percieveri, explores, experiences

and acts in space,' (Donaldson, 1975).
The value of literature in geography teaching has been
recognised by humanistic geographers for many years. In
literature the student is confronted with the lifeworld of

private geographies and this can help students to relate
succasfully to their own environment and increase a level of
empathy for other people's experience (Fien, 1983).

Still, literature is not widely used in geography teaching. Two
reasons for this may be import

it'

First, it is hard to find literature written in a way that
captures the interest of children and second, literature may
stress private eeographies, but educational goals concerning
academic geography seem often not to be catered for.

The starting point for the project described in this paper is
the thought that a solution for these problems may be found in
a special form of computer aeorsted learning: interactive
literature, used as An interface to e database.

INTRHACTIVE GITENATUIU

In interactive literature, most widely known under the name

mmnputer adventure, the students/players enter into the role of

5,i
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ellarnclers in a story. Thu players have access to information

about places, regions, characters and objects they encounter.
The story presents several problems and questions. The
decinions of the player affect the subsequent unfolding of the
plot. You just can't road unobservantly and finally close the
'book' without Loring learned anything. Also the story will be
new evetytime you reenter tt, there are a lot of different
peths to pursue.

Preliminary tesearta on using adventure games in primary
education has shown considerable involvement of pupils leading
to the ion and development of a wide range of skills Le
loading, thinking, communication and cooperation (Hart,

19137).

one experiment in geography teaching concerned the learning
effects of reading The Hobbit (Tolkien, 1975) compared with
those of using the interactive version (Melbourne Hoene, 1906).
The results indicate that knowledge exalt the topography of the
environment (relative locetion, wayfinding) increased more by
tieing the interactive vernion. In contrast, the students who

lead the book gave more vivid descriptions of landscapes and
characters (Vogelaars, Me). Interpretation of these results
were ennsidered in following projects but discussing them lies
beyond the scope of this paper.

DATA H11NDL1Nd

Loarninq has to do with experience.

Perception and analysis of

events are euppened to lead in understnding. Every ncLion in
bleed en this understanding of teality. In educational theory a

uhift hag taken dace from a one-way transfer of knowledge Lo
ihe eteation of an environment in which the eludent is
utimuleted to pursue his own process of inquiry. in studying
reality we eau dineorn phenomena ponseneing attributen.
Statements about Olefin attributes form data. Selection,
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ordering and interpretation of data are important skills,
needed to acquire an understanding of reality.
In interactive literature the relation between perception,

learning and action is well stressed. The data contained in
most existing adventures however are primarily about unique
characters, objects and places while geographical skills also
include analysis of data on a more aggregated level.
In addition to this, the characters involved are often dragons,

wizards, princesses or gnomes. This makes the story exciting
but it only contributes to an understanding of the real world
on a certain abstract level

.

Last but not least, the fact that

most adventures are based on a topological network, which means
that the areas of locations and the distances between locations
are irrelevant, poses severe limitations to an application in
geography teaching. This all inspired the wish to build a tool
for creating stories including more generalised information and

nom basic geographical principles. To this effect interactive
literature was interpreted as a tactical interface to a multilevel database.
USEROPERATIONAL
INTERFACE

DATABASE

TACTICAL
INTERFACE

EDIT AND
QUERY

WORDPROCESSING

mmm

(REPORT)
If

USER-

I comminna

DATA

SPREADSHEET

STATISTICAL
MANIPULATION

BASE

icon

SIMULATION /
ADVENTURE

I CARTOKIRAPHICAL
DISPLAY
EXPERT / TUTOR

Figure

- -

1. Structure of an integrated system of Computer
Assisted Learning
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The simulation of a real world situation through simulations or
adventures is one of the ways in wich the ntudoats can interact
19011a). Combination with other tactical

with data (Trimp,

interfacen like those presented in figure 1 provides extra
opportunities to integrate private and academic geography. The
production of a simulation interface wan undertaken in a
project called 'The Geographical Situation Generator' (GSG).

THE UEoGitAPHICAL SilUATiON GENEHAToll

The npeciflcation of the GSG (de Graaf en Trimp, 1900) was
proceeded by examination of existing advonturen and adventure
generators. By far Liun most helpful was the Quest. Adventure

Generator for thn leiC B machine (Hart and Hinder, 19135). This

gonntatnr, being databane oriented, allown unars to create data
files of pnrsonn (actors), objects (props) and locations

(scenic) using the Quest information handling package (AMUR,
19144). The topological layout of locationn and the rnlatione

between characters can be defined by the users who can also
specify events that happen during the course of the adventure
(Hart,

19117, 276),

A similir structure forma a locattonni level in the GSG. This
In the level on with the player moven, meets peoplo and fieds
things. Topography in introduced by including direction
(compasn orientation) and distance. Also, the type of

onnectionn botwnen locations can be defined (motorway,
footpath, rivcr, railroad etc.) influencing nj

1 or movement

ponding on choicn of vnhicle.
on top of thin, up to three regional levels can be defined (see
Vigute 2). eo the denigner of an interactive stoty can store
data on four spatial levnle (one locational and throe regional)
and on actors and objects.

p.
t
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Level 3

) Country

/I
Level 2

tE G.) Province

Level 1

(Et) ) MuniCipality

Level 0

IE G I Settlement
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,
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Figure 2. Levels within the Geographical Situation Generator

The playor can always retrieve the information on the location
he in al and on the higher levels by using simple commands. In
addition he can question people he meets (s.g. a bartender, the
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mayor) and examine thlnge he finds (e.g. a rock, a map). Some
information may he secret, only to be obtained when the player
meetn eortain regelremente.

The denignetn of a situation decide which information will be
avalleble at what time, at which place and under what circumstancee and thereby create their own micro- world. Situations

can be defined by teachers but also by pupiln themselves.
Depending on the complexity of a attention the time needed will
vary from one hour to several months (project worki).
Several example situatione were developed to give an idea of
the potential of the generator. These examples vary in scale
and also in theme. By definition the generated situations are
regionally based. The space in which the story unfolds can
range fiom a local community (or even just a building) to the
entire world (or even the galaxy and further, if you wish). By
carefully choosing the data to be stored and by defining
conditions and events one can focus on a certain theme, for
lnetance ecology or economic dependence. however this thematic

approaoh can never he detached from the level where people
liee. This ntartlng-point of combining the 'lived world of

everyday life' with the interrogation of information on
aggregated levels will hopefully result in a tool with which
children can acquire geographical Millie Ihnt arse above all
life skills (Trimp, 1911eh). one example will be connidered more

osoly.

THE; CURNWAW, ADVENTCRE

'Ake nil situations ereated with Um DSD, the Cornwall
Aadventere ('Crimp,

19t1Dc) In bailed on it map (figure 3) .

hocationn, connections and distances nre derived from this
'hanemap'. at every location people and objects can be

flaunted. Figure 4 shown n &tell of the Cornwall situation.
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ri crirP f. Part of the Normal) of the Cornwall adventure.
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An object in movable or fixed, depending nit its measure. Large

objects with an opening, for instance buildings, can be entered
and can he uounldered a location within a location. Thu Library
and the City Will In figure 4 can be entered. In the library
the player can for instance enter ti) the hall of Maps in which
he can find a cabinet containing a map. The map can be taken
out of the cabinet and subsequently examined.

In thin situation topien as mentioned in the introduction are
encountered. Thu development of Cornwall and the changes in the
lifestyle of the inhabitants are considered, linking and
comparing Cornwall with other parts of the United Kingdom and
regions in other countries. in order to be successful the
player will have to read and interpret Several maps, both

topographical (spatial orientation, wnyfinding) and thematic
(discovering spatial associations). These maps are provided in
the additional material, not in the (text oriented) program.
For future versionn of (;fir; cartographical options are planned

as well an video-disk integration. At the moment a combination
of the GS(; and separate cartographical programs in a classroom

situation in encouraged by distributing cartographic boundary
files and data files along with the example situations.

O ISCIISSI0N

I. The use of intactkve literature in geography teaching is a
u ow pproach to Cho integration of 'titivate' and 'academic'

geography. The Geographical Situation Gentator providen a tool
to create and enter envilonmente in which a student 'learns by
xpnr ience

2. Computer simulations cannot replace the real world and
software developers should not roach for the Impossible by

trying to change this. 0n the alum hand people do not tend to
travel the whole world and alno in newsr ctenn a nimulation in a
lot nano. inirlogale worlds can fill a gap here.
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3. Creating a situation with students, based on personal

experience (for example in field study trips), comes close to
optimal geography teaching in combining exploration, analysis
and creative work.

4. Geographical situations form an open learning environment
and are therefore especially suited for mixed ability groups.
Children can choose their own learning routes and strategies.
5. Geographical situations have a positive motivational effect

by stim.lating children to assume an open and active attitude
(to life in general and to geography teaching specifically).
6. All theme former clAims are highly speculative and will have
to be verified by research.
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Abstract
This paper describes the educational context for the rtest and set up of an
online Geographical information System as an Educational Tool (GISET) in the
Netherlands.

phis casrr project aims at:
I.
providing geographical education with an adequate online information
technology system;
2.
selecting a reh'vant set of online information handling skills as part of
tomorrow's geographical education;
1.
building a formal online network for related projects.
'I he paper indicates the relation between our ideas of tomorrow's education
and the choice for a particular information system. The structure of GISET is
sketched out as well as some of the technical facilities. GISET is described as
an integral part of the national inservice training for CAL in Geography and
relations with other (online) projects are given.
Suggestions are made to do research on possibilities for an international
network of online information systems for geographical education.
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1. Introduction
With the provision free of cost of I I MS-DOS machines in all schools for
secondary education in the Netherlands between 1983 and 1988 a standard
equipment has been installed to stimulate a broader dissemination of applied
information technologies. Simultaneously geography managed to become one of
the subject areas in which information technology has ptospered (I). On the
national scale the Department of Geography for Education (State University,
Utrecht) emerged as the heart of activities in developments as well as in
management tasks. Given that position the Stale University approved a
research project on the design and development of a Geographical Information
System as an Educational Tool (GISET) to be used in secondary education.
Started in January 1987 the project will research the possibilities of an
interactive network for pupils, students and teachers to retrieve, download
and
handle geographical information in a true information technology environment
within a curricular context. The project was launched with the long term aim
of integrnting and extending the existing know-how of the Utrecht
Geographical Institute with large international Geographical Information
Systems for spatial planning and analysis. This paper deals with the
educational views behind and issues raised by the project more than to give a
detailed description of the system itself.

2. Designing GISET In A Changing Educational Environment
In the early days of CAL in Geography some authors warned of
over-enthusiasm in developing applications for yesterday's classrooms. Others
pointed out that online information retrieval was likely to become a common
facility for pupils and students in the near future (Stoltninn, 1984).
Over the
List five years most developments on educational technology can he placed
somewhere in between. On the one hand projects join in with current curricula
and classroom practice (dedicated software like games or simulations),
on the
other hand they aim at breaking the educational approach to a more open
learning environment (database systems, satellite imngary, interactive video).
The GISET Research Project links tw with the latter. It aims at designing,
developing and running a prototype version of an online Geographical
Information System to integrate with tomorrow's geographical education. At the
same time the technical infrastructure in education is changing ns is the
profile of the new generation of teachers. Geography syllabuses are dynamic
and information technology will (and in some countries actually does) play an
important role in that process, from a design point of view this forces nn
experimental system approach with a high degree of user involvement from the
beginning and a highly flexible system. It seems that online information
systems have not yet been designed for geography teaching (2), neither is
there any notion as to what influence this kind of learning material will have
on the information needs, classroom activities and curriculum development in
secondary education in the coming years (3). Neither leachers nor their pupils
or students as potential users are to blame for their inadequacy to specify
information requirements for a system they have never worked with. Finally,
we noticed that system designers can not rely upon well tested inform,ition
analyses techniques for educational information systems at all. It became clear
to us that, nfter five years of experience in the development of CAL material
for geography, designing Gisci would he a pioneering task.
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The problem is clear. But building an information system for 'tomorrow's
education' also puts the question what education will be like even in the
nearer future. Should we concentrate on 'classroom teaching' or should we
explore more fundamentally the power of online applications for 'home' and
'clistaine' education as well? For, much geographical education takes place
outside the classroom or even outside schools. And to what degree will
financial consequences for the user influence the possibilities of succesful
exploitation? What technical infrastructure will be the educational standard for
the next 10 to 15 years? And to what extent will geographers be inclined to
accept changes in the curriculum?
To cope with such variables and uncertainties we decided to set up an online
system based upon issues and assumptions with regards to technical and
educational aspects. This system should create an experimental environment for
the project team as well as for the users. It should also give insight into the

user's behaviour in online information retrieval for educational
purposes. After a period of designing and building the system (Januari 1987 to
May 1988) we are now in an operational stage, open to the broader educational
public. At this point we are even ready to link in with international projects.

3. Aims, Issues And Assumptions
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) can bt seen as any information system
designed to store, retrieve and handle geographical information. But although
schools for secondary education are increasingly equiped with tiie computer
facilities to contact Geographical Information Systems, such systems did never
really conformed to information needs of secondary schools.
However, in the GISET Project, online application by schools was essential
from the start. The research goals were to work out the geographical
information analysis and educational system analysis for geography teaching
and to work the specifications for a geographical information ,ystem as an
Educational Too' (GISET).
For the specification stage we formulated the following issues:

I.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

A Geographical Information System as an Educational Tool should at
least meet the requirements of standard computer facilities in schools.
To assure a broad access to GISET a 'Computer Independent Application'
should be installed.
Access costs and the 'online'-connection should be fully under control
without heavy financial consequences for the individual or the institution
involved.
Full control over the (geographical) content of the information system
should be guaranteed.
The system under development should allow the project to evolve to a
broader facility network.
The GISET Project should include possibilities of linking in with other
projects and further developments.

We assumed that the necessity of extra financial efforts to access and use
would hamper geography departments, schools and individuals to log in. As a
consequence we tried to avoid the development of a complicated software
package for whatever type of microcomputer. Even so the purchase of
expensive devices or hardware facilities should not be neccessary for the use
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of GISET. The information stored should be designed to support an educatiot al
environment and should be collected and edited with this aim in mind. Thnt is
to sty that type, content, format and intellectual level of data and information
in store should be tuned at the target group (12 to 16 years! and the aimed
use in educational settings. In the longer run the Project should facilitate
integration with other (inte)national networks, interactive video and academic
Georaphical Information Systems (GIS), such as located within several
Geography Departments at I tniversilies.

4. From issues to an operational system
Apart from the recently installed set of 1I MS DOS machines a broad variety
of brands, makes and types of microcomputers can be found as previously
installed computer equipment. ror the social sciences it is likely to suggest
that the accessibility to this hardware will increase, even to the point of
permanent location in, for example, the geography classroom. 'lb create a
system to he used by as many classes and leachers as possible the idea was

to involve this equipment as well. At the same time we felt that good
educational information handling packages for MS-DOS machines and in the
Dutch language will not be available until 1989. As a consequence in the design
stage of GISET we concentrated on a computer independent application that
should avoid problems of portability. The process of specifying information
needs and lystein analysis suggested the setting up of an online viewdata
system as a tool for further design and specification, in combination with the
use of the public telephone network.
At this point we benefited well from a recent geography project on viewdata
systems. For the Dutch public viedata system (VIDITEL) the Department of
Geography for Education dcv, loped a geographical search tree, just to access
more quikcly and directly the geographical information available on this
databank. Experiences from teachers in using this geographical tool made
clear that the system or individually addressed passwords with large possible
financial consequences is hardly transportable to the organisational structure of
secondary education. The use of such a system should not be a charge on the
individual or the teacher nor affect his relationship with the school board. The
alternative was to start an 'open' private information system with a cost
structure under control and a system of passwords without financial
consequences. This has led to install a videotex host facility at the Institute
(4) which allows the setting up of a prototype, to start a network and to
experiment in smaller groups,

5. GISET: a description
!laving studied the variety of projects in different countries using videotex
systems for educational purposes we have not yet recognised our ideas in any
applied system. In the distinction between business oriented public viewdata
systems and private non-business applications GISET fits into the latter. GIST T
aims to providing teaching or classroom material to be used by pupils
and leachers for educational purposes. So GISET contains mainly subject
oriented digital graphs, texts and worksheets which can be used and printed
out, but also datafiles to he downloaded and stored and manipulated locally.
Smaller tutorials are available as will be exercises and drills. The material will
partly he curriculum based, partly will it function in a broader context of
geographical information. Ilesides it provides groups of teachers, pupils or
schools their own communication system with open or closed bulletin boards,
postbox facilities and news. There is open access to anyone without any
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subscription (even from abroad), but more information will be available when
you ask for a private (costless) password. Groups of users are registered
according to their educational swim and blocks of information are opened as
an extra facility for special user groups. For instance, there is information
available about the Foreign trade of Western-Germany from 1950 to 1985 (part
of the GCSE equivalent syllabus for geography). Some worksheets to analyse
and compare these data are lust accessible for teachers, others are open to
anyone. Also, doing some experiments with smaller groups of schools we
temporarily upgrade the user status of the participating teachers so that only
they can access, react or comment on the relevant information. Extra attention
is given to educational support for teachers in organizing their classroom
situations for online work. Setting up relevant groupwork, suggestions on how
to work offline with or without computers with the material available and so
on.

6.The GISET Structure: Information, Facilities And Research
GISET consists of a collection of clearly defined information modules in a
broad variety of aspects. At this moment navigation through the system is
mainly menu driven although keyword search is possible. Figure 1 shows the
three main blocks at the head menu, each of which will be described shortly.
a.

Welcome in GISET
This part (with a summary in English available) introduces the user to
G1SET. It offers guidelines, information about G1SET as a project,
possibilities of private passwords and other introductory information. It
also gives explanations to facilities, telephone numbers for the help-desk
and so on (see fig. 2).

b.

Information in GISET
This will become the body of the system and can be seen as divided into
three blocks (see fig. 3). Option I contains information modules about
regions, geographical phenomena and processes. Option 2 gives 'lesson
modules', i.e. interactive tutorials to learn about concepts, to do exercises
and ofkrs possibilities to download worksheets.
Option 3 is dedicated to special Projects and the last option (here: 8)
gives a list of descriptions of geographical concepts which is interrelated
with option I and 2 and can be consulted in interaction with the other
modules.

c.

Extra Tools
This part opens a window to a set of technical and informational
facilities for the user. Overviews are given of geographical detentes that
can he downloaded to be used in educational databases, and a list of the
national geographical educational software. Electronic mailing facilities are
offered via public bulletin boards, private postboxes, bulletin boards for
closed tiller groups and the like. There also is the agenda for special
events, the announcement of workshops and recently published articles on
CAL in Geography.
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Figure 3. The GISET mnin structure in blocks
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Two other management and research facilities should be mentioned hero. First
there is the possibility of digital inquiries. Each person, using her or his
personal password, can be addressed personally to type in answers on
pre-coded questionnaires. This allows us to collect frequently data on a number
of aspects concerning the system, the information and so on, with a high
percentage of response.
A second facility is that we as system managers can research the functionality
of available information. The system records automatically how often a
particular (set of) screen pnge(s) has been retrieved and how often it was
downloaded or printed out. This gives an extremely detailed information about
the use or lack of use of designed modules. Additional questionnaires

(digital or not) can collect data to translate that information into user-group
analysis and system development.

7. Interim report on user experiences
Al the time of writing (February 1988), experience is relatively limited. II was
planned to have an experimental stage to test the technical aspects of the
system, to define procedures and protocols for the system management, and to
work on the design of a variety of educational applications. Therefor the
system was put in action online 24 hours a day from June 1987. In February
1988 we had a resonant group of about 100 regular users. 30 % of them arc
Geography Teacher Trainers, running courses on ('Al. in Geography in their
syllabuses. Since we first wrote about GISET in a national News Duncan in
December 1987 the use of the system is increasing daily, as is the number of
private passwords. 'I his first generation of users corresponds with us via
the bulletin boards. Technical problems, suggestions for information and
classroom reactions have been registered in the Iasi months. Also messages
were found from leachers about additional software they suggested to use in
combination with GISET. So we may slate that early users of the system show
a variety of applications which promises a stimulating job for the
research team. It is clear that in the coming months a first inventory can be
made about 'real lime' use of the system in educational settings ,5).

8. GISET In Relation To Other Projects
As mentioned earlier one of the aims of the project is that the concepts of
Gisni can develop into the central node in the network facility for Geography
Teaching and Information Technology, at least in the Netherlands. Two related
projects should be described here to indicate what we have in mind.
a. '1 he NIVO Project

In the years 1985-191111 the NIVO Project will have supplied all schools for
secondary education with a MS-DOS computer room, a Starting Package with
MS-DOS software and a nationwide inservice training programme. In this
Inservice Training programme courses are developed for siihject specific
application of Information Technology, For Geography the author's Department
of Geography for Education coordinates these courses and orl:r is integrated
in this project as the online application. For these courses w designed a
strategy to introduce online information retrieval in secondary educath,
Applied on several themes a logical set of 10 information handling skills are
integrated in 4 modules for four different age groups. The skills range from
'1.og in procedure' to 'Communicate' and the related modules vary in the
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intented classroom management. Toe GISET part in the NIVO project will show
teachers how online educational information systems can be used in their
classroom or school situations. Teachers will be equiped with a basic set of
skills, concepts and educational views which allows them and their pupils to
incorporate this new medium in their educational practice (6).

b. GEONI,INE
To maintain and support a large amount of information is very labourintensive.
But much geographical information has already been stored in mainframe
computers. The question of how to get this digital information used in schools
by teachers and pupils was the basic idea behind GEONLINE. In this two years
project (nov. 1987 -nov. 1989) expertise on the market for geographical
teaching material (Malmberg Educational Publishers, 's-Hertogenbosch) is
combined with an acces ible Digital School Encyclopedia (VNU Database
Services, Amsterdam) a d research and INSET experience with IT in education
(Department of Geography for Education, State University Utrecht). One of the
system designers of GISET (Coen van der Burg) will coordinate the
research work for GEONLINE. On technical and educational aspects both
projects will profit from cooperation. In the longer term GEONLINE probably
will indicate the way in which time problem of educational information
management might be solved. For Geography as an educational subject this
project will add new possibilities of applying Information Technology in the
curriculum.

9. Conclusions
...Wand held computers little larger than today's calculators will enable
students to connect data banks as might be provided by the Information and
Documentation Centre for the Geography of the Netherlands, or a similar
organization in another nation, and investigate a range of geographical
problems, All of this will he possible from the student's home telephone as
well as the classroom. As teachers and the trainers ol geography teachers we
must prepare our students for those technical frontiers. We must
combine the hest material our discipline has with which to complement
computer assisted learning and press forward to deliver it in an educationally
sound manner.; (J. &oilman, 1984)
These words were spoken by Joseph Stoltman. IGU Commission of Education
Chairman during the IGU supported CAL in Geography Conference in London,
April 1981. Looking at GISET it might seem that we have worked out Jo's
prophecy too Merely, We will not deny that the regularly contacts we are able
to have generate a positive effect on concepts, strategies and policy. And
GISET is one of the outcomes of this process designed to function in the
national context of cwt.:rule and to fit into the Dutch educational system.
Whether it is deliverJd ..'in an educationally sound manner..' needs subjecting
to further research, Developments in information technology indicate that
the online viewdata systems can easily link in with interactive video and even
can disseminate photo quality images. One of the Geographer's needs in the
nearer future will undoubtedly he a flexible tool that can grow into integrated
systems for geographical education and information technology. Therefor we
would encourage the setting up of more Geographical Information Systems as
Educational Tools ench considering national circumstances and possibilities but
which then easily can be linked into an international network. Doing so we
can offer our collelgues, students and pupils access to a powerful
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international form of GMT to explore new frontiers in geographical education
for the year 2000.

n.r. van Peckum
State University Utrecht
Drs

1he Netherlands
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PERCEPTION OF BORDER REGIONS
Presentation of a Design for Investigating the Spatial
Perception and Identification of 15-year-old Students
in the French, Swiss and German Upper Rhine Region

Hartwig Haubrich

a. ABSTRACT

This paper discusses a research design. It contains a working
plan, a model of regional perception and identification, a
description of dependent variables as spatial identification,
auto- and hetero-stereotypes and spatial preferences and independent variables as nationality, sex, language, parents' and students' education and mobility. While some results will
be presented in Brisbane, the research design shall be discussed in this paper.

b. INTRODUCTION

Investigating the spatial perception and identification of
15-year-old stu, lilts in the French, Swiss and German Upper

Rhine Region means researching their knowledge about and their
attitudes towards their region.

15-year-olds are asked because they are approaching the end
of their lower secondary schooling. After having left this
level most students don't have Geography lessons anymore. At
that point

students should be educated for a valanced

regional, national and international identification.

The selected region embraces Alsace in East-France, the cantons Basel-Stadt, Basel-Landschaft and Aargau in NW-Switzerland and Baden in SW-Germany. This region is chosen because
it belongs to three nations and therefore it can show how
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ternational understanding can work. It also belongs to a
common ecological and historical region but aloo to the present international planning region, the so called "Regio".
It is characterized by the common Rhine Rift Valley between
the Black Forest, the Vosges and the Swiss Jura, by symmetric
vegetation zones, a common climate and common ecological problems. The entire region was settled by Kelts, Romans, Ale -

manna, Franks etc. It has the same historic village and town
types. But politically it is divided by three states - a very
federalistic state in Switzerland, a less federalistic state
in Germany and a more centralistic state in France. Administration, education and government are quite different but
culture and attitudes of people look like those of relatives.
The border can easily be crossed and there AS a lot of mobility, but never the attitudes of students towards the region
have been investigated. Therefore we started to work on a
research plan (table 1), on a model of regional perception
(table 2), on dependent variables in order to describe regional perception and independent variables in order to explain
regional identity. The following chapters will discuss this
research design.

c. NOBEL: REGIONAL PERCEPTION AND IDENTIFICATION
The entire environment with its natural and cultural features
build the information basis for regional identification.

Parents, neighbours, relatives, school, media and trips communicate information and attitudes on one hand, but on the
other hand the perceiving individual selects out of the information potential according to his ability, knowledge, attitudes and values. So perceiving leads to mental maps and images. The information process is influenced by the interests
and values of the mediators and reciplents as well. The per-
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Table 1:
TINE- AND WORKING PlAN
Activities:
1985
1. Bibliography
- Regional Geography
- Perceptional Geography
- Perceptional Psychology
- Research Methods
2. File of Adresses
- Regional "Experts"
- Schools etc.
__..)
3. Research Design
- Theory Building
Hypotheses Building
Variables Defining
- Instruments Developing
4. Pilot Study with
- 12 year old students
- 15 year old students
- 2o+ year old students
- 6o+ year old seniors
5. Revision of
- the Research Design
- the Research Instruments
6. Conferences with experts
- University Muhlhouse
- University Basle
- University Freiburg
- European Council
- Environment Centre :A
Muttersholtz/Alsace
- Regio Basiliensis/International Planning Office
7. Contacts with School Administrators in
- Alsace/France
- NW-Switzerland
- Baden/Germany
8. Questionning of Students
- in Alsace
in NW-Switzerland
- in Baden
9. Data Processing, i. e.
Storing
- Processing
- Verification or Falsification of Hypotheses
lo. Research Report
11. Developing Aaterial and Concepts
for International Understanding
and Regional Identification
12. Inservice Training

Si

1986

1987

1988

X

X
X

X
)

X
X
X
X
X
X

)
)
)

X
X

X
--)

----$
)
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Table 2:

MODEL

REGIONAL PERCEPTION AND IDENTIFICATION

Potential
Information

Informing
Media

Geographic
Space

mass media, school media,
parents, friends, travel

1

b
I

I

S E L E C T I 0 N

Perceiving Individual
Attitudes
Values - Knowledge
Selected
Information

Perception
Space

Regional Perceptions
cognitive maps - mental images

7C- 7C

Evaluated
Information

EVALUATION
Preferences - stereotypes
Attitudes - Values

Activitips

82

shopping, hiking, work!fig,
sport, political, eccnosic,
cultural, social activities

A

Evaluation
Space

Action
Space
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ceived environment becomes the evaluated space with images and
preference. These have an impact on behaviour - for example
on hiking, shopping, contacting people, cultural activities
and so on. That way a perceived space becomes an evaluation
and action space.

Within this very briefly described model one can find the
variables and potential hypotheses which shall explain regional identification and which will be discussed now.

d. DEPENDENT VARIABLES
1. Spatial Self-Perception
One of the main objectives of the research project is to
measure the spatial self-percepticn or the attitudes of the
students towards people and places, i. e. their local, regional, statal, national and international identification. To
get information about their solidarity with their own community, their district, region, state, nation and Europe the students are told the following:

"There are people who like their village or town most, others
regard themselves at first as Europeans. Please write after

each of the following terms different scores according your
feeling. If you don't perceive yourself as European write:
"0", if you regard yourself as European a little bit write:

"1", more or less: "2", strong: "3", very strong: "el If you
believe you cannot answer, then mark this term with a short
linel"

Then the following is offered to the German students:
"I regard myself
as German:

an resident of my village or town:
as renidert of the "Regio":
("Regio" in the term for the trinational planning region.)
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as Baden-VOrttemberger:

(i.e. citizen of the state "Baden-Warttemberg")
as Badener:

(i.e. resident of the German historic region"Baden")
as resident of the "Dreyeckland":
("Dreyockland" is used by regionalistic or protest groups.)
as resident of the "AlemannisTher Baum":
(i.e. term for the present international region, but also of
the area of the old Alemannien tribe)
as resident of my district/county:"

Simillarly the Swiss and French students are asked - the Swiss
in German and the French in French. But it was very difficult
to overcome the problem of the different meanings of terms
as resident, member or citizen in the different languages.
Also some administrative units as region, state, district,

community, and canton have different meanings in the three
countries. Only an intense cooperatiol with language experts
could lessen this problem. The students need a same plateau
to start with to rate the different identifications - otherwise the outcomes wouldn't become comparable. This plateau Is
the national identification.

Therefore the French students start with "I regard myself as
French" and the Swiss "I regard myself as Swiss". The nationality has prooved to be an adequate "anchor" to weigh different identities.

We expect different profiles of self-perceptions, i.e. different types of a more local, regional, national or international identification.

Additionally to the description of the different types we
want to explain them with the independent variables.
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2. Stereotypes

In order to find out stereotypes of the different groups auto- and hetero-stereotypes - the students are told the following:

"Quite often you can hear people saying what typically Alsa
cien, Swiss or German is. Please write after each of the following adjectives a number how strongly every one fits:
0 - it doesn't fit.
1 - it fits a little bit.
2 - it fits more or less.
3 - it fits strongly.

4 - it fits very strongly."
Then for example the German students characterize at first
themselves as follows:

"The 'Badener' are
industrious

slow

peaceful

rich

clean

progressive

talkative

earnest

parsimonious

conscientious

friendly

ambitious

old fashioned

reserved

clever

self-confident"

The name adjectives foAlow after "The French are" and "The
Swiss are". It is very important that the students start to
rate their own group or people at first. So every student comdares his own group tith the foreign group and starts with
his own national value system.Not so much the absolute ratings
are the interesting outcomes but the distances of the ratings
between the same adjectives for different nationalities.
Also here we have the difficulty of the different understanding of adjectives within one common language community and
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between different language groups as well. Clever, rich and
so on is very often not the same for two different people
even from the same culture, dialect, social strata and region.
Also the translation of adjectives into a foreign language
means a difficulty. (How is one to translate "gesprichig" with talkative or communicative?)

Even different language experts offer various answers. Therefore we have not only one but more adjectives within a semantic profile which belong to special areas as social, emotional
and cognitive characteristics. But it remains a "murmur",
imprecision or lack of definition. Only the big number of
probands (here more than 6000 students) can bring a balance
into the differences and therefore insight into the "mdmoire
collective" or average understanding of a term.
Within the pilot study the students were asked:
"What adjectives do you remember when you hear "the swiss" or
"the Badiens" or "the French?" We received many interesting
adjectives but not enough in order to describe social, affective and cognitive characteristics as well. Therefore we used
for our main survey adjectives from our pilot study and from
the well known semantic profiles from Osgood and Hofstitter.

We are asked by some teachers whether the adjectives of the
rating scales do fix or cement eventually existing stereotypes
and whether therefore such profiles would be pedagogically
risky. Our answer is: Fixed ideas, biases and stereotypes only
can be changed or flexibilized when one starts to think about
them, and characterizing of people by a semantic profile can
be the first step to become conscious about the own lack of
knowledge about people.

Within the pilot study we used two poles-profiles as "rich poor" with a seven point scale between the poles, but many
less able students didn't mark only one point but two points
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- one for rich and one for poor. That is the reason why we
changed the original two-pole semantic profile into a one-pole
one.

We expect from the outcomes different dimensions of characteristics - not really unfriendly characteristics but ratings
of different cultural, regional and national particularities.
Beside the description of the auto- and

heterostereotypes

we want of course to explain them with the help of the independent variables.

3. Spatial Preferences
In order to experience their spatial preferences the students
are asked how much they would like to live in their own community and than in 5 main regions of each of the two other
nations

For example the German students are asked:

Write behind every area a number how much you would like to
live there:

0 - I absolutely don't like.
1

-

I don't like.

2 - I like.

3 - I like strongly.

4 - I like very strongly.

If you don't have any information about a region please mark
it only with a short line!"
Then follows for example for the German students:
"My own community
Strasbourg Region

w

Basle Region

Colmar Region

Bern Region

Mulhouse Region

Uric!) Region

Belfort Region

Swiss Jura

Vosges

Swiss Alps"

For every nation we otter 5 different regions - regions of

8"
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main urban areas but also landscapes as the French Vosges and
the Swiss Jura. The Swiss Alps don't belong to the "Regio"
but the pilot study showed us that the 15-year-old students
knew the more distant Alps better than the more narrow "Regio"
because they only crossed the "Regio" in order to ski in the
Alps. This outcome we want to know now exactly. We expect
different preference profiles and images for the different
regions and are interested to experience what regions the
students don't know. Also here we want to interpret the outcomes with the help of the independent variables as border
crossing nobility, schooltype, education of parents, distance
between home and foreign area, etc.

4. Knowledge
i. Knowledge of Place Names

fig. 1: German, French and Swiss corder Regions at the Upper

Rhine Valley
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The students get a sketch map which shows the Upper Rhine
Rift Valley between the Black Forest, the Vosges and the Swiss
Jura and also the borders of France, Switzerland and Germany.

In order to learn their knowledge of 0

names the students

are asked the following:

"15 towns are marked by numbers and 3 landscapes by letters.
1. Please write the letters after the following landscapes:

Vosges

Black Forest

Swiss Jura

!

2. Please write the right numbers behind the following towns:
Freiburg

Karlsruhe

Colmar

Mulhouse

Bern

Offenburg

Aaarau

Belfort

105rrach

Missembourg

Basel

Stuttgart

Liestal

Strasbourg

ZOrich

3. Draw a border line around the area which is called Regio!"
We expect of course different intensities of knowledge of

place names and are especially interested whether this knowledge is nationally, binationally or trinationally oriented,

whether it is distance-dependent, whether it differs between
North and South,between big cities and small towns, between
urban areas or countrysides. Also here we will look at correlations of the outcomes with different independent variables.

"Regio" is a quite new name for the trinational planning region. In a democratic country it is wanted that people participate in planning and development of their environment. Additionally in the "Regio" we want to show how international
cooperation or "Mini Europe" can work. Therefore we are interested in the students' border lines and extensions of the
"Region whether there are Micro- or Macro-"Regius ", national,

binational or trinational "Regios", etc.
14,4 outcome

will be interesting for polticians al

pedagogues

as well, and we art looking forward how we can explain the
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students' regional perceptions with independent variables.
ii. Regional knowledge

According to (lc assumption that knowledge about a region belongs to regilnal identification we tried to structure knowledge and choose questions out of the following knowledge
fields:

geology, geomorphology, hydrology, climatology, vegetation,
agriculture, industry, energy, traffic, history, politics,
rural and urban settlements, culture, leisure, food, historic
persons (humanists: poet, philosopher and physicist), present
people.

Very often it is asked what the three national parts of the
"Regio" have in common.

One can easily see that not every field belongs to Geography,
that regional knowledge, which helps to develop regional identity, means knowledge from a broad variety of disciplines or
fields. Ewen regional songs and literature belong to the fundamentals of regional identification.
It may happen that the outcomes will be:

the more knowledge the stronger the regional identity or the
broader the variety of knowledge the more intense the regional identification.But it is also thinkable that only few,

but very special fields of knowledge - for example folklore
or customs - are identity-building.

We don't know that yet, but we know from our pilot studies
that most students had basically very little knowledge about
geography, history, politics, economics etc. Therefore we had
to reduce the number of knowledge questions in order to avoid
demotivation of the students. This led to the problem that
the remaining questions couldn't represent an entire knowledge field but only function as signals.
In order to save time - the student cannot work or. a question-
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aire longer than an hour - one is forced to develop a very
practicable method. But this leads to the danger that only
factual knowledge is asked. We were very conscious of that
and asked also structural and problem questions.

For example, locating rivers indicated factual knowledge,
finding a rift valley or volcanic area or knowing a centralistic state meant structural knowledge, and adequate understanding of smog, water pollution, acid rain and urban sprawl meant
problem knowledge.

Behind these questions one can find a kind of pedagogical
philosophy, i.e regional identity should be based on broad
knowledge, knowledge about historic features but also current
affaires, not only fact knowledge but also structure and problem knowledge. There are conservative groups who want to educate people for their regional identification only with history and tradition - denying ct_rent environmental, economical
and political problems. But there are also protest groups
who stress only the present problems and some of them haven't
enough knowledge to analyse or evaluate our current problems
in order to help to solve them.

We are very curious how much knowledge the students have and
what kind of knowledge is correlated with what intensity of
regional identification. One of the next important interrelationships to be analysed is that between regional perception
and border crossing trips with special activities within the
"Regio".

e. INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The independent variables which help to explain the dependent
variables are the following:

nationality, ege, sex, language, language competency of the
students and their parents, i.e. understanding, speaking and/
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or writing of standard German, French, Swiss German, Alsacien
and Badien dialect, language used at home, school performance
in language(s), mathematics and geography, education level of
parents and mobility.

1. Social data:

In Switzerland, France and Germany as well we have many students of other nationalities. Now these know and use the region and how they develop relations with people and places
in the "Regio" may also become an interesting outcome of the
survey. Of course to know the differences between the French,
Swixe and German nationalities will remain the main goal.

Meanwhile the differences between male and female students
belong to the standard questions of an empirical investigation.

German writing is more or less the same in Switzerland as in
Germany, but the everyday language in Switzerland is Swiss
German. In the German part of the "Regio" the students speak
standard German in schools and with foreigners, but the majority speaks Badien dialect at home and only the minority standard German.In Alsace the official language is French. Therefore every student is of course able to speak French, but

those who didn't immigrate from Central France, i.e. the original population - at least the elderly - speak also Alsacien
dialect, which is German, because most people in Alsace, Baden
and NW-Switzerland originated from the German tribe of"Alemannen". In Switzerland every student has to learn French in
school, in Baden more and more French classes are introduced.

The communication between the only French or only German
speaking groups should be the most difficult one but our recent experiences showed that the relations between Alsacien
and Badien people are better than between Swiss and Germans.

rirl
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Language is either a barrier or a bridge of communication.
But international understanding cannot be developed only
through language but also through geographical knowledge.
Therefore we want to know the students' performance in Geography but also in Mathematics. Mathematical and language
comepetency is used as a signal for the general intelligence
which shall be correlated with regional knowledge and attitudes. There are many schooltypes in Germany, France and Switzerland as well. They have different profiles and different
ability levels. Therefore we want to know how the schooltypes
but also how the primary, secondary and tertiary education
level of the parents have an impact on the regional identification. Perhaps the influence of families is more important
than the impact of schools.

2. Mobility

Because mobility can be cause and effect of regional identity,
it can be used as independent and dependent variable. In order
to experience their border-crossing, but interregional mobility, for example, the German students aro asked the following:
"How often did you visit the following areas since 1.1.1984?
Please write after the different areas the estimated number
of visits!

Strasbourg Region

Basle Region

Colmar Region

Bern Region

Mulhouse Region

Zurich Region
Jura

Belfort Region
Vosges

Swiss Alps

___
.,

These regions are the same as those of the spatial preference
analysis. So preferences and visits can be compared. But the
German students are also asked the following:
"With whom did you cross the border?
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Alsace

NV Switzerland

with parents

with friends/youth club
with school

If the students travel with their parents probably the education of the parents will become very important. If they travel
with their friends or clubs we have en indicator that the
region belongs to their real self-determined action apace. The
trips with school show how consciously teachers seek international understanding and cooperation with their neighbours.

The next question the students answer is: "What did you do
there? Please mark the appropriate activity!

Alsace

NW Switzerland

Hiking/sightseeing
Shopping/eating
Sport activities
Visiting people
Visiting discos, theatre.
Political activities

Contacting youngsters
It may be that students mainly do shopping but not visiting
people and contacting youngsters, but it also may be that they
visit discos but don't communicate with people from that area.

The questions about the activities at the other side of the
borders have the function to discover how these parts of the
region belong to the physical and social environment and action space of the youth.We believe that the satisfaction of

basic and other needs in an environment is the best basis
for the identification with this region. Therefore we are
curious whether we can verify this hypothesis or not. We also
want to know the residence mobility of the students' families. It may be that there is a difference of regional identi-
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ty between those who have lived in the region since their
birth and those who belong to the so called "new citizens".
The students are also asked to give information about the
holiday countries and the border-crossing but interregional
trips of their parents. Perhaps many families visit many remote countries but they don't know their narrow home region.
To see how this variable influences regional identity is also
one of the objectives of the project.

SUMMARY
Because there base'nt been enough space, this paper couldn't
describe the entire research project on the perception of
border regions. Therefore it reported only about the designing process - how to find geographical and methodical literature, how to build hypotheses and theories, how to find advice
and help from experts or "Delphi", how to overcome language
barriers in an international project. It showed how such time
and effort are necessary to do a pilot study and all the above
mentioned activities till one can start to collect and process
empirical data.
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International Project on Geographical Achievement
of Students

Minter Niemz

Abstract: Success is what matters most in teaching
geography. Many teachers agree that student achievement is a major, if not tfd most decisive aspect of
this success. However, very little research is being
done in this field. Measuring student achievement on

a national level is necessary for the students themaelves, and to improve geographical curricula and
teaching materials. But also on an international level a comparison of student achievement may help to
improve curricula and the position of school geography in various countries. Th,refore an international
roography achievement test is being developed, and
goorrnphy teachers all over the world are asked to
cooperate in this project.

1. Necessity of Measuring Student Achievement
The objnet4ve of most human activities is succe::-.

This is true with geographical education in schools,
t.00. However, very little is known about success in
gengraphien1 education. Though some research has been

Bono in this field in a few countries, there are not
many publications on what matters most in geography
(,eaching. Why? In my opinion there are two main rea-

sons for this surprising fact: a) Though many geography teachers agree that achievement is the most decisive fnetor in success, they disagree on what they
consider most important in geography teaching.
h) It in rather difficult to measure the success of
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our teaching of geography.

Obviously, grades in report cards do not provide the
information we are looking for, mainly for three reasons;

a) Grades in report cards are the result of many components, like achievement, cooperation in class, quality of homework etc.

b) Teachers usually grade their students by comparing
their achievements with those of their classmates,

i.e. group referenced and not criterion or teaching
objective referenced.

c) Grades in report cards cannot provide information
on achievement in different fields of geography, like
regional geography, topical geography, location of
places, map reading etc.

In a recent survey on geography teaching in West German schools the distribution of more than 150000 geography grades in report cards resembled closely the
GauB-curve for large populations (Niemz, 1988, fig.8).

Moreover, we found that on the whole boys get better
grades in geography than girls, a surprising fact,

which has already been discussed at the International
Geographical Congress in Paris 1984, and which needs
further investigation. But report cards cannot give
us detailed information on achievement.

Why do we need detailed information on achievement?
a) Pupils should know, in which fields they have done
well, and in which fields further study is necessary.
b) Teachers should know, to which extent their stu-

dents achieved their teaching objectives. Success is
stimulating. A proverb says: Nothing is more success-

ful than uccess.

9/
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c) Textbook authors and educational authorities
responsible for geographical curricula and syllabuses can find out, whether it is adequate what
they have planned, an: how they can improve their

teaching objectives, their texts and their materials
in textbooks etc.

2. Improvement of Curricula through Measuring
Student Achievement

Many teachers in Germany - and probably in some other
countries as well - do not like testing, and in particular multiple choice items. Though, no doubt, tests
and multiple choice items have some disadvantages, too,

multiple choice tests are the best and most economic
mPthod for objective, reliable, and comparable measuring or geographical achievement of large populations
or students at the present time.

After the reform of geographical curricula in the
1970s we applied this method in West German schools.

The results of these tests, some of which were presented in a paper at the International Geographical

Congress in Paris, helped to improve our geography
textbooks and curricula (Niemz 1984, theme 15.12).
If such a success is possible on a national level,
if

should be possible on an international level, too.

3. First International Geography Achievement, Test

The first international geography achievement test
was developed by J.P.Stoltman and G.F.White for pr.pits at the age of 11 or 12 in industrialized countries. The 20 items of this test were divided into
vix geogrnphic:J categories (environmental charac-
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teristics, physical geography, cultural geography,

human/land and economic relationship, photo-land
classification, world place knowledge) and three cognitive levels (geographic information recall, application of geographic principles, analysis of geographic elements and relationships)(Stoltman 1984,32).
The test was administered in fall 1983 to 595 students in eight countries (Australia, Canada, France,

Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, United
States). The sample size per nation was between 50
and 145 students. The mean score per national sample
ranged from 54.1% to 40.5% (Sto...tmen 1984, 33), indi-

cating rather low achievement over all. Concerning
the different geographical categories poor results
were found for items of the categories 1, 2, and 4,
somewhat better results in the categories 5, 6, and
3 (Steltman 1984, 34). Stoltman's conclusion: Improvement of geographical achievement of students of this

age group is urgently necessary.

In 1985 this same test was administered to a sample
of 211 sixth grade pupils in West German schools.
The mean score was 51%, 54% for boys, 50% for girls.

The results concerning items of the different geographical categories are shown in table 1.

Table 1: Proportion of Correct Responses 'y Geographic
Component in the West German Sample
Geographical

au:am_

1

2

3

Boys

.41

.55

.53

Girls

..34

.38

.52

5

6

52

.58

.62

.47

.57

.57

4

9
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Again, we found rather poor results in the categories
1,

2, and 4, better moan scores in the categories 5.

6, and 3. And again, boys did better than girls. As
the results of the Stoltman study and of the West German study point into the same direction, we can say
that probably some of the items in the categories 1,

2, and 4 are too demanding for this age group.
4. Inter Geo Project
During a visit in Kalamazoo, Michigan, conclusions

from the first international geographical achievement
test were drawn, and an improved internationnl geographical achievement test was planned. To make sure
that the participating students have had several yearn

or geographical instruction in secondary schools, the
eighth grade (students at the age of about 14 years)
was chosen, and as many nations as possible are invited to cooperate.
or oourse, such an Inter Geo Test cannot he hnsed on
nny national curriculum, but the items have to be se10,.ted nceording to what, can or should be expeeted of

eighth graders. This seems to be the most crucial
point. To achieve what may be called relative compe!.oney in dealing with matters of geographical rolevnnee in everyday-life during the lnst decade of the

and the first half of the 21st century, students
who are now in eighth grade, should in our opinion
n) hnve nome tdoa of the locution of continents and
countries, ns well as major mountain ranges, water
hodion, intnnls, rivers, deserts, capital cities and
ether hir cities,
h) hnvr hash knowlndgn of geomorphology, I./wither and
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climate, geology and pedology, the Earth as a planet,

the influence of our solar system on Earth and its
position in the universe,

c) have an overview of human geography, e.g. population, cultural and religious regions, agricultural
and industrial areas, rural settlements and cities,
majoT traffic routes etc.,

d) have some knowledge of their own country, of world
powers, of major political and economic alliances,
and of some developing countries,

e) have the ability to read maps, diagrams, and graphs,
and to interpret texts and pictures,
f) have some idea of the impact of human activities
on the environment and its consequences.

According to this list the test should consist of six
parts. As, however, environmental problems are rather
difficult and mainly discussed in higher grades, we
decided to include a few items of this category in
other sections of the test, which now consists of
five parts.

Of course, the items should represent different cognitive levels. The majority of the test items for
that, ago group will refer to knowledge, but there

should he at least some items requiring understanding
or even transfer and application of knowledge or
skills.

The next prrblem is how easy or difficult the items
should he. In this respect we have to keep Jr mind
a) what pupils of that, age are able to cope with ac-

cording to our teaching experience and
h) which stage the pupils should have reached at, that

age in order to achieve relative competency at the
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end of their school career.

In many of our West German geography tests, e.g. Achievement Tests Geography (LET GEO) or tests of the German
Geop,raphi

Curriculum Research Project (RCFP) we found

that our students achieved about 65% correct responses
en in average (Niemz, 1988, figures 9, 10). Therefore
we think that our test development teams have a fairly
realistic conception of what pupils at a certain age
are able to do.
Items concerning location of places do not pose any

major problems, but we had to make sure that each continent was represented in the test. In Regional Geo-

graphy the items should allow the students to prove
that they have an overview, but questions about de-

tails of any area should not be included. In Human
and Physical Geography items from different chapters
were selected. With regard to geographical skills
mainly map reading end interpretation of graphs
should be tested. Pictures were not included, as possibly reproduction problems might arise in some countries.

Now test 1 tems were developed and gathered I a an item
pool. A first, test version we:, sent to some colleagues
in Austral I a, Japan, Canada, and the unites States.

Peoommenclations rrom these coil newton were used to
improve the test.

Ex/Imp] en for items requiring knowledge are
Whieh crop is grown mainly in tropical areas?
A

Rye.

It

I)a ts

(!

It

lee.

Peri

ey.

1O6
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Which statement about Japan is correct?
A

The country is rich in iron ore and crude oil.

B

There is enough space for the expansion of cities
and industries.

C

The Japaneso are mainly Hindus or Moslems.

D

Frequent natural hazards are volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes, and typhoons.

An example of an item requiring understanding is:

A water reservoir is being planned. The water in the
lake behind the dam will rise 150 metres above the

existing river level. What will happen to the four
villages in that area?

A

All four villages will he flooded by the lake.

9

Just Village 2 will have to he evacuated.

C

Villages 2 and 3 will be flooded by the lake.

D

Villages 1,

2, and 3 will have to be evacuated.

Problems may arise with items requiring application,
i.e. the students have to add some information that
is not given.
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In the following item they have to add the information
that on the southern hemisphere winter is in July.
In the City of S
are

the average monthly temperatures

JFMAMJJASOND

Month

Temperature C° 22 21 20 18 14 12 11 12 15 17 19 21
in subtropical zones the average temperature of the

warmest month is above 20°C, and of the coldest month
between 2° and 13°C. In tropical zones the average tem-

perature of the warmest month is above 20°C, and of the
coldest month above 13°C.
City of 9

1Ii

A

is located

in the subtropical zone of the northern hemisphere,
"

"

tropical

r

"

"

subtropical

P

"

"

t ropi cal

"

It
11

southern
II

II

oYN

According to thin weather map, what is the bent
wcather forecast for the next day in Oslo?
A

The wind will come from the east.
It will start paining again.

C

The temperature will rise.
The nir pressure will decline..

1o'

II
11
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5. Conclusion
The main purpose of presenting the planning procedure

and some items of this Inter Geo Test during the symposium in Brisbane is

a) to find colleagues in different countries who are
willing to cooperate in this project,
b) to further improve the test,
c) to plan the work ahead.

The purpose of the whole Inter Geo Project is
a) to get information on geographical achievement of
students in different countries,

b) to enable teachers, textbook authors, and curriculum planners to improve their work by concentrating
on those topics in which students of other countries
achieve better results,

c) to convince educational authorities to improve the
position of geography teaching in their countries by
presenting to them an international comparison of
student achievement in geography.
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STUDENTS

TO DEVELOP

LEVEL

A 'GLOBAL' CITY STUDY AT FORM 6

VISUAL SKILLS USING TOKYO AS A CASE STUDY
Phil O'Malley

ABSTRACT
This paper examines one of the prescribed common topics of the
co-ordinated Form 5-7 prescription introduced into New Zealand
schools

The

1986.

in

syllabus is characterised by a

new

concept-skills based approach.

A bank of skills has been

each form level.

at

content

core

compulsory

small

a

It offers broad national guidelines with

devised outlining the range and extent of skills that could be
geography

into

introduced

They are to assist

programmes.

students in gaining and using information and in understanding
geographic ideas and concepts.
The

of

objective

students can

this
the

grasp

settlewnts.

paper

complexities

essence

In

to

is

the

suggest ways by which

rationale is to design skill
Tokyo

based activities with a high visual content.
focus

urban

of macro-scale

the

is

tor these exercises which are based on visual resources

and data collected by the author on a visit to Japan in 1986.

NEW SYLLABUS OVERVIEW
The introduction in 1986 of the (.1-ordinated Form 5 to Form
national

guidelines

and impetus to

the

7

and prescriptions, has given a new focus
geography

of

teaching

in

New

Zealand

secondary schools.

Regional/thematic

paradigms of

given way to a more flexible
'Banks',

representing

components in

teaching

assist teachers in

10

previous

prescriptions
based

concept/skills

collections
programmes,

their planning.

of
have

items

been

Teachers

have

approach.
use

as

designel

to

for

can draw items
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from

the

relate to the needs and interests of

that

'banks'

of

resources

their students and that utilize the

the

local

area.

Of

the

banks,

seven

important.

the

bank

skills

is

one of the most

a significant component of most, if not all,

It

learning tasks and the particular ability or competence can be
observed or measured.

The skills bank - "G6 Skills in Geography", outlines the range
and

of skills that could be introduced into different

extent

skills

It stresses that

class levels.

be

should

developed

using a variety of resources in varied learning activities.

Figure 1 shows an organising framework for a bank of skills in

Thinking
Skills.

Making.

VISDDIS,

Skills,

Practical

Skills,

Social

Skills, Valuing

All these are interrelated and can lead

to

an aspect

that will

be considered

in more

11114111g skills me developed thluugh eclIvIlles
Involving obIlluvelion, questioning and responding

ti

11

I§

Practical skills

(Broadly grouped Do

order of dlifieulfyl
A Data gathering
Comptehomslon

C Dismissing
D Synthesis
E Evaluation

1.

Mopping

3.

allessumment

E. Mid millet

011.1

1.4.VIsuMs
6. Matting
6. Willing
1. Moderate modsle
S. Theotelles. models

Social skills

Valuing skills

Decision making
I

Decision

the key practical skills listed relates to

of

One

geography.

in

school geography. Four sets of skills are used

ha lallalllag 1,NIrapi far a Mai al stills seta

to

sare? at...spar.

detail
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later in this paper.
At

this point it Is necessary to give a brief overview of the
There

New Zealand Co-ordinated Form 5-7 Syllabus.
main

the

sections follow the

These three

allocation.

available time

of

two-thirds

comprise

Studies are school selected and

and Global

Studies

Local

Studies,

Topic

sections.

four

are

fourth

The

national guidelines utilising the various banks.

section, Prescribed Common Topics, are the compulsory core and
of

third

one

comprise

allocation.

time

available

the

questions indicate the range and depth of treatment

Focussing

sections

four

These

for each topic.

need

not

taught

be

but may be arranged in any format depending on the

separately

particular school.
topics

common

prescribed

This paper examines one of the

at

6 level viz Urban Settlements and s4ggests ways by which

Form

students can
settlements.

In

complexities

the

grasp

essence

urban

macro-scale

of

rationale is to design skill

the

based activities with a high visual content.

The problem facing the teacher is how
cities

comprehensible

students.

to

make

to

these

global

the

cities

of

Many

Beijing

studied, such as, Buenos Aires, Lima, Sao Paulo,
have scant

Tokyo

and are

media exposure

New

York

and

Angeles

Los

have

greater

end of the

at the

London,

world as far as the students are concerned.

and

Paris,

exposure on film,

television and newspapers and are therefore better known.
TEACHING THE GLOBAL CITY
Figure 2 is a
global

city

objective

is

topics.
to

based on

Tokyo

develop

patterns, processes,
relevant and

framework

organising

suggested

key

is

for

studying

used as a case study.

urban

concepts

viz

The

growth,

landscape and culture through activities
interesting resource items.

These are
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Col tcepts ale developed thiuugli skill based
activities with a high visual content.

cilvliles
Using legumes based on
Tokyo

bkills

Visual skills

Concepts:

11111111AI

<

urban gtowth
urban patterns
utban ptocesses
1110,111011e

maps

photos
collage
slides

I

tape

mnpq

urban cultute

Social skills

decision making

Valultig skills
,r

frosever1 for Ilvl,Iq ' 141%1' ttly ile

chosen
built

to give

around

maximum visual
d

specific

impact and

designed

are

which involve a
The

tasks.

understanding
practise

wide
aim

of

a

of

particular

is

more

visual

effective

skill.

if

if

they

have

a

high

are

Similarly

learning appears

Roth

cognitive

visual

to be

through

the

facets, skill

interdependent

practical

reinforce cognitive development and have a
rate.

and

concept

cognitive skills in the learning sequence.
especially

activity

is to come to a closer

urban

development and concept development,
learning

each

In

psycho-motor

activity

each

specific

of a

maps.

to develop students practical skills

range

of

activity is

type of visual resource viz mental

maps, photos, collage, slides and
questions

each

but

skills

precede

Practical

skills,

impact,

greater

tend

to

retention

reinforced when the
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activity makes

working

exercises

simulation

making

ideas, resolving value

sharing

groups,

in

decision making

students

the

on

decision

Usually

capability.
involve

demand

a

conflicts and making consensus decisions.
Much of

Simulation exercises have a high student appeal.
success

students ability to

the

on

depends

simulation

of

from options.

visualise the situation and make choices

To

impact the simulation exercise needs to be

desired

the

have

the

presented in a way that is highly visual.
learning

It is estimated that 75-80% of all
visual

and

sense

percentages

only

15-20%

through

has

tended

to

teaching

Traditionally,

from

comes

the

listening.

these

reverse

by an emphasis on learning through listening.
there

Tokyo

organising this unit on

has

been

In

conscious

a

attempt ta design activities that have a high visual content.
OUTLINE OF ACTIVITIES
The

following

skill

activities have been designed to

based

develop concepts in urban geography.
1

Mental Maps
find

This activity would be in the nature of a pretest to
out

student

outline

map

of

and

Japan

are

They

where the students are at.

Tokyo - starting from

about

preconceptions

locate

to

asked

draw

on it.

Tokyo

an

After

comparing and discussing the results students are asked to
record

their

of

impressions

These

when they think of Tokyo.

quickly

listed

on

the

Tokyo - what comes to mind
could

impressions

be

blackboard by the teacher - Taba

style - in random order about the heading TOKYO.
By this method of revealing
(exercise
list)
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book

both the

list)

and

students and

both

individual

impressions

class impressions (blackboard
the teacher

can

start the
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learning

process

from

square

As a follow up the

one.

items listed on the blackboard could then
under

three

be

categorised

FACTS, OPINIONS, NOT SURE (further

headings

research needed).

could usefully be given at the completion of the
compare

growth

in

and

The same mental map exercise

about Tokyo.

misconceptions

stereotyping

reveal

Feedback on this activity could

understandings

students

They might for instance be given the

task

of

unit

to

and skills.

drawing

a

full page mental map of Tokyo and its hinterland.
2

Collage:
The

Impressions of Tokyo

activity

students

hopefully

builds

collage

a

of

eleven

photos

and

their impressions and feelings about Tokyo will

be more specific and realistic.
activity

This time

exercise above.

the

on

study

will

they

will

be

At the conclusion of

the

formulate

two

encouraged

to

generalisations about the personality of Tokyo.
Student Guidelines
Collage

Study the resource item:

on

and

Tokyo

answer

the

following questions.
1

List

4-6

impressions

(ideas or feelings) you have about

Tokyo by studying the collage.
2

Write numbers I
corresponding

to

11

down

the

margin

of

your

to the 11 photos on the collage.

each photo a title that sums

up

what

is

shown

page

Then give
in

the

photo.
3

After

the class discussion on Question 2 above, formulate

two carefully worded generalisations about the personality
of Tokyo.
3

Photograph Interpretation
Four photographs show sc(nes of Tokyo life and landscapes.

li
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The

urban

about the

this activity is in developing concepts

in

emphasis

skills.

valuing

through

area

practical

utilising

and

The full activity for classroom use is

set out below:

Student Guidelines

The four photographs show scenes of Tokyo life and landscapes.
Answer the questions about each photograph.
Photograph A
Draw

A

1

full

a

commercial and

sketch

page

residential

map

the various

showing

Also

zones.

the

show

distant mountainous relief.
B

Plot in two major transport links.

C

Mark in an arrow pointing to Tokyo Bay.
evidence can

What

2

you cite

from the photo that Shinjuku

sub-centre is a recent development
3

Give two reasons why this sub-centre (6 km from the

Tokyo

Central Business District) is located here.
4

Write

two

carefully

designed

generalisations anout the

urban landscape as depicted in the photo.
Photograph B
1

Which direction was the photographer

Write

when

taking

Give evil

from the photo for your answer.

a one page desk

of this scene mentioning any

this photo.
2

facing

similk.ities and differences to a typical street scene

in

any major New Zealand city.

Photograph C
1

A

Estimate the number of swimmers in the main pool.

B

Estimate

the

number

of people either sunbatheing or

waiting for a swim.
C

i

Calculate the number of people (in the pool)
square metre.

11

per

109

Calculate

ii

of people in the pool per

number

the

square kilometre equivalent.
2

Give two probable explanations for

concentration

the

of

people on this recreational resource.
3

In what ways might this photo reflect some of the problems
and resultant adaptations of people living in Tokyo.

Photograph D
This photo shows the Asakusa Kannon temple said to be

founded

in the 7th Century.
1

Now

important

shrines and festivals to the Japanese

are

people.
2

said

Photographs A, B and C could be

be

to

similar

to

other modern cities throughout the world and photograph 0
Would it be true to say that

is unique to Japan.
and

culture

tradition are the real factors that give character to

a nation and uniqueness to a city.

What are your views on

this.
3

From

your

the four photographs of Tokyo write

of

study

down two or three generalisation::

about

personality

the

and uniqueness of Tokyo.
4

Slides on Tokyo
Slides,

filmstrips

and

tapes

video

are

very powerful

visual resources for deepening students understandi;10
urban

geography.

it is difficult to imagine

fact,

In

successfully teaching a unit on a
this

kind

of

media

of

'global'

city without

The problem often is that

imput.

quickly

slides and filmstrips date very

while

film

and

video tapes often only have small snippets of geographical
value. There is a constant need for geographers
to update
Recently,

such visual resources
for

example

the

in their own

International

113

worldwide
countries.

Society

for

110

Information Tokyo produced an excellent slide

Educational

set (60 slides) on Tokyo with an audio tape commentary

in

This is part of the 'Japan of Today Series' No

English.

XVI Tokyo - 1987.

The author has produced a slide set (24 slides) as part of
a teaching unit on Tokyo.
Below

is

an outline of the follow-up exercises for class

use.

From the slides complete the following exercises.
Exercise 1

Draw up two columns, the first titled "Traditional
the

second

titled

"Western

Influences".

Features",

Then list as many

features as you can under each heading that are characteristic
of Tokyo.

Exercise 2

Write down three things that surprised you about Tokyo and say
why:

I was surprised to learn

1

li

I was surprised to learn

iii

I was surprised to learn

Exercise 3
A

List three advantages of living in Tokyo and give a reason
for each.

B

List

three

disadvantages

of

living in lokyo and give a

reason for each.

Exercise 4

Write a page describing why Tokyo, although different from New
Zealand cities, would be worth visiting.
Exercise 5
A

With

reference

to

slides

No

1

and

No 4 describe and

explain the factors that have favoured the growth of
a large urban population.

114

such
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B

What other factors, not shown on the slides, may also help
to explain such a large population?

SCHOOL TRIALS

The sample activities outlined above will be trialled by

four

Christchurch geography teachers in their Form 6 classes during

Tokyo,

teachers

teaching-learning
emphasis

on

conclusion

At the

the first half of 1988.

students

and

experiences.

visual

and

unit

the

evaluate

will

To

resources

of

what

extent

their
the

did

facilitate

skills

on

and

reinforce learning.

CONCLUSION

As educators, geographers have the opportunity of utilising
wide

In future we need to be more

range of visual resources.

aware of their potential for developing skills
Also

geographers

worldwide

visual resources for
stimulating

visual

need

teaching
material

a

so
is

to

that

concepts.

and

be constantly updating
a

variety

wide

of

to the classroom

available

teacher.

It is my belief that if the quality of teaching
is

be

to

improved

geography

need

teachers

learning

and
to

students.

imaginative activities which motivate and challenge
Putting

design

a greater emphasis on visual skills is a positive way

in achieving this goal.
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Children's Conceptual Development Sean Through Their Drawings
C. H. Speak
(Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong)

INTRODUCTION
in
Hong
Two surveys of children's drawings were carrie' out,
the
at
of
the
Geography
POCE
course,
looking
Kong, as part
growth and development of children at school, their spatial
The surveys were
perception, mapping ability and graphicacy.
undertaken partly for demonstration to POCE students and partly
personal interest. Neither was intended to be a piece of
for
the
and this report is a summary of
empirical research,
truly
findings rather than an attempt to draw definitive conclusions.

The drawings were arranged according to the class/level in
in
school. Drawing/artistic ability was not taken into account
either survey. The idea of developmental stages, similar to those
outlined by Piaget, proved generally suitable for commenting on
the drawings.

SURVEY I
from
profile
gave a vertical developmental
survey
This
kindergarten (youngest 4 years 9 months), through Form 4, (oldest
There were 54 kindergarten, 173 primary and
16 years 3 months).
(total 388). It attempted
161 secondary students in the survey,
their
drawings,
how
children begin to group
illustrate by
to
together familiar items of the landscape, gradually seeing them
a coherent whole. Every teacher was given the same, written
as
instructions and asked to adhere carefully to them:
'Do not tell the children how to do it - although you may keep on repeating
may
- you
the instructions. If they ask whether they are to draw n map
be
'you can if you want', but make it clear that all the work is to
answer
their own idea.
Say:

"Make a drawing of an island
Put some houses on it
Draw some roads on the island
Mere are mountains in the middle'

Hong Kong has a ria coastline with many steep slopes and islands.
islands,
Four dominating features of the landscape in Hong Kong,
mountains, roads and houses were selected, as it was assumed that
all children would have some concept of each. Thus the children
they saw.
were asked to draw what they knew, rather than what
- a
They had to produce something from their stored imagination
stereotype or 'canonical' view. The specific aims of the survey
were to find out:
1.

2.

in the way
whether there was any pattern, or sequence,
houses and roads (the
concepts of island, mountain,
elements) were linked together in coherent form
an approximate average age at which the majority of any
class showed understanding and skills in representing
selected geographical concepts through drawing

11G
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3.

what age/stage children draw 'maps' i.e. when they
choose to convert three dimensional images to two
dimensions; also the effect of being taught contoues
at

The sequencing of the elements
The sequence in which the elements appeared on the drawings was
house, road, mountain and island. Houses were usually drawn with
pitched roofs, otO later as flat-topped apaetment blocks - the
most common in Hong Kong. Ic is interesting how many shcwed smoke
from the chimney, since open fires and chimneys are very rare.

The concept of roads was important. They were drawn quite early
Later they
but did not appear to have any clear function.
obviously served as links, and finally some sort of network
appeared. Roads existing independently of othee features, without
implying that they were links, seemed to indicate topological
proximity.

Mountains were drawn very early - not surprising in view of their
dominance in the Hong Kong landscave, their frequency in Chinese
landscape paintings and in Alpine trade caleedars. In many
drawings, a mountain eeemed to be equated with an island, which
Once islands rise steeply from
unierstandable in Hong Kong,
is
the see, especially 'The island' i.e. Hong !long tslaGd.
The idea of an island seemed to deeelop iv three strges. At first
inverted U, often with moeutains
it \As drawn as a mountain i.e.
added to the too. In tne second there was clear euderstnnding of
an island, ao associated with the sea, ehleh was clearly drawn in
front or at the SietA. The third stage s*tbwed the island as an
defined and enclosed by 4 continuous line. The first two
entity,
the last is probably projective
staged nppcar to be topological,
and it is not until this stage is reached that the geographical
concept of an island, as surrounded by sea, has bete acquired.
Criteria used for stages in grouping the drawings
scrutiny of
final criteria fur erouping were de,ided after
dawingu seemed to reveal stages of increasing maturity in
being able to weave the concepts together, uederetenetng them as
landscapes and repreeentine them in drawings. The mcft simple are
those tootaining one element, in each !ass a hcuae, Fiore I The
next atege moves fwom showing move teen one element - altncugh
to where the
Figure I.
they ace separated from each ether,
i.e. they are
in
an
laccretIontry'
meaner,
elements are joined,
The

the

-

added or stt:ck together, rigure J.

Vista sees to be a serte of steps, or plateaem, it c eIldren's
aellity to represent their concepts, the first oeeure,.ng eater
stage 3, to stmge A, the elements are drawn ar coexietAng in some
conjunction, beginning to form a picteru. In 91s stage
it
'Ilse
sons concept of an island, as Associated with the sea,
apparent, inferred by a lane, %ever, boats or fishes, tiger. 4.
clearly
is
when the island
The ?sitcomd step is to rtage 5;
eecircled by see,
conceptualized as havieg a finite boundary,
In stege 6 the
'enclosure', Figure 5.
ielatei is no longer seen from the horiroetal, but from an oblique

Piageee

view, a stage later sebsumed by stages 7 and 8.

Iii
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The third step occurs when the island seems to be enviseged as an
organised community, stage 7. Although roads are often merely
they are usually seen as links
placed on the drawing, Figure 6,
and assotiated with houeoe, Figurn 7, while in stage 8 they are
drewn as networks, Eignre 8. In stage 9 houses are given a threedimenelonal appearance. (This claesificattoe is later subsumed by
stages 7 and 8).
Stage 10 is transitional, including maps in a variety of styles,
where some !tams are shown in two-dimensions. Suee have fancitui
names. Understanding the map as a medium for communication of
information Is now apparent, re stage 11, contours, hachures or a
block ei solid colour suegest an attempt to show relief in two
but contours are not siwaye understooe. Or t'i'e map
limenniona,
representation may be mixed, in two and three dimensions. Figure
9. The ability to choose to reduce all threedimensional features
te stage
to a tea- dimensional map or plan marks the fourth step,
12, Figure 10, en Euclidean repesentat.ion.
Commenta on age and stage
chronological age was
It was very cler that within any veep,
not significant. keferrtng to the preschematic atege, from about
soya the uhild does have prior
(1986:105-6),
4-7 years,
Cox
intentions about what objects the wants to draw. Nevertheless,
are
drawings
her
many difficuktiee and
encounters
she
characterized by 'failed realism'. This would seem to describe
muth of the work done by K0.1 (average are 5.3). Four appeared to
be able draw only one element - the house. In three of the houses
person was drewn inside, nearly the same size as the house.
A
Five drag pictures which placed this elements near or just
touching each other - perhaps illustrating riaget snit Inhelder's
each
topological proximity - and seven fastened the elements to
possibly
to
have
tEn
concept,
of
an
island
thought
Four,
other!.
tdemonstrating 'enclosure of the elements') might in tact have
Horlzental
l)ett more correctly placed in the accretionary stage.
separetioo commented on by Cox (1986;1(.4) was noticed. Probably
16/22 had a praetical understanding and also evert a mental imago
of the words but had difficulty in iepresenting them.
In K(.:.2 (average age 6.S) at least 16/32 (507.) appeared to have a
concept of the islaud 9S s ronmd or oval shape. Roads 3A definite
irferted on
were only seen ("! 5 but might he
linking features
about 26. Two of the five who c,Juld not relate the elements were
near the top of the age group.

Primary 1 and 2 were appreciably different from the KG group, in
the same age range.* This suggesto that
in
Spite of being
chronological st,e is probably less important than the status of
the stimulus of a more advanced
being at a higher sch)ol level,
20/27 (74%) in P.1, as
curriculum and teachers' expectations.
(507,)
in
KG.2
could
see
the island as selfopposed to 16/32
contained, encircled by a boundary.

prism
* The ages of the kindergarten children overlapped 1,0,st/saint ly with tht.,se in
the
Mgt
and
2.
The
kindergarten
catered
fey
Chinese
children
who
te;uld
go
on
to
I
The children in the Prista
Chinese system where they start primary achool at 6+.

school were mainly expatriate and started at 5+.

us
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fir

(1)
Age 5.9

Age 5.3

Q9'

(3)
Age 5.7
(5)
Age 6.7

5

Stages 1

(Survey 1)

(4)

Age 10

V

.ITIANYPY

119

116
--11.1MCW,

Figure 6

Figure

120
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some
P.2
read
(average age 6.9) obviously had recently
science/adventure fiction and were more concerned to represent
flying machines, dinosaurs, and volcanic eruptions than islands
etc.
Drawings were complex, but four still seemed to be in the
representing the island/mountain as an
accretionary stage,
inverted U with all buildings perched on the outline.

Although at least 21/31 (677.) of P.3 (average age 7.8) appeared
to have the concept of an island, they did not seem to have made
substantial advance in the conceptual quality of their drawing.
Some appreciation of depth was thought to be seen in two
there was
drawings. Throughout the whole of the primary school,
almost no understanding that houses further from the artist would
become smaller. This stage was characterized by intellectual
realism and corresponds with Piaget's projective stage.
(average age 8.8), when
A considerable advance was noted in P.4,
they could
only two failed to indicate an island. Nevertheless,
undoubtedly have verbalized an understanding of island. Most
drawings showed a clear pattern of roads as links. The first
drawing of buildings in perspective appeared at the age of 8
three
years 0 months (from the youngest in the class) but manly
gave any clear indication of depth. Many experienced problems in
putting roads or mountains behind houses and each item had to
The elements were separated
have its own separate space.
vertically and 'stacked' on each other. The concept of occlusion
It seemed that relatively few, had
seems to develop quite late.
yet reached the stage of linear perspective and 'visual realism.'
Cox (1986:114) found that children over 8 could represent partial
occlusion, but they were being asked to draw what they could see,
a
more
in many respects
and not to reproduce mental images,
complicated operation. The change to the schematic stage, taking
place from about 8 to 9 years, is in accord with Piaget and Cox.

though P.5 (average age 9.7) showed a considerable advance
several still placed houses at right
some students,
by
angles to roads or paths. Although most found little difficulty
and sometimes houses
in placing mountains one behind the other,
roads had to be drawn
were also placed in front of mountains,
the number
Everything had its own space, although
clear.
had
retaining vertical separation of the elements on the island
It Is interesting that at this stage twn
decreased to about six.
one with a N-S-E-W sign. One used
drew maps with contours,
represented
contours correctly and one indicated that contours
height, but drew an incorrect pattern.
Even
made

four drawings of
there were
age 10.9),
(average
In P.6,
threeoblique,
showing an
artistic merit,
considerable
the
dimensional view of an island, with roads passing behind
the
mountains. Almost certainly, when these - and many of
students also - drew 'pictures' rather than maps, and
secondary
were classified as being in stage 4, they drew a picture from
In
their
considerable
maturity
revealed
Many
choice.
understanding of a landscape. All except two of the class showed
a projective viewpoint, achieved by only about one third of P.S.

There was a marked difference in maturity between primary and
secondary students - comparable with the change from kindergarten
to primary. In S.1 (average age 11.10), two classes were included

2
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Chart 1. Analysis of how children's representation of concepts changes

Age rage

014,1Stage

4

5

8

5

3

9

4

14

Pri.1

2

5

4

2

4

12

3

2

14

4

1

1

. 1

1

2

3

4

2
5

2

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

.

tt

(yrs4nths)

8

6

2

10

3

4.9
5.10
5.6
6.6

7

6

2

7.0

-

8.3

2

14

5

4

-

9.4

2

19

5

2

- 10.2

2

3

7

- 12.0

2

5

16

1

5

3

2

6

1

1

2

4

Sec.la

b

6

2

-

7.0

1

1

1

8

1

1

8.0
9.0
10.5

5

4

4

11.4

3

13

7

11.7

- 13.5
- 12.6

2

4

- 5.9
- 6.9
6.0

3
2

2

2

1

2

6

6

7

9

12.6

- 14.0

2

2

1

2

9

X
X

2

3

4

4

13

13.7 -15.8

1

4

1

6

2

X

0

3

10

14.7

- 16.3

2

2

Criteria used in classification

1.

Only one element represented

2.

More

3.

Elements added to each other ('accretionary')

4.

Up to three elements exist, but not always integrated. Realistic picture drat
- horizontal view. island has a mountain shape: presumed to be conceptually

than one element shown, but separated

5.

(sane sea or fishes drawn)
Island a clearly defined circle. Elements may be unconnected, roads may /not 1

6.

Picture effect of island with sea - oblique view

7.

All elements included,

links.

not always integrated.

Roads usually associated wig

houses tut are not networks
8.

9.

10.

11.

Roads form networks - picture appears 'organized'
Ideas of perspective of buildings appear. Later dropped from chart as ideas

mapping prevail
Appears like a map - some oblique, sane over:.2nd views.
occasional symbols. A very 'mixed' stage.
often not understood or added to picture map.
Cont3urs appear,

Names

adder

Some symbol

1Wchuring also used. Sane 3D, sane 2D
12.

Representation entirely 2-D. Symbols, contours

not.
In
one (lb) having been taught contours, the other (la)
their work as a
S.Ia the majority were clearly envisaging
pictorial map. Roads disappeared behind mountains and reappeared
a scale was
logically. A key to signs was drawn on three maps,
drawn, or stated, on five and a compass sign on three. In S.lb
considerable imagination was shown in the naming of bays and
ten drew compass signs and
Nine drew a key to signs,
mountains.
form
four gave a scale. Although 20 (617.) showed relief by some
and used
of contours, only seven (217.) were completely correct,

all symbols as for maps. The others showed by inaccurate drainage
or
they
patterns that they lacked comprehension of contours,
included three-dimensional picture drawings.
S.2 (average age 13.2) showed no conceptionl advance on the
previous year, but S.3 (average age 14.8) followed that 13/35 (377.)
and could reproduce, contours correctly and drew
had understood,

119

123
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solid colour to
Some used hachures or
two-dimensional maps.
10/24
(417.)
in
S.4 (average age
Although
the execution
indiccte high land.
correctly,
and used them
15.5) understood contours
They
undoubtedly
be desired.
The
of many maps left a good deal to
rather
childish.
asked to do something
they were being
that
they
could
felt
contoure suggests
lack of accuracy in reproducing in the school career to enable
be
taught
later
considerable
with advantage
a
The survey suggested
complste understanding.
advance at about age 14.
SURVEY 2

(all in-service teachers),
In the second survey the PCCE students
Secondary Form 1,
least one class of
were asked to arrange for at according to instructions
they were
to make drawings
or 3,
2
collected, 1 250 from Forma
given. A total of 2 249 drawings were
31 schools and 59 classes took Fart.
1 -3.
there has been relatively little
in Hong Kong,
Until recently,
in relation to ag6
learning
difficulties
appreciation of pupils'
Classes
responsibility.
teachers' pastoral
and
and stage, or of a
differences
of individual
average 40, and recognition
One aim of the survey was
resulting problems is often difficult.
pupils
more aware of their
encourage the POCE teachers to bedevelopment
to
and of varying
different stages of
help
as individuals,at
assist them to identify and
to
possibly
and
abilities,
The exercise proved to he
were
i.dividuals with perceptual problems. the students.
Some
useful for
,hought-provoking and
in
higher
classes.
also to run the survey
sufficiently interested
the proportion of
hoped
to
get an impression of
of
also
was
It
be
deemed
to
he in a stage
students in Forma 1-3 who might
formal operations.
The guidelines given to the teachers included:

whether
suggest map or picture. If anyone asks
to use words that
think you would see" or if pre
a map repeat "Just draw what you
suitable ...it doesn't matter."
think is better/more
further, say "Whichever you

not
should be
'Try

The instructions to pupils were:
in an aeroplane above a forest.
'Draw what you would see if you were flying
houses
the
track. There may be some
track and a train on
forest has a railway
the forest.'

(A

Chinese

translation was given on

the sheet to ensure that everyone had

the

but
instructions.
has been done, using the some wording,
thought that a similar survey
It is
scknowledgonents are beret,/ made.)
original hos not been located. Apologies and

Criteria for arranging drawings
of the
concerning the interpretation
aeroplane
would
Two assumptions were made
that anyone in an
the first being
although some of
instructions,
whole machine,
ebviousi> not be able to see the
if
The second assumption was that
might
be
in
view.
high
be
too
the wing
the altitude would
was stated,
the forest'
'above
for things to be seen in three dimensions.
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Five types of representation were seen in the drawings. They are
thought to suggest a general level of development but should not
In the first
be thought of too rigidly as developmental stages.
Figure 11, the pupils drew a complete aeroplane, flying
stage,
above the scene, end in the second, Figure 12, the drawing was as
seen from ground level. It was thought that these two types
if
the
illustrated the inability of some pupils to imagine leaving
ground or even being in an aeroplane, and perhaps suggested
slower conceptual development.
In stage 3, an oblique view of the scene is represented, varying
quite
is
Figure 13. This
from low to high altitude view,
acceptable as a possible understanding of being in an aeroplane,
but not really translating the instruction of being 'above a
forest'. Some of those presenting this view were undoubtedly just
enjoying drawing but it is suggested that many could still be in
the concrete operational stage.
stage 4.
A wide variety of techniques were grouped together in
These included low oblique views (making a high angle with the
part
and views in which the artist was vertically above
ground)
of the drawing, (usually the the bottom, or centre) seeing some
Figure 14. Some tried
items in two dimensions and some in three,
to portray the entire view in two dimensions but slipped into a
three dimensional view of cprtain items, particularly houses and
animals. This stage showed certain conflicts between what their
experience told them they could see and between the hypothetical
they had
views they had begun to understand were possible - or
that
Stage
5
comprised
drawings
to
draw
in
map
lessons.
learnt
reduced all features to two eimensions, making a map, Figure 15.
it is suggested
argument from an earlier paragraph,
the
Using
anyone drawing a completely flat view and most drawing a
that
probably in
'mixed view' (stage 4) are conceptually advanced,
Piaget's formal operational tinge. Many at stage 3 may also be.
Chart 2. &emery of secondary students' 11r/things

(Figure are percentages of hag at each level)
Age
group

3

4

5

16

24

34

22

580

12-13

10

20

37

32

561

13-14

2

'4

30

30

24

679

15-16

2

28

27

43

250

V

0
0

1

67

18

12

33

16-17
16-18

VI

0

2

18

27

53

102
44

1

2

I

4

II

1

III
IV

tages

Fonn

VII

0
2
4-_______.......--

Total
nos

36
30
32
.--.....,,, .....,v,......--,

17-19
18-20

Possibly concrete Transitional Possibly formal
operational
operational

the above assumptions about conceptual growth in relation to
it was expected that slightly more than
the drawings were true,
the
show
half the Form 1 pupils (average age 12+) would
techniques typical of stages 4 and 5. The figure was in feet 547..
If those in stage 3 who drew as if from a very high altitude, are
two-thirds of the group could he included.
added, approximately
If

124

Figure 16
Some nuggented
eolutionn to the
problems of bends

128

125
It was
The chart summary does in fact suggest a figure of 687..
expected that at succeeding levels in the school, the numbers in
stages 4 and 5 would increase, but in Forms 3, 5 and 7, which are
all examination classes, there was a very large number in stage
3. One school that submitted a complete set of drawings from I-VI
(The figures
showed exactly the same trends as the whole group.
for Form 5 have to be treated with extreme caution as they were
only for one class of 33 students and similarly Form 7 was for
two classes only.)

Comments on the drawings
three-dimensional
to be
changed from a
The
first feature
some trains were
representation was the train. Even in stage 3,

drawn in two dimensions, although the drawing was from a very low
in
stage 4
altitude. All but two of the drawings classified
represented the train in two dimensions. Many pupils found
problems in taking the train round a bend if they had drawn a
sharply curved track. They solved it by curving the side edges of
the carriages or by angling the front and back of the carriages.
bends were truly not negotiable by any train and
Some of
the
showed a remarkable lack of comprehension.
The next feature to be represented as flat wts the forest. The
most difficult feature for pupils to represent in two dimensions
This caused many drawings that might
to be the houses.
proved
have been put Into stage 5 to be placed in stage 4. Again, it was
very interesting that the majority of houses hod plumes of smoke
from them, and also that the train had smoke. Diesel or electric
years.
Many
trains have been used in Hong Kong for at least 15
trains had 'cowcatchers' suggesting American influence.
but
Young children are only able to produce one type of drawing,
as they get older they are faced with choice - between pictures,
The fact that they do not
pictorial representations, or map:
an abstract representation, must not be taken es
draw a map,
proof that they could not. Probably both surveys gave the
level of conceptual
impression of a slightly lower general
achievement than was actually the case. The words picture or map
were not included in the instructions of either survey and some
the older children undoubtedly selected a mode of expression
of
than they might have done with more specific
less 'advanced'
instructions.

of the two surveys could have serious implications
The findings
teaching of mapping skills in junior secondary school.
for the
The results of Form 3, at the age of 15+ suggest that analysis of
both in Hong Kong again and elsewhere, would be
a similar group,
valuable.'
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THINKING SKILLS, GEOGRAPHY AND THE NEW NYTHOS
Paul F. Thomas

If you can think and not make thoughts your aim...
Yours is the Earth and everything that's in it...
- Rudyard Kipling

ABSTRACT
This paper examines recent North American proposals for
developing "thinking skills" in the classroom and considers
their implications for geography/social studies education with
examples drawn from the Canadian context. Geography would
appear not to have any unique role to play in the "generic"
thinking skills agenda conceptualized by non-geographers who
have claimed ownership of the terrain. Geography's critical
knowledge, however, is indispensable in itself as well as for
supporting the development of critical thinking skills which
ought not to operate in vacuo. Applications and survival
suggestions for geography are also indicated.

INTRODUCTION

The current North-American love-affair with thinking skills in education
is on the verge of becoming a major academic growth industry. This trend
has serious implications for geography-education for the following
reasons:
a)

non-geographers, particularly psychologit,t... of every

persuasion, have been i) setting the agenda of discourse
and ill shaping en passant--unwittingly perhaps--the
character of what is passing for geography in the schools.
h)

0)

d)

the increasing emphasis on generic thinking skills is
tending to detach thought from substance, with an ensuing
erosion of the unique contribution that geography cnn make
in helping students to make sense of their objective world
and the geoculturallenvironmental forces that shape their
destiny.
The fact that thinking skills are at present Ill-defined
and without sapiential, consensual validation does not deter
educational administrators from mandating their iirplementation
os the cornerstone of future curriculum undertakings.
Most seriously of all, critical thinking skills have become
blurred in the melange of "generic" thinking skills.
The failure to recognize their pivotal importance precludes
a fortiori, any operational concept of critical know Cackle.
The rationale for geography in the achools is also thereby
depotentiated, inasmuch as the me e concern for generic
thinking skills can be accomplished more effeclently without
imposing the cognitive burdens of a discipline that purports
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to synthesize data from disparate sources intc meaningful
wholes that can bind cognition and affect in a way that
compels conation, i.e., action.
That geography can handily sipport critical thinking is wiggested by

Appendix A which partially systematizes--for classroom considerationa
number of thinking fallacies which, although pragmatically useful, seem
to have eluded the attention of the genetic thinking-skills advocates.
rHINj(ING SKILLS--THEME. AND VARIATIONS
1.

Historic Context

The present enthusiasm for "thinking skills" on the part of the North
American educational establishment is not a new one.
It is but the
resurgence of a passion dating back to Alfred Binet's "mental
orthopaedics" of the early 1900's and John Dewey's program for
promoting problem-dol/Lag in school ch)ldren.
Indeed it can be
palpably demonstrated that many contemporary strategies for the
teaching of thinking resurrect the proposals of Dinet and Dewey (Brown.
in Chipman, Segal and Glaser, 1985, 319-338). This interest has
legitimately serfaced since the mid 1900's in response to a) The
so-called knowledge explosion; b) The computer revolution7 c) The need
for educational accountability, especially in recession-prone
sconomiel.
2.

Legitimacxof Concern

Those who advocate the formal teaching of thinking skille draw upon John
Goodlad's A Place Called School (1984, 229) which, on the basis of 1000
observational accounts, cone,udes that, since students are rarely
required to do anything more complex than the recall of information, a
lack of thinking prevails in most American classrooms.

Despite

challenges to Goodlad's research methodology, it is still a universal
public perception that thinking in the schools ought to be, and can be
improved.

As for the knowledge explosion, it is a commonplace

observation that bodies of knowledge are important but quickly become
outdated.

Thinking skills presumably never become outdated.

The

computer revolution is now an ontological given, that provides a mecns of
coping with the knowledge explosion, via information - processing the

dominant motif in the thinking-skills debate.

That improved thinking

will conduce to greater economic productivity is possibly a Type
fallacy (See Appendix A).
3.

Conceptualization of Thinking Skills
a.

AnarchxbyIguallia.

Because of the diversity of

neademic enterprises claiming territorial rights, the literature of the
current decade is of a highly proliferative and controversial character.
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In practice terminological distinctions such as "reasoning", "critical
thinking", "creative thinking", "problem-solving" and "decision-making"
ars lost upon, not only the lay public, but also upon teachers and
administrators who see no operational utility in such distinctions.

Some

philosophers regard the pursuit of definitional consensus as mislirected
because the social nature of language colours the way that meanings are
semantically implanted in terms.

On the other hand, it is all too easy

for "thinking critically" or "problem-solving" to become vacuous slogans
quite beyond translation into teaching methods and curriculum materials
(Munby, 1982, 487).
b.

The mental versus the logical_paradigm.

At the

risk of some oversimplification, the quagiuire of competing positions can

be polarized into two competing paradigms, namely the mental and the
logical.

The mental paradigm holds that thoughts and mental processes, being
invisible, can not be observed directly but only by their pioducts
Since the posing of different kinds of questions
(Feely, 1976, 6).
does, in practice, elicit correspondingly different types of
response-products it is held that thinking skills can be stimulated by
the judicious use of structured hierarchies of teacher-generated
questions such is those provided by Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1956;
In other words one care have structure.'
Feely 1916, 6; Beyer 1984).
question input and structured response output without needing to k
what is hAppening in the mind.

The 1211v1 paradigm posits the possibility of analyzing and reducing
mental processes to procedural elements for informational processing.
Procedural elements are susceptible to sub-factoring into arborizing
networks of resting micro-elements so as to engender the systematic
descriptions akin to those to be found in military training manuals.
Fity!e one can Lhink about thinking, or indulge in metacognition, knowing

how to think is deemed to be a species of procedural knowledge.
Svporters of th.a mental paradigm regar6 this procedural knowledge as
discipline specific or context-bound (Sternberg 1!85, 193-197).
of the logical or information- processing paradigm argue with

varying degrees of intensity that thinking skills are generic and
transferable, providing thet detailed. process training in provided and

nteniinn given to life contexts (Robinson, 1985).
c.

A Trend !n Canadian Geography/Social Studies Education.

As can be seen from Table 1., recent developments appear to favour the
information- processing model of thinking skills.

The parallelism between

the foer columns in that table is not due to similar fundamental
structure3 being discovered by different research teams working
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Table 1.

PROM "ntOrRAPlitC THINXIDD 4411.1.6" TO INTERDISCIWNIM

INTOPMAT100.PROCESSIHO SKILLS"
Ian Es:ample of Later - subject and Interregional DiffusinT1

gsgulptic Thinking
Skills - hugustine
119161

I.

2,

Skill Statements appearing

organisets for 'Problem

in 1.141".145.41d2.-0

Et/W.2211MA

h

9yllylinr being used In 1961, Rubinson, Polls r White
Province of Ontario.
(1965), p. 1011

establishing a
focus for the
inquiry

"defining a task"

satabilahing

"organizing informati,m in
a logical pattern"

f ***** ark for

Establish a focus
for tho in4u1r,

1.

Establishing a focus for
the inquiry

2.

Develop
scheme/
framework for ths

2.

Establishing a framework

3.

lcAiling source of
information

Obtaining information at
thr soup-,
Decoding information at
the source

focus
3.

4.

Formulate A plan for
filling the framework
schema

dotermlnlug
sources of data

"locating inlormation"

obtaining data at
the source

"retrieving information"
S.
"deriving Information throulh
photographs. Mara, diagrams. 6.
charts, graphs and 'ketches"

Locate ,note,, of
information
Determine mrzntng of
data at sourer

4.

"evaluating Information"
"judgment in recluniting
what information is
applicable In a eitUation"

7.

Ottormine adequacy of
data at source

6.

Assassins the adequacy
of infarmation

vu-Ana data in

"rvcrrding information"

6.

the fries.'

Pot 'lea In the
framework/schema

7.

"(ran-Wing geographic

acc.rding Information

Ing the

S.

adesuo:y of data

6.

Processing Skills List
proposed by S.C. Mintatry of
Education (198/)

1.

the inquiry

3.

Interdlukaliemixemnim,-

4-

Sy.ecify nOUTcog of

data required by plan

S.

In the Irani/14On

information from one form
to another"
"prepnring displays to ptat,ent
information"
1.

6.

9.

reducing data to
summary form

"Interpreting information"

9.

Deo a dote
summarizing algorithm

O.

Summarising information in
the framework

observing
relationships

"Interpreting patterns and
seeking relatIonshipe"

10.

Ob ttttt ralatInnithips
In date

9.

Ob.ereing relationships in
summary data

InterpratIng
relationships

"Interpreting Information"
"Interprsting patterns"

11.

Interpret moaning of
observed product

12.

Evaluate the product

13.

Fatrapolato moaning
of observed product

'4.

Determine implications
of product

IS.

Translate frame12.
filling process and/
or product Into
public tepreAtntallnn
to suit specific
audiences

10. extrapolating the
IntarpretatIon

II. communicating an
inornire

'Dourest

"reaching tentative
row-tusking or
generalizations"

"communicating with others"
"Prationtirol information
succinctly"

lq.

Interpreting the observed
relationship

II.

Estrapolating the
intcroretatIon beyond the
prohtem framework

cone

-f the

inquiry and its remit

compotito compilation after sources Indicated In column headings.
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independently of one another; but rather due to diffusion, as educational
administrators and curriculum planners quite often find it easier to
appropriate rather than to rethink such matters.

That these

interdisciplinary skills originated in aemrasliatgicthinilskills was
forgotten by their final borrowers (see Table 1) so that at present the
n.r. Ministry of Education does not perceive geography in the schools as
having nay significant. potential for fostering thinking skills.

CR1TICM ISSUES FOR GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION
1.

Hyper- rationalization and the Decline of Holism

ThP information-processing model of thinking skills is rooted in the
computer metaphor.

Inasmuch as the competer revolution implies future

Access to enormous quantities of information (irrespective of its
guAlity) the business of imparting skills for the management of
information is becoming the educational imperative of the day.

By the

same token the need to justify the cost of computers in the classrooms is
shaping what shell :le taught and how it is to be taught.

Because of the

ease of reading and storing statistical and formatted information by
ccmputerg, the matrix-approach to thinking skills, such as Robinson's
'1r15)

in being expropriated holus-bolus without regard for his

qualifying specifications for handling content-imbedded matters.

The

e.dopton oi a "generic" interdisciplinary skills approach is a "quick
fix" that places no cognitive demands on the authorities And, In many
instances, has eliminated the need for geography consultants.

Computers, however, occlude the value aspects of information to a greater
extent than occurs with print media.

The disinclination to ask, "What is

worth formatting?" plays into the hands of software entrepreneurs who are
rarely subject specialists,

Absurd "geography" simulations` often result

such As that of the solo voyageur (early Canadian expiorer) travelling
with 20 tons (!!) of pemmican (preserved meat) with which to purchase a
warehole:e of exotic products from 15 Indian bands scattered in improbable
in.atious.

Means are thus being confused with ends, i.e., information-

processing for its 0Wh make.

Propositional language can never cnpture

the realities of iife or of the else eroom.

No set of logicel matrices

drfleed try non geographers, con of themselves captere the quality of
place that. Is the touchstone of the cultural geographer's hc.lt.stic

concer n tor human-environmental interaction.
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Critical Thinking Skills (C.T.S.)

2.

a.

The demise of C.T.S.

As Fitzgibbon (1988) has pointed

out, the adoption of computers by schools represents unplanned, but
successful change whilst the incorporation of thinking skills in the
curricula has been planned but unsuccessful change.

Ontario, the

national leader in curriculum development admits to having abysmally
failed to develop self-directed problem-solvers (Puk, 1986).
In the area of critical thinking skills, which is considerably more
comp:ex, the situation is a fortiori even more dismal--expecially in view
of the lack of consensus, indicated earlier, as to the meaning of
critical thinking.

Beyer's list of "Key Critical Thinking Skills (1985,

76) is currently being promoted by British Columbia.

Its 10 items are as

follows:
i)

ii)

iii)
iv)
v)

vi)

vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

Distinguishing between verifiable facts and value claims.
Determining the reliability of a claim or source.
Determining the accuracy of a statement.
Distinguishing between warranted and unwarranted claims.
Distinguishing relevant from irrelevant information, claims,
or reasons.
Detecting bias.
Identifying unstated and stated assumptions.
Identifying ambiguous or equivocal claims or arguments.
Recognizing logical inconsistencies in a line of reasoning.
Determining the strength of an argument.

There are as yet, however, no Canadian geography or social studies
curricula that give any inkling as to how to operationalize any critical
thinking schemas, most of which are remarkably unremarkable in their
grasp of what good geographers are actually able to do in their
classrooms.

According to Fitzgibbon (1988) critical thinking will

continue to be rhetorically supported as a goal, but abandoned in
practice.

This is due to a number of reasons:

a)

Few teachers are capable enought critical thinkers themselves
to teach C.T.S. to others.

b)

Teachers who make the sincere attempt often find their
"authority" challenged on principle rather than by quality
of counter-argument.

c)

Genuine C.T.S. would threaten vested educational, political
and economic interests (Postman 1984).

d)

Real life problems have different characteristics from
They tend to be
textbook examples and classroom .camples.
inbedded in multiple contexts; may require experiential
knowledge; solution criteria are not clear; consequences of
.1.11(,Ice really matter; contexts may be murky and the problems
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complicated, persistent and occurring in groups (Sternberg,
1985).
b.

Via negative - a partial resitution.

It is a

comminplace observation in scientific methodology, that it is much easier
to disprove, than to prove, a proposition.

Similarly it may be more

expeditious to regard C.T.S. as a means for spotting errors in thought
and discourse (de Bono, 1983, 703-708).

be Bono believes that thinking

can he taught independently of content.

However, virtually no one

believes that any generic thinking methodology would suffer as a result
of being applied to a body of content.

Appendix A. gives a checklist of

common fallacies of distortion for students to be mindful of, while at
the same time giving some examples of applications to geographic
discourse.

This simple approach, although partial and only one of many

that could be used, is not to be found in any geography/social studies
curriculum known to this writer.
i.

Critical Knowledge and Geography

In n number of Canadian and American jurisdictions, commercial
publishers are now commissioned to produce geography/social-studies
texts that adhere to prescribed and constricted "thinking skills
formulas". As a result, "vapid writing ... a mere tidbit, a word a
phrase or a heading is used to substantiate coverage" (Tyson-Berstein
and Woodward, 1986, 41-45).

The obsession with information processing can not, in itself, ensure
that worthwhile substance will be processed. We live in a "glut of
information, 90% of which is garbage" (Suzuki, 1988).
Worthwhile geography content can "kill two birds with one stone",
provide critical knowledge (indispensable knowledge for coping
i.e.,
with a world in crisis) as well as engendering desirable thought
processes.
It was precisely the promise of critically significant knowledge that
fuelled the expansion of North American geography-education after
But the vision of Isaiah Bowman (1924), Fairgrieve
World War II.
(1442), Griffiths Taylor, Pinchemel (1982) and others appears to have
boon lost ns geography and geography-education are being eliminated
from North American institutes of higher learning (Reagan, 1987).

coNcLUSIoNS
1.

cnallenge and Opportunity

The diverse And often recondite conceptions of geography currently
held by its practitioners and thelt inability to rommunicate a
consensually held and intelligible mission for geography-education to
educntional policy makers in having serious consequences in North
America. Nov) - geographers - -by default--are determining
gooqrnphy/socinl studies curricula. Psychologists arl defining
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"geographic thinking skills" which are now being denigraded to mere
"Where is Vladivostok?"

pre - geographic questions such as:

Nevertheless there do exist well-informed lay-persons who understand
that without certain kinds of critical knowledge that geography has to
offer, the world would be overwhelming in its mystery.
"Diplomats [would] blunder, bankers make bad loans to
counties that don't have the resources to pay them back,
oil containers get placed upriver from millions of homes
and children grow up bigoted. (Even so) the world is a
!especially if one considers
mystery to too many people.
that) 95 percent of the incoming freshmen at a Midwestern
[American' college are not able to place Vietnam on a map"
(Gilbert M. Grovesnor, President of National Geographic
Society as quoted by Foster, 1988).
The over-riding purpose of education, is to develop persons who will
be subjects and not objects of history--in other wards persons who
can--among other things--shape the geonomic, politic 1, social and
environmental forces that impinge on their lives rather than be
blindly buffeted by them.
2.

Towards a New Mythos

A myth is but a fable, but a Myth is a redeeming value.

Educational

decision-makers think mythically when they appropriate promise-intensive
ideas without the rigorous attention to operational details required for
their realization.

Geography by its nature can easily accommodate any
As a

information-processing schema for facilitating thinking skills.

science of documentation concerned with correlating and grounding nesting
tiers of generalizations to earth-plane "thiru-ma-bobs" or referents (see
Appendix A.) it also serves very well, but without self-advertiaement,
the cause of critical thinking skills.

Geography also offers critical

knowledge

But these attributes do not deplete the inexhaustible treasures of the
discipline, nor do they speak to its transcendent iconic riches. More
than mental mapping is meant here.

The high-level generalizations of

geography because of the integrative character of th- discipline can also
be regarded as gestalt configurations which reconcile nature and culture,
quantity and quality, the nomothetic and ideographic, matter and mythos,
the left and right cerebral hemispheres, measure and meaning.

These

configurations can also be conceived of as holons or members of
open-ended hierarchies of meanine.

If n picture is worth 1000 words,

master-images are worth 100,000 words; for they stand et the apex of an

3 '/
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hierarchy of generalizations that compress a universe of meaning.

Geography must necessarily inform the higher-order images that reconcile
man and his world as a co-constituted unity.

Not only do such images

They compress considerable affective

compress considerable information.

energy ns well and so have tremendous power in shaping human values and
actions (Thomas 1978).

Information-processing models of thinking serve

only the left cerebral hemisphere.

The next generation of computers may

facilitate easier image banking and manipulation so as to exercise both
But this will only happen when

cerebral hemispheres in a balanced way.

geographic holism is restored to its pristine :,lythopoeic function, to

once again become our lode star.
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Appendix A.

tALLACIES or DISTORTION P05 CRITICAL EXAMINaTION IN TOE GEOGRAPHY CLASSROOM

Critical Thinking

Synonym/Me/mingle)

Geography /social Shller'
Frampton

- missing the point,
straw man,
- barking up the
wrong tree.
red herring,

Tire issue of whether or
not the Auesimns hey, any
business to have
military

Concept /Issue

A.

Cannata

CLIIILS"Litillgiil

gLasturtiog
1.

Iggpratio Rlencht

to wow( (you ton).

7.

presence in
not add
to American
involvement
America.

Afghanistan le
d by pointing
military
in central

It is common practice of
pee,lean politicians in
Mentern-style democracies to
respond to criticisms of

their policies by unwell:4MT. rather than dealing
with the criticisms
factually.

Argumentum ad
el

hominess

diequalifying one',
right to ergoe by an
titlark on the person.
- label and destroy
(seranticide).

Opponents of agricultural
collectiviration In the USSII
in the 1910's were dubbed
"class enemies".

neve stntents collect
paamples of label and destrgx
tactics from
- public environmental issue
debates

- the hatorial geography of
recent mare

b) verecundinm

- anp.el to authority,
"Biblical" authority was used
usually based on
to instify (sanctify) Boor
feelings of
lion. land claims in youth Africa.

Types of authority can tat
- political,
- moral,

- phaleol,
literary fa. "number of
ritetionel,
uplentini,
Which are Ilaly to provide
0)

bat-Islam

- mypeal to fear of dire
consequence".
- "Oo this or else."

Strain's reign of terror
(a form of physical authority
"We wet not preen for antip(4101011 MPROO,OR bern4i,

the most

The least valid eourcee of
truth?

IndustriesIn the fere of
tieing coats-011 emcee out
and there "Ill be MOISIVO
unemployment,"
d)

persona

- swat to personal
0W-interest.

"The election of certain
politicians will ensure
continuing grain subsidies

to wheat groves."

Shold society, economics
and politics be structured
for the "coemon good" or to
accommodate competing eesrso
interests with a minimum of
stele interference?
Is this the reel haute of
Met-meet rivalry and for the
dIvlson of the world Into
armed camps? whet light can
rconoeic. paliticel and world
rellonel geography shad on
the problem?

- appeal to posuler

e)

prtywdlre/Rendvegt.,,

- "everyone's doing it,"
11

miner cgrdleg

special pireAlng on

Wall of "My'.

RI

lanorfOlem

- ignolerce of

"If we don't well ermaments
to Pomerania, someone else
will."
Certain "free.enterprIse"
loduetrial corporation went
government 'off their beetle",
but may he the first to cry
for help In times of

It disarming two rival notions

la Mete to yield

conseinencve te 'man

A and 11

to be a posit Iva proof

pore 1: dogs not logically
follow that n't diemosing A

of whit is claimed to
he .fund or true,

and 11 vill toed to .mr.
ir,Mplff with nhe eterltr

^nhenevor It '01,1 the field
14 moldy" do.. het. Imply
"whenever it dope
converse!
not rain, the field la not
muddy".

I3u

Corpnationi 'ha "equating
government aid have been
dubbed "retrofit!a welfare
bums" by their opponents.

(An Inatome of Oanntieidol)

Ulm Is one of the meet
pormicious of fallsciee sine
denied of antecedent does not
logically imply denial of a
consequent.
If P then Q lea not
Thu":
mean If not P than not Q.
In the cape of the ovapple
given. however, a deductive
fallacy may in fact Is
rOiltr8di.,ted empirically.
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I.

bogging the neeatioe

lotItIO irrIPCIPIt

'Is the Argon race superior
ts the dovish fetal"

"Aryan' le 01 linnviolla Wei
".10.1.00' le a colterol torn.

Path,' is a metal tore.
tinaletialle. -leash

Isaltleinddiehl at
belongs to the Arlen loath
of longed....

11.1.00

centres! notion' led 10
nonacid. of a pocmis Is
depoiterhf! and Instls,.
googrophle ghene.onoelo
O.

poisaigLigst

I.

'Ought to be'

- Assuming that s war

'Is'

Utopia dose not oast beta

In terms of P 00000 col

Imainerp idtel

lrhaaaa ow heaves to b.l

actually alas, as

b 000000 es usually has ewes
data about the inperfectlene
of Iwo and Mir.
Sot as on archtplea

meg be the
most pernielow of the
M
help the

Chet it became
"ImOtopor" to lavish
saint. "motherhood'.
"the wall le grange

on the other ads a
of the face".

gmeisingl Id... .lapin can
Wows projected span
pipits
or 11!19 about which us has
sett scanty data for deco that
we refuse to loot alio
Pg. Stalin'. Russia of the

p

he chelleegse a
spurious notion of anti.
for ehich coattail oumbea
of Potions sap lea that
vary Ilea.

1110's as wattled oath
religious favour In the Wet

as a adore patedies despite
wort. of ones pumps and
genocidal famines.
C.

tenalrA...PlIOSJP!!!

(tattoo upon ethical
thinking)
I.

Abstraction

1 o'.1noing the

dlerena Whoa 1
concept and Its toots
Itoletat) In the real
von

"oho ha s el
Ides of
who
the favor who
wows 11, or the blear on

To whet alai Is the stock.

meat cash of October far
pt4ito of unreallotle

the stock.achonse who built
e nd wile it be 000toads

M has NMI mantle
I.

&halation till
Pp ebettertloo I. this

1.1/.0."!"-n71

filphont ponaltiel

is wont the
parses of selsetion.
tart person Is

fiehernen. (meagre. oil
plospettols, debt (stoics.

two arrows, from

steel ester. and so tooth all
Mee different pereeplioes Is
In whet e notion's priorities
for aconoule dealer...at can
W. This troller can be lesdlig
eastiallent de
led

e temples ante of

let elegem. etemlellee gars.

*Oaths In whet
ha no ohm petrel's'.
The selections of no

Poch sat of ohstroctioa Is

related In ems chewier.
.olopicel asp to the person
Paillhe Ilia.

floe thetee.

analog end listiolloos
of humeri potteption mat be
lean Into account ace all aa
' logic'.

wont oittibuta, el.
.serf quite identical.
I.

Mowing that the,* 10

Nomiallet fallacy

e n actual !return(
fot a taw ifiat her
been used.

'rtes tads wilt promote
nationni unlit
Ito the eh

f orallonal

contests this 00000 Wee as
'blab call bisl.i

tl...r.ol le that which
II tete topteernte or
stand, for such eat
Of
a "thing-ma-bob', i.e.,

science of d.cumentelion-1.4.
of ',Goodin, petceptions

Owl the onrid to toothplans thing osbabe-prOold40

wmethIng tangible or
bl

Using a someone Malt, or
artaction, hewing oo
Otani ot atc.roding In
reality is e veil minus
plata in political
Cerny's.. connect! as the

toletete.
en 9P1.11.412n hp 0100h

vesfyl antidote.

ntornopt can bs
wounded in //Wits.
A "Tflqlr.kilnl lot blab(
Is 1.0 !thaws of
111

atonal.
1.

11.111..411u'

1041041.o en eefeef of

judo...int

emolhfol for Ile
ltontlel Mat.fte et

felling to tants
that entitles pen how.

' Ago IM Jag
lot and
other stoat ben...tilt

torolella nt tootettlfeeto

tnoretation and competition
w e both Sagas of 'human
o

".

' fooeueete ete Pore Lopollant
this ptoduestit.'

Me we both producer. and

' awn neonate 'salon

Jana ono not triumph. it
le not a perm. People kill

COOtypeefe.

comma al!. Oro
to be anitadielorp.
3.

Istanificstion

leveling shot/factions
e t IhInge.

- 101,10104 Wallies tot
things of qualltIre.

fefeerhe, eat netionel Macon
gill be mitered./

one nnnthos sere such
sonnntie bloats as /en 00000 I
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and en forth.
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I.

Many questions

poling es
Simple
question requiring
elePis answer so se to

mask the sub
categories of the
Issue.

The question:
"Is the Pomeranian famine the
result of sin?", masks
possible multiple factors
such as drought, political
corruption, guerrilla warfare
etcetera.

7.

Mon-Aliness

- nobody knows
"Our III-Vile leader hog been
everythIng About 0
chnsen by the will of God to
complex situation' nor
expel foreign technology end
ran everything about It modern industrial development
be fully communicated.
from Pomerania".

0.

Process principle

- process can be
Sequent occupeoce provides
mtetSken (or substencs. a useful time-perepectiver
for and
ding the
evolution of s cultural
landscape.

11.

Glittering
generality

10, Principal of
degrees

This type of distortion is
most effective when combined
with blabbety (semantic
blanks),

Physicists tell we that
matter is a prorate and
that our sense@ give us e
very distorted view of the
world.

en inductive error of
overgeneralleIng from
too few perticulars.

Angeles must have a wet
climate bocenee It was
reining the day I wee there."

Simple qualitative regional
generalisations have pontos
utility In geography for
young teer.egers, is when 0A4
sreake of "Ihs Hot-Net
Tropics" on the balls of data
from selected climatic
stations. One of the teaks
of teaching Is to reduce a
Oat, of data to comprehon.
sible form without toeing
might of the original
documentation.

- many things in the
universe exist on
continuum and can
not properly be
described discretely.

Legends to thematic reps
specify ranges of Altitude,
moisture, temperature and
so forth. This helps to
rheck the primitive tendency
of alefents to xpenk of "high"
reerntains. "good" climates,
"good" Soils, etcetera.

Geography teachers tend to be
very gngd at dealing with
thie problem, but need to be
given more recognition bi
cognitive selont.ta for
doing so.

APPendin P. Not!,:
1,

A potg4)Inees Ilfplodch should he taken towards this table. it does not purport to be comprehensive. the
OPPlicational examples for the geography classroom are purely suggestive. TeecherpmetItioners can readily
device suitable applications appropriate to their unique configurations of time. elate, circumstance and
pupil stngs.

2.

the table, given Stresses cam modem fallacies of distortionoften ylitgl. The listing In socItno A tie
chimaera in the most literal sense ss it is largely bated on Aristotle's Do Snphistiels tlenchls
Contemporary educational theory and practice in North AfterIce, however, appears not yet to have caught up
with the ancient*.

3.

Omitted from consideration aro!
11

II)

fallacies of formal deductive reasoning;
fallacies of induction and observation.

Deduction le not unique to geography: it le well honed in mothemeties education and empty t
d in
Standard lawthooks of logic.
In the Ilth century, deductive capacity was considered to be a "power of
the soul" when it wee thought that the newly discovered subcontelous mind could only reason deductively.
Capacity for deduction is related to native intelligence
The error of Lu.e2Ing_19 conslueloo, Is that of
thinking mechaniatically (deductively) wken recefull induction (looking at all of the evidence) is requited.
Ob

lion Is usually well handled in science ci

Induction le for ought to he) very well handled In geogtepty_ths most ernoptIc OAP dieciplInea taught In
the schools,

cj

1.
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A VISUAL IMAGE PROVIDES FOOD FOR THOUGHT

Dr. Henrikte S. Verduin-Muller

Media conquer the world, but they will only play their role
in geographic education and geographic information in the

public &main, if they are understood. Understanding media
demands much hard headwork next to study and research.
In this paper attention is given to the still visual image,
the oldest, most inportant, however often badly used medium
in geographic education and information.

The visual image is introduced along its characteristic
features; image categories are distinguished; the
informative and carmunicative functions of the visual image
are high-lighted. Possible reasons for insufficient use of
the visual image are given throughout the paper.
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A VISUAL MMhGE PROVIDES FOOD FOR THOUGHT

INTRODUCTION

Of all (school)subjects there is no doubt that geography
will be the one most suited for visualizing. Although the
reasons are well-known and widely accepted by all involved
persons: students, teachers, and inspectors, visualization
of geographic content and its use is far from optimal.
In this paper we will focus on the visual image in function
of geographic education. We had to limit ourselves to the
most essential aspects, the reader, though, must not expect
full coverage of the theme.

Moreover we will concentrate on the still image. Moving
images such as film and video need a different approach.

Nevertheless what will be said concerning the still image,
equally counts for movement -based images.

Through the ages a visual image has been experienced as a
source of knowledge. However, after the invention of the
art of printing in the middle of the 15th century, the
image as source of knowledge was gradually surpassed by
the printed word. The visual image became the cosmetic
make-up of the printed word, or to say it more friendly,
the image became an illustration of the word. None the
less, sometimes the illustration could be understood
within its printed context a real support of the written
text. During presentations however the visual image was
and is still mentioned with a certain disdain, effected by
a diminutive affix, and apart from its appearance,
a 'picture'.

But things keep changing, rather recently the notion of the
visual image as explicit source of knowledge is regaining.
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The come-back has to do with the extension of the opticaland electronic media, and with the improvement of the
finality and the easy dissemination of the visual image. TO

make full use of the new outlook on the visual image for
information and canmunication for the benefit of education
systematic orientation on the image will be needed.
Education is meant here in a wide sense: formal education,
further and adult education and the public domain.

Successively we will

* define, explain and reflect the concept visual image;
* name and explain, in order to express geographic content,
the different categories of visual images;
* reflect the visual image as a means of information and
commanication in the educational and the public domain
twocess.

1)I F'lNIIJG, FYINAINING, REFLECTING '111E

ootrEpT

vistIAT, IMAGE

A visual image can be defined as a pc ceeptible and

selective representation of reaAty.

lit explaining the definition's terms the following remarks
are made.

* Perceptible must he taken literally, thus in the sense of
able to he trrceived. Consequently mental images are not
incluIrd in the definition and cannot be because they
develop out of scientific control. Forming images in the
mind, building up knowledge is an affair of the human
personally. However, the course of the process as
influenced by education and information in the public
(lwain might gain to a high degree by good, that means
flitent-rich and transparent, visual images.
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* The representation, the next term, means the state of
being represented through one or another type of medium in
the sense of material (paper, plastic, wood). Also the
to -days manifold electronic presentation facilities are
seen as material.

* Reality is to be taken in the sense of the state of
things, situations, processes etc. as they are or appear to
be and not as one might wish than to be. Thus explicitly a
more philosophical notion concerning reality in the meaning
of existing things independont of human awareness is got
out of order, because however interesting that may be, does
not carry us any further.

We emphasize once again that we have to do with a
representation of reality and not of reality itself. It
might seem strange but this is often overlooked.

Definition and relating remarks concerning the visual image
gives way now to two reflections of informative importance.
Firstly, the visual image always is a cut -out of reality as

taken by its designer and producer, is thus selective;
Secondly, because reality is at stake, in a visual image
always relations are to be perceived. Those relations being
of an intra-and inter-chara,:ter (intra: between objects and

phenomena aspects themselves; inter: between the objects
and/or phenomena mutually).

Unfortunately the intra-as well as the inter-relations
within a visual image are often unsufficient or not at all
'seen'. Thus the human is missing worthwhile information.

Let us iemember that distinguishing, understanding and
w-rding spatial mutual dependencies is pie-eminently in
geographic education and public information. The very final
goal being that the human can and dare venture
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independently to acquire insight into new spatial social
relationships. The reasons for this 'not-seeing relations'
are twofold and coherent to a certain degree.

* Firstly is mentioned a deficiency of knowledge about the
subject presented in the image. The human cannot put the
relevant questions necessary for the interpretation of the
visual image. And for that reason there will be lack of

understmulim. (Thus lack of knowledge of a polderlandscape
pr,-vents the full understanding of an airview of the Green

neart of the Randstad.)

* Secondly a human's perception, the generation of
information, conceptualization and storing of information
in the natural memory (and in artifical memories, such as
paper, computers) are in general sloppy, loose and
superficial. Humans seem to be far less active and precize
concerning brain activities, than was always thought.
Hes:larch on the design of knowledge systems all over the

world has clearly shown that the most crucial and difficult
moment is the acquisition of knowledge from the expert.
People seem not be aware of the way in which they acquire
-heir knowledge. Designing knowledge systems is part of.

At research (AI: Artificial Intelligence).

Thus non-conception of the visual image has definitely an
intellectual basis.

It will be clear that a stand is taken against the often
heard idea that the glut of visual images in our daily life
will. lead to a negation of the visual image.

The renewed interest for the visual image as posed above
might, apart from technological facilities, very well find
rooLs imp an overall better rducated human and on its

torn lead to higher forms of knowledge.
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NAMING AND ENIIAINING, IN ORDER TO EXPRFSS GEOGRAPHIC
COME ?F, THE DIFFERENT CATEGORIeS OF VISUAL IMAGES

Given the definition of the 'kisual image we can distinguish
two categories:

* iconographic and * analogue

The imuolraphic category consists of two sub-categories:

* nature-alike images, having a high resemblance to reality

howevermot equal to reality. An image of the Mbnt Blanc,
as well as an image of people shopping in a main street
belong in this category, normally we refer to these images
as pictures independent of the type of material. The
likeness with reality may vary, view angle and colour being
most determining.

* structure-alike images having some resemblance to reality
as far as structure concerns, however never are equal to
reality. An image of the outline of the City of London and
a relief of the Ural Mbuntains belong in this category. In
every day life we refer to these images respectively as
plan or map and model. The likeness with reality can vary.
The scale is determing for the degree of likeness, as well
as the way the plan or map is produced.

In the analogue category, our second one, qualities and
relations between immaterial phenomena are given in a
spatial pattern, the content is read

according to an

analogon. In a climate diagram qualities of phenomena and
by its grouping the relations between temperature,
precipitation, and sunshine for a certain period and place
are imagined in a spatial way.
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A data-based network of services in La Dtfense, Paris, may
be spatially organized in a graph, by which the diversity
and the density become quite clear.

Thus in an analogue image we don't see a

'Gestalt', but an

nnalogon of a phenomenon.
It was already the French philosopher, Bergson, (1859-1941)

who posed that the human tend to imagine mare or less
complex issues in schemes, spatial patterns, in order to
get grip on the phenomenon tinder consideration. And indeed

this is the case in a so-called analogue image.

Being a representation of reality a visual image is
human -made. This means that the maker has to be selective,

and thus puts by definition a stamp on the work. We will
not take up here a discussion about the design and
production of a visual image. However, for the sake of good
educational and informative function of a visual image we
rose the wide breadth of the field between 'vision' and
'manipulation'. In order to get a certain content the maker

may not only choose an exceptional view angle or by graphic
techniques may put an accent on important phenomena, hut
also could retouch objects or persons. The maker could
disregard frontiers on a map, leave out net-work fragments
or balm as data whole images or segments to construct a

lctiteous visual image ( as so easily is to he done
by modern computer technology).
line between vision and manipulation is not always so
oloar and could even be subject of sincere discussion. It
is obvious however that in the case of demonstrable
manipulation a viusal image as a representation of reality
will not he accepted. We don't have to do with a visual
image according to the definition given.

Rut lot us be honest, concerning the 'word' as means of
expression we have exactly the same phenomenon. Still. the

1'3
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situation verbal-visual is not wholly comparable, because
in the case of visual images the credibility as such
rather high and to a certain degree this also counts for

the word in print. We stated already that unfortunately
visual images often are seen as reality itself.

Summarizing can be posed that the human who will use the
visual image and it might be the educator or the user in
the public &vain must at least reflect on its reliability.

WE VISUAL IMN3E AS MANS OF INFORMATION AND 014UNICATIOW
IN WE EDUCATIONAL AND THE PUBLIC DOMAIN INFORNWS PROCfES

The use of the visual image has two basic aspects: in
informational and a communicative one. Attention will be
paid to both aspects the one after the other.

The information aspect. A visual image serving geographic
education informs about the subject iu question. Central is
here the intrinsic cognitive value of the image and its
contribution to the realization of the objectives of
geographic education and public infcrmatien.
Regarding the information aspect of the visual image we
pose that it is an indispensable tool in geographic
education and public enlightenment. This is to he

concluded from the theory concerning the visual image as

put in the preceding sections of this paper:
* in a visual image relations fintra and inter) are made
observable by simultaneous presentation;
* the visual image directs the forming of cognitive
patterns by the Image-inherent selectivity of the cont(Int;

* a visual image, owing to its exact

appearance,

convinces

the viewer of the essence of objects and phenomena;
* thank!,1 to the perception realized via the visual image a

more exact exchange of views is possible.
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However, the observations and perceptions as such and the
inforraative benefit will not Occur unless the learning

human is interested or knows where to look for. Only than
the processing of the image's content get a chance to take
place. In actual teaching and learning there are many
possibilities to stimulate processing activities, so as by
:liscussing and analyzing (eventually together with

ojection on a 'black'board) the geographic content and to

r it the inuired knowledge into other subject matter. It)
prornote continuireg education and public infdmation at

in Ile the

visual image could be provided and explained by

ne_.essary notes.

(Xlmiunication aspect. The consiunication situation

dering, educational and informative work should be of high
(plat ity and iro!st: he roast carefully proceed. Both parties

!;le acid Pxirrirmm the situation as reliable, open and
Portnnaiely next to the information aspects the
isual image alsa have attending communicative phenarrsna of

posiive character. Below the experienced aspects will be
systematically suarred up:
* visual IMACIPS F n a collective and objective starting
in teacbin(1,/learning and informing situations;

' visual imagen fascinate, so that the student feel

actively
visor

involved;

images excite interest, help to concentrate the

attention;

4

the

use of visual. images causes an apparant relaxation;

tiv:

use of visual imager) brings variety in the metaxyls of

teaching awl informing;
the use of visual images inspires confiden+7e;

tho critical use of visual. images introduces a cr
ottittide b) images in general.
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It might very well be that one of the most fundamental
advantages of using visual images will be the fact that the
tension, necessarily inherent to every information-based
communication

situation, is deflected and objectified

temporarily. In the list given this leading advantage is
split up into several categories.

CONCLUSION

That a visual image provides food for thought can be
derived from the described qualities of the visual image.

Because geographic education and enlightenment have
principally to do with the promotion of thinking and
understanding of mutually spatial dependencies, the visual
image is an essential tool for those involved in teaching
and informing geographic knowledge.

Mbreover the good use of the visual image will positively
influence the communication process.
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TEXTBOOK FACILITIES FOR DEVELOPING LEARNERS' SKILLS
AND ABILITIES IN GEOGRAPHY

Hartmut Volkmann

ABSTRACT

Now

geography

curricula in the Federal Republic of

call for a return to regional geography in schools.
great concern that this means going back to students
7ing a large bulk of single facts,
ding classroom

Germany
There is
memori-

tic, and that more deman-

activities cannot be retained,

By distingui-

shing five categories of classroom work the paper shows

that

regionally organiz(d textbooks tend to suggest more reproductive assignments than thematically organized textbooks do.

AIM OF THE INVESTIGATION

The

mid 1980's witnessed a fundamental revision of geography

curricula in the Federal

Republic of Germany,

that of the beginning 1910's.

comparable to

As a matter of fact it

repre-

sents a reversd of the former development in that the regioapproacl,

nal

in geographical

education is

given

priority

again.

Since

the previous new orientation led to a greater emphasis

nn promoting a critical attitude in geographical education as
compared to the situation before 1970 (cf. Volkmann 1984), it
is

of

interest to see whether or not that
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change

for

the
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better

has been afflicted by the present reverse orientation

of curricula.
follow

the

basic

For this purpose newly edited textbooks

that

lines of the new curricula are evaluated on

assumption that textbooks allow the

nearest

the

possible

approach to actual classroom work.

the

In

Federal

Republic the

individual

autonomously their educational system,
a

states

determine

e.g. how many periods

week and in which grades a certain subject is to be taught
Volkmann 1988).

(cf.

Consequently the analysis of textbooks

has to regard this differentiation and to ask to which extent
textbook authors can realize their intentions. Are they bound
to

follow strictly a very tight curriculum,

Baden-Wurttemberg,

or

are

they left

e.g.

sufficient

that

of

pedagogic

space inside the given frame.

The

which
this

new

textbooks

are devised for different

was not the case during most of the

school

1970's.

regard different demands may be expected.

types

Even

This

in

point,

however, is not followed up.

The

main

Regional

concern of the study rests with the antagonism
Geography versus ThEmatic Geography and the

tional conclusions to be drawn from
textbooks
aged

for grammar schools,

10 to 15) are studied here,

it.

Consequently,

of

educa-

only

grades 5 through 9 (students

which make up the body of

compulsory geographical education. (In Baden-WUrttemberg Geography is taught only in grades 5 through 8).

Thus four hypotheses are to be proved false or true:

1. The new textbooks support class-rehearsel and require
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critical judgement by the student than did

less

the

older ones (till around 1980).

growing complexity of assignments over the school-

2. A

intellect

time that matches the students' developing
not

does

exist,

since all regions are of the

same

high complexity (cf. Pollex 1987, 59).

3. Mere are no differences between textbooks for different states as far as student activities are

concer-

ned.

4. the given curriculum,

especially in the state of Da-

den-WOrttemberg, does not allow much variation.

suRVEY DESIGN

IL is the undisputed goal of geographical education to enable
student

the

wo10

"to take part in a responsible shaping

(MINISIERIUM fOr Kultur and Sport

of

his

Baden-WOrttemberg,

1983,

7; cf. also Ihde, 1986, 13), based on a profound know-

ledge

of his environment and the Interdependence between hu-

mankind and the environment.

To achieve this goal geographi-

education has to offer situations in which

cal

the

student

named assumption that textbooks provide the

closest

tin develop these skills and abilities.

On

the

possible

description

of how

classroom-work

is

organized,

their

assignments are analysed regarding the mode of activi-

ties.

For

which

is

the analysis the following scheme
influenced

by Bloom's taxonomy but

serve the specific purpose.
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BASIC TECHNIQUES
to localize

to identify
to calculate

COMPREHENSION (Reproduction)
to describe
to compare

to classify

APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE (theoretical)
to discriminate

to explain, give reasons
to examine

VALUING
to judge
to value

APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE (practical)

to simulate planning and decision taking
to find and evaluate information
to employ problem solving strategies
to carry one's point

The

first

two categories comprise activities by which

the

student acquires and trains a basic geographical (in the very
first mainly a cartographic) literacy; the third reflects the
cognitive
methods,

affective

level

characterizes,

by the use

concepts and terminology;

of

geographical

the fourth refers to the

domain in that the student is to express his

4

opi-

1 52

nton, thereby establishing and developing a value system; the
fifth. flnally, takes into account that the students must get

opportunity

the

to design

perform

and/or

which they might need later on as citizens.

investigations,

Occasionally the

students even may get the chance to address an
administrative body.

For better assessment of the classification a few examples are
given. (for better readability there are not referenced).

- Localize your hometown. (to localize)
- Name the bordering states. (to identify)
- Which
open
-

lbw

physical

landscape impacts are

connected

with

it mining? Cf. Landsat picture. (to identify)
does the native population view the

establishment

of National Parks? (to describe, as the answer is given
in the text)

- Compare the drainage system of the Alb with that around
Stuttgart. (to compare)

- Which is the biggest district? (to classify)
- Which
stadt

are the differences between lerford
considering their plan,

and

Senne-

structure and age?

(to

discriminate)

- When were the picteres taken? (to discriminate)
- Why

does the high wood consumption endanger the

envi-

ronment? (to explain)

The operator (verb) is not always helpful, e.g.
- Compare the two statements:
-

"For

"Castes hold up progress."

many Indians the caste is a protecting

community

against poverty." (The comparison is a valuation.)
- Play

a family discussing alternatives for a new
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dente. (to simulate)

- Plan the inquiry of a farm. (to find information)

DISKUSSION

The results of the survey are shown in Figure 1.
were revised,

Four

books

two used in Northrhine-Westphalia (NW) and two

in Baden-Wurttemberg (13W).

TERRA Geographie
lines.

NW (1981-82) is structured along
obvious that the amount

becomes

It

thematic

assignments

of

belonging to the first two categories is reduced consecutively

from

almost two thirds to little more than

Especially

two

in grade 9 valuing and the practical

of knowledge gain importance,

fifths.

application

due to simulations and

inqui-

ries in connection with themes like reorganizing agriculture,
locating

industries,

revitalizing old housing quarters

building-regulations for new housing districts.

and

To merge the

for grades 7 and 8 in one volume was a habit in the

contents

1970's followed by most publishers.

DIERCKE

Erdkunde

NW (1986-87) follows

which officially is not yet in force.
two

categories

importance

Here,

new
too,

are reduced in a similar manner

id grade 9.

curriculum
the first
but

regain

This is due to different topics (di-

stant regions) that do not allow e.g.
sion

the

inquiries.

assignments form a rather solid block over

Comprehenthe

years.

Remarkable is the high percentage of valuing questions already in grade 8.
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DIERCKE Erdkunde BW (1984 -85) was produced by almost the same

first two categories have less weight in grade

The

team.

5

and gain thereafter, while practical application is prominent
in

grade

It is a consequence of the fact that the

5.

home

region is the main topic in grade 5 while in grade 8 far-away
regions are tackled.

Because of this many assignments

which

TERRA Geographie NW suggests for grade 9 are taken up in this
textbook already in grade 5,

Valuing gains weight in grade 8 mainly

street.

shopping

e.g. the inquiry of a farm or a
in

connection with Japan, the USA and the Soviet Union.

TERRA Geographie BW (1484-86) shows some similarities in that
the first two categories dominate in grade 6 (topic: European
states)

and

a

high percentage of applying

assignments

in

grade 5 for the same reason as in DIERCKE Erdkunde OW.

"me-

tally valuing remains less important than in all other

text -

honks while reproducing tasks are highly dominant.

CONCLUSION

Coming back to the hypothesis formulated in the beginning.
1.

It has been proved true only partly.

Regionally ori-

ented textbooks clearly give more space to comprehension

books

assignments than do thematically oriented textbut are in less demand of localizing the case

studies. There are differences concerning the theoretical

application of knowledge,

but obviously more

dependant on the authors than the curriculum (cf. the
textbooks

for Oaden-WOrttemberg).

This

applies

to

valuing and practical application of knowledge, too.

t5
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2. It

was verified.

textbook-set

While the thematically

indicates

three categories,

structured

a gradual shift to the

last

the regionally conceived textbook-

sets show nothing of tie kind.

3. It was falsified. Even given the same team of authors
there are considerable differences between

classroom

activities which may be ascribed to growing experience of the team.
4.

The last was proved false, too. Even the tight curriculum allows for substantial variations. A comparison

of the categories comprehension and

theoretical app-

lication of knowledge reveals this clearly.
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SKILLS,. TEACHING STYLES AND LEARNERS OBILITIES CONSIDERED IN
BASIC GEOGRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVES.

Ova Biilmann
ABSTRACTS Frameworks for elementary didactic analysis of the
content of geography education are suggested and preliminary
discussed in the light of current trends toward a stronger
regional geographical orientation, integration and holism.
Proposed organizing or defining principles for a Danish
school geography serves as example and frame of reference.

1.

Introduction.

The head quotes concepts not to say watchwords stressing the
symposiums engagement in geographical educational planning
and practice. These concepts may also lead our attention to
well known questions which might be as topical as ever as f.
ex. about the coherence between the basis of geography
(knowledge, methods, theoretical structures etc.) and
contemporary geographical education. Answers to that kind of
questions are crucial for the capability of geographical
education - and of geography teachers and geographical
educational research as well - to meet traditional and actual
demands or expectations. Questions of that kind are
considered in
this paper.
2. Basic scientific approaches and some implications for
geographical education.
The scientific methodology of geography embraces the basic
methods of science, social science and humanities i. e. that
hoth traditional empirical studies and interpretation in
humanistic sense contribute to geographical research. These
basic modes of investigation and understanding are
prerequisite to any geographical perception and knowledge.
The geographer often intuitively interchange or integrate
empiric and humanistic modes of study and explanation.
()itilmann 1979, 1985). So does the learner.
The changing or simultaneous use of different modes of
description, analysis and explanation is commonplace and
normal in scientific and educational geography. Nevertheless
it fnr didactical purposes sometimes may he valuable to
stress the character, strength and weakness of various
methndnlogical approaches.

The ndvantages and limits of the Approaches mentioned
therefore are taken for granted. So are the strengths and
weakness acquainted with their use as teaching methods or
Activities When they are used independently the premises and
pnscibilities of a traditional empiric or humanistic study or
exercises may be drawn from epietomology and tradition of
science and hnmanities respectively (e. g. Chappell 1981,
Christensen 1982, Schaefer 1953).
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Assuming that these educational problems are manageable, we
are left with an other question of importance to geographical
didactics and educational practice. This question is
introduced by mentioning regional geography. More
specifically the questions raised among other things are
consequences of the interrelated (integrated?) use of
different modes of description, analysis, explanation and
representation normally connected with educational dealing
with places, regions etc.
Following I attempt to sketch a simple model, which might be
of some use when content, organization and practice of
regional geographical education are considered. It
occasionally may elucidate various questions relevant or even
hasic to all geographical education. In fact I only quote and
develop well known principles and viewpoints (Paterson 1979).

pnhavinural World

-----Predicted

4ogra011eS

R._
1

I __

ronlemlmari,
World

Historical
4eogrAphles

Fig 1. Geographic perspectives or ''worlds" (Petersen 1975/79)
I4eographers work and various "geographies" exist in or
reflects different kind of "worlds" or perspectives.
Paterson% more than twenty years old diagram connects five of
those and the dialectics of process and pattern (structure)
in a rlarifying way. It emphazise that geography and
geographical education depend on different modes of study,
explanation and representation according to the chosen
perspectives or - more difficult but crucial to regional
geography - comhinations of or endeavours to integrate
perspectives. Let Its narrow the view to place, area or
region.

A. Fashionahle wishes agg the difficult educational practice.
Ihig is not a try to present the organization of the school
subject, which 19 a complicated and highly context bound
task. An example of the outcome of a specific endeavour of
that kind is mentioned later. I only attempt to present a
frame for didactic considerations on the content - incl. the
dills, abilities and learning or teaching styles mimed at.
Ihig frame r minects various perspectives clearly and makes

6
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didactic dimensions as the regional-systematic dialectic,
man/society-environment/nature and scale or regional level
topical.

Something has been achieved, if use of that kind of didactic
frames could further geographical educators reflections and
clarify their mutual communications on the obvious but
sometime* complicated interdependences between educational
conditions and prerequisite epistomological premises tied to
the content. There probably is a need for frames or tools,
which in a simple way further didactic consideration,
decision making and evaluation.
It should be possible to deal with these considerations and
decisions without still repeating and being restrained by
eternal discussions un the definition or character of
geography. If so the perspectives of the Paterson model (fig.
could be specified to place or region. In that way we aim
directly at our constant course of trouble( regional
geography. (Regionalization as scientific analysis is not
mentioned in this paper)
Different 'behavioural' regions
according to individual choice
end perception

erndictei geographies
of region

7II

II

S"--

111.

Different perceived regions
according to Individuals and
concept

Region

Historical geographies
of region

Pig. 2. Regions (places) in different perspectives and
perceptions.
Differences in perceived and behavioural "worlds" - here
place or region - depending on context, viewpoint and
Individual are highlighted. The same applies for a well known
challenge to geographical education: How to support the
students acquiring of a rich individual place, region or
world image which holds the common or contextual image to a
degree, that further mutual communication with other people.
The modifications implies a need for further considerations
on methods (learning activities) and representations
(sources). This is illustrated with image representations as
example in the following diagram.
romparisons of fig. two and three may draw attention to
important interdependences between representations and modes
of study. A successful interplay depends among other things
also on character and size of the region as well as on the
gmurcen available.
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Isolot

- II

Pies/region
observer.

narral,,.mithnr

NrverImmplor.

Fig. 3. Representations and images of a region (place).
At firat the diagrams may only support the overview of
troublesome combinations of didactic parameters. Then they
Are frames of reference and consideration. Later they
hopefully may accommodate and further didactic work and
educational practice - without bothering with de endless
diacnsainns mentioned above. At least they might provoke
nthern to present simple frameworks or tools applicable to
"daily" didartir and edurational use.
In the fnllnwing recent trends towards a more regional hatted
geography education are touched upon. Discussions on teaching
regional geography and broader discussion on e. g. integrator;
studies illustrate the needs for frames or mndels, who can
Arrommodate didactic analysis and decision making on
different lavola.

Hangraph( cal education often has been tied fo if not defined
hy places, regions, countries etc. Regions was recognized me
A unifying if not integrating concept. 1Ne diagrams support
ronaideratinn on this simple but problematic organization.
they also draw Attention to time or history as an important
dimension, which often has been treated as such by
geographers; le. g. Bird 1981, Oftidens 1985, Hartshorne 1939,
Sauer 1974).

UpiatnmnIngical And educational geographical discussions have
everienced many attempts to arrange space, time ant; lat.:). on
nature/environment, individuals/societies and global
phanomena in A integrative or at least unifying way. The
atrength And weakness of various arrangements are recently
rnnaidered hy Kellerman. He concludes that (Kellerman 1997).
"My purpose was not to argue that human geography has to be
integrative, but to highlight established and ongoing
Attempts; to reach integrative perspectives in geography. One
mAy even wonder whether it is worthwhile ,o attempt
integrative apprnarhea. It seems that if the trtittinnal and
renewed interests in this lino of inquiry in genaphy mean
Anything, it is that this is one of the objectives of the
dfaripline. Ihis perspective is not a new argument per ee,
tint thmre is A difference between older and new traditions.
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The old traditions integrated patterns and factors in rather
empirical frameworks. The question remains open whether a new
understanding of process and structure would eventually yield
some new conceptual frameworks of integration that would
permit more advanced empirical integrative studies in human
geography. Given the traditions of geographers, the regional
scale is most in need for attention."
Statements of that kind are of strong didactic relevance. It
goes both for considerations in a geographical educational
context and for more general often content indifferent or
empty educational debates on integration, coherence, holism
etc. The failure of content indifferent educational
endeavours to catch and mediate even established knowledge
areas has often been demonstrated. That is why there is
need of broad qualified subject and science based didactic
efforts. Furthermore same trends or wishes reflected through
these discussions are among the reasons why geography
teaching has been severely cut back and - worse - youngsters
often have a poor and biased world image and understanding.
These problems can not be solved alone by turning
geographical education into environmental studies based among
other things on ecology or systems analysis. A narrow
ecological approach however well organized would miss
important geographical perspectives and be subject to some of
the critique mentioned earlier (Biilmann 1987, Kennedy 1979).
4. Various holism! and a "new" regional geography.
Teaching of geography and teaching of other school subJecti
as well experience a trend towards regional geography. This
is both the consequence of problems created by earlier
thamatical, topical etc approaches cud an adaptation to a
request for meaning and overview or totalities, which are the
followers of earlier demands for integration.
As geographical educators wee are faced with a double task.
We must present a subject (content, organization etc.) which
meet both traditional and new demands. That is extremely
difficult in a often shrinking teaching time. At the same
time we must legitimate geography, a unifying or integrative
subject per se, against attacks supported by spokesmen for
integration, coherence, environmental awareness,
international understanding and responsibility etc.
Round didactic work are prerequisite to create, describe and
implement a coherent school geography applicable to current
national and international demands. Work on the same lines
may also support our efforts to demonstrate, that geography
may contribute substantially to or be the best educational
answer to the wishes put forward by various spokesmen of a
better world, society or milieu.
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fec etgeraeby
2s. Wanted ecomaiine QC deiloine eriesieles
Vanish currjculum
et 3 *OM emhlemIL 0 dcen 011109
CRMigelb.
- regional and systematic geography are complementary.
lhematic or theoretical content should be introduced and
learned through teaching on places, regions $ or states
(as far as possible). The teaching practice must emphasize
specific regions (case studies) as well as a broad knowledge
of states, major regions, continents and global phenomena.
- the scientific basis is science, social science, humanities
as well as a tradition for irtegrated (holistic?)
description, analysis and assessment of places, regions and
global relations and problems.
- choice and organization of content should elucidate and
stress central viewpoints and totalities * (relations?)
(ecology, man-nature, the man made environment, localization,
living conditions, reuional differences, interdependences and
antagonisms).
- the methods as reflected through learning activities are
scientific as well as humanistic. That is why geographical
explanations * is an important but troublesome part of
learning and teaching. The student should (according to aims
and content) work on confirmed scientific explanations, on
source and other interpretation and localization analysis.
Place and landscape should be experienced direct as well as
mediated through various sources (Place or region at the same
time is unique and reflects a complex of interrelating laws
or mechanisms).
- the sources U (teaching media) are many and varied. Their
use combines scientific and humanistic analysis with
experience and creative efforts. Traditional sources and
exercises (map reading) as well as modern tools (scientific
observation, informatics) are drawn upon.

s$

to be considered further - epistomological, didactic
and through guidelines for teachers.
to be considered further - theoretical, didactic,
psychological and through guidelines for teachers.
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NHRT mrLuzscgs SCHOOL CRNTRIC, CURRICULUM
DRVELOPMENT? - THIS TXACHERIS PIERSPECTIVE

Graham Corny

ABSTRACT
This paper begins by reviewing the teacher's role in
curriculum development in Britain, and the philosophy of the
Geography, Schools and industry Project.

It then describes a

research study conducted with Project teachers.

This

summarises the changes made by teachers in their schemes of
work, and shows how teachers' motives, resources and support,
and evaluation and feedback are factors affecting the
feasibility of school centred curriculum development.

IALTEMILICITMI

The_teAcha.r!3rale an_carticulumsleaelapment
Between 1970 and 1985, curriculum development in geography in
the secondary schools of England and Wales t,

related to three major projects:
Geography 16-19 Projects.

closely

the Avery Hill, Bristol and

Their aims were to change content,

teaching strategies and, through the invGlvement of
Examination Boards, assessment.

Althoug.. their aims were

similar, the projects had differing strategies for curriculum
development.

This is illustrated by the freedom which

teachers had to make major decisions about new courses in
relation to their own priorities.
Thy' l Avery Hill teachers, at least at the outset, were

encouraged to introduce a specified course structure, using
three multi-media resource kits; their decisions mainly
related to devising local ct.se studies to replace those

published by the Project.

in comparison, Bristol teachers

were provided only with broad course outlines, and were
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encouraged to form local groups to devise, implement and
evaluate their own courses.

This process encouraged much

greater teacher initiative leading to "enhanced
professionalism" (Tolley and Reynolds, 1977).

16-19 Project

teachers appeared to have freedom of action somewhere between
the two.

The geography projects illustrate the patterns of curriculum
development in England and Wales overall.

In the 1960s and

70s, attempt, at innovation consisted of the production by a
research team of a package of materials and teaching
strategies.

These were then disseminated in the hope that

teachers would adopt them and teach accordingly.

In general,

however, these attempts did not meet with the success which
had been anticipated (see for example, Fullan, 1982, 245).

More recent attempts have emphasised a achoot centred

arroach.

Teachers evaluate their existing practice and

establish their own priorities for curriculum development.

They have greater control over change, and this increases
their motivation and professional expertise.

It has also

been suggested that real change is more likely to occur if
there is external support for teachers, for example through

the existence of a project team which can at as a catalyst
(Hatlen, 1977; Waring, 1979, 1980; Slater, 19851.

Although many claims have been made about the perceived
advantages of school centred curriculum development, there
appears to be little research to draw on.

The need for

research particularly from the teacher's perspective has been
noted by several writers (Hargreaves, 1982; Brown and
McIntyre, 1982; Slater, 1985).

The Geogxnphy.-CrimNalsand-IndUOILY-PLOJect_IMILL
GSIP was established by the Geographical Association in 1984
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and is coordinated from the Department of Educational Studies
at Oxford University.

A development phase ran from 1984 to

1987, by which time 11 groups of teachers (80 schools) had
been involved.

Dissemination is planned from 1987 to 1989.

The two aims of GSIP are:
1.

to identify the contribution of geography teachers in

helping pupils aged 11-16 to increase their economic
understanding;
2.

to involve geography teachers, together with other

adults, in the development, evaluation and dissemination of
activities designed to increase such understanding.
GSIP is concerned with changing both content and teaching
strategies.

This can be illustrated by four characteristics

of Project philosophy:
1,

to help teachers identify key issues and concepts

related to economic understanding, and to develop these in a

geographical context, at least initially in relation to their
school's local economic environment;
2,

to help teachers develop teaching strategies which

encourage pupils to be actively involved in thinking,
experiencing and communicating;
3.

to help teachers involve other adul...s (industrialists

and trade unionists) in planning courses, in working with
pupils, and in evaluation;
4,

to help teachers evaluate both their schemes of work and

their approach to ongoing curriculum development, thereby
enhancing their professional expertise.

The Project's approach to curriculum development takes
account of the perceived advantages of school centred
curriculum development noted above.

Thus, GSIP operaten as a

partnership between teachers working in local education
authority (LEA) based groups with an LEA appointed
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coordinator, other adults rrom their local community and

1

Project team based in Oxford (Corney, 1984, 47).

The_mesearchatudy
The aim of this research is to determine the teachers'

perspective on the factors which influence them as they
change the curriculum through their involvement with GSIP.
In reviewing the literature, Mary Waring's 1980 paper was
found to be extremely useful:

her identification (p.

6) of

the main factors which "so far as we know" seem l'kely to
afffect the feasibility of "implementing an innovation and
achieving its ends" was in itself a comprehensive summary,

and also allowed other research studies to be directly
related to it.

Waring identified the following factors:

teacher motives; teacher characteristics, understanding and
involvement; demands on teachers and students; resources and
support: evaluation and feedback.

Data was collected through a questionnaire of all 79 teachers
involved in GSIP in June 1987 (response rate 71%) and a
semi-structured interview, conducted with teachers in a
sample of five local groups.

The remainder of this paper reports some of the findings from
the questionnaire related to the changes implemented by GSIP

teachers, and to the teachers' views about some of the
factors influencing them.

BESEABLILLINDIRUS_AHDLINTERERETATION

The- changsaughthear_iamLyemeat-acis
CALE
Figure 1 contains information about the new schemes of work
planned Ind implemented by GSIP teachers.
In relation to the type of industry specified, service and
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NUMBER OF
MENTIONS

TYPES OF INDUSTRY
Miscellaneous services
Distributive
Power
Other heavy industry

6

Light. industry

2

Extractive
Tourism
Agriculture

2

5
3

3

1

1

23

Total

NUMBER OF
MENTIONS

TOPICS

7

Local industry
Changing industry
Location of industry
Internal organisation of industry
Industry and the community
Employment/unemi oyment issues
Industry outside Britain
Consumers

7

6
5

4
4
2
1

Total

AGE GROUP

NUMBER OF
SCHEMES

10-11
11-12
12-13
13-14

11

14-16

24

1

5

a

TIME (HOURS)
5 ur less
6-10
11-20

Total number of
schemes recorded

4

20
19

more than 20
Total number of
schemes recorded

L.4

51

50

Note:

Figure 1.

NUMBER OF
SCHEMES

New schemes of work

Types nni topics are
not mutually exclusive
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distributive industries accounted for almost half of those

mentioned; correspondingly extractive, metal and other heavy
industries were recorded less frequently or not at all.

This

pattern differs markedly from that recorded in an earlier
national survey (Cornay, 1986, 13-17).
The topics specified in new schemes of work showed a much
broader range than in the previous survey where there was
considerable emphasis on location, environmental, and to a
lesser extent employment issues.

New schemes of work have been introduced across the Project's
target (11 -16) age range; the actual number of schemes

increased in relation to successively older age groups.

The

time allocated to schemes of work showed that most were of
6-10 hours or 11-20 hours duration.

Figure 2 provides greater detail about the clanger.
Related to content, the most important changes mentioned were
a contribution to economic rnderstanding, a broader
interpretation of industry, and greater emphasis on locAl
industries and issues.

Very few teachers recorded "little or

no change" in content.

Related to teaching and learning strategies, the major
changes included more active learning, more groupwork, more
or different fieldwork and more simulations or role play.
Few teachers recorded "little or no change", most stating
that they w6re already implementing more active styles.
Related to AOTs, more teachers recorded more/changed use than
little or no change; the difference, though significant, was
less marked than in content and teaching strategies.
Related to evaluation, major changes were recorded for
teacher evaluation and pupil evaluation: the latter included
pupil self evaluation.
change.

Fewer teachers recorded little or no
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NUMBER Of NENTIONS

CHANGES IN TEACHING
CONTENT
Stilted contribution to economic
Understanding
Broader interpretation of industry

17

Hors emphasis on local industries/issues

II

Total changes mentioned
Little or no change recorded

SS

17

(includes 0 recording specific
concepts)
(includes 7 recording greater
emphasis on tertiary/
quaternary activities
1 recording internal
structure of firms
) recording Trade
Unions/industrial relations)

3
'

TEACHING AND LEARNING STRATEGIES
More active/experiential/pupil centred
learning
More groupwork

35

More/different fieldwork
More simulation/role ploy
More use of audio-visual resources

11

Total changes mentioned
Little or no change recorded

84

25

(includes 9 recording decision
making)
(includes 7 recording
diecuseions/oral work)

11
5

5

INVOLVEMENT OF ADULTS OTHER THAN TEACHERS
More use

12

Marne Inuit*

8

Total changes mentioned
Little or no change recorded

25
14

EVALUATION

Teacher evaluation - more/changed use

22

Pupil evaluation - mom:hanged use

20

Total changes sectioned
Little or no chino, recorded

48
12

Hotel

(includes 9 recording more
conscious /systematic use
6 recording selfevaluation)
(include. 14 recording pupil
seir-evaluation)

the table lncludes the most frequently mentioned changes and the number
of teachers recording little or no change for each category

Figure 2.

1 )7 7

Changes in Teaching
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In the context of the changes which teachers made, it is now
possible to examine their views about three of the factors
which Waring (1980,

6) suggested may be an important

influence - teachers' motives, resources and support,
evaluation and feedback.

TeaChers' motives
Teachers were asked to state the reasons for their choice of
topic in GSIP; their answers reveal a variety of motives
(Figure 3).

For the 14-16 age range, the major reason mentioned was
preparation of a new/expanded topic for GCSE (the new
national 16+ examination first taught for in 1986).

Other

important reasons included other aspects of content (local
issues, economic understanding) and the preparation of new
materials; six teachers recorded the need to increase pupil
motivation.

For the 10-14 age range, motives were similar with the
exception of GCSE, although even here it exerted some
influence; pupil motivation was mentioned less frequently,

and cross-curricular links were mentioned more frequently.
The motives of GSIP teachers, therefore, illustrate the
importance of changes in public examinations noted by Waring
(1980) and others, and demonstrate that involvement in GSIP
could help teachers meet those needs.

Meeting the needs of pupils is also recognised by several
writers (for example, Harding, 1978).

Some of the other

motives suggest that teachers have understood Project
philosophy and have incorporated this among their concerns.

BaSAIL

egLillui.,3141410X1

From a 61rvey of the literature, a list .); potentially
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NU MMI OF
NENTION8

11 -16 AGE 1UNGE

10-14 AGE RA
RANGE

NUMBER OF
MENTIONS

CONTENT

CONTENT
To prepare now/expanded
topic for GCSE
To develop a local issue
To increase economic
understanding
Topic suggested by pupils

extend existing topic
introduce new topic
develop a local issue
increase economic
understanding
Not restricted by exam
syllabus
----TEACHING STRATEGIES

10
S
I

TEACHING STRATEGIES
To develop teaching
strategies
To develop local contacts/

7
3

h0,41

S

5
4
3

To develop teaching
Strategies
To develop local contacts/
AOTU

6
3

PUPIL MOTIVATION

PUPIL MOTIVATION
To increase pupil
/motivation
int

0

To
To
To
To

19

6

To increase pupil
interest/motivation

2

MATERIALS

MATERIALS
To prepare new materials

S

2

To prepare new materials
LINKS

LINKS
To develop links with
- TVS'
- careers/work experience

I

To develop cross - curricular
link.

4

1

OTHER
5

Good preparation for GCSE
_,
SO

TOTAL

Note:

these categories are not mutually exclusive

Figure 3.

17

TOTAL

Teachers' V .ivee:
choice of topic

Reasons for their

52
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supportive people and factors waa compiled.

Teachers were

asked to comment on the influence of each and the results are
reproduced in Figure 4.

In terms of people, teachers reported that their GSIP

coordinator and teachers in their local group were a major
influence.

These were followed in importance by a member of the Oxford
team.

Correspondingly, the headteacher and teachers in their

school were leen as much leas influential.

Time was recorded as the most important factor overall;
finance $1,13 rated much less highly.

GSIP courses were more influential than materials and
finance.

Shortage of space does not allow a full interpretation of
these results, but two important conclusions can be stated.
1.

The value of a local network in supporting innovating

teachers is stressed by many writers although evidence from
teachers ie limited.

This group of teachers, working in 11

groups each with a coordinator, suggest that such a network
does help to promote curriculum development.
2.

Similarly, writers tend to link time and finance as

supportive factors whereas the teachers in this survey
evaluated them very differently.

Esaluatiam_and_Loadblick

Various aspects of evaluation and feedback are noted by
writers as helping the teacher in innovation.

An interesting

perspective, is that offered by Brown and McIntyre (1982) who

consider the notion of costs and rewards to teachers.

This

idea was incorporated in the crleationnaire, and teachers were

asked to list the main professional rewards and disadvantages
of their involvement in GSIP.

The results are summarised in
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INFLUENCE

JR
/SOME

NO
DIRECT

24

36(11)

64

33

51(9.)

49

51(4)

35

86(2 1

14

53(3)

35

88(1)

12

43(6)

43

86(2 =)

14

6. Time allowance/supply
cover

60(1)

21

el

19

7. Extra finance

20(8)

31

51 (9, )

49

8. CSIP materials
-'schemes of work

24(7)

60

84(1,)

16

16(10)

6P

84(4.)

16

- your LEA

1:1;U)

31

77(7)

23

- Annual Conference

56(2)

12

fib (f))

32

PEOPLE/FACTORS
1. Your headteacher

MAJOR
12(11)

2. Teachers in your school 10(9)
1.

SOME

Teachers in your local

C3IPgroup
4. Your local CS/P
coordinator
5. A member of the Oxford
team

(E)

Information Excharge

9.

(iv)

10. GI;IP courses

11.

Notes:

Teachers were asked to rate each person/
factor on a 3-point classification:
major/some/of no direct influence
Figures record percentage of teachers
(ii)
(total returns A 54)
(iii) Numbers in brackets denote rank order
Information Exchange is the Project's
(iv)
termly journal
(i)

Figure 4.
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Resources and Support: People and fctor!:
Influencing teachers in the development of
their work
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MAIN PROFESSIONAL REWARDS
Working with other teachers
Professional stimulation
Developing new teaching approaches
Pupil involvement and enjoyment
Involvement of AOTs
Total

NUMBER OF MENTIONS
23
23
22
10
9

106

MAIN PROFESSIONAL DISADVANTAGES

NUMBER OF MENTIONS

Pressures of time
Clas.es having too much supply cover
Pressure to produce
Restricted participation in other
initiatives

20
6

Total

39

No disadvantages

12

FAILED EXPECTATIONS
Lack of
Lack of
Lack of
Liaison

resources (ir-luding financc')
coordinator/colleague support
time
with AOTs

3

2

NUMBER OF MENTIONS
7
7

7
5

Total

29

None

23

BALANCE BETWEEN REWARDS AND
DISADVANTAGES

NUMBER OF MENTIOII!

Balance for rewards
Not applicable
Equivocal comments

44
6

Total

54

Figure 5.

Evaluation and Feedback

4
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Figure 5.

The main rewards were working with other teachers,
professional stimulation and developing new teaching
approaches.

These were followed by pupil involvement and

enjoyment.

Pressure of time was listed 83 the main disadvantage; half as
many teachers listed no disadvantages.

Similarly, a large

number of teachers stated that they had no failed
expectations while others noted lack of resources, lack of
support, and lack of time.

Finally, in balancing the rewards

and disadvantages, 44 of the 54 teachers saw the balance
favouring rewards.

This data provides evidence to support the views of writers
that_ cetaluation contributes information of help to the

4anovating teacher, through the sharing of ideas and the
process of evaluation itself; it is also invaluable to those
designing curriculum development projects.

LUNCLUS14N2
Major concl
1.

lions of the study include the following:

54 teachers provided details about new schemes of work

they have implemented; majrr changen have been made in
content, teaching and learning strategies, and evaluation;
2.

teachers recorded a range of 7roblem-solving motives

which influenced -urrieulum development, the most important
related to the introduction of GCSE;
3.

teachers recorded a range of factors and people which

influenced their work; the most important were the ()SIP

coordinator, Leachers in the local group and the factor of
time;
4.

teachers evalua%ed their involvement in GSIP; the

rewards far outweighed the disadvantages.

This short paper has presented a small sample of the results
of a larger scale survey.

More detailed analysis and

reporting of the results is in progress.

It is anticipated

that the data will provide useful evidence to help people
planning curriculum development projects.
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF TEST QUESTIONS
Modest Goossens
Abstract

The vast majority
to adopt the

secondary schools

of

(Belgium) are

"unheids" or uniform structure on 1-9-68,

6o...1p:tiled

replacing education

Flanders

in

types

and

1

a

2,

change which has caused

n

A new uniform curriculum for geography

great deal of controversy.
into force.

two Flemish provinces an analysis

has

also

come

was

made

of 11,725 test questions on geography put

Ir

to pupils

in

the first year of secondary education at over 222 different schools
during the 1985-1986 school year.
the

and

questions

test

Data on the schools, the teachers

computer processed and

were

correlatitns

determined in order to evaluate school types 1 and 2 and the various
elements in the new curriculum.
points

ting

reflection

for

The conclusions constitute interesdiscussion,

and

primarily

those

for

responsible for adjusting and supervising the curriculum in Belgium,
also

but

in

the context of

"curriculum development" subtheme

the

of the 1988 Brisbane symposium.
Introduction

the Faculty of Sciences at

Didactic research has been started in
University

the

(geography,

of

bi ',logy

and

in cooperation with

(Belgium)

Louvain

chemistry)

and

educationalistr,l,

teachers

working

on the basis of the analysis of test paper questions.

Preliminary

previously been carried out with regard

to geography

research

had

in 28 schools over the six yaers of secondary education.

The

esults

obtained are t :en into account in the wider survey which is discussed
in
t.,f

this

article

secondary

and

which deals exclusively with

education,

later

being

the first year

systematically

extended

to

in4lude the following years.

1. THE CONTROVERSY SURROUNDING THE NEW EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE
On

1

September

Catholic
year

and

1988

the uniform structure will be

secondary education
progressively

in Flanders,

moving up

the

introduced

starting with the

in

fire*.

school year by year until,
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six years,

after

applies

it

secondary

to

education

as

a

whole.

71 % of all pupils in Flanders follow Catholic secondary education,

state schools

attending

remainder

the

(19

and provincial

%)

or

municipal schools (10 %).

The controversy surrounding
and acerbic.

uniform structure has been heated

the

In order to understand the sentiments involved some

background knowledge is absolutely essential.

This will be confined

to that which is relevant to the test paper survey.
foundations

The

of

Secondary Education

Renewed

the

laid down by the law of 19-7-1971.
system

of education

opposed

as

(type

the

to

the passing of the aforementioned

schools

Wallonia

and

law,

state,

all

in

traditional

type

form with its

1

Since

has been introduced

provincial

The Catholic schools

in Flanders.

are

This constitutes nn integrated

clearly separated technical and humanities schools (type 2).

throughout

1)

and

municipal

in Flanders were free

to decide whether or not to go over to type 1 on the basin of the
advice of the tenching staff and the parents'associations.

50 % of

tnly
I

system,

these sec,-dary schools have since adopted the type

although they are far

Flanders.

Some

responsible

Those

implement

a

standard

be

n

compromise between

to

from evenly distributed throughout

remain resolutely committed

areas

system.

in

Approxima-

education

for

system,

ne-called

the

types

1

fire

to

now

the

determined

uniForn system,

and 2.

type 2
to

which

This system is to

he progressively and obligatorily introduced on of the coming school
yrar.

2. COMPARATIVE. EVALUATION OF TYPES 1 AND 2
In

thP

Enculty

nnIvrsit

of

Pedagogical

and

Psy:hologir%l

Sciences

of the

of Louvain an interenting survey was carried out among

,,000 students who hnd made the transition from second/my to higher
vdncntion,

chol e

of

The
study,

aim

was

results

se, ondnry education etc.
for

the purpunrs

th conclusions
2.

lb?

of thin

to

deLcumine

obtained,

any

social

relation:,hips

background,

between

nature of

Some of the results nrc of great importnnee
study.

We shall

consider

reached regarding educational synt2ms

in particular
types

1

and
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In conclusion it may be said yhat the l'ifferences hetween types I we,
note

are

2

means that

result

'eh°

there Are

of

lubevent strucloral difYerences.

no grounds for claiming that type

This

or type

1

2 is the better system, or that, one or the other improves the ("hunger.;

in higher edocation.

of success

The differences between the

types are primariLy thA result of the nature.of _pupils.
to

diffe'entiate between

or

types

dis.atioo

and

In order

subjecta

explain the pupils who move on and pessks ett.ieved, the

two

and

to

intelligence

and acquired knowledge of the Pupils ere very ingortant.

however,

the social-economic milieu from which the pupils orieinnte influence
the

choice

The

differences

with

of

subjects,

in

both

between types

differences between

secondary

the

2

mru

I.

higher

however,

are.

strong

as

:schools

and

education.

intertwined

weak schools

and

and strong and weak classes can be round in both types of education.
The

comprehensive

study

concludes

indicating

by

that

the

,entilts

in particular subjects and even more the nstuve of the tests provide

a suitable basis for making a compartison between types

I

and 2.

Before proceeding to a consideration of geography to -As, the position

of geography in the study and training package of a secondary nchool
requires explanation.

3. NEW GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUMS

first year of

During the
of

the

is

most

the

subjects

are

definitely

not

advanced

more

type

secondary education

1

compulsory,

years

true

of

both

with

certsin

the type
systems

the majority

exceptions.

system.

2

provide

This

Unilever,

e.onsiderable

in

scope

for specialisation.
Some

subjects

remain

irrespective of type.
The

idea

is

that

common

to

pupils throughout

all

!!ie

school,

These include religion, history and geography.

.,econdary

education must

.ake

into scccunt

the

nature and talent of individual pupils and most consequently provide

a number of specific orir t.at. ions by differentiating between various
(nurses

also

of

study.

implies certain

However,
values;

the

quality

values

of

of secondary

life

which

education

apply

to

all
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Th, initiators of the uniform system have made get,grephy n compulsory
subject. for n11 pupils throughout their course of secondary education,

Exten-

1111r)ugh unfortunately limited to very few lessons per week.

ore

too

in addition

everyone,

for

favour of compulsory geography

in

that they

revealed

teachers

geography

with

consultation

sivo

in physical geography, human geography or economic

;o specialisation

geography with more lessons per week but restricted to a few subjects.
respect

this

hi

curriculum committee

the

was

of

advance

in

the

In all on-going educational systems a new uniform

uniform structure.

gegrphy curriculum with the same course content is being imposed.

Hrondly speaking the uniform curriculum amounts to an introduction
to

geography

in

the second year

01

'he

by

and

themes
the

in

included
'hr

the 4Lh

of

soorosanot,

(ii

In

the pupils gain a general picture of the world as a whole

itlo :rn:ive

ato

Belgium.

a whole and

to include Europe ni

expands

this

of

study

selected regional

a

the pupil's

of

and Ath years regions oudside Europe are studied.

Ird

way
!he

and

environment

immediate

;Iii':

first year through the study

the

in

the

in

world,

4hole

so

year,
that

5th

achieved

regional

geography

not

is

in

and

itself

and 6th years general geographical themes

Thira Workd,

the

appropriate,

as

these are based,

curriculum;
:.he

through complementary

European

Community

or

4. 0110ANISATION OF 'TIE STUDY ON TEST QUESTIONS

Ilee

seoondniy_education

up

the primary schools

from

n !;amo

importance

(very heterogem m origins and

and on the other hand because they are confronted

ability-interest)
..s.i;11

of primary

on the one hand because the pupils have only recently

!.1.mk.,

!I'vd

is

eorraphv cuiculim it

both types

1

It therefore

and ",!.

N fascinating study of conclusions and explanations concernine leaf

pipet

1h
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fir rr'nt.i ;rt.ion.

cirrid out

in

27:1school!:,
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rd

which
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In

pr,vine of Antwerp and 73 in the province of Limborg.
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total

of 11./25_tetitquestions (7,13/ in the province
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of Antwerp, 3788 in the province of Limburg).
characteristics

the

schools

of

The analysis concerned

teachers,

and

well

as

of the didactic nature and content of the questions

aspects

as

asked during

the 1965-1986 school year.

The analysis of the characteristics of schools and teachers considered
the

address

of

the

present

time

educational system and departments

the school,
prior

and

the switch

to

to

type

at

the number

1,

of test papers per school year, whether the questions were prepared
teachers working individually or

by

as a team, whether the school

was a boys'school, a girls'school or mixed, the sex and qualification

of the teacher and the number of years teaching in the first year.
The following characteristics were determined for each test question:

section of the curriculum,

the region, excursion, knowledge tested,

of question, operation-product-content according

type

degree

operational

difficulty,

of

the

main characteristics

in

their

of

sections.

the questions are taken

correlations

mutual

verb, 'question

vis-A-yis

and

of the schools and teachers.

Guilford,

tc

the

Only

into account

characteristics

The tables are not included

in

this

article.

5. ANALYSIS OF THE CARACTERISTTCS OF THE SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS

There are

a

studied.

Approximately 2/3 of the schools in Limburg are of type

1,

compared with

are mixed,
in

fundamental differences between

few

Limburg,

Resistance
than

in

in Antwerp.

1/3

Limburg 4/5 of

In

in Antwerp less than 3/S.
%tierces
to

All type 1

in Antwerp this

changing

girls'schools,

to

and

type

I

the two provinces

the schools

schools are mixed

is true of only half of them.
seems stronger

stronger

in

Antwerp

boys'schools

in

than

in

Limburg;

resistance is strongest in specifically teohnical schools for boys.
In

Antwerp

of

2/3

summary

the

test

questions in

first year

the

were prepared by individual teachers while in Limburg half of them
were
1

prepared

by

characteristic.

women,

a

team
In

of

teachers,

Antwerp

this clearly being a

2/3 of the geography

compered with only half in Limburg.

Antwerp is

urban area with more women in the teaching profess. on.

ype

tear:hers g
a

far more

The situation
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an regards diplomas is also more advanced in Antwerp.

The average percentage of the marks obtained per clan:. is higher
In specifically girls'schools
schools than in type 2.
in ype
1

higher marks are obtained than in boys'schools.

6. ELEMENTS INCLUDED IN THE CURRICULUM

curriculum provides

The

the

for

lessons for

following number of

ea'h element: landscape and map 6, relief 7, rocks 3, weather-climate
population-habitation

agriculture

7, industry 5,

4,

We assume that a balance

the immediate environment 3,

cyo:h,'tin of

tourism

4,

cxi!,fs between the number of lessons given and the number of questions
asked.

the curriculum.

in

element,

per

the expected proportion of questions

this way we know

In

In both Antwerp and Limburg there

!,iPnificont difference between the expected and recorded numbers.

in

lhi- difference

is greatest with regard to the first and last of

ofoementioned elements

lrr

in

Limburg

over- represented,

ntrenely

appnrently people take

year

Iliere

than

in

things very easy at the beginning

are severely under-represented;

11..11

so

more

even

Tourism and synthesis of the immediate environ-

nchool year.

nn1

Landscape and map

the curriculum.

apparently

the end of the

at

no time left to deal with the

in

last elements

he curriculum.
7, IMPORTANCE OF TI1E REGIONS

The regicn to which a tent paper question applies ran differ ereatly
on

h.p..nding

the

:ae curriculum.
p,og.cauny

MI

'Ii' c

i,or.pe

first

to

lhe

and

interpretation

The latter clearly indicates that an introduction

the

,ea

should he effected

pupil's

there

is

immediate
therefore

environment and

no place

Belgium.

Umr questions on

The analyain of ttrR rgional

tc!* questions only took into account the mont important
.hone which are expressly mentioned in the curriculum,

i.ensible
,1,

the school

or 0,:ier parts of the wo,1+.

natu.eo1
co!

of

an regards knowledge and abilities

reference

fith

location

'he

to

Ircquency
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give

the expected

fr.euurncy

actually recorded can be

per

compared.

region with
However,
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some extreme deviations from the curriculum are evident.

First of all

I.

half

the

there

is

the bewildering fact that approximately

test questions do

not

relate

to any region whatsoever.

Rather than providing an introduction on the basis of Belgium and
the pupil's own immediate environment many highly abstract general
geographical questions were set, which did not have any specifically
spatial relevance - geography without location.

2. Almost one quarter of the test questions concern other regions
of Belgium than those mentioned in the curriculum or Belgium as
a

whole.

This,

the

curriculum

for

this

is

is

to

gives rise to some disquiet as to whether

too,

being correctly

be found

interpreted.

The

explanation

in the continuing existence of the old

curriculum in type 2 schools.
3.

The

test

questions

which refer

account for 8.8 % of the total.

to

the

immediate

environment

This is a surprisingly low percentage

in the light of the overall thinking behind the curriculum.
8. QUESTION TYPES

There are many different kinds of question and these kinds of question
canlie considered in two ways:

I. By considering the language of the questions, that is

used by

the teacher as

communication

representations),
(in

a sentence,

poser of

the

(exclusively

words,

the question.

figures,

whether or not spaces
text,

chart,

table,

language

The means of

symbols

or

to be filled

drawing).

t,

in

graphical

are used

Whether or not the

question is dependent upon a context.

The language of the question

will be considered

adapted to the geographical

in greater detail,

specificity.
2.

By

onswer
Mr,

considering
expected

externally

the

from

question
the

observable

pupil

type,
as

that

the nature of

is

the receiver

activities

of

the

the

of

the

question.

pupil

are

studied,

thin: is, what the pupil actually has to do.

The following consider3tions concern the question types.

Didlclical
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different

masy

between

distinguishes

an

following tyRes are

the

to geography we believe that

Inl:utinction

For

types.

rolevant: roi.rect/isorrect questions, nr;angement questions, multiple

drawing

plol's answer should

the

from scratch or

which must be either drawn

specifically

not

does

often

literature

The

question

of

type

lntter

the

questions,

form of n graphical representation

the

take

map),

diagram,

(0111.1,

For

questions.

onswei

answer

free

questions,

nnswer

nhoet

questions,

ohoice

mention

type of question, but considers it as a form of short answer

;hip;

qiction.

the

geography

In

nocordkng

ore

we

lhot

component

grnphienl

status

the

in

however,

is,

of

an

AO

individual

co:(.rory of qupstion.

the rompti:.er data we are able to formulate the following note-

uf

-)

the

test

great

The

considerations.

wor.hy conclusions and

majority

unstions are short answer qnesions;

(54

in Limburg

,hese account for 2/ ;i of the questions set, confirming the hypothesis
type

!Ili;

I

schoris
The

us- 'ion.
1/6

free

are

these a.e more importnni:

occur

with

equal

frequency

in

type

of

accounting

in Antwerp and

The multiple-choice

.h, ofoe a preference of the type 2 schools.
us-..Hons

ibis

scores high,

answer question (lino

the questions;

of

towards

oriented

strongly

provinces,

both

that

is

this percenutge should however he qualified to some extents
it

:he ore hand there are Leachers who ask exclusively multiple-choice

while others never nsk them, but on the other hand the
.11

tomb'sr

questions asked

in

of the school year

the course

mish larger us regards multiple-choice questions t.hnn as regardn
o;h,: question types, which pushes up the percentage for the question
The

in

total

number of

test questions set in

7hool yes.- varies significantly, ranging from 17 (typo 2 school

1:h purely semantic questions)
/91

the course of

:Wriage with
Finally,

vo,

1 93

102

(type

1

with the emphasis

The nrrnngement and drnwing answer questions

oltiple-choice),
on

to

tie

same

frequency

as

the multiple-choice

the use of cor.-ect/incorrect questions remninn
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9. INTELLECTUAL OPERATIONS, PRODUCTS AND CONTENTS
In

preparing

questions

teat

necessary

is

it

ensure

to

that

all

the various elements of the material studied come into consideration,
RS

In order to achieve this

regards both content and abilities.

(-lie facet of intellectual activity

it is necessary to avoid measurir

The questions must be classified analo-

at the expense of another.

of objectives

classification

to assure

order

gously

with

this.

We prefer the Guilford intelligence cube, slightly adapted

the

in

The three dimensions

to the specific ways of working in geography.

of operation, product and content are dealt with in turn.

Under the heading intellectual operations we have slightly modified
five categories.

the denominations of the

first year of

the

In

secondary education the intellectual operation of "memory" appears
to be greatly over-tested,

with 2/3 of the questions coming into

"Cognition", the most elementary intellectual °pore-

this category.

Divergent

tion, accounts for 18.5 % and convergent thinking for 16 %.

thinking and critical thinking ace categories which one would expect
to

find

are

in

often

less

rarely

fact

observation and
type

1

and

convergent

under-twelves are

It

is

notable how

thinking have

concerned;

they

both provinces

in

high correlation with

a

Memory

is

important

in

type

As expected, critical thinking is more commonly

free answer

by

the

teams of teachers.

2 technical schools.
tested

where
found.

questions

whereas

drawing questions

score

high for convergent thinking and observations.
We

hove

have

especially
ries).

the

also

slightly

modified

first two categories

the

products;

intellectunl

(facts-units,

concepts-catego-

Of the total number of questions, 44 % concern facts, 35

% relationships

and

17

% concepts.

Understandably

year questions ere only rarely related to systems
numerous are those concerning transformations

in

first

tilt,

(3 %); even less

and implications.

The intellectual content (language of the question) had to be radically

changed

This

for

concerns

the

the

purposes
language

of

of

the

geographical

the question,

test

the way

questions.
the

teacher
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We opted for a classification comprising

he question.

fmulatna

with

map,

1

wi:ii

and

figure

a

with numerical data,

text,

five different categories: question with

purely semantically

a

formulated

Although, over recent years, teacher trnining, inspection,

quention.

ioahing publications and further training have all argued strongly
neaihst purely semantic questions, these still account for approxima
'olV

%

'11

there

questions;

all

of

The map questions constitute

of aeipe for improvement in this area.
necond

the
in

important group,

most.

a great deal

consequently

is

limbueg does better

with 23 %;

The figure questions based on ohotographs, charts,

Ibis category.

evaphical repreneantions etc. rank third with 15 !,!,, although Antwerp

out somewhat better in

this category than Limburg.

Questions

with statistical (Into account for 8 % in both provinces and questions
with

are Mao used

texts

an

to

in both provinces,

extent

equal

but with a frequency of just 1.3 %.
10. DEGREE OF DIFFICULTY

together 20.4 % of all questions are classed

taten hoth provincen

.y may,

% easy,

52.7

only 11,1 % very difficult.

If the weighted average in then calculated

easy 1,.,vey difficult 5) per school,
ccipci

1"11

I imherg and

in

in

thin

the weighted overage, both

The number of difficult questions in
Tea hers who have received

hie!ier among male than female tenches.

in geography net

training

no

terilitiention

in

111

rtoale

11.,;110/ply
.n rover

rn
I

follows!

le

;

very

with
in

itie

of

have any hearing on
between

colaiioenchip

easier quest.mia than

The age

geography.

other hand,

on

has more easy quentions

1

al no indicated by

Antwerp.

in

Both these extreme

a technical department and

in

On average type

Latin.

tYP"

the weakest

type 2,

to

a:rringnat

:hp

then the easient test

1.3 and the most difficult 3.0.

achieves

belong

2.2 % difficult and

24.4 % average,

the

easy

questions,

teaehern

does

not,

the degree of difficulty.

degree of diffirnity

correct/incorrect

those with a

and question

questionn
while

correlate

questions

typo

very

repairing

form or n drawing usually !linge from average

to

ne free answe questions rank among the roost difficult;

clently

encore

negatively among the very may questions.

The

quentione are also lens in evidence among the average
wioetiona,

s')
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CONCLUSIONS FOR DISCUSSION

majority of

The

discussion.

between

the

conclusions

provide

interesting material

for

That is why no differentiation is made in this article

the discussion points and

the conclusions.

We will

set

them out in the form of derived postulations:

In the envisaged uniform structure teachers and those responsible
for developing educational policy favour the inclusion of geography
among the general educational subjects
which are compulsory
for all pupils in every 3,111001 year.

- The

new geography

curriculums have been brought

recent years in both type
two and in

1

introduction

type
the

to

only

2

line over

into

and type 2 schools, although in type

1

one lesson per week is devoted to an

subject

through

the

immediate

environment

and Belgium.

- Resistance

to changing from to traditional type 2 to type

1

was

stronger in technical boys'schools and much stronger in the urban
area of Antwerp than in Limburg.
- Mnny

more

questions were prepared by teachers working

in

teams

in type 1 schools.
- In

urban

Antwerp

a diploma

have

there

are

more

women

teachers,

in geography than in Limburg,

more

teachers

but the pupils are

given more difficult questions and lower marks.
- Tft,

do

new curriculum
however

quite rigidly applied.

is

receive more attention than WAS

The

first points

foreseen,

while

the

last are virtually ignored.

- The test questions do not reflect the importance of the immediate
environment and
based

on

regions

Belgium,

because

only

and

linlf

of

the questions

10 % concern

the

pupil's

n*--

not

immediate

environment and region.
- Short
1

answer

schools,

questions

while

the

are

free

very

answer

dominant,

especially

questions are

typical

schools were individually-prepared questions predominate.
- 2/3 of the tent questions relate to the intellectual

of memory.

in

type

of

type

process,

Observation and convergent thinking are more common
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in

Lenin questions and in type 1 schools.

and relationships are dominant among the intellectual pro-

f;,-ts

he rte.

Purely
or

:iiul

Ihr

figures

semantically

formulated

total number of questions.
do,

however,

account

questions

account

for

Questions involving, maps

for one

third

and are better

represented in type 1 schools.
Tie-

degree

of

difficulty

is

slightly higher

hot varies greatly from school to school.

19'7

in

type

2

schools
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RESOURCE PRODUCTION CENTRES, CHANGE

AGENTS IN CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
John Macaulay
ABSTRACT
In this time of curriculum change, commitment in many
countries to increasing internal assessment at senior school
level and a much wider use of non-book learning materials,
a need has grown for a network of non-commercial, small-scale
publishing organizations with a concern for quality control.
This paper describes the role of resource production centres
and illustrates their work by describing the Geography
Resource Centre under the aegis of the New Zealand Geographical Society.

It proposes some guidelines for the develop-

ment and maintenance of these centres and mentions a threat
to their continued operation.

INTRODUCTION

At times of major curriculum change the continual supply of
supportive resource materials is essential.

This is

particularly important when the new syllabus involves whole
or partial internal assessment, as with the recentlyintroduced New Zealand Forms 5-7 (vdrrs 11-171 integrar?d
geography syllabus.

Much valuable naterial

oe provided

by a properly-functioning resourceproduction centre.
particularly if it has built up strong links with curriculum
developers, teacher educators and the national or state
community of geography teachers.
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Ohjeetiver

The objective of this paper is to propose some guidelines for
the development and maintenance of resource production centres,
inane the Geography Resource Centre of the New Zealand
f:eograrhial Pociety as an illustrative source.

Definition:

In this context a resource production centre is defined as a
non-profit making institution concerned with the compilation,
I roduction, sale and distribution of a variety of hook and

11,0i-honk resources to support the teaching of a subject or

,otion of the school curriculum.

It differs from a 'teacher'

'education' centre, which usually has a wider role,

promoting in-service courses for a more comprehensive range of

erriulum levels, linked with resource production and
distribution, mainly to meet local and regional needs on an
'1.1 hoc' bdsis.

whore ho;li a resource production and an education

,r

re

to situated near each other, some romplementary work
Tito former can compile some

Urrt! material

,Iely ko, rcgionl distribution and in return be supplied
...Hill some help with production graphics, e.g.

rd

ploc.cs!)

the use of A

and laser printer for the design of booklet

NIVANTAGr:: or OPERATING A RESOURCE PRODUCTTON cliNTRE

The Oliel advantage of operating a resource pro loction centre
th.d

it offers teachers P. :,riber of useful naterials

hr h cannot be prodeced As quickly and economically en a
,ommoicial

1 cl n

bcaase the market is toe small for their
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print runs to be practicable.

These runs are usually of

only 50-150 copies of booklets and slide sets.

For video-

tapes, diskettes, PVC-coated wall maps and audiotapes, a
'run' of 10-20 copies is often sufficient.

Fast yet

efficient editing and production are essential, especially
when 'pilot' materials and guidelines fox new syllabus
approaches are needed.

The Geography Resource Centre
The range of materials produced and/or stocked by a resource
production centre can be illustrated by the summary of the

Geography Resource Centre's 1988 catalogues given in TAM° 1.
TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF THE GEOGRAPHY RESOURCE CENTRE'S
1988 GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL STUD/ES CATALOGUES
Nos.

Added
Since

Withdrawn
32/87

2/87

Resource units (compiled by
teacher trainees)
Instructional units (teacher
compiled)
Slide sets

79

3

5

18

0

1

22

3

4

Ilesource packs

4

1

1

Topographic map extracts
'G' series booklets
Microcomputer diskettes
Audiotape
PVC coated wall map
Videocassette

9

2

8

1

4
1

1

1
1

147

10

12

An appraisal of the range of items will t;how that only 15 of

the 147, the map extracts, the diskettes, the videocassette

cavil

1 98

aid the wall map, are intended for direct use by secondary
erudents and that some 25 per cent are non-book items.

In

other words, there is a strong emphasis towards the provision
of 'teaching aid' materials, not textbooks.

'IAA('

I

shown that On next most numerous items to the

t-souree and instructional units are the slide sets, mostly
f

12-15 frames but varying between 8 and 24.

These sets

live proved very popular with teachers and a most. practicable
fermit for visual resources.

Copies are less expensive to

eroduce than filmstrips, movie films or videocassettes,

rermit much flexibility in use and can be easily supplemented
from a teacher's personal collection.

:here il a keen demand for most of the topographic map
rxtracis, although not many are availab1.1 at one time.

They

ire ail overruns, arranged when examination papers are

minted, so further printings are seldom feasible.

Mine orders are received for the few diskettes, with their
1.:::oeiated documentation.

Unfortunately few have been donated

lo the centre, largely because it cannot offer payment for
th,,0 programmes which often take so lung to develop that

the

luthors feel that they deserve some cash return.

ther .Advantages of Operating A Resource Production Centre:
I.

tt care is taken to produce essentially 'copyright-free'

or original matrrial, a can he published in teacherguid,, format, facilitating the making of class sets of
al.tivity guidelines and/or transparencies for overhead
projection.
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2.

If strong formal or informal links are maintained with
pre-service and in-service education course controllers,

an avenue can be provided for the publication of
materials valuable enough to be shared with other
teachers.

A resource production centre can offer advice

and support in the professional preparation of this
material, givina compilers more information in sharing
their original work.
3.

As long as editing and managerial services are available
voluntarily or through external support, a 'user-pays'

system can cover the costs of advertising, production and
distribution.

Such a system also encourages teachers to

obtain only the materials seen to hold some value and
tends to be a less wasteful one than free issues of
materials.

Conditions Favouring the Operation of Resource Production
Centres

The successful development and maintenance of a resource
production centre such as the Geography Resource Centre has
been favoured by the following conditions:
1.

The support of a parent organization such as the New
Zealand Geographical Society, which s.-)plied the funds

for the initial publications, followe0 by loans and

guarantees when there have been temporary cash flow
problems.

Such a link also supplies advertising

opportunities e.nd the chance to operate a 'membership

discount' scheme for the mutual benefit of both parties.
2.

The provision of accommodation and 'almost at cost'
printing services by a supportive institution.
Christchurch Teachers College kindly offers these

1

1

-40 Li 4.0
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services to the Geography Resource Centre.

continuing co-operation with the staff and students of

1

an associated institution for compiling materials of a
sufficient quality to merit publication.

Christchurch

Teachers College staff and students are the major
compilers for the Geography Resource Centre.

Some

teachers in Christchurch and elsewhere, mainly in the

south Island, and some geography teachers' associations
al!70 supply much useful material.

The curriculum

Novelopmnt Division and Secondary Inspectorate of the
Now ;Inaland Department of Education have given

valuable assistance by arranging brief secondments of
teachers to write instructional units.
1.

Help with graphic art from draughtsmen and/or micro-

proessing operators.

For the past decade the draughts-

men of the Geography Department of the University of
canterbury have given invaluable help to the. Geography

Roonrce Centre.

More recently this has been

supplemented by skilful assistance from the operators

or the Apple Macintosh machines at the Canterbury
rdecation Centre.
1

Willingness of c(m'ributors to donate their original
work to the cent

gratia payments.

without receiving royalty or ex
The provision of complimentary copies

and meticulous rare to acknowledge the compilers' work
is, of course, essential.

When there is a group of

writers from the same class, some form of 'syndication'
can usually he arranged, so that the centre can provide
fief' copiici of resource units to all participants.
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Staffing

If a resource production centre serves a state or national

market it can be operated as a mail-order business with only
limited 'across the counter' transactions.
reduces the cost of staffing.

This greatly

Regular opening times can be

restricted to once or twice a week, with the clerical
assistant employed on an hourly basis, aajusting her or his
time according to the number of orders to be serviced.

DISCUSSION
Three questions quickly come to mind:
1. How can a resource production centre be successfully
established?
2. How can a resource production centre be maintained
in a sound professional and financial position?
3. Are there any threats to their continued operation?

Founding A Centre
Establishing d centre should not prove difficult provided
that the genere.l conditions listed earlier are met.

The initial needs are:
1. A keen director with some editing experience is prepared
to assist, probably at first on an honorary, part-time
basis.

2. A small loan can be negotiated to cover initial printing
and setting up costs.

3. A room with adequate shelving and bench space is
available.
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Maintaining A Centre
Maintaining a centre in 'good running order' has been
found to he helped Oy:

I. Issuing au annual catalogue and order form early in the

academic year and supplementing it with newsletters as
new publications appear.

Fusuring there are at least 6 now publications annually,
as these are the items which generally sell best.

They

should be clearly asterisked in the catalogue,
1. Analyzing stock-taking to identify the items best
dropped from the catalogue.

See Table 1.

1. Building up a reserve fund sufficiently large to

'cushion' any cash-flow problems which may develop as
sales run down towards the end of an academic year.
Maintaining the quality of publication.

Chances to take

advantage of publications linked with special projects
or courses should always he followed up.

Where a resource production centre is run within a teacherliainInq institution there should be little difficulty with

wlint ieing a supply of useful resource units, as guidance in
their preparation should he a vital part of any geographical
,dueation course.
tot

Publication then becomes a useful reward

the nnito assesse as worth sharing with other teachers.

A wide ehoiee of attractively useful topics mint he available,
al!io opportunities for a special topic to be approved where

a trainee has specialist knowledge.
of wotk on a thesis or dissertation.
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This may be the result
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A Friendly Challenge or a Real Threat?
Nearly a decade ago, following local initiatives, New
Zealand's first 3 education centres were established as a
pilot scheme.

Subsequently each developed its role so well

that in 1986 another six centres were set up.

Each is

staffed with a director is teacher on a 2-year secondment),

a technician and a secretary, all employed full-time with
Department of Education funding.

As explained earlier in this paper, where education and
resource production centres are located near each other,
they can initiate joint projects.

On the other hand, where

an education centre begins to produce free materials which
could have been published by a production centre, the
latter's market is reduced and economies of scale in
production runs are lost.

The downturn in business can

quickly restrict the funds for new publications.

Fortunately there are various solutions at hand, the easiest
being closer, more positive links between the two centres.

CONCLUSIONS

Classroom teachers have to cope with all sorts of
pressures, some curricular, some resulting from nut -of -date
societal perceptions of their responsibilities and yet
others from their students' needs and demands. Unless they
adopt a team approach to planning students' learning

activities, their wozk load can become overwhelming.
For this reason the sharing of materials amongst colleagues,
both within a 7chool and in the wider educational community,
through such agencies as resource production centres,
becomer most worthwhile.

This is particularly so for a
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raihject field like geography, with information needing

ngular up-dating.
Thorn is no doubt that resource production centres can
.-:;irt. curriculum development.

They offer a suitable outlet

for the publication of 'pilot' units and activities during
Ihn early stages in a curriculum proposal.

Subsequently they

(in continue producing a wide range of non-book materials
and resource units to help consolidate the change.
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ASSESSMENT LED CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN GEOGRAPHY:
A CASE STUDY FROM HONG KONG
Philip StImpsun

ABSTRACT
Examinations both constrain and encourage curriculum improvement. In less developed
cour tries, where there is limited curriculum choice and curriculum development is lengthy,

examinations offer annual opportunities to influence what is taught; hence the notion of

assessment led curriculum development. In Hone Kong, failure to reform examination
questions frustrated attempts at A level and examples of recent questions designed to meet
the problem and encourage inquiry learning are given. Success with this strategy is depend-

ent upon training of examination personnel and effective communication of intentions to
teachers.

INTRODUCTION
The 1980s have seen a change in direction for e,...riculum development in many countries

which is likely to continue well into the 1990s. In the 1970s curriculum development was

rooted in projects abetted by teacher initiatives in schools but concern for accountability
is likely to emphasise the notion of assessment led development, such a situation having

long been present in many less developed countries. This concept reflects a process
whereby assessment is used as an clement in develo-'t

what is taught in schools and how

it is taught The paper discusses the backgrounc

with particular reference to less

developed countries, and e-amines the case of assessment led development in Hong Kong.

TI 1E POSITIVE AND NEG LTIVE ASPECTS OF ASSESSMENT
The influence of examinations on the curriculum arouses conflicting reactions (hall, 1975;
Crossley and Guthrie, 1987). On the one hand , examinations are seen as preventing cur-

riculum improvement, adverse comment being focused on the effects of the 'diploma
disease' (Dore, 1976) in which education is equated with qualification earning. This is a

0
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major problem in less deveinped countries (Bray, 1985) whcrc certificates arc the basis of

occupational and social selection. I Icnce education becomes certification driven and
geography classes become directed solcy towards examination preparation. On the other

hand, whcrc there is a more pragmatic concern w th chalkface activities the motivating
effects of assessment arc stressed, examinations being 'carrots' to attract and reward. The
issue is to create better assessment and hence encourage good classroom practice.

ASSESSMENT LED CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
The pressures on geography teachers for accountability and for the attainment of performance levels by pupils emphasise the role of examinations in what is taught in the geog-

raphy classroom. It is possibly utopian to think otherwise and, for example,

many

geography projects in Britain during the '70s involved examination reform (sec, for ex-

ample, the Geography 14.18 Project, Reynolds 1971). The assessment dimension
facilitated implementation and legitimised curriculum reform within the conservative middle ground of geography teachers.

he constraints on curriculum reform arc largely the same irrespective of the education
system, the issue being one of degree. Curriculum changes come about through the inter

action of the curriculum per se (and its component elements of con tent, method and assessment), teacher professionalism and the organisation/manageincnt system. Together

these form the curriculum development environment. Changes in Europe and Australia
in the 1970s were marked by a wide range of initiatives which were often school based. F.x-

pciiment was an essential clement, successful often small scale projects being elaborated

for wider dissemination depending upon their appeal. For example, the modolar format
mill focus on decision making in Geography 16-19 were not accepted by all teachers but
the environment was such that those favouring the approach could continue with it, result-

ing in its present position of popularity.
In most less developed countries education sy= 'erm arc more h igh ly cent ralised. Frequent.

ly there is only one syllabus per age group and tests are prescribed in a top-down expert

ci unrolled manner. The capacity to experiment is restricted, if not by regulation, then by
leacher perception of the schooling system. Admitedly there are also elements of central
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control in countries such as the USA and UK but the school climate in which control is ex-

erted is different. None the less, a trend is present in many countries towards limited curriculum alternatives and centralisation.

Curriculum change is a lengthy process. The period from informal indications of the
shortcomings in existing teaching to implementating change may take six to ten years; for

example, in Hong Kong, recent minor modifications at A level took over four years to introduce. Moreover, once changes are made thcre follows a period whilst the effects are

digested and discussion of further development is unwelcome such is the incrtia within
educational systems. Whilst this is as true in developed as developing countries,

the

multiple initiatives, started at various times, which often characterise the former, result in

development within one group of teachers if not another, whereas in less developed
countrks the same can rarely be said because of central control and hence development
is constrained.

Examinations in contrast are generally constructed annualy providing the opportunity to
encourage curriculum development at the classroom level. Examinations offer a means of
communicating change to schools at a practical level which is of particular significance to
the middle ground of geography teachers. Therm teachers are usually successful in what
they do but are reluctant to change,inspite of new curriculum requirements,unless suitably motivated. They tend to be pragmatic and have short term teaching aims, their role being

seen in classroom terms and in terms of pupil achievement; hence the importance of examinations as change agents.

The major area of change is frequently from product to process, but process based curricula are generally slow to be accepted. This is particularly so in less developed countries

where models of the "educated person" are based on knowledge acquisition; this is a difficult concept to break and the out come in assessment terms it examinations which stress

the recall of places, features and ideas in a mechanical manner. At the same time there is

the need to improve the problem solving and communication skills of young people and
to develop a respect for their environments.

2u
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CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN HONG KONG
I. The need for examination reform
In this section the influence of examination reform on curriculum development is discussed
in the context of the Hong Kong A level examination. The A level iskilnafter seven years

of secondary schooling and was developed as a matriculation test fur university entrance
although it now has wider value for entry into professions. During the late 1970s it closely

followed the pre-1976 University of London A level from which it was derived. and was a
variation of the systcmmatic scope model with a large clement of regional geography. Be-

cause of mounting dissatisfaction, it was revised in 1981, introducing kcy ideas of
Landscape. Ecosystem and Man-environment, and integrating systemmatic elements of
physical geography and human geography within a francwork of landscapes of differing
degrees of human impact. The focus on landscape was intended encourage relevance,

reality and an inductive approach and was important because the curriculum included
for the first time spatial organisation ideas, raising fears that teaching might 'occome too
theoretical. Significantly the objectives were given in behavioural terms stressing cognitve
skills reflecting an emphasis on process.
'11w changes in paradigm, their complexity and the absence of sustained support resulted

in its introduction being greeted with misgivings; the more radical changes arc prominent
by their absence. The content as taught does reflect a combination of ecosystem and spa-

tial organisation ideas, the text books used have seen to this. I lowever the process elements, which the content was supposed to facilitate, h.,ve largely been ignored. Hence the

curriculum change, as in so many instances, affected developments in what is taught but
Ind little influence on how it was taught. The approach of teachers was still mainly one of

information transfer although now it was sytemmatic rather than regional knowledge.

This can partly be understood by looking at the examinations which precceded and followed the intr.oduct ion of the 1981 Curricohal. The pre-1981 curr iculum was examined
in a traditional three paper system comprising a physical geography essay paper, a

regionally framed human geography paper and a ;lad ical paper. Essays were typically

of the form "Explain the settlement pattern of EITIIER Limon OR Taiwan" or "Write a
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brief explanatory account of three of the following: (a)

"(HKEA, 1980). The main

dir "ctive terms used in the papers were: "write an explanatory account", "give a geog
raphical account", "to what extent", (with refer ence to a photograph) "identify and explain", "briefly explain", "examine pattern and factors", "describe", "discuss", "explain",
"write an essay on" and "what... how... ". It is clear that most questions could be answered
by recall.

How different were the questions testing the 1981 Curriculum which professed process
objectives? The assessment system was now composed of only two papers, a structured
answer paper and an essay paper. A typical question on the first contained a diagram illustrating a general manufacturing process in which four inputs and two outputs were not
specified. The following questions were asked:

(a) What are the inputs in the manufacturik process? (2 marks)
(b) What are the outputs in the manufacturing process? (2 marks)
(c) Discuss briefly, with examples, the effects of transportation on the location of
manufacturing plants. (4 marks)
(d) Discuss briefly, with examples, the effects of the level of technology on the
combination of inputs in the manufacturing process (4 marks)

(c) Define capital intensive industry (2 marks)
(I) Define labour intensive industry (2 marks) (IIKEA, 1983)

The question focuses on economic aspects but similar examples are found from physical
geography. For example, a soil profile description was given in tabular form or a diagram

illustrating zonation of vegetation provided, both being followed by similar questions to

that above. In comparison with the earlier questions, instructionsuire more precise and
reliability in marking is improved, but little was added to what was demanded previously.

The emphasis was still on recall although a few questions contained elements which re-
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quircd manipulation of data; for example, students calculated the break point from Reilly's
formula using data provided. In most cases, however, the data acted only as a context for

recall rather than as working materials. This was a particular deficiency given the curriculum objectives and the lack of a practical paper, the questions reinforcing the information transfer mode or tcaching.
Essay questions in the second paper wcre inteaded toles' higher order cognitive skills but

bore a marked similarity to those in the earlier examination. For example, students were
asked to "Discuss the effects of public and private housing dcvelop.ments on residential
mobility in a city of your choice". Commonly used directive terms included: "compare and
contrast", "discuss effects of", "discuss importance of..","IIMCSS CCO:OgiCal impacts of...",

"point out merits and limitations of...", "explain", "discuss" and "expand statement ". The
terms are a step forward as relationships are stressed explicitly and attention is seemigly

given to evaluation. However, indications from the marking of the papers suggested that
emphasis was given to recall of factual information rather than to the establishment of the

relationships or to assessing powers of argument. Moreover it is probable that the
relationships examined had already been discussed in classes.
2. Changes in examination questions

Recently efforts have been made to improve the valiay of questions. For example, the
ctr'ictured questions were directed towards data extraction and explanation, data being
provided in the form of oblique or vertical air photographs, O.S. maps, schematic maps,

graphs, tables and short pieces of text. The questions were structured within a WHAT,

WI IERE, WHY framework to encourage inquiry learning. For example, in a quertion
concerning agricultural landscapes, students were provided with photographs of polderlands and were asked:

(a) What are the distinctive features, other than settlement, of the agricultural
landscape?

(b) 1. Describe the settlement pattern
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2. What are the soul and economic advantages of such a pattern?
(c) What evidence suggests that this area has been recently planned?

(d) What can be implied from the photograph concerning land quality and
land value? (H1CFA, 1986)
Elsewhere on the same paper students examined a air photograph of an Asian city in 1976,

a sketch map of the same area in 1896 and a brief history of the city, and were asked to:

(a) Mark the following features on the sketch map
(i) the boundary of the built up area of the city in 1896

(ii) the prison
(iii) the area of land reclaimed since 1896

(iv) two recreational facilities available in 1976

(b) Using evidence from the information give descriptions of the major
changes which have occured since 1896

(i) changes in land use

(ii) changes in the transport network (I-IKEA, 1986)
Questions on the essay paper were written to ensure that instructions were explicit and to
include supplementary evaluatory elements. Typical questions in 1986 were: "Discuss the

problems posed by the effects of climatic variability on farming in an area of your choice.
Evaluate any three different means that have been used to cope with these problems", and

"Discuss the influence of climate on weathering and soil formation in the desert lands
cape. Assess the relative importance of this factor".
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Some progress has, therefore, been made towards testing skills and emphasising a more

active approach within the examination questions'

hopefully this Is trasfcrred to the

classroom. The next stage is to include questions of a decision making nature. Such a
proposal was deferred when the curriculum was modified in 1986 as teachers felt uncom-

fortable with the change. However there arc indications that a step by step approach is
being taken to introduce these ideas as decision making elements arc now being included

within other test items.

VISCUSSR)N
The reforms described are in themselves nothing radical, similar questions being found
elsewhere; their significance rests in the acceptance that examinations have a role, albeit

obliquely, in leading and preparing the way for curriculum change. These initiatives are
unlikely to be successful unless supported elsewhere in the system.

Oven inevitable turn-over in examination personnel it is important that the added role of

curriculum responsibility is understood by setters and markers. Markers, particularly in
less developed countries, tend to feel more secure with point-marking of factual content.
On the other hand, encouragment of creative thinking requires examination of process in

open-ended situations. The problem is not usually one of ability but rather of prieritics.

lime education of personnel is vital if the job is to be carried out within the spirit of the
curriculum.
Effective dialogue between teachers and examiners and a collaborative attitude to assess-

ment is needed. Regular meetings in schools are vital. Whereas in the UK and Australia
school based assessment has been common place for nearly Iwo decades, in most less
developed countr;cs assessment is not conside red a matter of classroom responsibility. If

there is nut common purpose and understanding of the problems each facerlittle progress

will be made.

21)
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Finally examinations can become as moribund as the worst curricula. If the examinations
are to be involved in the development task then it is incumbent upon them to experiment;
perhaps each year there should be at least 10% of questions breaking new ground either

with respect to content or skills.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN TILE SOUTII PACIFIC
Neva Wendt

Abstract

Faced with

the

opportunity

environmental

incorporate

to

content into the new education systems of the South Pacific

islands which are currently evolving from their past
colonial educational heritage,

the South Pacific Regional

Environment Programme (SPREP),

has developed materials of

region-wide relevance to cater for

the needs of the

education departments of the 22 island countries and
territories of the South Pacific.
complexities

of

attempting

to

This paper outlines the

ensure

environmental

that

content has established a strong foothold at a crucial
developmental

stage

in

the

curricula of

these

countries

which all have specific common content requirements based on

their geographical characteristics as small island
environments but, at the same time, have a vast diversity of
education

levels,

culture and

language which complicate

these attemptn to educate on a regional oasis.

Introduction

An

the

title of this paper suggests,

'Environmental',
Education.

rather

However,

than strictly

the content is
'Geographical'

in the South Pacific Region, much of

what is regarded as environmental education encompasses an

understanding of the physical features and ecological
concepts present in the Pacific Islands, together

with

the

21S

impact of man's activities on these environments and as such

'environmental education' quite naturally finds a niche in
the multi-

In fact,

the subject area of the Geographer.

disciplinary nature of environmental education results in it

being housed in a diversity of subject areas such as
Biology, Geography, Physics, Community Studies

-

to name a

few, with attempts being made to integrate material of an
ecological nature wherever possible in other subject areas
of the region's education systems.

The South Pacific Regional

Environment Programme

undertakes work on behalf of the

(SPREP)

22 island countries and

territories of the South Pacific Region

-

a vast region

containing five million people scattered over an area of
thirty million square kilometres,
land,

the remainder being,

less than 21 of which is

of course,

the Pacific Ocean.

The 'sharing' of an ocean is one feature that has given to
most of the islands of high degree of ecological commonality

and has thus enabled our programme,

SPREP,

to take a

regional applgagh in facilitating environmental protection

The small size of many of the

and education activities.

countries, some of which only have a few hundred school-aged

children, has also made a regional approach initially more
viable for our education activities due to the difficulty of

providing tailor-made material on a shortrun basis.

But,

the vastness of the area, encompassing so many countries and
territories, namely, American Samoa, Cook Islands, Federated

States

of Micronesia,

Kiribati,

Fiji,

Marshall Islands,

French Polynesia,

Nauru,

New Caledonia,

Guam,
Niue.

Northern Mariana Islands, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Pitcairn,
Solomon Islands, Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Wallis e
Futuna, and Western Samoa, (See Regional Map, Fig. 1), means
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that there

is

wide

a

language

and

cultural

diversity,

together with vastly differing educational levels,

within

the three major groupings of Melanesia, Micronesia and
Polynesia.

Thus, when undertaking environmental education

on a regional basis as a means of quickly
material-void and establishing a foothold for environmental

content among the many competing disciplines in nowly
a common

developing education systems, one begiva
regional

subject

matter but

also

a

diverse

set

of

characteristics which complicate these efforts to educate on

a regional basis.
countries,

Yet timing is crucial because many

on attaining independence,

are shedding their

colonial educational heritage, reorienting and establishing
their own educatioh systems.

Thus, a regional approach has

been the only way to ensure, when working for 22 separate
countries,

that the opportunity to incorporate material is

not lost before these education systems become established,
less

flexible and less willing to include additional

curricula, particularly of such a multi-disciplinary nature.

Once the initial foothold has been established, it will be
more appropriate to provide specific country,

rather than

regional, support in the future.

Main Text

Education was identified as one of the priority activities
when SPREP was designated, by the governments of the region
in

1982,

as

the major

intergovernmental Environment

Programme of the South Pacific and since that time,

its

education mandate has been further and substantially
strengthened.

A

decade

after

the

first

worldwide
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environmental meeting in Stockholm (1972) had heralded the
message

that

environmental protection was too important to

he tackled in a piecemeal fashion,

the governments of the

South Pacific put together an Action Plan to ensure their

region was also involved

in

the co-operative global

environmental effort envisaged by the United Nations.
Meeting at Rarotonga in the Cook Islands at the Conference
on the Human Environment

(1982), South Pacific governments

identified existing and potential environmental problems,
and formulated a Plan of Action outlining future activities
to

be undertaken to ensure environmentally sound planning

and management specifically suited to

the needs and

conditions of the_countries and people in tke region and to
The
their own environmental capabilities.

enhance

governments agreed that a South Pacific Regional Environment

Programme (SPREP) be established to implement the Action
Plan and that the programme be co-ordinated by the two major
international organisations in the region, the South Pacific

Commission (SPC) and the South Pacific Bureau for Economic
Co-operation (SPEC),

together with the Economic and Social

Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) - the South Pacific

forming one of UNEP's twelve Regional Seas Programmes.
SPREP Is answerable to the governments of the region and
funded by two major sources: International organisations, of

which UNEP

Is

the major contributor,

country contributions by

nil_

from voluntary

the region's member governments.

The South Pacific governments and administrations thus have
undertaken
n very direct input into envirouTentn1 activities
by the programme - from the very early times when they first
Identified their region's problems, to the adoption of the
Action Plan and the establishment of, and continued guidance
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to SPREP.

years

Three

after the programme's implementation phase had

commenced, when the work of SPREP was evaluated in 1985, the

governments stressed their desire for an even greater share
of funding tote allocated specifically to_education whilst,
at the same time, the United Nations Environment Programme's
Governing Council,

meeting in Nairobi,

also called for

a

strengthening in programmes of environmental education.
Thus, SPREP has received a firm

mandate and strengthened

financial support to assist South Pacific countries in
incorporating environmental conteLz into school curricula.

Education. of _a_mature_enpropriati_to the region, was
foreseen as a principle tool in implementing activities to

continued protection and

ensure

environment of the South Pacific.

enhancement

of

the

At the inception of SPREP

the governments stated that:

through primary,
"throughout the education system,
secondary, and tertiary institutions and in the
various media for public information and education,

there is need for the provision of relevant basic
There is widespread
material such as teaching aids.
concern expressed that mu,:h of the present teaching
material is irrelevant to the island
environment..."(1)
Concern was expressed that many countries in the region were
tied

into

inappropriate

education systems

that

stressed

large-scale urban-industrial development and large-scale
technically-oriented agricultural undertakings with little
emphasis

on traditional resource-use systems, many of which
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provide valuable guides for sound environmental protection
Many of the school texts of the more technically

practices.

developed neighbouring countries on either side of the
Pacific that were at that time being used, stressed problems
completely absent from many parts of the region, for

almost

example industrial development and smog from vehicle
exhausts, and totally neglected those issues of major
concerti

the

to

Routh Pacific,

such

as

the physical

characteristics and resources of coral reefs.

Thus,

as countries have started to move away and develop

their own education systems, there has been a major shift in
emphasis

and

a

specifically

concern to develop material

relevant to the region.

The common environmental problem

of_thr_South_Pradfic, and one's which form the subject of
education curricula include soil erosion; damage caused by
mineral extraction; nonavailability of fresh water; Ions of

forests; coastal zone land use conflicts, particularly
threats

damage to reefs and lagoons;

to mangroves;

waste

diposal; use and disposal of toxic chemicals, particularly
pesticides;

is the one

but certainly not least,

and last,

plohlem that more than any other has united countries in a

Legionnl approach
Radioactivity.

to

the environment

-

the

issue of

Particular concern has been expressed not

only nhont the effects of nuclear testing in the region but

also about proposals to dump radioactive waste lu the
Pacific Ocean.

Whilst some of these subject:. are common to both South
Pacific and neighbouring developed countries,

often varies.
characteristics

For instance,
and

means

for

the emphasis

the study of the physical
protection of mangroves is
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important to both but, to Pacific Islanders, it is because
mangroves have traditionally provided major sources of food,

medicinal plants, building material, fuelwood and protection

of the land from wave damage; a different emphasis to the
role played by mangroves in developed countries.

The study

of cyclones, of little import in curricula produced in
developed countries, has significant educational value for
Pacific Islands.

Han's impact on his environment

through

activities such as waste disposal by landfill method on
islands with limited land resources becomes an important
area

of

study because of

potential problem for

the

contamination of scarce drinking water supplies
occurrence in the larger neighbouring countries.

a rare
Coral Reef

study and emphasis on its protection also becomes a viable
subject area for the educator because of the reef's role

as

a valuable eupplier of food (many islands being particularly

marine-dependent because of their limited land supplies),
the reef's role as protective buffer to waves and not least,

as a tourist attraction on which the economies of many
countries are increasingly dependent

The studies then, of

geographical characteristics end ecological concepts and of

environmental pollution and

its

social

Loots present

in

"imported" education models are not necessarily the most
appropriate for small, relatively isolated coral atolls.

Thus.

wj. th

BIUMILA.C_JSM th P a ci LIS-111.10-134 "

WAYkILL,

an

(cLIvItY

embraced by the South Pacific. Regional Environment Programme

(SPREP).

Initially,

the

concentration has been on

production of region-wide fact sheets on Coral Reefs, Soil

Erosion,
su,

-tins

Pesticides,
audio-visual

Forests
material

and Coneervation with
which

highlights

the
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climatic characteristics and potential land-use

landform,
to

threats

the

highlighting

Region-wide material

island environment.

case

studies

of

specific

such as

environmental degradation,

instances

of

the effects of Nickel

Mining in New Caledonia; the effects of Phosphate Mining in

the effects of Cyclones;

the

Nauru,

Bannba and Makatea;

impact

of increased Urban Development on small islands; and

the

form

effects of Gold Mining in Papua New Guinea all

valuable resource material of direct relevance to the South
Pacific.

Education budgets In most countries of the region,

stretch to an allocation for purchase

rarely

of materials;

the

burden for even the most rudimentary equipment usually
falling to the individual "enthusiastic"
provides

extra materials

teacher who often

from his/her own meagre salary.

Hence the material of n regional nature produced by SPREP,
In eagerly accepted and

ind provided freely to countries,

,10rves to fill n definite materials void.

Adaptation of Regional linerial fax soedLig_uuntry reds,
is encouraged and forms the next step in ensuring relevancy
of curricula, necessitating simplicity of text as a goal to
be strived for in the production of. SPREP's material.

only does this enable wider acceptance,

Not

given the vastly

different education levels in the region, hut ft facilitates

translation into local languages

-

an important step for

hest. acceptance, particularly at the primary school level.
This

has

been undertaken

..ecifically

with

audio-visual

material where it is considered most beneficial for children
to

listen

Werptetation

Orr::
4,40)

in
is

their mother tongue.

Even whete

not involved, the English or French text
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is

recorded with a Pacific Island voice,

far more

appropriate than the intonation of the larger neighbouring
countries.

In-country suppQL

Having

initially

moving towards

is now

filled a gap in curricula, SPREP

specific

in-country

support,

working

initially with curriculum developers and teachers at a
regional workshop, held in July 1988 at which the idea of
incorporation of

further environmental education materiel

was seeded, examples of existing country material evaluated,
discussion undertaken regarding proposed teaching mechanisms
and

ideas shared between country participants for future

curricula development.

SPREP has now established a direct

country support project to enable in-country preparation,
with financial assistance from SPREP, of material specific
to

the

requirements

of each

individual country and

developed, where skills exist, by the country's education
department.

Where skills are not available, consultants are

provided to work alongside the person in-country providing
the dual benefit of ensuring relevancy,

together with the

provision of training in future material preparation.

Discussion

Briefly stated above are our programme's efforts to ensure
the existence of relevant studies of the envilenment in the
curricula of South Pacific island countries.

which

These efforts,

have been undertaken at a crucial developmental stage

X.e
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iti the evolving education systems in the region, have had to

be cogninnt of a number of factors, namely:

t.

The value of traditional island knowledge has become
very widely accepted worldwide necessitating

sifting

out and blending the best of both traditional and
scientific

knowledge

sphere.

into

school

Schools In some parts of the world are

curricula.

cloned

incorporation

for

participation

to

the non-professional

from

However in the South Pacific a rich source of

traditional knowledge, eagerly accepted by children is
that of village elders.

In many South Pacific countries, students may be

proficient in several languages of which neither

English nor French are their major ones.

Thus

material has needed to be simply written to allow ease
of

translation and to account for variations in

educntional

levels and differing English/French

language skills.

1.

Mnterial with a highly diagrammatic/pictorial content
in

considered most appropriate due

to

the existing

lack of available visual material In the region;
material needs

to be

in

a

ready -to -use

format,

teachers often not having the facilities to piece

together from other sources and,

of course,

photocopiers are almost non-existent in most schools.

A problem-solving approach with n high degree of
learner
approach,
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interaction rather
is

than

a

factual

learning

considered a more viable and culturally
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relevant form of teaching environmental concepts in
the region.

5.

Audio-visual material in a suitable format (bearing in

mind that not all schools have electricity)

is

universally appreciated, particularly in the many
countries where TV is non-existent;

6.

Expertise

in curricula development skills

neighbouring

from

developed countries is essential for the

region but such assistance must be sensitive to the
need to integrate

the

specific requirements of

the

island country environments and thus ensure that
curricula reflect South Pacific "reality" rather than

abstract education concepts

from more

industrially/technically developed parts of the world.

7.

Cultural and language diversity can be broad even in

different islands within the same country group,
necessitating a degree of flexibility cn the part of
the curricula developers.

8.

Teachers arc often learning about their environment as

they are teaching it, thus teacher training workshops
(of both a pre- and in-service nature) are considered
most desirable as future activities for the region.

Conclusion

If the aim of education is to acquire knowledge and skills
and

to put them to use in bettering one's way of life, then

I; I)
tiwu
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the very basic requirement for curricula is that they are
In the

relevant to the needs of the target population.

South Pacific Region, educntion in geography must then look

nt the physical characteristics of man's impact on small,

oceandominated islands whose people

isolated,

successfully maintained strong traditionnl ties

to

hnve
their

lnnd and way of life, such activities having enabled them to
live

consktently in harmony with nature.

Educators must

look to trndltionnl knowledge as a foundation on which to

build nn education system and only incorporate the most
appropriate

technically-oriented

education models.

there is

aspects

of

"imported"

Particularly in environmental education

fertile ground to be explored in traditional

environmental protection measures.

As well there is a

valuable opportunity for curricula developers from
neighbouring developed countries who have expertise ';

their

field, together with a degree of flexibility and seusivity
to the region's needs, to assist the South Pacific Regional

Environment Programme (SPREP) in curriculum development
work.
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THE SHIFTING CENTRES OF A CURRICULUM INNOVATION

David Boardman

ABSTRACT

Geography for the Young School Leaver is generally regarded as

one of the most successful English curriculum development
projects.

The initial use of the centreperiphery model in

the dissemination of the project was followed by a strategy
which ensured a proliferation of centres.

At the local level,

however, patterns of shifting centres emerged within the
boundaries of local education authorities; project schools

appeared and disappeared, often to be replaced by others.
This paper illustrates the processes by means of a study of
the dissemination of the project in Birmingham over a period
of twelve years.

INTRODUCTION

The Ceography for the Young School Leaver (CYSL) or Avery Hill

Project occupies a unique place in English curriculum
development. The vigour of the project's

dissemination

strategy led Stenhouse (1980) to conclude that in terms of
adoption CYSL was the most successful of all Schools Council
projects.

By 1988 CYSL had received continuous central

financial support, first from the Schools Council and then

from the Secondary Examinations Council, for a period of
eighteen years.

The history of the project at the national

level and its impact on geographical education during this
period have been documented elsewhere (Boardman,

l9R8).

The

focus of the present paper is on the way in which the project
spread into schools at the local level.

23
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GYSI, dissemination strategy contained elements of all three

models of diffusion postulated by Schon (1971). At the
national

level the project began by using the 'centre-

periphery' model.

The nature of the teaching materials and

structure of the examination courses for pupils in the 14-16
ace range have been described elsewhere (Boardman, 1980. The
use of the 'proliferation of centres' model started with the

appointment of a team of regional co-ordinators and the
organization of regional training courses in 1973-74.

The co-

ordinators helped teachers to negotiate syllabuses and schemes

of assessment based on GYSL leading to the Certificate of
Secondary Education (CSE) awarded by the regional examinations
hoards.

They also became regional consultative moderators for

the. national Avery Hill General Certificate in Education (GCE)

ordinary Level examination.

The regional co-ordinators

subsequently played a similar role when the Avery Hill joint

00E/CSF courses began in 1984 and again when courses leading
to rho Ceneral Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) were
introduced in 1986.

At the local level the national project and regional coordinators offered their support but respected the freedom of
individual schools to adopt or reject the project. The result

wls that patterns of 'shifting centres' emerged within local

education authority (LEA) boundaries. The precise nature of

this process has received little attention yet it helps to

explain how the curriculum changes in a decentralised
educational system like that of England. The dissemination of
CYSL in the Birmingham LEA has been studied by the writer from

the stnrt of tin. first CSE courses based on the project in

1074 to the start of the first GCSE courses in 1986.

sequence described

in

the text which follows

spatially on maps (Figures 1-4).
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THR YOUR PHASES

Phase 1: Walling (1974 -75)
The geography adviser in the Birmingham LEA invited a teacher

from each of six schools (1-6 in Figure 1) to attend the
regioual training course held in April 1974 and purchased the
kits of project teaching materials for them. In the following

Autmn three schools (1, 2 and 6) started to teach the first
CSE course based on the project. In two schools (4 and 5) the
staff teaching OYSL moved to senior posts in other schools (7
and 8) in 1975, taking the project kits with them. The project

was implemented in school 7 but not in school 8, which closed

a year later. Staff and pupils spent a year in temporary
premises (9) before moving into a new building (10).

A teacher at another school (11) started to teach the project

after purchasing the kits independently. The project was
rejected by school 3 and the kits were transferred to another

school (12), but before a OYSL course could begin there the
teacher moved to a post in a college of education (D) where
the regional co-ordinator worked. The kits were subsequently
transfeered to an urban base or resources centre (B). During
the trial phase, th.erefore, GYSL was successfully implemented
as a CSE course in five of the twelve schools mentioned (1, 2,
6, 7 and 11).

Phase 2: Take-off (1976-79)
Far1y in 1976 the Birmingham LEA appointed an advisory teacher
to assist the geography adviser Ht the education office in the

city centre (A in Figure 2) and develop the urban base (B).

The advisory teacher And

urbnn base were subsequently

transferred to a teachers' centre (C) located in a former

college of education which had closed. Later in 1976 the
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college of education (D) where the regional co-ordinator
.iorked was scheduled for closure and he moved to a post in
another college (E).

The geography adviser organized a half-

day conference at a teachers' centre (F) in April 1976 in
order to disseminate GYSL to other schools in the city. After
a year's secondment to take a course at the university (G) the

teacher at school 2 became deputy head of another school (13)
but the project was not adopted there.

The syllabus for the national Avery Hill GCE 0-level course
was published in 1976. This encouraged three schools to adopt

GYSL as both a CSE and GCE course: school 14 in 1976, and
schools 15 and 17 in the following year. Between 1977 and 1979

CYSL was introduced as a CSE course at another seven schools:
16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23. During phase 2, therefore, ten

new schools joined the original five which had implemented
CYSL in phase 1. There was a noticeable concentration of GYSL
schools in the southern half of the city (Figure 2).

Phase 3: Expansion (1980 -82)

Revision of the CSE course in 1980 was followed by an increase

in the number of project schools, the adoption of GYSL some-

times following the arrival of new teachers. School 14 was
particularly influential in disseminating GYSL in this way: in
InSO geography teachers moved to schools 24, 25 and 26, all of

which implemented the project (Figure 3). One of the original
GYSL school3 (6) closed in 1980 and the two geography teachers

moved to other posts, one at school 21, where the project was
nl ready being taught, and the other at school 27, where both

the GCE and the CSE courses were implemented. Teachers

who

were appointed from outside the LEA introduced the CSE course

into schools 10 and 30 in 1982, as did a teacher who moved
from school 25 to school 33. Between 1980 and 1992 is further

2 3 t";
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six schools (28, 29, 31, 32, 34 and 35) adopted CYSL as a CSE
course on the initiative of the teachers working in them.

Meanwhile another of the original CYSL schools (11) ceased to
teach the project when the teacher who had introdtwed it left
to take up a post cutside

the city. The project ceased to be

taught at one school (18) as a result of an internal staff
decision, and another school (20) closed. The total number of

schools teaching CYSL at the peak of its popularity in 1982,
therefore, was 24. During phase 3 thirteen schools had joined

the fifteen which were teaching the project at the end of
phase 2, but in the same period four schools ceased to teach
it.

Phase 4: Contraction (1983-85)

Secondary

education in Birmingham was reorganized in 1983 to

deal with the problem of vacant places resulting from falling
numbers of pupils. Some schools closed and others amalgamated

to form larger units. School 2, one of the original group of

five schools which had implemented CYSL in 1974, closed in
1983 after pupil numbers had fallen sharply. The closure of

school 6 in 1980 has already been noted.

Its neighbouring

schools 4 and 5 closed in 1985. This meant that only one of
the original five CYSL schools was still open (1 in Figure 4).

Two geography teachers at school 7, where CYSL had been taught

since 1975, moved to other project schools (21 and 27) in the

1483 reorganization. The newly appointed staff at school 7
lacked experience of CYSL and the project ceased to be taught

there. The two geography teachers who had been teaching CYSL
at school 21 both moved to other schools: one went to school
25, which had amalgamated with school 22, and the other went

to another newly amalgamated school (36) in which CYSL had
not previously been taught and introduced the project there.
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CYSL was also adopted at another school (37) when a teacher
moved to it from school 24. In the following year the project
ceased at school. 24.

In the Autumn of 1 984 the national Avery Hill joint CCE/CSE
syllabus was published and the teachers in ten schools decided

to adopt it: schools 1, 10, 15, 17, 21, 27, 33, 34, 35 and 37.

Onl y six schools continued to teach the group CSE course:
schools 14, 19, 25,

30, 32 and 36. One school (26) withdrew

from the group scheme and devised its own CSE.

Al I

ten schools which adopted the joint CCE /CSE syllabus in

1984 continued to teach it to their new classes in 1985.

They

were joined by two schools (23 and 31) which had not taught
the project in the previous year, and by another school (38)
which was teaching it for the first time in 1985. Five schools

remained members of the group CSE scheme in 1985: school 30
withdrew from it and school 26 continued with its own CSE. A

total of 19 schools, therefore, were teaching GYSL or Avery
Hill when the last CSF, and Ger, 0-level courses began in 1985.

Effects of the GCSE (1986)
The introduction of GCSE courses in 1,986 accelerated the contraction which had begun three years previously. The official
\very HII 1 VISE syllabus was adopted by only eight schools in

Hirmingham. Four schools (10, 15, 21 and 33) had taught the
1very Hill. joint OCE/CSF, syllabus since 1 984 and a fifth (38)

had done so since 1985. Two schools (14 and 32) had been
members of the group CSE scheme. School 37 closed in 1986 but
the geography teacher adopted the Avery Hill GCSE syllabus
liven moving to another school (39, not shown in Figure 4 but
lei-ated between schools 27 and 32).
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Tho official Avery Hill GCSE syllabus differed in several
respects from the joint GCE/CSE syllabus which preceded it.

Six former project schools (17,

19,

25,

27,

31 and 35)

rejected the new syllabus and selected instead other GCSE
syllabuses which more closely resembled the former Avery Hill

joint GCE/CSE syllabus. Three schools (1, 23 and 26) chose
other GCSE syllabuses and three

(34,

36 and 37) closed.

DISCUSSION

Local Dissemination

If the three schools which rejected the project in the early

years are excluded, CYSL was implemented in 35 schools in
Birmingham at some stage between 1974 and 1985.

In the Autumn

term 1985, however, when the last GCE 0-level and CSE, courses

began, the project was being taught in only 19 of these
schools. In other words, it survived in just over half of
them. When the first GCSE courses began in 1986 only eight
schools were teaching the official Avery Hill syllabus.

The evidence provided by this study suggests that there were

several factors which influenced the dissemination of the
project and its subsequent implementation.

1. Early adoption of the project. Most of the teachers who
implemented CYSL during the trial and take-off phases from
1974 to 1979 retained their commitment to the project and were

still teaching it, not necessarily in the same schools, up to

the time of secondary school reorgani,ation in 1981 (schools
1, 6, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22 and 23).

2.

The movement of teachers. Teachers who moved to other

schools after teaching CYSL, often introduced the pruject into

4:$
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their new schools if it was not already being taught there
(schools 19, 21, 24, 25, 26, 27, 30, 33, 36 and 37).

3. A common core course. The availability of the national

Avery Hill GCE 0-level syllabus from 1976 influenced the
decision to implement the project in four schools (14, 15, 17
and 271 as it enabled a common core course to be taught to all

pupils. The publication of the Avery Bill joint GCE/CSE
syllabus in 1984 was even more influential. It war adopted by

the majority of schools which wished to retain their
commitment to the project (schools 1, 10, 15, 17, 21, 27,

33,

34, 35 and 37 in 1984, together with 23 and 31 in 1985).

4. The geographie 11 location of schools. At the end of the
take-off phase in 1979 most GYSL schools were located in the
southern paic of the city (Figure 2). Although the north-south
extent of the city of Birmingham is about 20 kin, by the end of

the contraction phase in 1985 most GYSL schools yore located
in the eastern section of a zone about 10 km wide running from

NW to SE across the central part of the city (Figure 4). The

southern limit of this zone is marked by a line joining
schools 31. and 31, and the northern limit by a line parallel
to it running through school 37.

The Shifting Centres
The shifting centres which emerged during the process of local

dissemination were the result of the adoption of the project
by new schools, as indicated above, and its discontinuation at
other schools, for which there wore several reasons:

1

The closure of schools. Although closure could not have

hoen foreseen when GYSL was adopted, it brought the project to

24u
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an end at nine schools (2, 6, 8, 9, 20, 22, 34, 36 and 37).

2. Late adoption of the project. GYSL had a temporary
existence in four schools which adopted the project in or
after 1980 (schools 24, 28, 29 and 30).

3. The departure of teachers. GYSL was discontinued in four
schools when the members of staff who had taught the project

moved to other schools and were replaced by teachers who
lacked experience of the project (schools 4, 5, 7 and 11).

4. Alternative GCSE syllabuses. The official Avery Hill GCSE
syllabus was rejected by six schools in favour of syllabuses
which resembled the former joint GCE/CSE syllabus (schools 17,
19,

25,

27,

31 and 35).

Three schools chose other GCSE

syllabuses (schools 1, 23 and 26).

5. The geographical location of schools. When GCSE courses

began the concentration of project schools noted earlier
became even more pronounced. Six of the eight schools teaching

the official Avery Hill syllabus were located in a small area
to the east of the city centre (schools 10, 14, 15, 32, 38 and
39).

Furthermore five of the six schools teaching the

alternative syllabuses noted above were located in the eastern
part of the city.

CONCLUSION

The publication of teaching materials, organization of
training courses and establishment of a network of support do
not necessarily ensure that a curriculum innovation takes root

in schools. An innovation may be received but not adopted by
some schools and have a temporary or even ephemeral existence

(42
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in others. Dissemination and implementation are processes
rather than events and take place over a period of many years.

The spread of an innovation may begin slowly and later
accelerate to reach a peak, only to be followed by a period of
contraction. Decisions taken by teachers and their movement to

and from schools at specific geographical locations help to

explain the emergence and disappearance of the shifting
centres of an innovation.

NOTE

This paper is based on part of a larger study, The Impact of a

---

available from Educational Review

Curriculum Project,

Occasional Publications, University of Birmingham, P.O. Box
161. Birmingham 1115 2TT
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IMPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH IN CARTOGRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
ON GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION
Henry W. Castner
ABSTRACT

Cartographic
communication research has provided a
language for describing precisely the ways in which we
interact visually with graphic images and with our
surroundings.
It
has
also
given
us a
keener
appreciation of the role played by the map user in the
communication equation.
paper
examines some of the implications of these
developments for the ways we define our goals in
geographic education and introduce the basic concepts
will
be argued
of
geography.
It
that a more valid
approach to geographic education should acknowledge the
various
visual
stimuli
that
we use,
the various
intellectual
levels at which we process them, and the
behavioural
and
cognitive,
as
well
as
the
representational aspects of geographic thinking.
This

INTRODUCTION
The growth of cartography as an academic discipline and
as a research activity has been particularly vigorous
during the last quarter of a century.
Suffice it to
say that that growth was driven in part by a desire to
Letter understand how maps and the people who use them
This paper explores some implications of
interact.
this increased understanding for introducing maps ,-nd
mapping to young people in an educational setting.

The body of theory emerging from research in
cartographic communication has produced A variety of
communication models, a descriptive vocabulary of the
component processes in that mode of communication, a
variety of workable research methodologies. and a
number of general guidelires for the purposeful use of
various graphic elements in map design. All these are
well documented in the literature and can be accesr,ed
fur use in investigating specific map design problems.
In contrast, one less visible product of that work
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invelyee a greater awareness and respect for the role
and information needs of the map user in the
If we also consider humans to
remmunication process.
be active explorers of the world, both physically and
perceptually. then we should extend this awareness of
information needs to include those during orientation
and locomotion and in thinking about geographic
will argue that a more
I
cencepts And generalizations.
valid approach to geographic education should
11-knowledge the various visual stimuli that WP use, the
:wipes intellectual levels At which we process them,
and the behavioural and cognitive, as well as the
iepr-Jentational aspects of geographic thinking.

COMOGRAPHIC CUMMUNICAlION
Rio ',science of cencens in cartngraphic crimmenication
be summarized by a simple model such as Figure 1.
The world, or reality,
It "reads" something like this.
sampled for information about some particular topic.
this data sample is usually gathered and prccessed by a
map author in order to make a particular eilie-alization
show a particular "landscApe", whether it. he
et
The map maker
physical, iulteral or abstract.

r. pan

I. anslte that data into suitable graphic elements in
The map, whether in printed or electronic form,
map.
le viewed by a map reader who constructs his own image
It is oer hope that the
ie reality ft um that viewing.
map render's image of reality bears a close resemblance
to th,t of the data set, and thus by exiension to the
r:aI

wnr Id beyotel.

In order for- this

c1311q111.1V1

ittit i on to

he moot ofiretivo. it is necessary that three is a
uortain amount of shared knowledge and feedback between
her . map maker, and map users, par t CI.11 arly
11P
In the CAS* of
uhen they are separate individeals.
thildree. we mest bp aware of their special needs and
limited skills in this corpss.
l

Ihe /aloe id !lout' diagrams, however. ie not in the
icin with which they describe the ruu0111It (Atinu
c'r :I
(other, it has been in how they ((I-Electively
wieee,7.
'lied light on: 1) the nur,erees ways in which
2) the ways eniee ran
MI ian be considereds
how much t VIP moor user
err 1 II A 1'; yr; i: PM:
.111r i hut E"- trl 'MP St-( res5 or {Ai 1 'Aro of t. In'
and 4) how we can apply
limmmn1;:alien proces,A
i

I

.7.)

Ihoeledge of the visual system to map deeigh.
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1) and 3) are most: revealino of the
thee;e.
'petell!i!kl breadth and richness of geographic education.
VIEWING A Mni, OP SCENE
le explore this, it is useful to consider,the great
%iv iety of visual stimuli that geographers utilize in
their work: landscapes, photographs, paintings and

awings of landscapes, maps of various kinds, and now
electronic and digital images.
In viewing them. we
le.111 in various interactive and educational ways as we
Iry to understand the world. More spec fically, we
logy!
at it (or representations of it), we think about
I
have tried to
It. and we try to represent it.
iocluOe all these processes, of discovery in the term
"mapping" which I de4:ine as that combination of
thinking about the world and some aspect of it or
henomenon in it: 0,?ta_mining the essential
characteristics of teat aspect or phenomenon:
coesidering the various forms And modes of
representation possible: and only then q:usceting some
representation of that aspect or phenomenon.
When we consider the cyclical nature of perception,
these ideas can be represented in a diagram such as
The "image" in this Figure might be mey of
finure 2.
The schema represents whatever
IherA, mentioned above.
ihlermation we hold about a given geographic place or
this kr ',ledge is manifest. in: 1) the images
incept.
MF411A1 maps) we conjure up in our perceptual
for
eplo atine of those places and concepts: and 2) our
lhis Figure
1-nai rampline of images and scenes.
',levities a more complete view of what geographic
educiine !hutild be about. Not only is there the
aspect. but there is a
representational
h Aditional
side as well that relates to our Attempts
conceptual
hi impose order. structure and meaning to tho
In addition, when we
environmental things that we see.
consider hnmankind as a mobile observer. there is a
It
third. a
aspect to be umnsidered.
hehayiperal
mould he hnped that our cixriculum in cieegraphy would
leflert All three aspects by setting goals And
To do this. we must be
describing Activities in each.
mate el the information needs of young students in
e...h of these three aspects, and the level,: of their
lidellertual involvement. Let me review the latter

24 6
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first.

LEVELS OF INTELLECTUAL INVOLVMENT
Education practice would suggest that the main goal of
the representational aspect of geographic education is
the creation of maps as inventories of objects and
These inventories are then
features in space.
interrogated usiAg questions such a "Where is..." or
"What is this?" Petchenik (1979) calls these
Cartographic communication
"questions about place".
terminology identifies them as "reading" activities,
much as one uses a dictionary to look up something.
But these questions do very little to raise or ansver
questions relating to the nature of space itself. i.e.
to reveal the relationships between objects within it.
To do this, cartographic communication theory suggests
that some systematic sequences of map reading
Activities will allow us to el:amine and extract the
implicit relationships among the mapped features.
These processes are called map analysis although
synthetic procedures are by no means excluded. The
most obvious are various distance measurements or
But for more
finding routes from one point to another.
complex interrelationships (such as those which define
regions and boundaries), we seem to have failed to
develop other, more appropriate procedures of map
This is an area crying out for elaboration.
analysis.
The third and highest level of cognitive interaction is
It involves the use of
rallnd map interpretation.
other information that is available in the map user's
mind, either in short term or long term memory.
Typically, we night inspect an assemblage of
discriminable elements and systematically match them
with elements which we have learned are typical of that
Lind of landscape. A simplistic interpretation might
he that "those contours describe a hill with a con,,e't
Or we may be
north slope and a concave south slope."
able to envision the implication of adding a feature at
A place, e.g. of placing an obstruction across some
As our experience
particular road or stream.
increases, we are able to correlate same arrangement
of features (in view) as being typical of a particular
place nr region (not seen) without any conscious
matching of a "list" of characteristic traits.
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rh,tously, at the lower levels of intellectual
involvement, the sought for information must be present
Conversely. at
snd available in the visual stimulus.
information
must
he brought to
the higher levels. more
the viewing transaction by the observer. Thus we
cannot est interpretive questions of children if the
necessary knowledge base isn't available, whether in
the child's mind or in other classroom materials. As
young chidruin do not have the experience or hactground
tnowledge of adults, they can not engage in very
thus it is logical
rA-iphislicated map interpretation.
that we ast them to read maps at the very beginning.
Pot then there is evidence that we quictly jump to map
intfrpretation qestions. What seems to be missing are
ways of enriching their experiences so that they can
:apply Vnowledge and logic to rather than guessing at
inteioretive questions.

Idwational theory suggests that opportunities for
sapping arlivitiss by children occur most commonly in
the conuref r, tnpological space of their early
It
the nursery, home and neighborhood.
environment!,
children
do
make
maps
of
those
is granted that
invironments, but their efforts are limited mainly to

It is
inventories and "Where is" questions about. t hem.
iorinus that we have developed so few activities aimed
discovering and describing some of the topoIngical
these
relationship among spatially arrayed phenomena.
extracting
the
structural
wtivities provide one way of
relationships which define an important aspect of space
itself.

children to do too
Iiv IT/H(Pth if-. that we probably ast:
mn(:h map reading and inventory mappiog and not enough
and egiloration of non-uclidean
It is as though in rmilish class
ielationships.
ihildreo were allowed to only use dictionaries and
short stor ies,
never to read or create essays, poems,
"how
to
do",
political tracts. directions on
narratives, etc. Could it be that: we have
si,on too slow to recognize not only these levels of
intellectual involvement, but also the different
informatieo needs for the representational. connitive
Ind hphavionrial aspects of our thinking ahnt the
h-rrflv lot me review these.
hi
no
.

2/2
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INFORMATION NEEDS
Research in cartographic communication suggest% that
for any particular map, we should first determine all
of those things which the map user might be expected to
We can call these the activities
want to do with it.
They are important for they speak directly
in map use.
By
to the representatkonak requirements of the map.
extention, we should also be considering our
information needs in thinking about and moving through
space -- the cognitiye and tiehaviopral
considerations.

Representational
With the potential map activities in mind. we can
identify what information is central to their
execution, what information is supportive of them. and
what information is irrelevant. lnowing this. we have
a basis for assigning graphic importance to each piece
of information that we retain and, in the case of the
irrelevant information, for removing it from the map
What we don't seem to stress is that maps
altogether.
can be more than simple inventories. They can have very
specific communication goals that relate to the lives
and activities of young children in school.

Given more kinds of maps to make. young map makers will
need to be armed with a more thorough understanding of
the graphic variables available to them and he given
opportunities to make use of them in solving particular
By graphic variables I mean
communication problems.
the attributes of point, line, area and letter symbols
that can he manipulated in order to make the kinds of
contrasts and visual hierarchies that are necessary in
communicating ideas graphically.
4o nitiv_e

Given our three levels of interaction with scenes and
images, we should be providing stndents with more
information about the ways in which they can explore
and systematically discover knowledge about space.
Various analytical and synthetic procedures are the
best for gathering information about the relationships
among objects and features on a map or in a scene.
These. in turn, will allow students to begin to make
statements about the nature of space itself and thus to
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undertake more cemplex interpretations.

PlaYlTat
finally, actual movements in space require the ability
oneself and to maintain an Awareness of place
or
Essential
de,:pite many turns and changes in position.
hi this is information about landmarks that are
suitable for orienting oneself and determining
direction And position at many different geographic
We ten0 to teach latitude and longitude even
F,cales.
Mough it is a system inappropriate for many scales.
Why then do we not spend more time, for ewample. on
oethods of obtaining orientational feedback from local
oevironments?
I

i

fiIIKAllSil(1145

h esumahly. in cartographic and geographic education,
to train students in all three aspects of
neegraphic thinking so that students can respond to
srophic images and scenes at all three le/els of
It is riot enough to simply
intellectual involvment.
leach about the conventions of cartographic practice as
though that: wan tantamount to learning About the
enderlying graphic, communication and geographic
If we provided more opportunities for
oncepts.
,tudents to employ and manipulate the perceptual logic
rf graphic expression. then children could begin not
1.nly to develep a wide range of analytical and
,,mmilioicatien devices hut also to come to understand
lhsir underlying conceptual bases and the implicit
lelationships wry believe shed light on the natur e of
tirc.lraphy and the world around us.
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(1979) . "Fr-rim place to space: the
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THE CHANCING NATURE OF
RESEARCH IN GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM
Norman J Graves

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to test the notion, that
in geographical
education in
research in education and
particular, is likely to be policy driven to greater extent
in

the

future within

the

United Kingdom.

To this end a

analysis
is
made
of
the
changing
nature
of
brief
geographical
education
research and of the influences
affecting it. It is concluded that, although influences do

not emanate from government policy only, the letter is the
more powerful because of the financial backing which is
associated with it.
INTRODUCTION

The United Kingdom has seen in the last 10 years or so, an
tendency
central
governments
to be ome
for
directly involved in the running of education and in gtving
directions to the agencies which in one way or another
undertake the work of education in practice. The sources of
in
the
central
government interference
increasing
this
processes of education can be traced back to the Ruskin
College speech of the then Prime Minister, James Callaghan
(now Lord Callaghan) in 1976, in which he expressed anxiety
about the standards of education in UK schools.
In fact it
likely that he proved a catalyst for what the
is more
Department of Education and Science (DES) had been wanting
to do for some time (Lawton, 1984,8). The evidence for this
lies in the setting up by the DES of the Assessment of
Performance Unit (APU) in 1974, and the leaking of the
so-called Yellow Book, a report on, educational standards
(Lawton, 1980,
James Callaghan
for
produced
originally
The process of central government interference
37-38).
The
continued unabated during the late 1970a and 1980s.
Manpower Services Commission (MSC) an offshoot of the
Department of Employment, was c.eated in 1972 to help in the
has
In practice
it
of manpower resources.
development
become an arm of government to introduce new means of
training young people both in Further Education and in
and Vocational Education
Thus
the Technical
schools.
increasing
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(TVEI) was introduced into schools in 1982 with
the co-operation of the DES and paid for by the MSC. The
resources made available were gladly seized upon by teachers
who had been working with a dearth of resources (books,
To benefit
teaching aide, equipment) in previous years.
from such resources, teachers had to develop courses which
The next step in the
satisfied criteria given by the MSC.
government came with the
central
of
1988 which
of
Bill
Reform
Education
of
effectively gave the Government the right to determine the
general framework of the school curriculum or National
Curriculum.

growing
passing

influence
the

It is clear that geography as a subject has not escaped from
In
this growing power of central government over education.
so far as the government through the Secondary Examinations
Council (SEC), determined what the national criteria for all
examinations for the General Certificate of Education (GCSE)
would be, in no Ear as the SEC also approved the subject
specific criteria, in so far as the SEC was to approve
'grade related criteria', so the process of control and
The question posed is how far
standardization increased.
hen research in geographical education been affected by

the trends?
THE EVIDENCE

If one examinee what hes been produced in the field of
research in geographical education in the past 20 years in
the United Kingdom, one can begin to assess whether this
research has or has not been much influenced by the growing
The sources of thin
power of government in education.
production are first, the institutions of higher education,
second the Schools Co.mcil and its two successors: the
School Curriculum Development Committee (SCDC) and the SEC;
Foundation for Educational Research
the National
third
(NFER); fourthly the DES itself; and lastly any individual
or corporate research not undertaken by any of the previous
I am conscious that in examining the evidence I am
bodien.
stretch the meaning of research to include
to
likely
pilot
curriculum development work, feassbility studies,
surveys and no on. However, I believe this to be legitimate
since action in education is often based on the results of
controlled
strictly
on
than
rather
studies,
such
Further in this brief pnper, I can
experimental research.
only mention examples of such research; there is no space to
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Not all the research mentioned
give an exhaustive account.
will necessarily have been published, much lies buried in
dissertations and theses.

The research emanating from institutes of higher education
shows the greatest concern for what may be called some of
education
geographical
within
issues
fundamental
the
concepts in
For example the ways in which
geography are acquired (Ghaye 1984), the development of map
skills and map understanding in Geography (Tierney 045)
(Okpala 1987) a field given much stimulus by the work of
in
Brisbane;
the
Wilson (1980)
and
Gerber (1981)
endeavour
to
educational
geography
of
contribution
(Huckle 1983) (Naieh 1985), the problem of progression in
values
in
(Bennette 1981),
understanding
geographical
But this is not to
geographical education (Slater 1982).
say that such fundamental issues dominate in quantitative
Much research which has been undertaken by teachers
terms.
is
concerned with such practical issues as the use of
textbooks
the
use
of
(Smyth 1985),
imagery
satellite
(Kent 1986),
computers
of
the
use
(Lidstow: 1986),
student
learning
either
of
geography
in
evaluation
(Wiegand 1980) or of the curriculum process (McElroy 1980)
These are related to problems which arise in
and so on.
teaching and that teachers find useful to investigate.
in
such
interested
students are
research
Indeed more
practical problems than are in the more fundamental issues
These two sets of research topic
that often underly them.
complement and feed on one another.
research.

we look at the work of the Schools Council and its
successors then we are struck by the aebt that geography
owes to the various curriculum development projects which
The Schools Council
were financed by the Schools council.
If

by
1982
and
terminated
id
1964
in
founded
Sir Keith Joseph, then Secretary of State for Education and
During its 18 year existence it financed the
Science.
the
Project,
Leaver
Young
School
the
for
Geography
Geography 14-18 Project, the History Geography and Social
Science Project 8-13 and the Geography 16-19 Project. The
last of these national curriculum development projects was
in
and
1976
the Geography 16-19 Project which started
Although not strictly research,
officially ended in 1985.
these projects had a measure of research built into them in
of
ways
into
investigations
involved
they
as
far
so
to
trials
or
pilot
studies
structuring curricula and

was
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The
evaluate how far the propoeed.curricula were feasible.
teams that devised the curricula received advice from their
teachers,
LEA
interacted with
consultative committees,
But to my
advisers and Her Majesty's Inspectors (HMI).
knowledge, there was no attempt to impose any particular
to devise such
pattern of curriculum; the teams were free
schemes as they felt were desirable educationally and
feasible within the means at the disposal of most schools.
the
in
The Geography 16-19 Project admirably described
Handbook (Naish, Bawling and Hart 1987) is testimony to the
freedom the team had to develop its geography curriculum for
Thus although all the projects were
the 16-19 age group.
financed, at least in part, by central government money,
their was no attempt to direct their work to any particular
ends of Government policy, save that of raising the general
quality of the educational process.

The successor bodies, SCDC and SEC were somewhat different
First the SCDC (soon to
animals from the Schools Council.
be converted into the National Curriculum Council or NCC)
was much less well funded than the SEC and both together 1-71d
Secondly the SCDC was
fewer resources than the former.
concerned mainly with small scale curriculum development in
various areas indicated to it by the DES. The SEC proved to
controlled
the
it
body
since
powerful
more
the
examinations and in particular the new General Certificate
In
(GCSE) for 16 year olds.
of Education Examination
relation to geography (and to other subjects of course) it
national
specific
subject
the
into
studies
financed
criteria, to which all examinations in geography had to
Thus no examination group setting up a new
conform.
examination for the GCSE could afford to ignore either the
general criteria or the subject specific criteria. The SEC
also financed studies of 'grade related criteria', that is
descriptions of what performance at various grade levels
This was a result of a new
would mean in geography.
prediliction of educationalists and the DES for 'criterion
referencing' as against 'norm referencing', since the idea
was to be able to describe precisely what a student could do
The
who had obtained, for example, Grade D in the GCSE.
reality proved somewhat mere complicated (Murphy 1986) and
as a result there will be no application of grade related
criteria in the first GCSE examination. However, the point
of describing this is to indicate that the successors to the
Schools Council, particularly the SEC funded work of a
It was DES
particular type with a particular end in view.
be
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policy to have grade related criteria, so work had to be
The fact that years
done to produce grade related criteria.
of research and experimentation were required was something
that the DES which has no research staff, had not realised.
The NFER is a body set up by the LEAs and the then Ministry
1946 to
investigate such
of Education as far back as
'practical problems arising within the public system of
It
education as are amenable to scientific investigation'.
has been used for example in connection with the APU in
assessing the standards of performance in English language,
To the beet of my
mathematics and a foreign language.
asked to investigate a problem
knowledge it has never be
in the area of geography. There is therefore no evidence to
be gleaned from the work of the NFER in Geography, though
there is plenty of evidence that their work in other areas
The DES as already stated, does not
is policy directed.
It does, however, commission
have a research department.
research from other bodies and it often uses the HMIs as
gatherers of information or as writers of booklets which to
some extent reflect HMI views, but increasingly reflect DES
One such survey was 'Aspects of Secondary Education
policy.
in England' (DES 1979), which however, had little to say
On the other hand, booklets such as 'The
about geography.
Teaching of Ideas in Geography' (DES 1978) and especially
'Geography 5-16' (DES 1987) whilst appearing namely to make
a
somewhat
on
more
teachers,
take
for
suggestions
the
latter
which was
especially
stance,
prescriptive
originally drafted in the context of Sir Keith Joseph's
special
Association's
Geographical
at
a
appearance
conference.

Since the decision was taken by the Government to impose a
National Curriculum, several Tank Groups have been set to
work. These had remits to undertaken work on Assessment and
on
Mathematics
Professor Paul Black),
(under
Testing
(under Professor Roger Blin-Stoyle) and on Science (under
So far only the Task Group on
Professor Jeff Thompson).
Assessment and Testing has reported (DES 1988). This group
the
feasibility of the decision of the
confirmed
Secretary of State to test pupils at 7, 11, 14 and 16 to
argues for 10 levels of
It
monitor their performance.
achievement over the years of compulsory schooling (5 - 16)
with children at 7 being capable of achieving at levels 1, 2

has

and
3,
levels 7,

or

pupils
8,

9 or

at
10.

16+ being capable of achieving at
These levels would apply in all
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Thus the next step is the setting up of a Task
subjects.
Group in Geography to define not only the curriculum from 5
to

16 but also the kind of levels of performances which

If this is to be done properly, it will
might be expected.
considerable investment of the best
talent
require a
geographical
education,
in
involving
some
available
as
careful
thinking
about
empirical
work
as
well
Hence I would surmise
progression, sequence and testing.
that much research effort will be devoted to this issue in
the years to come.

In relation to other research, we are already seeing some
individual research being influenced by the nature of the
Thus the stress being
agenda set by government policy.
given to vocational training has led to a number of
dissertations being concerned with geography and employment
(cc Govan 1984, Davidson 1985) and so has the
and TVEI
emphasis
being
to
technology
given
information
(Cummings 1984).
Further among the corporate bodies undertaking developmental
work, the Geographical Association sets up working parties
to examine various aspects of geographical education, two of
which can be ascribed directly to policy decisions taken by
the Government, one on Records of Achievement (Graves and
on
and
another
Geography
and
Mash 1986)
industry
(Corney 1985).
CONCLUSION

At one time research undertaken in Geographical Education in
the United Kingdom depended on (1) what ideas researchers
had about the ptoblems they wished to investigate and (2) in
the case of funded -.search, what value the funding body
placed on the proposed research.
Today an increasing body
of research and quasi research is being undertaken because
it fits the policy goals of the United Kingdom Government.
This is both because research and development is being
channelled in directions which fit in with policy as in the
case of the work financed by the DES directly or through the
SEC; and also because funds ae made available through the
research bodies for projects which are in harmony with
Government policy, as is the case for research in the
It also
application of computers to geographical education.
applies indirectly to research undertaken by individuals in
policy creates problems that need
as government
so far

40 V'
0
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investigation.
Thus the introduction of TVEI courses, the
launching of 'Industry Year 1986', the promotion of economic
awareness across
the
curriculum,
all
are examples
of
government policies which have led individuals to undertake
research work in these areas.

If the above contention is correct, one may further ask the
One could argue
that
to
in education by government
policy is reasonable.
The difficulty, as I see it, is the
extent to which this kind of policy bred research becomes
dominant.
One could argue that, in the United Kingdom, the
marginal position that geography has in government thinking
on education, has meant that not a lot of policy attention
has been directed to it. On the other hand, with the advent
of a national curriculum in geography, many resources may be
channelled into the structuring and evaluation of such a
national curriculum, leaving few resources for other work.
The case for balance between policy led and other research
needs to be made since experience shows that progress in a
field tends to come from unexpected quarters.
question:
does
it
matter?
investigate problems created
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TOWARDS IMPROVING STUDENTS' PROCESSING SKILLS
AND THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GEOGRAPHY TEACHING

Vena Jules

Abstract:

Using a qualitative design involving 5 geography teachers and
233 students in the first phase and 4 teachers and 98 students
in the second phase, two exploratory studies were done.

These

studies looked at the effects on student learning in geography
when teachers and students deliberately used these 5 mental
processing skills:- comparing, ordering, inferring, classifying,
predicting - in classroom instruction.

In all 4 cases studied,

results on teacher-made pre and post-tests showed a significant

difference (p.05).

Additionally, many students showed signi-

ficant improvement on the processing skills measurable on the

Cattel Culture Fair Test of 'g' scale 2 Form A

Introduction:

One area meriting particular concern and attention in the
search for ways of addressing the perennial problem of poor
student performance and low achievement, is the classroom or
what passes for classroom instruction.

In the process of classroom instruction, three (3) main variables
interact simultaneously to bring about learning while creating
a learning climate receptive or unreceptive to incoming
information.

These are (1) the learners; (2) the teachers and

(3) the material (content, skills, attitudes) to be learned.
Planning for effective instruction must of necessity take this
triad, and factors which impact on them, into consideration.
This paper underscores the importance of each of these main

26i
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variables in the planning of classroom instruction.

It further

proposes that classroom teaching would not only be more effective
but also more efficient if:1. Both teachers and students were aware that the mental
processing skills involved in any act of learning were:

ordering, comparing, inferring, classifying/categorizing,
predicting (Nickerson, 1984).

No hierarchy is intended.

The number and sequence would be determined by the
assigned learning task.
2.

In the pre-planning and implementation phase of classroom instruction, teachers included a step that
ieliberately identified the cognitive mental processes
demanded by the content of the lesson.

3.

Teachers used this processing breakdown and their
knowledge of the students' characteristics to select a
strategy or strategies suitable to students.

4.

Students were encouraged to reflect on how they learned in other words,engage in metacognition.

5.

Students were assigned further tasks in order to encourage
transfer of the learning recognized in (4) above.

In order to monitor more closely the possibilities of these
assumptions, the pilot stage of a qualitative study was designed,
and conducted.

The following is a report on this study.

The Study:

The study was two phased with teachers being asked to use the
five mental processing skills outlined in (1) above to identify
the cognitive demand of the lesson and to organize lessons for
instruction.

The aims of the study were to monitor and record:
Phase 1:

a.

the effectiveness and efficiency of classroom
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instruction via student achievement of
objectives, relative to past performances,
when the mental processes identified in (I)
were used in a prescribed lesson.
Phase 2: a. the effectiveness and efficiency of classroom

instrution when these processes were used on
a wider scale;

b. the effects on students of this use;
c. any refinement of methodology that may be
needed for later more controlled studies.

Method:

Because of possible ethical issues and the fact that these two
phases of the study were exploratory, a case study approach
was used.

Per phase 1, the prescribed lesson was the case

in point.

In phase 2, four teachers' attempts at using the

treatment to develop and implement lessons for their class,

wea the cases involved.

PHASE ONE - 1983-1985
Procedure:

A lasson on four-figure grid referencing (Appendix 1) was
devised by the researcher including the five (5) steps outlined
earlier, and in 1983-84, one teacher was asked to teach
the lesson as prescribed when the topic came up during the school
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year.

The lesson was taught as prescribed in tho regular time

slot, to the regular class of btudents under normal
conditions.

The only imposition was the prescribed lesson.

The

result was 100% mastery in a learning time of 20-25 minutes as
against the usual 40-45 minutes.

In the second year (1984-85)

four other teachers followed the same procedure with the same
impositions,

All told in phase 1, 233 students were exposed to

this prescribed lesson in four schools.

Findings:

All teachers reported mastery of the concept by the students and
a reduction in the usual teaching time by one third to one half.
From one school a teacher even reported the exuberance of one of
her slower students as this student exclaimed that it was the
first time in his life that he had ever 'gotten' everything right:
The use of the mental processes to identify the cognitive demand
of a lesson and consequently to organize the lesson into short
sequenced steps had been useful in teaching a lesson on fourfigure grid referencing to geography students beginning
secondary schooling.

Implications:

Can it be useful in bringing about greater efficiency and effectiveness in geography teaching or more generally all teachinglearning situntions?

Can it help in improving students' mental

processing?

PhASE TWO - 1985-1986
Procedure:

Four teachers and four classes finally took part in this study
and these four cases will be reported on.
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The use of the five mental processing ,kills - comparing,
ordering, inferring, categorizing/classifying and predicting (i) to identify the cognitive demand of lesson content and
(ii) to encourage student reflection and transfer of learning via
application, was explained and demonstrated to a group of eight
(8) student teachers.

These teachers were given the opportunity

to develop lessons using the mental processing steps.
Because of time constraints the large group of eight later
appraised and discussed one lesson and tidied it up, with the
supervisor acting as facilitator.

Four teachers were later asked

to use, in a similar manner, the processing skills and metacognition steps outlined, in the ,planning and development of a
unit of work for study.

These four teachers were selected because

of similarity of class level and the fact that the study unit
they identified involved common elements of the skills section
of the Caribbean Examinations Council geography syllabus.

These

common elements were map making, map reading and map interpretatisv.

There was therefore neither imposition of unit nor

external deermination of content.' The units indicated in
Table 1 were what the teachers had planned to teach at that time
to their .egular class of students and that determined the
content.

Again the only control was for level with the four classes used
in this phase all belonging to the 2nd tier of the secondary level
of the education system.

One would recall that one aim of this

phase was to assess whether the average teacher would be able
to use the treatment on their own, there were therefore no
prescribed lesson plans.

Teachers were instead asked to use the

treatment (the mental processing skills) to plan and implement
lessons as they saw fit for the unit e' work designed for their
respective classes.
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However the specified stops in the study procedure for each case
were as follows: 1.

Pre-testCattellCulture Fair test of 'g' Scale 2 Form A.

2.

Teacher-made test following careful specifications
relative to the unit content.

3.

Lessons in unit taught with common treatment in planning
and implementation.

4.

Post-test - same as (2) above.

5.

Post-test - same as (1) above.

(See Table 1 for detailed breakdown of procedure).

The Cotton Culture Fair test was used because its 4-test format
allowed the tester to monitor either negative or positive movements a testee made in the mental processes of ordering, comparing,
classifying and predicting based on conditions.

All four tests

demanded that the testee make inferences.
TABLE

Class
Teachers

Procedure followed by each in the tour 10 cases studied
Pretest
Pretest
Content
Treatment
Pont
Duration
tout
ill

Cettell
Test of
vilv

(2)

Teachermade
Test

Scale 2
Form A
A

1

/

/

01
Map
Skills
Inter
Alia

General
introduction
to map
making and
map reading

weather-

B

il

(51

(6)

Teacher
made
test

Mental pro-

moult,* kIlls
used bethlA
Plennins and
delivery

/

Pout
test

CO
Cratell
Test
of ."6"

Scale 2
Form A

5 wks

/

5 wee

/

I

map reeding
and'Anter.
pretetlon
C

D

/

/

Soils-Map
skills
application
from books

3 wee

/

/

forming Map shills
application
from field
work

3 wits

/

/
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Some Comments on Limitations of the Study:
Many factors may affect this study. Among those associated with
teacher differences are:1.

The quality and style of instruction.

2.

Their knowledge of subject-matter.

3.

Levels of appropriateness of selected teaching
strategy relative to student characteristics.

Among the students themselves, there are differences in (1)
their actual and potential development; (2) their learning styles;
(3) their self concept or levels of self esteem.

They also attend different types of secondary schools which
the public has put on a hierarchial scale of one to six.
All of these differences however, are Lylical of the real situation.
Pertinent also is the possibility of the se-called Hawthorne
effect - improvement in performance of a stoup solely because
that group is receiving special attention.

7ndecsi two (2)

teachers (Cases 2 and 3) have raised it as oho of the factors
that could affect the results of their study.

ering these

limitations in mind, the findings and analysis wi..1 next be
considered.

Findings and Analysis:

The design of this pilot study generously allowed the findings
to be drawn from two rich sources: (1) the teachers' observations and (2) assessment of students' achievement.

Highlights

of the teachers' observations for plias,. 2 have been reported in

case reports, while for phase 1, the findings on the prescribed
lesson were

In,all cases, the difference between the pre

and pont-test means (t-test) of the tearb%.r made tests was

significant at the .05 level.
taken place.

Learning therefore seems to have

However this does not necessarily lend any credi-

bility or significance to the use of the mental processing skills.
The statements made by the teachers however, seem to allow
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the following specific conclusions to be drawn: 1.

Generally teachers felt that using the mental processing
skills was a worthwhile exercise since there was for them
visible evidence that students' learning and reasoning/
thinking wereimproved by its use.

Students, they felt,

seemed now more willing to take responsibility for their
'coming, to know'.
2.

Application of the mental processing skills may be
transferred to other disciplines e.g. in Case 3.

3.

As

far as efficiency is concerned, the evidence is

inconclusive.

Two teachers used less time than the normal

teaching time.

Two other did not.

to the syllabus objectives.

The former stuck

The latter pursued students'

interest into unusual areas of coetent and this therefore
has blurred objective comparison.

Preliminary results seem

to indicate that these four (4) class-

room teachers were able to use the treatmeut.
Table 2 was compiled from the lesson plans of the 4 teachers
involved and shows the frequency with which the students were made
to use each of the five processing skills.

It seems possible to conclude therefore that these four (4)
teachers were able to use the treatment in their Leaching of one
class, and encourage transfer and reflection.
Apart from achievement of lesson objectives, there remains the
problem of assessing how much students have improved on their
mental processing skills (ordering, comparing, enferring, classifying ,.rd predicting) during the period of treatment.

In spite of

its limitations to do this as effectively as may be necessary, an
exploratory attempt has been made to pilot the use of the Cattel
Culture Fair test of 'g' Scale 2, Form A as this type of in-trument.
This test wds given to students both at the beginning and end of
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Tables 31

Frequency with which mnntnl processinu skills
woco used In ouch coon.

EMU
Lesson

Cowesrin9

Oldoginy

Inforrin2

Vrvt/iuthig

T

3

m 3

1

1

3

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

5

1

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

7

1

I

1

I

1

1

1

I

I

S

6

6

2

t

S

(Meting

lnlorrin2

C1066141n1

9

9

9

161egglnl

Cln6n1lilnj

TOTAL

3

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

I

i

ChSt
Conuarin2

TOTAL

rindsclln2

T

U

a

P

1

CA56

urdogn1

Comearlug

TOTAL

10

12

CosRatlug

TOTAL

6

ordering

12

liactriug

Classitrin9

6

6

5

rroqiictlol

9

0

rredicting
1

7

0

7
5

P

10

10

a

P

1

Mote; totolq Ilr all camngorrlynd et as for Ow, f but only
61,6.6ogy Oven)

the study.

No study lasted less then three (3) weeks and since

the test developers claim:With more than a couple weeks intervening, it is safe
to use the same form or forms for a retest. Indeed, the
Culture Fair Scale 2 can be re-administered to the same
Test-retest reliability - the
children at yearly intervals.
correlation of the test witoitself at different times- was
+.82 for 200 American high school freshmen, +.85 for 450
British secondary school entrants and +.71 to .94 for Spanish
Americans (not speaking English).
(Cattell and Cattail, 1965, Manual p,5).

the same form of the test was given.
A look at the breakdown of the entire test reveals that:
Test 1 (series) should be able to measure students' ability

to order and infer.
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Pre
7.95
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1

Pre

Post

Pre

Post

9.00

0.43
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0.67
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Post
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.035
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; - .002
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r

r
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0.23
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0.4
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p

r
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r - .019

0.99
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.002

5.6
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p

3.6
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,

' o .969

r - .91

6.S

p

.061

p

.01'S

r

.906

r

.052

0.9

1.4

6.9

.937

4.6

120

147

r

.001

r

.906

04.2

101.1

p

.999

; 4 .003

P

p

.Ci

.001

.079

p

.

r

.931

r

.901

1

.0:5

.603

r

Henn of pro And post terto (Caitell)
hrilMai

3.42

10.06 S.S

r - .600

9,5

. .... 1

9.5

3

8.00

96

ASO

.924

.629

61

c - .669

.031

.110

4.74

p

r

r

Pest

.016

p

p

Pr'

.019

.13

10.07

Post

p

p

9.6

t.Q.

Test 4

Telt 3

Test 2

Test 1

Casts

distribution.

And the probability of such differences

Significance level

occurring in

.05

Test 2 (classification) should be able to measure students'
ability to classify.

Toot 3 (matrices) should be able to measure students' ability
to compare, order, classify and infer.

Test 4 (conditions) should be able to measure students'
ability to order, comare,Infer, classify and predict.
Assuming that the test can measure what is claimed, the results
on each of the tests by school, as seen on Table 3, can be
analyzed.

The probabilities related to mean Intergroup diferences

on matched tests are in Table 4.

It will be noted from Table 3 that there wan positive improvement
in student scores for every col'. of,,ept four (4).

cases

In five (5)

,ut of the possible 16, this improvement was significant

at a .05 level, with seven (7) others approaching this significance
level.

o

I

It is also evident from Table 4 that intergroup score
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that, while pre-lent score differences between each of the other
group:, and Case 3 were at an extrememly low probability level

(high significance level), this probability increased both on
the post-test and on Lhe differences between these two (2)
tents.

One may infer therefore that the gap between Case 3 and

the others cloned slightly.

This is important when one considers

that Case 3 ntudents belong to a seven year traditional school
where students are believed to be more achievement or'.ented. while

the students of the other three (3) cases are at senior comprehensive schools or school., of expecled low achievement.
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NEW RESEARCH AT THE INRP SINCE 1903 (1)

:

(INITIAL AND IN-SERVICE ) TEACHER TRAINING

IN DIDACTICS THROUGH RESEARCH

A great: many research projects on the pedagogics of different

disciplines hnve been carried

between 1969

1.N.R.P.

out ni the

and 1903, other projects are in progress at the moment,especially
in research on the didnctics of history, geography and the social
sciences.

time

Fe,: a long

now (since

the 70's) the

the beginning of

researchers and tenchers nssocinted with these projects have been
prepared to "demonstreten

the interest for the whole educational

system of the results of their studios when

completed

or during

They hnve therefore addressed some teacher training

their work.

courses nt the request of the Inspection:, the Heads and recturers
nt teacher training colleges and of

the Heads of

Missive of the

training schemes in the different administrative areas.

Some of

them have been members of the National Commissions working on the

of the School syllabus.They hnve thus been

Revisit

n11 these

opportenities to show who',

tools and

curricula which hnve

the

course

of
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their research

cnn he

'ieen tried out

work

;

able to take

done by presenting
and evaluated in

they hnve

been nble to
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11,

explain
a

while

how,

syllabuses,

itineraries,

ability classes,

analyse

official

they have managed to apply

coherent pedagogical
mixed

respecting

pupils'

the

actually marking them

an

or

pedagogical objectives

teaching

methods

objective method

progress

of

learning

in

experimental
,

adapted to

evaluation (to

situations without

or an overall evaluation

at the

end of a

term or a given subject ).They were able to explain how they were
successful

in

application

their

acquisition of conceptual knowledge.

courses occasionally.

of

spiral

(2) ...

However the researchers could only
training

hypotheses

of

take part in

We must now

the teacher

determine, through

be able to

take advantage of

these procedures which have been set up by the

teams of teachers

research,

associated

how

all teachers might

with

the I.N.R.P.'s

official training (

research

projects during their

initial and in-service ).

One of the major

results has in fact been a very efficient personal and reciprocal
in-service

training

of

all the teachers

taking

part

in this

research work.

How can we introduce these new competence " boosters"
into

the teacher training

courses for

from research on the didactics of
the

"laboratory "

:

all

teachers? Starting

disciplines (the

classroom is

application of the inter-relations between

the teaching process and the pupils' learning processes,

experiments on and evaluation of these interrelations

Aw

t

)
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(1) 1.N.R.P.

"Institut National de Recherche P6dagogiquen,

:

29 run d'Ulm, 75230 PARIS CEDEX 05

(2) J-S BRUNER The Process of Education, Harvard University Press
1960.

should

we

didactics 7

nrente

teacher-training

on

Research department on

Didantion

in
:

research

in

).

the

in 1983,

I.N.R.P.

to

teacher training courses would naturally become the

(

testing ground

Training

on

move

not:

through

Initinl nnd In-Service
created

was

Resenrch

at

the

the aim of the five on-going research projects is to

opportunities

strntegies for

trencher

for

through

teacher-training

training

in

research,

through research

didectics

which can he fitted into the officinl government teacher training
programme.

competence

Mixed

teems

(including

specification includes inking part in
teachers
the

)

for

training

those

training a

have been formed for these new

I.N.R.P.:

nil

primary

job

given group of

research
school

whose

projects at

teachers (1)
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,

for instance,

the teams include lecturers at teacher training

colleges, university lecturers, without forgetting the I.M.F.

(Primary school teachers working in an advisory capacity to train
others teacher
include

They are responsible for
at secondary

-aining

lecturers

practice). For

level and beyond,

instructors from

the official

Centres (Inspentors,

teaching

the

the teams may

the Reglonal Pedagogical

Educational Advisers, lecturnrn) university

and teachers working

in an advisory

capacity for the

teacher training department attached to each administrative area.

To recapitulate

in research

:

on

the

didactics

of different

disciplines, the research teams are made ur of groups of teachers
who

still actually

from the I.N.R.P.

teach in a

and university lecturers; for teacher training

in didactics through research,

various

classroom situation, researchers

instructors

who

the

take

part

teams
in

are
the

made

up

of the

training courses,

researchers and university lecturers.

What have been the main
1903 and 1907 ?

milestones in our

We intend to set out here what has been achieved

during the two research projects
teachers

in

research between

didactics

(

cri training for

history,

geography

primary school
and

the

social

sciences) through research

(i)

In Frnnce,

They are in

primary school teachers teach

charge

of the

5

several subjects.

years of the childrens' schooling
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had

Whereas up until 1969 they only

to 11 in Primary School.

from 6

teacher

a year's

gradually

they have

(bacnalaur6at)(2),

course

training

their

been

included

university course
Studies)
Teacher

must

they

bnconlaur6nt-

training

a DEUG

in for

college

years of a

First two

(

the University

lending to

and then go

tour years after

teachers lasts for
have

Diploma of General'
exam for a

a competitive entrance
through

go

find

in many

In 1987 the initial

training has been made considerably longer.
training for primary school

"A" level

time their initial

the same

courses and at

in-service training

after

two

teacher.

years

training there.

(2)

The

French

"Abitur"

"baccalnuOnt"

Germany or

in

the

is

first

equivalent to GCE
two

years

in

A level,

an American

college.

How

were

these resenrch

projects

able

to

anickly (1984415) 7 There are two reasons for this

get started so
:

the lecturers at: the Teacher training colleges are experienced
in teacher training
successive

government

school teachers)
initial and

2

(

for years they have been teaching
organised

they are well

in-service trnining

;

on the

courses

for primary

acquainted with the

problems of

training
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-

these same lecturere at Teanher training colleges and the IMF,

(

the primary school teachers who work as educational advisers to
in thews teams had in most

the trainee teach ere )

taken part

in

disciplines (

long

a

1970-

project

reuearch

1984

)

the

in

didactics of

had halved

they

:

cases already

pedagogical approach called "activit6s

set up

d'avail"

a new

(that is to say

,an authentic process of construction of knowledge by each child)
in history, geography and the social sciences for children from 6
to

they

11;

then

on

evaluated

tnd

the

whole

During these projects they had spent some considerable

syllabus.

reflecting

time

experimented

fixing

content,

on

the different disciplines,

their

objectives

and

analysing their

looking

at

methods of

evaluation.

They were

thus

able,

as

early

as

1984-85,

to elaborate

theoriep from their previous experience and practice and
experimental

with four

1985

then in

87,

models of training

coma up

through research and
tools developed

they were able to bring out

through research :tools for teacher training in didactics through
research.

All

these

throughout
research

projects

France

projects

knowledge ...)

in

haw!

were

carried

out

by

and practical

theory

linked

application

in

their mutual advantage.

C)
4+

-

)

dozen

teams

I.N.R.P.; these new

conjunction with the
constantly

a

the

(scientific

classroom to
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TO A THEORETICAL MODEL OF TEACHER TRAINING

FROM FUNCTIONAL MOifl

THROUGH RESEARCH
How can one describe

these treining

"models"

We should

?

firet point out that those models ore flexible end not closed and
were

obie

intransigennt

They

prier experience

nail criticier.

their experiments.

project

ot

whole research
at a single

aiming to arrive.

all the iesenrchers flTe

:

teaeher/reeearchere and

the

a step in the

They OW only

Menke to the

drawn up

iie

theoretic:el modpi as fleaible and wide-rnikiine on the four models

which have airendy been tried out.

ecapuisory conr.qes acid strategies which

aotivities,

Various

vnabln teachers to get a solid grounding in
them to nee respnich typo approaches have
r training

to fit into
should

mnintained

be

Oldotios and enable
therefore been pinnned

A riqoroes approach

college timetnhle.
at

nil

times

(

regards

as

both

the

the methods anti a knowledge of the pupils' 1.earnincj

dinciplieee,

11.

ponsiolittin
the

...)

coot outs

ertivities
oossible

coherence

)

hi

coherenee (coherence between the objectives,
COUTEWS

of

the

and

flexibility

use the Fume

and
are

eseentini

model flexibly,

a variable structure model "

training situations

which may vary

days or

hours of

training

teacher

trnining

school,

in

training

nnec(essive

the

:

should be

with rigour and

but.

in

it

different teacher

according to

the

number of

a given centre, according

or the nye of the

to the

trninees and their
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level

higher

of

studied

education

university

at

training college

or

or

not

primary

(

having

not,
...)

school

and

teachers having

been

according

through

teacher

the

type of

to

training concerned, initial or in-service ...

Our task was to determine through research,
and in

these different situations,

the course

were,

for these models

what the essential

parts of

most efficient strategies ...How

the

can one

manage to retain the essential aspects of a training scheme which
was supposed to take six or eight weeks, if one has only three or
four ...?

tre the "vital"

So what

elements of a

training course, the

elements which cannot be omitted and how can one link them up ?

All

teams seemed

the research

to

think

that

the primary

school teachers essential training should include
1.

A "critical"

reflection on the discipline

which the teacher

teaches or will be teaching.
to be

The Instructors either start by choosing a subject

studied with the trainees or they propose a subject (a subject
which Is on

situations

various

vast enough to be

the pupil's syllabus)
(

town

the

,

the

Allege,

used in
the Third

World...)

or they may choose one aspect of the subjects to be

studied

types

:

of

neighbourhooa,

urban polarization

in a

region ...

A set of background papers

(

texts, graphs, statistics, maps,

photographs ...) is immediately given to the trainee teachers.
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They nrc asked to work
sequences

from

in groups and "construct

the definition

of the

objectives which they

would like to pursue with their pupils,

to the draft

the written work in their exercise books nnd they
what

tools wi!.1 he used

" complete

for evaluation.

plan of

must decide

This very thorough

"lesson preparation" session thus tnkes place in teems.

It

then

is

followed

a plenary

by

session

during which

instructors and trainee teachers will come forward and
critical

analysis

didactic

tefloction

the trainee's

of

(epistemology

work

in

applied

light of

the

to

make 8

subject

the

chosen for study, psycho-pedngogical references adapted to the
level

of

pupila

the

whom

for

"lesson"

the

being

is

prepared...)

A general discussion
mental

teachers'

should

bring out

representations

of

the

their

primary school
disciplines and

their pupils.

Several othet stngs may be
the
2.

trnining

added to this initiel

phase of

course.

A theotelleal reflection on the ti;scipline

:

epistemological

knowledge and the epplicetion of this knowledt.;:e to the subject
which way. prepnred and then discussed (Stage. I)...

A thenretioni

rel/ection

on

the

learning

proee;ses

cognit:ive psycholoyy, the pupils as they really are,

In weeps
tht

60chmohtAtY
trxie,

ue

ergly or

the reirtiow,hip to knowledge, the question of

.

material,

:

0"..0

hAttlr-Pip
t

(Lhe

"eortict

use

"

of

visual

tp(8 and other documents according to the
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level

of the pupils...);

view

of

this reflection leads to

interrelations

transposition and the

between

a clearer

processes,

didactic

didactic contract being brought

to the

fore and also to an examination of the notion of error and the
primary

teacher's approach

to

it

and choice

of assessment

criteria.
4.

A pedagogical reinvestment ( an-actual application of the
lesson material prepared during
practice

in

class with

the IMF should

pupils and trainee teachers'

to achieve

the course

) during teaching

bring

mental pictures

operational objectives and

to

light the

and enable them

carry out subsequently

-between adults
instructors

and

critical look

at

trainee
what

teachers

has been

a

-

constructive

achieved

teacher able to observe the pupils

in a

:

was the trainee

learning situation ?

Did he keep to the objectives which he had set himself ?
were

the

"short

processes ?
7

comings"

in

the

and

teaching

and

What

learning

How were the pupils' mental representations used

What kind of mistakes were noticed ? How does the IMF react

to them ?...
5.

How to put a course together

Before

the end of

session of
utiould

be

the initial training

in-service

capable

of

itinerary based on the
for

the whole of

training

working

),

out

of a

the teachers taking part
a

official syllabus,

the primary school

or the end

(

coherent pedagogical
class by class and

cycle.

They therefore
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have to examine the official
and

instructions)

and

reference

clarify

the

documents (syllabuses
aims,

objectives

and

subjects of study proposed.

An It is not possible to cover the whole syllabus with the
pupils,

one

has

to

proposed are morn

make

choices.

important than

content of the syllabus should
essential parts;

Some

of

the subjects

others;

an analysis of the

enable one

to distinguish the

certain subjects will be dealt with rapidly,"

others deserve more thorough study and will enable the teacher
to go

into

some

concepts

depth, develop methodological.

in

skills And nttitudes while et the same time enabling the pupil
to grasp the facts.
speeds "
to be

A syllabus will be gone through " at two

depending on the relative importance

studied.

timetable

for

overlonded

Adequate provision
the

privileged

timetable

for

should

themes

children

who

of the subject
made

be

(in

have

an

in the

invariably

to

take many

disciplines...)
The quality of the primary school teachers' training is of
pnramount importnnne
sessions,

:

the more numerous and dynamic the work

the more in-depth and exhaustive

he.As with

pupils

and students,

the synthesis canes

it is true to

say that the

nuthenifc mental activity which the teachers have to engage in
during their training Is the guarantee that they

will acquire

the necessnry
6.

ThP creation of networks for teacher training through
reseatch

The

sessions
:,

4

.

of

initial

or

in-service

training

for
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prinary

school

teachers

should

introduce

these

research_

techniques.

But are these privileged moments organised by the

instructors

sufficient

to create a really

permanent dynamic

process 7

The experimental

models

we

have

used lead to

a final

phase which is

the responsability

being trained.

When one leaves Teacher training college, when

one becomes a teacher in

of

the

a primary school,

teachers

who are

responsible for a

class, is it possible to continue with one's training in close
collaboration with une's colleagues 7
hypothesis

of

organised by

the
the

creation
teachers

training through research
together

background

of

We have worked

local

themselves,

which

(assessment of

papers

and

training

on the

networks,

would develop

the pupils, putting

documents,

curriculum

development ...)
Networks

primary school

of curse

is

of

type

inspector,

that

of

the

Pedagogical Documentation
source of material,

would need

the t.upport

the municipal authorities
C.R.D.P.
)

and

Regiona'

(

the

training

of the
...

and

Centre

for

school

as 8

lecturers and advisers within the county.

Networks of this type are theoretically not a Utopian idea: in
practice it is very difficult for even an
school

teacher to bring

experienced primary

his colleagues to work

together and

pool their ideas, even within one school.

This ftnal phase of

a reel,

will be

permanent

"in-service training"

privileged areas of the present research projects

(-le of the
:

how to set
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keep

and

up

highly

going,

are nevertheless

networks which

and nut

decentralized

networks

training

local

in contact with training centres and on-going research.

of the main

The above analysis is not totally representative
options of

is

which

model

theoretical

the

questions to settle

teachers engaged in research still have some

by

session

historical

a

by

development,

of

present: state

discipline

the

of

resumo

overall epistemological

an
the

discipline,

what

is

theoretical discussions which are going on ?
by

before

going on

training?
mental

stake

its

on the
and the

Shouldn't one start

active and interactive

to the

removing their

is taught.

phases of their

Wouldn't it he useful to have a questionnaire on their
the discipline

imago of

insttsctor

at

and the way it

about their discipline

miscoeceptions

and

reflection

for the teachers;

a "detoxification session"

the training

better to begin

Wouldn't it be

course?

training

teachers during their .

by the

it has been prepared

subject once

a chosen

on

analysis

epistemological

should one present an

:

built. The

being

oould show

a kind

the trainees

science

on

their ideas

and the way it

and

pedagogics.

of

Since

taught; the

is

mirror image of
the filled-in

questionnaires are turreted as if they were anonymous, wouldn't it
be

acceptable

to

make

teachers

in

training

nware

of their

representations

This type
are

very

of

research presupposes that nil

inowledgeable

about

the

the instructors

esistemology

of

their.
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discipline,
their

the underlying

evolution

checked.

a

Nevertheless,

theories

their

of

supposition

which

an initial and

development and

cannot

easily

in-service

be

training in

didactics through research should not rule out serious reflection
on the discipline and its potential application at various levels
of teaching,

thorough

a

meditation

learning processes and

on

methods of evaluation ...

The research which is being done at the moment will not solve
all the problems
reform

posed;

of the present

it

should

about

bring

training programme and

the quality of the training and,

a significant

an improvement in

let us hope, an increase in the

number of successful pupils.
The
model

four

models

which is

mentioned previously

being

built

"

and the "theoretical

experimented

were

using tools

developed during research.

TOOLS DEVELOPED DURING RESEARCH: INSTRUMENTS FOR TEACHER TRAINING
IN DIDACTICS THROUGH RESEARCH
Some "tools"

or working aids are indispensable

out research (experiments and evaluation
coherent training itineraries.
by

the

research

group

systematically used,

until they

are quite

and

amended,

for carrying

but also to work out

)

These tools which were developed
tried

out

in

1986-87

will

be

improved and completed in 1987-89

operational.

They

are

nevertheless the

prototypes which already give an idea of the tools
proposed to the Ministry of Education with

26;

which will be

the theoretical model
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of

for the renewal and improvement

the

school teacher

primary

training programme.

It is not possible to publish

them here in

extenso (1), but

their objectives and mein features will he mentioned.

(I) An MFRP ( Mission Formation Permanente aux Didactiques par la

Recherche )-

publication "Intermediary report

INRP

on Research

projects 116 and 117 " (June 1987) introduces
- the different: directions of enquiry of these research projects;
the

-

four functional models

through research,

,raining in didactics

of teacher

they were being

the problems encountered when

tried out and the beginnings of a typootogy of the

itineraries of

teacher training through research;

instruments for teacher

the tools developed through research:

-

training in didactics through research;
the principles

of

theoretical model;

in June 1987

I.

development

and

the

main

options

the unfinished model (in the st .e it

of a

was in

1.

A questionnaire designed to bring out the representations (1)

teachers have on history and geography (epistemology / scientific
knowledge

)

and teaching in these two disciplines

After having used this tool, experimented it, improved it and
then experimented

again,

It

we

adopted

it

in

spite

of its

Imperfections.
It In

designed

b3

to

be used by

the instructors at

the very
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beginning of an initial
again as a retest.

or in-service training

The important thing is what the instructor or

instructors

do with the information they

possible to

motivate

description

of

which

inevitably

will

trainee primary

of

adults

collected: it is
starting

by

each trainee,

data sheet (age,

should enable certain

established on a

national level.

has passed the

school teacher who

with a

wide-ranging debate

The personal

follow.

university "tends to

first two years at

of the

have

collected and the

the data

profiles to be

typical

end

group

a

filled in by

...)

studio:'

session and then

The

exams at the
think that

...", "tends to imagine ...", a graduate in geography ( holder of

an American college
..."

personal data

"tends to think.." "is inclined to believe

)

The retest

.

sheet

or graduate having finished

English B.A.

the

the equivalent

(

using the same questionnaire and the same

)

should enable

taking a large number of trainees,

one to

have

what use the two

some

year course

at the training college in history and geography has been
concerned (

as modifying representations is
collected

the data

between

at

the

idea -

as far

making a comparison

initial

test

and

at the

retest).

Since

our

algorithmic,

each team

of

was

questionnaire

it is

obvious that

instructors to

neither

calibrated

its main purpose

nor

is to enable

show the trainees teachers

at the

beginning of their course, a mirror image of their ideas, a game,
which in itself is not exempt
tool,

from difficulties ...

As with any

prior to using it, the instructor should be aware not only

of its possibilities,

but also of its drawbacks or

even

of its
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especially when it is a question of

dangers,

investigating what

other people think. A strict deontology should be applied.

2. The questionnaire evaluating didactic transpositions.
This

a

is

self -asst

with

additional

used during research,

during the

questionaire

c-ment

commentary sheets which can be

initial or in-service training sessions,
teacher alone in

school

This questionnaire and the

his class.

commentary sheets amount to a kind

but also by the primary

of genernl survey of

all the

stops which work In didactics supposes.

With

(I)

article

reference to
"

A

National

the

Representations

F.AUDIGIER 'S

see

symposilum on the Didactics

of HIbtory,

INRP, 18th, 19th and 20th of

Geography and the Social sciences".

March 1987, !'Information G6ographique, 1987, No 51, pages 125 to
127.

It represents a synthesis - and ennbles there to be nuto-nnelysis
of

expect

n11 the vnrious processes we

the

trainees

to go.

through.

This questionnaire is
training through resenrch,

certainly a
since

it

tool,

makes

an

instrument for

the

primary school

teacher take nn active and critical intellectunl role by enabling

him to forms his nttentioe successively on precise nspncts of the
thought

processes.

teaching aid,

It Is nlso nn

n kind of

helping the teneher to prepare hie tenching skint;

for his classwotk with his pupils.
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operational tool,

It ennblps him, nt ench point
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in the process,

to define what he is aiming at

and evaluate how

valid his decisions are.

This questionnaire consists of two main parts

:

1. How to anticipate and organise the didactic transposition
1.1 Choice of the subject to be studied

1.2.Preparation of the subject to be studied

1.3.Application of the procedures decided

2.

or.

Evaluation of the didactic transposition

2.l.Evaluating the pupils' level
(concepts, factual references, methods )

2.2.Analysis and measurement of the distances

Every teacher puts
the

teaching

didactic transposition

processes he

or

she uses.

into practice during
Even

the university

lecturer transposes the products of research, the elements of the
most recent

discoveries in

with his students.
of communication,
one

says it to

reach.

scientific

knowledge when

he woxks

It is not only a question of the obligations
but also of adapting what one says and the way

the objectives and

We call this gap a distance.

the public one

is aiming to

The gap on the

next page
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shows all the distances which exist, between scientific knowledge

And knowledge
that same

an it is

actually taught and the
pupils

knowledge by

or students.

assimilation of
There are a whole

succession of didactic transpositions.

We should bear in mind that all theme

relationships interact

within the framework of the "didactic triangle".

society
teacher

the establishmentl-

1

sclentlfic knowledge

r

1

s

I

pupils

1

1

but that society and the Establishment

exert

permanent pressure

on all points of the trinngle.

(4

.s

The nhnlysin and monsurement of

Mewl dintrinneg,

that, is to
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say,

of didactic transposition

,

would require conceptual tools

which have not yet been fully developed in history and geography.
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N
tO

I

society

1

IV
teacher,

1 the eetablisheent
II

d
/0.

II

didactic transpositions

\\

bN

Otscance C

A
c

knowledge

contents'

.what teacher,

to be

'intones

taught

reference

what teacher
!actually manages!

level

to teach

41

. .

Distance A

1

4

t

-4

Dtstrtce

I

Distance J

I-

---

Distance I

,of

;to teach

no incoherence between these two

---

---

relationship between the OUDll and knowledge

(Ot
4.0

-

)I

---

---

Knowledge before learning

29?

But

the phenomenon

can

be clarified

d.idactician in a given discipline,

the

enables one to stand back, to question
at simple ideas,

of the object

of

analysed.

For the

concept is

a tool which

the obvious,

to chip away

to free oneself from the misleading familiarity
one's studies,

epistemological vigilance"

(1)

and

(

in short

to

"exercise one's

Y.CHEVALLARD ) (1).

Y.OHEVALLARD Didactic Transposition.

Publisher : La Pensee

Sauvage Editions, Grenoble 1985.

In order to understand the diagram on the previous

page, we

shall briefly describe the various "distances":
- Distance A

what the teacher intends to teach /

scientific knowledge

of a

given discipline

What the teacher intende to teach is a complex combination
.

it should be sufficiently close to scientific knowledge.

.

the teacher shapes it as he thinks best

:

part of the content derives from the Establishment ( knowledge

to be taught. Official Instructions, aims
the

content depends on

the

educational

social group (accepted ideas )...

f)

4,

)

tradition

and the
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The primary school teachers' training should enable them to renew
their knowledge and

lessen the gap

-

between scientific knowledge

and knowledge as it is taught. What are the aims 7
.

to bring the pupils

build up

to

their knowledge

and their

intellectual culture themselves while having a critical awareness
of the way knowledge is built up and used.
.

to train future adults who will be responsible and autonomous.,

The teacher has to keep in mind all the parameters
bearing on

knowledge

socio-cultural
knowledge

on

background,

acquired

elements are

and

during

pupils

mental

(age,

which

educational level,.

representations

previous

have a

schooling

of society,

All these

...)

captured in interaction in the didactic system .

- Distance B

what the teacher intends to

teach /

what the teacher actually

manages to teach
What

the teacher

written on

intends

to

his preparation sheet.

teach

corresponds

What he

to

what is

actually manages to

teach can be assessed by the teacher while he is working in class
and by

also

evaluating
the strategy

not only

what the pupils have

and the processes which he

has

acquired, but
used.

As e

feed-back another similiar session (in another class for example)
,

can be more successful (cut down the distance) if in the light

of the first experience one has carefully evaluated the knowledge

2L1ti
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previously

acquired

by

the pupils,

quality of the pedagogical aids used,

their

ability

level, the

the teaching process being

applied...This Distance B cannot be dissociated from
Distance E

the gap between the knowledge acquired by the pupils

(

and the contents of the lesson).

- Distance C

what is actually taught / scientific knowledge of a discipline
It is important to be aware

of the distance between

this and

commonly accepted knowledge and the extreme relevance

of this...

gap by comparison with the scientific facts of a discipline.

- Distance D: evaluation of what has been acquired
.

comparison with knowledge before learning

.

an overall evaluation (see grids 1,2 and 3 further on ).

- Distance E

knowledge acquired by pupils / what the teacher actually
managed to teach
take

This gap should

into

account the evaluation

made in

Distance D,

but it also poses the problem of the processes of

acquisition

of

interact

culture

:

(

knowledge by

pupils.

Numerous factors

the type of learning involved, the pupils' level of
social representations,

discipline in the school
reinserts the new
...the

the

problem of

experience,

curriculum ...)

knowledge into his
class dynamics,

ti

(

place of the

the way each person

own symbolic structures
the

type

of pedagogical
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approach, the didactic contract ( or its absence).

- ntstahce F
knowledge

acquired

pupils

by

scientific

/

facts

of

e

discipline
This Is

distances as

they

have

just

been

analysed.

graduated questions should be worked out
example,
level

of

of a

construction

of

concepts

A

series of

with the help, for

(

1,2

combination of grids

between the

the gaps

the sum total of

not simply

and 3) to grasp the

and more

generally the

acquisition of knowledge.
We wanted to enabl.e others to realise the
this
play:

reflection

and these

tools

of

essential role that

didactic transposition

they are vital tools for training teachers in didactics

through research.

The other "tools"

quic ly:

they are nevertheless

projects

which have

lead

will be

the result

to the

of

described more
long research

development of instruments

which are most useful in teacner training
each teacher in his or her classroom.

and can be

used by
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3.NOTIONAL REFERENCE GRIDS
I

and

History

geography,

which

two

form

quite

distinct

disciplines, each have their own notional corpus.

It was not possible during
over

on

several

years,

a vast research project
teacher

including

which went

training

college

lecturers and researchers, to analyse all the concepts which make
up these disciplines

and evaluate their

among pupils in experimental

groups of teachers and
carry out the
subjects

research
be

to

We did

the two we

guographical space)

primary

;

chose are not on

school

could
the

have been
same level:

which although it

(

is also present in the

is not the

topical theme of

social spat.* is the basic notion in the new

geographical

of

concepts

basic

other

history,

sole motor of

school

evaluation ...) two very wide-ranging

fundamental concept

is a

choice of

power and social space.

that

realize

selected and that
power

:

classes. To

reflection,

(epistemological

studied,

notions were chosen

interrction, both among

it

thought;

children

;

fairly

is

accessible, to

it is in keeping with

the group of

researchers' idea of contemporary teaching in geography.

These two notions are introduced in most of the subjects chosen
for

study

(

see the Official syllabus

for pupils in primary

)

schools and they are therefore used during training sessions with
primary

school

teachers.

They

considered as being parallel.
put

the two concepts

geography,

e

in past

should

not

necessarily

be

From time to time it is useful to

together
and present,

and

read

about

both
power

in

history and

networks

in the
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context of socint space.
_

The

theoretical research

been carried ont
"tools")
Leacher

(

ns

by n National

was

the

case

Commission

trnfning college

lecturers

two notions have

on these

projects

other research

the

for

(

university

)

which met regularly under

lecturers and

the chairmanship of the researcher responsible for the project at
the

I.N.R.P.

This epistemological

cards being drawn
the

twelve

up and then used

reflection
in a

together

space ),

the notional

primary school,

National Commission to

reference grids

real resenrch tools,

to several

classroom situation by

teams (epistemological refic.ction by

teachers in training ...)They enabled the
put:

led

(

power

but also Leaching

and social

aids which any

primary school tencher can use.

4. Formal grid for assessment of pupils
This is a highly efficient tool.
1. Define what is to be assessed
1.1. Notir.s and relationships
specific notions and relationships( isolated cases)

morn general and more nbstract notions and

relationships
interdependence of nations and relationships
overall idea of the system
1.2. Mental attitudes

comparison

construction of a model or a diagram
hypothetico-deductive operation

3 Ut,
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analysis
synthesis

criticism (documents, first-hand testimony)

1.3Skills and know-how
representations
how to use information, for example
how to read a map, interpret a picture...
how to draw maps, diagrams,graphics...

coding, decoding
how to search for information...
2.

Define the levels of assimilation of knowledge,

skills and attitudes
2.1.Ability to reproduce what he has learnt

2.2Transfer or reinvestment

2.3Ability to deal with problems

3.

Methods of evaluation

341Immediate assessment

:

in learning situations to

analyse the pupils' progress ( opinion polls,

questionnaires, immediate reinvestment in the
pedagogical sequence in progress or in the next
one

)

3.2.0verall assessment (appraisal of a series of

30a
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sequences

)

This kind of tool had already been
a different wny it in true

during nn earlier reoearch project

,

wanted

nt: the end of wilich we

practically developed, in

to carry out

an overall notional

assessment as a continuation of our research hypothesis " on the
spfrn1 development of concepts". (.me J -! BRUNER

)

5. Cross-reference grids
in

order to make the tools developed

during

research even

more efficient, two tables have been drawn up, one on the concept
of power and

the

other

social

on

functions,

they enable

assessment

gnestionnntres;

one to

space.

define

they

They

vErious

the content and

form u;

also

provide

calnlogue of objectives which allow one

a

to elaborate pedagogical.

sequences benring in mind the degree of difficulty.
reader n clearer idea

the nature

of

pattinl example on the next pnge

N.H.

The

indicntive.

difficulty

crosses
IL is

precisely

marked
in

out

definition of the content.

this tool,

of

in

columns

difficult to

of

To give the
there is 8

:

above

Inct

graduated

context

and

ARCH

measure a
without

But we hnvn noticed

and

E are

degree of
a

strict

during training

with primary school tenchers that these tables nre of greilt. value
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in helping the teachers find things out for themselves.

RESEARCH PERSPECTIVES IN IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING IN DIDACTICS
THROUGH RESEARCH
1. Development principles and the main options of the model
The principles

-

The choice of the
compromise

solution
It is

theoretical.

carried

concept of a

out in

between

empirical

the

using

1984-86

the

and

the

synthesis of research

intermediary

an

is the result of e

"model"

four

functional models

already experimented.
The

choice of the concept of

study of systems science
training as a system.

:

also refers

a "model"

to the

it refers to the action of teacher

The following data must

therefore be

integrated into it:
.

the various elements
institutional,

material,

action,

that

the

the training

of

scientific ...)

links and interactions

process
the

(

human,

functions of

between component

parts and functions
the

elements

which

lead

to

regulation,

reciprocal

adaptation and evolution of the model (1).

The main options of the model
If

the

conceptual

reference model is

tool

the system,

for

the

the

development

methodological

of

the

tool is

analysis of the aims of the objects and functions of training

303
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in

didactics

the

of

geography

history,

and

social

the

sciences through research.
It

vital

is

define

to

operational objectives,
or self-assessment.
tool

should

that;

the

actions

Hut the research group is
remain

flexible:

on

working on a

model should

the

be a

an aid in working out training

into

account

the

material,

institutional constraints which influence
depending

the

one must he able, at; any time, to adjust the

take

to

even

otherwise there can be no assessment

"reservoir of possibilities",
strategies ...,

objectives,

the situation and the

human

and

(in different ways .

place)

the

action and

system of training.

We have put forward the hypothesis of
training

by

contract

which implies

contract and therefore the

the

negotiation of a

working out of

a project between

the instructors and the trainee teachers so that
of the act: of training can get under way
at

transfer

primary
training

between situations

school

course

actively,

forward

of

the

teacher

shan't

tie

put

in

of

a

The future

an in-service

on

situation

where he

lives through what he will later

his class with

his pupils.

training

in

We are putting

objectives through

of training in pedagogical contracts through the

pedagogical

contracts,

assessment to

analyse the pupils'

marking

through

them

functions.

1r

the hypothesis

objectives,
nse

in

:

teache-

and as an adult,

he applying

and

the process

immediate

of

training

in

immediate

progress without actually
assessment...

we

are in
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favour of the organization of learning situations which allow
for

different

degrees of sophistication

of

knowledge by

putting the teachers who accept this principle in

a training

situation themselves
For

the

moment,

we

have

strategy in five stages

decided

on

a

training/research

:

starting from reality
conceptualization
operationalization (lesson preparation)
application
assessment

(1)

on

this subject see

Teacher Training, P.U.F.

:

,

J.SERBAUM Systems Analysis study of

1982.

The experimental stage and the assessment of the functioning of
this theoretical model which has

not yet been

completed will be

carried out in 1987-89.

2.

Can the reflection and the tools which have already been
developed be used, transferred and adapted to teacher training
in history,

geography and the social

school teachers

?

sciences

Can they be used for

for secondary

teacher training in

didactics through research for teachers in other disciplines

3o
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be answered unle's

These two important questions cannot
specific research is carried out.
none

It is

geogrnphy and the social

history,

at least, of
the didactics

centred on training in

this research which is
of

true that elements,

the less

sciences

for primary

school teachers, correspond to needs felt by teacher training

introduced
courses

all

at

instructors

as

soon

as

elements

these

and

levels

possible

in

all

should be

teacher training

:

epistemological

systematically since every i,ecelher

should

introduced'

be

should

re.clection

be

interested in

the scientific status of the discipline he teaches; he should
be able

comprehend

to

specialised field,

reflection

this

criticel attitude

of

knowledge

in his

to define the lines of enquiry, determine

what is to he studied
But

the structure

and

and what approach should

it

developed while

be

should

be selected.

should

not

be

keeping a

dissociated from

methodology.
.

didactic reflection

should

be carried out

in depth; it

might tin ustifhl Lo remember the definition of this concept :"

aims to study the processes of

didactics

knowledge,

assimilation of
aspects

of

tronsmis

stop and

in the practical and theoretical

knowledge witri are

specific

to

the content."

(0.VERGNAUD) (1).
.

knowledge, acquired through pedegogical research ;
knowledge,

acquired through cognitive

psychology of the lenrning processes;

3 t)

psychology and the
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.

the

of

concept

didactic

transposition

initially discovered in our disciplines,

which

was not

but which

seems to

M.F.P.R.

and the

have a general application.

Research projects
should

1.N.R.P.

better and
teacher

enable
some

provide

training

organised

in

by

the

us to define

the various problems

answers.

research

A

didactics through

research

project on
for upper

secondary school teachers of history and geography is already
being organised.

(1) G.VERGNAUD is Head of Research at the "Centre National de
la Recherche Scientifique,
Paris)

(Maison des

Sciences de l'Homme,

and specialises in the field of cognitive psychology,

learning processes and the didactics of mathematics.)

3. How can teachers be made into teacher/researchers ?
We have already mentioned this difficult problem.
a question of transforming

all teachers

the didactics of their discipline or
the aim is

to

give

It is not

into researchers in

in Educational Science,

them an efficient

in-service training.

What can be done after an initial training along the lines of
the model we are experimenting, for example, and the sessions
of

in-service

training in didactics through

research which

they may take part in

In-service training through research is certainly possible
if the teacher is prepared to

commit himself to taking

on e
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research project

individually

university

at

(

or participating in an organised collective research

centre)
project.

But up

only took

place on

till

now,

nny participation of this kind

a voluntary basis.

What

finances allotted to the "pedagogical"

of teacher/researchers to be taken on

between

established

volunteers,

nearly

research teams.

than four
there

,

number

the

are

700,000

of

integrated into

for example, has a few more

thousand asw-ctated teacher /researchers

are about

on a

a limited number

and

all the applicants

The I.N.R.P.

more, the

a kind of equilibrium

;

budget

the

is

research budget

national or regional level only provide for

is

or another

teachers

the

in

,

whereas

French National

Education authority.

To

make

the

introduction

of

in-service

didactics through research for all teachers

training

in

easier, wouldn't

it be possible to offer systematically
in-service training
teachers in
distlipline

a school,
in

a

courses for all
for

all

secondary

the

school

primary school

the

teachers
or

in

the same

higher secondary

a

school: The formation of teams of this kind, even for a short
period, would encourage
"longitudinal"

coherence

(the

ability

to

plan

coherent

pedagogical itineraries from one class to the next...) and
"horizontal"

coherence

3( o

(what

strategies,

what pedagogical
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methods for mixed ability classes ...

what common method of

evaluation could be applied in parallel classes
levels..

it would simplify further contacts and dialogue ...

research-training contracts leading teams
their
and

of different

school and

putting

of teachers in

their class towards specific

them

in

contact

with

common goals

researchers

from

the

I.N.R.P., university
lecturers ...
.

individual contracts for self-training

Anyone

in

a position

system knows that
from leading to

of

responsibility

these hypothese are very
a rapid generalisation,

...

in the educational
"ambitious"

unless there

and far
is

a new

training scheme for all those engaged in teacher training, a
reorganization of the content and especially of all

the training

methods and unless there is an incrtlase in the budget.

The work which is being done at the moment by
from the teacher training depart Jnt of each

the instructors

administrative area

among the teachers,and by the instructors working in

the Teacher

training colleges among the primary school teachers is essential:
it

should

contents,

be

possible

integrate

strategies and methods of

training

course

training

.tnstitute"

proposes

high

trainees,

to

in

level

flexible

a

application,

didactics through

mod(1,
to

the

make up a

research.

Any "teacher

whatever its name and status

may be, which

courses,

adapted

to

the

needs

remains the vital pivot which will enable

30J

of

the

teachers to
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A

improve their skills and bring them up to date.
1

be able to

Rut it is equally essential for the instructors to
their

skills. Research

projects on the didactics of disciplines and on

teacher training

their

develop

reflection

improve

and

in didactics through research should be one of the tasks of these
instructor-researchers

means

rules

out

other

researchers at a

all the same it would be a positive step if the

very high level;

Instructors

no

out by specialised

carried

research projects,

by

this

;

were

results of

the

the methodology and

aware of

research projects of this kind.
setting-up

The

a

an

full-scale

in-service training scheme,
for primary

colleges

the training

support of
using

of

complex

network

difficult task to put into practice;

between

exchange

should

initiatives of this kind which

and improve
teachers

teaching

will

Lake

and

an

be

active

and

to a

a fertile

to

classroom.

found to step up

and support

theory and practice

processes.

Primary school

part in in-service

training in

didactics through research when they know that they can
this training to bring them help and satisfnction in

count on

their daily

work.

Lucile MAMEAU
Senior Researcher at the

I.N.R.P.

translated by J. MAIZEHM
in collaboration whith Mrs MAMEAU
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a

the

and

help to link

learning

remains

it would lead however

training/research

Significant incentives

school teachers,

nevertheless

the actions

considerable multiplication of

with the
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THE EARLY POLITICIZATION OF THE GEOGRAPHY

CURRICULUM IN ENGLAND
W.E. Marsden
University of Liverpool

UK

ABSTRACT

This paper briefly relates how the geography curriculum was
tied in with key power structures :d England in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

It traces connections

between religious fundamentalism, worle exploration and the
knowledge explosion, colonialism, scientific racism and
perceptions of urban crisis, and the mediation of influential
bodies such as the churches, scientific societies (such as
the Royal Geographical Society) and imperial agencies, in
infiltrating approved values, and attitudes and knowledge
into schools, directly through text books and pedagogy, and
indirectly through control of the burgeoning media which
followed gathering literacy and leisure time in the second
half of the nineteenth century.

Geography was one of the

early subjects at the cutting edge of this process of
politicizing curriculum content.

INTRODUCTION

One of the contradictions in influential recent statements on
the purposes of geographical education in England is that
both in official pronouncement and radical critique there is
agreement that the curriculum should include a political
education component.

Thus in the Department of Education and

31
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Hatters' document Geography from 5 to 16,
Science 'Curriculum
the subject should
one of the objectives specified is that
'help pupils gain a fuller understanding of some controversial social, economic,

political and environmental issues

Another is to provide
whicti have a geographical dimension'.
opportunities for 'political education, enhancing pupils'
59), on the
levels of political literacy' (D.E.S., 1986, pare
face of it not far removed from Huckle's plea for materials
that 'take the geography teacher beyond mere political
information, and offer a real contribution to political
literacy'.

(tluckle, 1983, 831.

The hidden agendas are no

doubt very different, for in an ongoing, contentious debate,
of
both conservative and radical sides accuse the other
Its formal meaning is 'to give a political
politicization.

character to',

but the de facto fear is that politicization

dominant
involves using the curriculum to serve the ends of a
promotpower group, whether the state or a local authority,
dictating the content and values to be
ing indoctrination,
transmitted.

Al. one time indoctrination

meant to instruct in a subject.

(Rusk,
The 'great educators' disseminated their 'doctrincs'
Thus while Comenius could be counted a progressive
1956).

educator in pedagogic terms, in insisting that learning
by
snould he made agreeable and promoted through the senses
visual means, his content was prescribed and its purpose was
unequivocal: to make men 'wise, virtuous and pious', the
earth and its living creatures
glory of God's creation.

C.)
r,J

providing testimony to the
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THE POLITICIZATION OF THE GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM IN THE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

The religious fundamentalism that for so long dominated
school provision was unashamedly directed to politicizing the
curriculum, though that is not what it was called.

In early

nineteenth-century England, for example, the Anglican Church
was extremely powerful: the Conservative Party at prayer.
Its more reactionary wing saw little need for more than

Sunday schooling for most of the population, but the more
politically conscious regarded mass schooling as imperative
as a means of controlling a potentially unruly proletariat.

Geography and history were beneficiaries of this religious
control, becoming second only in importance to the 'core
subjects': Reading, Writing and Arithmetic (the three R's).
Geography was a malleable subject in a number of ways.
the first place, it could offer a service.

In

At higher levels

of education, for example, it provided basic knowledge about
the spread of early Christianity.

The 'Historical Geography

of the Holy Land' was for long a prime component.

At lower

levels, the content of the subject lent itself to the most
widespread fundamentalist contribution to pedagogy,
catechitical teaching:

'Teacher: How may the Counties of England be grouped?
Pupil: Into northern, southern and midland'.
(Brewer, 1870, 21-3)

'Capes and Bays' geography was far from a mere neutral
compilation of factual knowledge, to be learned off by heart,
though this was part of the intent.

For the facts to be

learned were not restricted to the names of capes and bays,

31.i
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There
the Heights of mountains and the lengths of rivers.
were also ex cathedra value statements, offered as as
unassailable In their correctness as the names of capes and
Thus in Tate's pedagogical text of 1854, the teacher
hays.

To
wan urged to take advantage of the 'power of contrast'.
Implement this, the page of information was to be divided
into two columns, as n means of comparing, or rather

contrasting, as in one example, two imperial nations, England
and Spain:

Contrast

Englan4
The elevation of the highest

Spain
The OevatIon of the

mountain, Scar; Fell is only

highest point. In the

a little more than half a mile

Pyrenees is about 21 miles

The climate is damp and
changeable

The climate is generally
warm and salubrious

The religion is Protestantism

The religion Is Roman

The workshop of the world

Cannot. supply Its own

people with manufactured
goods
Possesses the most perfect
political Institutions

A prey to civil discords

Its colonies floori:n in
every part of the globe

Its colonies are dismembered and enfeebled

(Tate, 1854, 71-4)

Heightening further the appeal of such xenophobic bnt
populist complintions, was the fact that the new geographical
knowledge was wonderful, communicating exciting detail about
colonial expansion, he/ped by a terhnoltpy advanced enough to
communicate It vividly.

314

Scientific exploration, geographical
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discovery, missionary zeal, and colonial initiative combined
In a heady information brew.

The association of such names

as Fitzroy (of H.M.S. Beagle fame) and Livingstone, both of

whom won medals of the Royal Geographical Society, with
discoveries of mysterious new lands were heaven-sent
opportunities for the promoters of geographical education.
The translation of the values of RGS man to school level made
geography potentially second only to religious instruction as
Files,
a subject 'of benefit to mankind'. (RGS Correspondence
1871-1880) Geography could teach the future colonist 'to

appraise the value of a country'

(Ravenstrim. 1886, 165-6),

the military man 'to plan a campaign' or help the
entrepreneur 'in controlling a large business'.

(Herbertson,

1904, 427) Leading figures of the highly influential Royal
Geographical Society (Marsden, 1986) were predictably
imperialist in their ideology, as in the case of Douglas
Freshfield, a famed mountaineer, a Fellow and later Honorary
Secretary of the RGS, and first President of the Geographical
Association.

'Shall we English who inherit so large a part of the
world not acquaint ourselves with our inheritance and
the conditions under which we can retain and make the
To be
most of it? Whet has been the fate of our race?
thn greatest rulers and merchants and colonisers the
world has ever seen... Do you think we are educating
children for this high destiny... by comparative
ignorance of the ear I's structure, of the natural laws
by obedience to which they may go forth and WI peaceful
victories and fill up the void spaces of our planet?'
(Freshfield, 1886, 701)

More directly significant was Sir Belford Mackinder, a
champion of geographical education and an eminent geopolitician.

A unifying imperial philosophy characterised his

3 E)

3 1 4

work.

Re wrote texts for colonial children, using the medium

of visuni instruction, so that they would gain n 'just
Impression' of the United Kingdom (MackInder, 1911, 79-86).

His objectives were AS explicit as those of Freshfield.
'Let our teaching be from the British standpoint, so
that finally we see the world as a theatre for British
from the cold
activity. This, no doubt, is to deviate
When
wo
teach
the
and impartial ways of science.
millions, however, we are not training scientific
investigators, but the practical striving citizens of an
empire which has to hold its place through the universal
law of survival through efficiency and effort'.
(Mnckinder, 1911, 83)

It

in therefore not surprising that In English school texts,

and children's literature in general, a contented motherland
of
was counterpointed with Images of hostile environments,
enervating heat, exotic plants, dangerous mammals, barbarian
Inhabitants, and of unpleasant and often fatal diseases.

But

lhe commercinl potential of these environments WAS also
recognised.

Thus Africa could be divided into:

'Healthy colonisable Africa, where European races may be
expected to become in time the pre ailing type...
Fairly healthy Africa...
Unhealthy but exploitable Africa... for the most part of
great commercial value and inhabited by fairly docile,
governable races; the Africa of the trader and planter
and of despotic European control.
Extremely nnhenilby Africa.
(Johnston, 1905, 275)

in the late nineteenth century, the appraisal became more
overtly racist, as Darwinist thinking wan transposed into
social action.

At one level there was unease about the

life
nature of the new relationship postulated between human

and the animal creation.
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At another were related anxieties
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.

about racial decay which an increasingly overcrowded and
perceived of as corrupt urban proletariat in Britain's large
towns and cities was supposedly generating.
'...while brooding over the awful presentation of life
as it exists in the vast African forest, it seemed to me
only too vivid a picture of many parts of our own land.
As there is a darkest Africa is there not also a darkest
England? Civilisation, which can breed its own
barbarians, does it not also breed its own pygmies?'
(Booth, 1890, 11)

The solutions included elimination and emigration.

The

latter became a popular proposal for relieving the problems
of the cities.

That geography in school might help to

promote such emigration was proposed at the RGS.
'Only the more intelligent of the labouring population
were generally those who went abroad; the most ignorant
did not, and it would be a great national advantage if
the Society would help to diffuse a knowledge amongst
the lower classes'.
(R.G.S. Keltie Report, 1886, 180)

Towards the end of the century the geography teacher had to
come to terms with a new paradigm.

Mackinder was the

catalyst In promoting a new regional geography, bridging the

gap between physical and political geography.

Herbertson

disseminated the idea through his secondary school texts,
based on his 'higher units', the major natural regions of the
world.

(Rerhertson, 1905, 100-10)

On the face of it this

provided a disinterested academic framework.
issues were largely eschewed.
with it

its own determinism.

Controversial

But the new paradigm brought

Envionments ._came stereotyped

in pre-digested regional packages.

People took a back seat.

School geography was effectively demanised and
depoliticised.
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At least this was the case at secondary level.

In the phnses

of schooling In which the Herbertson framework was less
InfluentInt, racial stereotyping was more apparent.

For

younger age levels, pedagogical theory suggested that an easy
Introduction to geography was throngh the study of simple
peoples.

MackInder supported such thinking.

0is 'six roads'

to geography were ideas for use with young children before
the 'first book of geography' could be introduced, at about
the age of elght or nine.

The fifth of the 'six roads' was

the romantic road of Inlea of distant lands and 'once upon a

'Wonderland, with its sandstorms and camels. Where the
land Is drenched in Central Africa they will imagine
dark forests and pygmies'.
(Roxby, 1914, 405)

Tales of native life and the romance of exploration and
settlement of distant lands were regarded as particularly
fnsclnaling for elementnry school children.

(Reynolds, 1915,

7), and new techniques of illustration were Increasingly and
dIsnrmingly deployed.

Covert politicization was even more

evident In children's annuals.

'In part of our Fmpire called Cape Colony there are some
black people called Knfflrs. They live in funny little
round houses like big beehives. As it Is generally very
hot, they do not need to wear much clothing, but when
they do wear clothes they are very fond of bright
coloured things'.
(The Child's Empire Picture Annual, 1912)

The spirit of Empire continued to surface in a number of
FriglInh geography and h.mtory texts, at least until the
1960m.

As late as 195S Brady and Spink could unblushingly

offer the Following comment. In n chapter entitled 'A Final
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Word on Africa' in a school text on the southern continents,
areas at that time usually studied in the earlier years of
the secondary school, on the grounds that they were more
straightforward than the northern.
'Now that we have noted all parts of the 'Dark
Continent' we can see it is dark no longer... The
tremendous efforts of the Europeans in the last hundred
years have changed Africa to a remarkable degree.
There are some big problems to resolve as a result of
these efforts.
1. Relations between Europeans and Africans
This is the great problem of the Twentieth Century. In
those parts where the European makes his home in Africa,
it is especially serious. In places like Kenya,
Tanganyika, the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland,
Both are
and the Union, both races live side by side.
entitled to claim living standards suitable to their
needs, but they are so vastly different in standards of
civilisation that the needs of the African people are
far fewer than the needs of the Europeans, and the
African workers are able to live comfortably on much
lower wages than the Europeans'.
(Brady and Spink, 1958, 62)

Presumably it is a sign of progress that no current text-book
writer could get away with such casuistry.

It would be wise

to remember, however, that greater sensitivity to the human
issues involved was not a discovery of the 1960s or 1970s.

Almost half a century before Spink and Brady, for example, a
Roston Teachers' College lecturer was offering a more humane
vision, wishing geography to show young children 'a world
made up of countries and peoples differing in many ways but
alike in more, and bound together by mutual esteem and need'.
(Quoted in Lasker, 1929, 318).
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CONCLUDING COMMENT
The notion that text-books should be scrutinised for
stereotyping tri other false images is not a new one, and has
been espoused for some years now (See, inter alia, Marsden,
Much research is
19761 Hicks, 1981; Wright, 1982 and 1985).
still required in the area, however. A necessary
underpinning Is the establishment of a strong historical
frame through which to probe the origins and evolution of the
insidious politicization

that stereotyping and other types of

distorted consciousness promote.

Even more important is the

Internationalization of such research.

Here too a beginning

the
has been made, in which colleagues brought together by
International Geographical Union have played n prominent part

(See Hanbrich, 1984).

The impetus should not he lost.

We

frameworks and depth of
still require more sophisticated
brought
to bear on the complex
analysis than have as yet been
subject of the politIcizetion of the geography curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION

Researchers

in the empirical didactics of Geography

usually face same crucial problems:
What

1.

research?

are

specific

characteristics

of

our

- a question of distinction between other

sciences (e.g. empirical Paedagogics).
What is our

2.

theoretical basis? -

hierarchical order of
and

also if

(e.g.

theories

psychological

behavior,

sciences

a question of
paedagogical

expla'n

applied to

students'

geographical content

Darning).
3. What does o standard empirical design consist of?
question of methodological

n

Geographer

our

university

may

be

formation did

expertise (of which

inexpert

because

not include

his

the required

methods).
4.

What statistical methods should be applied?

most cases
after

a question put in

the collection of Elites

the wrong place,

in
i.e.

And not together with

our points 2 and 3.

Useful hn:p

to

these

problems

cannot

come

from

within the didactics of Geography, but from outside,
from sciences with

a

solid

history

of

research.
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3. Our independent variables (small in number)
be

of n kind that the

must

Geography teacher has a real

chance to manipulate them, e.g, "the presentation of
a

given content in form of a black and white sketch

or

topographical

four- colour

a

map

or

a

multi-coloured, three-dimensional landscape drawing"
(and

variables

not:

background etc. of
tEeory

suggests

investigate in

capabilities

such

as

students;

possible

such

only

boys

should
map

e.g.

and

social

cases

in

differences

variables,

between

gender,

when
we

reading

girls

are

significantly different as can be taken from reseach
results on intelligence)
4. Our

dependent variables

(also small

in number)

must be such as to measure our hypothetical learning
effects,

points

e.g.

in a

measured as

"correct

answers

given item,

measured

or degree

time consumed in

as

raw

of performance

producing a landscape

profile from the basis of a topographical map".
5. Our

research must consist

in small experiments,

e.g. "the variation of 2-4 methodological approaches
to introduce

map reading "

(and

not: the whole sum

cif possible differences of two complete curricula of
Geography).
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Lolithor

(10(l8m,

how to plan

11)

illuminating example

gives an

an nxperiment

and ntgnnize

not opnoliic

pnrprises

geographical

contents:

might
an

(whinh for

Imagined

bri

have

to

model

ecological

of

agricultural landusn in arid zones).
Ihmoretical background

1.

When

pupils work with dynamic: systems on a computer
can

wp

nnsumn

that

learn

they

ecologieal

situation prnsentrld

and of thR

structure

:i)ntent).
What.

a.

of

a

dotails

of

the

(geography content)
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(methodological
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ruins (algoithms. formulan,
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h.

What

lecnIve
1
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ftnm thn
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IemtnIng
Ihootet1en1
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theoretical

in

on the

the

Init:ling by

1973).
leaf:lois'
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of cooperative problem solving (Johnson,
c. Our attention must be
neither

but from

drawn

to

1981),

the

fact

that

theoretical background comes from Geography
Paedagogics respectively

Puychnlogy (there is,

of course,

from Educational

also a

theory of

Geography: within the ecological model).

Mapping sentence;

2.

High/low learning effects can be explained by
the high/low intensity
in which learning contents are presented
when students work alone/ in groups
and have to learn rules
and can he divided in good/low pretest groups.

3. Experimental design
2 x 2 factorial design, analysis of covariance (i.e.
2 x 20

2 x
call

= 80 students,

ac ;

minimum

of 20 per

should be observed). Our independent variables

(predictors for learners' effects)

information (did students

are

receive information on

the implicit rules of our model, yes/no),
lear.nipg_situation (did students work in groups or
alone).
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CONCLUSIONS

Our example may have demonstrated that the didactics
of Geography is a subdiscipline'of general didactics
which

again

science.

is

a

subdiscipline

of

educational

If we agree that our subject is the science

of __the institutionalized

teaching and

learning of

Geography we can define several major tasks:
1. Analyses
with

of

general

specific geographical contents

danger

of trying to invent

educationalists,

educational
problems
we

teaching/learning

the wheel again because

might

only with different
also

with a certain

colleagues of general didactics or

psychology

should

issues

see

analyse

same

subject ..;ontents. But

great

the

the

chance

here

for

cooperation.
2.

Analyses of the specific

Geography:
reliefs,

situations,

Working
models;

maps,

atlases,

globes,

during

outdoor

investigations

excursions,

sketches, drawings
data

with

contents or methods of

of

interviews;
landscapes,

working
of

with

diagrammes;

collection and processing and other techniques

mostly and exclusively reserved for Geography.
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TEACIIING PRACTICE SUPERVISION - USING A DIARY IR REFLICIION
Prances Slater

In

the so called

'softer'

forms of qualitative educational

research, diary keeping as a method of reflection and insight
is being established.

stipervision of teaching practice is a little researched

iind a rather unknown activity in teacher education.
unknown

in

nature

is

the. sense, not of timetables followed and other

but unknown at its Beeper levels,

surface details,
the

It

of

the

'meetings'

between

two people,

i.e.

in

student

and tutor.

In my miler,

largely hasexl

on particular diary entries of

toac;hing practice supervision, I attempt to reveal my thoughts

and concerns recollected after the event.

r

o
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TEACHING PRACTICE SUPERVISION - USING A DIARY FOR REFLECTION
Frances Slater

In

the so called

'softer' forms of qualitative educational

researdh, diary keeping as a method of reflection and source
of insights and interpretations is becoming established.

Supervision of teaching practice,

on the other hand, is still

a little researched and a rather unknown activity in teacher
education.

It

is unknown

in the sense, not of timetables

followed and other surface details, but unknown at its deeper
levels i.e. in the meaning of the 'meetings' between two
people, student and tutor.

In

this paper,

largely based on a particular diary entry

of teaching practice supervision,
thoughts

and

concerns,

I

attempt

to reveal my

recollected and contemplated after

the event.

This

example,

with its

interpretations,

to reveal

begins

the meaning of teaching practice supervision as a personal
and

human

experience

which

has

dimensions

and

of meaning rarely considered in the literature of

levels
teacher

education.

The diary descriptions and my interpretations form 'data'.
The

'data'

is offered to others

in

the spirit of seeking

their reactions and interpretations, thus continuing a quest
for
time,

illmination and further understanding.

At

the same

the paper highlights both the value I place personally

,
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on diary keeping as a form of research in which process yields
product, and the need for exploring in depth teaching practice

supervision as one of tho central activities

in

teacher

education.

Extract from my diary

27th December

I

first thought of keeping a diary last year, as a way of

trying to make more sense of teaching practice supervision.

I'd seen what

I

would describe as a rather bad, an awful

very early lesson by P
have

who just seem] to let the kids
Anything I could say was,

it all their way.

pointless - he had to get himself to scpare one.

felt,

I

I saw it

as a poor lesson, a non lesson - the children, only first
years,

called out,

talked chatted,

the

and greater and he did little to assert
On reflection,

in authority.

himself

noise got greater
to put

himself,

a long way from my

sense of great frustration at what I'd seen and feeling that
I

could

not

act

for

him,

it

seems

that

possibly

his

consternation at my observing the chaos paralysed him into
inaction.

lie's

capable and personable though

ohnovANI without a

I

think to

front could have been painful.

It

happenml that my subsequent visits during. the year were
in the afternoon end he drove back with no to central London.

His conversations wore about a very clever brother,
(P

's)

unhappiness at boarding school, his sypathy for

the uodnidog in the class.
to

his

show a capacity

for

Hies caments about pupils seened

identifying with certain children
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and a real sensitivity and insight into children, based on
his ability to imagine he was them.

I felt rather overwhelmed

by the detail of his diagnoses.

Was he really diagnosing

so accurately about how they felt or might feel, or was he
reliving situations

his own schooldays?

in

listened and was happy to listen.

I said little of the lesson

It seemed to me then and now appropriate to say

observed.
little,

Whatever - I

though

occasions,

I would have given him, on most tf not all

something in writing.

for

his

use

it more,

I runember praising him

sketching /drawing ability and encouraging him to

I was always left with the feeling and

but

knowledge that he had set the agenda for our chats.
this

him,

Was

or was it a continuing defence against talking

over the lesson - my job?

Perhaps this diary will show that

that's not the job or rather a very narrow view of teaching
practice supervision.

Would our interaction (characterised

by goriwill on both sides)

have been the same,

different. first viewing of him in a classroom?

should wait

to be

given a
Perhaps we

invited by student teachers into their

classes.

Would

I then have 'got'

lesson planning?

purpose, even then?

into the chats more of my view of

Would that have served a purpose, any
Perhaps he was too insecure (he liked

to skip the Friday group discussion sessions at the Institute)

and he was telling ire this by his comments about children,
his sympathy for them as individuals and so asking indirectly
thnt

I show the same sympathy to him?

identifying with some of them so closely
understood,

children

He

seemed to
-

who needed protection,

tone of his perspective.

be

children not

that was

the

So did he need protection from
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mn

protection which he gave himself

and my criticisms,

those

learner

about

-

him,

I became a

in which

structured conversations

P

in

his relationship with his brother -

admiring of him too and yet learning something else at the
sane time - a sense of his feeling less than adequate.

Yet

to listen to him talk about his thesis and all his interest
his capacity to organise and think cane alive

in geography,
and

I

have been mildly surprised that ho gained

should not

tie knew how to perform

a distinction in the final examination.

for a system - he is a capable person - does he feel that
Is he reasonably enough oertaln of it?

though?

an left

the young man, not P

the person, P

thinking about

I

the lesson planner, the geography teacher, though my original.
job

description

says lecturer

to geography method.

reference

to him7

I

think

What method rid

listened (though, enough?).

I

was accommodating, too accannodating?

It all depends on what
underlining
psychology's

of

that

metaphor

in

think I

in

to

her

educational

recent essay

What is a proper stance for

nr to take towards student teachers?

As a geography methods

act as a fully fledged eraftswanan, a mistress

tutor should

I

builder and

show my skill at

the

hand on

I

Phil Salniondss

relation

schooling

is cunpeliing.

I

I can't be sure.

stance you take.

towards

stance

1985)

(Salmond,

with special

in education,

lesson planning,

initiate

tectonic; of bnilding units of work for children?

that always a useful stance though?

Ix-n(1m.

Is

Is it always the stance

which my students can derive f.ist help fron?
from?

in

Most support

and I sat side by side on those runs back into

P
I

do hope

I

33S

gave him a sense that

I

was alongside
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him.

Yet

I also know I felt unhappy that

I could not say

more in an area in which I felt I was more of an expert than

the ones he decided to raise,

such as family relationships

and seeing inside children.

Yet when I visit students I

an there for their purposes, not for mine.

I

think I have

to be more aware of not colluding perhaps with their agendas

- of making my 'understanding' more explicit at times -

"011(

you don't want to talk lessons - what shall we talk about,
why not the lesson,

lesson planning?

Can you make the most

of me by avoiding, if it's avoiding, those topics?"

Further commentary on the extract

read over this first entry, with a view to including

As

I

it

in a conference paper, and sane years since I wrote it,

I an struck above all else by the description of the lesson

as bad and awful.

My observations ccwitlin the assumptions

that one can, as a student teacher, take over iianeone else's

class, and as long as one has a carefully planned lesson and

a reasonably
be delivered.

'together'

manner,

a

'boccessful'

lesson can

I was certainly frustrated, and I can still

recall the intensity of that meeting.

I wonder now to what

this prevented my observing P

as the beginning

extent

teacher, learning from experience.
in

his

I now think I saw myself

place and that my thoughts and interpretations may

be partly how I thought
'out of control' lesson.

I might feel to be observed in an
I think, too, that I very much forgot

sane of my own difficulties with classes
of teaching

-

in my first year

the fourth year class which never really did

settle down for me, all year as I reneirber it now.

3 '3 z),
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think one of my initial reactions to

I

that day

-

's classroom

P.

becoming frustrated with myself and him

-

was

not helpful and in fact can be explained because I too quickly

put some of myself in his shoes unconsciously, and did not
stand apart and see him as separate from my experience and
likely reactions.
emotionally

I knew I could not act for

was deploring his

I

and yet

inability to take actions

I thought I would have taken.

.:A) recall, too, that I had felt weary driving out to see

I

him and I felt disappointed that I'd expended energy to come
and see such a lesson.

think that,

I

overall, one of the effects of

diary keeping has been to increase
I

enjoyment and meaning

get out of teaching practice visits.
tirosnan,

Very often the} were

very tiring chore end duty.

Now I feel I an

going out to visit a person I'm looking forward to seeing
and

I

think of myself as going out to support, rather than

to give advice.

This takes a lot of pressure off me and off

the students too

I

should think.

I

hnve had an excellent

group of

students this year, of whom I think only one

persists

in seeing me as an evaluator, and she continues to

feel uneasy about my seeing her lessons.

In sum ways keeping the, diary has changed my attitude to
teaching practice supervision.

I

feel

more relaxed about

it and less downcast by noisy lessons in which little learning

smas to take place.
E

when

the

I

an thinking of a recent visit to

class were very inattentive, and she was

improviuing with soleone else's

lesson plan.

I

took a boy
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out and up to the office.
observations

I made notes for her based on my

- without any negative value judgments - such

observations as 2 boys talking etc. etc.

Afterwards we talked

about where I'd taken the boy - pp to the office and a year
head, and 1 asked her wtere the class teacher had been.

We

then spent most time talking about the content of the lesson

and sane of the negative messages it could be giving about
third world cultures.

I

had exchanged some remarks in the

course of the lesson with a girl very scornful of "all those
pregnant worn out women", which nicely illustrated the point
I was raising with E

The conversation with the pupil had gone like this:

Girl:

Why

don't

they

contraceptives.

learn.

Why

don't

They're stupid.

they

use

The women are

always worn out and pregnant.
Me:

They don't see it like that.

That's how we see

it.

No effect on girl.

I'm marked out as equally

stupid.
Me:

(trying again).

They do need children to work

as breadwinners and as support in old age.

The pupil still looks sceptical and sure of her
own view.
Me:

we also have to remember that our own granth others

and great grandmothers were in the same position
- lots of children.

Total look of disbelief on pupil's face turning
into a food for thought look.
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7f1tie

story impressed E

me for coning,

_ .

As I

left, and she was thanking

felt she would also be thinking over other

I

In my judgement there was sane, but

aspects of the lesson.

not a lot of defensiveness around in relation to the lesson.
I

felt

(I did ask -

"how would you replan it?") that E

would think over the lesson again.

I have moved from P

to E

and from a statement about

the

value of ejary keeping for me,

The

specific

incidents do not,

stbtements but as
(at

may have.

I

to

Tecific incidents.
va..!date my

diemselves,

recall that recent lesson of E

I

's

the second teaching practice) and our chat

Ole end of

afterwards,

in

feel more

positive

about

any effects visits

My questions and actions and ccanents may provide

sunethina for E

Diary keeping

and others to reflect on.

gave mn an opportunity to reflect and I an now more conscious
of trying to help students reflect.

In this paper I have used an extract from my diary to eminent
on

an episode

1.

teaching practice supervision.

I believe

that the diary keeping gave me an opportunity for reflection

whrch led to a fundanental change in ny view of the aim of
teaching practice supervision, as my oaminntary above on the
diary extracts
A

bylicates.

more sopix)rtive. role

ne and

may

it

give

is,

The nave from an advice role to
I

others

believe, a significant con for
an

opportunity

for rethinking

attitudes to teaching practice supervision.
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AN ANALYSIS OF GEOGRAPHY QUESTIONS IN THE
HONG KONG CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION EXAMINATIONS SINCE 1970
Betty L.L.L. Yau i Yee-wang Fung

ABSTRACT

The paper analyses geography questions set in the
Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examinations
(public examinations at grade 11 level)
since
1970. It aims to identify changes that have taken
plave with regard to the importance attached to
the affective domain and the relative importance
attached to different levels of objectives within
the cognitive domain.
The essay and multiplechoice questions are also compared in this regard.
The educational implications are then discussed in
the light of the findings.

INTRODUCTION

In comparison with the Western world, education in Hong Kong
is

highly

examination

examinations

in

general,

Education Examination
important

role

in

oriented

(Fung,

1986).

Public

and the Hong Kong Certificate of

(HKCEE)

education

in

particular,
Hong

in

Kong

play
(Gibby,

a

very
19781

Yeung, 1985). The HKCEE virtually dictates the CONTENT and
PROCESS of LEARNING and TEACHING at secondary level. This is

chiefly because success in this examination opens the door
to further education and better employment opportunities.

Since the HKCEE has such a strong effect on the content and
process of learning and teaching,

it

is important that the

questions are instrumental to the realization of the aims of

education. The aims of geographical education, as spelt out
in

the

Regulations

and

Syllabuses

of

the

Hong

Kong

Certificate of Education Examination (Hong Kong Examinations
Authority, 1984), are to help pupils develop:
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the basic

integrated understanding of

(1) an

concepts

of

geography;

(2) skills and abilities

finding solution

for

problems

to

and interpreting data in various forms: and
attitudes

(3) positive

community

environment,

the

towards

and mankind.

It

apparent

is

first

the

that

belong

aims

two

the

to

cognitive domain and the third, to the affective domain. The
educational

objectives

these

in

domains

two

have

been

categorised by Bloom et al(1956) and Krathwohl et al(1964).
Bloom's taxonomy of educational objectives in the cognitive

domain has been frequently adopted in the analysis of test
items

in

geography (Cox:

1966;

other subjects (Siu et al,

Monk:

1975;

as well as

1971)

in

1975). According to

Tam,

Bloom, educational objectives in the cognitive domain may be
divided

into

comprehension,

six

major

categories,

application,

namely,

analysis,

knowledge,

synthesis

and

evaluation.

The

present

study

attempts

to

analyse

the

educational

objectives of the HKCEE geography questions since 1970. More
specifically, it aims to find out:

(1) the importance attached to the affective domain;
(21

thP relative importance attached to the different levels
of objectives within the cognitive domain;

(31 the changes that have taken place since 1970 with regard
to the above two aspects.

METHODOLOGY

Geography

in

the

HKCEE

consists

of

Iwo

papers:

the

multiple-choice (MC) paper, which carries 40% of the weight;
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and the essay paper, which carries 601 of the weight. In the
present study,

both papers were analysed and their scores

were combined in the same ratio.

A table of specification adapted from Bloom and Krathwohl
was

used

classified

analysis.

the

for

into six major

Cognitive

objectives

categories as stated above,

are

but

the affective objectives are not differentiated because they
comprise only a small percentage of the questions set in the
geography papers.

All questions

both papers set

on

in alternate years

from

1970 to 1986 were analysed independently by the authors and
a research assistant. The former are experienced trainers of

secondary school geography teachers,
distinguished

student

of

and

full-time

the

the latter was a
graduate

teacher

training programmme in the year 1986-81. The investigators
had

a

one-hour

sharing

and

practising

session

before beginning to analyse the questions.
were

analysed

essay

papers

completion
their

first,

were

in

then

of each paper,

results.

Any

together

The MC papers

reverse chronological order.
analysed

in

order.

same

the

The
On

the three investigators compared

differences

in

opinion were

discussed

until a general consensus was reached.

While analysis of the MC papers was based on the questions
themselves, analysis of the essay papers was based on both
the

questions

and

the

marking

schemes

provided

by

the

Examinations Authority. The marking scheme lists essential
points to be included in each answer together with marks to

be allotted for

each point. Each question,

or

answer,

was

analysed for cognitive and affective objectives separately.
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As an example, the marking scheme of an essay question may

points,

each. Out of

points carrying one mark

include 20

belong

may

4

comprehension,

to

the

these 20

objective

cognitive

of

to that of application and 6 to that of

10

of these 20 points may also

analysis.

At the same time,

deal with

the affective aspect. These marks

5

were entered

into the table accordingly.

in each column were then added up separately and

The marks

expressed as percentages of the year's total. It is believed

that treating the data this way enabled the researchers to
compare

scores

the

within

a

given

year

well

as

as

to

identify the trend of development over the years.

RESULTS

The results of the study are reported below with the help of
three tables.

Table

shows the overall scores, expressed in percentages

1

obtained by combining the scores of the MC papers and those
of the essay papers in the ratio of 2:3. It can be seen from

the table that although not many questions are set on the
affective

domain,

there

has

been

gradual

a

increase

in

emphasis on this area over the years. In 1970 only 0.50% of
dealt

the questions

the affective domain whereas

with

by

1986 the percentage had risen to 10.361.

regard

With

obvious.
number

to

the

There has

of

lower

cognitive
been

a

domain,

fairly

the

trend

steady decrease

order questions and

a gradual

quite

is

the

in

increase

in

the number of higher order questions. While questions net at
the

levels

of

knowledge

t)

and

comprehension

dropped

from
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15.401

54.40%

and

respectively

1970

in

those

,

set

to

2.92% and
the

at

levels

44.53%
of

in

analysis

1986

and

synthesis rose from 14.90% and 0.00% in 1970 to 32.14% and
5.09%

whereas

respectively

1986

in

the

number

.

questions

of

also be

may

It

set

at

noted

the

that

level

of

application has fluctuated within a fairly wide range in the
past

sixteen

years,

question

no

set

at

the

level

SET

ON

THE

AFFECTIVE

of

evaluation has yet appeared.

Table 1.

PERCENTAGES

OF

QUESTIONS

DOMAIN AND AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE COGNITIVE
DOMAIN IN THE HKCEE GEOGRAPHY MC AND ESSAY PAPERS
FROM 1970 TO 1986

Year Affective

Cognitive
Knowledge

1986
1984
1982
1980
1978
1976
1974
1972
1970

10.36
9.78
13.40
8.07
6.38
5.48
4.43
2.16
0.50

2.92
5.49
3.30
3.27
3.05
4.35

9.30
19.82
15.40

When the scores

of

Comprehension

Application

Analysis

44.53
42.53
38.74
54.65
58.22
53.08
48.65
42.84
54.40

15.32
18.57
26.74
30.36
18.08
17.78
18.74
27.38
.5.30

32.14
30.22
27.32
9.54
19.15
23.60
21.23
9.96
14.90

the MC

Syn-

thesis
5.09
3.19
3.90
2.19
1.50
1.20
2.08
0.00
0.00

Evalurtion
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

papers alone are examined,

two

turning points are clearly lisr'ernible: one between 1974 and
1976;

the other between 1902 and 1984. Table

the number

2

shows that

of questions dealing with the affective domain

rose from 1.47% in 1974 to 4.69% in 1976 and from 3.51% in
1982 to 9.62% in

1984.

It also shows that in the cognitive
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domain, there was a sudden drop in the number of questions
set at the knowledge level which reduced from 17.65% in 1974

to 9.38% in 1976. This was balanced by an increase in those

set at the analysis level which rose from 1.47% to 12.50%.
The

further increased from 15.79% in 1982 to 21.15%

Latter

in 1984. Prior to 1984,

there were virtually no questions

set at the synthesis level, but in that year, such questions

constituted 3.85% of the paper and this figure further rose
to 9.43% in 1986.

PERCENTAGES

Table 2:

OF

QUESTIONS

ON

SET

AFFECTIVE

THE

DOMAIN AND AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE COGNITIVE
DOMAIN IN THE HKCEE GEOGRAPHY MC PAPERS FROM 1970
TO 1986

Year Affective

1986
1984

1982
1980
1978
1976
1974
1972
1970

As

for

9.43
9.62
3.51
5.17
4.69
4.69
1.47

0.00
1.25

Cognitive
Knowledge

Comprehension

5.66
3.85
5.26
5.17
3.13
9.38
17.65
14.74
22.50

39.62
40.38
42.11
58.62
57.81
54.69
58.82
6).11
57.50

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

22.64
30.77
36.84
24.14
23.44
23.44
22.06
21.05
16.25

22.64
21.15
15.79
10.34
15.63
12.50

9.43
3.85
0.00
1.72
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.47
2.11
3.75

Evaluation
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

the essay paper, Table 3 shows that thy' demarcation

line lies between 1972 and 1974. Although the overall change
in the affective domain has been very gradual, the rise from
3.60%

in

1972

to 6.40%

comparatively sharp.

questions set at

in

1974

may still

be

considered

In the cognitive domain, the number of

the knowledge level dropped sharply from
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23.20%

1972

in

synthesis

3.73%

to

level emerged

in

1974

and

from 0.00%

to

those

3.47%

set
in

at

the

the same

period. This finding confirms that of an earlier study by
Yau et al (1975).

Table 3;

PERCENTAGE

OP

QUESTIONS

SET

ON

THE

AFFECTIVE

DOMAIN AND AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF THE COGNITIVE
DOMAIN IN THE HKCEE GEOGRAPHY ESSAY PAPERS PROM
1970 TO 1986

Year Affective

Cognitive
Knowledge

1986
1984
1982
1980
1978
1976
1974
1972
1970

10.99
9.89

20.00
10.00
7.50
6.00
6.40
'.60
0.00

1.10
6.59
2.00
2.00
3.00
1.00
3.73
23.20
10.67

Comprehension
47.80
43.96
36.50
52.00
58.50
52.00
41.87
30.00
52.33

Application

Analysis

Synthesis

Evaluation

10.44
10.44

38.46
36.26
35.00
9.00
21.50
31.00
34.40
15.20
22.33

2.20
2.75
6.50
2.50
2.50
2.00
3.47
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

20.00
34.50
14.50
14.00
16,53
31.60
14.67

DISCUSSION

The above reeulta reveal that although the atfective domain

has been given an

increasing amount of

attention

in

the

HKCEE in recent years, there is still much room for further
improvement. The plea

for

more questions on

the affective

domain stems from the conviction that geographical education
should

'move from a factual orientation to an orientation

concerned with concepts, methods and values" (Ambrose, 1973,
71)

and

that

"students

cannot

avoid

coming

up

questions of values and attitudes' (Naish, 1980, 63).
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In the cognitive domain, there has been a concentration of
questions aiming at the levels of comprehension, application
This

analysis.

and

who are about to leave

meets the needs of the young people
suits

and

school

it

considered appropriate because

is

development

cognitive

of

level

their

(Biggs, 1987).

The data also demonstrate
decrease

the number

in

of

clearly

that the has

been

a

order cognitive questions

lower

and an increase in the number of higher order ones during
under

period

the

turning

Two

consideration.

are

points

observable. The first one, which occurred around 1974, might

have been caused by the drastic change in the 1975 syllabus
which placed

the

less emphasis on regional geography than

old one. Since there is a tendency for regional geography to
be

taught

and

examined

in

a

more

the

manner,

factual

publication of the 1975 syllabus in 1973 might have had some
psychological effect on the setters of the 1974 essay paper.

The second turning point occurred around 1982 which might
have

been

the

result

combined

explicit statement on cognitive
the

HKCEE

syllabus

in

1981

of

the introduction

of

an

and affective objectives in
(Hong

Examinations

Kong

Authority, 1981) and of the implementation of a new Advanced
landscape
Level geography syllabus which was built on the

and ecological paradigms (Hong Kong Examinations Authority,
1979). This syllabus was first examined in 1981. It seemed
the examiners to
that these two measures have encouraged
place

more

emphasis

on

the

affective

and

high

level

cognitive objectives.

The data obtained in

the present study also reveal that in

the essay papers the examiners tend

to ask

more cognitive
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questions

the analysis

at

level whereas it
This

level

than

is the other way round

phenomenon probably reflects

the application

at
in

the MC papers.

the policy of the

Hong

Kong Examinations Aurhority as well as the relative strength

of the two types of questions in assessing different levels
of cognitive objectives.

When Tables

2

and 3 are compared, it

is found that the MC

papers exhibit a more steady trend of development than the
essay papers. This is because the MC questions are normally
selected from a pool of pre-set questions and are therefore

less affected by the personal inclination of the examiners
whose influence is more noticeable in the essay papers.

CONCLUSION

It has been shown in this paper that the influence of public
examinations on learning and teaching cannot be overstressed

in Hong Kong.

the

years,

is however encouraging to note that the

It

geography papers

in

the HKCEE have improved steadily over
pace

keeping

development

the

with

of

the

curriculum.

The paper

argues

that

these improvements are largely the

results of innovations in the curricula.

'before assessment

can

begin,

there

is

define objectives clearly' (Hones, 1973,

The assertion that
a

basic need

to

115) has also been

borne out by the present findings.
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ASSESSMENT SKILLS THE TRAINING OF RATERS
IN GEOGRAPHY EDUCATION
Roy llallantyue & Ross Sparks

ABSTRACT
Assessment training should ideally engage geography teachers in an intt.rac
tive process exposing individuals to the strategies of their peers as well tho:e
of an 'expert'. A study was undertaken to test a regression model designed
to encourage such interaction. The research results indicate the value of the
model in enabling comparative analysis of teacher assessment strategies and
the success of counselling in enhancing assessment skills.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many texts in geography education deal with the topic of evaluatiii
1975, 1982 ; Jay, 1981 ; Marsden, 1976 ; Slater, 1982 ; Walford, 1981). In
these, attention is given to different methods of assessment strategies as
well the validity and reliability of tests. It is noticeable, however, that no
suggestions are made regarding the practical training of teachers in marking
skills. Walford (198.1, p. 118) alludes to this lack of concern when he remarks

that 'it's strange how little has been written about marking in groglaphy
amidst all the bright ideas and erudition which straddle the pages of ftachtny
Geography".

Due to a lack of training in assessment skills many teachers feel tinsuie
their competence as evaluators. This is particularly true of beginning teach.

ers. Deep-down they realise that it is difficult to justify grade diffiemes
especially when assigning impression marks to essays. This insecurity is fur
tiler aggravated in multi- cultural environments where perceptions of what is
of value may vary resulting in claims of bias. Geographers, dealing as thy.)
do with value laden issues, are obviously sensitive to such
Geography teachers can no longer afford to let evaluation remain a 'legit, ted
part of the task of teaching (Bentley, 1981; Lloyd Jones, 1986) There is a
need to develop assessment skills in order to maintain standards, improve (l
quality of feedback to students and ensure the absence of bias relative to any
cultural group. To achieve these goals, geography teachers iiiiist be willing to
expose their marking strategies to scrutiny and peer review (Walford, 198.1)

2. THE USE OF A REGRESSION MODEL IN DEVELOPING
MARKING SKILLS
In response to the need fur pi wtical assessment training

,

both pie

and in-service levels, a regression model was devised to duty, t dilleion es in

4
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telchrr marking strategies am well as the presence of cultural bias (Sparks
,ml Ral lantrie, 1987). The model analyses teacher strategy relative to that
au expert thereby ; -licating where improvement is needed. This study
lemmstrates the application of the model in teacher training and evaluates
Its use in developing practical assessment skills. The detailed nature of the
model is presented in Sparks and Ballantyne (1987) and is not covered here.
111- cl.mpliter programs are available on request from the authors.
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Assuming that x and y represent the scores of an export.and another
assessor respectively, then it can be supposed that where y = x for all
assessments, equal strategies are employed. In Figui- 1 the 'o' points represent the co-ordinates (z; y) of marks given to an answer by an expert and
another assessor. Figure is indicates a situation where an expert and another assessor employ similar strategies. This is seen by the relatively close

positioning of the 'o' points to the line y = x (expert). Figure lb indicates
a situation where the expert and another assessor differ in strategy. In this
example, the assessor inflates the marks of good answers and depresses the
marks of poor answers relative to those of the expert.
The regression model is extended to allow the identification of cultural. bias
in assessors. This is achieved by determining whether strategy differences
exist where an individual assesses work originating from two or more cultural
groups. Figure lc illustrates a case of bias where an individual consistently
rates individuals from one cultural group below that of another and Figure
Id the expected situation where no bias is present.

The regression model was used in the training of five post-graduate students (one 'Black' and four 'White') enrolled in a geographical education
course at the University of Cape Town. The students were required to mark
the work of twenty, first year geography candidates. Twelve of these were
'Black' candidates and eight 'White'. Each candidate had answered three
essay questions relating to different sections of the first year course, viz. environmental perception, economic and urban geography (questions 1 to 3
respectively). The reason essay type questions were chosen was that these
"are very difficult to mark in a way which is entirely /air to candidates. No
matter how carefully the questions are chosen and worded, Inarkers will differ
in their assessment of answers" (Craves 1982, p 351). This question type is
thus ideally suited for use in assessment training.

The names of candidates were removed from examination scripts as were
any marks or comments made by the examiners. Any bias identified may,
therefore, be presumed to be subjective in its nature. Such an occurrence
could be explained by the fact that students had been educated in a segregated school system which by its nature is unequal in both provision and
standards of education (Hartshorne, 1986).

After students had marked all the scripts their scores were subjected to
the regression model and their strategies compared with that of an expert
(in this case the experienced lecturer who marked each particular section
of work in the examinations). The regression model identified differences
between students and the expert in terms of scale (spread of marks), location
(mean score shift) and bias. On the basis of these differences students were
counselled regarding improvements which could be made to their marking

IrN iN

0
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strategies. Counselling was done without reference to individual scripts.
Within three weeks of counselling, students re-marked the scripts and their

scores were again compared with those of the expert. In this way success
of both the model and student counselling in aiding the development of
marking skills was evaluated.

2.1 Application and interpretation
The regression model yielded differences between student and expert marks
in relation to scale, location and bias. The estimated scale parameter (slope)
generally varies between 0 and 1. The closer the estimated parameter is to 1

the greater the similarity in the spread of student and expert marks. If the
estimated scale parameter equals zero this indicates that student strategy is
unrelated to that of the expert, i.e. the student gives the same mark for all
scripts.
The estimated location parameter is affected by the scale and generally cannot be interpreted unless the estimated scale parameter for two comparing

strategies are equal. This situation is uncommon, but when it occurs, the
location parameter is useful in the detection a bias (Figure lc and 2a).

In this study it was decided to counsel student(' where it was found that
they:

(i) had an overall estimated scale parameter of less than .7

(ii) had an overall estimated scale parameter greater than .7 and an estimated location parameter of greater than 40 or less than 10

(iii) exhibited bias by using different strategies in the marking of scripts
from different cultural groups, viz. a relative location shift of greater
than 3% between groups.
Using the criteria above only one student was found to require no counselling
(Student 5). Of those remaining, three required counselling in terms of scale
(Students 1, 2 and 4) and one in terms of scale and bias (Student 3).
Student estimated scale and location parameters before and after counselling
are ehown in Table 1. The estimated scale parameters for Students 1 to 4
indicate that they are hesitant to award extremely high or low marks. This

illustrates insecurity in their marking strategies resulting in the adoption of
a tentative approach and the award of marks in a narrow range. This is
most clearly seen in the marks awarded by Student 2 for scripts in question
3 (Table 1). In this instance the marks awarded by Student 2 for the 20
scripts ranged from 67% to 70% (estimated scale parameter = .023) while
the expert's marks ranged from 5% to 82%.
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Table 1. Marking strategies reported by recording the estimates of the scale
and location parameters

STUDENTS STRATEGIES
BEFORE COUNSELLING'AFTER COUNSELLING
Question EstimatedL__
Parameter 1
1

Scale

.37

Location 42.0
2

Scale

.5

Location 34.6
3

Scale

.25

Location 48.4

Overall

Scale

Location 44.8

Student
2

.214
_9.8

.092
.1

.023

6.8
.06C

1.8

3

Student
4

5

1

2

3

4

.547 .848 .987
.820
.868 .848 1.110
29.4 13.2
3.6
10.3
11.0 17.0
1.0
.852

9.7

.767 .927
.648
.312 .748 1.020
10.6
9.2
24.3
39.3 15.8
0.0

.311 .290 .532
.405
.172 .374 .761
43.6 40.1 29.0
39.5
37.2 43.8 11.8
.439 .522 .726
.536
.389 .539 .932
35.4 28.3 19.5
30.1
37.2 32.7
6.5

Student 3, schooled in the 'White' educational system, exhibited cultural
bias in his marking strategy. This is most clearly seen in his marking I
scripts from question one (Figure 2a). Overall, Student 3 was found on average to have a 4% difference between marks awarded to 'Black' and 'White'
candidates.

After counselling, Students I to 4 re-marked the scripts. It is noticeable
that in only one case out of twelve (Student 3, question 2) was there no
improvement in student's scale parametere(Table 1). From Table 1 it is seen
that Student 2 shows A great improvement in estimated scale and location

parameters although his strategy remains distant from that of the expert
indicating a need for further training. Student 4, on the other hand, has
improved his strategy sufficiently to require no further training, i.e. there is
now little overall difference between his strategy and the expert as indicat. d
by estimated scale and location parameters. Student 3 did not reflect any
bias after counselling (compare Figure 2a and 2b). This student reflected the
least improvement in scale but this may have been due to the fact that he
was concentrating on eliminating bias from his strategy. A distance measure

of student marking strategy from that of the expert is obtained by using
the regression lines and summing the squared distance betweer the expert's
scores and an estimate of scores relating to that of the student. This measure
was calculated for each student using before and after estimated parameters
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thus allowing overall percentage improvements in strategy to be derived
(Table 2). Using this measure it is noted that Student 4 has improved the
most i.e. by 96% on the before difference relative to the expert. The average
overall improvement for the four students was 58% which indicates the value
of the regression model and counselling procedure followed in this study in
developing marking skills.

Table 2: Percentage improvement on student's strategy after counselling

STUDENT
2

1

3

4

Average
PI

Percentage improvement (PI)
alculated as follows:
pr DO-DA x 100%

where: DB and DA denote the

55.9% 64.6%

15.1% 95.9%

57.9%

. 'stance of student's strategy from
the expert's before and
after counselling respectively

3. DISCUSSION A otD CONCLUSION
The value of training in practical assessment skills in geography education
has been demonstrated above. The results indicate the importance of training geography teachers in marking skills where evaluation requires the assessment of pupil's creativity, imagination, problem formulation, problem .,u1ving, de. gion-making and attitudes. Training is even more essential where

teachers operate in a multi-cultural environment where it is important to
ensure that markii.g is fair and equitable.
The regression model applied in this study is a useful aid in identifying
problems in marking b...ategy and is a suitable diagnostic tool in the training
of geography teachers. Teacher educators wishing to use the model in their
training programme need to:
(i) identify the question type in which individuals need assessment training.
1Ithtnigh this study has only addressed trailing in the marking of essay
type questions, the procedure should prove valuable using any question
type where pupils are expected to 'think divergently, to be creative, to
express individuality, to hypothesise and speculate" (Bray, 1986, p 71).

(ii) present the questions to a large group of mixed ability pupils from different cultural groups.
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(iii) arrange for an expert, or perhaps more suitably a panel of experienced
teachers, to mark pupil answers.

(iv) select a range of answers (poor to good) to be used in training. These
answers should not be chosen randomly but selected to include a spread

of marks within each cultural group. At least eight marks are needed
for each group in order for the model to determine the presence of any
subjective bias.

(v) present the selected answers (not arranged in any order) to the trainees
for marking. Using the regression model assess their strategies and
counsel accordingly. One of the problems involved in the study above
was that students sometimes felt threatened by the counselling process.
However, counselling could occur in a less threatening manner using
peer group discussion. In this process case studies encompassing typical
strategies and problems could be discussed within groups. Thsinees

would be able to identify the strategy similar to their own and apply
the remedial action suggested by the group. An advantage of the above
process is that individuals are exposed to a number of different strategies

and not just their own.
(vi) organise the re-marking of scripts and, using the regression model, detect any improvement in strategies relative to the expert.
Although the training procedure above suggests the use of gr&tp discussion
in the counselling process it is possible to train individuals using an interactive, computerised system. Pupil answers to a question could be presented
on a computer screen or printout and marked by the trainees. These marks
could be punched into the computer which would then estimate the regression parameters aid plot expert and trainee strategies on a screen. This

information could be used by individuals to adjust their strategy and by
repeating the procedure, check for improvement.

in conclusion, this study has shown that through the use of a regression
model individual marking strategies converge through time. Training accelerates the process ensuring that the convergence ultimately reflects a strategy close to that of an expert. It is suggested,therefore that the model can
play an important role in initiating and facilitating the kind of teacher discussion which Walford (1984) feels is essential if geographers are to improve
their assessment skills.
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BUILDING COMPETENCE AND CONFIDENCE THROUGH
INSTITUTES, CONFERENCES, AND WORKSHOPS FOR TEACHERS:
THE ROLE OF THE GEOGRAPHIC ALLIANCE MOVEMENT
Mark H. Bockenhauer
Donald J. Zeigler
Abstract:

Organized

nation-wide efforts in geography to
disseminate exemplary teaching strategies have spurred
a new era of intermit in institutes, workshops, and
conferences for teachers.
Using examples
from

Geographic Alliance states of the US, we provide an
overview of programs that have been successful in
improving

teachers

the
competence
in geographic

and confidence of
content,
materials,

K-12
and

methods.

Introduction:
the USA the convergence of several
favorable
circumstances has created a window of opportunity for
the revitalization of oecoaraphv in the curriculum.
The National Geographic Society, which was founded 100
years ago "for the increase and diffusion of
geographic knowledge," has taken the leadership role
in
elevating the status and effectiveness of
geographic education through its Geography Education
Program (GEP), in existence since 1985.
In

1. By

working

through

the media

it

has made

the

American population increasingly aware of and
increasingly dissatisfied with the all-pervasive

of ggnrAphig_illifignmy as it has been
documented in various surveys over the past
decade, and as it has been ccntrasted with the
status

superior international knowledge of students in
other nations (Grosvenor, 1984, 1985).
2. By working through the peulltical leadership at
state and national levels, including Governors,
Senators, Representatives,
and the Secretary of
Education,
critical policy-makers
it
has made
aware of the potential contribution which

geography can make to a nation intent cn becoming
more international in outlook and more competitive
(Southern
in
the
international marketplace
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Governors' Association, 1987: US Congress 187).
working with the other leading geographical
organizations--Association of American
Geographers,
National
Council for Geographic
Education, and American Geographical Society--in a
consortium known as the Geographic Education
National Implementation Project (GENIP), it has
participated in developing the academic foundation
far a revitalized geography through the publication
of
Guidelines for__Geographic Educates
(Joint
Committee on Geographic Education, 1984), which
offers a succinct rationale for geography's place
in the K-12 curriculum, a sequence for learning
geographic content and skills, and a core of five
themes around which geographic education should be

3. By

built.

4. By establishing the NGS Education Found.ation in
January of 1988 with a $20 million initial
endowment,

the

promise

of

additional

matching

and an eventual goal of $100 million, it
has challenged the private sector (corporations,
funds,

foundations,
and individuals)
to help build
a
permanent base of support for geographic education
as
an
investment in American democracy and
international competitiveness (National Geographic

Society, 1988).
5. And, by working with teachers and administrators
throughout the country,
it
has mounted the
challenge of effecting change in the nation's
elassrocml,
the crucibles of the
twenty-first

century (Salter, 1986).

The foundation fur active outreach of the Geography

Education Pro.jram is a network of 22 Geographic
alLiancll as of 1988. Eact alliance is a partnership
of
university faculty, K-12 teachers,
school and
university administrafors, professional geographers
and ilterested citizens.
Most are organized at the
statu level with NGS providing technical and financial
support for alliance operations.
In the years 19851987, in fact, NGS dedicated nearly $9 million to its
Geography Education Program.
State governments and
the private sector have also been generous in
providing additional funding, often on a matching
basis.

3
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Diffusion

Through

Institutes,

Conferences,

and

Workshops:

extremely
While the activities of Alliances are
diverse, the goal of encouraging the diffusion of both
time-tested and innovative curriculum and teaching
strategies is well served by institutes, conferences,
These settings provide effective
and workshops.
venues for improving the competence and confidence of
K-12 teachers by stressing both geographic content and
participants are
In
general,
teaching methods.
expected to use their new-found knowledge and skills
in
but also
their own classrooms,
not only in
for their
professional development activitieq
Because geography is found as a distinct
colleagues.
subject in few US schools, participation is encouraged

by not only geography teachers but also teachers of
The twin goals are the emergence of
other subjects.
separate geography courses at all grade levels and the
integration, or infusion, of geography into other
A
subjects from math to history to literature.
sampling of the types of institutes, conferences, and
workshops is offered in the sections to follow.

A. NATIONAL

GEOGRAPHIC

SOCIETY

SUMMER

GEOGRAPHY

INSTITUTE:

The NGS Summer Geography Institute (SGI) has been held
annually since 1986 at the Society's headquarters in
Sixty-five K-12 teachers attend,
Washington, D.C.
selected through a highly-competitive process from
Participants receive
Geographic Alliance states.
This fourstipends and, if desired, academic credit.
week institute consists of morning lectures on major
geographic themes, and afternoon sessions devoted to
workshops that demonstrate effective teaching
materials and techniques. Urban and rural field trips

are an

integral

part of the

institute,

as

is

the

participants,
professional/social interaction among
Teachers also
Id
NGS staff.
university faculty,
acquire the leadership and presentatign skills needed
to fulfill the requirement that they conduct at least
three in-service workshops for their peers in their
Through this "multiplitr effect" these
home states.
their
teacher-consultants spread the benefits of
Institute experience throughout the Geographic
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Alliance network:
65
teachers
each teaching
3
workshops in which 20 teachers are in attendance reach
a total of 3900 teachers.
Experience has shown that
most SGI participants conduct more than the requisite
three in-service workshops.
In addition, many have
bec)me active in curriculum-writing and materials
development,
in
presentations to school boards,
educational, and civic organizations, and in pursuing
advanced geography study.
E.

SATELLITE SUMMER GEOGRAPHY INSTITUTES:

The Geographic Alliances that operate at the state
level, also organize institutes patterned after the
national SGI.
These 2-to 4-week "satellite"
institutes provide academic credit and an opportunity
for

K-12 teachers to refresh their knowledge of
geographic themes, develop and test new lesson plans,
and learn to integrate more geographic content into

other areas of science and humanities instruction.
institutes often have syllabi tied to state
curriculum requirements and regional issues.
They

These

are sponsored in part by funds from NGS and in part by
funds from local or state entities such as
universities, Governors'
offices,
state education

departments,
foundations,
and corporations.
Graduates of the national SGI play a leadership role
in
designing and teaching at these satellite
institutes. Additional NGS criteria for co-support of
a
satellite institute include:
a
minimum of 20
participants, a minimum of 80 contact hours, an inservice training component, participant lesson plan
presentations, amall group "investigations" to explore
effective methods of integrating lecture content into
K-12
classrooms,
evaluative mechanisms, and
arrangements for participants to receive graduate or
"salary" credit.

During the summer of 1987, five Geographic Alliances
conducted a total of nine Satellite Summer Geography
Institutes for a total of over 250 K-I2 teachers.
As
of the beginniny of 1988, as many as 15 SSGIs are
planned,
contingent on adequate financial and
institutional funding.
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C.

CURRICULUM CONFERENCES:

Geographic

Alliances may also conduct intensive
regional conferences to examine the scope and sequence

of geography required in state and local curricula.
These are called PLACE conferenola, which stands for
People, Location, Attitude, Change, Environment. They
provide an important opportunity for teachers and
university faculty to meet with state education

officials to discuss how geographic content can be
improved and infused into other K-12 disciplines such
as history, social studies, science, and languages.
1. In

1986,

the

California

PLACE

Conference

was

organized by the California Geographic Alliance
with support from UCLA, the California Department
of Public Instruction, and the National Geographic
Society.
This curriculum conference was attended
by about 150 educators and public officials.
2. In 1987, the Rocky Mountain PLACE Conference was

organized by the Colorado Geographic Alliance with
support from the University of Colorado--Boulder,
the
Western Governors' Association, and the
National Geographic Society.
It was attended by
about 160 people.
D.

GEOGRAPHTC ALLIANCE WORKSHOPS:

are often sponsored by Geographic
Alliances to foster improved K -12 geography teaching
among those who have not been able to attend either
national or satellite institutes. They may range from
Short _stujighsma

a 1-1/2 hour after - school or at-school session to a 2or 3-day workshop far removed from the classroom
Instruction may be provided by academic
setting.
geographers, by classroom teachers,
or by
a
combination of the two.
Graduates of the SGT and the

SSGIs are often involved in leading these workshops.
Some examples of successful Alliance-sponsored
workshop:, follow:

1. A series of county-wide workshops were conducted
by the Kentucky Geographic Alliance, co-sponsored
by
grants from NGS and South Central Bell
Telephone.
By January 1988, 18 of these 2- to 4hour workshops had been offered free-of-cost to
over 500 glemantary AgAcharl throughout the -tate.
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Workshops were led by a professional geographer
teamed with one of five Kentucky SGI graduates.
They focused on the new state geography curriculum
for 4th and 6th grades. These workshops have been
enthusiastically received by teachers, and at least
7 more are scheduled under this grant.

2. A 3-day "retreat" workshop was conducted by the
Minnesota Alliance for Geographic Education at a
remote northern Minnesota nature center.
Thirtyfive K-12 teachers came from across the state to
participate in content lectures and teacher
presentations,
focusing on state environmental
issues such as acid rain, water quality,
and
forest use.
The nature center facilities and
staff were employed for field work activities
ranging from hands-on water quality testing to
orienteering.
This intensive event was so wellreceived by teachers that it has been made an
annual alliance activity.
3. A 3-day workshop for 45 Missouri teachers and
administrators was hosted by the Missouri
Geographic Alliance.
This workshop attempted to
convince school and school-district decision-

makers of the importance of enhanced geographic
education.
SGI graduates made presentations of
effective lesson plans,
and several university
geographers
lectured on fundamental
geographic
themes end the goals of the Alliance movement.

The targeting of edmiDistratna is an aspect of
Alliance work not to be overlooked, for this group
can help effect lasting change.
4. A series of 3 weekday eveninqKgrkatiops was
sponsored by the New Jersey Geographic Alliance.
Each 3-hour session featured at least two SGI
graduates presenting hands-on lesson plans, and an
alliance-provided dinner.
Two workshops were held

on university campuses and one at an elementary
school.
E.

'TEACHING GEOGRAPHY' WORKSHOPS:

A recent addition to ne Geography Education Program
is "
011.11g...g992COPh YI____8219.4g1f 0 r _Act
9l-ja,fl a program funded in part by the US Department
of Education's National Diffusion Network.
Teaching
Geography provides an array of materials (curriculum
guidelines

and

a

handbook)

and

services

(teacher-
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training workshops) to reach an audience of teachers
within and beyond the existing Geographic Alliance
Network.

Teaching Geography's primary service consists of in=
aermieg workshops to support the use of the geography
curriculum guidelines and a teachers' handbook
entitled A___BOdel for Actien, which contains sample
lessons,
an
annotated bibliography of teaching
exercises and aids, a list of geography teaching
resources, and information about on-going services and
opportunities.
These on-site workshops are available
to
introduce educators to geography content and
successful teaching techniques.
Ideally, they are
organized for 20-50 educators of grades 4-6 or 7-12.
Workshops are staffed by a team of two experienced
experts selected from the pool of NGS
teachers,
geography teacher-consultants, and from among
professional geographers affiliated with the NGS
Geographic Alliances.
A Program co-ordinator works
with this team and with a "local facilitator" to
tailor a workshop to specific local curricular needs.
Workshops are offered for $25 per participant per day.
All educators who tiopt Teaching Geography materials
or workshop services ire offered the on-going support
services of the Geography Education Program.
F.

WORKSHOPS AT PROFESSIONAL CONFERENCES

professional conferences of geographers and
educators provide additional opportunities for
encouraging the diffusion of materials and methods in
Annual

geography teaching.

1. In the realm of geographic education, the Vatimal
gellncia fler_00gtlahic Education provides a forum
for reaching both K-12 and college level teachers.
2. In the realm of education, the annual conferences
.Adtigs and
of the National council for the_12ciol
affiliates
and local
state,
their regional,
provide a nationwide network of already scheduled
meetings with loyal and highly-motivated
Many state departments of education
participants.
also sponsor annual conferences and are usually
In
anxious to encourage workshop presentations.
statewide
the
annual
instance,
for
Virginia,
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conference for social studies educators has long
provided an audience for encouraging the better
teaching of geography.
3.

In the realm of geography, the annual meetings of

the Asswiation Of Ame-icAn GeogrApher2 and its
lave
begun
to
offer
regional divisions
supplementary programs .,r teachers in the areas
where

they

meet

as

well

as

for

conference

registrants.
G.

UNIVERSITY INSTITUTES IN GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION:

Largely as a result of the momentum which has built up
behind the cause of geographic education in the United
States,
outside

some universities have been able to attract
to offer institutes of their own to

teachers within their service areas.
In the state of
Virginia, for example, not only will there be a
Satellite Summer Geography Institute sponsored by the
Virginia Geographic Alliance at James Madison
but there will also be two additional
University
summer institutes designed to improve the teaching of
content in
geographi.: concepts and
the K-12
curriculum.

4week InvijIgnmental agogra_Phy Institutet
targeted at earth science, geography, and social
studies teachers in grades K-12 will be held at Old
Dominion University with federal funding under the

1. A

Education

for

Economic

Security

Act

channelled

through the State Council for Higher Education in
About 30 teachers will be in attendance,
Virginia.
for
receive a stipend
each of whom will
The content of the institute will
participating.
focus )n environmental topics at global, national,
relationships
including the
scales,
and
local
Strategy
between physical and cultural geography.
sessions on how to integrate content, materiels,
end methods into the participants' clIssrooms will
be a part of each day's sessions.
institute targeted
at
3-week
2. A

migidle

achool

geogrAphy teachers will be held at George Mason
Universit, with federal funding provided by the US
Department of Education's Fund for the Improverent
of Post-Secondary Education and channelled through
George
the Association of American Geenraphers.
Mason University has been desit ated as one of 8

'4l
e.1

11
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centers of excellence in the country to participate
in this 3-year program designed to develop new
introductory geography courses
college-level,
future teachers.
needs of
to
the
gear:v.1
Approx..nately 25 participants, each of whom will
receive a stipend for participating, will include

school teachers and administrators who will work
with unil.s'isity faculty in improving the middle
school teacher's pre-service education in geography

with an emphasis on Jontent, state middle school
geography requirements, and the fundamental themes
of geography as presented in the Gpideline.s for
geographic Education.

While neither institute will be offered under the
cegis of the Geographic Alliance movement, both will
ha able to take advantage of teacher consultants and
materials developed as part of the Geographic
Education Program and, likewise, contribute to the ongoing diffusion of geographic education.
successful Professional Development Activities:

development activities such as
conferences, and workshops for teachers
Are usually accompanied by an evaluative assessment of
Professional
institutes,

the degree to which they have been accomplished their
Common factors in successful GEP-sponsored
activities have included the following:

goals.

properly-targeted audience for the planned
program, particulary in terms of local curriculum

1. A

And teacher needs.
2. $oppgr_t_frpnLidggatcre and administrators in the
planned program locale.
and
3. Leadership that understands the realities
difficulties of taking geographic concapts and
Wills into the R-12 classroom.
4. Incorporation of claSIXPIPM trichers into the
implementation of professional
planning and
development activities.
gcntaptend_m_thpglology in the
of
5. A balance
The best "mix" has been one of
program.
geographical content lectures, most often by
university geogrlphers, followed by work sessions
to illustrate classroom-tested teaching strategies,
led by master teachers.
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6. Hands-on activities that help assure use of
program content and methods.
Time and again,
teachers have noted that materials and methods are
best if they can be placed into immediate use in
the classroom.
7. InstitMtional support.

Local

financial

or

in-

kind support provides a degree of "ownership" in
programs, offering a greater likelihood of lasting
impact.

Conclusions:

Institutes, workshops. and conferences provide ideal
settings for encouraging the diffusion of ideas.,.
G.92Dt.a3lti..__IlatkrialALAulsi_inethods

in

geographic

These professional development activities
bring together academic geographers with school
teachers and administrators for the express purpose of
education.

deciding how best to educate the children who will
inherit the twenty-first century.
Kindergarten
graduates of 1988 will comprise the first graduating
class of the third millennium, the high school class
of "double naught."
We have just twelve years to
make sure that each of them and their successors pass
through a curriculum which provides a useful, contentrich, and mind-expanding education in geography.
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TEACHERS LEADING TEACHERS IN AMERICA'S RENAISSANCE
IN GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION
A. David Hill
AliSTRACT

-nography in weakly represented in the American school
curriculum, a structural condition that will be difficult
There are however signs that American geography
to change.
Recent
is now on the verge of experiencing a renaissance.
developments include media attention alxiut "geographic
illiteracy" among students and citizens, a spate of new
local and statewide geography curriculum requirements, and
the refocusing onto geographic education of the resources
of geographic societies. In addition, many local
geographic education enhancement efforts may be found
throughout the country. For example, a number of continuing education activities in the State of Colorado and the
Rocky Mountain region have been coordinated in order to
build a network of geographic education leaders, especially
Federal support from
elementary and secondary teachers.
Begin1985-88 trained leaders in school district teams.
ning in 1986, the Colorado Geographic Alliatwe, supported
by the National Geographic Society, stimulated additional
activities directed toward teacher leaders.
ASPECTS or THE PRODLEM
Geography is only weakly represented in the American
secondary school curriculum (Manson, 1981; Gardner,

198(1).

Enrollment in geography accounts for only 5% of national
!,econdory enrollments (National Center for Education

Statistics, 1984).

The problem of improving the status

of geruitaphy in the schools is structural and not susceptible to an eaNy solution.

Forces determining the school

curriculum are numerous and complex (Schwab, 197(').

There

are many

tors, on the stage, all of whom are part of the

problcm.

only a few of these actors can he mentioned bore.
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Inadequately prepared and too few geography teachers are
both a cause and a result of this situation (Wini,ton, 1984).

State certification requirements are inadequate, e.g.,
(blorado requires only 5 semester hours of college geography

to teach the subject at the high school level, but even
this standard is often breached.

There are few excellent

curriculum materials for geography.

Professional geog-

raphers, with the exception of a few voices crying in the
wilderness, have paid little attention to geography in the
schools or to the geographic education of future school
teachers.

Indeed, American college and university crog-

raphers have generally believed that pre-collegiate issues
were beyond the pale, that others, especially colleagues
in professional education, were responsible in that domain.
Faith that professional educators were taking care of geography in the schools was misplaced.

It is rare in American

teacher education colleges and schools to find a faculty
member with solid training in geography.

Those education

faculty responsible for "social studies" teacher education
typically have professional education degrees, not subjectmatter degrees: their commitment is to the "social studies,"
an amalgam of civics, social science, geography,
and "issues."

pry,

(Generally, history is the only discipline

that has a degree of autonomy and that is required in the

social studies curriculum at the secondary level tcay,)
But what is taught in the schools is not good social science
according to most social scientists, geographers, and
historians.

At the same time, pr('esgiolial educators argue

for an "integrated" curriculum that addresses the needs. of
"the whole child," the future citizen.

3S

They want to protect
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the curriculum against those who would try to give premature, specialized training in the disciplines (Wronski
and Rr.ulaw,

191I6).

We have a two-cultures problem that

will not quickly go away.

SIGNS or A RENAISSANCE
There are early signs of a renaissance in American geographic education, in spite of a tradition of neglect of
geography by geographers and the disinterest in
geography of the professienal education establislumnt.
There is some slight public pressure building for geogtrphic education, the public is characteristically fickle.
Still, geography in America is currently receiving more
attention than it has at any other time, so it would be
foolish to dismiss the signs of this renaissance too
quickly.

Public pressure for geography is generated largely by
media attention about "geographic illiteracy" among
students.

Survey after survey, whether by (:he media,

college professors, or by prestigious national commissions,
tell of the geographic illiteracy of Americans (0.q., The
At?anti,: Council's Working Group on the' Succssor

enr.ra!ion, 1981; Barrows et al., 1981; commission on
International Elucation, 1984; National. Commission on
Pxcellence in Education, 19R3).

Press Loverc.go of tb!.e

surveys has continued unabated for the last four years
Dallas Times Herald, December 11, 1983; l.!;. News &

World Reporty March 25, 1985.

There has hen a recent spate of new local and statewide
geography curriculum requirements.

Just in the past four
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years, these have been established in California, Tennessee,
Arizona, South Dakota, and Utah to name but a few.

At the

University of Colorado, high school geography has become an
admission requirement for freshman in the College of Arts
and Sciences.

This pressures high schools to add geography

to their programs.

Generally, these new requirements were

not spontaneous or random results of media attention to
"geographic illiteracy."

Rather, they were (and continue

to be) the outcomes of well-organized campaigns led by a
few professional geographers (e.g., Stutz, 1985; Salter,
1986).

More recently, these campaigns (as well as numerous

other promotional activities on behalf of geographic
education)

are the result of the refocusing onto pre-

collegiate geographic education of the resources of
geographic societies.

For example, the four major geog-

raphy societies have joined to form the Geographic
Education National Implementation Project (GEN/P).

The

Guidelines for Geoirayhic education (Natoli et al., 19134),

written and sponsored jointly by the Association of
American Geographers and the National. Council for Geographic

Education, filled the need for a national curriculum
document to guide reform in geography.

Especially active

has been the National Geographic Society (NCS), which has
thrust its very considerable resources and influence into
the fray (e.g., Grosvenor, 1985).

Among other effort:s on

behalf of geographic education, it is supporting a national
network of 22 state-based geographic alliances.
FOCtIS ON TEACHERS

The Nr ;S alliance concept wisely places resources in the

hands of state coordinators who are ih touch with local
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teachers, administrators, and other interested persons and
groups.

We thus have a stimulus for many local geographic

education enhancement efforts throughout the country. This
local focus is in part a response to the experience of the
Association of American Geographers' !Ugh School Geography
Project, a large, national curriculum development effort in
the 1960s.

Despite its many outstanding innovations,

it

did not stimulate a significantly larger role for geography
in the nation's schools.

A major lesson of that effort was

that a high quality, professionally-developed national
curriculum could not by itself reform and promote geography
in the schools.

it reminded us that educational change in

America takes place primarily through local initiative and
cooperation.

There is little national, centralized control.

Rather, schools are controlled by boards of locally-elected
officials.

Curricula are generally controlled by these

boards, and only in a few states can one find centralil,
state-mandated courses of study; indeed, such state control
is unconstitutional in some states.

Most states 0'

howeVPr,

qet certification (licensing) criteria for teacher...

School

textbooks are adopted at the state level in 22 states; most
adold.ions occur at the district level, and in some districts
autonomy lies with individual schools.
Another minor lesson of the high school Geography Project.

is that no amount of expertise can produce "teacher-proof"
,7urriculnm materials.

Teacher trairang and interest is a

g-ocial link in educational reform, and Any project that
does not make teachers a central concern is likely to fail.

Pe:watch shows that what gets taught in the :hools is

X5`4
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largely determined by teachers and administrators (presumably with the consent of the school board). These factors
have pointed those professional geographers who seek to
promote school geography to the need

work with teachers

at the local level.

The author is one of a small but growing band of American
university geographers who are leading continuing education
programs for teachers at the grassroots level.

Activities

in the State of Colorado and the Rocky Mountain region are
coordinated by the author in order to build a network of
geographic education leaders, especially elementary and
From 1985-88, work supported by two

secondary teachers.

National Science Foundation (NSF) grants created a regional
network of 90 ceographic educators who motivate, support,
teach each other, and train colleagues in their districts
to provide knowledgeable and creative teaching in ml)dern
geography.

Based on the concept of empowering teams of

teachers and curriculum specialists, the project -- called

the Rocky Mountain Geography Teachers' Leadership Network-trains school district teams and builft them into a network
of regional leaders.

It links these geographic educators

to the Colorado Geographic Alliance and the national network
of NGS alliances.

Trained in summer and a,7ademic year

workshops, these teams design, pilot, and evaluate educational products.

After revision, these products are

incorporated into the districts and disseminated within and
beyond the region.

Beginning in January 1986, the Colorado Geographic
Alliance, f:upporte0 by the National Geographic Society,

stimulated additional activities directed toward teacher
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leaders.

The Alliance organizes workshops, meetings, and

conferences in which teachers have the oppottunity to
develop their professio:

1

leadership abilities by conduc-

ting demonstration lessons for their peers.

(The recogni-

tion of demonstrating to peers, which is usually a new
professional experience for many teachers, builds esteem,
which provides motivation for further development.) Another

critical function of the Alliance is connecting people and
keeping them informed.

The Colorado Alliance mailing list

now numbers over 800 people to whom we send out our
newsletters and announcements.
for teacher-developed materials.

We also run a clearinghouse
Generally, the Alliance

does whatever we think will promote school geography.

For

example, we organized a 3-day conference in August, 1987,

which attracted 160 educators from 22 states, and we
published the conference proceedings in 1988.

A unique

teatere of the conference were joint presentations by
,,;,,ndary Leachers and university geographers.

The

Alliance al,lo conducted a statewide contest in which school

classes portrayed the geography of their local communities
in a series of posters.

The ;le work developed with the NSF grants is being extended

with Mc; support to the Colorado Alliance.

Tn dune of 1988,

the Allionce added 10 teachers to the N;l' 90-person network

by training them in a 3-week institute.

This institute was

conducted according to a few key principles that informed
the NsF project:

(1) a staff comprised of both professional

geographers and profeAsional educators is needed;

(2) build

on a previous project, to take advantage of cumulative
development;

(0 train teams to offer leadership in theit
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school districts;

products; and

(4) focus training on useful educational

(5) create mechanisms that suetain and

expand the teacher development process.
INSTITUTION BUILDING

Nnerica's renaissance in geographic education seemed more
assured than ever when the National. Geographi: Society

announced in January 1988, that it was estat.ishing an
education foundation with an initial $20 mil.i)n and
challenge grant of another $20 million.

bocal institution

building is also happening, usually in the context of the
N(;S alliances.

For example, a new Center for Geographic

Education at the University of Colorado at Boulder has
teacher-leadership training as a major objective.

This

Center, the first of its kind in the U.S.A., provides a
continuing base of support to coordinate the Colorado
Geographic Alliance, thus serving the University's
outreach function.

In addition, it conducts geographic

education roearch materials.

The Center thus institution-

alizes many geographic education developments within a
major graduate department of geography.

Although by no

moans assuring rapid curricular change, these develorments
are certainly indications of. America's renaissance in
geographic education.
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RE-VITALIZING GEOGRAPHIC EDUCATION
IN THE STATE OF ALABAMA
Howard G. Johnson, dilliam R. Strong, and
David C. Weaver
Abstract:
As
in many
other places in the United
States, geography instruction in the grade
schools of Alabama became moribund in the
196 s and 1970's. During the early 1980's
a group of college teachers of geography in
the state pooled
their frustrations over
geographic literacy of their students, and
established a three pronged effort to both
restore geography tangibly to the school
curriculum and to improve the quality of
in-service geographic education of social
studies and earth-science teachers. This
effort
has
had initial successes
but
continuing vigilance will be needed to
ensure the long term security of geographic
education.
Introduction:
During the past three years (1985-88) there
has
been
a
well
'great
documented
awakening'
'in the part of the body politic
in the United States, as to the diminished
diminutive
position of geographic
and
education in the public schools, and
to
problems
associated
of
geographic
illiteracy in the
nation.(Down,
1987,
Grosvenor, 1988) A number of papers at this
meeting will report on specific dimensions
both
of this reawakening and the impact on
geographic
college
and
school
grade
education practices.
The purpose of this river iq to review the
experience of revitelizatioa efforts in
of
state
tine
in
educatiw
geographic
Alabama over a somewhat longer time horizon
of
period
recent
most
this
than
enlightenment. Alabama is of particular
U.S. 'Geography Revival'
the
to
interest
major
because it developed a
movement
to resuscitate geography
statewiee effort
This
in the schools some ten years ago.
effort occurred without external support
recent national efforts
the
And before
achieved prominence. The effort has not
only a longer track record by which to
monitor achievement but also an extended
learning curve with respect to modes of
attainment of objectives.
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Beginnings (SAGE & SEDAAG)
The basis of initial efforts in geographic
education improvement
in
Alabama
wal
established in 1969 when the late Dr. W.
Koch
of
the
University
of
Alabama
established
the
Society
of
Alabama
Geographers and Educators (SAGE).
This
organization
operated initially through
newsletter and biannual meetings, and had a
small membership
restricted to interested
faculty of the state's two and
four year
colleges.
While paying lip service to
geographic education support at all levels,
it functioned essentially as an information
system and fraternal
organization
for
college faculty.

SAGE was affiliated with the South Eastern
Division of
the Association
of American
Geographers
(SEDAAG)
which
during
the
1970's had developed great concern for the
condition
of geography
programs in the
small colleges of the region.
These small
college programs had
experienced
some
enrollment decline and resulting faculty
attrition.
SEDAAG created a Committee on
the
status of Geography
in
the
Small
Colleges,
on
which one of the authors
served. The concerns of SEDAAG with respect
to the condition of Geography in the small
colleges,
were
the
primary focus of
activities in SAGE. After Dr. Koch's death
in
1978
leadership in SAGE devolved on a
very small group of committed
members
including the authors who continued to meet
regularly
to discuss
issues.
There was
before 1980, however, no specific agenda or
deliberate action generated by SAGE for the
improvement of geographic education in the
schools Cr of any kind of outreach
to
involve
grade
school teachers
in
the
organ izat ion.

The Crisis:
The
ambivalence
of
attitude
towards
activism which characterized SAGE during
its first ten years, came to a dramat'x end
in the summer of 1979 when Marie Hend,ix, a
social studies
specialist in the State
Department of Education,
called
Iownrd
Johnson to inform him that she had just
Learned that the .ew Social Studies
Course
of Study Statement about
to go to press
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exhibited no tangible geography content.
Geography,
she said
was about
to be
excluded totally from the curriculum. After
voicing her concern
to
Johnson, Hendrix
then talked with the State Superintendent
of Education, a long time colleague as well
as boss, and got his permission to phone in
several geography concepts and objectives
for last minute inclusion in the curriculum
statement.
This
desperate
salvage
operation
technically saved geography from extinction
in the Alabama curriculum,
but left
it
teetering on
the
brink,
debilitated and
largely defenseless. This condition,
SAGE
was
to quickly
realize, had not occurred
overnight. A twenty year period of neglect
had ultimately
threatened
the
subject's
demise. It became apparent that if SACE was
to
make
any
to
saving
contribution
Geography in the state curriculum for the
long
term,it was faced with not just one
battle but a long war.
Beginning in 1980 the focus of SAGE's
concern shifted inexorably away from the
pre-occupation with the tenuous c ndition
of geography in the colleges to what most
members agreed was demonstrably the more
critical condition of geography instruction
in the grade schools.
Digging Outs
During the period 1981-84 three strategies
emerged
from policy discussions within
SAGE, to be separately implemented by the
Fall of 1984. These were 1) operation of a
standardized geography knowledge test at
the
College freshmen level to demonstrate
the
degree
of
geographic
ignorance
emanating
from
the
public
schools 2)
improving
services
to
teacherr
by
developing education oriented courses and
materials
and
providing
inservice
experiences
3)
finding ways
to
effect
change through the bureaucracy of the State
Department of Education.
The testing strategy was developed through
agreement between the major departments of
geography in
the
state to administer a
common
test
to
freshmen.
Howard Johnson
wrote to the National Council on Geographic
Education for permission
to copy
their
Introductory Level Exam.
The
exam
was
delivered to freshmen at the Universities
of Alabama, North Alabama,
South Alabama,
Ja7ksonville State and Auburn in the Fall
of 1983 and the Spring of 1984.
Results
were even lower than predicted and provided
a broad statistical benchmark for the first
time
on
the
geographical performance of
Alabama students.
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In
October of
1984,
Dr. Evelyn Pratt, a
member of the State Board of Education
was
invited
to
the
fall
meeting of SAGE to
review the results of
the p'-evious
years
testing.
At
that
time she was questioned
about effective procedures for
influencing
the
State Department of Education.
Dr.
Pratt
recommended
specific
lobbying
strategies which would be appropriate and
offered to arrange a formal presentation by
SAGE
representatives
before
the
State
Board. By coincidence the SEDAAG annual
meeting was scheduled for November 1984 in
Birmingham. It was agreed that Dr. Pratt
would be invited to speak at that meeting,
and that a next day representation would be
made before the State Board in Montgomery.
In spite of some leu;t minute opposition
on
the State Board to allowing SAGE members to
speak, the presentation was made, and
this
created
major
awareness of the sorry
condition of geographic education in
the
State.
Consequent
to
the meeting
SAGE
received advice from employees of
the
Department of Education on acceptable modes
of
influencing policy.
These
contacts
resulted
in
the implementation of a major
writing
letter
to
campaign
the
Superintendent
and
the
Board,
of
the
appointment of W. Strong to serve on the
committee
that would revise ASSCS for 1986
and the placing of Howard Johnson, and Mary
Hansen, a high school geography teacher, on
the task force which would review the ASCS
document.
A
number of geographers were
allowed
to make
statements
at
regional
public
hearings on the nnw curriculum
guidelines.
thereafter,
Shortly
Vicki
Rivizzigno of the Department of Geography
at the University of South Alabama was
appointed
to
the State textbook selection
committee.
This was a direct result of the
message being propounded by SAGE.

Laying the New Foundation
As a result of all this action on varied
fronts the 1986 revision of the State ASSCS
guidelines contained substantial increases
iu
geographical content.(reague, 1986) The
Social Studies Course of Study was written
during
1985-86
and was accepted
by the
Board of Education in the summer of 1986.
It
contained units on geography in the K-6
curriculum,
a
one year course entitled
Regional.
Studies cf the Eastern Hemisphere
in the 7th Grade,
a
one semester World
Geography course in
the
9th grade and
geography
components
in
all
history

0 0,)
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courses. Much of the content incorporated
in
revised
curriculum
was
abstracted
directly from "Guidelines for Geographic
Education" which had
just
been
published
under
national
sponsorship.(Guidelines,
1986)
This
little
booklet
made
a
significant
impression on the curriculum
committee.
In
the Spring of 1986 word of the progress
being made in Alabama was reaching the

national level and at the spring meeting of
the Association of American Geographers
in
Minneapolis representatives of the National
Geographic
Society
announced
their
intention of making
Alabama the eighth
member of their newly established Alliance
organization., The U. S. national Alliance
organization which is being
separately
reported
on at
this meeting
had
been
started
in
1986 with seven
affiliates.
Anticipating rapid expansion, NGS proposed
to bring Alabama into the fold in January
of 1987.
During the

summer of 1986 SAGE members
continued to work with the State Department
of Education and to plan a major Fall
meeting in the center of the State to brief
teachers and education administrators on
both
the new curriculum and the proposed
association with the National Geographic
In
October the meeting was held
S( :iety.
near Birmingham with the largest attendance
ever for a SAGE convention. At the meeting
were a number of high ranking Department of
Education officials who both distributed
copies of the new curriculum guidelines,
and
who praised SAGE members
for their
judicious efforts in impri'ing the social
studies curriculum.
Eaco of the education
officials declared that they would support
the
activities of geographers in the state
in
the
years to come.
They were also
appreciative of the fact that SAGE and the
universities were developing
workshops,
in-service s..minars,
and graduate courses
in geography
for
teachers. A number of
teachers and other educational officials
attending expressed interest in developing
a
variety of geography
in-service and
'awareness' programs in their own school
districts.
In January 1987 Alabama became officially a
National
Geographic
sponsored Alliance
state with the three authors as Alliance
Operating
co-ordinators.
funds
were
allocate') by NGS and the Alliance began to
organize
a
in-service and
number
of
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awareness activities including an Alliance
newsletter.
In-service activities focussed
primarily on one to three day workshops and
institutes,
while
awareness activities
included media coverage, an
awareness day
for
the
City of Birmingham Schools in the
Spring, and a state wide Awareness Day in
the
Fall,
coinciding
with
National
Geography Awareness Day, In July 1987 five
outstanding secondary school teachers from
the state were selected in competition
to
attend
the
National Geographic Society's
Summer
Institute
for
teacher's
in
Washington D.C.
During the fall of 1987 and the spring of
1988,
returning
summer institute trainees
were designated teacher consultants,
and
were
brought into Alliance activities in
four ways.
They were used as resource
persons
for
in-service
institutes and
workshops, they were placed on programs at
national and state professional geography
meetings, they were each appointed to the
Alliance Steering Committee, and they were
used as lobbyists with respect to the State
Board of Education, the Legislature and the
Governor's office. As a result of Alliance
lobbying efforts the state offered to match
a
$50,000.00 grant challenge
from NGS,
which has
resulted in a budget of over
$100,000.00
to
accruing
the
Alabama
Alliance for the year 1988.
Conclusion:
The ten year history of involvement between
of
college
teachers
geography,
State
goverment
and
public
local
school
districts,
to enhance geographic education
in Alabama shows that major impacts can be
made on educational policy if a number of

elements can be organized and integrated.
In
Alabama the elements which contributed
to success were
1.)
Strong,
voluntary,
financially
unrewarded commitment from college faculty
who devoted many hours of work to the
cause.
2.)
Adherence to established bureaucratic
procedures for producing change.
3.)
of
Support
regional
and
national
organizations which provided both money and
materials at critical points in the effort.
4.) Effective prrjramming which persuaded
school
districts
that
,Jeography
and
geographers had L,omething to offer.

t) ,
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While the future of geography in grade
school education in Alabama is by no means
assured,
its
prospects look undisputably
better than they did ten years ago, and the
cadre of support already in place will
certainly not dissipate overnight.
The
Alabama
Geographic Alliance intends to
maintain constant vigilance,
and
increase
its
outreach
activities,
to militate
against a repeat of the nadir of 1979.
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(Sub-Theme: Continuing Education of Geography_Teachers)
Title:

A Distance Learning Strategy for Geography Teachers

Author:

W. Ashley Kent

Abstract:

This paper outlines a case study of Distance Learning
in the form of a package developed for geography
teachers.
It reviews the new environment in the
UK for in-service and information technology showing
how the Learning Geography with Computers Pack has
arrived at an appropriate time. The Pack's history,
structure, intended market and uses are explored
and its strengths and weaknesses are evaluated as a
distance learning strategy.

Introduction: In England at present we are faced with an
educational system undergoing dramatic, for some disturbing
and demoralising, externally imposed aid radical changes.
Toffler, (1970) has warned us of the human consequences of
rapid political, economic and social change and it seems to
this author that educationalists in Britain are suffering a form
of 'anomie' in the face of seemingly endless and centrally
controlled changes. We are faced with an increasingly obsessive
vocationally oriented educational philosophy underpinned by an
overt belief ia market forces.
The national curriculum, just
one part of the (so-called) Great Education Reform Bill (GERBIL),
and a new examining system at 16 (the General Certificate of
,Secondary Education) are being rushed through in indecent haste.

One other radical element of educational policy has been the
complete restructuring of the system whereby teachers receive
in-service education and training (INSET).
The Local Education
Authority Training Grants Scheme was created under the provisions
of the Education Act 1906 and full details were first revealed
in the Department of Education and Science (DES) Circular No.
6/86 (29 August 1986) 'The scheme is intended to help local
authorities to organise in-service training more systematically
so as to meet both national and local training needs and
(DES, 1986)
priorities'.
The thrust of this initiative is further central control in
this case of INSET through Grant Related In-Service Education
Local Education Authorities (LEAs)
and Training (GRIST).
have to submit for approval annual INSET proposals to the DES
year ahead of time. Nineteen national priority areas
one
(fig. 1) receive 35% of grant-aided expenditure whereas local
priority areas (identified by the LEAs) receive 65%.
Clearly
approval is given to those proposals which display 'relevance',
'coherence', 'value for money' and is 'targetted INSET'. (DES,
1986).
The principle underlying this development is to put
the LEAs into the driving seat'according to Pauline Perry (then
Chief HMI) in a lecture delivered at the. Institute of Education
The intention is to give more autonomy to LEAs,
in June 1986.
headteachers and classroom teachers through new INSET arrangementi
This new GRIST environment means that more INSET can be school
or locally hosed and there should be money to pay for the human
and teaching resources necessary.
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National Priority Areas

School Teachers
1.
Training in organisation and management in the context of the
responsibilities of head teachers and other senior teachers in

schools.
2.

Training in the teaching of mathematics.

Training to meet the special educational needs of pupils with
learning difficulties in schools.
3.

4.

Training .elated to industry, the economy and the world of

work.
5.

Training in the teaching of science.

6.

Training in the teaching of craft, design and technology (CDT).

7.
Training in teaching and the planning of the curriculum in a
multi-ethnic society.

8.
Training in the teaching of microelectronics and in the uses of
microelectronics across the curriculum.
9.

Training in the teaching of religious education.

Further Education Teachers

10. Training related to industry, the economy and the world of work
11. Training to develop competence in the teaching of technical,
commercial or professional subjects in the light of recent
developments in industry, commerce or the professions.

12. Training in organisation and management in thecnntext of the
responsibilities of teachers in further education.
13. Training to meet the spacial educational needs of further
education students with learning difficulties.
14. The training of teachers engaged mainly or entirely in the
provision of advanced further education (AFE) in polytechnics
and certain other institutions.
15. Training in the teaching of microelectronics and in the uses of
microelectronics across the curriculum.
School and Further Education Teachers
16. Training for the General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE).

School and Further Education Teachers and Youth and Community
17. Training to help combat misuse of drugs.
18. Training for youth and community workers.
1'). The training of educational psychologists.

!-4
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National Priority Area eight in 'Training in the teaching of
microelectronics and in the uses of microelectronics across
the curriculum'.
This means that substantial GRIST money is
available to support initiatives to du with Information
Technology (IT) in geography.
At the same time it has become
government policy to encourage the use of computers across the
curriculum.
So, for instance, the Microelectronics Education
Support Unit 1 (MESU) has been established as a national agency to
support advisers and teacher trainers.
It is into these new
INSET and IT environments that Learning Geography with Computers
(1988) has been launched.
The need for such a rich in-service resource is clear since in
spite of considerable geography software development and
publications geared to supporting teachers, the integration
of IT into geography courses has been limited.
Geography teachers
though positive in attitude to this innovation are uncertain of
its advantages and need clearer guidance/answers to the following
much asked questions:
Is this all as difficult as it appears?

Computers frighten me, how do I overcome this fear?
Who do I ask for advice?
What group of children should I start with?
What program should I use first?
How do I find out about software?
What teaching strategy should I use first?
What preparation is required?

What programs can I move on to?
Should the school and department have a policy about
computers?
Where else do I go for information about computing?
How do I cope with only one microcomputer and a class of
thirty?
How do I use the computer laboratory/network since it is
the only way I can get access to computers?
The Learning Geography with Computers pack is intended to offer
practical guidance to teachers asking such questions. It
resulted from the deliberations of the Computer Based Learning
Panel for Geography chaired by Deryn Watson and financed by the
Microelectronics in Education Programme (MEP) the forerunner
of MESU which subsequently took over the costs of publication.
In particular Michael Milton of Charles Darin School in Bromley,
an LEA on the south eastern edge of London, was appointed Research
Officer to the Project for the academic year 1986/7 and was based
at the University of London Institute of Education. Michael was
/Advised by a Steering Committee acting es an active editorial
board and included representatives from HMI, advisers, tr.acher
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educators, the Geographical Association (GA) and software
In addition the MESU funded two conferences for
producers.
humanities advisers/inspectors both held in Bristol which
offered constructive guidance to Michael Milton and generated
twc GA publications (Fox and Tapsfield, 1986 and Kent and
Riley, 1988).

The Pack's eventual structure (fig. 2) owes a great deal to
the formative evaluation of the steering committee and the
conferences for advisers but, of course, mainly to the
compilation work of Michael Milton and the editing of Deryn
It consists of eight modules five of which include
Watson.
These are 'Starting Out' the introductory module;
software.
'Development Studies': 'Economic Understanding': 'Physical
Processes': and 'Population and Settlement', four core themes
These five modules have a common
in geography courses.
They start with an initial activity focussing on
structure.
one piece of software provided to encourage teachers to
examine and explore the program and consider some of the
questions and issues it raises about the geography curriculum.
Users are guided through the use of software via simple to
follow flowcharts. Classroom case studies of programs
included in each module illustrate different ways of using
In each of these modules one
them with a range of children.
or two articles are provided as resources for further enquiries.
about microcomputers and the geography curriculum in the context
of the particular module.

So for instance in the 'Starting rut' module FRONT PAGE EXTRA
.(a newspaper simulator) is incluut' with various case studies
of its use. CHOOSING SITES is also included again with two
case studies, one for airport location and another for office
These case studies were written by geography teachers
location.
CLIMATE GRAPHS was another program
in different schools.
included and as with the others this is accompanied by a case
study, flow diagram and suggested follow-up questions and
activities. Data handling is explored in this introductory
module whereby a population file is handled via GRASS. The
'Starting Out' module also has a section of questions -such asked
by geography teachers about micros with the appropriate answers.
the Pack are:- 'Using ...' which
The other three module.
offers suggestions as tG .low it might be used for INSET in a
variety of contexts; 'Reading About...' which consists of 16
short articles of general relevance to IT and geography for
instance, collaborative learning, social and political literacy
and geography, pre-vocational education and micros; and
'Materials for ...' which offers advice on sources of software,
helpful Grganisations, journals and literature on the topic.
Themes which straddle the modules include data handling,
spreadsheets and fieldwork.

The Pack has been written directly for geography teachers
either using it as a self study package or ideally with other
geography teachers in their own school, another school, a
teachers centre or a local institute of higher education.
Naturally it will be a ready made resource for initial teacher
trainers, advisers, advisory teachers and other INSET providers.
MESU has thought through the follow up and dissemination stages
A network of university department of
of the Pack's use.
education tutors in geography will provide and coordinate INSET
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Fig. 2

Learning Geography with Computers

What is included?
The eight modules contain:
a guide to using the pack
case studies illustrating the use of software in
classrooms
examples of classroom and INSET activities
advice on using computers in the geography curriculum
articles on the role of information technology
checklists to help you organise and evaluate the use of
computers
classroom materials, including commercial software

What are the modules?

.

.

.

.

.

.

Starting Out ... Learning Geography with Computers
Using ... Learning Geography with Computers
Development Studies
Economic Understanding
Physical Processes
Population and Settlement
Reading about .. Learning Geography with Computers
Materials for ... Learning Geography with Computers

Data handling, oracy, fieldwork and other cross curricular
themes are covered across the modules.
What software?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

CHOOSING SITES
Longmans
CLIMATE GRAPH
Andrea Tapsfield
FRONT PAGE EXTRA
Micros 6 Primary Education
GRASS
Newman Software
HUMAN POPULATION GROWTH
Longmans
SAND HARVEST (BBC only)
CWDE (Longmans)
SLOPES (BBC only)
Granada
DRAINAGE BASIN SIMULATION (RML only) ILECC
STARS
Advisory Unit, Hatfield

Also data files on weather, population, development, occupations,
census.

What computers will be needed?
Learning Geography
BBC for BBC B and
Research Machines
(NB some software

with Computers will be available in two versions:
Master computers
for 480Z and Nimbus computers
may not be available for all machines)

Who has the pack been written for?
.
.

.

.

teachers
teacher educators
INSET providers
advisers and advisory teachers

Fbr use with school based nsisT, 'Raker' days, PGCE courses, INSET
courses, curriculum diplomas and certificates or as a self-study
pack.
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provision based on the Pack for their respective regions.
At the same time two national conferences have been organised
in the summer of 1988 to introduce humanities/geography
advisers/inspectors and teacher educators to the humanities
work of MESU as well as to introduce the Pack. The Pack is to
be offically launched at the Geographical Association Conference
in London in April 1988.
Discussion: Since the successful publication of three GYSL
Packs and teachers guide in the UK there has been little in
geography education which has been such a varied and rich
resource for potentially changing classroom pedagogy. The
Learning Geography with Computers Pack again offers such rich
potential.
It will very soon by in many schools in the UK not
least because of its marvellously low (sbsidised) price! Its
strength is the endless ways in which it can be used by
teachers. On the other hand that strength could be a weakness
since at first sight it could be seen to be large and indigestible
Because of the new INSET environment in the UK where local
resources and power now dominate the provision of staff developmei
it has arrived at a most aposite moment.
What it does need is
supporting classroom videos of the use of the new technology
in geography classrooms such as those produced by this author2
and the MESU3.

Conclusions: Distance Learningis beginning to take off in the
UK with radical initiatives such as the n-w Open College and
the now well established Open University.
Schools broadcasting,
.especially television, is increasing in popularity through the
medium of videotape and exciting possibilities for satellite drive
education are being discussed. Packages such as Learning
Geography with Computers offers similar advantages, in particular
the prevision by outsi'e 'experts' of a resource which can be
adapted to local circumstances and is one way of introducing
innovation.
After all the business world uses computer based
learning techniques, in particular interactive video, as a
relatively cost effective medium of training.
This distance learning trend is reinforced by the thrust
towards school based, or at any rate, locally based INSET
funded by GRIST money. Given the present day pressures on
British teachers one wonders if distance learning packs such
as Learning Geography with Computers might not he an answer to
the problem of keeping busy teachers up to date with the latest
curriculum innovations? The fear of course is that however
imaginatively produced such a bought-in curriculum package
could either be misused or sit gathering dust on departmental
shelves!
What is clearly needed at local level is a network of
facilitators given the time and resources to fulfil the potential
of such innovatory INSET resources.
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IN-SERVICE GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATIONS THE UGANDAN EXPERIENCE
Erisa, N.O. Kyagulanyi
Abstracts

This paper which is based on the Ugandan experience
advocates for in-service geographical education for the
following reasons.

Firstly, pre-service education cannot

meet all the needs of teachers.

Secondly, whereas school

experience enriches teachers it also opens up new
challenges.

Thirdly, changes in the aeogrdphy curriculum

requires appropriate orientations.

Fourthly, the

efficient use of audio-visual aids necessitates more
frequent enrichments.

Finally, many teachers crave for

further training and sharing of experiences.

These

factors are all inter-related but the analysis has been
made for purposes of emphasis.
Introduction;

'Knowing that pupils learn what they like, we must make
them enjoy what they learn.'

It should br noted that

succensful teaching is contingent upon continuous
successful learning.

After a review of the problems of

pre-service training, the focus of the paper will be on
nun -award learning experiences.

The latter include

seminars, workshops, conferences, the traditional refresher courses and the informal sharing of experiences
for example, through the print sources.

The literature review which follows attempts to put this
paper into the context of contemporary geographical work.
From a philosophical point of view, geography at the
elementary and secondary school level in relatively stable.
Therefore, it is easy to handle for example, through the
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regional framework (Holt-Jensen, 1980).

However, at the

universities where teachers are trained, the situation
is turbulent and confusing due to the divergent and
increasing number of ideologies par.Jcularly in the field
of human geography (Ibid., Johnston 1983, Gregory 1978,
Ley 1978).

Schools offer unique opportunities for teachers to gain
practical experience.

The dynamism of the school at-

mosphere was elaborated on elsewhere (Haycocks in Gopail
1973, Graves 1980).

It is this dynamism which leaves a

teacher wanting and in this respect, the commonest
train!lig needs of teachers include the lack of teaching

compe:^:xes, moevation and inappropriate instructional
aids.

The launching of a new curriculum introduces significant
innovations as the 16 - 19 year olds geography project
in the 19808 in the United Kingdom illustrates (IGU 1984).

This led to the preparation of new courses, resource
materials and examination syllabuses. However, the
teachers who participated in the project were given some
special support.

The efficient use of education resources obviously
necessitates more in-service training. This is particularly crucial when the resources are unfamiliar. For
example, the Computer Acsisted Learning is an innovation
that calls for teachers to acquire basic skills in
computer literacy (IGU 1984).

The subsequent pror,.ammed

learning is another innovation which has implic,,ions
Since the de/elopfor further curriculum development.
ing countries in particular lack a variety of educational

resources, the gradual introduction of these resources
will generate pressures for the appropriate form of in-
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service training.

But there ie also a need to improve

the effectiveness cf the otherwfee familiar audio - visual
aids.

The meeting of geographers at various levels offers unique
opportunities of sharing experiences but this strategy
may be expensive where long journeys are involved.

The

print sources are the cheapest avenues through which
teachers ran easily share experiences.

It ie interest-

ing to note ,,hat the Geographical Association of the

United Kingii has a journal, which handles the
geography content called Geography.

It also publishes

a second journal called Teaching Gepgraphit which handles
the methods component.
teaching problems.

The latter handles practical

Further, both journals give useful

information pertaining to source materials for geography
teaching aids and in-service courses.

It is also in-

teresting to note that both journals encourage their
readers to contribute articles.
In the main, text, examples of the experiences and

potentials of in-service geographical education will be
presented.

The main idens will be further illustrated

by presenting an empirical survey carried out recently
by the author.

Finally, the basic outcomes of this paper

will be discussed and in the conclusion, proposals for
the promotion of in-service education will be put forward.
Main text:

Educators are faced with a difficult question of how and
by whom the tenchers should be trained.

The commonest

model of teacher education worldwide is to offer
academic content courses first

B.A. or B.Sc.).

There-

after the gradun4es who wish to take education may do a
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Post Graduate Diploma in Education (hereinafter, PGDE).
This model has the advantage of helping students to .:quire
ample academic content.

On the other hand, the main

criticism of this model is that it takes a long time to
train a teacher and some of the narrow specialisations
may not be in the best interests of tae teaching
profession (Bamanyaki 1979, Agard 1975).

This model is

well represented at Nakerere University.

The second pattern is illustrated by our Institute.

The

academic and methods component courses of geography are
all handled by the same discipline.

In this respect,

both components are catered for by ling experienced
However, there is a fear that

professional educators.

students programmes are too compact.

Further, the B.Ed.

Programmes have been widely challenged that they are
professionally desirable but are academica.ly inadequate
(Bamanyaki, 1975).

The monitoring of teachers' experiences in schools is
crucial in identifying teachers' needs.

For example,

the inspector of schools (Geography) analysed students
performances and some of his data is presented belows
Table 1:
I

Sch.

Performance at '0' level in two selected schools
II

No.
Cando

V

IV

III
Dist.

Credit,.

D1

D2

c3

c4

c5

c6

Passes
P7 P8

VI
Fail
F9

X

112

0

0

1

0

0

4

8

17

80

Z

115

10

13

39

11

14

11

8

6

2

Columns:

I - School
II - Number of Candidates
III - Distinctions

Table 1 shows the performance at '0' level in two selected
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nchools in the 1970s.

With reference to the above data,

the inspector observed that the three elements in the

learning process namely the teacher, the student and the
subject matter were linked in a triangular pattern by
a Telephone line.

It therefore follows that in school X

either the Telephone line was broken, or the teacher

dialed the wrong number.

This explains why in that

school 81% of the pupils either failed or got very weak
He put the blame squarely on the teachers and

passes.

teacher-training institutions (Musisi after Kyagulanyi,
1980).

However, it is gratifying to note Ufa in school

'A the performance was very good.

Thus 21% of the pupils

got distinctions, 65% credits and only 14% got passes or
failures.

The teachers in school X could improve their

performance by reflecting on their work and doing inservice courses.

With the introduction of the new 'A' level (upper
secondary) syllabus in 1980, many changes took place.
The structure of papers was revised drastically.

These

changes led to the launching of orientation programmes
for the 'A' level teachers.

Many teachers had to take

fieldwork seriously for the first time in their teaching
experiences.

Consequently, the National Curriculum

Development Centre (herein after NCDC) publinhed a
detailed guideline to meet teachers' needs in this area
(NCDC 1980).

Uganda has limited educational resources
For

but even with these, there is room for improvement.

example in photographic interpretation more emphasis
should be put on developing broad themes rather than
identifying individual phenomenon.
Fig.

With reference to

1 about Uganda photostudy I, and Fig 2 Uganda,

photostudy II the key themes would be as follows:
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For the former, rural settlement in a highland and the
latter, urban development.

It is against these key themes
For example, the

that pupils can build the detals,

building in the right hand foreground is our parliament
and it shows therefore that Fig. 2 is a photograph of
Kampala City.

The print sources contribute significantly to informal
learning.

In the 19708, the Uganda Geographical

Association used to produce a journal called The East
African Geographical Review, and a Newsletter - the
latter was specifically for teachers.

Similarly, the

Ministry of Education used to produce Geography and
Education and Kyambogo a Geograpnical Magazine.

However,

due to problems beyond our control, the publications have
not been revivedi.

The sharing of experiences has been

limited to refresher courses.

An empirical survey focusing on teachers' competency
was carried out to find out teachers' evaluation of their
formal training, practical experience and their in-service
education needs.
evaluation.

Fig. 5 shows the survey of teachers'

Teachers were asked to give appropriate

points ranging from 0 (for poor) to 5 (for excellent).
For purposes of studying personal profiles, ten questionnaires were picked at random and these were entered
in the columns labelled A to J.

The first row is for the

geography content whereas the last one is for education
in general.

The rest of the rows are about specific

aspects of geographical education.

Percentages were

worked out to show the overall evaluation of the items in
the rows and the personal profiles.

The average personal

profile wee 42% which shows that tne teachers only felt
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Fig. 3

:

Survey of teachers evaluations
Individual teachers'
evaluations

Items

geog. content

0

4

3

4

5

1

4

3

2

4

60

gen. methods

..

3

4

3

4

1

3

4

3

3

4

64

Mapwork

..

4

4

1

5

3

4

4

5

2

3

70

photo interp.

4

3

1

4

0

4

4

1

1

3

50

quantitative

3

3

2

5

1

3

4

1

1

2

50

1

4

1

5

3

2

3

1

1

3

48

2

3

52

fieldwork

..

3

3

1

5

3

3

3

0

0

2

2

2

0

1

0

0

0

2

18

..

0

1

2

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

14

..

0

0

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

1

10

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

04

modelling

1

1

3

3

0

1

4

1

1

3

36

concept. models

1

2

2

4

3

0

4

0

0

1

34

drama

3

0

1

4

0

1

3

3

0

1

32

1

4

6o

projects

..

..

slides
films

..

Video

computer

..

..

3

3

2

5

5

3

4

0

curric. dev.

3

3

1

2

0

3

4

0

0

3

38

supervis. instr,

1

3

2

4

1

0

3

1

1

3

38

geog. clubs & depts3

4

2

4

3

3

4

1

1

4

58

res. geog. edn

1

2

1

2

3

3

3

1

0

3

38

educat. gen.

3

4

4

5

0

4

1

4

4

66

testing

..

pers. profiles %

37 5o 36 70 36 37 62 22 20 54

Key to abbreviatior

geog - geography
gen - general
interpretation
interp.
curric. dev. - curriculum development
superv. instr. - supervision of instructions (it relates to
ttudent teachers)
res. geog. edn. - researching geographical education
- education in general
educ. g'n.
personal
pers.

4U
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that they were fair.

Only two of the teachers D and 0

felt that they were good.

The items which scored 2

points and below reflect thr area

where the teachers'

competency is lacking and these include the use of
computers, videos filmstrips and slides in Geography
teaching.

The overall analysis of all questionnaires indicated
that 94% of all the respondents were in favour of doing
in-service refresher ccqrses.

Then 59% of all respond-

ents indicated that refresher courses were essential
wheareaa 35% only saw it as being important.

Teachers

also indicated how often they would like to have refresher courses as followat once a year (47%), once in
two years (35%) and once a term (20%).

The majority of

teachers indicated that they wanted more skills in

fieldwork (44%) whereas others felt that they lacked
content (12%).

Other specific areas of training needs

included audio-visual aids, curriculum development,

physical geography, supervision of student-teachers and
photographic interpretation.
Discussion:

The challenges of training teachers have been analysed.
There is actiltmma

of striking a balance between offering

deep academic content and developing the educational
components.

Whereas the problem is difficult to solve,

one wonders whether a bachelor'e course is an end in itself.

The author strongly feels the first professional

courses are only for initiation.

It is through in-service

education that one can develop his professional skills.
This paper favours child-centred approaches.

When a
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teacher fails to motivate a child to enjoy his lesson as,

the case was with school X, then the blame goes to the
teacher.

However, the resource persons in the field may

increase the teachers' efficiency through in-service
courses.

The examples of the launching of new school curricular
have shown that such projects may sucneed among other
things by conducting orientation courses for the
teachers concerned.

Similarly, the efficient and

effective use of audio-visual aids requires more reflection and enrichments.

On the other hand, the

sharing of experiences needs the re-activation of forces
4liciiinspire informal learning for example, the print
sources.

Conclusion:
In- service education helps a person to develop his

professional skills as need arises.

The teachers have

a challenge of catering for pupils with varied interests
and abilities.

Therefore, the teaching could be further

enriched by helping teachers to share their experiences
through demonstrations, discussions, and print sources.

Proposals pertaining to the foregoing points are
presented below:
1.

There is need to do research and evaluate teacher
training programmes.

2.

The teacher- training institutions should have

extension progriumes to monitor the progress of
their former students.
3.

The monitoring process would help to identify teachers'
training needs.

The joint effort of training

institutions and the ministries of education would
students
help to launch refresher courses which meets
needs.

4 1.
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4.

There is a need to ,justify geography's unique con-

tributions to the school curriculum in particular and
national development in general.

There are fears

that school currcular are congested with far too
many subjects.

The social studies and environmental

science approach are seen as moves which may engulf
the discipline.
5.

There is a need to establish resource centres at
nntionnl or regional level to cater for audiovisual nide in particular and other educational
resources in general, for example the print sources.
Teachers should be encouraged to publish work related
to their environment.

6.

The Olaring of experiences at international level is
good.

However, the establishment of smaller IOU

regions such as East Africa with the representation
of the various comminaions may help in mobilising
more geographers particularly the teachers.
7.

There in need to organise refresher courses at local
level.

Wnere problems are of a regional or inter-

notional level, then the appropriate meetings of
resource persons should be planned accordingly.
8.

Learning centres should be establinhed to meet teachers educational needs in their local areas (such as
that mentioned by Gwilliam, Geographical Association,
X987).
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READY-TO-USE GEOGRAPHY
David A. Lanegran
Abstract

A combination of secondary teachers and college professors have
together

worked

Minnesota

in

io

develop

a plan which will

enable social studies teachers in geography classrooms to

both

upgrade their understanding of geography and develop new teaching materials.
summer

The key

institutes

by

of

this

plan

have

been

The unit bank contains a variety of materials

unit bank.
duced

components

and the concept of a cooperatively produced
pro-

Which are appropriate to a wide variety of

teachers

geography classrooms.

Once this process was begun,

we

became

one of the state alliances in the National Geographic Society's
network of Alliances for Geographic Education.
tion

has

now

developed

a

The

organiza-

comprehensive plan to continue to

upgrade the geographic understandings of social studies
ers

And

to

teach-

increase the size and number of users of our unit

bank.

Introduction

After several years of listening to teachers complain about the
lack

of

good

teaching

materials to complement the textbooks

currently in use, the Geography Department
several

secondary

teachers

determined

of

Macalester

available a variety of packages which could be used in
phy

classrooms around the state.

and

to find a way to make
geogra-

We believed that many teach-

ers had developed excellent materials for

their

own

use

and

that if we could make those materials available to other teach-

1 t;
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greatly enhance

ers, we could
Furthermore,

instruction.

of

that new materials which conform to

believes

we

quality

the

the fundamental concepts of geography could he created to
it

easier for all

social studies teachers to deal with geogra-

This is an issue in Minnesota because most people

phy.

make

teach-

ing geography do not have adequate training in the discipline.
Our strategy was based on experiences we had in
summer

institutes.

We

felt

that

we

needed

variety

a

to

experience which would unite a group of teachers into
to

provide

new materials

political

push

from

necessary

to

make

curriculum.

within

of

create an
cadre

a

for teacher use and to provide the
educational

the

geography

important

an

establishment
part

of

the

We determined to find the funds necessary to mount

a series of summer institutes for social studies teachers.
Background

A small group of Minnesota geography teachers met at Macalester
during

the spring of 1983 to disct, ways to improve their own

classroom teaching.

In the course of their

research

on

what

sorts of innovations were occurring in the state and across the
country, they quickly learned of the efforts of the Association
of American Geographers (AAG) and the National Council for Geographic Education (NCGE) to create a set of guidelines for geographic

education

in

elementary

addition, they were made aware of an
the

State

Department

graphic education.

and

secondary schools.

In

interest

by

intensified

of Education in the improvement of geo-
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During the sumner of 1983, I was asked to write the first draft
the

of

Guidelines

AAG-NCGE

document was completed in
circutated

Guidelines is to enable

for

grade

all

levels

outlines for high school classes.

Nplementation

National

tion

districts

school

in

In addition, it

in the K-12 curriculums.
objectives

The purpose of the

revision.

and

decision-makers

subsequently

and

1983,

This

country to evaluate the role geography should play

the

across

September,

discussion

for

Geographic Education.

for

and

provides

goals

and

presents model course

The GENIP (Geographic EducaSteering

Plan)

Committee

was

created by the AAG, the NCGE, the American Geographical Society
and

the

National Geographic Society.

This steering committee

is now responsible for the continued publication
the Guidelines.

of

and

revision

We expect to produce additional guidelines

in the coming years.

Needs Assessment
with

Conversations

the

State

Social

Science

Coordinator

resulted in a s'irvey in early September, 1983, of all geography
teachers in

Minnesota

to

ascertain

what

they

thought

was

lacking in geographic education and What sorts of activities or
materials they needed to become more effective teachers.
the

surveys

were

returned

to

the

reviewed and a follow-up worxshop was
t?achers

from

affluent

organised.

Twenty-five

situations

(Indian

reserva-

a small lumber town, farm trade centres, inner-city and
suburbs)

experience,

41

office, they were

across the state, representing the entire range

of school districts and teaching
tions,

state

After

were

and

levels

invited

to

of

that

individual

October

training

meeting.

and

This
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workshop focused on three issues:
AAG-NCGE

Guidelines,

2) the

1) the draft version for the

desired

learner

outcomes for a

geography course, and 3) needs of teachers and geographic

edu-

In addition to the formal objectives, many unexpected

cation.

benefits resulted from the meeting.
Regional Workshops
Department

The State

one-day

of

series

responded

to

needs

the

conducted at the September workshop by establishing

assessment
a

Education

of

workshops

around

the

These

state.

workshops were conducted by the Macalester Geography Department
and dealt with the fundamental concepts of geography, the

role

the computer in geography, cartography and graphic communi-

of

cation, and how to introduce basic map-making into the

phy classroom.

We

also

discussed

available

geogra-

textbooks and

strategies for updating and revising curriculum materials.
these

Local arrangements for
cooperation

of

(ECSUs)

Units

the

support

from

Centres.
the

with

receive

but

no

funds

for

We held workshops in the

Although the

workshops

successful, the participants' evaluations all indicated a

need for a longer period of time to create new materials
the

the

of the state, in the northern forest region

core

and in the southern agricultural zone.
were

made

ECSUs

The

state,

programming are granted by the state.
metropolitan

were

system of Educational Cooperative Service
Teacher

or

administrative

workshops

ideas

the

of

structure of the
pointed

out

the

workshop

world

staff, and to totally review the

regional

difficulty

using

of

course.

All

teaching

world geography to

'1 1

the

teachers
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who

Audents who are just beginning to discover each other and
do not think about places beyond the immediate locale.
In addition, the outstate teachers pointed out that many
school

small

in sparsely settled areas experiencing staff

districts

classrooms

reduction have assigned teachers to geography

though the teachers are not prepared in the subject matter.
problem

learned that this was a statewide
must

help

be

to those teachers if they are to do a

We assume this is a national

credible job.
been

provided

We

in-depth

that

and

even

concern

and

have

that about one-third of all school districts in the

told

United States must cope with the problem.
These

workshop

substantive

evaluations

changes

clearly

indicated

a

need

for

in the content of junior high courses and

for more creative ways in which to involve students in learning
About

world.

the

They

indicated

also

a

elementary

communication between the staffs of

need for greater
and

secondary

schools in the same district.
Because the
requires

re-education

more

time

of

Minnesota's

geography

teachers

and personnel than can be provided by the

Geography Department of Macalester College, we formed a process
which

will produce a statewide networl,. of geographers teaching

at all levels.
way

new

This network exists to provide in a cooperative

teaching

materials

learning

and

in-service teachers in the state.

42u

for

In addition, we are striving

to improve the image of geography as

study for secondary students.

experiences

a discipline and course of
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National Science Foundation Institutes
The first major step in our plan was to establish
base

for

series

a

summer

of

institutes.

NSF

funds were

The

forthcoming from the National Science Foundation

financial

a

(NSF).

With

we offered graduate-level education in geographic

support

education during the summers of 1985,
graduated

100 teachers

and

programme.

this

from

1986

1987.

About

Because

each

participant was required to create teaching materials, we

have

developed

teaching unit bank at Macalester which contains a

a

wide variety of teaching materials.
institutes,

we

gave

admission process.
which

included

preference

We

In the

third

and

teams of teachers in our

to

especially

were

second

interested

in

teams

both elementary and secondary teachers.

While

several teams did apply, we found a surprising reluctance

from

district administrators to help put together teams, and

school

so most teams were

formed

by

people

who

knew

already

one

another from other contexts.

Teachers participating in the institutes attended three
two

laboratory.

In addition

teacher

classes and a curriculum development

lecture

components,

to

preparing

teaching

units,

or

informal

in-service

through

sharing sessions.

The content of the

lecture courses was presented by Macalester staff augmented
members

of

Minnesota.
into

the

each

required to share materials with other members of

was

the teaching corps in their home districts
activities

course

the

Geography

Department

at

This arrangement made it possible

the

by

University of

for

us

to

tap

top-rated geography department in the United States.

But the most important segment of the faculty was

4

I

a

group

of
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master teachers who taught the curriculum laboratory segment of

because

credible

they

the needs of the classroom

understood

suit

teacher and encouraged us to adapt our programme to
needs

programme

our

These six teachers really made

the institute.

real

and not to focus on conventional stereotypes of teachers

and classroom situations.

dissemination

forced

institutes

The success of the

process.

found

We

to

us

cope

the

with

while the demand for

that

materials was great, teachers were not able to come to MacalesSecondly, we found that despite

ter to work in our collection.
all our efforts to get

word

out

programme,

many

We combatted this by publishing a

were not informed.

teachers

our

about

newsletter which contained general news about geographic education

and

lists

of

the available units.

We also became very

active in the Minnesota Council for Social Studies (MCSS).

At

the annual conventions of the MCSS, geography teachers from our
network presented
created.

several

sessions

the

on

units

had

In addition to making the presentation, they brought
for

with them handouts of the essential material needed
teachers

they

to

duplicate

sessions was tremendous.

The response to these

lessons.

their

Now we have

other

way

a

teachers

to

to

learn about our programme, but we still have yet to resolve the
problems of finding time for

teachers

to

come

and

use

our

lesson bank.

NGS Alliance for Geographic Education
In 1986 we learned of the

plans

of

the

National

Society (NG3) to enhance geographic education.
in 1981 became one of the State Alliances in the

44.

Geographic

We applied, and
NGS

network.

4.17

The

Alliance

status has enable us to greatly expand the scope

of our newsletter, and we now

send

it

able to develop smaller
issues

faced

by

programmes

teachers.

every

to

secondary geography classes in the state.

tal

of

Secondly, we are no W

which

focus

on

specific

For example, we developed a field

experience in northern Minnesota so teachers
part

teacher

the

in

southern

of the state could see first-hand some of the environmenand landuse issues confronting people in that part

state.

However,

actually enables
already

we

teachers

developed.

The

to

exchange

Alliance

materials

activities

building up a cadre of committed teachers who
speak

out on behalf of geography.

reluctant

to

the

show

they

have

are focused on
willing

are

to

We know that there are many

teachers who are using materials they have
are

of

still have not developed a process which

developed

but

the world what they use to teach.

Oho

We

hope that the cadre of teachers 'n the Alliance will be visible
enough

so

as

to encourage other teachers to come forward and

share the units they are now using.
Because we have been unable to stimulate a
of

exciting

teaching

units,

widespread

we have continued to go forward

with a summer institute experience which requires
to

create

new teaching units.

a

participants

We also require these teachers

to share their newly crafted materials.
of

pooling

Thus, we

are

assured

flow of new materials Aile we await the breakthrough to

the existing materials already in use in Minnesota

classrooms.

Fund for the Improvement of Pest-Secondary Education
In 1987 the Association of American Geographers was
grant

awarded

a

by the Fund for the Improvement of Post-Secondary Educa-
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Excellence'

tion (FIPSE) to establish a set of 'Centres of
geographic

Macalester

education.

The

purpose

of

this

designated one of the

was

centres and Lanegran was made Project
programme

Director

MG.

the

for

a set of new

create

to

is

in

introductory courses which are focused on the sort of geography
taught.

in

discipline.

the schools and not on the research frontier of the
The tension between

those

who

geo-

their

lead

graphic careers in the frontiers of research or methodology and
those who teach geography to the
plagued

our

discipline.

The

next

generation

FIPSE

always

has

programme addresses the

issue head on and argues that we need to

recognise

that

many

people who teach geogr,nhv in our schools do not think of themselves as geographers.

Therefore, it is incumbent

geogra-

on

phers to determine giat aspects of our discipline are essential
and must be taught to all secondary
work

with

students.

Then

we

must

in-service teachers to develop materials which will

enable those fundamentals of the discipline to be

taught

most

will

cane

effectively.

During the sumners of 1988 and 1989 thirty teachers

to Macalester to go through an institute focused on the content
of a new introductory course in geography.

They

will

attend

lectures on the content of geography and will prepare materials
whir.h can be used

pletion

Upon

in a variety of school settings.

com-

of the institute experience, they will demonstrate the

new materials in their school districts.
Conclusions
The lack of

a highly centralised

school

system

in

Minnesota

means that all significant change must be brought about through
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change in each district.
enhancing

geographic

We have begun

We

process

long

of

education by working with those teachers

who are most inclined to do some work
materials.

the

brought

have

them

on

their

to

a

own

teaching

intensive

summer

institute session both to mold them into a cadre and to

create

new materials for use by others.
the National

Science

The support of our efforts by

Foundation,

the

National

Geographical

Society and the Fund For the Improvement of Post-Secondary Education has vide up for the lack of state funds
We

for

geography.

have begdn a system whereby teachers can exchange the units

they have produced for
exchange

is

in

their

the

want to participate.

own

use.

take-off phase.

At

this

point

the

Each year more teachers

But the key to this exchange

process

is

the group of teachers who have passed through the institute and
who share a bond with the other institute
challenge

will

be

to

expand

alumni.

Our

great

the set of teachers willing to

exchange their materials:.

/

6

`.S 4 :1
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A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CURRICULAR CHANGE
AND TEACHER TRAINING
Burrell E. Montz

ABSTRACT

A distinct lark of geography in elementnry and secoodnry grades
In the United States hns culminnted In curricular changes in
New York And other stnten.

In New York, however, there nre

currently no proposals to change certificntion requirements to
incorporate the new developments.

In addition, the training of

in-service teachers must focus on three steps: developing an
Interest Among teachers to incorporate geography in their
cournen, incrensing their knowledge of geogrnphic concepts and
and making available resource materialn to aid them in
tenchIng.

These steps are recommended ns necessary to insure

that the curricular chnngos find their wny into clansrooms.

INTRODUCTION

Much hnq been said and written nhout the lack of pre-collegiate
geogrnphtc education in the United Stnten, resulting in calls
for the .ncorporation of more geography in curricula (See
Hanson, 1981, for an example).

However, thin cnnnot be

nurcennfnl without ndequate clasnroom materials and without
tonchern who nre suitably trained in basic geographic concepts
nnd nkilln.

Efforts to rectify theme problems hnve been mnde

since the enrly 1460'n.

For example, the High School Ceogrnphy

Project, begun in 1961, attacked the problem of materials by
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...producing A brand-new, one-year high school
geography course" (Gunn, 1972, 7).
More recently, the National Geographic Society has directed
efforts toward teacher training through their Geographic
Alliance Network (Salter, 1987).

It is noteworthy that these

programs focused on different aspects of education (teacher
training in the latter versus improving materials in the
former). However, both programs recognized that a curriculum
cannot succeed without teachers Able to present geographic
material properly.

Thiu All serves to point up the problem.

In the United States,

geography is commonly taught in the social studies, if it is
taught at all, and not as a distinct part of the curriculum.
This problem is aggravated by the fact that teachers may not be
trained to teach geography--they are trained to tench social
studies.

However, curriculum changes sugge!

changes in teacher education.

_

the need for

This paper addresses these

issues And focuses on the current situation in New York State.
New York provides A plod case study because it has recently
revised its secondary Social Studies Curriculum to include more
geography.

As n result, there are opportunities for

professional geographers to Assist in curriculum
implementation.

The new curriculum Also points up deficiencies

in teacher training that have to be resolved.

CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN NEW YORK STATE
The State Education Department (SED), under the direction of
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the Ronrd of Regents of the University of the State of
New York, wnn charged with revising the State's secondnry
social studies curriculum.

The curriculum wan divided into

studies of United Staten and New York State History (GrAdes 7
and 8), Global Studies (Grades 9 and 10), And United States
History And Government (Grade 11),

Discussion will focus on

the Glohnl Studies curriculum because of its direct application
with geography.

The revtned curriculum, nn published, stat,ls specific goals and
obiectives that It in designed to nehleve.

In addition, a

syllabus detailing n course of instruction recommended by snn
has been distributed.

This syllabus presents suggested

content, major idens, and model activities for each unit in the
course.

"This syllabus is mennt to be used by school district
ndmtnistratora and teachers in developing their local
social studies curriculum" (State Education Department,
1987, I).

The secondary curriculum will culminate in student exnminationn
that cover the stated gonls and objectives of the curriculum.
Thene examinations Are devised under the auspices of the Board
of Regents.

Thus, while the syllnbus is presented an n guide

to curriculum development, strnying far from it will
probnbly result in low grndea on the examinations by the
students in a particular school or school district.

This

reflectn AA much or more on teachers, as it does on students.
As A result, there is n heavy reliance on the syllabus.

'.4 c;
kw,

Then
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differences come, in part, in how well teachers present the
material and, therefore, in how competent they are with it.

The Global Studies Curriculum
The 9th and 10th Grade Curriculum on Global Studies presents
both opportunities and problems for geographic education.

The

opportunities are centered around the curriculum's focus on
the similarities and differences of regions of the world.
Specifically, one goat is
"... to create a cohesive two-year program in global
studies that demonstrates the commnnnlities and
linkages that are shaping our world civilization"
(State Education Department, 1987, 22).
Thus, the knowledge that students will gain of places and their
locations will increase as the curriculum is implemented, as
will knowledge of basic geographic concepts such as regions,
cultural diffusion, and interdependence and linkages.

It must be recognized, however, that this increased knowledge
will be neither easy to accomplish nor quick in coming.
Indeed, the draft curriculum that was circulated by SED in 19U('

showed a poor understanding of geographic concepts and of
geography itself.

As an example, the term "geography" was used

to mean physical characteristics of a place.

After review by

professional geographers, this was changed in the final draft.
However, we cannot expect teachers to get the concepts across
if those developing the curriculum do not understand them.
The second major problem with the curriculum is that, as

4
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presented, it does little more than offer a trip around the
world over two years.

The result will be a student view that

social atudien clrinses arc a place to learn about different

countries, their people and products, rather than places to
develop a perspective of the globe.

Thus, some continuity and

connections among the places studied rre needed, and it will be
up to the teachers to present them.

APPROACHING TEACHER TRAINING
Given a mandated curriculum thin in specific in its goals,
objectiven, and content, it is apparent that the way to develop
the curriculum to its fullest is through the education of
teachers.

This can be accomplished In two ways. The first is

through revised state requirements for the certification or
licensing of teachers, and the second in through in-service
training for certified teachers.

Certification of Teachers.

AR the curriculum changes, there must br n cmicomitant change
In the educational requirements for teacher certification.
That is not currently the: case in New York State, although

rhangeq in the certification requirements are being proposed.
If our expectaLions of teachers are ehnnging, is reflected In
the new curriculum, then it follows that requirements to become
A teacher should change ns well.

In New York State, current certification requirements for a
secondary level social studies teacher include (among others)

43o
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36 credits in any combination of social science coursework and
12 credits in education coursework, beyond the bachelor's

degree. This usually constitutes between 12 and 16 graduate
courses.

Therefore, a social studies teacher who may be

working with the Global Studies Curriculum can obtain
certification without any coursework in geography.

Given such

a scenario, the teacher's focus may well be a trip around the
world, and students will not develop geographic skills that can
be applied to analyzing different countries and regions.

Thus,

we are producing teachers who are not at all equipped to handle
the subject matter.

This points up the need for specific training that is related
to one's future job responsibilities.

If a student is training

to be n secondary level social studies teacher, then he/she

should have depth in one area and content in one or two related
areas.

Thus, a student may specialize in history but also have

some background in geography and economics.

This is superior

to the current situation that allows students to select from a
menu of courses and disciplines, to develop little or no focus,
and to obtain no depth.

In-Service Teacher Training

Changes in certification requirements do not Affect those who
are already permanently licenoed, but they, too, must be able
to tench the new required curriculum.

Given that "the

education of teachers must be a continuing process" (Graves,
19/8, 71), strategies must be devised to improve, and in some
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eases develop, the geographic skills of social studies
teachers.

Several steps should be followed In developing a strategy for
in-service teacher training.

What has to be recognized is the

an interest among teachers.
motivation for change.

First, it is necessary to develop

Even the new curriculum in New York

State makes it possible for teachers to continue as they have
been teaching, emphasizing history from a global perspective
and adding n few place names.
seek additional training?

Why should or would teachers

Answers to this question can range

from a sense of professional responsibility to existing reward
systems (i.e., salary increases) to a desire for more

knowledge. It is important that the teachers' needs and goals
for additional training are recognized and addressed directly.
In New York State, we now have many social studies teachers who
feel ill-equipped to teach the new curriculum, and they are
seeking immediate assistance ns well as long-term training.

Once the interest in retraining is developed, the issue of
curriculum content must be addressed.

What do we a3

professional geographers think teachers should be teaching?
Now can we help teachers incorporate geographic concepts in
their lessons?

What are the current geographic skills of the

teachers and how can they he developed?

In an in-service

program, therefore, it may be useful to show elides of maps,
air photos, and of the ground and to ask questions that allow
teachers to Analyze the slide from a geographic perspective.
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Similarly, a teacher with a background in history might be
comfortable handling the issue of human use of the environment

by contrasting European settlement and land use in the United
States with that of the Indian population.

The goal is to

allow the teacher to develop geographic skills within a
familiar context.

There are, of course, a 'variety of approaches that can be taken

to train teachers to increase the geographic content of their
courses.

They can range from training teachers to ask specific

geographic questions to increasing their working knowledge of
maps and locations.
In New York, one of our biggest tasks is
to develop ways for teachers to connect the regions in the
Global Studies curriculum.

A program that merely addresses the

world, region by region, is doomed to create the bland diet
that challenges few and stimulates none. Thus, a content

area

that can be used is some geographic issue such as

human-environment interactions (eg., deforestation in
Brazil and desertification in Africa or responses to flooding
by different cultures) that provides a transition.

This second step, defining the content of teacher training, is
critical because this is what will be translated to students in
the classroom.

A trade-off must exist between infusing

geographic information and concepts into a Lacher's mind and
developing his/her geographic knowledge and interest.

Another step in teacher training centers on resource materials.
It has been recognized that "teachers perceive that materials
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arc lacking" (Salter, 1987, 211) and usually rely very heavily
on the textbook (Sesow and Sorensen, 1987). Teachers cannot
tench geogrnphy well without adequate materials, including maps
and egotistical sources.
sources of information.

Teachers may not have ready access to
In addition, there are numerous

sources of geographical datn (Fryman and Wilkinson, 1985) that
tenchers mny not be aware of nor have readily available.

The issues surrounding resource materials have to be addressed
In any training program.

the proper materials.

It may be that all teachers need are

On the other hand, recognition of the

types of renourcea available may spur other teachers to add or
strengthen the geographic content of their courses.

This is

not to suggest that adding maps, statistics, and good textbooks
in all that is needed.

However, when combined with the first

two steps, the cycle of teacher training is complete.

None of

the steps can stand alone.

SUMMARY

Adding geogrnphy to the curriculum is necessnry to educate
students about the globe and its linkages.

However, thone

developing a curriculum must have a good sense of whnt
geography is and why it is important.

Similnrly, a concurrent

change In certificntion requirements for eocial studies
tenchers will lend to more teachers who Lao better able to
tench the curriculum.

There is Also n recognized need to train in-service tenchers to

43
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add geography to their courses.

These programs must be

organized around developing an interest, defining content, and
incorporating resource materials.
another and

These steps build on one

will produce teachers who have the content

knowledge and skills to teach geography as part of the social
studies curriculum.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION OF GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS:

REFLECTIONS

ON EXPERIENCE

by Sally Nash and Michael Nnieh

ABSTRACT
Continuing in-service development of teachers' knowledge,
skills and values is seen as crucial to the quality of

child-n's education.
Various fcrms of in-service provision, including involvement in short courses, award bearing courses, school based
curriculum development work and reactions to national initiatives are critically reviewed.

Priorities for future development are considered.

INTRODUCTION

This paper offers reflections on the type and scale of
continuing in-service education for geography teachers in
England.

It is based on the authors' experiences across

a broad spectrum of in-service provision including univer-

Oty courses in'geogrephical education and school-based
departmental work;

a wide range of provision that is, from

award hearing courses to the immediate and pragmatic 'oneoff' input.

CRITICAL ROLE OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
We view continuing in-service education as crucial to the
In-

quality of children's education for several reasons.
service education (INSET) is concerned with both staff
development and curriculum renewal and development.

For

the teacher it can provide essential up-dating of know-
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ledge and understanding about the discipline.

Such inputs

are essential with an effervescent, dynamic subject such
as our own.

The development of a teacher's skills is no less important.

Examples are classroom skills like handling group work or
role play, working in a team, organising fieldwork, managing coursework assessment.

The whole area of values

education too, demands attention.

Geography teachers

grappling with values education for their students are almost certainly in need of similar experiences for themselves.

Heightened awareness of pertinent issues is a valued outcome of continuing education.

For this kind of work it is, in our experience, very important for teachers to get out of the classroom, out of
their normal milieu, that is, in order to reflect hack
objectively on what happens there.

Sharing ideas, re-

sources and experiences with colleagues both within the
staff team and from other schools and colleges can be of
immense value, particularly if this takes place within the
context of curriculum change.

Such work is likely to

encourage the continuous reappraisal of the curriculum
through analytical and constructive evaluation:

a vital

part of the teacher's task.

Considering the very short time spent in initial training
for geography graduates who take the Postgraduate Certificate in Education, a positive attitude towards continuing in-service work would seem to be essential.

The

nature of such work should be carefully considered as
there is, in our view, a distinction to be drawn between
the benefits of short term inputs and thoce of longer
term award-bearing courses.
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Work in the local Teachers' Centre related to a particular
issue or initiative provides an example of a short term

This is likely to be practicl and pragmatic,

input.

focusing on an immediate need.

The longer term award-

hearing course is more likely to consider theoretical underpinning, to relate theory and practice and to achieve personal as well as professional development.

RECENT STIMULI FOR INSr
There have been several developments in England and Wales
over the post fifteen years or so which have provided
welcome stimuli for the development of in-service education
for googrnphy teachers.

These developments have encouraged

range of different INSET inputs.

The earliest stimuli came from the Schools Council Projects,
details of which are well known (dee Boardman (1985) for a
summary of each project).

The Geogrnphy 14-16 Avery Hill

Project, Geography 14-18 Bristol Project and Geography 1619 Project have all been much involved in encouraging inservice development through the challenge of curriculum

The Projects established active local groups of

chnnge.

teachers, provided n range of courses and conferences and
encouraged departmental teamwork through their ideas,
materials and examination courses.

For discussion of

school based INSET related to the Geography 16-19 Project,
nee McElroy (1980), Pitts (1978) and Welch et al (1983).
There is no doubt that the establishment of the 'common
examination et 16+' has been a major influence on INSET.
The new exnminatione for the Genernl Certificate of Sec-

ondary Education (GCSE) replace the prious dual system
and will be completed for the first time in June 1988.

J
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National criteria were established for each subject and new
syllabuses devised on the basis of these.

Innovations

such as the introduction of a values dimension, increased
emphasis on skills development and an element, at least 20%,
of coursework assessment, have led to a considerable stepping
up of in-sere.ce provision in an attempt to meet a clear
need.

Develcpments at the 17+, or pre-vocational level, including
a new cross-disciplinary course, the Certificate of PreVocational Education (CPVE) have created a similar impact.

The same can be said for the Technical and Vocational Education Initiative, funded on an unprecedented scale through
the Manpower Services Commission.

Special funding has

been made available to support this government initiative
through TRIST (TVEI Related Inservice Training).

Perhaps the most far-reaching of recent developments on the
continuing education front is the new scheme announced in
August 1986 to improve 'the quslity of teaching and further
the professional development of teachers' through support
for Local Education Authorities (LEAs) in truining teachers.
The intention is to help the LEAs organise in-service provision more systematically to meet needs and priorities.
The new scheme, originally known as Grant Related In Service
Training (GRIST), came into effect in April, 1987.

The

main point is that to be eligible for grant aid, Local
Authority expenditure must be related to 'certain selected
national priority areas' and 'locally assessed needs and
priorities' (DES 1986).

It is significant, from the point of view of the geography
curriculum that the list of national priority areas
(Appendix I) does not include the cultural side of the

4;1')
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curriculum, environmental matters and political education.
By June 1987 it was clear (Williams, 1987) that geography
did not figure prominently in priorities as shown by the
There was an obvious need for

Local Authority bids.

geographers to clarify their requirements no as to ensure
that curriculum development ns well as staff development
could take place.

A CASE STUDY OF RECENT INSET EXPERIENCES
The following reflections are provided by one of us who has
been 'on the receiving end' of the recent initiatives
considered above, working as Head of Geography in a large
mixed comprehensive school.

"It is now eighteen months since the first bids were submitted under GRIST, and the panic caused to many Heads of
Departments by the forms asking for needs, priorities and
above all, costing of courses, is still fresh in my mind.
How, without guidelines, does one cost a speaker on the
use of satellite imagery in the classroom, for example?
However, with the characteristic competitive streak that
seems to affect Heads of Departments in most subjects
when money is to be allocated, most people seemed to respond by asking for as much as possible in order to get
something,

"Thought was stimulated, for many people for the first
time, on what INSET needs there are both for the Department as a whole and for individuals.
ment wan required.

Personal involve-

The school INSET Coordinator in this

London Borough of Bromley school, then had the task of
'balancing his books'.

Several problems arose initially

because it was not always clear which 'pocket' the money
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would come from.

If a Departmental priority wns recog-

nised as a Borough priority or a National priority, then
the higher organisation paid, which left 'spare' departmental INSET money for other purposes.

"It was possible to budget for courses that take place
on nn annual basis outside the Borough, for example, the
University College London Geography Department course
for sixth form teachers, but it wns not possible to consider occasional courses for which the details are not
received until the term before, even if they relate to
needs.

Course Drganisers will have to plan much further

in advance and also take into consideration slow dissemination of information within Education Authorities.
"A third difficulty has arisen with large departments.

Ideally there should be time in school for departmental
work, to discusn the curriculum, to disseminate information from courses and for work with probationary teachers.

There are five members of staff in my Department and it
has proved impossible to get supply cover for such a large
number.

There are always supply teachers in school for

absent staff, but there are just not enoogh supply teachers to meet INSET needs.

This also applies to inter-

departmental work.

"A fourth problem concerns longer courses.

The plans of

individual teachers for M.A. courses or single term courses

in the local institution of higher education have often
hnd to be shelved becnuse schools could not afford to
allocate lnrge sums of money for course fees for one
person.

Some part time studies have continued, or are

being commenced by individunls financing themselves.

By

April 1988, npproved part time courses, if accepted by the
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Local Authority, will be supported centrally instead of
by the individual school.

"in Bromley, the contribution of the full-time M.A.
students who work in the Borougn has been conaidernble
upon their return from the course.

They have taken

responsibility for much of the INSET work, having returned with drive and enthusiasm which has been communicated to other tenehers and Departments.

The present

limited movement and promotion has actually ensured
that the skills acquired on these M.A. courses have
returned to the Borough.

"On a personal level in my own school, a comprehensive
school of 1200 girls and boys, the first term of INSET
operated on several levels:
1.

The Borough's priorities, which include such matters

as Computer Assisted Learning (CAL) and information Technology (IT) are firanced by the Borough.

This yielded

a three day course, open to all geography teachers, to
which most schools managed to send one member of staff
For most of the time.
the course.

Some people came and went during

This continued INSET which had been in

process for one or two years as a twice-a-term, after
school meeting at the Curriculum Development Centre (CDC),
housed in part of one of the primary schools.
2.

Borough priorities in school yielded half a day of

INSET for all teachers in theory on the above topics.

Thin was organised on a departmental level for my Department's needs by the Computer /IT specialist.

It was held

at the end of the Summer Term, when, because fifth and
seventh year pupils have left, there is more time.
For the Department, four out of five of us had half a
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day's work on databases (GRASS and QUEST) in geography.
A whole day would have been much better.
3.

One member of staff went to Queen Mary College,

Univer*ity of London on a one day course offering up-todate research ideas and information for teachers of
sixth form geography.

This was disseminated to other

members of the Depertment by means of duplicated sheets,
4.

The plans made in 1986 for departmental time were

over-ridden by the Borough allocation of a whole day at
the end of the Summer Term for GCSE training, when
pupils were given an extra day's holiday,
5.

A GCSE half day was also allocated by the Borough

for Heads of Departments in school.

This was of limited

use except for administration and was followed by a half
day consultation by all Heads cf Departments on fieldwork in GCSE nt the CDC,

"This represents the first term only of the implementation of GRIST.

The summary does not consider any subject

other than geography and does not take into account the
Geography 16-19 Project Advanced level courses planned
by the Borough, not as a Borough priority, but as a
response to the needs recognised by the teachers,

Many

Borough schools are changing to the '16-19' Advanced
level course as a good follow-on from GCSE in September
1988.

"The description above does not consider the ways in which
we might use time and money 'saved' by the Borough having
the same priorities as the teachers!

"The system has the potential for great improvements in
INSET' for the majority of teachers, many of whom have

done very little in-service training due to lack of

A A
'it. ti
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interest or provision, but it has disadvantages for a
smaller

,camber of individuals who wish to further their

knowledge and skills to a major extent through study for
higher degrees as opposed to the minor scale of Borough
training.

"As the GRIST scheme, now renamed Local Education Authority
Training Scheme (LEATGS) moved into its second phase, mnny
of us have become more skilled in identifying needs,

recognising and reacting to National and Borough priorities and pinnning the allocation of £4410, the grant for
our fifty members of staff.

This has to cover fees,

travel, materials, supply staff etc. and with supply
cover at £60 per day,

it is not an easy task to Fulfil

the needs of the whole school!"

CONCLUSIONS:

A BALANCED PROGRAMME

There can be little doubt that one of the casunIties of
LEATGS has been the longer term award - bearing course.

An example of this is the course for the Master of Arts
degree in Geogrnphical Education offered at the University
of London Institute of Education.

This course is one year

full-time and two years part-time and there in little
doubt that, particulnely for full time students, there
are great advantages to be gained from an in-depth exnmination of issues in geographical educntion.

Subsequent

career patterns of many students provide evidence of the
value of the course.

The obvious need is for a careful

consideration of the

whole pattern of provision for continuing teacher education in order to arrive at effective, balance for staff

development and curriculum renewal and implementation.
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In our view it is crucial to link the two.

What really

matters is the experience gained by children and students
in the classroom and in the field.

This depends on the

quality of their teachers nn well as the nature of the
curriculum and the two are inextricably linked.
At present there are a range or opportunities for inservice work.

These include:

departmental work;

in-school persoral or

in-school inter-departmental work;

Teacher Centre programmes organised by teams of teachers
or Local Authority advisors;

school-based curriculum

development related to national or local initiatives
(long term or short term inputs);
bearing courses,

longer term award-

Local Authorities and head teachers

should ensure whole staff involvement in appropriate
patterns of provision across this range and, most
important or all, more time (and therefore money) should
be available for such work as well as for effective
preparation and evaluation of student activity and learning.
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APPENDIX

I

NATIONAL PRIORITY AREAS KR GRIST (LEATGS)
from DES (1986)
Priority areas for school teachers: 1.

Organisation and management and the responsibilities or head teachers and other senior teaehe.'s.

2.

The teaching of mathematics.

3.

Special educational needs of pupils with learning
difficulties.

4.

Industry, the economy and the world of work.

5.

The teaching or science.

6.

The teaching of craft, design and technology.

7.

The curriculum in a multi-ethnic society.

8.

The teaching of microelectronics and the uses of
microelectronics across the curriculum.

9.

The teaching of religious education.

10.

The General Certificate of Secondary Education.

11.

Helping to combat misuse or drugs.
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Utilizing Non-College Geographers to Stimulate
Geographic Change:
A Cost Benefit Analysis
Christopher L. Salter
National Geographic Society, and
University of California, Los Angeles

This paper is based on three assumptions:
The status of geographic education in the
1.
curriculum of the United States, and other nations as well, is
low, and has been in such a position for at 1 ast three decades.
Professional geographers, while interested in the
2.
health of the discipline to which they have given their
professional lives, have generally neither knowledge of, nor
involvement in, strategies for the rec_ification of this low
status of geography in the K-12 curriculum.
A significant new role player must be brought on
3.
the scene if this low curriculum status is to be changed, for all
of the current influences have done little to stop the decline of
the profession since World War 11. A primary force in this
innovation must be the energized K-12 classroom teacher.

The prime motivation in the writing of this essay, and the
-presentation of this paper, is to promote the discussion of the
power and impact a new role player in curriculum reform has
achieved in the American educational scene.
is called the Geographic Alliance.

The new role player

The teacher is central to its

utility.

The Three Assumptions.

The first two assumptions are so

fundamental that they are to be dealt with in only desultory
fashion since the real message here is the vitality of the
Geographic Alliance and the associated role of the classroor.
teacher.
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Within the past three years, and particularly within the
past year, the American public has been bombarded with a litany
of statistics proclaiming the gross levels of American geographic
ignorance.

As a result of such media attention, the first

assumption can be supported by looking either at the absence of
explicit geography in curricular guidelines, or at the outcomes
of varied formal and informal student tests. The evidence of this
reality is apparent all around us.

The second assumption is part of the "culture" of being a
professional geographer in virtually any college or university.

The rungs on the ladder to advancement are clearly hewn from
effectiveness in research, writing, publishing, and teaching--in
that order.

This reality is, also, evident all around us.

The simple rationale for finding a new role player is that
no single force has done very much to arrest the disappearance of
We have

geography from the American classroom since the 1950s.

geographic--as well as social studies--organizations that have
been present throughout the demise of the discipline.

It is

clear that geography needs a new model if we are to reinstate the
discipline in the schools.
The, nature of the new sole slaver. As is so often the case

in basic innovations, the new element that has led to some
success in this battle for an improvement in the image of

geography and consequent curricular change is at once both
obvious, and simple.

The role player is a collaborative of

classroom teachers, professional geographers, and educational
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administrators.

This coalition is called a Geographic Alliance.

And the most monumental force in this innovation is not the
college geographer, but rather the classroom teacher newly
empowered through Alliance activities.

The real benefit from this modest unorthodoxy--moving the
power from the hands of the ivory tower professional to the
classroom professional--touches the lives of all who share a
concern for the role of geography in American education. Consider
the roles that these three populations play in this teachergeographer-administrator collaborative.
The teachers provide the knowledge of the K-12 educational
scene, and some knowledge of the 1,rocess of curriculum design.
Geographers have generally focused their professional lives on
the content of geography, but have grown increasingly aware of
the diminishing levels of geographic competence that
characterizes their new students. The administrator:; have come
into this coalition because of the energy generated by the
productive interaction of the classroom teachers and the
geographers.

The impact of this trio of educational professionals has
been remarkable. The Alliances they have formed have been
responsible for considerable increase in the public's call for
more geography in the K-12 curriculum.

These same people have

been able to be productive in curriculum reform, improved teacher
training, and in drawing more professional geographers into the
arena of educational improvement.

This has been a critical
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feature of the new model, and where it has worked it has done so
beca,se of the resource that the classroom teachers represent.

They, as they become newly caught up in the reform and teacher
training activities associated with the Alliance, have taken
increased responsibility for the overall effectiveness of the
Alliance.

This has been a critical factor in the academic

geographer's decision to .increase levels of personal involvement.

What is the nature of the cost-benefit analysis of the
Geographic Alliance?

To the classroom teacher the major cost for involvement in
the Alliance has been additional hours after school, on weekends,
and in the summer because of the heavy promotion of inservice
activity.

It is difficult to chart the total of such hours, but

an approuimate 3-5 hours a week for the moderately active
Alliance teachers is probably accurate.

This is a cost that

teachers bear generally without any financial compensation and,
in fact, there may be out-of-pocket costs in travel and materials
as they tiecone more fully involved.

To the professional geographer the most significant cost is
the time investment in meetings with teachers and other
professors, in phone calls, in correspondence, and in additional
time in curriculum committee meetings.

The fact that Alliance

evolution has meant an increasing proportion of the leadership
responsibilities have been assumed by classroom teachers makes
the Alliance movement more attractive to academics commonly
disinclined to participate in such an uncommon effort.
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For the educational administrator, the most obvious cost to
bear is the time that it takes to convene these two populations,
although that role is most generally played by the academic
geographer.

The hidden--but very real--cost is the demand for

new materials, for support for teachers to come to meetings, to
make presentations, and for the district to provide more
resources for inservice presentation opportunities.
What are the bJnefits of this simple but traditionally
uncommon collaboration?

For the teacher, perhaps the greatest

benefit is the establishment of a forum for productive interaction not only with college geographers, but with other teachers
who share the same interest in geography.

This interaction has

been effective in increasing the teachers' sense of professionalism, and this leads to a productive and creative enhancement of
their self-esteem. Geography gains a great deal with this transformation.

For the college geographer, this Alliance proves to be
stimulating because of the energy generated by the encounters
with the teachers.

There is also the sometimes heady sensation

of truly doing something for education as you see media and
school attention come to the Alliance's work in curriculum
reform.

The process can also be satisfying as the professor sees

discussions with teachers leading to better teaching strategies
in the lives of both populations.

The administrator has the reward of seeing productive
educational reform take place through the cooperative venture of
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the two populations...two who should always work together, but
two who seldom do.

What then can be said about the balance between costs and
benefits of this innovation?

If one reviews the patterns of

geography-related curriculum change for the past forty years, it
can be quickly determined that the Alliance has been relatively
successful in galvanizing the broadbased, grassroots support that
has a special authority in American educational reform.
For the three most involved populations, this Alliance
participation has been, primarily, a source of professional
growth and satisfaction, a civic and social outlet for
professional energies that have not before had such an arena of
activity, and apparently acceptable time expenditures.

It is for

these reasons that one sees the Alliance movement assuming a
respectable and even significant niche in the professional lives
of geographic educators.

Conclusions:Classroom teachers bear the brunt of student
geographic ignorance.

Traditionally, they have been little

assisted by academic geographers in efforts to modify such
ignorance.

The Alliance movement has brought together

geographers and classroom teachers and the latter have taken on a
major role in energizing a campaign for enhanced and expanded
geography in American education. The emergence of such a role in
the mid-1980s has meant a good deal for all of the populations
involved.
it

it

With such teachers active in leadership roles both

geography and American education will benefit.
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ALLIANCE GEOGRAPHERS AS POLITICAL LOBBYISTS

Douglas C. Wilms

Abstract
This presentation outlines the lobbying efforts of an Alliance Geographer and
suggests that more activily in the political arena could work I o improve the status
of geographic education In American schools.

Introduction
America's political leaders are becoming Increasingly Interested in the status of
geography and geographic education. This new interest represents the recent
Illuminall in that their constituents are sonic of the most geograp Ically Illiterate
voters found In any of the world's industrialized societies. Geographical
ignorance Is now being discussed in the. halls of Congress where the nation's
schoolchildren are referred to as "globally illiterate." (CR, Senate. 77(31, 19871.
More than one member of that august body has expressed their shock to learn
that 96 percent of some of the nation's brightest college students cannot locate
Vietnam on a world map. The National Geographic Society's Geography
Education Program. often referred to as the Alliance Project, has focused upon
a networking system designed to work at the local school level to foster change
M the realm .Nf American geographic education. The Alliance Project could prove
to be a powerful lobbying force.
The Need
Public dincussion of geographical illiteracy mirrors a new awareness brought
litmus by a concerned media as well as geographers themselves, ror example,
geographers In various departments of the North Carolina University system

administered a pretest dealing with geographic facts to introductory college
classes Mille fall of 1964. Some of the student answers suggested Dublin Is in
Ohio. Lima is in Italy, and the Amazon River Is In Egypt Knowledge of United
States geography was not much better. Indeed, less than 50 percent of the North
Carolina students knew that Alaska and Texas are the nation's largest states.
The results of the lest did not surprize the geographers but did shock members
of the media who picked up the story, The story of the North Carolina survey is
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used now In a seven-paragraph report in the 1987 Almanac tinder the tale
"Geographic Illiterates." (Alumnae, 1987, p.480). Finally, this survey has even
become a part of the Congressional Record. North Carolina's Senator Terry
Sanford referred to it in his support of "Geography Awareness Week" when he
slated: "All of us In this Chamber are, of course, aware that Alaska and Texas
are our two largest states. However, a 1984 University of North Carolina survey
revealed, toboth my surprise and dismay, that over 50 percent of college students
tested did not." (CR, Senate, 7780, 1987).

National attention fosters local attention, and at the local level no one politician
is more important than a slate's governor. Because education Is such an
important local issure, many governors establish elaborate education platforms
and programs and even refer to themselves as "education governors." In some
states the education budget Is the single largest component of the states budget;
In these :males all governors arc "education governors."

in August, 1986, Gilbert Grosvenor, President of the National Geographic
Society, wisely took his geography education campaign lo a meeting of the
nation's governors in Hilton Head, South Carolina. lie urged the state leaders
to help eradicate geographic illiteracy nationwide. In February, 1987, the
National Governors Association, In response to the continued efforts of geogra-

phers, President Grosvenor and his Society staff, and the national media,
adopted a new policy on International education.
ion. The as -ociation recommended
that, in order to foster geographic and cultural awareness, that states begin: 1)
to teach geography as a distinctive subject In K-12 Instruction; and 2) require
geography as an element of teacher education programs. the later component

Is especially important when it is realized that just 5 percent of the nation's
leachers have taken a course in world geography.
Why Is It that congressmen and governors must concern themselves with school
curriculum, geography, international studies, and global education? The

answer is partly because there Is no national social studies curriculum in the
United Slates. Stale and sometimes local school districts are free to establish
their own curriculum and rarely is geography accorded the status found In other
industrialized societies. Gilbert Grosvenor said it all too clearly when he
remarked. "Geography is now being coveredperhaps I should say burledin
social studies and history, assuming that It is taught at all."

4
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Unfortunately, geography is rarely a required course of study In American
schools. In many schools the subject Isn't even offered as an elective. These
conditions clearly suggest why Americans are so geographically illiterate and
why concerned leaders are trying to raise the nation's level of public awareness.
One such effort led to a Joint Congressional resolution designating November 1821, 1987, as "Geography Awareness Week." Numerous gubernatorial proclamations also enhanced geography awareness at the state level during the same
week.

Geographers as Lobbyists
Geographers should take advantage of the media's concern with geographical
illiteracy by meeting with their slate representatives and senators. As an
educated member of the constituency, the geographer can present articulate and
reasoned arguments for offering more geography in the social studies curriculum. As there Is an abundance of evid "tce that geographical ignorance Is a
serious problem in the United Slates, geographers need only to refer to their own
classroom experiences or share with politicians the results of diagnostic:
and national surveys. The results of many of these surveys, such as the one
conducted in the University of North Carolina system, are readily avr,ilable for
reproduction and distribution.
Because the education budget represents such a sizable component of kcal
budgets, educational Issues are always of paramount concern among local
politicians. These officials spend countless hours debating educational policies,
programs, teachers' salaries, and even curriculum. Indeed, their interest In
curriculum seems to be growing in recent years. For example. legislators have
played key roles in introducing curriculum reform that Includes new study area 4
such as economic education and law-related studies.
Politicians are forever looking for good, Innovative, and progressive ideas and/
or platforms that set them apart from their opponents. Geographical literacy,
global awareness, and international understanding are positive concepts that
receive nnich favorable press In light or this nation's concern regarding its ability

to compete in international trade, It is becoming increasingly clear that an
ignorance of geography places Americans at a disadvantage with other count nee

in matters of business and trade, Stale leaders are realizing that International
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trade is as much a local issue as it is a national issue. The North Carolina World
Trade Association, for example, has gone on record as supporting the efforts of
the National Geographic Society and the North Carolina Geographic Alliance.
When an educational issue gets the suppo; t of the business community, politicians tend to pay close attention to IL
The Alliance geographer should leave to the the National Geographic Society both
national and congressional lobbying efforts. The Society has the resources and

the location to accomplish this end.

It Is at the local level that Alliance

geographers should expand their efforts in the political and business arenas
where they can address curriculum reform.

Curriculum reform through official education channels Is a slow and tedious
process where geographers will always find themselves outnumbered, and
usually outgunned. by the combined forces of professional social studies
educators and historians. It is a frustrating and exhausting task to fight
entrenched, self-interest groups on behalf of geographic education. Consesently, it is recommended that attempts at curriculum reform be undertakt.n
outside formal education channels using the Influence of local political and
ousiness leaders. Using such channels. the author managed to solicit a $50,000
appropriation from the North Carolina General Assembly to the North Carolina

Geographic Alliance. The appropriation was subsectently matched with (ads
from the National Geographic Society. These funds are used to host in-service
teacher training workshops and sutnnter institutes. A network of enthusiastic
educators teaching the fundamental themes of geography will serve as a catalyst

for curriculum reform.
The Approach
Lobbyist geographers will have to spend some time outside of their traditional
haunts. Political rallies, caucusus, and fundraising events are to be attended.
not avoided. Chamber of Commerce committees, business and trade associations. and civic and fraternal groups are always looking for guest luncheon
speakers. Nothing will grab your audience's attention faster than a display of
diagnostic world maps depicting your home state as a Canadian province or the
United States located InI3razil. Geographers appalled at the status ofgeograplitc
education will find a host of allies waiting to help them spearhead curriculum
refot ma.
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Rallying politicians and businessmen is a long-term commitment. A steady
barrage of polite letters, followed by National Geographic Society reprints,
national surveys, and an occasional diagnostic map, will help keep our curricuhim goals uppermost in the minds of our slate and local leaders, Well-developed
stale Alliances should not fall to have their members write to their representatives. An avalance of letters demanding curriculum reform will not go unheeded.

Conclusion
State social studies curricula change slowly. On average, they are reviewed by
an appointed evaluation committee every ten years. Rarely are professional

geographers appointed to riese committees, and when they arc, they find
themselves vastly outnumbered by histcrlans and ocher social scientists. As a
consequence, geographic education continues to languish in the tailwinds of
curriculum change. These facts suggest alternative approaches to change
should be explored.
The National Geographic Society, under the leadership of Gilbert Grosvenor, Is
leading the way In focusing national attenton on the problem of geographical
Illiteracy. Ustng the National Geograplqe Maglzine and other publications, the
Society has been most successful itilhis endeavor. At the local level the National
Geographic Society - supported Alliance program is designed to foster in-service
it acher training and establish a network of educators who are concerned with

In proving geographic instruction.

Each year the Alliance network (rains

hundreds of teachers to teach geography in their respective school systems.
Local efforts designed to effect curriculum change should be added to the efforts

already described. These will require geographers to assume a more public
posture than they have done In the past, but the new posture will hasten the
achievement of (heir goal of geographic literacy. Lobbying is a time-honored
formai of the American political system and (here is no reason why shouldn't
he practiced by geographers at the local level.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION OF GEOGRAPHY TEACHERS
- THE SINGAPORE EXPERIENCE

Sze-Onn Yee
Institute of Education
Singapore

Introduction

Pre-service training for teachers provides them with the
essential theoretical background knowledge and some of the
To ensure the
basic skills to function in the classroom.
continued growth anti professional development of teachers,
The training provided
in-service education] Is necessary.
should also enable the teacher to keep pace with changes and
developments that are continually taking place in the various
cognate fields and in other specialized areas.

Preparation of the Beginning Teacher

In Singapore anyone aspiring to teach must complete a formal
course of training at the Institute of Education, the only
teacher training institution in the country which conducts
The
Ws-service training of teachers for the schools.
pre-service programmes comprise the Diploma in Education
programme, which aims to prepare graduate teachers to teach at
secondary and pre-university levels, and the Certificate in
Education programme, which prepares non-gra di t ss to teach at
the pre-primary and primary levels.

As a subject geography is taught only in secondary schools in
Singapore though elements of Geography form part of the social
studies course taught in elementary or primary schools. It is
a compulsory subject in the first two years of secondary
school but beyond these levels it Is offered as an elective.

1

the context of this paper in-service education is
defined as those experiences which are designed to improve
and upgtede the professional knowledge and performance of
teachers in their assigned responsibilities.
In
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Each student teacher who intends to teach geography as his
major or minor subject in school is required to take a
sixty-hour course on methods of geography teaching known as a
Curriculum Studies Option in addition to other courses which
make up the Diploma in Education programme. The course, which
comprises five themes, viz. Subject Matter, Instructional
Methods, Learners, Assessment and Evaluation and the Learning
Environment, is designed to prepare the student teacher to
function at the secondary and pre-university levels.
The
emphasis is on assisting student teachers to acquire a
repertoire of classroom-based teaching strategies (exposition,
role-play, simulations, problem-solving etc.) as well as
organizational and practical skills in field-based approaches.
Lectures and discussions also focus on the aims and objectives
of teaching geography, the development of curriculum projects
(both local and foreign) and practical tasks like analysing
the syllabus, selecting media for use and developing test
Such tasks attempt to provide student teachers with
items.
the practice in applying educational principles dealt with in
Education
the
theoretical
component of
the
Diploma
in
In addition micro-teaching
sessions enable
programme.
student teachers to practise teaching skills under simulated
conditions before they begin actual macro-teaching or teaching
practice in schools.

The In-service/Continuing Education of Teachers
is
primarily
Singapore
the
Institute
of Education
in- 'ervice training of
initial and
responsible for the
In-service courses in geography as well as in other
teachers.
subjects of the secondary school curriculum are usually
conducted by the Institute of Education at the request of or
in
collaboration with the Ministry of Education (40E).
Broadly such courses fall into two main categories:

In

O

Mandatory courses
Courses for professional growth
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Mandatory Courses

These are courses which are mounted in response to meet
new needs and changes or revision in syllabi for e.g.
Teaching the New Geography Syllabus at Secondary One and
Such courses are given high priority and
Two levels2.
affect all teachers teaching the particular subject. For

the course stated above a total of 298 teachers were
required to attend.

Courses for Professional Growth

for the purpose of
Courses in this category are mounted
These courses, independently
enrichment and up-dating.
initiated by the Institute of Education or in consultation
with MOE, enable teachers to acquire specific teaching
techniques and skills in the teaching of particular groups
of pupils. Examples of such courses are:
O

Teaching Geography to Slow Learners.

O

Teaching Geography through Fieldwork.

Participation in these thirty hour courses is voluntary
and the response to such courses has been favourable.

Conducting Agencies

Though the Institute of Education has the responsibility of
planning and conducting in-service courses several other
agencies are also involved. These are:

2

O

the Ministry of Education.

O

the Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore - a
division within the Ministry of Education.

The new syllabus was first introduced in 1983 to replace
the old syllabus which focussed on the study of world
In contrast to the old syllabus the new syllabus
regions.
emphasises the learning of basic geographical concepts
rote
rather than the mere acquisition of facts by
learning.
I.
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O

the Geography Teachers Association.

the Department of Geography, National University of
Singapore.

Nature of Courses
The courses run by these agencies differ in nature and
Among the courses conducted by the MOE are:
contents.
O

Study Skills for More Effective Learning.

O

Instructional
The Use of Specific
Effective Teaching and Testing.

Objectives

for

These courses conducted by specialibt inspectors from the
Curriculum Planning Division of the Ministry of Education take
the form of school-based workshops.

The

Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore has the

specific function of designing and developing materials based
on prescribed syllabi to meet the needs of different cognate

Its task is to disseminate such materials and to
Like the courses run by the
monitor their use in schools.
Curriculum Planning Division of the Ministry, the CDIS courses
are of short duration designed to meet specific needs of
areas.

teachers.

Courses by the Department of Geography, National University of
These
Singapore focus on content and geographic techniques.
courses are mounted to familiarise geography teachers with
One such course conducted
developments in the subject.
recently by the Department of Geography is Enquiry Skills and
Field Techniques for 'A' level Geography Teachers in which

participants are exposed to field techniques such as slope
measun lens, stream channel mapping, weatt.,r observations and
recording as required by the revised 'A' level geography
syllabus set by the University of Cambridge Local Examinations
Syndicate.

g
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the
by. the University,
to courses mounted
contrast
Institute of Education concentrates its in-service training
efforts on improving the pedagogical skills of teachers in all
Over the years a variety of courses for secondary
subjects.
Of these
school geography teachers has been conducted.
courses, the course on the Teaching of Geography through
Fieldwork has been most popular and especially well reoeived.3
A total of 105 teachers have participated in this course
To date four courses
since it was first conducted in 1985.
have been conducted.
In

Basically the aim of the course is to familiarise Geography
teachers with the procedures and techniques of field studies
and to equip them with the necessary skills and knowledge in
planning and conducting field studies in physical and human
At the end of the
aspects of Geography for their students.
thirty-hour course it is expected that participants would have
learned thn skills of:
O

planning field studies

o

designing worksheets

O

collecting
measuring

O

data analysis and presentation

o

evaluation

data

by

observing,

interviewing,

and

and would be competent in conducting field studies for their
studerts.

Nonformal courses in the form of half-day workshops and field
trips are organized by the Geography Teachers Association for
Other activities by the
its members as well as non-members.
Geography Teachers Association include seminars and talks on
subjects of geographical interest.

3

The contents of this course are shown in Appendix

1.

Selection of course contents Is closely tied in with the
prescribed Geography syllabus for '0' level.
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As and when needed the Ministry of Education in collaboration
with the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate
also conducts induction courses for Geography teachers to
examination
in
syllabi,
changes
with
them
familiarise
These courses are
requirements and assessment procedures.
mandatory for all Geography teachers preparing classes for the
The full range
'0' and 'A' level examinations in Geography.

of courses conducted by the various agencies

is shown in

Appendix 2.

Future Trends in the Continuing Education of Teachers

Up to now in-service training of teachers has been organized
The Ministry of Education has recently
on an ad hoc basis.
proposed a plan to provide a comprehensive 3-stage framework
continuing
for the
Singapore's schools.

Stage 1 -

professional

development

teachers

In

Induction training (first two years of service) to

help new teachers fit into the school situation
upon completion of training.

Stage 2 -

training t3rd - 10th year of service)
targetted at newly confirmed teachers and those
Additive

during their initial years of teaching.

Stage 3 -

Advanced or specialized training during remaining
more
the
enable
to
service
of
their
years
specialist
develop
to
teachers
experienced
knowledge in their subjects, and refresher courses
to
keep themselves up-to-date with the latest
developments in the teaching of their subjects.

teachers including those teaching Geography would be
expected to go through the three levels of training as part of
development and eventually
professional
their continuing
attain the advanced specialised level.
All
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The Specialist Certificate in Education

As an alternative to the Ministry of Education proposal, a
Specialist Certificate in Education has been proposed by the
This particular course of study is
Institute of Education.
designed to produce the teacher specialist in one cognate 'wee
e.g. Teaching of English Language, Science, Geography that is
of vital concern to the professional performance of teachers
The programme has a three-tiered structure: the
and schools.
the
second
introductory,
is
labelled
tier
first
The first
present-oriented and the third future-oriented.
It seeks to
tier is introductory in the in- service sense.
acquired during
upon basic skills and knowledge
build
The second layer focusses on current practices
pre-service.
in Singapore schools, the problems and issues and the probable
The third tier deals with action research, future
solutions.
trends in school organization, new skills and knowledge.

Each tier is made up of 2 - 4 modules (there are altogether
Modules at level 1 are an extension of pre-service
ten).
They focus on concepts, principles and processes
courses.
Level 2
with their concomitant skills or comOtencies.
modules extend current practice to innovative approaches,
concepts, principles, processes and their concomitant skills
which reflect the state of the art in teaching a particular
Level 3 modules focus on the work and function of
subject.
the subject specialists in future-oriented and action research
activities.

proposed
the
particular,
teacher In
the Geography
For
Specialist Certificate in Education will be an opportunity to
pursue the subject in greater depth and to acquire Advanced
pedagogical skills that will enhance his competence as a
for
prospects
his
and
area
cognate
a
in
specialist
The tentative framework for the Specialist
advancement.
Certificate in the Teaching or.' Geography is shown in the
diagram on the next page:

Specialist Certificate in the Tecthing of Geography

Research in Geographical
Education

Level 3

Level 2

Level I

The Psychology of
Instruction

Teaching
Strategies in
Geography

Developments end Trends
in Geography and
Geography Teaching

Curriculum
Development in
Geography

Teeching Geography
to Slow Learners
(Normal Stream)

Teaching of
Geography to
Acedemically talented
(Express and Gifted)

Field Studies In

Assessment in
Geography
Teaching

Resources in
the Teaching of
Geography

'leeching

Geography

.IYI..+k
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Conclusions

From the dismission in the preceding pave it is °leer that
after the conclusion of their initial phase of training,
teachers need to engage in continued learning In order to
acquire new skills and up date their knowledge if they are to
For this reason there should be a
grow professionally.
consoious and systematio effort to provide teachers with the
means to upgrade and keep pace with the rapid changes in
subject matter as well as in educational theory, pedagogical
technique3 and practices in schools.

primary
has
the
Education
of
Institute
the
Though
responsibility of providing pre- and in-service training for
teachers in Singapore it alone oannGt cope with such a massive
and
the
co-operation
require
would
It
undertaking.
co-ordinated efforts of the Ministry of Education, other
institutions of higher learning and teacher organizations like
the Geography Teachers Association to achieve this goal.

It is however encouraging that steps have already been taken
to provide various avenues for teachers not just geography
teachers to gain further professional competence through the
Specialist Certificate in Education and othr.. advanced reur2ee
looally and abroad.

4 6
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Appendix 1

Geography In-Service Course
Teaching Geography Through Field Studies

Course Contents
o

Role and Importance of Field Studies in Secondary
School Geography
Approaches to Field Studies

o

Planning, Organization and Implementation of Fieldtrips

O

Field Studies in and Around the School
Exercise in Microclimate

O

Study of a Stream in the Bukit Pandang Catchment Area

O

Case Study of a Village -

O

Rooks and Weathering Processes

O

Location Factors in Industry -

Kampung Sungei Tengah

A Case Study of the Jurong Industrial Estate
O

Field study in the Central Business District of
Singapore

O

Presentation of Field Projects

O

Summation and Evaluation

'

U
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Appendix 2

In-Service Courses in Geography

.1213:19.81
Conducting Agencies

Year

Course

MOE

IE

CDIS

NUS

GTA

0TH

No. of
rtici ants

1983

1. Writing of
Instructional
Objectives for the
Normal Course.

X

-

19851986

2. Drawing up of one-year
Plan for Geography
Programmes.

X

-

1985-

3. The Use of Specific
Instructional
Objectives for
Effective Teaching and
(Secondary
Testing.
Level)

X

377

19861988

4. Designing Better
Geography Examination
Papers.
(1 ,wer
Secondary Classes)

X

102

19871988

5. Learning Skills for
Secondary School
Pupils.

X.

396

19831986

6. Teaching the Now
Geography Syllabus for
Secondary One and Two
Levels.

X

303

1985-

7. Teaching Geography
Through Fieldwork.

X

105

1986-

8. Teaching Geography to
Less Able Students.

X

56

1986

1987
1987

9. Beading Strategies for
Effective Learning
from Texts.

X

180
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ConduotinA Agencies

Tear

.

MOE

Course

IE

CPIS

NUS

OTA

0TH

No. of
artioi ants

1987

10. Effective use of AV
Materials.

X

180

1986

11. Evaluation of
Geographical
Education.

X

120

1985

12. Teachers as Curriculum
Developers.

X

80

1985

13. Teaching Geography to
'N' Level Pupils.

X

130

1984

14. Teaching of Geography
for Upper Secondary
School.

X

120

1983

15, Teaching of Industrial
Geograpy.

X

-

1986

16. Concepts in Lower
Secondary Geography.

X

1987-

17. Enquiry Skills and
Field Techniques in
Geography for 'A'
Level teachers.

X

18

.

.

112

X

1985

18. Conference on the
Biophysical
Environment of
Singapore and its
Neighbouring
Countries.

1985

19. Geographical Fleldtrip
to Java, Indonesia.

1986

20. Induotion course for
'A' Level Geography
Teachers.

X

41

1987

21. Geography Marking
Workshop for '0' Level
Teachers.

X

225

......._

__-___

_

.

......

X

1 I
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Theme-/ (Curriculum Development in Geography in the
1990s)

ABSTRACT
PLANNING A' GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM FOR INDIA3 SCHOOLS
(Dr.U.C.Aggarwal)

In india, education is a state subject. Each state
develops its own curriculum and text books in all the subjthe stages. 'Therefore, the variety in the
ects and for
Geography curriculum also at school stage exists f-om state
to state. During the last few years, some measures have
teen taken by the Union Government for maintaining uniform
standard of education in the states to do away with the
disparities in the curriculum etc. and to achieve the
national standard of attainment by the learners at school
stage by setting up an autonomous organisation-National Counsi] of EdIcational Research and Training in 1961 under
the Ministry of Human Resources Development, Deptt. of Education (Formerly Minister of Education). The curriculum
and text books, prepared by it are being used in a]] the
contra] schools spread all over the country and abroad and
also in the schools under the control of some states and
Union Territories. The counsil'has also prepared currently a 'National Curriculum Framework' to keep in touch with
the current developments at the global level and to fulfil
the requirements of present needs of country laid down in
the current 'National Policy on Education,'86 to meet out
with the forthcoming challenges in the next decade and
also to be prepared for the 21st Century.
In this curriculum framework, Geography has got much
From class 1
more importance at the entire schol stage.
to 5, it will be taught under environmental stir -lies and

from class 6 to 10 under social studies. The objectives.
of teaching Geography, milts & topics of study and the
curriculum for each class have been logically framed and
brought-out very recently. The basis of framing the
curriculum of school Geography and emphasis given have
been oiscussed.
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PLANNING A GFOGRAPHY CURRICULUM FOR INDIAN SCHOOLS
Dr. U.C. Aggarwal

Subject Specialist- Geography
State Institute of Education
(Delhi Administration, Delhi)-(India)
Geography of today, unli:$1 he past, is an interdisciplinary
subject and serve as an important link with both the humanities and social sciences. It covers a vast field and comprises of many branches of scholarship in its fold. Like the
bee, it sucks honey from every flower. Its subject matter consiquently lends to and borrows interest from physical, biological and social sciences as it includes physical sciences
like physics, chemistry, mathematics and astronomy on one
hand and natural and humanistic studies like botany, zoology
anthropolgy, sociology and aistory on the other. Thus, geograntly like any other science, derives its raw material from

other sciences and it employs the derived raw material from
its own angle and its own manner. It is but natural to bringout the changes in its concept and subject matter as the
concept and material of other subjects is now undergoing into
transformation and exp. Iding lastly.

Our experiences conclude that the geography of today is quite
different from the geography of yesterday and the geography
of tomorrow will certainly be different from that of today,
In other words, changing world results in changing geography
and changing geography makes us adopt changing ideas in teaching geography. The world of today is shrinking but our ideas
or teaching about the geography of the shrinking world should
he expanding. So it is not more geography that is needed to
he by over loading the syllabus, but more curricular changes
must take place at all levels of school education if the powerof the discipline of geography is to have its maximum effect,
It Is not more information and more factual knowledge
that should be stuffed in the minds of young but more meaningThe
ful generalizations and concepts should be developed.
challenge, of today is to make the approach to study or masterGeoing geography more problem-finding or inquiry oriented.
gvnhv is a discipline of very responsibe to the prohlem of
toJays world. Geography, more than any other subject mainHence, the need of uplink with the real world.
tain
datin4 the curriculum and adopting the new approach to study
geography in schools is accepted by all to meet the challenges
of the present world and the future.
In India, geography is one of the oldest subjects taught at
the school stage. It is being taught even at the university
level since 1921, when the Department of Geography ilas
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established in Aligarh University, Aligarh. The development of geography in India received great imnetus as a
result of the economic progress ushered in by the country
political indenendence in 1947. It is a compulsory subject
taught from class 1st to 5th standard under environmental
study and Gth to 10th under social studies curriculum. At
the senior secondary stage i.e. 11th and 12th standard,it
is an elective course and increasingly becoming a popular
It is being offered by a sizable number of studsubject.
dents at this level. The social studies.anproach is being
utilized to some xtent in the primary, middle and seennd..ry stage but senerate geography instruction at the senior secondary stage is considered more important than the
social studies approach in the curriculum.
The objectives and approaches of teaching geography throughout the country are more or less the same but there is
a wide variety in the geography curriculum from atate to
state followed in Indian schools. The main reason is that
education is a state subject in the country and each state
develops its own curriculum and text t.oks in all the subjects and for all the stages. Therefore, the variety in
the geography curriculum also at school stage exists from
state to state. During the last few years, some measures
have been taken by the union government for maintaining
uniform standard of education in the stages to doaway
with the disparties in the curriculum by the learners at
school stage by setting-tp an autonomous organisation-National Council of Educational Research and Training in
1961, under the Ministry of Human Resources Development,
Department of Education(Formerly Ministry of Education).
The curriculum and text books, prepared by it, are being
used in all the central schools snread all over the country and abroad and also in the schools under the control
of some states and union territories. The counsi] has currently prepared a national curriculum framework to keep
in touch with the ctirrent developments at the global level and to fulfil the requirements of present needs of country laid down in the current 'National Policy on Education,'FIG to meet out with the forthcoming challenges in
1110 ilex, decade and also to be prepared for the 21st century.

baThis centrally developed national curriculum which is
and
the
common
scheme
of
sed on so, r, essential learnings
studies Is refferel by the Indian Government as an corecurriculum. An important aspect of core-curriculum is
its emphasis (01 instilling a nationally shared perception
systems in
and values and neat ion of an ethos and value
Theidentity
could
be
strengthened.
which a common Indian
will
emphasise
the
essential
refore, the core curriculum
leainings related to the mellowing areas of national impertance and which are considered essential for strengthening a national ,dcatity:
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- Projection of India's composite vulture and preservation of cultural heritage and resources.

- Kindling a profound sense of patrotism and a pride in
being Indian through the teaching of India's freedom struggle and ncquainting them with the sacrifices made by
people belonging to different communities and regions
nnd the heroism of common man.
- Promotion of national and social integrnlion and cnitivation of values as enshrined in the constitution through curricular, creative and cultural activities.

Protection of environment and conservation of nature
and natural resources and energy.
- Creating an awareness of correct appreciation of the
impact of scientific advancement nnd technical development.

- Contemporary social and economic issues and problems
sue!, as population-growth, socio-economic d,sparities
etc. and measures for ameliorating them.
- Ineuleating in the people, n respect for ronstitution
and creating awareness of the fundamental rights and duties of citizens.

nbservnnee of small family norms and equality of sexes.
The nhove cove elements nre to be introduced in the whole
rurriculnm for the entire school stage. Some of these such
the protection of environment and conservation of natal-;,
ure, natural resources and energy, creating an awareness
of correct application of the impact of the scientific adary social
vaneement and technical development, eontem,
or
small famobservant
:and economic, issues and problems,
ily norms and inculention of scientific temper mny he introdueed easily through the curriculum of geography. Thus,
the responsibility of geography in achieving the national
goals, performing the social responsibilitieq nnd meeting
the challenges of tdday's world is being inccensed clay by
dny. The educationists administrntors & planners are aware
of it. Therefore the curriculum and the text books of geography for Indian schools are being revised in such a manner so that they may be with the confirmity of the national objectives or the national policy. A brief outline of
the revised curriculum of geography for school stage developed by the National Counsil of Educational Research and
Trnining in accordance with the natienal pollev of education, 1986 is being presented stage wise.

DAWV Primau Stage:
Ai

the lower primary stage, i.e.,

in class

1

lo V, geogra-
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phy is taught under environmental study.
In grade I and
II, the child is introduced to environment as a whole without making any clear cut flstinction between natural and
social elements that go into its making. In grade III io
V, while the environmental focus should continue, the physical and social aspects of the environment is introduced
into the social studies as a broad and composite area of
The social studies
study, parallel to general science.
at this stage widen the child's mental horizon from his
home, school, neighbourhood to state, country and the
world through history, geography, civics and economics
subject. nut among all the four subjects geography has
got quite good place. About 15% of the total school hours
is to be devoted for the study of geography at this stage.
The proposed course content of geography at primary stage
is given below:
Class I

-------i)

ii)
iii)

Identification of basic needs
Study, of family
Study or school

Class II
i)

ii)

(Home and school)

(The Neighbourhood)

Services offered in neighbourhood
Geographical setting of neighbourhood
Life in the neighbourhood

Class III (Our state and country)
i)
II)

iii)

Geographical setting of the state.
Life of the people in the state.
The state as a part of India

Class IV
i)

ii)

ill)

and life of the people
Our country-natural regions
in different parts.
Use of natural resources.
Important routes and means of communication.

Class V
i)
ii)

iii)

(Our India)

(India and the World)

Broad study of the globe.
Life of the people in some other parts of the world.
The shrinking world,

Uptter Primaryge
The ag and the attainuent of the pupt1N ai

this stage

1/41

1

k
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and the use that the majority of them would make of geography in later life preclude the study of world geography
in terms of regions alone. Therefore, the sugge:,ted social
studies programme proposes the geography of the world as
an independent branch of the syllabus. This part of syllabus Includes the broad principles of physical geography
geography of continents and geography of India in detail.
About. 12% of the entire schools time is to be given for
the geography.
The principles of physical geography are basic to Lhe
The many terms that occur over and over again in
study,
geography, have to be grasped and the concepts behind them
clearly comprehended so that they form the foundations of
geographical under standing. The syllabus of this stage
Instead of taking all
follows developmental approach.
topics together and teaching them in one class, they have
been distributed over the three classes, and graded in the
order of difficulty and complexity.
The syllabus at this stage suggests the study in terms of
contents, wherein regions can play their important role
in the understanding of nature of geography of every contThe study of geography of world, therefore, revolinent.
featve around (a) location, size andshape, (b) physical
(c)
climate
(d)
natural
vegitation,(e)
ures and drainage,
noPnlation,(f) economic resources, agriculture, forest and
minerals (g) economic development, industries and trade.(h)
transport and communications (i) a brief geogtaphical account of some important countries. The class wino distribution of cotinonts have been made very logical and presented as un6er.
Class VI
a)

Physical
i) The Tart.h

b)

- Our Planet

Regional
_
ii) /Vrtica - Land and people
iii) South America- Land and people
iv) Australia- Land and people
v)

wildlife and
Antaretial-land,climate,vegitation,
Exploration with special reference to
Indian expeditions.

Pr)teiical

PraciTcal work- Map reading
Class VII
a)
b)

i) Attn07-;phere and hydrosphere

Regional
ii) North America- Land and People
iii) Europe- Land and People
iv) The Soviet Union- Land and people
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c) Practical

-MPTactica] work-

Studying the weather and the
night sky.

Class VIII
Physical
a)
Eithosphere and landforms
i)
Regional
h)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

vi)
c)

land and -people

IndiaIndiaIndiaIndia-

Physical Setting
Natural resources
Human resources
Economic development

Practical
Studying local maps

vii)

Secondelv Stage:

The students at the upper primary stage have already covered elementary principles of physical and economic geography and life of the people in different parts of world which will provide a sound basis for 5:tudying the
subject in greater depth at this stage. By this time sr.udents ore abl, to see and understand world patterns of
natural and cultural phenomenon: as for example surface
forms, climate, natural vegitation, agricultural and m4neral resources, distribution of population and patterns
of economic and social development. This knowledge will
help them in understanding the world problems and also
develop interest in studying other subjects as economic,
As view,the
Keeping th!
political-science and history.
The
geography syllabus has been divided into tw, parts.
first part consists the physical and economic geography
of world and the second with physical and economic geoThe 12% of the school time is to be
graphy of India,
The
devoted for the study of geography at this stage.
general organisation of the syllabus for this stage is
as follows:
Class IX
1)
ii)

iii)
iv)

Class X
i)

(Man and Environment)

Map skills
Man's natural environment
Natural resources and their distribution
Human interaction with the environment
(Geography of India)

Physical features, climate, natural-vegitation
and wildlife,
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ii) Natural resources.

Hi) Developing our resources
iv) Field studies/project work
Under this revised pattern of geography curriculum for
school stage, a regional and descriptive treatment of
the own state as a part of the country with special emphasis on the life and work of man is in 3rd standard.
A simple treatment of the general geography of the home
country (India) with special reference to the activities of man is in 4th standard.
In 5th standard, the study of life of people in other parts of world alongwith
the broad study of the globe is placed.
Fundamentals
of the regional geography of the world on a continental
basis and home country(India) on a descriptive basis
With physical geography in outline is for an intellectual understanding of the geographic forces of the life
of man are in standards Gth to Sth.
Although not expressly mentioned in the syllabus as a an seperate item,
practical geography in the shape of map work is to receive in every class the emphasis it deserves. It can
hest be done by co-rrealating physical geography with
regional geography with examples taken from the contiin standards 9th and 101h, the phynents under study.
sical and economic geography of world with special reference to India is prescribed. A little bit, of nraetical geogranhv in form of field studies and project work
nlongwith the physical, human regional and economic goovrftpht hos also got the place at secondary stage.
An
Important aspect of the entire geography curriculum is
ils emphasis on instilling a nationally shared percepProtection of environment including
tion and values.
conseruation of resources and saving it from pollution
and degradation, promote national integration and international under standing, observance of the small family norms, equality of sexes inculcation of scientific to temper are being considered particularly relevant For developing the text hooks of geography based
Now we hope that we will he
on the current. syllabi.
able lo meet the challenges of the next decade as well
as get Insight for better understanding of the perspective world.
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DEVELOPING GEOGRAPHY
POLITICS AND PRACTICALITIES:
IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM OF ENGLAND AND
WALES. 1976-1988
PATRICK BAILEY

This paper descrir g recent developments
Abstract
education in English and Welsh
in geographical
Secondary Schools in the context of radical changes
taking
place across the whole school curriculum.
from governmental
these changes result
Most
of
intervention on a scale unprecedented in British
It
shows how the place of
educational history.
has been
period
this
turbulent
geography in
efforts
of
a
through
the
mainly
secured,
newly-politicised Geographical Association: and it
analyses conditions at school level within which
now being developed.
It is hoped
is
subject
the
this British experience may be helpful to
that
geographers in other countries where periods of
drastic curriculum reorganisation are in hand or
pending.

INTRODUCTION
most school
1965-70,
the period up to about
geography remained at the level of explanatory
Mann men and women who are now
description.
affairs. national and
educational
in
influential
regional, received their education in this period
so
believe that geography is still as it was
and
Consequently, they SPO no place for the
then.
In

vocationally - orientated
robust,
the
in
subject
is
government
policy to
it
curriculum which
The re-education of senior administrators
develop.
possibilities of modern
cducetionel
the
about
task
for
therefore
major
A
is
geography
is
geographers. It
preludices din hard.

also A herd one, because early

'.

A
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reconstruction of geography into the dynamic
the
in
began
in
now
it
the 'quantitative
with
universities shout 1965
this turned out: to be the beginning
revolution':
the
su;:iject,
revision of
of n root-end brAnch
the
Developments
in
continuing.
in
which
universities were trenolated into forms suitable
o'er use in schools remnrkebly quickly: end most of
by
teachers
1: is
tnrittletion WAR carried cut
This was possible
nthe than by academics.
professional
the
high level of
hi...reuse
of
competence of the majority of the British school
fonchers: And this resource of dedicated. able Ind
weil-ndie.nted
teachers has been and continue, to
be the Completion uron which all curriculum
in Rritnin in based,
the

subJect

it hen never been the tredition that
itritein,
entAl government, en represented specifically by
the secretary of State (Minister) for Education
express a view About what
nnd
Science,
:'nonld
teach it.
rhoois should teach or how they should

in

the whole
upon which
191111
Education Act,
effectively dispersed
hefted,
Is
F:chool sstom
reeponsibilitY for the curriculum among Local
governors of schools
the
Educntion Authorities,
and head teachers, the letter in practice having
However, the Examination Boards
influencn.
mort
practice
examinations in
nubile
which control
school
in
syllehun'
'agreed
mnintained en
goognphy an in other subjects through their
ExeminatIon work
syllAhuses And quertIon papers.
'agreed
erillsh schools, no that this
df,minst-or
syllabus' virtually controlled everything that was
l'ught in schools nbove the ego or about fourteen.
The

riflr- 1e76,

this

longestehliehed rituAtion hns

government/11 intervention
nil Aspects of cducntion, And at All leve P. in
Attpr
psutIcular, the school curriculum hACAMP n
conttntly gonernted public dehAtn. A period of
followed, accompanied nt one
tumultuous chnnen
In thin
strike.
stage by a lone-running teacher
pressures
lurhulent period, it hconme clear that
the
to
wore developing which might well lend
elimInAtiou of geogephy from Inrge perts of the

hon hnnged be direct
In

b
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responses to these
that
and
school curriculum:
as
well as
political
require
would
pressures
There follows a
academic action.
professional,
short account of how this response was organised
Geographical
of
the
leadership
the
under
the
principal
organinaton
in Britain
Association.
devoted to the study and teaching of geography in
schools.
INTERVENTION AND RESPONSE:
GEOGRAPHY

:*

MAKING

THE

CASE

FOR

began overtly in
int,Irvention
Central government
1976 when Prime Minister James Callaghan (Labour)
that what schools
suggested in a speech at Oxford
taught was a matter of public concern because it
influenced the ecunomic performance and social
particular he
In
well-being of the nation.
the teaching of
pin-pointed four areas of concern:
the content
basic skills, literacy and numeracy:

methods of the comprehensive school curriculum
(attended by over 90x of the school population):
16 to 19
appropriate educational provision for the
and public examinations.
age-group;
and

politicians occasionally
as
Debate.
Great
other and more
called it, began slowly at first:
but
the public mind:
pressing matters engaged
was
administration
Labour
Callaghan's
after
replaced in 1979 by the Conservatives led by
Margaret Thatcher, it gathered momentum. Proposals
During
thick and fast.
innovation followed
for
Schools
this period, Her Majesty's Inspectors of
produced several very important reports and series
of suggestions, especially A View of the curriculum
(HmI,198o). The Department of Education and Science
turn
in
administrative arm of government)
(the
consultative
documents
which
of
produced a series
advanced from debate towards the practicalities of
implementation, notably The School Curriculum (DES,
Better
Schools
Paper,
the White
and
1981)
these documents had implications
All
(DFS.1985)
geography in schools and the
the place of
for
Geographical Association replied to and commented
upon all of them.

The
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A further major innovation was the establishment of
the DES, the
an entirely new body, independent of
about
This set
Services Commission.
Manpower
vocationally-orientated
creating an alternative,
It
educational path to that provided by the DES.
were
the new MSC courses
that
was made clear
intended for all pupils, of all abilities, not only
MSC posed a challenge to
for the less-Academic.
the continued existence of geography in the kind of
also offered
it
but
proposed:
it
curriculum
opportunties for geographers to adept their subject
Many seized these
frameworks.
new
its
to
opportunities with both hands And their departments
for the time
least
at
result,
a
flourished as
being.

By 1980 it WAS evident that what was decided as a
of the various initiatives and consulationa
result
would shape British education for many years to
to
justify
that geography would have
and
come;
place within the hew dispensation at every
its
Nothing would be taken for granted.
stAge.
or no it Appeared to
It WAS at about this Point,
the writer, that the Geographical Association fully
Ascepted its role as the defender and advocate of
because no other body
gsogrAphy in the schoola,
could or would do so. Rex Walford put the situation
in his Presidential Address to the
A
eutahell
In
Association At Easter 19811 when he said: "The past
decade gave us the luxury of debating the kind of
geography we wished to teach: but in the 'eighties
The debate is now about
the
focus has changed,
whether geography should or should not he taught at
David Boardman has written
n11" (Walford, 1984).
the developments up to
Account of all
n succinct
.tune 1985 In which the Geographical Association was
involved (Boardman 1988).

the Secretary or
that
As soon as it became clear
was personally
Science
and
for
Education
State
the
and that
curriculum
the
in
Intereated
to
possible,
as
soon
as
in
ended,
s-wernment
closrly linked
establish a Nationel Curriculum,
with a hew criterion-referenced common examination
honorary officers of the Geographical
the
at 164,
Aarociation realised that they must put the cane

J
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Largely through the
for geography to him directly.
initiative of Rex Walford. President for 1983-1, it
was arranged that Sir Keith Joseph, the Secretary of
should address a special national meeting of
State,
On
this
on
19th June,
the Association
1986.
it was evident that Sir Keith had
historic occasion
taken his task seriously and that he was thoroughly
briefed about recent developments in geography and
its claims to make unique, significant contributions
to
the
curriculum.
In
his speech Sir Keith
Association to reply to a series
challenged the
contributions.
As
these
about
of
questions
President
for that year, the writer set up a 'task
force' to prepare a reply. the short form of which
was sent to the Secretary of State in about six
A much fuller reply was then
weeks (Bailey, 1986).
group
of
the
a
by
representative
prepared
Association's members and published in 1987 under
the title A Case for Geography (Bailey and Binns,
1987).

During this period. HM Inspectors also produced
geography in
comprehensive aplogia for
their own
Curriculum
Geography from 5 to 16;
schools.
Matters 7 ( IMI. 1986).
Sir
There was now a change in Secretary of State.
retired and was succeeded by Mr.
Keith Joseph
It was therefore necessary for the
Kenneth Baker.
for
the case
put
Geographical Association to
This was done on 30th
geography directly to him.
June 1987. on the occasion of the publication of A
At this meeting. the Secretary
Case for Geotraphy.
of State assured the Association's representatives
that he regarded geography as an tmportent part of
any curriculum and that it would of included to his
Phis was
forthcoming National Curriculum proposals,
It was listed as a Foundation
case.
indeed the
A
5-16.
Curriculum
subject in The National
consultation document which appeared in July (DES.
thin document geography was
in
However,
1987a).
listed in association v.ith history and worries
ace for it would still not
remained that a proper
the draft
in
However,
be found in many schools.
Education Bill which war put before Parliament in
listed as a Foundation
November,
geography was
Subject in its own right (DES. 1S17b).

a

is
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Neither the consultation document nor the Bill
itself make specific recommendations about the way
courses should he organised in schools.
Provided
that the elements of the National Curriculum are
properly represented,
a
school
may arrange its
nrogremme to suit its educational
philosophy and
!.taff
expertise and to take advantage of local
ronditions.
This
freedom
a
places
major
responsibility for course development upon heads
or departments.

The post of head of department
Is not recognised
1.131
the
salary structure of
current
British
schoolS,
yet is
is now more important than ever
before.
The incumbent of such a post must now be
not only a first-rate geographer and teacher but
also an expert representative of the subject and
its teachers
in the
school.
This is still an
unfamiliar role for many heads of departments. who
were
mainly appointed because of their good
teaching.
For
some yeare, management training at
departmental level has been regarded as a high
priority
by
Locrl
Authorities;
the
and
Geographieel Association is currently preparing a
handbook on management matters.

DIScilSqlON:WORKINGWITBAN THENEWERAMEWORKS
1.

Promotion and diversion of effort

is widely recognised that
geography has long
taught
notably
well
in
many schools.
Further, the scope and methods of the subject tend
to
encourage
to
think
in
geographers
iron,:- curricular,
As a result,
Intogrative ways.
many geographers have oeen appointed to headships,
deputyshIp and other administrative posts in
A
rapid
schools.
survey of one English Local
Education Authority's schools in 1988 shown that
there are more geographer heads and deputies than
roprer-ontstives of any other subject.
it

been

11

.983

tendency to promote geographers has
lately
increased as a result of the many new developments
schools,
taking place in
most of which call for
cross-curricular co-ordination.
Examples of the
now posts include,
TVEI (Technical and Vocational
Education
Initiative)
Co-ordinator;
work
experience
co-ordinator;
careers
adviser;
examinations registrar: and professional tutor, in
charge of staff development.
Such posts can only
be filled by experienced teachers with a proven
record of adaptability, enterprise and organising
many
geographers
have
ability;
and
these
attributes.
Many have therefore been appointed
into such poets.
These in fact may be their only
opportunities for promotion because this is seldom
teaching alone.
Unfortunately,
given
for good
some of the ablest geographers are thereby taken
out of geogaphy, to the detriment of the subject's
knows formerlY
further development.
The writer
geography departments whose members can
dynamic
now almost never meet to discuss geography because
of their whole-school responsibilites.
The

2.

Faklinz_kolls

have
school
rolls
During the 1970's and 80's,
many urban
in
fallen, by as much as one-third
catchments. Schools have shrunk, merged with other
schools in order to maintain viable teaching
This contraction has
groups,
sometimes closed.
had
severe strafing consequences for geography
others.
all
The most
as
for
departments,
significant has been the increasingly widespread
teaching
the
use of non - specialists to maintain
in- service
The adequate induction.
programme.
training and support for such non-specialists is
problem for school departments.
now a centre)
and other resources are rarely Allowed for
Time
teaching by non specialists
InAdeqnate
this.
poses A threat to the standing of geography in any
school.
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3. measure to Combine Subjects
new
The
initiatives
already mentioned have
produced
intense pressure upon finite curriculum
space with the result that some long-estAblished
activities have been dropped And
time
for others
has been reduced.
One favoured solution to the
problem of curriculum congestion has been to
compress geography And history.
sometimes with
religious education And even English.
into some
form of combined or 'integrated' course.
Such A
course then receives little more time than any one
of its component subjects used to do.

Irrespective of the intellectuAl quality of such
combined courses (and in the writer's experience
these range from the challenging and substantial
to
the eonceptuAlly
inept), the threat to the
proper teaching of geography
by
a
drastic
reduction of time is obvious.
It mny to possible
to mnintnin the internAl balance of the subject by
A careful re-nppreisAl of ,..miorities.
which is a
good thing in itself; but time nay in fact he so
restricted that no balanced and reasonably full
trentment remains possible.

Combined courses will continue to be an option for
rchools faced by intense curricular pressure.
It
follows that criteria for such courses need to he
formulAted nnd Applied by geogrAphers and others.
The writer has
suggested elsewhere that
such
sonrser should build upon work already done;
lay
Adequate
foundations for more
specialist work
higher up the school;
demonstrate relationships
hetween different kinds of knowledge;
give pupils
A hAlAneed experience of what
it
will he like to
and
lenn Pilch subject;
excite the pupils by
their high qunlity.
geography is
Bernuse all
founded ultimately upon
fieldwork,
it
may he
arcrued IhAt
fieldwork element should he ineluded
in
the
geogrnphirel
component of any foundation
eoure (BAiley 19R7).
/1

s,
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A further question concerns staffing.
As soon as
a combined course in proposed. geographers have to
consider vey carefully indeed how to staff their
The quality of geographical teaching
parts of it.
a
lower school combined course may well
in
determine how many and which pupils will opt for
foundation course teaching
Therefore,
it later.
should never be left solely to non-kpecialists or
do
this is
to
to the most junior teachers.
To
cutting geography off at its roots in the
risk
school.

CONCLUSION

paper began by noting that the difficulties
were
rooted
In
the
of school geography
subject in a
non-development of the
critical
The present period is equally critical.
period.
of
geography
therefore
The future prosperity
a
depends upon its continuing development
as
the
unique field of study, one which illuminates
humsn condition in ways which 110 other
stroject
greatest
Geography's
educational
cnn.
contribution at this time is to provide young
people, future voting citizens, with
a
serious
upon
natural
study of humanity's dependence
successful management of
upon the
environments,
which all our futures depend.

This
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REDEFINING THE CORE AT 16-18;

THE BRITISH EXPERIENCE

David Burtenshaw
Portsmouth Polytechnic
United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The core of geography at 16-18 is being changed pragmatically as a

result

of practical developments in the English and Welsh education systems.
factors determining

hidden

the

agenda

political and disciplinary pressures.

of

redefinition

are

The

examined

as

The nature of the possibly redefined

core in the form of The Advanced Supplementary Examination le discussed and
the common elemelts of these new examination syllabuses are outlined as the

The potential conse-

potential new core for 16-18 geographical education.

quences of these changes for the discipline are hypothesised.
redefinition is

the

direct consequence

into a

a discipline

hurried

political

of

reformulation

of

its

The whole

action manipulating

aims

and

objectives.

INTRODUCTION

This paper

reflects upon the discussions which

taking place

are

in the

United Kindom on the nature of education for the 16-18 age group and the

A review of the background to

role of geography within the curriculum.
the impending

(and

this

at

stage, probable) changes will highlight the

pedagogic and pragmatic reasons for reopening a discussion which was only
closed with the production of the Common Core statement on the discipline
in 1983 (C.C.E.

Boards,

1983).

the Advanced Supplementary or A
candidates in

1989,

might

have

The

introduction of

a

new examination,

S which will be sat by its guinea pig
become

the

unwitting

forerunner

for

a

revised Advanced Level Geography and examines the con.ent of the approved
syllabuses in an attempt to rediscover the core.

WHY REDEFINE THE COREY

There are three primary reasons for the reform of
paper does

not

cover

the justification which

mandate of the present gnvenment since

It

lies

16-18 education.

This

within the perceived

camp to power in 1979.

Suffice

it to Ray that the "new right" did believe that education should he more
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world of work.

responsive to the needs of society and especially the

To

this end the 16-18 curriculum, which relied on advanced study of a small
restrictive and academic.

number of sut,ects In depth, was regarded 8A too

The political context is also part of an overall strategy of reform of the
examination system which has aeen the introduction this summer of the GCSE
Secondary

(General Certificate

of

examinations and the

current

replacing

Education)

to provide a

attempta

the

national

former

16+

curriculum.

It has been the changes in the 16 + (0 level and GCSE) examinations which

The emphasis of the new 16+ examination was

are one pressure for change.

upon the development of

a

set of

were related to broad areas

alms and

assessment objectives which

of knowledge and understanding, skills and

values against which the content of individual syllabuses was to be tested
In particular the techniques of assessment were designed to

(GCSE, 1985).

ensure both

Examination

Board-based

and

school-based

the trade relationships with e.g.

the geographical aspects of environmental and

inter-relationships between

people

and

the EEC,

the study of

social issues and the study

the subject as

of tnp.cs illustrating the totality of

The

field study, contrasting

guidelines also placed considirable emphasis on
areas at home,

components.

the study of

environments.

their

In

the

addition

the approving body, The Secondary Examinations Council, developed its own
tubject-based critera instrument (S.E.C., 1986).

changes which have
and Wilson,

1986)

spawned
it

17

syllabuses at

Thus, as a result of these

this level, (Cahart, Orrell

is hardly aurprising that the teaching community has

now turned its attention to 16-18 education. The Geographical Association
has made the case that alterations in the methods of teaching and examining
at

16+ necessitated a reformulation of 16-18 eseential because pupil and

teacher expectntiona have been raised and

realised by the new examination,

dubious claim made before a single candidate sat the examination (G.A.
1981).

Central government pressure to change the nature
new.

In

1980 the government published

of all A levels was not

"Examinations

16-18" (HMSO 1980)

new intermediate level examination to he placed
alongside the existing system and comments were invited. These resulted in
declared objective of
the publication of "A S Levels" which had the
"broadening without diluting academic standards the curriculum for A level
which first

suggested n

students" (l).E.S., 1984).

t.)

These new examinations would cover not leen than
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mit

half the amount

of the conventional A Level,

over two years and

taught

would be assessed on the same standards as their sister examination.

In

the subsequent four years a series of syllabuses has been presented for
approval so that at the time of writing in late 1987 six had been apprc ed
for examination in 1989.

The third reason for expecting change in the fact that in 1987 the government
established the Higginson comclittee to review A levels.

In its discussions

which are still in progress, it has asked some of the examination boards
whether they would like to

gee a wider range of A levels

curriculum and informed sources talk of five or six subjects.

in

the

16-18

Questions have

also been asked concerning the feasibility of modular syllabuses.

In both

cases it is not that difficult to surmise that such changes would necess-

itate a reduction in syllabus content and examination load

if

the changes

For this reason the preparation of A S levels could be reg-

came about.

arded as the prototype for new A levels because the syllabuses have been

prepared on the basis that two A S are equivalent to a single A level.
Higher education in the form of the universities, polytechnics and colleges
of higher education already accept this.

THE DISCIPLINARY CLIMATE

Geographers, in common with other disciplines, had already been asked to
define the common core of their subject.
(G.C.E., 1983)

three

approaches

were

In the paper prepared for geography
considered;

i)

the

selection

of

common elements from all existing syllabues, ii) the agreement of a body
of knowledge which all agree is central and essential and iii) considering
geography as a dimension or perspective of study and an A mode of enquiry.

The latter approach was adopted and with it the view of the core AA a set
of concepts,

Ocilla And techniques.

The general principles of the core

emanate from this approach and are as follows:

i)

An awareness of certain important ideas in physical

geography, in human geography;

in

the

interface

between

physical And human geography.

II)

An Appreciation of the processes of regional differentlAtlon.
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iii)

Knowledge derived from a Study of n balanced selection of
regions and environments linked with a broad understanding

of the complexity and variety of the world in which the
student will become n citizen.

An understanding of the use of n variety of techniques and

iv)

the ability to apply them appropriately.

A range of skills and experiences

v)

through Involvement in a

variety of learning activities both within and outside the
classroom.

An awareneFs of the contribution that geography can make
contemporary issues and problems

vi )

to an nndrstanding of

concerning people and the environment.

vii)

A heigh".ened ability to respond to and make judgements
about f.ertnIn aesthetic and moral matters relating to apace
and place.

Council
In 1986 the geography IRE committee of the Secondary Examinations
Aims i), Ili), v) and vi)
Aid update these principles cnilicg them aims.
remain unaltered and the others were modified ns follows:

ii)

of
An appreciation of the spatial and temporal processes

environmental

change

and

regional

differentiation

at

different eralea.

iv)

v11)

An opportunity to develop skills in measuring, collecting,
interpreting and presenselecting, arranging, analysing,
investigation.
field
including
ting geographical dntn,
other
A heightened ability to respond to aesthetic and

aspects of landscape and townscnpe.

the common core
eecnese all new syllabuses at A level now have to conform to
levels" (D.E.S.,
and because. A S "standards should be as exacting as for A
redefine
1954) it follows that the new examination represents an attempt to

Ali:
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the core of the subject in terms of knowledge, understanding an

skills.

A further preaeure on the disciplinary climate has been the response to the

perceived threat to the discipline posed by curriculum revision which res-

ulted in a dialogue by the then Secretary of State, Sir Keith Joseph, and
The Geographical Association, and between the permanent secretary, Sir David

Hancock, and the Institute of British Geographers (Joseph,
and Binns,

1987

geographers to

and Hancock,
the

political

1986).

1985,

Bailey

These develnpments have reawakened

and educational

climate

of

times and

the

brought about a reassessment of the discipline from the realistic position
of improving the public image of the discipline.

A third factor influencing the climate within the discipline is the attitude

of the Examination Boards who need to maintain both their status within the
profession and

their profits from successfully administering the system.

Therefore they have to keep abreast of the advances in geographical education

as they perceive them through their advisory committees for each subject.
In the case of geogrnphy that has meant the constructior of A S syllabuses,
despite some misgivings, and the acceptcnce that change is inevitable given
the climate of opinion which is outlincd above.

THE NEW SYLLABUSES

It is now possible to examine three variants of the new core AS indicated by

the A S syllabuses which have becn approved by the Secondary Examinations
11,

-st paradigm of the subject

confirms the focus of the discipline as a at

of people and environments,

Council within the past eighteen months.

maintaining the breadth of the discipline together with the depth of study,
e.g.

The

Associated

approval, and

the

Examining

London

Board's

University

syllabus,

Board.

The

the

first

to

achieve

represents

second

the

attempt to take a curriculum framework and extend its use to A S level as
it has to other arena of geographical education, the Schools Council 16-19
project.

The third group follow the dictum of Everard et al (1977) who

stilted that,

"it

seems

certnin

that

the

human and physical geography will widen".

ever-present

division

between

The Northern Ireland and Oxford

Deiegncy eyllabuses in Physical Geography are the sole examples.
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1.

The A811 (1987) and University of London (London 1987)

The developers rf the former syllabus were extremely pragmatic And recognised the fact that teaching resources could not stretch to the development
of n totally distinct A S level In All but A handful of schools and coLl2Fes

The subject

(Thomas, 1987).

content has been organised into seven core
Candidates

modules and six optional modules which branch from the core.

select twn core modules And then two option modules from two lists which
have PithPr n phyqical or n human bias.

The core topics Are

the nature And trends of population growth, tectonic

nnd hydrological processes, ntmoqpheric procensen, ecosystem, manufacturing
nnd Indnstrint development And location, and settlement forms And function,
while the

option lints are; A) population and resources, urban problems
development problems

rural

and planning and

haznrds,

constline, environmental

The emphasis in

Agriculture.

does illustrnte

the

fact

the

that

and

ecosystem

planning,

R)

modification

changing
including

the latter group of options

tttlee of

the

nnd

stresses

syllabus

relationships

the

between the physical and human which nre nlso present in the detail of the
corn "physlenl" topics.

In theory every pnthway through the subject matter involves the candidate
in n

balanced npprectAtion of the relationnhip between people and

environment And of the dynamic nature of the environment.

their

Such a nyllnbus

qtructure begs the question of the core nnd leaves Its definition to the
candidate /teacher.

It

is nnying that there are many foci to the sobject

nnd that thene mny be combined In nny fnshion.

Thv London nyllabnq, like the AER, also Assumed that

might nlongnIde A level.

It

it would have to be

hag therefore maIntnined the hnlnnce of its

pnrPnt with sections on environmental nyntems, human systems nnd resource

development nnd human welfnre but
noctions.

For

instance,

Hydrnlogy

it has pruned the content of the subis

sole

the

geomorphologicn1

topic

whit'. economic nctivitien nre limited to the study of two subsistence and
two commerrint
Industries.

ngrirultural

systems,

two

industrien

and

This syllnbon his chosen to limit the content

rnther then by choice nithongh, like the AER,
ericll unity of

two

tertiary

by exclusion

it hnn preserved the theor-

the discipline by ntrensIng interaction At a variety of
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scales.

It also acknowledges the upward filtering of examination practice

by accepting that candidates' performance can be achieved by marking all
work on the basis of knowledge, understanding and application, skills and
inter-relationships.

In this way it has taken the practice, as yet untested

at GCSE, and applied it to A S level assuming that the aame assessment
principles will be effective at both levels.

2.

The 16-19 Project (London 1988)

This syllabus is also very similar to that of its parent in that its aims
and assessment objectives are identical to the A level.
a

Like the AEB

format it has a system of cores and option modules through which a pathway
is selected.

The people and environment theme is more strongly issues

based than the AEB syllabus.

Finally its modular structure pioneered the

a

approach which others have followed.

The distinctiveness of 16-19 has

always been that it is an approach to curriculum development which involves
teachers and a commitment to enquiry based learning and its role in geographic education.

This curriculum framework has spawned a GCSE for mature

students and a module in BTEC.

Critics do point to the constrained nature

of this framework being available to candidates at different stagea in
their education process and to the coverage of the same material.

As a

consequence some do doubt whether this narrowly defined spiral curriculum
can suatoin student interest unless some new components are added to update
the syllabus.

Alternatively, certain concepts and ideas could be reserved

for each examination no that the body of knowledge and concepts at each
level is more distinct.

3.

Oxford Delegacy and Northern Ireland Board

These syllabuses have merely taken the existing syllabus and utilised the
physical half of the syllabus to which a project has been added.

Such a

development can represent a very jaundiced view of the subject which only
pays lip-service to the inter-relationships that the other boards cons;der
fundamental to the discipline.

In fact approval was given un cr,ndition

that the title wan "physical geography" thus implying that this is not
geography!
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DEFINING THE CORE

Careful examination of

the

syllabuses approved

for Oxford And Northern trend does

to date other than

the identification

permit

areas of content and Approach thAt nre part of the "new core".

assessment of performance by means of

a project

of those
Certainly

is now a familiar theme

although Approaches to nssessment mAy very in detail.

In pArticular all

of the exeminettons do require a similar methodology (BurtenshAw,
The variety

of

Assessment

styles has

those

increased and questions

and

1988).

data

response are the norm alongside the assessment of some continuous prose.
Al yet decision making exercises are the preserve of

16-19 althoqgh they

have a perallel in role playing questions from the ARB and the emphasis on
valises within the Northern Ireland scheme.

All the syllabuses pay considernhle Attention to the problem of scale and

ask that All topics are covered At a veriety of sceles.

Therefore place

specificity is avoided except where the topic reIntes di-ectly to a particular environment

such as the Developing World.

Within physic/11 geography

there has been some concern nt the demise of the subject at this level in
recent yenre

(Taylor,

seems

There

is

some

generally nt the optionel level.

focusing

be

upon

Alight emphasis on phystcAl geology but
Whether such n restricted view of geomor-

phology is healthy for the discipline

is

A matter of debnte particularly
Atmosphere is the least pop-

when the coverage of atmosphere in broader.
ular field for cendldates Although it
because of

to

in common with other Areas of physical geography,

fluvIA1 hydrology and,
nAtural hnzArds.

Geomorphology

1984).

academic presence

still gAinq entry to All syllabuses

rnther thAn

consumer demAnd.

The emerging

core here focusee on processes in the atmosphere And their climatic consequences In n verylng selection of regions.

ChArts (no longer produced in

Brttnio) and satellite imngen are Alno key aids to interpretntioo.

In the

cane of ecosystems, which hes Increased in popular AppeAl to become the new

physIcAl geography, the basic processes of the eyntem and the rosocinted
Anil system

together

with

the manngement

nppenr in n11 the nebmisslons.
or another,

even

by

those

of

systems

At

varying scAlea

The human Interface is streesed in one way

syllnbusen

which

only

focus

upon geography.
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Population geography has focused upon the changing stricture and migration
with the relationship between population and rescurces being lees central.

Resources do seem to have been relegated to the level of

an interesting

digression other than in 16-19 where Energy is a core topic.

In economic

geography there is a tendency for the focus to be on industrial geography
with agriculture becoming slightly peripheral.

Nevertheless it is possible

to detect an increased attention to the tertiary sector and communications
but not transport.

Finally, settlement studies are primarily urban with a

very strong emphasis on the problems or urbanisation at a'l scales and in a
variety of places.

This cursory analysis does draw several points to our attention.

First,

the move to cut the size of 16-18 syllabuses to fit A S has resulted in a
retreat into the familiar rather than a reassessment
nineties.

of the core for the

Even the most progressive, 16-19 Project, has actually acted in

a conservative manner and
retained atmosphere and

changed little.

seen the

Disciplinary conservatism has

inclusion

concepts which are safe to teach and examine.

of

many

outdated models and

Secondly, if we are looking

for an explanation for our conservatism, then the haste with which syllabuses

have been compiled in an age of far reaching educational change throughout
the system is one obvious factor.

However, it is possible to suggest that

the conservative response is precinely what was envisaged by the government
when it began the process.

While values and attitudes had begun to feature

at A level and in the A S, the scope for values boned teaching diminishes
if we retreat to the core of post quantitative revolution geography.
present government
consequences of

is

hardly

its actions.

one

The

favour teaching which examines the

to

Such curriculum developments and the hasty

reaction of syllabus developers enable government to constrain initiative
without the need

to enforce a

retreat

from the enlightened teaching and

assessment of values and attitudes.

It would be unfortunate if a revised A level structure wan to result in a
more outdated approach to knowledge.

So it in to he hoped that the hurried

response which has been the subject of this paper will be a first attempt
to find n core.
such es

Having retained some of the notable advances in assessment,

1st-egging values and attitudes,

field study, structured and data

responsc questions and the introduction of criteria banding for the assess-

ment of essay work, it would be A shame for the content not to undergo the

t)
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SPIP rigorous reassessment as the method of teaching and examination.

We

need to ask what content will continue to be relevant for the next decade
to produce n good geographical education.

The new core does appear to be

n defensive reaction to political pressure

when it should be the opport-

unity to develop a more tightly focused and relevant subject designed to
education people.
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THE EXPERIENCE OF RECENT GEOGRAPHY CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT IN
ENGLAND AND AUSTRALIA
A STUDY IN CONTRASTING APPROACHES
:

Stephen Codrington
Abstract:
development
Recent

of the new H.S.C. geography syllabus in
New South Wales (Australia) is compared with similar recent
developments
in
G.C.S.E.
geography in England.
The
constraints on syllabus development,
processes undertaken,
content
priorities and implementation are contrasted. The
paper concludes that both new curricula represent advances
over
earlier syllabuses, although the G.C.S.E. courses are
more constained by tradition than the Australian example.
INTRODUCTION

(courtesy The Independent)
regional,
nationalistic
Linear or modular, thematic or
or
global,
systems-process or contemporary issuesoriented:
these and literally thousands of other decisions are made by
curriculum planners when devising new geography courses for
But, as the cartoon above suggests, do such
use in schools.
represent
alternate ways of sliding clown
simply
decisions
the slippery dip of education?

New geography curricula are being devised constantly
around
in attempts to remedy real or perceived failings
the
world
attempts
Two
recent
in
pre-existing syllabuses.
At
geogrnphy curriculum development, one English and the other
to
Australian, have been almost revolutionary in the extent

U,,
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which they have promoted new methodologies, perspectives and
The
content In their respective educational environments.
developments
demands
curriculum
of
these
nature
rndical
attention from curriculum planners and geography teachers
to nscertnin whether
naturally wish
who will
elsewhere,
lnndmarks or
important
these new developments represent
Incidental tnngents. The focus of this paper, therefore, is
examination of the contrasting appronches, relative
an
merits and overall successes of these two curricula.
the
examined is
process to be
English curriculum
to
hoards
development of new syllabuses by six exnmining
Certificate
of
General
the
requirements
of
the
satisfy
these
of
Teaching
(G.C.S.E.).
Education
Secondary
commenced
in
September
1986
for
initial
external
syllabuses
The Australian example is the New
exnmintition in July 1988.
Certificnte (U.S.C.) geography
School
nigher
South Wnles
syllabus, initinl tenching of which commenr' -d in February
19BH for iultinl external examination in November 1989.

Tho

the
at
conducted
been
this
paper has
for
Resenrch
1 was a
theoretical nnd practical levels for several 'ears.
member of the syllnbus committee which devised the New South
1987.
1979
to
from
geography syllabus
Wales 11.S.C.
of
equivalent
Interviews were conducted with several memhers
G.C.S.E. committees in England during my year's exchange
Following the year's exchange
in England in 1987.
teaching
teaching, 1 nm one of the few people to have taught both the
new U.S.C, and C.G.S.E. geography curricula in schools.

ORGANIZATION OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
the two geography curricula
through which
structures
The
educational
overall
the
reflected
developed
were
the
Englnnd,
In
countries.
two
of
the
environments
Six
responsibility of syllabus development is diversified.
examining boards develop syllnbuses and set examinntions on
East
and
Although the names of these boards (London
them.
Midlnnd
Exnmining
Group,
Northern
Examining
Anglian Croup,
Welsh
Joint
Group,
Examining
Southern
Association,
Schools
'reined
Northern
and
Committee
Examination
of
limits
geogrnphical
xaminntions (:ouncil) suggest
nrcns
in
fnct
tend
to
be
little
more
their
responsibility,
simple example
As n
than "spheres of stronger influence".
(northwest
Englnnd) in
some
schools
in
Innenshire
th19,
of
nithough
Midlnnd courses,
1987 were tenching Southern and
six
"local"
Northern
the majority were presenting one of the
Each hoard is a private company aiming to maximise
rimrsos,
market of selling exnmination
overall
of
the
share
it
Therefore, each hoard has produced several C.C.S.E.
papers.
in no attempt to cover tits market, and there are
syllnbuses
some 26 different C.C.S.E. syllabuses from which schools cnn
Although there Is some vnrintion between bonrdn,
choose.
five
of
committee would ronsist
typical geography syllnb
or ,ix members.
1
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syllabuses are issued through a
all
New South Wales,
government statutory body, the Board of Secondary Education.
The Board delegates the task of curriculum development to a
Each syllabus committee
syllabus committee in eec1 subject.
comprises 24 members, of whom 14 are teachers.
In

INITIATIVES FOR A NEW SYLLABUS
the new G.C.S.E. syllabuses were responses to
England,
In
The British government, through the
government initiative.
wished
to
(S.E.C.),
Examinations
Council
Secondary
restructure English secondary education, and in anticipation
restructuring, several boards began developing new
this
of
the S.E.C.
In January 1985,
syllabuses as early as 1980.
G.C.S.E. Geography,
Criteria"
for
"National
issued
the
identifying common features to which all new syllabuses must
a content
this were
The
principal points of
conform.
emphasis on the geography of the British Isles within its
identification of the
an
global context,
European and
recall
and
factual
approximate evaluation weightings for
skills, and several guidelines regarding assessment.
The initiative in Australia for a new syllabus came
the syllabus committee itself as a reflection of
teacher dissatisfaction with the existing "outdated"
which had been
analysis of the existing syllabus,
Approval was
with various modifications since 1965.
to develop a new syllabus in early 1983.

through
growing
systems
taught
granted

PROCESS OF SYLLABUS DEVELOPMENT
It is difficult to generalise about the process of G.C.S.E.
syllabus development because of the large number of syllabus
the
use
However, we can
committees developing curricula.
Midlands Examining Group (M.E.G.), based in Nottingham, to
exemplify some common aspects. At a very early stage in the
discussions, M.E.G.'s geography syllabus committee agreed to
develop two separate syllabuses to maximise market share.
Work commenced on the "mainstream" syllabus immediately, and
this later became Midlands Geography Syllabus A. The second
eventually became two
"minority" syllabus)
(the
syllabus
alternative syllabuses: Midlands Geography Syllabus D (a
syllabus allowing for in-school curriculum development
free
Midlands Geography
and
Project)
Bristol
the
based upon
Syllabus E (essentially social geography based on the Avery
Will project).
M.E.G. sent a draft syllabus and questionnaire to schools in
The responses to the questionnaire strongly supported
1983.
all
for
the (new) concept of a common examination paper
ability levels and greater emphasis on compulsory fieldwork.
were determined
procedures
Syllabus aims and assessment
early,
and
development
of
course
content
was the last
quite
Due to industrial activity in schools at the time,
step.
British government adopted a "get tough" policy with
the
teacheis' unions, and port of this was n government decision
to begin G,C.S.E. teaching in September 1986 whether schools
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clnimed to be ready or not. This led to some rush to obtain
Several syllabuses were
S..C. approval for syllabuses.
some
and
npproved despite containing obvious errors,
syllnbuses were npproved despite their clear non-compliance
Furthermore,
the
with S.E.C.'s own "National
Criteria".
severnl syllabuses commenced in September 1986
teaching of
npproved,
not
been
even
those
though
syllabuses had
presumably with teachers devising programmes on the basis of
The rushed introduction and the large
drafts they had seen.
number of different syllabuses meant that few resources such
as textbooks were ready for the introduction of the courses
six schools in Lancashire whicu I
1986.
September
Of
in
had
yet
decided upon
not one
surveyed
in
Into
198,,
textbooks for G.C.S.E. geography.
the
time of writing, Midlnnds Exnmining Grasp hnd seven
G.C.S.E. syllabuses from which schools could choose a course
summarizes the M.E.G.
of
study
in
Tablr 1
geography.
At

c,eogrnphy structure.

Tnhle

I.

MIDLANDS EXAMINING GROUP GEOGRAPHY SYLLABUSES

APPR-

SYL1ABUS

OVEI)

DESCRIPTION

EST.NO.OF
STUDENTS, 1988

A

Per. 1985

28,000

"Mainstrenm" syllabus, 3 themesa.People & physical environment
b.People & places to live
c.People & their needs

M

Jul.1986

12,000

based on the old University of
Cnmbridge nnd East Anglin 16+
course focussing on n contrast
between W. Africn nnd E. Anglia

Mar.1986

6,500

A modulnr course based on the
Avery Hill philosophy of social
geogrnphy

Is

Mar.1986

28,000

Free in-school curriculum
development bnsed on the Bristol
Project

tl

An authentic Avery Hill social
geogrnphy

Nay 1986

29,000

0or.1486

7,000

Officinlly a mature students'
course, based on course C

Doc.186

3,000

Officially n mature students'
course, tinned on course
I)

Syllabus A wns thy first C.(:.S.E. geogrnphy syllnbus
to he npproved by S..C., and so cnptured n lnrge share of
In schools outside the English Midlnnds.
even
Ih
mnrket,

M.E.C.

O L)
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Specimen exam questions were distributed several months
after the syllabus, and in the rush to get these qu!,s!.ions
to schools, there were several problems, such as too great a
degree of specificity in the questions and many questions of
After
S.E.C.
lnte
an inappropriate standard.
made
other
chnnges to their criteria (such as changing the evaluation
M.E.G.
percentage weightings),
issued another
of
set
questions in February 1987.
Figure
1
summarizes
syllnbus development

A

somewhat more complex process of
adopted in New South
Wales.
The
development the H.S.C. Geography syllabus in New South Wales
was more prolonged than G.C.S.E. .ecause a greater level
of
undertaken.
consultation
was
First,
the larger syllabus
committee (24 in New South Wales compared with
6
in
or
5
England)
had A more diverse range of initial input from its
members, included among whom were teachers (from Government,
Catholic
and Independent schools), university lecturers and
other tertiary representatives, school inspectors and public
or
had
servants.
Some
of
these members
dual roles
interests, including members of professional
organizations,
members of teaching unions nnd textbook writers.
the

input was obtained through a survey which was sent
1983.
to all geogrnphy teachers in New South Wales in April
Some 506 responses were received, revealing a strong desire
among teachers for a new syllabus, probnbly with
n
modular
expressing a strong desire
that content
structure, and
include themes such as Australia (in its world context),
contemporary social
and
issues.
studies
environmental
external
such ns
an
certain constraints,
Subject
to
policies on multi-culturalism,
examination and government
syllabus was
non-sexism and Aboriginal education, n draft
the three concepts of environment,
developed focussing on
adopted
is
The concept of 'environment'
change and scale.
has
be:ome n word with
as
it
noteworthy,
particularly
As
perceived
different meanings to different geographers.
'environment'
meant
'total
by
syllabus committee,
the
the
surroundings', including both biophysical components of
environment nnd people together with their economic, social,
Einnlly,
a
compulsory
systems.
and
political
culturnl
field research project was incorporated into the
individual
syllnbus, a feature nlso found in most of the new G.C.S.E.

Further

syllabnses.

drafts of the proposed new syllnbus were developed And
interested
and
committees
taken to tencher workshops And
Feedback thus obtained
obtain
to
feedback.
orponnizations
process
later
drafts,
and
so
the
was ilcornorated into
throe
years from enrly 1:84 to late
continued for almost
An interesting aspect of this process wns thnt copies
1986.
of draft syllabuses were freely cent to potential publishers
This was
to
of new geography textbooks for the course.
received a commercinl advantnge
publisher
no
ensure
that
of
over another publisher, and to encourage ns wide n range
tinny
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Figure
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and resource material
text
introduction of the syllabus.
new

as

possible

for

the

early 1987 a "final" draft of the syllabus was sent to
After some further modifications at
the Board for approval.
Board's request, the syllabus was approved in July 1987
the
and distributed to schools with a full set of sample exam
November 1987. Although it was normal Board
in
questions
policy to give schools at least 12 months notice of any new
it announced that
its implementation,
syllabus prior to
in
February
teaching of the new syllabus would commence
It justified this early implementation .:.argely on the
1988.
with
familiar
have been
grounds that most teachers would
they had seen during the
the syllabus
earlier drafts of
"feedback" period of 1984-1986.
In

COMPARISON OF CONTENT
one would
Aside from their different countries of origin,
approaches to content design in G.C.S.E.
different
expect
To a large extent, the differences In
and H.S.C. geography.
process of syllabus design
the
from
derive
content
student assessment
In England, guidelines for
undertaken.
process of
in
the
were devised early
evaluation
and
within
curriculum development, and content was considered
wagging the content
'tail'
limitations (the exam
these
with
the
In New South Wales, on the other hand,
'dog').
single constraint that there would probably be an external
examination, content was devised on its own merits, and the
to
designed
were
structures
examination/evaluation
facilitate this content.
It is impossible to generalise about the content of G.C.S.E.
geography courses due to the huge variation of approaches
article
one recent
In
courses.
taken in different
some ways G.C.S.E.
"In
208) comments
(1987,
Robinson
geography represents a triumph for the late 1950's fieldwork
lobby and the late 1960's scientific approach." Perhaps the
overwhelming impression of the C.C.S.E. geography syllabuses
their Eurocentrism, or more specifically, their emphasis
is
this is a
on the geography of Britain. To some extent,
in most
research
field
on
emphasis
the
consequence of
comments
again
once
Robinson
G.C.S.E. syllabuses, and as
Ims therefore emerged as a narroto
"geography in G.C.S.E.
pnrochial study presenting an incredibly inflated impression
U.K.'s importance in the world (nnd)... a situation
the
of
education" (Robinson,
that is truly disastrous for global
1987, 208-9).
,

somewhat
also
is
course
most
as
the
same degree
is taught for two
geography
H.S.(;.
syllnbiices.
is
locus of study
the
your
first
the
tot
yenrs, and
The second year of study,
"Australia in its World Context".
the
of
%.hich incidentally provider the basis of the bulk
between
either
rumpris,s
a
choice
examination,
external

googrnphy
new
notion-centred, ol;ehough not to
The

f

i.:4 TIPA AAA /AAAA,*
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the
Environments" or "Australia's Neighbours",
"Global
representing a thematic study of the Asi Pacific
latter

Each theme in the course is treated holistically with
contemporary events and changes which are
to
reference
occurring, and referring to examples of varying scales,
Figure 2 summarizes the content
including the global scale.
geogrnphy.
zone.

rigor(' 2. COURSE STRUCTURE, H.S.C. GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 12

YEAR II

GLODAL ENVIRONMENTS LODE
I UNIT OPT, NS
1111 WI AND MUM!

MWMMAWIAJIM

OF NATURAL ILSOURCIJ

TM/ATM

ILANUFACIURRIO AND
TICIOAOICGICAL PIAJICA

ANN I RelLIDIOCO

AusTDATIA IN ITS WORLD CONTEXT
I UNIT OPTIONS

wow, ecocoe 1
orvacrion.

I

t+e mum
Punt

IIN A NIXUA-1:;t1

OR
AUSTRALIA'S NEIGIIDOURS LODE
c Ilt Toms
I
IONS
TOM AND RURAL A IlLAS

~WWII
IMITOPTMNJ

Lp.malgt,

KON
UNMONW

(Bonrd of Secondnry Educntinn, 1987, 6-7)

Although approaches vnry nmong G.C.S.E geogrnphy syllnbuses,
nnd human
physicn1
recognise the division between
most
bnlance is mnintnined
some
that
ensure
geography,
and
H.S.C. geogrnphy
hand,
twn.
On
the other
between the
contends thnt one of the distinctive contributions geogrnphy
can make to learning is its integrntion of the physicnl and
geogrnphy
H.S.C.
Thus,
nspects of envirnnments.
liftman
contnins no purely physicn1 nnd human topics, but the entire
coarse nttempts to study nspects of the tole, environment in
Links between the human nnd biophysical
in holistic milliner.
nspects of the environment nre trented in every theme of the
through fragile
cntchment mnnngement
from totnl
course,
environments to food nnd ngriculture, economic development
am, even world power in a nuclear age.
DISCUSSIOH
From the above, several Interesting point:, of compnrison cnn
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be made.
Both G.C.S.E. and H.S.C. geography courses reflect
some
similarities in their
framers
perceptions of the
direction in which geography is heading. Compared with the
courses they
replaced,
both courses were more humanistic,
placing greater emphasis on contemporary
issues of human
concern and
less on "traditional" regional analyses. Both
courses place great
importance on
fieldwork
and
on
the

communication of values through geography.
Differences are also apparent, however. The English courses
with
their
are more "traditional"
greater emphasis on
process-oriented
physicnl
geography,
compared with the
wider, perhaps more sociological, view
of
the nature of
geography taken in the Australian course.
Of course, many
approaches are possible within the G.C.S.E. framework- it is
which
simply a matter
of
syllabus a school selects.
In
devising the new H.S.C. geography syllabus,
the
syllabus
committee recognized that it would not be possible to cover
the entire sphere of geography in a two year course, and so
deliberate choices were made on the basis of those Aspects
of geography which had most to offer the adolescent student
Having made the selection, it was fel. that
of
the
1990s.
the content selected should be part of the experience of
student.
Thus, the option in the G.C.S.E.
every
geography
or
traditional
geography framework to adopt more
esoteric
approaches was deliberately not made available in New South
Wales H.S.C. geography.

In developing the new H.S.C. geography syllabus in New South
policy
adopted where feedback was
"open"
as
Wales,
an
of
sources.
sought
from a
wide variety
In
contrast,
G.S.C.E.
development was largely done by small committees,

with little outside consultation, and under great contreints
As a consequence of the
time imposed by the government.
of
Rome
twelve
"rpen" approach adopted in New South Wales,
to
satisfy the first year
being prepared
textbooks were
1987,
although
(Year 11) of the new H.S.C. course by early
published
actually
by
the beginning of
only
three were
By contrast, many schools in England
course implementation.
still not using nny textbooks for their G.C.S.E.
today are
For some schools, this is because they feel that
geography.
inappropriate to the philosophy of G.C.S.E.
textbooks are
the
absence of
schools,
however,
For many
geography.
frustrating)
(and
textbooks is the principal
suitable
Because of the large number of courses available,
factor.
be
written with an eye to addressing
to
tend
new books
see
severnl s'llabusea, with the effect that many
teachers
being insufficiently specific on their course or
books as
c.ontoinin3 n distorted balance of content.
CONCLUSIOAS
Compared with many secondary geography courses around the
geography have
some
both
H.S.C.
And
G.C.S.E.
world,
justification in claiming to be "landmarks" in secondnry
of
They
hnve
taken
the study
vurricoln.
geography
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rontempornry
geogrnphical
issues
out
of
the
tertiary
institutions and the more "radicnl"
tenching
journals and
them
pinced
firmly
teennge students
before
in
the
rInssroom.

Nonetheless, both curriculn have suffered feom problems in
their design process, and it is interesting to note that no
G.C.S.C.
or
II.S.C.
syllnbus committee developed
their
syllabus
following
n
theoretical model of curriculum
development.
Both C.S.C.E.
and
H.S.O.
geography courses
could
be
nccused of parochialism, nithough the nccusntion
would be stronler
in
the
cnse of
the
former
titan
the
latter.
In 1987-P8.
tliere was some debnte in the United Kingdom over
the relative merits of introducing a nationnl curriculum in
each subject.
Such n move would remove the present freedom
to select less worthwhile or outdated courses, nithough the
proposal
has drawn much criticism from some qunrters.
One
can well imagine the attitudes,
interests and commercial
motives of
today's
six
exnmining bonrds
in
seeking to
preserve the stntus quol
The Australian model
of
offering
one
"best"
single
curriculum must
have considerable
edurntionnl appeal.

Any tenching course at the secondary
level
is
subject
to
many
constrnints
from
outside
interests:
government
policies,
external
examinntions,
community
expectntions,
perception of student nbilities end interests, the whims of
syllnbns committee members and the trnditiohs of the subject
discipline.
Given these constrnints, it is fair to sny that
both U.S.C. and G.C.S. . geography curriculn represent more
visions
contemporary
of geography than those found in many
other parts of the world, and are thus worthy subjects for
further investigntion by geogrnphicnl educators.
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GEOGRAPHY IN THE BRITISH EDUCATION SYSTEM
Ralph Hcbden
ABSTRACT

In the post-industrial society, the social services

are well established but complex and expensive.
This leads to competition between the services for
central

resources

government

and

an

important

justification for resources in education may become

The educational health of a
upon its ability to
depend

vocational relevance.
subject

may

also

Geography faces

permeate the whole complex system.

this situation in Britain today and to survive must
curriculum

initiate

development

which

is

both

vocational and makes a contribution throughout the
education system.

INTRODUCTION

A characteristic of the post-industrial society is
A

concern to provide social and caring services.

Unfortunately these services can always be improved

upon and so make increasing demands for resources.
between
as
when
priorities
comes
The
point
competing
government.

services

education

available

to

be made

by

central

Education in Britain in the late 1980s

is in this position.

within

have

Further, there is competition
for

the

resc ices

from central government.

that

A result

are
is

that all parts of the education system are being
asked to justify their spending, including
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In curriculum terms Geography has to

geography.

justify

its

compared

existence

with

English,

Biology or Music, for example at all levels of the

Nobody has previously pressed
The
for a justification of curriculum content.
criteria now being applied by central government
are about social relevance and preparation for the
education system.

world of work (DES, 1985).

This paper is grounded in this socio-political
fraoework for education (Lewis, 1982). For several
years a few geographers in both America and Britain
have tried to stimulate research into the image of
Hebden,

1982;

(Haigh,

geography

1984).

In

Hebden,

December

1986

1984;
a

Dawson,

seminar

on

Geography in the Education System (in Britain) was
The results
1986).
(Various,
held in London

clearly indicated that on the whole geography was
in an exposed position.

In

Britain,

organisation.

Infitute

of

geography
The

has

no

single

subject

Geographical Association,

British

Geographers

and

the

the

Royal

Geographical Society, with the Scottish Association
of Geography Teachers and the Scottish Geographical
Although
Society, present a complex situation.

there is a National Committee for Geography within
virtually
been
it
has
Society,
Royal
the

This does not make
ineffective for many years.
action to promote geography easy (Lewis, )982i.
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Against this background this paper argues the
urgent need for an overview of geography within the
education system in Britain.

ENGLISH EDUCATION SYSTEM

For accuracy, the present description is limited

to the English state system but the situation in
terms of structure and socio-political pressures are
the same throughout Britain. Compulsory schooling
starts at 5 years of age and the primary curriculum
continues till 11 or 12. The curriculum is open in

approach with much emphasis upon learning
experiences rather than discipline content (DES,
The secondary stage has a clearer subject
1986).
its

curriculum leading to examinations at 16
The
years of age. Compulsory education then ends.
Students
tertiary stage is in a state of change.
based

may stay in their secondary school for a one or

2

year academic biased course, may move to a sixth
form college for the same type of course or go to a

further education college with a technical bias to

Very recently tertiary colleges
formed which combine the academic and

the curriculum.

have been
technical curriculum opportunities of the other
institutions mentioned already. This wide range of
choice results from recent curriculum changes
the system (SCUE, 1987).

in

In advanced education students have a choice
degree level between the traditionally academic

at
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universities,

the

recently

more

created

vocationally biased polytechnics and colleges of
higher education.
The further education colleges
offer a wide range of vocational courses below
degree level.

There is now an increasing provision for mature
Essentially this is part-time adult
education and it includes; very general or highly
vocational courses through the further education
students.

colleges;

home

study

through

the

Open

College;

part-time study at a Polytechnic for a professional

qualification or the Open University home based
study for a degree.
Access courses to prepare for
re-entry into education, distance learning courses

where the bulk of the study is at home or work and
open learning courses where the student studies at

home at their own pace are now all possible.

The

recent radical changes in both the tertiary stage

adult education stage are
curre%t challenge to geography.
and

the

part of

the

THE POLITICS OF EDUCATION
The

education

system

was

founded

on

the

dual

principle of learning for its own sake or learning
skills for vocational use.
under

a

In the 1980s in Britain

Conservative government the emphasis is
This has been
for vocational use.

upon skills
realised

through

assessment

curriculum development.

requirements

Before the 1980s the

6

and
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British assessment system was simple with Ordinary
level

at

21 years

Degree at

qualifications
essentially
training

has
the

thrvielh

Advanced level at 18 years,
a
variety of vocational

years,

16

and

studied

while

at

resulted
formation

on
work.
in

of

a

part-time

emphasis

The

general
the

basis,
on

unification

Business

and

Technician Education Council (BTEC) with assessment

at the same level as Ordinary and Advanced levels.
The basic commercial skills training associated

with the Royal Society of Arts (RSA) and City and

London Institute examinations are now
taught in the full-time school system alongside
Curriculum projects
BTEC courses (SLUE, 1987).

Guilds

of

within schools for 14 to 18 year olds have focussed
upon

the Certificate of Pre-Vocational Education

(CPVE) and the Technical and Vocational Education
As their names
Initiative (TVEI) in the 1980s.
indicate, both projects have a clear emphasis upon

vocational training of secondary school students.

new Advanced Supplementary (AS) level is a
further attempt tr., reduce academic specialisation

The

in secondary schools.

This political pressure to emphasise training has
spread into further, higher and adult education in
more
encouraged
has
government
The
Britain.
part-time and short course provision within the post
18 education system by providing additional funding
through the Professional, Industrial and Commercial
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Distance learning and

Updating (PICKUP) programme.
open

learning

packages

people in full-time work.
been

established

being

are

central

a

these

education.

The overall picture
for

change,

to

unit

within

developments

encourage

pressure

for

The Open College has

provide

to

initiated

adult

of government

is

produce

to

more

a

highly

trained labour force.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL RESPONSE

If geography is to retain a secure place in the
education system in Britain it must respond to this
Geography was well established in
change process.
the 'old' system in the 1970s with three secondary
school curriculum projects in geography adding to
the popularity of the subject amongst students by
updating the geographical curriculum and assessment
method (Boardman, 1985). What follows is a rapid
and

simplified

survey

of

the

current

situation

indicating the response of geographers to current
changes.

The

primary

school

geography explicitly.

system

has

never

taught

Rather geographical content

and skills have occurred under umbrella titles such

as environmental, local or social studies, or in
projects.

This situation is being sustained.

In the secondary school, geography teachers have
responded to GCSE changes and have been involved
with TVEI.

CPVE has not been so attractive to

t.)

to
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geographers though the AS level should prove to be
a
strength
for
geography.
BTEC courses
have
generally been ignored by geographers, though there

are a number of potential areas for geographers.
Guilds

and

City

with

along

RSA

courses

virtually no geographical potential.
the

new areas in

CPVE,

As a result,

the curriculum associated with

RSA

and

threat

by

BTEC,

potential

have

City

Guilds

and

reducing

both

pose

a

time

the

available to geography and the number of students.

In Britain the number of 18 year olds is decreasing
each

year

into

the

This

1990s.

reduces

geography

numbers in

total, even if geography continues to

attract

the

education

the

potential

higher

proportion

same

geography already identified,

this proportion

indicate.

education

students (Hancock,

as

it

attract

must

1986).

more

mature

The current evidence is

that geography does not do this (Various, 1986).

Year Eng
1976
1977
1978
1919
1980

35.91
36.13
35.23
33.33
34.04

Figura 1

51J

is

the statistics in Figure 1
If geography is to avoid contraction in
fall,

to

higher

students

the

of

with the pressures on secondary school

available.

likely

student

Bio

Geog

Year Eng

19.75
20.58
20.98
21.50
22.05

22.72
22.42
21.12
20.26
19.73

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985

33.57
35.33
36.44
35.39
33.95

Bio

Geog

22.86
23.76
24.18
23.77
23.33

20.36
21.34
22.24
21.91
21.02

Advanced Level School kenults, 1976-85;
selected subjects in thousands
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In adult and further education, geography rarely
appears as a subject, though there are courses with
a geographical input.

But geography is not seen as

vocational and so a necessary subject for career
enhancement; nor is it seen as a hobby or interest
subject which people do for fun.
DISCUSSION

training

Vocational

is

learning

about

specific

skills which are relevant to the world of work.
Geographical skills involve literacy, numeracy and
graphicacy which are all relevant (Hebden, 1983).
Further, certain aspects of geography do relate
directly to the world of work. Resource location,
international trade, industrial location, transport
networks

.:etailing

and

but

are

geography

TVFI

The

examples.

systems

project

a

few

clearly

demonstrates the way geography can respond to the
socio-political demands now made upon the education
system.

problem

The

geographers,

as demonstrated by

Association when
by

present

the

it

responded

government

geography

not

is

to

Geographical

the

to

but

the

challenge

secondary

school

geography in 1985 (Hall, 1987).

In the 1970s

a group of educational researchers

monitored the development of the Geography for the
Young

School

(Hebden,

Leaver

1977).

project

They

in

showed

South
that

Yorkshire
curriculum

development is an ongoing process and proposed a
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model

continuous

of

curriculum

evolution

which

meant that geographers should always be prepared to

meet the challenge of new curriculum initiatives.
Failure to do so could be death to geography. any
CONCLUSIONS

There are

of action open to British
geographers to sustain the subject.
At secondary
And further education levels they should become
four

lines

Land use studies and

BTEC courses.

involved

in

leisure

studies

arc

two

BTEC

geographical input is possible.

areas

where

a

At the higher

education level there is the need for a curriculum
development
practice.

project

identify

to

good

relevant

Within adult education, geographers need

to offer general interest courses to improve the
image of

the subject with the general public,

to

develop continuing education courses to demonstrate
the

vocational

relevance

the

of

subject

and

initiate access courses to increase mature student
entry into higher education.

Finally, geographers

must develop learning packages
open

learning

courses.

for

These

distance and
will

become

increasingly important methods of teaching subjects
and

geography

needs

to

currently available at
particular development.

U'

grasp

the

opportunities

this early stage of

this

51'
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BULCARIAli

SCHOOLS

Dimitar Kanchev

Ostract
togrnphical education can be looked upon as a
system whose main components are: the content of
the oubject, the teaching methods and curricula.

This paper aims at revealing the geographical
features of the aforesaid components and their
relationship. On the basis of the research, carried

out, we have concluded that: the methods of geography teaching are neither purely educational nor
rTographical but they are bordering on geography
end pedagogics, thus shaping a transitional scientific field, called "didactics of geogrnphy"; the
content of the subject has to be selected 1.11 ouch
n way nn to give ooeially important knowledge of

geogrnphy and its related sciences; in opite of
the introduction of modern tecnique in -benching,

the direct observation, on nature and economy and
the prncticn1 clnsnes with n map have always been

and remain the principal methods; among the vari
one forme of teaching it is the lectures, the sennd the excursionn that are preferred. The
lethods and pattern of eduoation depend on the
content of the rubject and the three of them in
combination are detnrmined by the dmmnnds of no(;iety.

Introduction
fly developing the didactics of geography 10 A
trnnnitinnal inCinne^ on the boundary between goon-
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raphy and pedagogics it will be possible to solve
some methodical problems concerning the specific
nature of geographical training. The investigations

in this field are actively supported by distinguished geographers - specialists and rer,earchers,

and by teachers and lecturers.
Main text
There are more than 2500 sciences in the world.

One of them is the didactics of geography. In the
official nomenclature of sciences in Bulgaria it
falls under the system of educational sciences. In

fact it occupies a border-line position between
geography and pedagogics (Fig.1) as is the case
with medical geography (on the border-line between
geography and medicine), with toponymy (on the
border-line between history and linruistics), etc.
That the didactics of geography is intermediate in
its essence is confirmed by the qualification of
the specialists working in this sphere - they are
geographers, specializing additionally in teaching.

The didactics of geography acquires greater importance for the improvement of geographical education
and it can successfully carry out the tasks posed
to it, if it develops ar on independent science
whose aim is to identify an] find solution to numerous npecific methodical problems.
An ultimate goal of geography teaching; in to
contribute to a better ]earnine content in terns

of its stricture, principles of generalization and
conformity with the latent scientific achievements

-2

Didactics of

Pedagogical

geography

sciences

Fig 1. Didact ics of Geography

a border- line science
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as well as with the age of the pupils.
Geography began to be studied as n subject in the
Bulgarian schools in 1835, or it has a history of
150 years.The course of school geography is structured as follows:
4th
form - Native land studies /2 hours a week/
th
5
form - General studies on physical geography.
Geography of the continents of Africa,
South America and forth America /2 hours
6

th

a week/
form - Geography of Europe (including detailed

studies of the Balkan Peninsula and Bul-

garia), of Asia, Australia with Oceania
7

8

th

th

and Antarctic /2 hours a week/
form - General Physical geography/2 hours a
week/

form - Socio-economic geography of the world

/2 hours a week/
9th form /2 hours a week!, 10 th form /1 hour a
week/ - Geography of Bulgaria (nature, population,
economy, towns).

The course of NATIVE LAUD STUDIES in the 5 th
form serves as a basis for gaining further systematic knowledge of history and geography. The mail
reason to begin the course (MOGRAPHY OF T;[1

CONTI-

nYTTS w!..th Africa should be associated with the

fact that this is the continent where the natural
regularitien (changes of natural components and
whole complew-In from north to south) are bent 11lutIts,ctecle

cource

PIIY310AI, GiWGRAPITY
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supplements the regional courses on GOGRAPHY OF
THE COHTIMNTS. It helps'reveal common geographical
regularities, formulate geographical notions and
get an idea about some global problems, for instance
the ecological one. The course SOCI04:CODOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF THE WORLD aims to give an objective science-based description of the contemporary world.
The course GEOGRAPHY OF BULGARIA is read to the
pupils from 9th and 10th form. It consists of two
parts: PHYSICAL and ECONOMIC GOGRAPHY which are
taught in mutual relation.
Geographical education is compulsory for all
pupils in our secondary schools. In addition geog-

XsPhy is included as an optional subject in forms
from 8 th to 12 th being studied 'Wee a week. Involved with it are those students who take a keen
interest in geography or generally speaking in the
earth sciences and economy. Particular attention is
paid to the native land studies.
The system of geography teaching methods embraces
about 20 methods, integrated into 3 large groups:
oral, visual and pract'cal methods oriented on
gaining geographical knowledge and developing
labour skills; testing procedures and assessment
(oral and written examinations and checking up of
practical abilities) methods encouraging pupils'
imagination and creativity (discussion, consultation, educational games, etc.). There is a trend
towards increasing the relative share of the last
group of methods. Of all modern audio-visual aids

4,
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comput rs are most largely used in geography teaching. Now the computers available in our hchoola are

enough to meet the needs but it is the soft wear
that is inadequate and of low quality.

Geography lesson is considered to be the basic
unit in the organisation of the teaching process.
Prevalent are those lesaons,containing new information, which broaden the outlook and improve the

knowledge but together with them practical clasaea
and revision° of the material are also widely practiced. Comparatively new methods of teaching nre
the seminars and lectures. They dominate the frer
optional education. Recently emphasis han been pit
on the individual and small-group activities.
Diocussions

Nowadays the necessity to provide pupils with
general geographical knowledge la rtrongly felt.
;Yowever, our schools cannot respond to

and ex-

tend the study of geography because manj other
oubjeets are to be taught, each one represented

with a considerable number of hours in the curricula. According to un the secondary schools in
Bulgaria do not aim to produce specialists - mathematicians, physicists, cheminta, biologists,
historians, linguinta, geographers, etc. They nre
preoccupied with developing practical skills and
theoretical awareness over n broad range of topica
in the renpective scientific field, useful for
all pupils, no matter of their future profession.
Therefore, all school subjects, geography included,

(.1
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should be compulsory to the top forms in the secondary schools and have an equal status in the curricula.

The educational process is to be organised in
such a way as to enlarge knowledge, to develop
pupils' intellectual abilities, to contribute to
the formation of their chal*ecter and good work

habits, to arouse their interest in geography and
to teach them to love and safeguard peace.
Schools have been competing with mass media in
the recent years. Schools by no means can allow
themselves to lag behind. Taking into account all
other requirements they must insist on better and
more interesting textbooks and on a better structuring of educational process.
Conclusions

By observing the aforesaid principles geography
teaching becomes more effective. It makes pupils
active and decisively turns the educational process into a creative activity. As a result of our
investigations some findings and recommendations
of principal importance can be mentioned:

- geography courses to be most favourably distributed which is posnible if geography as a
subject would be taught from 5

th

to 10

th

form

twice a week;

- the content of the subject has to be changed
by including additional material dealing with
important global problems, which ere elucidated
from geographical viewpoint. Attempts should be

5'11'
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made to provide a better insight into the problems
of ecology, to educate the young people
in
rational approach to nature and to convince them
that living in peace is the only way toward progress;

- the traditional methods of geography teaching
must be further improved and together with
them new ones to be employed.
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Abstraetyfter restricting the term "l'acific
Region" to .ust-lia, Vow V'ealand and (ce:,nia
and givinR o general surveY of the education
r"rtem in the Federal Republic! of Germany, seeon
dant school geography curricula of the various
federal states ('Ninder") are discussed. The study
reveals that ora, very few tiAnder require the

racific Region to be dealt with. The curricula

of the various states give only a broad outline
of the topics and objectives; this allows for
suggestions on how and where to include phenomena
of the l'acific Region. such suggestions are offered
as teaching aids.

The aim of the followinr report is to examine the
significance of the vacifie Region (P.F.)in geography teachinr in the schools of the Federal
izepublin of Germany. (rm). Yio
in mind the
main part or the report will eomprior the present
situation in the different federal states of Ger,-

man" with the prescribed curriculo as guidelines.
nue to lank of space and time r have to refrain
from discussing the
in German textbooks and

atlases for the time being; textbooks ran be
viewed by interested colleagues during the sect ire",

aiggestions for further tenehirw units on the t.r..
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ij11 conclude the report.

Pirst of all two term have to be clarified.
Without taking a critical look at the varied
rature on the term
for the purposes of
this report the P.R. encompasses Australia, 17c:w
5;ealrid and Cceania (South Pacific Tslands),

i.e.

rova.hlv the area comprised by the South Pacific
Vorum.

Addressinr, an international committee,

the term

"German recondarY fchools" needs brief clarification. Cermanv has always consisted of autonomous
states, called "LLInder". The importance of the
Ti-inder in this federal structure is reflecto.0 lrr
the fact that traditionally- the

lnder are responsible for education. Po ensure a certain amount
of coordination of curricula and standardiation
of ;:raduation levels, i.e. to stem cultural rolv-

centrism, the Standinfr ronference of the I'inisters
of -ducation was created as a clearinr house.
r:ompillrory schoolinr 1)(0.n2 attiko :^e of

and

lart2 till the are of 15 or if. !,11 vounr people
ur to the arts' of 1
aunt attend at leaut a ivirttime vocational school (dual sYstem). As the ficnre
illrstrateL., after finishine: primary school z- 10

children can attend anv of the three trpe of
recondar rchonls "Tiaoptuchulo", "I?ealrenule",
or
(;vmna2ium--

in some inder, "rIeramtschule".
I

am roinv to base mv report on

hIr t-pe of scool-- attended hv nr:arlv 5o of
all 001den, cemnrives !Trader 5 to 15 and leads
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to "Abi tu.r" ,

wh.ioh in a prerequisite for univer-

sity entrance. up to vrade
t ives ;

or

1

there are no el co-

I

1 imited amount of choice is permitted i.n
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the lost two eirades.
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romp il
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the federal r tater. geol.:ropily in
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1 east ,

rowiot Imes

throurh to trade lo and partly an an elective in
al located

the upper r;ra.des 11 to 13. q,eorraphy

at least two lensons per week.
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1.
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(cur)
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In most modern cur c
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to

concepts have to be tnup:lit in problemorjentated lecrons; rerions are to be characqerii.ed iFic unique on the one hand, on the other hand

however, renoral irwif:ht har to he /mined whicL
alro
transfer of 1:now1 ede
Yhe
partioularlY itii.w
phenov.,:-na,

with :lt:t variety of

o7!0

1 end2, itelC to the experience or ruc}i

.,-irr7t cur

in wheh AwitroliN, Cow 7,enland or (cea)
nia arc proscribed explicitly will he dealt wi h.
To ber:in with, oxtracts froiu tho rr!o our for the
eiLY ;..t:ite of 'remen are presented.

''ride 7 Pe:?dini-, "interrelations or different t-pc
of i)r,.-."-"Aurtral.ian ore for the Wart furni:ices

throui;hout the worM"-lindurtrialized conntrier.
and Cnrintrir_w rich jn natural rescurcer-i; the ecro
of iron orE.7---Chjectives: Aiiionr the

deuosits in the world: !Torthwort lurtmlia; coentorhnli:ince to wool prodnetjon. hulk ,rood:'; rteil
loonted

t the watur.---ilkills(biThavicnr1/

oeortioruil objectives), technicI1

tem., hihlioteacher, AV raterial, teachin

o-raoh7 for t1'

istod.
(!ri-ido
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"1ilter and roo :7e i1.1

ryiorwn-roMin-
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t hr.!,

rf'
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once under the heading "rlevelopinr areas"-'21roblems
involved in the utilization of arid rep,ions".
(Hambur

19P4, 9)

The geo cur of Berlin - a federal cit'r ;;fate with

a snecial statue -will he examined next.

Grade n Pending ";ustralia"
Objective.;: knowledge of the natural and of the
man-made divisions of Australia and Oceania and
their position in the grid; knowledge of the development and settlement of Australia; knowledge of
the deposits of natural resources and of the industrial areas, crops, farming areas and means of

transportation; realiation of the adjustment of
exports to the needs of the world market, interpretation of thematic maps, statistics, diagrams
and current reports (skills). (llerlin 1qP4,12)
The -,no our for grade

for the federal state of

Schlcilig-holstein suggests the studv of Australia

twice under different aspects.

reading: "industrialised nalions"-"industrializa-

Lion in different areas anedifferent economic
and social syst-mst Australia" (intealia).
readinr:: "Australia"-"l)ovelopmn1 of a sparsely

populated continent"
objective;.: 1. spatial/topographical orientation

2, deitelopment of the area 3. traditional expertorientated utili;:ation 4. indencndent development
bar utili:wition of natural resources

Topics:1. location and utural diviiot, 2. course
of settlement 3. oxtensive aricultsse 4. exFori
of mining oroduets and further develop!,:npt oc the
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industry

Technical terms:1. peripheral location, dividinf7

ranr;e, "dead interior" 2. aboriOner, colon, of
convicts, llominion 3. merino sheep 4. countraboundinr, in natural resources
stein

30)

!orthrhine-iestnhilin's (Tiordrhein:Yestfalen)

cur only mention Australia ar a supplementary rerional topic to be dealt with in vrades 9 or lo.
l!cadinY,: "4ustralia"-"pecial factors with empha-

sis on itr early (ffoluTieal) scparatiou and its
special pooition economical l« speakinfr." Olordrhein
ilestfalen 1978, 19)

Phincland-laiaLinate's (Rheinland-Pfalv.)reo cur
contains manY cross-sections rerardinf", related
subjects and treatment

or

similar topics at an

earlier or later stare in rreo,

in ,,rade £ the

unit "ow man makes use of ever Ti? resources" ha:-;

.G0 be discussed. As a rei ;ional example "xulora-

tion of uranium in Australia" is surTested. IA
connection with this pupils must fet to know the
tore.;rarhv of .Australia.

1n7; ,f4

net lest T 01) now present the cur of m"
home state ,'arson-'.:Ur.i.temherr'.
an amount; or (vor:;-.1;Qc Li on;'

f-

'iesides
i In.l l

rir

i.nclud in'

to the

ies

of Illinel;m1-c::intinate, Australia no
n; a require'l

tonie is only referred to 01100 in

Vden-''Airttem-

hers's ''co err, i.e. "I'm iron ore and raw materials in

'usti.,iTin" in f-rnde 1. :n
(!..11

t,

r'

1)(

(oios,n

"'f

'!

tad

!iditiona) toeic.
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Y.0)
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As for the r.emaininr, federal rtates, the

R. is either not mentioned at all like in 7esse-here, an an exception,aeography can hardly be re-

earded as n separate subject-- or the cur were not
readilY availablellikc in the case of lavaria.
c;oncerning lower

axony (Iliedereachsen) the 1'. R.

is not mentioned explicitlY in the cur, the obhowever, suagections for

jectives being broad

the inclusion of rer-jonal. examples from the P.R.

will be made as listed below.
raxonv presaibes a unit

ior grades 7 /!'

called "Tmportance or natural conditions for

areas and ee:Tle". An world-wide regional examples arc permitted, aridity 'and its effects in

Australis could very well he studied here. "The
contrast between !'ew Zealand's east and west coast
or w'ew '7.ealand's hi0:11,-developed aRrioultural

productivitY" could also be urofitabli, dealt with
here. Another topic for grade 7/P: ulfraural limi-

tations impoeed on man's economic activity: supply
witb natural resources and energy"; here again
Australia's resource,; as well as Its ener!,y schei,

nor and the relevant problems present a pertinent,
reaionaJ example.

n.v

wair of contrast the atells

of (crania an area:- with an extreme nhorhar:c of

resources, water, enerrY etc would provide an

interectina area of ntudy.-(iriedersachren 1W,11)
In Phineland-PalPtinate a
unit in called:
unevelopin- of :'rear' ,.

''ore

Fl

studY of asricultury

in Aur-tralia nod/or a study oi its mineral resorryes is suitable. (phejhland-! cal.

1T4, 61)
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rorthrhinc-estphalia's cur preseribe, in r.,eneral
terns, quite a few topics that can
very well be
exemplified in the ".R.
Grade 7/e "nevelopment and chan7,e o.r
importance:

and value of res-ionv"-4The

importPrce of natural
repources for the industrial
develoT,:nent oi an

area "; examples are to be taken froi

o`rernenr

('Australia's

industrial devolopmnt4(z.nrw2tion)
trade 7/e*:ffc,A of innovations on auyiculturl
areas"; "lrriation in Australia" (suys.estion)

(!!ordrhein-entra).en
1fl)
Grade 114Ari11 r.rear subject to risbs
with limited

economic rle:dbilitY"-"!ow to overcome adverse
climatic conditions by irrie;aion and
utoblems
entailed"; "Australia" (sw,..fl;ostion)
Grade 11 "Problems of the utilisation

or re-;ions

bordrrinr on uninhabited

areas"; "?4,014:

(sv-estion) ( !ord:rbeictfalo:1

(.mania
()1/7/.)

irn .erlin in rrado 2 "fmcans" moot
he &reit with,

as mippliers of natural resources
and rood;
in 7rnde 7 "Trenchori
and ifilaud arof," have to be
sludjed; "cecani.a "(

;aden-':Orttember:7's

(!;e1.1.in 1.;;-4,12/11

11,Yde unit "Arid area

ocoloricallY endanp:ered

salinivPtion, eros:lon,
11

1'
f voi,

many the prodno L 00
,

irt, and 1.01i t; of an

of row) :

o.r eau'ir'i Lv"

i

it:

1.0 e cx;'.n111n.

7n eerneetion with the concnTA
of ""10turerdteil-4
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the P.P. is nn ideal area of study.
Oceania with its island arcs and trenches and partfor !7rodc

lv Pew Zealand can be select:Yid when discussinc
vol-anim and plate tectonics"las proscribediwith

students of rrades 1 and 12.
"flatural vorotation's dependeneY on climate" As
another topic in f;rade 12 Tb !:..uth-west and
north-cast area:: of 7: ti.

r.Cva (11,ii) and of i!ew

(aledonin would be a caff! in point for th( recjo-

nal rtudY of this objective.
Cur basic stiater:,: of

tructurinr, a curriculum

bcinr, the principle "(roil home nvironment to faraway 1:c-rjonr7", it i

cnrorising that the

neific ;eon is only maro:inallv menijoned in
the cnr2icula. ClYriously not enou,fi lessons are
available to cover the 1acific Rcyrien tborouphly
and compleheiY, but; liorofulll, mifficient examples
been ,iven of hrt, Le incorporate the
will

uCi.fLe 7;eeion into more teachigu units in the
!ederal. ;1.0hablic of ferNany
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A Personal View on the Designing of Geography Plans
in Middle School

Sun Dawen

East China Normal University

A teaching plan Is the fruit of teachers' preparing lessons, andthe
written outline In the final preparatory phase of his teaching. Through
the process of working out the teaching plan, a teacher can understand the

contents of the teaching materials deeply, set the teaching aims, design
the teaching methods, be fully prepared for the teaching equipment and
arrange reasonably the teaching processes, so as to pledge to carry on his
teaching tasks successfully.

Through the teaching plan, we could see the teacher's basic skills In
his teaching. Many things should be considered In the process of designing
the teaching plan, but the most important Is to set the teaching alms and
the guiding ideology which gives demands to teaching plans. Teaching isn't
merely a job that teachers pass on knowledge to students, what
significant

Is more

Is to arouse students' Interest In studying geography and to

develop their intellectual faculties, In order to lead students to study
geography well, we should make them realize that this subject is indispensable for our four modernizations (of agriculture, Industry, national
defence, and science and technology), and create the best circumstance for
them. In our geography teaching, we should carry out the elicitation
method, follow the objective laws in the geography teaching, pay attention
to the characteristica of this subject, and moreover unify the scientific
quality with the artistic quality.
The traditional methods have always paid more attention to hum a
teacher do and ignored how a student do. So the past teaching plans may he
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the 'teaching' plans and not be the 'teaching and learning' plans. A
teacher is the designer of his teaching plan. put, no matter 'low excellent
the plans are, they will come to nothing,

if his students are short of

Initiative In their studies. Therefore in the course of our designing we
must keep our eyes not only on books but also on the people.

1.

Stud:ng the teaching materials, determing the teaching alms
The work which contains the strategic objective is to determine teach-

ing alum and to form the guiding ideology for our teaching. We ought to
stand on a vantage point and have a far-sighted view and keep overall

situation in mind. We must know the position where the teaching contents
hold in the teaching system, and we must even think of the relationships
between this subject and its neighbour subjects. The central contents and
the general requirements (or the teaching should be refected In the teaching alms, that

Is, what geographic knowledge and skills the students

master and what progress in their intellectual faculties they should get
and how we infiltrate the Ideological education into our teaching,

We shonld understand throughly the requirements given by our syllabus
and the intention of the teaching materials. Then we should analyse its
structure and make clear its consistency and dig intellectual factors from
it.

The relationship among the focal parts, the difficult parts and the
key parts must be well dealt with in our studying the materials. Why
should we emphasize the focal parts and deemphasize the less important
parts? The anTmer

In,

if we don't do so, there wouldn't be enough time to

finish out teaching. The core or the key in a main materials is usually'
the hey parts In our teaching, but

it doeNn't mean that all the difficult

parts in materials are the crucial parts in teaching. Seme crucial parts
In tuarhing are basic knot edge and not difficult, but they are important

(or their pinup In the whole chapter. We should pay attention to them when
we are preparing the lessons. We must make sure of

the difference and the

relationship between the focus In materials and the focus In our tear.hing.
The forme!

is the Internal !elation or essence of the geographic things
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which have been contained in the contents of the materials, and is the
emphasized parts in the materials. The latter is the parts that teachers
consider to be important in accerdance with the teaching aims and tasks,
the base of students in studies and the features of their age. The focus
In teaching shouldn't be decided until the teachers have studied on the
texts deeply and researched the realities of students carefully. Sometime
the focus in the materials is the focus in the teaching, but sometime not.
A specific analysis is necessary here. The so-called difficult parts are
those which the students couldn't understand easily. Difficult to understand is sometimes due to a relatively profund truth or a relatively
abstract concept, and is sometimes due to a lack of perceptual knowledge
or basic knowledge in this aspect. Generally speaking, if a difficult part
coincides with a focal part, or a difficult part is a key problem, we
should work out a more detailed plan and make a more thorough speech on
this part, and moreover give some examples so as to expound or to bear out
the part all-sidedly.(Let students explore and think deeply from theory to
practice and phenomenon to essence.) But

if a difficult part

is the minor

part in a material, we mustn't spend much time on it so as not reserve the
order of importance only because the minor part is difficult. Accordingly,
when we are solving a difficult point we must bring efforts to bear on the
right spot. A teacher should be good at explaining an abstract concept in
images and

expounding a profound truth in simple language, and lead his

students, from the easy to the difficult and from the know to the unknow,
to explore an to think...

.

Once the conditions are ripe, the difficult

can be readily solved.

While analysing and organizing the materials we must uphold this view,

'Everything has two aspects' We must learn to dig into books and jump
from it. It is merely relative for us to fix the major parts or the minor

parts for a material and to fix the detailed parts or the simple parts for
a teaching plan. Perhaps the major contents contains some minor elements
and perhaps the minor contain something important. Of course in a teaching
plan the writing of the major parts should be detailed, however as for the
writing of the minor parts we should describe its essentials In simple

4
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language and don't miss them. Moreover, in a teaching plan the coherence
of the major parts and the detailed parts should be made clear. the
ttansition from a part to another should be smooth and the guiding ideology should run through it from begining to end.
Because the geographic things obviously have a synthetic feature and
a regional feature, so it is very important for us to help students

to

set np the concept of space distribution. Images and pictures of landscapes are important parts in teaching materials, therefore we should

make conscientious researches on them while designing the teaching plans.
Maps can help us explain the rules of distribution and combination as
well as interaction of the geographic things and phenomena on the
earth's surface, images and pictures of landscape which can broaden
students' visual field in geography are in favour of making them produce
an association of ideas and deepen their thinking. We must pay attention
to these features In the teaching of geography when we are desigmning
and preparing teaching equipments.

2.

Designing the teaching methods, preparing the teaching equipments
Whether or not a teacher himself with a wealth of geographic know-

ledge can pass on it to his students successfully, here is a problem of
nueti als, Mr. Ye Shengtao (A.D. 1894-1988)

said, 'To give lessons doesn't

absolutely mean to speak texts aed ask students to remember sentences by
heart and respect It without missing a word. The primary task in teaching lles in understanding profoundly the contents of a well- compiled

text and helping and leading students to observe, to experiment and to
think. A solid foundation must be laid for students' further studies in

the future,

(See 'China Education Gazette', Feb.

.'

18, 1984.) The

particularity of teaching activities make it a rule that the teaching
and learning In geography, like those of any other subject, neithu.r
form, nor Is transmitexists Independently outside a given substantia
ted by such direct ways as handing it from hand to hand, exchanging it
from mouth to mouth and passing It from bray, to brains it must be

transmitted through substantial mediums in order to get certain

12.

,

ki

rt
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material forms, in this way, the teaching might be possible. From the
viewpoint of the theory of system, the teaching process always assumes
certain activities which differ in nature,

in level and in form, and it

is a whole. A teaching must give consideration to every side and mustn't
adopt this way, 'not seeing the wood for the trees.'

From the viewpoint of the theory of information, all kinds of Information transmitted by a teacher to his students, apart from the scientific and intellectual value in teaching materials, what teaching method
and what kind of equipments and what sorts of artistic language the
teacher has used can bring about different effects with the same information. Therefore what a teacher has taught does not mean what his
students can understand. A teacher should not become a 'porter' who
always carries bags from a place to another when he is imparting knowledge to his students, his sacred duty is try to open students' intellectural windows and to give them a key for the knowledge treasure house.
There are various specific teaching methods such as traditional lecture,
talking, analogy, observation, synthesis and analysis, and so on, which
summed up by our predecessors and have had their original ideas. With
the innovation of geography teaching methods, apart from using many
modern methods of other countries for reference, a lot of comrades in
the forefront the geographic teaching have initiated quite a few of new
methods with our national features such as guidance-based self-study,
intensive learning, underguidence learning, progressive heuristic method
with question- raising and the method of combining readaing, discussing,
lecturing and practising, and so on. But each method has a common feature that they all have taken the heuristic method and self-study an
guiding Ideology and stressed that teaching activities must conform to
the rule of cognition to man and must arouse students' desire in themselves for knowledge and develop intellectual faculties by their contradictory conflicts in thinking. A teacher who play a leading role should
keep his eyes on 'leading' in earnest, and not on 'cranmong'.'TakinA the
tide at the flood' means a teacher should lead students along their
'train of thought', and not mean that he gives his students mechanic?,

0 "A
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requirements :o ask them to answer questions only in accordance with what
his teacher has written down. On a crucial problem, teachers should lecture throughly, but the lecture also has two aspects, that is to say, on
the basis of indepedent thinking by students, teachers can put forward a

question to his students; If the answer is right, teachers should find
if the answer has a typical

out how the answer is right and why is right;
mistake, we also make sure haw tt

is wrong and what cause the wrong; if

necessary, even we can use the 'reduction to absurdity', that a concept
which contains some typical mistakes has been raised on purpose and then
it can he clarified by students themselves In discussion. Thus, students
could he Impressed more deeply by proving pro and con. As for the time of
a class, it

is unscitabie to take up much time for teacher's lecture.

What a teacher has said may be too much and too detailed, and this would
replace what students should think by themselves, In this case we would
rather let them think

in activity* then the teacher lecture 'through".

Teaching aids and teaching equipments are directly concerned with the
effect attained In teaching. Some good wall maps, hanging charts,

pictures and models are able to help students better think in terms of
imoges. Some geographic audio-visual education means also can help us

understand the contents of the materials more scientifically and more
distinctly. However, It will not he good to use so many aids in our teaching. Because the use of a large number aids had diverted the students'
attention in some *performance teaching*, we

1.

should take warning.

Arranging the process of teaching reasonably
In designing the process of geographic teaching, we ought to pay

attention to the whole "teaching and learning"

system after we have

determined the teaching guiding ideolohy. Further we should put the teaching activity Into a good order and make the Information transmission
between teacher and student he In the three-dimensional and multi-directional condition in order to adjust the leading role of teacher and the
enthusiasm of students to the best state.
In the past time, when we were designing we often regarded organlz-
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ing, reviewing, lecturing, consolidating and assigning as five important
links. As the inheritance and the using of the experience of our predecessors for reference,

it

is reproachless, but making the "five links"

lixed will be unsuitable. On the contrary, we shoud strive to go on
improving and creating on the basis of swnnarizing our fresh experience.
Moreover, it

is of importance to choose the type for a class in the

process of teaching. For instance, the effect will not be good if we do

not follow the rule which should be follow In "a class if renewing ". The
enthusiasm of students will run high,

if we use the method of field

observation as a auxiliary methcd in natiue geography teaching. The socalled "type" reflecting the character of a class is

the exterior form of

speciofic expression of teaching contents and teaching aims. The different "types" have their orders and their phases in the processes of teaching,

the organic combination of the orders and phases forms the structure

in a class.

From the viewpoint of theory of system, the structure of the teaching
process Is also a system. The so-called system is a relatively stable and
unified organic whole consisting of related factors of a given quantivy.
In the process, the activities that students obtain knowledge and develop
their intellectual faculties on their own initiative take the form of
listening, reading, looking and writing whose core is thinking and
language training. In the process if the activities resort to this

approach which a teacher lectures and students learn, the Information
transmission will be the cramming method and in the two-dimensional and
unidirectional state; students will have little room for creative thinking;

the activities of listening, reading, looking and writing will not

gain a synthetic development and teaching effect will be influenced. If
teachers pay attention to lead students to study by their own and to

think Indeiendently, and pay attention to the development of necessary
disco::.,ion, thus the students will not only take more initiative in their

thinking, but the information transmission will be in the "two-directlonal" and "three-dimensional" state as well. At the moment if the
teachers are able to grasp correctly the feedback information from
students and control properly, and 'combine" the students' train of
thought with the teachers', the activities will get the best structure.

4
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begining to end. TeaIn the process we should think of students from
students have
ching effects and teaching quality Ile crucially in what
problem of
learned and not In what a teacher has taught. here is a
understanding fuller. In the past, many
"learning fewer but better and
more".
teachers inclined to the view, 'concisely lecturing and practislag
'practising more"
The idea, 'concisely lecturing" meets with approval,
lecturing with
warrants consideration, Moreover, the view, "combining
for
practising" is not bad, but too much practice may be a heavy burden
students should
students. Thus, apart from what students have understood,
The
depth
of teachbe given strict practice until they understand well.
and can have some
ing should be suited to the level of most students
policy of
elastIctive. In the course of practice, we must carry out the
different requireteaching students according to their aptitude and give
advanced 'be full' and
ments to studdents of different levels, making the
Because the time for the various phase of
the poor be able to 'digest'.
flexible
teaching structure is by and large in proportion, (of course, a

adjustment is permitted.) a

teacher should control the time precisely in

It may not be good that some teachers remain to spout
(The he4dmaster of
eloquent speeches when they have heard the bell rings,
staff that,
Yucal Middle School of Shanghai had announced to the teaching
his teaching,

time, the monitIn order to remind the teacher of finiching the class on
or has the right to order "stand up".)

We must thereGeographic teaching Is a science, and on art as well.
In the course of geografore not only consider the scientific structure
of a geographic teaching, but also research the beauty of the structure
to a climax? Now
phy class further. now to begin a class? Haw to bring It
All
organize discussion? And how to end the class?
to false questions and
Generally speaking
these are directly concerned with the r'..'dents' mood,
the students'
remark must he concise and able to arouse Intoediately
could
be either
interest and catch their attention. The concrete ways
Cleverly metaphors and plotcoming straight to the points or arranging
Thus,
ting riddles on purpose so as to stimulate students' Imaginations.
students are in
students would be enthused In one or two minutes. One
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high spirits, their train of thought will be unlocked and their thinking
will be In activity. This Is a 'golden time' in the process. The core of
the teaching should he in full swing at this time. That Is to say, more
teaching contents could be given now. We must bring the activity gradually to the high tide while the students are still

In the ascendant. If the

Information transmission between teacher and students Is controlled
properly,

'a good achievement' will be in sight. This is what Confucius

(551-479 B.C.) once said, "not Inspire one until he is In high spirits,
and not arouse him until he is jolly'.

If students have no psychological

!..reparation and are not in the "very moment" at which they want to know

solnething but they could not say anything, the teacher need not cram the
knowledge down their 'throat' alone. Once the students concentrate their
attentloin on studying and go all out to do it, the teacher must seize
the opportunity and bring the teaching to a climax, and at the same time
finish the very core of the teaching. But

it

is unsuitable for us to pro-

long the time of strengthening memory, imagination and thinking and violate the notual laws of excitation and inhibition. Therefore after the
process reaches its high tide, we should give a small "adjustment" so as
to let students get a chance to make the knowledge tidy and store up the
information effectively in their brains. Because there is a process of
cognition in students' and the comprehension has its stages. the melody
of teaching should have its rhythm. Sometimes like "opening a sluice gate
and letting the water turbulently rush dawn"; Sometimes like a slowly and
windingly flowing brook. In the teaching the manner of tension alternating with relaxation and excitation alternating with inhibition could make
the exciting cerebral cortex of students take a reasonable rest, the teaching frequency becomes "smooth" In the "fine turning", and the students'
thinking maintain their vigour of youth forever.

A class ending is not only like 'damming a current', being brief and
forceful ai=d having a feature of stages; but also like 'closing with

unfolding', leaving the suspension and a vast field to students for their
thinking independently.

In the process of teaching, the perfection In the mood structure of

0 t)
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teacher and students are directly concerned with the teaching effect.
Every word and deed of the teacher should show concern for his students.
The teacher whose mood is bold and prompt, and whose attitude is solemn
and natural will give students more encouragements and more Influences.
All these should be considered in our designing. in brief, if a teacher
prepares lessons conscientiously and all-sidedly, and works diligently.
his students will be affected and will study hard for our four modernizations.

4,

Researching the realities of students' knowledge and students' thinking carrying out the policy 'teaching students in accordance with
their aptitude'

The teaching aims must be carried out finally to every student. Sometimes a teacher with a well- designed teaching plan couldn't arouse
students' interest in studying, the teacher talks on and on, but the
students take in less and less.11ere is a problem of 'knowing the students

and being good at teaching", the more the teacher knows his students and
harmonious their relationship Is, the more easily the teaching will
succeed.

If a teacher couldn't arouse students' interest, the reasons may

he that the 'starting-point' of teaching Is too high and students
couldn't understand well, and the students have mastered some contenty
their teacher has taught and couldn't concentrate their attention on it.

So the teaching art can not only inspire the students' desire to study
willingly, and put them into a popsitIve place at which they can study
with more initiative; but can also give the 'elastic' requirements to the
teaching, thus carrying out the policy of "teaching students in accordamt., with their aptitude".

Teaching Is a functional system, Ow 'Information' which is

reflected

while the students answer questions, do exercises, are tested, and
examined In a class, is the important factor:, which influence

teacher In

preparing lessons. A teacher must do what he can and know

students In

hi

studying and thinking by all means. The more completely and more act Tately, the better.
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Dealing with both the teaching side and the le..ening side, on the one

hand, the teacher should know his students and be good at teachings on
the other hand, students should know their teacher and be good at learning. Only when students and their teacher know each other, the educational information exchanges smoothly and is controlled properly, can the
teaching achieve an ideal effect.

The Song Dynasty educationist Zhang Zai (A.D.1020-1077) once said,
'If one is absent - minced and with narrow interest, he will get nothing

through learning.' That is to say, a student who is "absent-minded' will
not study well. A teacher therefore must not only teach students to
master knowledge, but also help them take a correct attitude towards
study. A negative factor students take in their studying is often

inseparable from their lack of a motive force of Audying and the knowledge.

If a teacher wants to know his students, he should bbe concerned

for them and help them , especially those who do not do well in their

studies. Only when the teacher is concerned for them and do not discriminate against them, will students be willing to confide in their teacher
and can teacher understand really what is difficult for their study. Only
by having a tacit mutual understanding will the information exchange be
high-quality. If a teacher only keeps his eyes on books and only keeps
his teaching plan in mind, the exchange will have no depth and no brightness, and it will be difficult to raise the teaching effect. Concequentlyr
knowing the realities of students is an indispensable and important link.

5.

Pay attention to the developing of students' intellectual faculties
At the present time, we have begun to notice how to develop students'

intellectual faculties ingeographic teaching. But, some comrades think
that more effects will be got,

if we grasp the

two basics" (basic know-

ledge and basic skills) than we grasp the 'intellectual faculties',

it

will not be so easy to carry out the step of grasping specifically
students' intellectual faculties while designing the teaching plans.
Other comrades think that although it

is good to develop students' intel-

lectual faculties, the heavy loads for students, few class hours for

I' 4
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geographic education and limited energies

for teachers, make the step be

comething like 'distant water which can not put nearby fire'. Therefore,
they are relutant to put a lot of efforts in their preparing. A improve-

ment would be needed here,

I

think. We must make students master the

knowledge and skills and develop their intellectual

faculties in geogra-

phic teaching. We should firmly believe that, the two things could
supplement each other. Now, in the course of our research on teaching and
our desiging, we must pay special attention to the developments of
students' Intellectual faculties. This is an Important link to raise our

educational quality at root. First of all, we should decide under the
guiding thinking, that

the development of Intellectual

faculties shall

with
not be a dispensable 'soft task' and must be constantly strengthened
the deepening of the educational rerform. We should realize that, develop
'students' Intellectual faculties could help them master the geographic
knowledge greater, faster, better and more economically. As for the

choice of the contents of the materials, we must not only choose the
geographic knowledge consisting of mere intellectual factors in the
materials into the conditions which can bring about the development of
students' Intellectual value between the'choice If the 'geomechanics' and
the choice of the 'plate tectonics', which explain the course of the
love) of
topography of our country, and It is also different from the

developing the students' thinking that the knowledge whether is passeed
the discuson by teacher or Is understood independently by students with
Atli*
sion organized by their teacher. Hence, in our designing we should
Intellectual
of chosen contents which can help students develop their
faculties as well.

The education of partriotism and

other education of political

Intellectual
thought in our geographic teaching is able to bring various
(actors Into play at root, thus becoming the motive force to develop the

intellectual faculties. This Is the first thing that could not be Ignored.
Judging from the contents of development,
development of the Intellectual faculties,

thinking is the core of the
observation is a guide to

thinking. The one-sidedness In observation necessarily leads to the

1.7
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limitations in thinking. The gradualness in thinking requires that observation need a progressively deepening course. Memory is the reflections
or reproduction of old things in our brains. In our teaching we must
intensify the memorial marks, especially the crucial by all effective
means, so as to create a foundation and a condition for students' thinking.

In our designing, we must pay attention to the cultivation of

students' abilities to keep In touch with practice and to explore the
unknow on the basis of the knowing knowledge. An imaginative ability to
create the new images is a kind of special form of thinking, and an
important sign of creative thinking. It IS necessary to encourage

students to break the thinking which has been shaped by traditional
customs, to allow them to put forward new ideas which may not be agreeable to the teacher's and to apply the way of diversifying thinking, taking an all-sided view of things. The questions to students put forward by
teacher could have different but correct answers. So,

the elasticity in

thinking could be shown. This will help to keep the students in great
suspense, thus having an ability to change students' fixed way of thinking.

In our present geographic teaching innovation, it appears that

special emphasis must be given to developing students' intellectual
faculties and particular to cultivate their ability of self-study and
creative thinking. If middle school students have a too heavy load and
can not digest what they have learnt,

it will certainly influence the

normal developments of students' intellectual faculties. Only when
students learn a bit

less but a hit more succinctly and flexibly, will

they be able to learn more actively and will we be able to bring const-

antly the newest developments in science and technology in,o our peogra
phic teaching. In his inscription to Jingshan school

In Beijing, Cemacie

Deng Xiaoping points out, 'education must face the modernization, must
face the world, and must face the future'. it may be our signficant
starting point that

In the designing of our teaching plans, we must

reflect this guiding thinking and stress self-study and develop students'
intellectual faculties.
4

4
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Teaching styles in geographical
education
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INNOVATIONS IN COLLEGIAL GEOGRAPHY: A CHALLENGE FOR REALISM

Patricia GreenMilberg

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to discuss how one educational establishment
has

tackled

the many problems

related

to field work,

by

taking

the

relatively unusual step of employing audiovisual materials in different

and challenging ways. The accompanying videotape presents visually how
this was done, and the response of students to this method of learning.

The

difficulties

that

face

anyone

attempting work

in

the

field

in

geography, or any other subject, are legion and daunting. (Everson 1970).

The purpose of Olio paper is to discuss this key problem ±u relation to one

educational establishment's handling of

the challenge and how it

has

innovated programmes that are both stimulating and gratifying for

the

student.

In order to place the innovatiok in perspective a brief historical survey
follows.

Geographic educators have traditionally placed considerable importance on

field work ns a necessary skill of the geographer. Even in the nineteen
twenties

Fairgrive's

teaching was

emphatic

and

uncompromising

that,

geography should be learnt through the soles of ones boots. (Fairgrieve.
1926).

Field work enables the student to observe and correlate in the landscape
what the classroom is, and is not, able to teach. Integration of field work

with course work 10 entirely natural since the problems investigated arise

from the latter in a spontaneous manner. (Ildswell 1970).
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Field work and the field trip carried out by an individual or group becomes

the means of learning geographical concepts by direct observation of the

landscape, however, whilst

the

field trip as

a

learning exercise is

exceedingly valuable, restrictions of various kinds frequently hinder its
ORR.

In the Quebec CEGEPS (College d'Enseignement Gfinkal et Professionnel) as

In many Institutions of higher education, there are many restrictions
encountered when attempting to implement a field exercise.

These include: -

Location: Distance to always a major factor in Canada.

Climate: Due to severe frost, heavy snow fall and spring flooding, the
terrain is inaccessible from November to Hay. Thus the actual time frame
(or field work is limited to about 6 weeks during September and October,
from September to
and less than 1 month in April/May. (The CEGEP year runs
mid May.)

Financial: Finance is always a problem and the assistance given by the

Individual CEGEP varies wetly from subsidized funding to no financial
support at all. Lab. tees are an additional cost factor to students.

Time: The 'Caller' or 'Programmes et Coura de Dipl8me d'Etudes
be
recommends field work but does not offer course credit time for it to
carried out, therefore limiting the txtent and distance of any field work

(Cahler 1987-88). Traditionally some of these problems have been solved by
utilizing the
and
investigating only the immediate neighbourhood,
weekends. In addition many collegial instructors devote substantial parts

of their weekends or vacations to preliminary studies of the field area,
of
selecting routes and study materials and making a ground reconnaissance

the area, usually at their own expense.

All of these factors are further

in
compounded by the fact that increasing numbers of students are involved
the labour market and are unavailable out of formal college hours.

Jul
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In order to overcome these difficulties and to actively involve our CEGEP

students in more relevant learning, innovative teaching techniques

have

been developed at CEGEP JOHN ABBOTT as a partial solution to the field work
experience.

k;ollegial

Geography

Departments

up

to

the

present

1988,

have

been

responsible for setting their own examinations, free from input by the
Ministere de l'Enseignement superieur et de la Science, of the Government

of Quebec. The only requirement has been that instructors follow the
guidelines in the official 'Cahier'. A document concerned more with
illumination than recommendation. As this is written in French without an

official English translation, there has existed a liberal interpretation
of the material to be covered and the methodology to be followed. This has
therefore opened the way to experimental teaching practices, where instead

of the mode of teaching relegating the student to a passive role, the
student is encouraged to actively become involved in his/her own learning.

As was reported in Freiburg 1984. (Green. Strachan and Milberg) the John
Abbott geography department has become actively involved in the production
of

field work videos that

provide learning relevant to

the

student's

immediate environment. Following the success of the first video (The Rouge:
A River of Quebec. Freiburg 1984) others have been produced, these irclude:

Arvida, Kingdom of the Saguenay, and Mapping the Home Environment.

Each video is part of a module of self instructional materials produced in
the department.

During

he years 1983-1987, surveys hnve been kept of student's learning

activities, in order to establish the status of field work undertaken in
the Introduction to Physical Geography Course (Cahier: 320-111-79). Each
year one group of students has seen the video once and then participated in

field work in the same field area. The field experience involving lb hours
participation.

The

second

conditions making

the

area

of

group

of

inaccessible

students

because

from November

of

climatic

to March have

utilised only the instructional module. The instructional module contains,
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objectives, a reading list, topographical and geological maps, a manual and

a package of self instructional materials, including a video of the area.

The student works his/her way through the module at his/her own pace and
upon completion takes a self administered computerized examination. This
approach is a far cry from the traditional observer /listener role in the

classroom. During the fall semesters of 1984,

'85,

'86,

3 surveys were

conducted amongst the group of students who had participated in field work

and had seen the video once. A questionnaire was formed and administered

shortly after the field experience; the objective, was to discover what

factual knowledge had been retained about the field study area. Other
objectives, specifically:

to teach the value of careful observation.

:

to understand the regional concept and to know that generalizations

of geography, in part at least depend on the scope or scale of the
area being studied.

:

to analyse the relationship between the human activities and the
geographical conditions of

were evaluated

in

the

he Upper Rouge (GreenMilberg 1983).

individualized assignments and projects

of the

instructional module.

The, questionnaire Appe! lix A included questions on the economic, human and

physical geography of the region. The results of these surveys are shown in
Figs. 1,

ii, ill. The figures showed that the overall percentage of error

was small, Questions 5, 9, 15, hav'ng the greatest error.

During the winter serninters of '85, '86,

'87 the name questionnaire was

administered to the group of students who had used the Instructional video

module, the results of these surveys are shown in Figs. Iv, v, vi.
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Item Analysis Charts - Figs. i - vi

Figure I

Fall Semester 1984.
Question numter.
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Figure 11

fall Sarester 1985.
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Figure iii
Fall Semester 1986.
Question number.
Nave
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Figure iv
Winder Semester 1985.
Question number.
Name
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Figure v
1,0Arvier Semester 1Q6.
%lest ton number.
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Figure vi
Winfer. Semester 1981.
Question number.
Nam
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Figure il

Themes for the Course.

Geography of Tourism: 320
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The results indicate a good retention of learning with a

substantial

decrease in error in questions 5, 9, 15. One possible reason being that,

when in doubt, a student

is able to replay

the video: One noteworthy

outcome of the exercise amongst both groups wns the effect of field work
upon attitude. This was more immediate among the first group than that on
attainment.

The

positive attitude

(unmeasured

but seen and heard

by

faculty) generate( by the field experience was so favourable that 1/3 of

students who hnd participated in

field work,

returning to take other

geography coursen, cited Cield work being offered as the prime reason. John

Aobutt College (Geography Department internal data 1985-1988).

One noteable addition was that a random class survey of 103 winter semester

physical geography students indicated thnt 732 of them between 1985-1987
had subsequently visited the field area. (John Abbott College: Geography
Department).

Time, finance and climate control that of field work location. In the
course Geography of Tourism

(tallier 320- 216-15),

time and finance are

insemmountable problems. To give students vicarious travel experiences,

other teaching methods had to be implemented (Fig. vii: Themes for the
Course Geography of Tourism.)

Stedents

can

experience

an

almost

unlimited

diversity

of

learning

experiences through the medium of elides. Slides infect are of primary
Importance to the geographer nnd the geography instructor. The raw materiel
of geogrnphy in the surface of the lend, or landscape, nnd elides are one of

the simplest and mont direct methods of Importing this materiel into the
classroom.

Slides form an essetial and vital link between the outdoor and indoor
study. They encourage field work methods in the classroom, nnd if used
well, more successful annlysin of landscapes can be carried out indoors
wi th the right s!ide, than upon a bleak and windy hillside with the real
thing (Long and Robertson 1966).
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Multi-screen

alloys

projection

two

or

more

images

to

be

shown

simultaneously, making it possible to view a close-up of a map area at the

same time the landscape of the area is shown. In addition students show
considerable interest in looking at well chosen slides. Good slides are not

merely observed but considered and analysed. In the course Geography of
Tour!: n at John Abbott College, a strategy was devised to impart maximum
relevance and meaning to slides shown in the classroom and for the slides
to take the place of field work.

The course Geography of Tourism has a double structure, composed of: a) a

teacher/student strategy and b) a student/teacher strategy. The teacher
student strategy involved the instructor introducing the tourist places of

the world through the means of slides. A series of themes and sub themes

take the student from hie home environment around the world (Fig. vii)
introducing him/her to an ever widening sphere of experience based on the
Taba Model (Taba. 1962). In order to develop this design it was necessary

to identify a basic element: that, a large majority of Canadian students
have

very

little knowledge of either

national or global

their home,

environment. (CFCF (C.T.V. Canadian Television: Pulse News: 1988) Appendix

B. 1988). The course design establishes a sequence of learning experience

which allow the student to widen his/her knowledge mad at the same time
strengthen hie/her basic skills. eg a,1 students must be able to locate the
site

of

each elide on

the maps provided. The efficient

use

and

co-

ordinnt!on of hundreds of slides used in the course have involved a complex

re-thinking and

restructuring of

the

traditional course

of

teaching.

Emphasis is placed on clearly defined learning behaviours rather than on
teaching

objectives

as

commonly

interpreted

by

subject-oriented

Instructors.

Properly nelected, the combinntlons of slides serve as an effective and
efficient means by which the geography student is introduced to both the
'sights and sites' of the world. The rationale for Clis, being that unless
there are vinible sights, eg. waterfalls, mountains, etc. the tourist will
not visit the locntional site, hence in this convne, emphanis is placed on
'the

sights'.

concept.

The various

themes outlined

in

Fig.

vii emphasis

this
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A major instructional value of the slides is the sequential order. Subjects

are treated in a logical order and learning sequences are developed step by

step. When a detailed analysis is required, the slide can be held for as
long as needed.

The vest majority of slides have been photographed by the instructor or
colleagues,

with additional commercial slides added. Slides of maps,

chnrts, diagrams and tables are added where appropriate. The tse of this

slide technique permits the instructor great flexibility
interesting

and

learning

unique

situations.

in arranging
from

selections

Theme

thousands of slides enable the student to visit sights and sites that would

normally be inaccessible. Educational research shows that slides are an

efficient instructional approach (Allen 1960)

and whilst they

cannot

replace field work, in the Geography of Tourism, they serve the teaching
purpose better than another learning device or medium.

VandermEer stressed that pictures must contribute something unique,
they

are

to

be

more effective than words

in

the

if

learning situation

(Vendermeer 1950). The vast selection of slides, graphs, maps and diagrams

used in this course communicate visual ideas which greatly enhance the
students learning.

Part of the course evaluation is based on elides previously shown and
ncrumuleted

data

on

this

particular

part

of

the

overall

evaluation

indicates that the slides shown in this course are an effective learning
experience (Keven 1988).

The student /teacher strategy involves a research project. The student is
expected to research the tourint potential of a country of his/her choice.
This

project

involves

original sources e.g.

library research,

and

direct

information available from

the

information

from

chosen country,

direct contnct, interviews with people who have visited the country). The
project le researched during the length of the course (one semester of 45
hours) and is rigidly controlled by the instructor, as to length, content,
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written

and

visual,

statistical

information

(only

the

most

recent

statistics are permitted) and presentation. The end product is a modern
tourist guide to the 'sights' and 'sites' of the selected country.

Whilst

learning

experiences

takes place most easily and naturally through actual

reality dictates

recognizing this

that

this

is

the Geography Department

not

always

possible,

and

at John Abbott College has

attempted to place an emphasis on realism, student involvement and

a

realization that understanding is more important than rote leaning. The two

courses described are largely based on visual
effectively

a

rethinking and

restructing

of

aids,

and

to do

this

traditional courses was

un!ertaken. A relatively unusual step at the CEGEP or University level

where a Adrge ndmber of professors still have a natural reluctance to
exchange

the

alternatives.

comfortable

and

familiar

lecture

methods

for

unknown
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APPENDIX A

Post test

1.

How long is the Rouge River

2.

Where does the Rouge River rise?

3.

The Laurentian Plateau is called an

4.

An ungraded stream has

5.

Whnt mineral is mined at Kilmer?

6.

What limits agriculture in the Rouge valley

7.

What kinds of trees dominate the Rouge a)

?

b)

c)
8.

The downward drainage of soil is called?

9.

The spring flood is called?

10.

C.I.P. means?

II. What is the dominant farming in the Rouge Valley?
12. Skiing dominates at

1). Canoeing and white water rafting are found between
14. Glacial striations are found at

15. Settlement by French Canadians was called?
16. A mechanised flaw mill is found at?

17. The Rouge valley was surveyed into

in the 19th Century

18. Oxbow cut offs are found at

19. Glacial fluvial deposits are found at
20. The (sly of the shield in called the
21. Tht

flt-It power dam was established at

22. The first railroad was built in
2). The future of the area lien in

i
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APPENDIX 5

During the week of March 7-11, 1988, the Canadian Television network of
CFCF-TV Montreal brondcast on Pulse News the results of a survey carried
out

by

them.

The survey questionned 300 high school students

In

six

Cnnndian cities. Among the questions asked were:

Name 3 African states

:

response 60% incorrect

Name 3 European states: response 82% correct
Name n11 continents

:

response 35% incorrect

To each question, Montreal Nigh School Students scored the lowest.

Director: from many Canadian School Boards conclude! that the status of
Canadian Amerlcnn and Global Geography was extremely poor.
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GEOGRAPHY CLASSROOMS OBSERVED; A VIDEO PROJECT
W. Ashley Kent

University of London Institute of Education

Abstract

This paper is about a video project concerned with
changing teachig strategies in modern geography
classrooms. The catalyst for such changes is in
this case Information Technology (IT). Eight classroom case studies are portrayed by the video acrn3s
a range of student ages, types of geography and
teaching strategies. It suggests that IT is one way
in which enquiry-oriented and non teacher directed
work can be achieved in geography classrooms. It
is hoped that this initiative will be the first

of other video ventures by the IGU Commission on
Geographical Education so that classroom experiences
can be shared more widely.

Introduction

The heart of this paper is about changing classroom
strategies and relationships and not information
technology (IT). 1"

happens to be a medium which has

stimulated such changes, but equally effective media
include new syllabuses, assessment or textbook
resources. The poten'ial for substantial changes in
teaching strategies
now

particularly great in the U.K.

since the recent introduction of the General

Certificate in Secondary Education (GCSE). This
demands a minimum 20% of possible marks going to
coursework assessment and has substantially reduced

U.,,,
!..
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breadth and increased depth in the delivery of the
curriculum, Modular syllabuses such as Geography 16-19
allow

the opportunity for considered enquiry and thus

student-teacher relations in some cases have been
transformed.

From the earliest days of IT in Geography (Shepherd
et al, 1980) it was clearly seen that the presence of
a microcomputer in a classroom changed that environment.
Teachers became engaged in the mysterious joint
discovery with pupils of hardware and software, and
irleed pupils were often relatively empowered through
their greater skills and knowledge of this new resource.
Previously alienated and disaffected young people were
seen to become involved and motivated in ways previously
deemed impossible. It was as if the magic of PAC-MAN
was beginning to touch education! Because early
adventures into IT by geography teachers usually involved
one microcomputer and a geography simulation, it
often necessitated group work and a

'cafeteria

system'

of class management. That is not to say that many
teachers did not use the 'electronic blackboard'
(transmission/response) teaching strategy to reinforce
traditional pedagogy, but that it allowed the reel
opportunity of a more interactive

classroom where

pupils were more engaged and involved in the learning
process.

IT in geography in the U.K. has a relatively long history
given the

compressed timescale And experience of

IT in education generally. Much software has been

if

J
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published as evidenced by the 75 pieces of software
reviewed in Teaching Geography

between June 1983
and October 1987. Many of these represent packs of

several programs and are but a sample of what is
now commercially on offer to geography teachers.
Written guidance to teachers considering the use of
IT in geography has been considerable: for example
see Fox and Tapsfield, 1986; Kent, 1986 (a) and (b);
Kent and Riley, 1988;Watson, 1984: Midgley with Walker, 1985.
Also a growing body or research into IT in geography
has emerged though rather piecemeal, limited in scale,
lacking in coordination and unfunded: See for

instance MA dissertations completed at the University
of London Institute of Education, such as Grummit, 1987;
Freeman, 1981; Robinson, 1982; Cummings, 1984; Thomas, 1985;
Jefferys, 1987.

However, in spite of this constructive encouragement, the
innovation of IT in geography classrooms has yet
to 'take off' in spite of Shepherd's claim that it
was .irminent in 1980. The present U.K. government has
espoused compu!-er-assisted learning across the

curriculum and consequently set up the Microelectronics
Education Support Unit (MESU) in January 1987 with
the aim 'to promote and spread good practice in using
the new technologies in education'. A particular strand

of its development is the support for pre- and in-service
teacher trainers. A further recent development is
the imminent appointment of 650 new advisory teachers

appointed by local education authorities and paid for
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by the Education Support Grant for 1988-1990 to
encourage subject specialists to use IT in their
curriculum areas. As far as geography is concerned
there are two MESU policies which are encouraging.

The first is the sponsorship of an in-service pack
to help geography teachers explore ways of using
computers. The pack is aimed at middle and secondary
schools and has a focus on today's geography curriculum
(MESU, 1988). This innovatory development consists of

eight modules, each including case studies illustrating
the use of software in classrooms; examples of classroom
and in-service activities; also classroom materials
including commercial software. The second MESU
initiative is coordination of IT in geography in-service
education and training via a regional network of

coordinators who are staff in the country's university
departments of education. So the in-service pack and
the coordinating network are the latest efforts
to encourage geography teachers to integrate IT in
their lessons. The video project which this paper

describes is a conscious effort to complement such
important initiatives.
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Main Text

The advantages of classroom video in in-service
education of teachers are clear. It is almost as

effective as taking a teacher into a classroom
where progressive pedagogy operates and goes some way
to answering the doubts of the sceptic who feels
'I couldn't do that with my lot' or 'I am sure that
wouldn't work!' Either within a geography department

or in a teachers centre it allows Teographers Lo explore
the classroom management issues which often loom so
large. It can go some way to answering questions
such as 'I have one micro - how can I possibly manage
a class of 30 with it?' When the classroom video has

aded to it conversations with teachers and pupils
using the new technology then the impact can be greater.
Finally and frankly, regardless of the IT spinoff of
this video, there are insufficient classroom videos
of contemporary British schools illustrating modern

classroom processes as the author can well testify
wearing his teacher training hat!
This video is the beginning of an attempt to put
together several video compilations of classrooms.

More are needed if we are to overcome the substantial
inertia of classroom approaches in our schools.
The guidance sheet given to contributors is shown in
Figure

1 and indicates that the major objective

of the video and accompanying notes was as a teacher
training resource which could be subsequently used
as a resource for research in geographical education.

The project had its inception at the Regional Meeting

A

rig. 1

Mx 1/111tWICO mile working in group** pupils at
a micncorputer; teacher issuing instructions! teacher explaining to
students* opening the lesson! developing the lesson! closing the
pupils and teacher.

11111114kTICNAL GDXMAPHICAL 04101

CON4ISSION 04 GEOGRAPHICAL EDUCATION

lesson etc.
6.

THE fiat Terifell)GY IN ACTION IH GOWMAPHY CLASSPO3MS

snould be a self contained literary of classroom activities

It

coheent in its own right.

A MED PAOSECT

7.

The different 'elements' of the lessen need to be separated by gaps of

up to 15 seconds and possible pplanatory captions should be sent to
Ashley for inclusion.
To predate a videotape of geography clemarome toes the U.A. in
This would remade an leportent resource
technology is involved.
for teacher training and reewirah in geographical education both in the
U.K.
and emanates.

tacM
Details

8.

The sound (i.e. pupil and teacher -talk) would need to be audible.

9.

Suggested titles and captions need to be sent to Ashley with the tape.

10.

Ashley will edit the final ansiletien minim and reserves the
right to mike the final *election of case studies.

1.

2.

By the ICU Conference in Australia in 1958 a compilation videotape
Any profits *hide
with scarepanying notes would be available for sale.
would go towards the IGU Commission on Geographical Allocation.

Acompanying Notes

The focus is to be on varied teaching strategies and styles - a rejor

1.

Two sides of typed A4 would be the maximum for each contribution.

2.

The first side should have a standatd formats

these of

the SKILLS IN GO3GRAJWICAL EDUCATION Cenberence of the

Comumaion for Geographical Educetice, Brisbane 1988.
3.

The geography lessons would attempt to portray a range of
teaching/JANalling

e Abstract 1 a brief summary of the lesson

eretegies dealing with both up to date teaching

O Context i Wool and age/ability/beclopound of pupils' how lesson

strategies and software/hardware.

fits into the geography curriculum* details of tvirdment,

software

used.

interactive vbieo,
Unsgery i.e. broadly interpreted.

hare Mine the Use of corputers.

4.

to t

]late

5.

Classroom should portray to 11-18 year olds learning geography.

6.

It will help Support the CIIL D4SET Peek to be available by January

resources used,

lesson Plan
To include sections of the lesson,
Objectives (knowledge, skills. values) etc.
Per the Teacher * Key questions and discussions points for teachers
muchino it.
t

3.

1988.

The second side of notes to be organised by contributor ani could
include pros and tons of the strategy used* mile work* way classroom
arranged etc.

The video
Deadline
I.

Each contribution should be between 5-10 minute's in length.

2.

Shetild be preferably nn high band Sony U-MAT1C format for the PAL
standard. Alternatively VHS for the PAL standard would nuffice.

3.

The final compilation tape would be distributed in VNS footrest and all

Fitted video to Ashity Kent with acompenying notes by DDCOMNEA 1ST 1987.

participents would receive a copy.

Ashley Kent
Dept. of Econoeice. Geography and Business Studies Educattm
Geography Section
University of Ladon Institute of Diucettnn
20 Bedford Way

It would be between 60 and 90

minutes in total length And would have shout

10 separate

antritutione.

1414111N
4.

The permission of teachers and pupils filred is needed to allow use of
Probably
the tape across the world for teacher training and research.
heel tendert will need consulting on thit.

S.

Each contribution should be en edited version of a lesson showing the
verioua activities undertaken by
various 'elswents' of the leasen

WtC 1H

i

OAL
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.

of the IGU Commission on Geographical Education in
Sitges in August 1986 with the original intention of
including IT geograp'y classroom material from around
the world. With this in mind, the IGU Commission
Newsletter encouraged possible contributors to contact
the author. Unfortunately the response from beyond the
U.K. was limited, so it was decided to make the exercise
a U.K. contribution to the IGU Commission Meeting in
Brisbane in August 1988. The author at this point
wishes to place on record his gratitude for the comments
of the British panel, an informal grouping of the IGU

Commission on Geographical Education, chaired by
Michael Naish, which it made at two meetings in 1987.

The video represents an 'opportunity' sample from the
U.K. system in that it consists of those able to
overcome the constraints of videoing in classrooms
and indeed getting the permission to do so! The
intention via the tapes and the accompanying notes is
to give a realiable set of impressions (vignettes)

of classroom processes. The eight case studies and
their characteristics are portrayed on Fig. 2 and
reprs:,ent a range of classrooms in a variety of

situations. The software used varies from early
simulation type of CAI, (TREASURE ISLANDS) to tbe most

recent content-free simulations (FORUM), and context
specific simulations (SANDHARVEST). It includes the
latest videodisc technology (DOMESDAY and IVIS*) and
data-handling software which allows the data to be
mapped and analysed (SEOBASE AND CENSUS DATA BASE).
Finally, it includes the relatively recent programming
language of PROLOG and ways in which students
* IVIS is the Interactive Vide' in Schools Project
which has produced a geogra2hy disc
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SOFTWARE USED

AGE OF
STUDENTS

SANDHARVEST

14-15

thRIAT

GEOGRAPHY
COURSE
Developing World
- Sahel

PUPIL ACTIVITIES

TEACHING STRATEGY

.Role-playing in groups; Decision Making
Planning from different perspectives

Decision Making
Simulation J.. groups

GEOBASE

10

Map Skills

Inputting coordinates to micro
having planned island beforehand

Cooperation and map
drawing in pairs

IV'S GEOGRAPHY
DISC

14

Migration and
Weather

Selecting resources from disc for own
purposes.
Role of TV presenters

Self-directed study
and presentation

FORUM

13-15

Developing World
- an E.African
Game Park

In groups evaluating development/
conservation pressures in E. Africa

Decision Making in
groups

DOMESDAY
NATIONAL
DISC

9-11

Conservation/
Pollution

Choosing 8/9 photos from the resource
and adding text and questions - work
in groups

Self-directed
enquiry and
presentation

TREASURE ISLANDS

12-13

Map Skills

Competitive adventure game simulation
In groups of 4 - either pirates or
treasure ship. Strategy and decision
making

PROLOG

17

Hydrology

Modelling slope drainage in PROLOG
in pairs. In-depth thinking,
programming and discussion

Modelling in pairs
with teacher support

CENSUS
DATA BASE

14/15

Urban Geography

Use of 1981 socio-economic data for
London in groups: choosing, describing
and exolaining maps portraying this
data: testing hypotheses based on data
available

Group and individual
work on hypothesis
testing; description
and explanation of
computer-drawn maps

- ----

---------

---

Discussion, strategic
thinking and
decision making
in groups

_.------

ry -

i

0 d 0
Fig, 2

VI
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can use it to learn to model in this case hydrological
systems. The ages of the pupils involved varies from
9 to 17, and there is a wide variety of aspects of
geography represented.

No further details are to be given here since it is
necessary for the reader to view the video and read
the accompanying notes which after all is the core of
this project discussion. Concentrating on the
teaching strategies represented here, it becomes
possible to generalise across the eight case studies;

firstly, pupils are rarely receiving formal lessons
with the teacher supplying information; secondly, the
majority of case studies involve small groups or individual
work; thirdly, self-directed enquiry and autonomous
learning is encouraged on several occasions, not least

with DOMESDAY and IVIS where the pupils are encouraged
to cope with a rich and complex data source; fourthly
simulations, role plays a.id decision making are

common activities; and finally and perhaps most important
the students are frequently engaged in higher level

cognitive and affective tasks since the software plays
an emancipatory role, foregoing the need to undertake 'drudge'
occupations such as data retrieval, map and graph drawing.
Conclusions

These video case studies suggest that IT in geography
classrooms can be one way in which a modern enquiry-oriented,
non-teacher directed/dominated classroom environment

can be achieved. The relationship between teacher and
pupil changes from one of dominance and subordinance
to one of mutual and shared discovery. It illustrates
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clearly how IT in the geography classroom can act as
a powerful catalyst to the emergence of simulation
as a more central teaching strategy (Dickenson
and Kent, 1988), The video also points to the distance
IT in geography has travelled since the early days
in the late nineteen-seventies when HURKLE and FARM
were de rigeurl The project also points, the authur

hopes, to the teacher training value of classroom
videotapes, and in particular that the IGU Geography
Education Community could engage on a wider project
in the compilation of classroom videos from the member
countries and thereby encourage progressive pedagogy
which should be at the root of all our endeavours(
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STRATEGIES EMPLOYED IN INTRODUCING "CONTOUR" IN TEACHING
SITUATIONS AND TEXTBOOKS
BY

Julie Okpala, Department of Education, University of Nigeria,
Nsukka.

ABSTRACT

Understanding of the basic concept of contour is essential for
students to interprete topographical mans effectively.

In

this paper, methods of introducing contour in two teaching
situations (conventional and problem solving) and in textbooks were analysed.

The analyses showed that introduction of

"contour" in mapwork was generally inadequate.
instances of no teaching at all.

were generally theoretical.

There were

Observed teaching situations

Introduction in the textbooks in

as much as it invoked models and experimentation lacked
reality.

The problem-solving teaching situation in which

models were employed externalized misconception about horizontal dimension of contour from students.

This misconception

was concealed in the conventional teaching situation and
ignored in textbooks.

Incorporation of this horizontal

dimension in textbooks as well as adequate education of teachers for teaching "contour forms" becomes necessary if
students are expected to interprete topographical maps
meaningfully.
INTRODUCTION

According to Craves (1975) a topographical map is after all a
mass of embedded shapes made up of contour lines, features and
symbols.

Contour pattern produces the landform on which the

features and symbols are located and also affect their location.

"Contour" could therefore be argued to be the base of a

topographical map.

It is therefore necessary that the concept

of contour he clearly understood if students would be required
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to read and interprete topographical maps effectively.

Interpretation of topographical maps poses problems to school
certificate geography students.

The chief examiners' and

moderators' reports of the West African Examinations Council
(WAFT.) which examines school certificate candidates from

Nigeria, Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone and The Gambia have in,licaled poor performance in Mapwork (WAEC, 1975, 1977, 1978,
11110, 1981, 19R4).

This problem seems to he internationally

experienced as it featured in reports of school certificate
(CSI

And GCF 0 Level) geography examinations in Britain

-(Boardman, 1983).

Information that many students were unable

to locate and interprete simple contour forms was prominent
in these reports from West Africa and Britain.

If students

find it difficult reading simple contour forms, it could be
Argued that they have notconceptualised contour lines and therefore cannot interprete topographical maps accurately.

Poor teaching has often been inferred to be the major reason
for this poor conceptualization (Okoye 1975, Boardman, 1983).
In this paper, an attempt would he made to analyse the stra-

tegies employed in introducing "contour" to school certificate
students in Nigeria.

Data for the analysis were obtained from

teaching situations and textbooks.

FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSES
leaching Situations:

The teaching situations (conventional

and problem-solving)reported by Okpala (1987) were analysed.

mpala observed these teaching situations in an attempt to
Ascertain whether a change in pattern of questioning in West

Afrkan School Certificate (WASC) examinations in mapwork would
indufT teachers

to improve

their teaching strategies.

design of the study was quasi-erperimental.

The

Cohorts of school

certificate classes taught by R (same) teachers in two
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consecutive academic years (1984/85 and 1985/86) were involved.
In 1984/85 "contour" as normally introduced to students was
observed.

The teaching referred to as "conventional" prepared

students for the type of school certificate questions quoted
below:

Mark clearly the extent of and indicate with the appropriate letter(s) given in the brackets over each area to
which it refers, one example of each of the following:
Waterfall (W); Even Slope (E); Level Crossing (CL);Bluff(B).
Shade an area where the elevation is below 1800 feet
(WAEC, 1975).
Calculate the actual distance in kilometres as the crow
flies from Mayo Selbe Rest House to trignometrical
station at Kwenta (Walu) (WAEC, 1982).
Okpala (1987) criticized the above question type set by the
WAEC as being inadequate because it is theoretical and lacks
reality which Board (1967) and Ratajsk (1978) insist is the
root of map information.

She recommended problem-solving

questions for WASC mapwork examination.

The rationale behind

this recommendation is the view held by educators (Morris,

19 2; Marsden.1976; Lewy,1977) that the content of examinations
determine what is taught and how it is taught in schools.

Hence examinations could be used constructively for curricular
reform.

During 1985/86 school year, Okp.la (1987) structured a type
of problem-solving questions termed "Reality Oriented ProblemSolving (ROPS).

The 8 teachers involved in (1984/85) were

asked to teach, assuming that their students would answer the
ROPS question type in the WASC examination.

In the ROPS

pattern of questioning environmental issues whose solution
decision

require use of basic concepts in mapwork (examples:

on location of routes and projects) are presented to students.
Students cull up and use relevant concepts in solving the

L
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problems.

An example is given below:

The goverrlent of Nigeria has decided to build a road
linking the NEILS VALEY area to the major road which runs
The
north to south through Naraguta Hausawa and Jos.
people living in NEILS VALLEY would like the route to
extent straight into the valley due east from Naraguta
Hausawa.
You are the engineer in charge of advising the government
nn new routes. You feel that the direct link from
Naraguta Hausawa to NEILS VALLEY is not possible.
Write out your brief explanation (based on evidence
from the map) to the people in NEILS VALLEY why this
direct link is not possible.
(i)

Briefly describe the route which you would r_fcommend
(Use sketches where neces!ary).
and give your reasons.
(Okpala 1987, 51; - 512).
(ii)

Textbooks.

Strategies of introducing contour in textbook were

Analysed as these textbooks are meant to provide relevant
experiences for understanding of basic concepts in mapwork.

ror example, Nimako (1982, iv) asserts that his book "takes the

students through the bask rudiments and skills of map reading
and the reading of sample topographical maps".

The basic text-

book analysed was Map Reading For West Africa (Ninmko, 1982).
Supplementary texts were Map Beading For West African Schools
(Wareham, 1975) and triderstanding Contours and Landforms (West
.,nd Rose, 1976).

ANALYSES OF STRATEGIES
Conventional Teaching Situation
In the conventional teaching situation three teaching stratonics employed were:

(i) No introduction of contour (ii)

funtour Introduced (iii) Students read up contour as an assignment.

The

frequencies of teachers who adopted the dif-

h,rent strategies were 3,4 and 1

respectively.

The details of

the strategies are reported below.

No Introduction of Contour:

Students read the text on Mapwork

in readiness for ,iny topic which would be taught.

They learnt
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to recognize contour lines and forms as the topics (factors
affecting communications, Interpretation of topographical
maps, Relief and Communication" were taught.
Contour Introduced:

Teachers whc introduced contour taught it

through mere definition as "a line joining places of equal
height".

Illustrations of various contour forms then followed.

Towards the end of the lesson students practised identifying
landforms on either topographical sheets or maps in the main
text.

Assignment:

In this strategy, the teacher instructed the

students to read up Representation of Relie Features before
the lesson.

During the lesson, the teacher tested students'

knowledge of contour forms by demanding written answers to the
following questions.

i.

ii.

List 6 methods of representing relief on a

nap.

1

Draw contour lines showing: conical peak, saddle,
spur, valley, gorge, ridge, watershed.

[
Teacher went round and marked the answers.

This test was fol-

lowed by the usual practice of identifying landforms on
topographical sheets.

Problem-Solving Teaching Situation

There was not much difference in strategies employed in introducing contour in the problem-solving teaching situation as
compared to the conventional,

The teaching strategies observed

were (i) No Introduction of Contour (ii) Contour Introduced as
in the conventional situation (.ii) Use of Models.

The fre-

quency of the teachers who employed the different strategies
were 3, 3 and 2 respectively.
No Introduction of Contour:

The three teachers who used this

strategy in the conventional situation maintained it

.
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Contour Introduced:

Contour as taught in the conventional

situation was maintained by 2 out of the 4 teachers.

The

teacher who used 'assignment' in the conventional situation
this lime introauced contour.
Models:

Two teachers who introduced contour in the conven-

tional teaching situation, in this approach, used models (one,
an anthill and the other a model of a hill).
exemplified

The models, as

figure 1 contained miniature physical

in

features such as gentle (G) and steep slope (S), and plateau
(P) which were identified and discussed in relation to transport, settlement and road construction.

"111111tt

rigure 1:

An Anthill - A Resource for Introducing
Contour

In using the anthill as a resource "contour" was not introduced
by definition at the beginning t' the lesson as in the convenioull teaching. Rather. there was a discussion on meaning of
relief features with examples frnm Nigeria.

This was followed

by a discussion on the need for representi-g relief and culminated in introduction of

5 or

contour

form.

Students had
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practical experience of measuring contour intervals (30 cm)

with the foot of the anthill as the sea level (0cm) dnd joined
places of equal height.

They produced maps of the contoured

hill exemplified in Figure 2.

Verilcrsl IAtr voi s 30 cm
Figure 2:

Map of the contoured anthill drawn by a student.

As could be seen in Figure 2, students were able to identify
features existing on the anthill on the map.

Nevertheless.the

question posed to the teachers by students about contour spacing reveals the existence of some concealed conceptual vacuum.
One example is reported below:
T:
S:
T:

Ss:
T:

AS:
AS:
T:

SS:
T:

SS.

What is the difference between here and here (pointing
at the steeper and gentle slopes)?
Here (pointing) is not as steep n here (pointing).
Do you agree with him?
Yes.

Now,how do you draw the contour lines?
The contour lines here will be closer than here pointing.
Excuse me ma. Why is the contour...?
Go on.
mean, here to here and here to here (pointing at the
steeper and gentler slopes to the top) are the same.
Yes, they are the same height. But here is steeper than
here (pointing). Therefore the contour lines of here
should he closer than that.
Ma, but they are the same height.
I
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T:

Therefore the
Yes but one is steeper than the other.
steeper the slope the closer the contour.

- Teacher; S - Student; Ss - Students; AS - Another
Student; SS - Same Student)
Okpala 1987, 362.
In the above interaction, the SS could not understand why contour lines on the steep slope should be closer than in the
gentle slope

as

the height of

Teaching in Textbooks:

the land is the same.

The teaching adopted in the textbooks

(Nimako, 1982; Wareham 1975; Rose and West 1976) is the usual

water experiment performed to illustrate contour lines using
large square plastic container, water, a model and a marker.
DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS

The report of teaching strategies employed in introducing
"contour" reveal lack of:

teaching of the concept, reality and

consideration of the relevant dimensions of contour form.

The results obtained showed that in both the conventional and
problem-solving teaching situations, 3 of 8 (38%) teachers
(same teachers) did not introduce contour to the learners. While
it is not certain why these teachers did not introduce the
concet,t it could be inferred that they lack the necessary skills
for teaching.

Information elicited from teachers on why stu-

dents find mapwork difficult placed "Lack of teaching skills"

at the top ofteacher variables and 3rd of 8 overall factors
after "Problem of Mathematics" and!Students' Negative Attitude"
(Okpala, 1987, 164-165).

The above explanation could be true

also for teachers who merely defined contour or used assignment
method.

Teachers' unsatisfactory feedback to students' questions on
contour spacing reveal lack of understanding of the horizontal
dimension of contour form by the teachers.

The vertical

(height) was taught while the horizontal dimension which deter-

mines the complexities of the contour form was ignored.
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Introduction of contour forms in several books in and outside
West Africa (Wareham, 1975; West and Rose, 1976; Reed, 1981;
Nimako, 1982; Turk, 1983; Boardman, 1985) also ignore this
horizontal dimension.

In introducing "contour form" the vertical and horizontal
dimensions should beoractically demonstrated using realistic
models and suitable objects before the map is drawn.

An

example of a recommended procedure is given below with an
overturned
1.

2.
3.

4.

bowl of a kitchen scale.

Find height of the hill overturned bowl
7cm
Determine the contour intervel (lcm). There would be
7 intervals from the foot of the hill to x.
Insert 7 points (x inclusive) in various directions
paying attention to directions with outstanding
features, e.g., A B C D.
Join the dots

The product of the above activity is shown in Figure 3.

.1'

'

1

.

,

1461#1,

Figure 3:

Concentric circles marked at equal intervals
on an overturned bowl (hill).
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Practicals wit:. objects and models containing various re-

cognizable features ('.g., valley, plateau, steep and gentle
slopes) using the above procedure would facilitate understanding of the concept of contour.
Realistic

models

used

by

the

two

teachers

must

have contributed in externalizing the misconception about horizontal dimension,as students were provided the opportunity to
think

and talk.

Reality should therefore be built into even

introductory lessons on contour.

For instance the overturned

bowl could be assumed to be a hill on which a broadcast mast
will be installed.

A realistic problem coula be producing a

map of the hill to indicate to

the route to the top.

CONCLUSION

Interpretation of "contour forms is a problem not only to
Nigerian students but also to the British.

This report has

shown that. "contour" is not appropriately introduced to Nigerian

students as teachers and writers of textbooks fill to emphasize
the "horizontal dimension".

It therefore becomes necessary that

research on strategies of introducing contour be done in other
countries, as graphicacy is an important aspect of education.

There is need for proper education of trainee teachers and for
retraining of practising teachers on appropriate methods of
introducing "contour" in mapwork in schools.
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INTEGRATED COURSEWARE FOR INSTRUCTION IN PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY AND
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY: COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND rXERCISES FOR STUDYING
ENVIRONMtENTAL DYNAMICS AND GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTIONS

David M. Sharpe and Lawrence L. Malinconico, Jr.

ABSTRACT

Instructors in geography and geology generally do not use computer-assisted
Instruction in their undergraduate courses,

A major reason for this in North

America Is the lack of appropriate and readily available software,

A learn of

faculty and computer programmers at Southern Illinois University is addressing

this need by developing an integrated series of programs and laboratory
exercises - courseware

to be used In Physical Geology and Physical Geography.

The programs are graphicallyorien ed, and designed to simulate environmental
systems.

Use of instructional software gives Important benefits to students.

Simulations help students to develop research skills and learning strategies that
are important In their academic development.

Also, students develop computer

skills that are Increasingly Important In their professions,

INTRODUCTION

The

ostensible goal

of

introductory physical

geography and physical

geology/earth science courses Is to teach students to investigate the dynamic and

Interacting systems of the earth. Since many of these systems are not amenable

to direct observation because of their size, compeyity, and lime frame, faculty
as researchers

often use computer simulations to study them.

of the revolution

In

However, In spite

personal computers and investment by colleges and

universities, computer-aided instruction (CAI) that emphasizes simulations is not
widely used in introductory courses.
One might argue that simulations are an uoiecessary Instructional tool, and that

the students can learn about the dynamic earth from texts, lectures and
laboratory sessions. However, the graphs and tables in texts cannot convey
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dynamics adequately, and laboratory monuals tend to stress terminology,
identification, and classification
systems.

at

the expense of dynamics of the earth's

Ciirrenlly, instructors are limited to describing the facts of the earth's

dynamics because they have poor resources to demcmstrate these dynamics. The

capability that instructors have In their research has not trickled down to the

classroom or the instructional laboratory. In short, the most powerful tool
available to faculty as researchers is virtually ignored by faculty as instructors.

At Southern Illinois University, we are developing software for a sequence of
topics typical of introductory physical geography and physical geology courses,
as shown In Table 1. T'lese two subjects have a number of topics in common, so

that the programs are serving double duty, even though the exercises differ to
take account of different emphases and perspectives of each discipline.

All of the programs have a similar menudriven interface. Titus once the users
(students or instructor) learn how to use one program, they know how to use all
of the i*rograms. More time can be spent learning Itgm the software rather than
learning about the computer. The programs are graphicallyoriented, designed to

simulate environmental systems which the user can use to examine concepts.
Several of the programs contain gamelike exercises which seem to increase the

student's Interest while continuing to demonstrate concepts.

To carry the

process one step further, we are developing a completely integrated series of
programs and exercise manuals- courseware

to be used in introductorylevel

Physical Geol-gy and Physical Geography laboratories. The term '.1.r urseware

has recently become a catchword, applied to any software that is used in a
classroom situation. We restrict "courseware' to a much more complete package
that addresses the concerns mentioned above. This Includes a comprehensive set

of software covering the range of subjects taught In a single course, and perhaps

more importantly, a set of exercises to accompany the software.

tr
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TABt.E1. MODULES FOR INTRODUCTORY COURSES IN PHYSICAL GEOLOGY/EARTH
SCIENCE AND PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

PHYSICAL PHYSICAL
TOPIC

GECIDGY

GEOGRAPHY

Weather and Climate
EarthSun Relations - Season, latitude, tilt of axis
Electromagnetic Spectrum Radiation vs. temperature
Energy Budget - Energy exchanges at surfaces
Humidity Temperature vs. atmospheric moisture
Atmospheric Circulation
Local Water Cycle precipitation, soil moisture, runoff
Climate Classification
Blospheric Processes
Ecologic Energeths
Soil - Soil Types
Solid Earth Processes
Earthquakes How to locate seismic events
Plate Tectonics - Reconstructing Pangaea
Plate Tectonics Plate Margin Processes
Surficlal Processes
Groundwater Flow rates, pumping effects
Shoreline Waves and transport processes

Rivers Crosssections and meanders
Earth Materials
Rocks and Minerals IdentIfying and classifying
Stratlgraphy Relative age of rocks

Staligaphy Statigraphic record from corns

Managing Resources
Earth Resources Exploration of economic deposits
Soil Management Universal Soil Loss Equation

THE PROBLEM

There are a number of reasons that the computer Is an underutilized classroom
tool.

Among those Is the lack of computer facilities, faculty infamillarily with
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computer technology and its potential for Improving the learning experience

shortage of effective software, and, perhaps most Importantly, the lack of a
complete package that inte;oates the software into class and laboratory work.

1. There has yet to be a set of

There are two facets to this latter problem.

software developed and compiled that covers all of the topics relevant to a
physical geography or physical geology course. It would be possible for an
Instructor to search the many sources of computer software and find a program
developed for many of the topics taught. However, because of the many different
sources, the instructor would find that: a) the programs and documentation would

be of highly variable qually; b) each of the programs will run differently and
Interact with the user In a different manner; c) the programs may have different
hardware requirements.

2. While there may be software available, there will not

be exercises developed which guide the student through the most effective use of

the software.

This Imposes a number of impediments
Instruction.

to

introducing computerassisted

The instructor must learn how each program runs, then develop the

He/she then has to teach the

exercises which will accompany the programs.

students how to use anti program. The result is that most Instructors decide not

to use the software or to use only a small fraction of the available software
because of the costs of effectively Incorporating it into the curriculum.

Desirable Attributes of Instructional Simulations

A number of authors have commented on the desirable attributes of computer
programs designed for use in education.
algorithms

that drive the calculations, the user/computer interface, and

structure of the programs.
1.

We emphasize three attributes; the

Each deserves a brief explanation.

Rare!), is there one, and only one, set of equations to represent a

relationship between two or more variables.

The thrust of much research on

environmental systems Is to define and refine understanding of these
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relationships, and to report them in the literature.

Therefore, a number of

algorithms are usually available, and the task Is to select the algorithm that
fulfills two sometimes opposing criteria. On the one hand, it must not be viewed
as naive by the expert. On the other, It must be parsimonious so that processing

time by the computer Is minimized.

This Is especially important in Interactive

programming, since a 10 second wait for the computer to respond seems like an
eternity to a student.

2. law/Machine irderafillan - The algorithms are the basis for computer
However, they should be transparent to the student in an
simulations.
introductory course, who deals with graphic representations of the system, not

with the equations used to quantify it. Development of the protocol for
student/machine Interaction represents a number of other challenges, and
consumes the majority of the effort in creating an Instructional simulation.

The look and feel' of the computer is all-Important in an instructional setting.
Students frequently are struggling with their own Inexperience with computers,
and perhaps with feelings of Incompetence, as well as with the m}steries of the

subject matter of the course.

1:.erefore, students must be able lo shill their

attention away from the intricacies
issues of the program.

operating the computer to the pedagogic

There are many components to user/machine interaction,

but we stress simplicity of menu structure, clearly delinad menu choices, with

brief elaborations at the top of the screen, and graphics that reinforce the
Information being presented.

Wo believe that programs should be nearly selfexplanatory. Few faculty read
users manuals before using a program. Students are even less inclined to do it;

user's manuals are as much a mystery as are computers. Therefore, students
should be able to work with a program after rudimentary Instructions by the
instructor.
Figure

1

First, the menu structure 'weds to be explicit, and uncluttered.
shows the menu structure for the program suNEAlli, which Is a

07

program that helps students understand how the sun's path and solar energy vary

with season, latitude, and tilt of the earth's axis.

This program can be operated

by selecting an operation, e.g. Change Dale, then using thge Up/Down arrows
on the microcomputer to make the desired change in date.

Having selected the

desired conditions, the student can observe the sunpath being drawn for a
twentyfour hour period (Time, Auto), or advance time by one hour increments

(Time, Manual)
Second, the command structure should be simple.

All necesssary commands can

be entered through three keys, the Up arrow, Down arrow, and Enter or Return.
Generally, we avoid alpha/ numeric Inputs, except in cases where the student or
Instructor can create new data files.

Change Tilt
Change Date

Change Latitu:,
Time, Auto
Time, Manual
Display Data

Print Data Text
Print Data Graphics

Print Screen
Clear Screen
Exit Sunpath

Exit to Main Menu

Figure 1. Menu structure for SUNPATH showing the main menu on the left and the
secondorder menu on the right that appears when Display Data is highlighted and
the Return key Is pressed.

Third, the program should have exhaustive error trapping so that the studont
cannot undo the progress that he/she has already made in the lesson through an
Inadvertent key stroke.
laboratory.

Listen to the sounds in any university microcomputer

There is a cacophony of 'beeps' signalling wrong key strokes.

Students need to be protected from themselves.

Each beep reassures the studont
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that he cannot make a fatal error, and instills grimier confidence.

Each failure to

beep Is a selnack to the instructional goals of the course.

Fourth, the sequence of graphics on the screen is all-Important.

In contrast to

students, professionals have developed analytic skills through rriny years of
We are accustomed to dealing with environmental systems through

experience.

tables and graphs.

These tell us about system stales and dynamics, which wo

then use to conjure up mental Images of the system. We move from data which

we ourselves may have obtained, to results of computer analysis, to the mental

images that encapsulate our understanding of the system.

The dilemma for

students Is that Instructors present them with static and highly abstract

representations of systems as tables, graphs and diagrams, which students are
required to transform Into a synthetic understanding of the dynamic and

interactive nature of environmental systems.

Experience with the real system

may be the most fruitful way to acquire this understanding In some cases, but

most environmental Systems are too large, too slow, too inaccessible, or too
dangerous for direct observation. Well.designed graphics that help them to see
behind tables and graphs is a practical alternative.

Figure 2 shows a screen from QUAKE, a program that Is used to study the
geographic distribution of earthquakes and the, methods to locate earthquakes. In

This example, earthquakes for 1984 were plotted.

The locations of sealloor

spreading and the subduction zones are strikingly shown by the patterns of
earthquakes.

The distribution of shallow, intermediate, and deep earthquakes In

subduction zones, In contrast to the shallow earthquakes In regions of seafloor
spreading, loads students to a better understanding of these processes of plate
tectonics.

Alternatively, students might locus on any soieded region, select

earthquakes of selected magnitudes or depths, or use different data bases to map
major historic earthquakes. In each case Ilit graphics have boon designed to be

clear and uncluttered.
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Alt

"-----inigiThVIllintermecliate 'Deep
Figure 2. Screen display for QUAKE. showing distribution of earthquakes for
June, 1984. Size of the X is related to earthquake magnitude.
January
Overlapping Xs show regions of major Isotonic activity.

3. OpenEndedness

Simulations provide an efficient toc: for exploring the

dynamics of a relationship, if designed properly.

An Important goal is to provide

the student with wide latitude to learn through taking the initiative in exploring
these dynamics.

In effect, we are designing research to ')is for students, and

believe that studentInitiated research

Is

the most

powerful form

of

selfeducation (Adolf 1968; Peterson et al. 1987). We try to design a simulation
that can be used by the Introductory student, but is also comprehensive enough to

give an advanced student new insights Into the system being simulated.

One

example is the command Change TM in BAIIIEAlti (see Figure 1). This allows
the sun's path to be simulated for tilts of tile earth's axis from 0° to
resulting solar energy Inputs to be cal;:ulated.

facilitates comparing a number of tilts.

and the

The ease of changing the tilt angle
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Exercises and Manuals

The objective of exercises Is to provide the guidance that most students need to

undertake these experiments, and to formalize and interpret results.

program can be the basis for many

Each

exercises which explore a number of

concepts that are Incorporated into the program. By providing the courseware
package with a number of exercises for each program we make It possible for the

simulations to be used by instructors who would otherwise not have time to
develop the required exercises. However, the openendedness of the simulations

provides the imaginative Instructor with many options beyond the specific
exercises. Also, we encourage students to use the simulations to explore
concepts that are not covered explIctly in the exercises.

ORGANIZING FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

The university is the best place to develop instructional software.
worst.

II

is also the

Generally, the full array of expertise needed to develop software is

present In a university.

Generally, also, the expedite is so isolated

2'1'

the

boundaries established by university structure and competing &mends on faculty

time. The challenge in the university is to bring these skills together long enough
to get the job done.

At Southern Illinois University at Carbondale, we established the Environmental
Simulations Laooratory, through a grant from the U. S. Department of Education,
Fund for the improvement of Postsecondary Education. Faculty in geography and
geology departments week with programmers in developing the programs. This
team approach to development assures high quality In subject matter and program
design.

The software development team goes through several steps in producing a

specific piece of software.

This design sequence (Alessi and Trollip 1985)

invokes the skills of each of the team nmbed).

Starling with definition of the

purpose of the software, which emphasizes pedagogic objectives, we collect the
relevant in!ormation (e.g., algorithms for the simulation), then generate and

6f

t%
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organize a numbLe of alternative strategies for simulating and displaying the

Information, In a process called 'brain-stormIng.

We then plan all screen

displays, including the organization and placement of menus, and graphic and
digital displays. Only after this stage does programming begin.

Flially, we go

through a prolonged process of evaluation of the software and exercises, which
Involves use of the program by students in courses at Southern Illinois University

and other institutions, and review by faculty.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

We feel that the use of instructional software provides important benefits to the
students.

Simulation programs allow students to develop research skills and

strategies that will be important In their future academic and professional
development. It also exposes the students to a technique and a tool, the PC Itself,

that will be widely used in their professional careers. By expanding the concept
of coursewaro to include predevelopod exercises. we hope to encourage the use

of the simulations by instructors who might not otherwise have the time or
inclination to incorporate software into their curriculum.
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Developing learners' skills and
abilities in geography
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SCHOOL MAP COMPILATION IN CHINA
(Abstracts)

Chen Chao
China Cartographic Publishing House
Beijing, China

School sap Is a self-contalned geographical teaching material
In the form
of cartographic representation to fulfil the task of geographical education
jointly with textbook. The features which distinguish school map from other
maps Is that, according to the requirement of geographical education,
It
rationally condenses the geographical InforeatIon whleh Is to be shown,
while mnkIng emphasis on different subjects and focal points In different
structures and levels.
The development of modern science and technology makes It possible to apply
medium of electrified education, adding nev functions to the school map to
acquire the best effect In geographical education. In China, a fairly long
period of time Is needed to achieve the modernization of geographical education, and the custom shoo) map takes the dominance for the time being.

The school map compilation In China has always been undertaken by the cartof
map
Thus
It Is quite necessary to promote the integration
ographers.
compilation and geographical education, and to Improve the connections
between cartographer and geographical teacher. School map must reflect In
things In the field of geography, but unlike newspapers and magatime new
zines, teaching material can only be updated regularfy, while the Important
geographical information can be edited es a supplement to the teaching
material.

Since the founding of New China, a considerable progress In school mapping
has been made over the past nearly forty years to support geographical education. More than 100 titles of school wall map have been compiled,4 titles
of school atlas and 8 titles of school blank atlas have been published and
distributed to students along with textbooks. The distribution reaches 100
million copies a year, reeking the highest of the world.
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SCHOOL MAP COMPILATION IN CHINA
Chen Chao
China Cartographic Publishing House
Beijing, China

In the beginieg of 1920's, school map merged In China, since then It developed along with the setting up of geographical course In schools. Past experience of eighty years haS proved that the purpose of geographical
education could not be fully accomplished without the aid of school map.
aim of school map Is to support textbook with Its unique features of
help students
In
building up the geoto
vividness and vicualizationin
graphical spatial concer.ts,iproving the ability of spatial observation and
promoting the creative ability of geographical association,
Imagination,
thus students vill be elle to get a deep Ipression of geography from
school map. Moreover, It can be used beta for understanding macrocosm and
school map, especially middle and
aquiring varied Information. Therefore,
primary school map complied under the "Geographical Teaching Syllabus", is
the"appendage"and"intultional teaching ald"for geographical textnot only
book, but also an important part of the three systems of teaching material
a self-contained geographical teaching
(textbook, picture and assignment),
It
coordinated
the cartographic representation.
In the fore of
material
with textbook In geographical education, performing their own functions.
The

Different from other types or map, school map features that it Is complied
exclusively for geographical education In different levels and for differThe geographical elements of
various kinds of school.
purposes or
ent
school atlas should be generalized to stress the main points with the aid
of dynamic analysis like graphics, statistics and geographical landscape
pictures. For wail map which Is shown In geographical class, thick lines,
large symbols, bold letters and clear colour contrast are adopted to attain
a satisfactory visual effect In the classroom. This kind of simplicity and
roughness Is by no means an unscientific, arbitrary description of the geographical information, It Is the enlargement of reasonably condensed inwhich serve es extra-curricular
formation. Various kinds of map product
readings of geographical education should also L. designed and compiled on
the basis of Instructional program. In fact, school sap Is one of the proincarnating the combination of the nature of geography and pedagogy.
duct
Its compilation process Involves the knowledge of cartography, geography,
pedagogy, psychology and aesthetics, etc. Hence, to improve the quality of
to carry out special studies on this subject.
school map, It Is essential
The School Map Research Group of Research Association on Geographical EduIs going to organize a series of
cation under China Educational Society,
academic activities In this field.
According to the general requirement for geographical education proposed by
the system of universal compulsory education. and according to the level of
varied In Its
and the age of tho student, school map
school
the
cartographic representation and content comprehensiveness, so is to get the
attentions should be
In each stage of teaching,
hest effect of teaching.
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paid not only to keep the continuity of subject froe the easy to the difficult, and to show the Interactive relationship between the teaching contents or related disciplines, but also to reflect
the features or school

map on different levels. in primary school, geography is taught In the 4th,
5th and 6th years with 64 teaching periods*,mainly on elementary knowledge,
by which children can get Initial Ideas about their hometown, their motherland and the world they live on. Thus school map for this level should make
the stress clear and simple, the content be vivid and attractive, and the
map representation should emphasize on images which can be dlrectl, perceived, passing fre: concrete objects to abstract
lines and symbols, endeavor to raise the students' Interest and lead them to understand map
through geographical knowledge, and In turn to strengthen these knowledge
through sap. In the 1st and 2nd years of lower secondary school, elementary
knovielge and theory or geography are taught systematically in 1615 teaching
periods. Here students learn various subjects or geography, acquire
the
ability or comprehensive reasoning, the capacity of using various maps
and
the
general skill of map drawing.This give rise to the coapliatIon of saps
which must fulfil the above-mentioned requirement.
in
upper
secondary
school, geographical courses are given In 64 teaching periods, dealing with
the elementary tneory of earth sciences,
such as man's relationship with
the
nature,
the stratified structure of the earth, the movement of
the
earth, geographical environment, ex,, much more subjects are Involved. In
this way school atlas for this level should be coherent In the arrangement
of maps, with the effective support of graphics and large amount of
thematic saps to reflect the complicated geographical phenomena. In
a
word ,
school maps at each level must have their unique features to perform their
own functions.
Modern scientific and technological development
makes it
possible for
schools to apply advanced teaching method like electrified education, etc.,
thus adds new functions to school map In acquiring the best effect of geographical education. We are glad to see that these advanced media of electrified education like slide projector, overhead projector, cassette recorder and computer, though limitedly for the time being, are beginning to
in large cities of China. The development of education In Chine Is
be used
extremely uneven, the education In the vast remote areas of countryside Is
much less developed, so it will take a rather long period of time to realize the modernization the teaching method of geography, and the paper-made,
custom plane map Is unlikely to be replaced by the medium of electrified
education In the near future.

Unlike the editing of textbook, map compiling has Its own characteristics:
normally it Is undertaken by the cartographer who, lacking experiences of
has inevitably limitations
geographical
teaching,
In
reflecting the
demands of the instructional program and to fully endov the map with the
It Is
thus
indispensable for cartographer
lastluctional function.
to
strengthen his connections with the society and educational circles, such
as the experimental using of map In school
before publishing; excLanging
opinions with geographical teachers on map products and collecting information on response of teaching practice; observing the Instructional effect
of map by directly attending the class;
and,
when
condition permits,
adopting certain experienced geographical teacher In the compiling work.
*

1

teaching period In Chine Is fourty five minutopl

0 U 0
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Above all

it Is absolutely necessary to promote the
integration of school
mapping w th geographical teaching on the bets or the specific condition

In China.

The geographical environment
is
constantly changing,
and the teaching
method of geography
is
also Improved frequently along with the progress
of science and technology. One or the major task of
school map Is to
reflect
In time the new geographical phenomena and
concepts:
man's
achievements In exploiting and renovating nature;
development of productinn and economic construction; new changes of the category of
human
geography; utilization of the achievements In geographical
research, etc.
Considering the difference between textbook and
newspaper or magazine,
that the content of a map should be relatively stable,
it Is appropriate
to treat the current Information for map updating In different ways,
I.e.
for Important and principal information,
revise promptly(e.g. once every
year), for general information, revise regularly(e.g. once In 2-3 years).
If there are sl;nificant changes In the Instructional program or textbook,
then the map should be accordingly revised or re-compiled.
Also, It Is an
effective way to introduce and report
the geographical information timely
to geographical teachers on geographical teaching Journals or
through
other ways.

School map compiling of New China has gained significant
achievements In
nearly forty years' service for geographical education. Up to now,
more
than 100 titles of school wall sap(not Including historical
school maps)
have been compiled and published for 'flaching on the class; besides, there
are 4 titles of school atlas and 8 titles of blank atlas
which goes with
textbooks to every student every year,
These atlases, totalling more than
100 million copies in print runs, rank the highest number
In the world.
In the future, aside from increasing the print runs, International
communIctIon on Ideas of school mapmakIng should also be strengthened, and quality of school maps should he raised, the types and forms be varied.
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MAPPING SKILLS REQUIRED BY GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS TAKING
THE GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION AT ADVANCED LEVEL
David Cooper
Abstract:

Mapping skills are regarded as basic to sound geographical training.
The paper discuss how successfully these are applied and tested in the
Eng'ish and Welsh Examinations at this level.
Introduction

Geographers use maps as a basic tool of their science, the
interpretation of the signs, symbols and pstterns thereon as their
Maps convey
contribution to science and thus to knowledge.
symbolically what otherwise would require many words, maps store
information, their message is conveyed quickly and their basic
These Geography students, most of
symbolism is widely understood.
whom are in the 16-18 years age range should be well conversant with
maps, have developed some more advanced mapping skills, be capable of
applying these skills effectively in both course-work and etamination.
The paper sets out Lo discuss how they are tested in examination and
relates the author's experiences as an examiner at this level, these
suggest that all is not well.
Background:

The development of spatial awareness and map-shills commences about age
8 and is continued through formal education, normally in the Geography
Simon Catling has shown (Catling, 1978, 120)
class until the age 16.
that it begins with cognitive mapping of the home, local and school
areas and is then developed towards an understanding of the more
H.A. Sandford (Sandford 1986, 22)
abstract geometric map forms.
presented an "all through" map work curriulum from age 5-1E, using
behavioural objectives divided broadly into. map making and map using.
The first formal external test of map skills is the 16+ examinations,
until 1987 the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Ordinary Level
(0-level) or Certificate of Secondary Education (CSE) now replaced by
Two
the single General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE).
levels of skill are tested, the derivation of information by use of map
references, latitude and longitude, recognition of conventional signs
and colouration and the application of this information into simple
Map-work centres around the Ordnance Survey map but
interpretation.
students are expected to use Atlases and to understand the principles
These skills are paralleled by the development
of thematic mapping.
of motor skills in drawing sketch maps, sections and transects.
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GCEAdvanced Level (A-level) represents two further years of
Geographical study, along with two and occasionally three other
Whilst this is primarily a text-based
subjects, to the same level.
course, the books are illustrated copiously with maps and the
Examination Boards who organise the A-level examinations exhort
teachers to use topographical and thematic maps to illustrate their
Most Boards encourage further
teaching, and to use maps in the field.
use of maps by students who undertake project work instead of a written
paper, whilst the rubric of every question paper asks for graphic
The Boards have moved away from compulsory
illustration of answers.
map-based questions but mapped data and mapped materials form part of
The majority of Boards set one
most examination question papers.
Ordnance Survey or similar map exercise as part of the assessment, but
increasing costs have reduced the map from a full sheet t, a "bleeding
The map is of either 1:25,000 or 1:50,000 scale, either a
quarter."
occassionolly a Land
normal topographic or a special tourist edition;
Utilisation map from Professor Coleman's Second Land Use survey is
The first time that the candidates know what maps are being
used.
used is when they see the examinations papers.
THE EXAMINER'S APPROACH:

The GCE A-level system tends to divide into setters, a small group one
or two for each paper in a two or three paper examination and markers a
larger team responsible for assessing the actual performance.
Collectively and strictly these are the examiners but for the purposes
of this paper examiner means the setter who normally also prepares the
assessment scheme.
Every setter faces the problem of how much material, in addition to the
questions can a candidate successfully assimilate during an examination
Whilst it is comparatively easy to
and under examination conditions.
limit the number of graphs, quotations and tables in any paper, it
would appear that there has been no research on the up-take of data
There is
from thematic and topographic maps under these conditions.
some evidence from the patterns of questions attempted to suggest that
teachers may recommend avoidance of questions with graphic stimuli,
where alternative approaches to questioning are found on the same
paper.
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The content of s well drawn thematic map may be absorbed in a minute or
so by someone fairly familiar with the main facts behind the data
shown.
This is little more than the time needed to begin organising
the answer, however experience shows that candidates underperform for a
number of reasons.
Errors of interpretation occur from misreading
keys or titles, or from seeing what is a vaguely familiar pattern and
failing to read the associated question properly.
No examiner is
perfect and what looked a perfectly good map at the setting stage may
become over complex on the day,
When the Examing Boards set a
separate topographic map interpretation paper it was of an hour or hour
and a quarter duration, and advice was given not to write anything in
the first fifteen minutes.
The questions which were then set
attempted the synthesis of physical and human geography or at least
sought the candidate's interpretation of their interaction.
Now the
topographic map has tended to become an optional question topic within
a paper where three or four questions are attempted and the time
allotted to any one answer is not more than fifty minutes.
During
this time the map has to be interpreted, the answer formulated and
written.
To allow for this either the question must be highly
structured ana focussed or it may be a comparatively "soft" question to
allow up to ten minutes for reading the map.
This may lead to
criticism of the question as being less demanding than others on the
same paper.
To counter this criticism supplementary material may be provided.
This has included sketch diagrams, overlays of geology and of soils,
The teachers' response, ostentially on
bathymetry of coastal waters.
behalf cf their pupils, was to ask that this be stopped as it wade for
confusion with too much material.
The Examiner must also recognise that the map-work question may not be
Recognising that it may take rather longer
the first to be attempted.
than a straightforward essay or a topic whit', the candidate ,'Inks is
cussion
better known, the question may be third or fourth choice.
with students entering post-A-level Geography courses at Luton College
of Higher Education suggests also that there is little formal
topographic m.p -work going on in schools, the teachers explain this as
a consequence of crowded syllabuses and map work having already been
The evidence shows that where the map-work question can be
tested.
avoided many students will and with maps becoming more expensive to buy
(The Oxford Delegacy
this has become something of a downward spiral.
of Local Examinations has temporarily stopped using Ordnance Survey
maps at A-level).
There is no uniformity between the Examination Boards in their approach
This is no handicap since, unless they change
to map-work questions.
school or college students follow one Board's syllabus in preparation.
For example the University of London examination tests map work by one
or two questions set amongst twelve from which the candidates answer
The Oxford Locals paper had either a
six in two and a half hours.
question amongst ten on its physical geography paper or on the human
geography alternating from year to year.
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The London approach results in highly structured questions, with each
The questions test
part worth between 2 and 6 marks in a total of 25.
both lower levels of skill such as giving references and reading
contours as well as ceiling for application in the interpretation of
the map for example in looking at site, and function of settlement.
The Oxford approach in physical geography tended to be more open-ended.
In 1906 candidates were given an extract from O.S. of Northern Ireland
map containing coastal features of cliffs and sand spits together with
a large area of drumlins and were asked to "Describe and explain the
probable origins of the geomorphologicel features shown in the
The previous year the candidates were
accompanying map extract".
(ii)
asked (i) describe the settlement pattern of the area shown;
suggest, giving map evidence, how the settlement pattern evolved.
The London examiners will have
Expectations must be quite different.
marked point by point probably demanding a high degree of accuracy and
The Oxford
well developed short explanations to score highly.
approach requires'the candidates to study the map, to recognise
features without the help of "clues", draw from their memory about how
The marks are there for
such features were formed and to then write.
tecognition, description and for explanation.
Candidates' Response:

Although each candidate sits the paper as an individual their response
tends across the total entry for the papers to be a collective one.
Individuals may stand out at either end of the mark spectrum but there
wi.11 be homogeneity in the mass near the middle.
Erroneous interpretation of thematic maps has already been mentioned.
The use of a map showing epicentres of earthquakes in the North
Atlantic region between 1962 - 1980, concentrating on the Mid-Atlantic
Ridge and Iceland but with isolated events in Britain and North America
produced far too many answers treating them as volcanic eruptions for
The explanation may be nerves coupled with previous
comfort.
Aimilarly when asked to make a sketch of the meteorological
coaching.
conditions over north-west Europe, given the basic synoptic information
very few can include all that was asked for, and more than one
Weather
represented a deep depression by a sinzle closed isobar.
systems are studied for A-level and ignorance of their representation
Over-full syllabus is not enough, poor teaching is
is concerning.
Topographic maps receive a partial approach from many,
also unlikely.
concentrating their response on part of the map rather than the whole.
There is also a tendency to answer a previous year's question rather
Thus
than the one set, particularly amongst the weaker candidates.
the coast and drumlins map received many partial answers which could
There is still a
not score much more than half marks st best.
mistaken view amongst some schools that all the information that goes
Into answering a map-work question relating with a topographic map must
It is not
come from the map, this is both restrictive and penalising.
the same as extracting the greatest possible information from the map;
G.H. Dury's Map Interpretation (Drury 1972) ought to have ended that,
certainly there have been many texts subsequently that should have done
Although there is ample evidence from project work and elsewhere
so.
that students in this age group enjoy making maps there is marked
This is so even in
reluctance to use sketch maps in the examination.
the surviving regional geography papers as well as in physical and
The most frequent sketch maps in physical the "formation of an
human.
ox-bow lake" whilst Burgess' or von Thunen's concentric rings or
sometimes Christaller's lattices appear on the human answer sheet.
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The making of maps in the examination is not seen as an side-memoire to
bring more from the depths of memory, but us a waste of time requiring
a change of tempo.
Solution:

Professor WGV Balchin has often claimed that Graphicacy is a major
Encouragement of graphic
geographical skill (Balchin 1972, 1976).
Map training should not be neglected
awareness must be developed.
because there is not a compulsory question; the Examination Boards
might learn from the Scottish Examination Board and move from the
The matter
physical-human division to the man-environment approach.
of satellite imagery is high on the agenda, some have the appearance of
photographs, more are synthesised And require a mapping approach.
The Examiners have to determine an approach to map-skills by testing
that recognises the higher levels of application and interpretation.
Maps should be seen not jsut as an illustration but as an
Questions should be
interpretative tool in geographical analysis.
structured to encourage the use of maps sketched by the candidatess,
Examination papers often tend to favour factual recall rather than
skills, the balance can be shifted without invalidating the rigour of
Texts such as Thematic Maps Cuff and Mattson (1982)
the examination.
should find a place on teachers shelves alongside field work and
numerical techniques books.
Conclusion:

The paper presents one person's view of the situation in one group of
The author will welcome discussion with fellow teachers
assessments.
and examiners of how they approach mapping skills in their assessments.
Are topographic maps necessary in
Do they encourage drawing of maps?
Do they know of research into map-use
examinations at the 18+ stage?
under examination conditions?
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PERCEPTION S OF GEO-SPACE

M.E. Erin Lawlor

1110 development of abilities in 15-17 year olds through geo-

graphy sny lead either to an academic or to a non-academic
career.

In this Paper I will recommend three basic tools

for the perception of geo-spacer
1.

a sense of orientation

2.

a sense of scale

3.

an ability to observe accurately

with examples to initiate thinking and to enhance understand-

ing at each level.

The geography OF New Zealand has had

and continues to have an effect on the practice of geography

Pupils have the opportunity to develop a

IN New Zealand.

quality of mind

-

balanced,

practical and field prograrmr.

analytical and mature in our
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PERCEPTICa9 OF OFD-SPACE

clEvEtrem /mums IN 1517 YEAR OLDS
M.E. Erin Lawlor

Geography has stood the test of tine: a certain quality of
mind - balanced, analytical and mature.

When your teaching

initiates thinking, as distinct from rote learning, you estab-

lish a framework for understanding and a skill for life (NON

SaKMAE SED VITAE DISCIMUS).
as

p.

Education has been defined

process whereby the mind is freed. (Cobham,

1960,146)

This freedom may be enriched with skills in the interpretation
of physical phenomena.

However,

"Try not to becane a person of success but rather try
to became a person of value."
(Albert Einstein, 1879 -1955)
is

true for our classrooms.

We are not so concerned with

success, which is only relative,

as we are with providing

an opp)rtunity for something of real value to be established.

The development of abilities in 15-17 year olds toward both
academic and non-academic livelihoods, through a three year
course in geography is enhanced by the thinking, practical,
social and valuing skills required by our syllabus.

In this

Paper I will recommend three basic tools for the perception
of geo-space:
1.

a sense of orientation

2.

a sense of scale

3.

an ability to observe accurately

'What is where?'

is the approach in the first;

'How far?'

and 'How much?' are addressed in the second; while intelligent

observation as
the third.

a

prerequisite of

sc:.ence

is

the

focus of
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"Geography's problenm remain essentially AS they
were in ancient times: to account for the locations
and spotial arrangements of phenomena on the earth's
surface"
(Holland and Johnston, 1987, 1)

A group of 15 year olds may, or troy not bring a set of skills

with them to a geography class;

they may be quite unsure

of the step they are taking and require concrete experience
to reassure them of their whereabouts in this new discipline.
The sense of achievement by the end of February front a series
of

exercises

in

even on

the

scale and observation works

orientation,

marvels for these pupils.
local scene

They have emerged Fran diffidence

to the global perspective within

a framework of grids and sizes which reveals the intricacies
of our international language - spatial arrangeffent by mapping.

Your A4 page may represent this classroom, this city, this
state/province,

this country, the world, provided you think

through and understand the idea of proportion.

arranqement of phenomena on

the

earth's

Spatial
surface

is

a

whole new sphere; sometimes that map just does not seem
to fit reality, eq 'Where's north?' or 'Plot the 20m contour
line'

(the terrace on both sides of the valley in our flood-

plain excursion).

This is e 'en more complicated for the

15

year old peteeption when the

in

time and

place,

eg the

31) concept is introduced

'wall

of

water'

of excess precipitation from a stationary front.

in

the wake

The abstrac-

tion becomes a teal experience after mapping the isohyets,
graphing

the

flows over time

and

standing on

the

river

brink to discover the level must have been 'over our heads'.
tluccess

is

proportionate to minds remaining open,

and receptive.

questing
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In

year two these tools may be refined to encourage an

interpretation of the surface of the earth through good
cross sections using both maps and 'an eye for landscape'

in the field.
Senior pupils are likely to be able to interpret the landscape in a process format, ie What chain of events over
geological time has led to what we see today? Normally
it is desirable to use maps to set the scene but the building
and the modification processes become apparent ' on site' ,
eg in the Queenstown Basin, a specific geographic environ-

ment, active participation in the piecing together of what
we see today 'right before our eyes' develops the teenage
sparkle of understanding - and thus the science of geography.
The geography OF New Zealand has had and continues to
have, an effect on the practioe of geography IN New Zealand.
it has even imprinted the perceptions of
visitors
( Holland and Johnston, 1987, 16)

and established a sense of respect for the power of nature
in our island nation. The role of geographers in our classrooms is a very responsible ones from the ' orange-peel
world' , to establish the fact that appearances can often
be deceptive for first year pupils, to prediction from
an observed data-base within our problem- solving /decisionmaking opportunity with third year classes.
Opinion is
free while facts are sacred 1 .

The responsibility of the discipline Geography then stretches
from

the academic

to the

non -- academic

in

so far as it

contributes to a thinking public who in turn have the
ability to perceive their geo-s pace in a structured manner.
The

content of

' what geographers study'

is amenable to
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theoretical analysis; the skills inherent in the geographer' s
craft and mitch of the discipline' s present' day content
Most economic and social
are relevant to policy-making.
decisions involve place, substance and movement, le a
significant spatial dimension. A sound case could be made
for geography in the core curriculum - meantime , the developing of specific geographic abilities, eg as discussed,
initiates progressively higher thinking skills for the 'not
quite' people, the 15-17 year olds ( who have emerged
Geography
from childhood but are not yet fully adult ) .
addresses the questions ' What is?' and ' What is where?'
011Ps for assessment criteria on
process
of freeing the in ind this
During the

very successfully.

( see

0-5 scale ) .
young person perceives the world through a framework
which will lead him/her toward the 21st Century with
confidence. All pupils deserve this experience.
Erin Lawlor, BA ( Otago )
Diploma Social Science, - Geography ( Massey )
1101) Geography

Southland Girls' High School
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B Scale

APPENDIX

B

Distance

1.
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(i6i)
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1
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Convert the above linear scales to
a.
a stctement
b.
a representative fraction
(iv) On your map "my Route To SGHS" show in three ways the
scale you have calculated.

Area

2.

200
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800

)00

metres
200,

400,

Ipo
800,

(i) Use dotted lines to
complete the grid.
(ii) If M2/10000
hectares than this Grid
represents how much
space?
(iii) Show how this Grid
system may be helpful in
an understanding of
mapping techniques.

1000
(iv) On our Mixed Fhrming Field Excursion
measure an area
100m x 100m.
How many Stock Units are likely to depend on this

much space for the year?
(v)
Why is the study of area important for bo.h the farmer
and the geographer?
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Appendix D.1
OBSERVATION

THE KEY TO THE PAST:

Queenstown Basin Field Study
AIMS: 1.
2.

To understand the present lasidform features.

To use this knowledge to interpret the geological
sequences in the environment.

PHASES TO BE OBSERVED:
1. Building, le after a
and faulting of the

2.

period of uplift the folding

schists have produced the
block faulted landscape. Ex .1.
Modifying

(i) erosional (eg Crown Terrace, Ex.2.)

(ii)

depositional (eg Kingston Moraines,

Ex. Map B)

TASKS:
1.

Orientation - Pathways of Ice - Map A
Orientation - Advance and retreat of Ice - Map B
3. Scale - Mountain Formation - Ex 1
Crown Terrace - Modifying Ex 2
4. Observation - Explain the sequential development
of this landscape emphasising change over a very
long period of time.
2.

5.

6.

Observation and Accurate Representa'-ion

Fxs 1 & 2 worksheet (s .e Appendix D.2)
Mini Essay - Tourism and The Legacy of Glaciation

NB: This Field Excursion contributes to
Part I - Natural Processes - Glaciation
and to
Part III - Regional Problem - Dec is ion Making port
of the University Bursary/scholarship Syllabus

U

)
S
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Appendix D.2
WORKSHEET

GEOGRAPHY* Natural. Processes

(a) (i) freehand cross-section W-E
(11) explain 'building' and 'modification'
as they apply to this transect
if drainage took place, then where?
(
1. Kingston

( b ) use Sheet S142 NZMSI tot

(i) present a 'stream-lined' cross-section
reference 593373 to 695355 then explain why

grid
there is almost twice the horizontal distance east of the
bake shore up to a similar height?
(it) construct a fully documented crosssection from grid reference 555299 to 604279 ( you should
include VP., processes, products, use)

f: OM

11

2. From Sheet 132, NZMSI WAKATIPU make three cross sections
( i) GR 534592 to 682658

(ii) GR 512730 to 534592
(iii) GR 567683 to 632696

then

(a) ensure orientation is clearly labelled
(b ) account for landforms
(c) approx level of maximum glaciation?

Ex 1

how have theme Mountains been formed?
ate Meat

aomlon

yr-

schist,. guests, gold
Volcanic,

twine i garnet dereette

Oedemas.

near Dunedin

of granites
rierdiend Hegel(

mot ion

eonvootio

Altar a petind of uplift. folding

and faulting of the schist§ have produced

the block teuhed 'enamel*.

Ex 2

1.noh at the Crown Terlaca - something hes formed thin

odd faeturell

at ham loaned this that mistime,
estinsto the height of tide sus/anal
Urevele
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What muid hey* out title

slops
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04;)
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PRACTICAL SKILLS
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STUDENT SKETCH MAPS AS A SURROGATE FOR GEOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE
Charles L. MacCabe
University of Arizona
Tucson, United States

Concern for the inadequate quality of geographic
education at the primary and secondary levels has risen
dramatically in the United States in recent years. Numerous
studies have poignantly depicted these inadequacies by
publishing results which demonstrate that geographic illiteracy
is the norm among university students.
To probe more deeply into questions surrounding
geographic education, geographic knowledge, and course
performance, two studies were conducted with students in
intrn'actory courses in world geography at the University of
Arizona in 1986 and 1987.
Sketch maps of world drawn by the
students were collected at the beginning of the semester from
the first group (1986) and final grades were pred'cted based on
the quality of the sketch maps as determined by tne
This
Investigators, the author and Thomas F. Saarinen.
preliminary study raised numerous questions that resulted in a
more extensive study conducted in 1987 with a new group of
At the beginning of the semester, this second group
students.
was asked to draw a sketch map of the world, take the National
Council for Ceographic Education Competency-Based Geography
Test, and complete a questionnaire during the same class
petiod. The sketch maps were pyain rated, and then compared
with the test scores, the final class grades, and the
questionnarire responses. The questionnaire asked for personal
information or each student including details about their
educational background in geography, sources of world
knowledge, impressions of the exercise, and other relevant data.
This more extensive second study produced some notable
results. Scores on the NCGE test and the sketch map ratings
were found to be closely related, demonstrating that world
sketch maps are a useful surrogate for world geographic
knowledge. The results al-o revealed that, on the average,
boys did substantially better than the girls in both the sketch
map exercise and the test of geographic knowledge, suggesting
that boys reach universities with more complete geographic
knowledge than girls. However, the girls' comparable innate
ability to assimilate geographic information was confirmed by
their. final grades in the class, which were, on the average,
Information about the world
actually superior to the boys'.
appears to come from a variety of sources and the importance of
Formal schooling was clearly one of the
those sources varies.
most important Information sources, and the lack of adequate
primary and secondary training in geography helped to explain
differences In student performance on the exercises.
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Sketch Maps of the World as Surrogates for World Geographic Knowledge

Thomas F. Saari ien, Charles L. Mac Cabe and Barbara Morehouse

Department of Geography, University of Arizona

1.

INTRODUCTION

Student sketch maps of the world form the basic data set for our study of
images of the world.

During 1986 we col lected over 4,000 sketch maps from over

50 countries to try to measure variation in images of tne world.

For

.1

cross-

cultural study of this scope sketch maps are easier to use than standard tests
which would have to be translated into many different languages.

We assume that sketch maps provide a reasonable surrogate for geographic
knowledge although we do riot wish to suggest that ability to sketch an excellent

map of the world should be the aim of geographic education.

Rather we regard

the information which al lows one to draw a sketch map as a beginning point for
yeogr.iphic thinking (Muercke 1981) much as the multiplication table is

a basic

tool for thinking in numbers.

The earliest use of the term "cognitive map" is credited to Tolman (1948),

but much of the Inspiration for subsequent research can be attributed to The
Image of the City by Lynch (1960),

The first volume to address the scope and

approaches to studying cognitive maps was Image and_Environrnent written by Downs
Stea (1913);

f

this was fol lowed by more popular introductions to the field by

Downs A 5tea (1911) and Gould & White (1914,

1986).

From these beginnings, the

literature hac grown to include hundreds of articles, the flavor of which may be

sampled by a perusal of articles issuing from a variety of disciplines (Boyle &

Robinson 1979; Cox A Gol ledge 1969, 1981; Downs 1981; Evans 1980; Gol ledge
Rushton 1976; Go I ledge et 31. 1985; Lloyd 1982; Moore A Gol ledge 19/6; Olson
igba;

spencer R Blades 1986; Tobler 1975;

Tuan

1975; Wood 1971).

A thoughtful

recent two part review of literature of cognitive maps of cities, the most

I-1 4-)

04 t)
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frequently Studied scale, is provided by Gol lege, Gale, and Richardson (1M,
1987).

Cognitive mapping is defined by Downs arid Stea (19n, p. xi v) as,
"a construct which encompasses those cognitive processes which enables
people to acquire, code, store, recall, and manipulate information

about their spatial environment. This information refers to the
attributes and relative locations of people and objects in the
environment, and is an essential component in the adaptive process Of
Spatial decision making."
Having people draw a sketch mdp on a blank sheet of paper is one technique,
among many,

for investigating cognitive or mental maps.

Among the functions

of

mental maps suggested by Yi-Fu Tuan (1975) are, as a mnemonic device, and as a
means to structure and store knowledge.

If he is correct, we might expect that

the quality of the mental map could be related to its utility as a mnemonic
device and as a means to structure and store knowledge.
with

In other words people

inaccurate or ircomplete mental maps would have greater difficulty

organizing and storing geographical information and hence might be expected tO

perform poorly in geography courses whi

le

those with detailed and accurate

mental maps might be expected to nerform wet 1.
characteristic of Burkina Faso,

The casual mention of some

for example, might be retained and associated

with other items if that place is part of one's global mental map;

otherwise

the information might be lost for lack of a "hook" to hang it on.

We decided to test this assumption in an introductory world regional

geography classroom at the University of Arizona.

Our basic test is the

comparison of the quality of sketch maps of the world drawn on the first day of

class with the final grade for the course.

Uur hypothesis is that there would

be a direct relationship between the quality of the individual Sketch maps and
the final grade in the course.

indi vidu

Is who draw excel lent sketch maps would

be more likely to obtain the excel lent grades than those who draw very good
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sketch maps and so on.

Those who were least able to sketch a map of the world

would thus be those most likely to receive the poorest grades.

II.

THE FIRST PHASE

At the beginning of the semester in the fall of 1986 we asked students in

the world regional geography course to sketch a map of the world on a blank
sheet of paper.

The exact instructions were:

"Draw a sketch map of the world on this sheet of paper (8-1/2 x 11
inches).
Libel all the countries and any other features you think are
of interest or importance. Uo not worry if your map is not perfect.
Just do the best that you can.
am sure you will find this an
I

interesting exercise once you get started.
to complete the task."

Take about 2U to 3U minutes

By this means we obtained a sample of 61 maps.*

These were classified into 5 categories on the basis of the quality of the

maps (see Maps 1-5 for examples from Map 1, excel lent to Hap 5, poor).

The

quality was judged by the number of countries included and the quality of the

size, shape and location relationships depicted on maps.

In general, though not always, the maps

judging them are listed in Table 1.

with the best depiction of size
ieferences to more countries.
countries included in

The criteria for

shape relationships also contained

aria

Thus there is a certain overlap in number of

the criteria.

The number of correctly placed countries

per map was only tabulated after our final decision but this criterion worked
well end therefore was incorporated into our rating scheme.

After some discussion regarding criteria for judgment each author placed
each map into one of the five categories.
compared,

The agreement was strong.

Then the two classifications were

Over two-thirds of the maps (50) were

placed In the some category by each of the two juOges.

to maps were more than

*The original sample was larger but there was some attrition over the course of
tne semester so that in the end we had 67 students who had both sketched the
preliminary map and completed the course.
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Table 1

Verbal and Numerical Criteria
For Classifying World Sketch Maps

Category

Verbal Description

Number of Countries
Correctly Placed

1.

Excellent

Includes all major world regions
with good coverage of countries,
even in areas with many small
countries such as Central America,
S.E. Asia, and :astern Europe.

75 or more

2.

Very Good

Generally, all world regions
included, though occasional gaps
in the names, or errors in
placement; generally good size
and locational relationships,

45 - 74

1.

Good

Broad world coverage; some flaws
in terms of some continents; less
information included.

30 -

4.

Hawed

Contains limited number of, and
some incorrectly placed countries;
continents may be poorly shaped or
arranged; some continents without
countries labeled; some continents
or regions misplaced.

20 - 30

5.

Poor

Limited to continents which may
only be vague blobs; few countries
correctly placed.

Below 20

;

bt)
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One category apart.

iif the 23 maps which were not placed in the same category

12 were placed one category higher and 11 one category lower.

These 23 were

then discussed and agreement reached on which category each should be placed in.

The authors did not know the students and were not teaching the course.

The ratinys on the individual sketch maps drawn at the beginning of the

semester were compared with the final grades for the course.
was .26 which is significant at the .9b level of confidence.
there is

Correlation

This suggests that

a strong relationship between the quality of the original sketch map

and the grade achieved in the course but the results raised other questions.
Figure 1 indicates the distribution of sketch quality plotted against class
grade.

The relationship is strong but the distribution indicates

people who drew poor maps managed to earn A's in the course.

that even some

The interesting

thing to note is that the map quality seems to set a lower limit on grades.

For

example the lowest grade achieved by anyone who drew a top quality map was a B.
The lowest grade achieved by anyone in our second category of map quality was a

C and so on.

Only one person in the entire class failed and this person's

original sketch map was rated as poor.

We considered the exercise a success in terms of demonstrating that the
ability to draw a sketch map of the world on the first day of class was related
to class performance as measured by the final grade.

But because so many people

who could only draw fair or poor maps managed to earn As we decided to extend

the study to probe more deeply.

We wanted to explore more fully the

relationship between map sketching ability, geographic knowledge and course

performance; dS well as seek explanations for the individual differences
observed.

A number of resear,:hers in cognitive mapping have suggested that

inputs from the environment that form the basis of mental maps are derived from

ell;1

0.)C.)

Figure 1

RELATIONSHIP OF MAP QUALITY TO GEOGRAPHY GRADE
y

357x= 1.236

D

* Numbers nxl 10 dole refer lo
the numb

N=67+

C

A

GRADE

In each 081egoy
(1,
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a variety of sources and the process is complex (Bosowski 1981; Gould and White
1974).

Ill.

THE SECOND PHASE

At the beginning of the semester in the fall of 1987 we asked students

in

a world regional geography class to sketch a map of the world on a blank sheet

In addition we asked them to answer a short questionnaire (see

of paper.

Appendix A) and take the National Council

for Geographic Education Competency-

Based Geography test of geographic knowledge.
Once more obtained the final grade.

At the end of the semester we

This enabled us to describe more fully the

relationship between map sketch quality, geographic knowledge and course grade.
As in the previous year, we classified the maps according to the criteria in

Table 1.

Each author did it separately.

disagreements on ratings resolved.
third author for the second phase.

Then the results were compared and

The two original authors were joined by the
With three separate raters there was greater

potential for disagreements in the ratings.

Of the 72 maps, all three agreed on

21, and two out of three on 46 (with all differences within one category).
Three maps were given separate ratings by all authors and two were rated the
Same by two and more than a category away by the other.
resolved after close examination of tne disputed maps.

The differences were
Most of the differences

with
were marginal and b'sed on Systematic differences in the individual ratings

one rater tending to rate on the high side while another consistently rating
maps lower.

The maps which engendered the greatest differences in ratings were

generally ones

in which che crudeness of the sketch belied the number of

countries correctly placed.

This underlined the desirability of quantitative as

well as qualitative criteria for classification.

As an example, we have

inclided Map 6, which has enough countries placed in correct relationship to

l'iJA1j1

eti,110-Lo-

You 6 "Gentk" ttat.poctry
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each other to warrant a rating of 3 but is cruder than usual for maps in this
category.

Student Assessments of Their Geographic Education

The maps drawn by the students in the 1987 Tucson sample, mainly Americans

with an average age of 22, reflect the quality of their geographic education.

The geographical education is limited and the sketch maps in general are not
good.

Une third were classified as "poor," another fifth as "flawed," so that

less than half could be classifed as good, very good, or excellent (Table 2).

Table 2

Map Quality Ratings for Tucson Sample (1987)

Quality Category

Number

%

1 (excellent)

6

8

2 (very good)

13

18

3 (good)

15

21

4 (flawed)

14

19

5 (Epor)

24

33

Total

72

99

According to their questionnaire responses most students in the sample took
geography as a part of social
as fair or poor.

studies and most rated their geographic training

One can see in Table 3 that their geography training was rated

as fair or poor by 58% at the elementary school level and 55% at the secondary

level.

The lack of good training in geography wa:, reflected in students'

comments on the questionnaire.

For example, one student wrote that the exercise

"made me feel better about taking this course -- My geography is like most

average American students.

It

is practically nonexistent!!"

Some of the

students expected the class to give them a basic overview of world geography
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that is commonly assumed to be provided in primary and secondary school.
taking this class because

I

am poorly informed."

"The main reason

took World

1

learn all of the councries of the world." Less than 5%

Regional Geography is to

less than

regarded their geography training as excel lent and
excel lent or very good.
Tucson world regional

"I'm

a

fifth as

Table 3 represents the entire sample from the 1987

geography class.

DiSproportionately represented in

the

very good,

and good ratings of geography training were the foreign

students in the class.

With them removed the rating of geographic training by

excellent,

the class is even more dismal.

Table 3

Student Ratings of Their Geographic Training
Secondary
Education

Elementary
Education

Ratini___

Number

Percent

Rating

Number

Percent

Excellent

2

3

Excellent

J

4

Very Good

11

15

Very Good

10

14

Good

18

25

Good

18

26

Fair

26

Jb

Fair

21

3U

Bad

16

22

Bad

17

25

Total

/3

IUU

Total

69

100

Not only did the American students perceive their geographic education as
general ly

low in quality, there was also not much of it.

In Table 4 the number

of years of geography in primary and secondary school is compared with the map
ratings.

First of all

it

is clear that over 60% of the students reported 2 nr

fewer jearS of yenyraphy in elementary scvol and over half had one v no years
of geography in secondary school.

While most had limited traininy, there is no

standard amount provided so that there was much indivi6ual variation in years of

CI 4
t1.:1
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geographic education.

Pie average rating of the quality of the sketch maps

tended to be higher for those who reported more years of geographic education.

Table 4

Map Rating and Years of Geography
in Primary and Secondary School
Secondary

Primary

No. of Years

Mean Map
Rating

Mean Map
Rating

N

4-6

3.00

15

2.83

6

3

3.81

11

3.29

7

2

J.52

23

3.72

18

1

3.8U

15

3.72

25

0

4.20

5

3.47

16

3.57

69

3.55

71

Overall

Student Ratings of Sources of Their Knowledge of the World

To further explore the potential sources of knowledge of the world the
students were asked to rate the sources as very important, moderately important,

of minor importance or unimportant.
these sources are seen in Table 5.

Their perceptions of the importance of

For the convenience of the reader these are

listed in order of perceived importance.

Generally seen as very important to

;.loderately important are atlases, travel, newspapers, school, TV, books and
talking to others.

Magazines are seen as moderately important, and movies,

games and hobbies are rated as closer to minor in importance.
sources were rated as unimportant by the group average.

rl 4

0 41.i

Hone of the

1

Table 5

Student Perceptions** of Sources of World Knowledge (nm72)

Map Quality
Categories*

Atlases Travel

Newspapers

Sources of Knowledge
Talking
With
Magazines Movies
TV
Books Others
School

Wines

Hobbies

1-2

1.31

1.18

1.84

1.66

1.94

1.4/

1.89

2.1U

2.b3

2.89

2.5/

3-4

1.44

1.12

1.89

1.67

1.74

1.82

1.89

1.88

2.64

2.72

2.93

5

1.74

1./0

1.65

2.U4

1.74

2.17

1.83

2.22

2.26

2.74

2251

1.51

1.73

1.8U

1.8U

I.8U

1.85

1.8/

2.0

2.51

2./6

2.8U

All Maps

*Numbers refer to the ratings of map quality from 1 excellent to 5 poor

**The smaller the number the higher the perceived importance, i.e.,
important, 3 of minor importance, 4 unimportant

1

very important, 2 moderately
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There was

a Significant relationship between sketCh map quality and

perceived importance of atlases and books.

Those who drew the best maps tended

to rate atlases and books as more important than those who drew poorer maps.
The same relationship, though weaker, appears for school.

Those whose maps

placed them in the top 2 categories tended to rate school as more important than

those who drew the poorest maps.
television and talking with others.

Almost the reverse is true for travel,
Those who drew the poorest maps tended to

see travel, television and talking as important sources of their knowledge of
the world.

They also tended to rate movies higher in importance than those who

drew better maps.

To further probe the perceived relative importance, the students were asked
to indicate which of the sources they thought was most important in influencing
their geographic knowledge.

This forces a choice in terms of importance, where

several items may be ranked as very important.

Table 6 summarizes the results.

Clearly the sources of world knowledge perceive° as most important varies with

Table 6

Most lmpnrtant Sources of World Knowledge By Sketch Map Categories
Sources of
World
Knowledge
Travel
School
Televi,ion
Books
Newspapers
Atlases

Magazines
Movies
Talking to Others
Games
Hobbies

Categories of Sketch Map Quality
1

2

3

4

5

1

4

4

4

10

1

5

1

2

6

Total*
23
21

u

1

3

3

6

13

4

1

Z

2

1

10

U

0

1

3

4

8

2

2

2

1

1

8

3

1

1

b

1

0
0

u

1

2

4

U

U

1

3

4

U

0
0

U

0
0

1

1

U

U

U

1

1

1

*The total does not equal the number in the sample because many listed more than
one.
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individuals.

least one individual chose each Of the

Among our sample of 7?, at

eleven sources listed.

More interesting is the shift in relative importance of

sources when a choice is forced.

Most dramatic is the drop in relative

importance of atlases and the rise of travel, school, and television.

importance dropped to a tie for fifth

which had the highest average ratings in

place in terms of the number of
important source.

Atlases

individuals who selected it as the most

On the other hand, travel and school showed up in a class by

themselves.
is interesting in

nip perceived importance of school

general rating of geographic education by the sample.

In

light of the very low
spite of

limitations

in th'? quality and amount of geography training, school was still seen as the
most important source for world knowledge by close to a third of the sample.

Simi lar numbers selected travel dS their most important source of world

knowledge.

These people were most frequently found among sketchers of the

poorest quality maps.

This does not lessen the importance of foreign travel,

impact on
which appears to have a positive though not statistically siynificant

the quality of world sketch maps (fable

7).

Table 7

Quality of Map Sketch and Amount of Travel
Number of Foreign Countries Visited

Map Ratial

n

Male
Fnmale
Total

3 or More

1-2

None
gean
n

----Tfen
Map Ratlnl

gean
M'2...ating,

n

10

3.4U

26

3.19

1U

2.80

4.43

13

4.23

6

3.67

1

3.32

39

3.54

16

3.13

1/
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Television was

Television and books provide an interesting contrast.

selected as the most important source of knowledge by those who draw the worst

maps, while for books

it was the reverse.

Similarly for the next most

frequently selected pair, atlases tended to be seen as the most important source

by those drawing higher quality maps while newspapers were singled out more
often by those who drew lower quality sketch maps.

Why this is So will become

more apparent below.

We were very curious about what distinguishes the people who draw excellent

and very good sketch maps from those who sketch maps of lower quality.

To

explore this question we asked a series of questions about the behavior if the

students in hupes of discovering some potential sources of differences as
summarited in Table B.

A major conclusion which could be drawn from Table 8 is that the people who

draw the best Sketch maps tend to Jraw on many sources of information.

With

only one exception the percent of people in the high group exceeds the percent
for the entire sample.

This exception highlights their character nicely for it

is only in percent ownership of atlases that the group is lower than the entire

sample.

Since atlases are highly recommended, though not required for the

class, most people get one if they don't already own one (over three-quarters of

the class).

More significant is whether they use it and in this self-report

measure the best map sketchers excel.

They report the highest percentage

occasionally and regularly looking up unknown places.

The obverse is that those

who drew the poorest maps tended to use fewer sources of information and these
less frequently.

Looking back to Table 6 in this light is very interesting.

Those whr sketch

the poorer maps are more likely to rank television, newspapers, and talking to

others as their most important sources of knowledge.

Although the best

sketchers do not tend to single these out as their most important source of

Table 8

Exposure to Sources of Information and Quality of Map Sketches

(number indicates % answering_yes)
Uiren
Sometimes
Have
Play
Look Up
Have
Look Up
Geographic Collected
Unknown
Unknown
Maps
Stamps
Games
Places
Places
Un Wall

Sources of Information

Sketch Map
Rating Group

n

Regularly
Read
Newspapers

Regularly
Own
Watch
TV News Atlas

Uwn

Globe

Have

Collected
Coins

High (1-2)

19

66

89

73

42

42

94

25

63

42

55

Medium(3-4)

29

61

64

96

39

21

85

7

69

46

46

Low (5)

24

46

63

58

25

17

5/

0

.32

25

30

Overall

72

58

70

77

35

25

78

10

55

3R

43
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knowledge, they are more likely to use them than the other sources.

They rate

as most important such sourceS as books and atlases.

Before leaving thiS question of who sketches the best maps and why, let's
consider briefly a few other variables.

We assumed that people who Studied

foreign languages would be more likely to be interested in

other countries and

therefore might be able to draw better sketch maps of the world.

Table 9

indicates that for the males and the total sample there appears to be a weak

relationship with those knowing more languages tending to obtain better map
quality ratings.

For the females there is absolutely no difference.

This

raises the question of gender differences to be considered in more detail below.

Table 9

Languages and Sketch Map Quality

Sample Groups and Their Average Map Rating
Language
Knowledge

n

Male
Rating

n

Female
Rating

Total
n

Sample
Rating

Just English

21

4.43

li

4.15

44

3.71

2 or More
Languages

25

2.92

13

4.15

313

3.34

Sketch Maps as Surrogates For Geographic Knowledge

The main question raised at the outset was whether our sketch maps of the

world could be used as

a

surrogate of geographic knowledge.

Having now

considered some of the factors which Separate the better from the poorer map
sketchers, it is time to return to the main question
considered,

3

Two types of data will be

few self-report ratings compared to our map quality ratings and

then a comparison of map quality ratings with test scores and class grades.
We asked the students, "Do you think your map accurately portrayed what you

know about world geography?"

The sample was split precisely down the miodle
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with half saying "yes" and the other half saying "no."

This is not a strong endOrSfme

of the method as a surrogate for geographic knowledge.

The mean map ratings

were 3.44 for those saying "yes," 3.65 for those saying "no," compared to 3.54 for

the total sample.

One could conclude that those who felt their geographic

knowledge was not well

portrayed

in

the sketch maps were not heavily

concentrated in any of the categories of map sketching quality.
answered "no" to this question were asked "why not ?'

Those who

The most frequent type of

response, by about one sixth of the total sample, referred in some way to
drawing ability, as in the comments; "It was pretty close but I'm a terrible
drawer" or "I dislike drawing" or "I know where everything is when

picture but it's hard to draw when I'm not prepared at all."

complainer

I

see the

A few others

live the last one, about the lack of preparation, while a couple

pointed out that world location was only a part of geography as in the comment
"Just because
mean

I

I

don't know where the countries are located exactly, does not

don't know anything about the country itself."

We looked more carefully at sketch mar ratings, scores on the test of
geographic knowledge, and class grades of those who said that their sketch maps

did not accurately portray what they know about the world.
sketch map ratings portray the student's

other measures.

In most cases the

level of geographic knowledge by the

Our map quality ratings were mainly based on the numbers of

countries included in correct relationship to each other.

Variations in

artistic quality were not assessed directly.

"Uid your ability to draw have an important impact on the countries you put
on your map?"
10.

was a second question posed.

The results are indicated in Table

The results are interesting in light of the oft-repeated criticism that

sketch maps test drawing ability rather than geographic knowledge.
percent said "yes," thirty-nine percent said "no."

the criticism but the exact impact is uncertain.

Sixty-two

This would seem to support
The mean map ratings reveal
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Table 10
Ability to Draw Had an Impact

Yes

No

Overall

N

41

26

67

Mean Map
Rating

3.10

4.23

3.b4

that those who draw the poorest maps general ly said "no," indicating that they

do not attribute their poor maps to a lack of drawing ability.
hand those who said "yes" drew significantly better maps.

On the other

Drawing ability may

have had a positive or negative or perhaps mixed impact. Une possible
explanation is that the students wno drew better maps recognized that the
limitations of their drawing ability may have prevented them from drawing more
accurate maps, while this was of negligible importance to those who drew poorer

The students in the sample were asked "How would you rate you'

of geographic knowledge?"

!If in terms

They dere provided with the categories:

knowledgeable, knowledgeable, not wel I

informed and poorly informed.

very

This self-

rating corresponded very closely with the sketch map rating (Table 11).

Those

whose sketch maps were rated excel lent tended to rate themselves highly in
geographic knowledge and those with poorly rated sketch maps tended to describe
themselves as not well informed.
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Table 11

Self-Rating

Geographic Knowledge*

Sketch Map

Mean

Rating

Rating Grou_p.

*

N

1 High

1

1.3

6

5 Low

2

2.1

13

3

2.3

15

4

2.6

14

5

3.1

24

Overall

2.0

72

1
Very Knowledgeable
2 -- Knowledgeable
3 -- Now Well Informed
4 -- Poorly Informed

Table 12 reveals the results of the correlations among sketch map ratings

("Rating") in terms of the five Categories indicated above, class grades
("Grade) which are also classified into five categories from A (excellent) to E
(fail), and scores on the National Council for Geographic Education Competency-

Based Geography fest ("Test"),

Because al 1

three tasks (map sketching,

questionnaire and test) were given during one class period most people did not
complete the test,

completed.
answered.

therefore there were variations in the number of questions

To standardize we used the percent correct of the questions
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Table 12
Pe;irson Product Moment Correlation Coefficients of Map Ratings,
Class tirades and Geographic Knowledge Test Scores
Rating

Rating
Grade

.18

Test

.61*

Grade

Test

.18

.61*

.36*
.36*

*significant at the .99 level

All correlations were significant at the .99 level except that between map

sketch rating and final grade.

This was in the correct direction but not

statistical ly significant.

The strongest correlation was between the sketch map ratings and scores on

the test of geographic knowledge.

This provides strong support for our

assumption that a sketch map of the world could be used as a rough surrogate for

geographic knowledge.

For this Tucson sample, at least, the individuals who

sketched the best maps also performed best on the standard test
knowledge.

geoyraphic

The correlation of .61 was significant at the .99 level.

Geographic knowledge, as measured on the standard test at the beginning of
the semester and the final grade obtained at the end of the semester, was also

highly correlated (.36, significant at the .99 level).

This very strong

relationship shows that those who are more knowledgeable about geography on
entry to the world regional geography course are more likely to do we I

those with less geographic knowledge.
months,

l

than

Since the semester lasts over four

there is considerable time available to remedy one's deficiencies.

spite of this, the entering test score on geographic knowledge is apparently
good predictor of class performance.

In

a
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The pooreSt correlation is between the quality rating of the sketch map and
the final grade.

The correlation of .18. while not statistically significant,

iS close to that of the previous year, which was .16 and significant at the .95
level.

While there appears to be a relationship, the sketch map quality is not

as good a predictor of class grade as the test of geographical knowledge.

Like

the test score, the sketch map quality rating was based on performance at the
beginning of the semester and thus the student had room to remedy deficiencies
before the final grade was allocated.

Even though sketch map quality and geographic knowledge were highly
correlated, the sketch map quality rating did not correlate as highly with the
course grade.

The maid reason for this is that geography test items vary in the

degree to which they are based on map knowledge.

In

the world regional

geography course we studied, the exams consisted of multiple-choice items as
well as a smal ler number of mao location questions.

The test of geographic

knowledge was more similar to exams in regard to the types of information asked

and as a result had a higher correlation with the final

grade.

A more

conclusive test of the .elationship between quality of the sketch map and grade

on the course might have been obtained using maps sketched near the end of the
semester, but that remains for future investigations.

The opv rtunity to improve one's knowledge over the course of the semester
was taken advantage of by the female students.

This is strikingly il ,ustrated

in Table 13 which shows gender differences in map ratings, test scores and final

grades.

The literature has general ly indicated that males do better than

females in most tests of spatial ability and geographic knowledge (Cross 1987;

GlImartil 1)86; McGuiness R Sparks 1983) and our example was no exception.
Matthews (1980 has convincingly demonstrated, these differences are probably

not innate but rather the product of differences in experience due to sex
stereotyping beginning in early childhood.

Uur data would provide some support

0
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Table 13
Gender Differences in Test Scores,
Class Grades and Map Sketch Ratings
M

Mean
Class
Grade*

Mean

Sex

Mean
Test
Score

Male

74,8

2.3

3.2

46

Female

68.5

2.1

4.2

26

Overall

72.5

2.2

3.5

72

Sketch Map
Rating**

N

* 1=n, 2=8, 3=C, 4=0, 5=E
**1=Hi gh, 5=Low

For clearly the women in our sample entered the class with a

for this view.

lower level of geographic knowledge as measured both by the sketch map of the

world and the

NCGE

Competency-Based Geography Test.

It

is important to

note,however, that the highest score achieved in the course was earned by a
female whose sketch map was rated in the highest category.

Furthermore, in

Spite of this initial

disadvantage, other females in the class achieved on the

average higher grades

in the course than some of the male students who, at the

beginning of the semester,

had demonstrated hiyher levels of basic geographic

knowledge.

Mathews (1987) and Hart (1978) attribute tne gender differential in spatial

ability to the greater freedom accorded boys at certain ages.

Our study

indicates that the lack of interest or experience has serious implications for
the amountof geographic knowledge held about the world.

For want of experience

in neighborhood exploration as young girls, women may later lack basic knowledge
about world geography.

measured

in

Clearly the initial level of female geographic ability

our sample was neither innate nor irremediable.

Tne great
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diScrepancy between potential and developed spatial ability of the females In

Our sample may explain why their class grades were higher than would be
predicted.

In

view of their improvement it

is obvious they must hale appl:Id

themselves to the course, but if their spatial abilities were inneely inferior
their efforts would not have produced such successful results.
Conclusions

According to our data, world sketch maps serve well as surrogates for
geographic knowledge of the world.

The strongest support is rrovided by the

strong correlation between sketch map quality ratings and scores on the National

Council for Geographic Education Geographic Competency Test.

Further support is

provided by the strong correlation between self - rating of geographic knowledge
and sketch map quality ratings.

The relationship between sketch map quality ratings and final

course grade,

which was signficant in the first sample, did not hold up for the second.

This

does not mean that the sketch maps do not serve well as a surrogate for world
geographic knowledge.

The sketch maps were drawn on the first day of class and

the course grades were rased on knowledge up to the end of the semester, four to

five months later.

There was a considerable amount of time available for

students to improve their knowledge of the world as the women In our Second
sample demonstrated.

There are great differences between those who sketched the best maps and
those who did more poorly.

All would ayree that schooling, atlases, books,

newspapers, television, travel and talking with others are more important
sources of geographic knowledge than games and hobbies; and that there are many

important sources for geographic knowledge of the world.
distinguish the best from the worst

la

map sketching and presumably in

geographic knowledge, is the range and depth of their sources.

L.

I

What seems to

The highest
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rated map sketchers are more likely to use all

sources and do so more

frequently.

The major implications for geographic education are that studests should be
encouraged to use multiple Sources of information.

Even thouyh the quality of

geographic education at the primary and secondary levels was not rated well,

school was still seen as one of the most important sources of geographic
knowledge of the world.

This is underlined by the positive correlation between

the years of geography at school and the map quality ratings.

With more and

better geography training at school the quality of the sketch maps improves.
A group requiring special attention is the females.

lower on

all

Competency Test.

They were consistently

measures of sketch map quality and on the NCGE Geographic
According to our sample, women are arriving at university with

greater deficiencies in geographic knowledge than men.

Clearly there is a need

at lower levels of education to stimulate greater interest among the girls in
geography and improve their performance.

Our evidence indicates that the differences in the geographic knowledge
between males and females evident at the beginning of the year were not innate.
The highest grade was obtained by a girl whose map was also rated in the highest
category.

furthermore, even though the girls on the average scored lower on the

NCGE Test and had lower sketch map ratings than the boys, they did better on the
average in terms of final grades.

In regard to male-female differences in

geographic knowledge and

achievement, it has been fairly consistently recorded that males perform better
than females; however, exceptions and paradoxes exist.'

Among other issues that

require further study are the effects of cultural influences that result in boys
1

The Association of American Geographers' roster lists more women than men

ng cartography as their profession; gender differences appear and
clai
disappr depending on the stimuli provided and on the tasks that are examined
Differences show up in some cases based on the country of origin
in the study.
of the respondents (Jan Monk, personal communication, 198d).
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being treated differently than girls in terms of expectations placed on them,
Spatial freedom to explore, opportunities/access to education, and differences
in the way boys and girls are treated in the classroom.

Given that the larger political and spatial spheres of action have
traditionally been male territories, it is to be expected that females will
score statistically lower than males on tests involving spatial knowledge at the

world level.

however, changing roles and increasing opportunities for women to

fully participate in activities having a more global range imply that females
must be provided with opportunities not only to develop their spatial skills but

also to be socialized into a way of perceiving the world that calls on sharper
spatial skills and complete and accurate cognitive maps.

The results reported above are based on samples from one university.

Oata

from our global sample will enable us to examine differences in map sketch
quality from place to place and to determine whether these can be explained on
the basis of differences in yeographical education.
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Appendix A

PAROCHIAL IMAGES STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Name:

BIrthdate:

Date:

Sex:

Major:

Nationality:

Minor:

Religion:

Thank you for taking the time to help us learn more about your image of the
Below you will find some questions on your past experiences with
world.
geographic information and on the map-sketching exercise. Please answer each
question as best you can and return the completed questionnaire when you are
finished.
1.

2.

All answers will remain strictly confidential.

a.

In what country did you go to elementary school (Grades 1-6)?

b.

In what country did you go to secondary school (Grades 7-12)?

In elementary school, did you study geography as a separate subject or as a
part of social studies?
Separate Subject
Part of Social Studies
Neither
Both
If both, explain.

_ _

3.

4.

How many years did you study geography in elementary school?
6 years

h years

4 years

2 years

1 year

Never

Now would you rate your elementary school training in geography?
Very (lond

Excellent
h.

J years

_

_

Fair

Good

Bad

In secondary school (Grades 7-12) did you study geography as a separate
study or as part of social studies?
Separate Subject
Part of Social Studies
Neither
Both

if both, explain.

1-1

4.1 I.)

1

a
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6.

7.

How many years did you study geography in secondary school (Grades 7-12)?
6 years

5 years

4 years

2 years

1 year

None

k

How would you rate your secondary school trait:11g in geography?
Excellent

8.

years

Very Good ______

Good _____

.

Fein

_____

!Tad

__-__

- ) knowledge about othyr

Many people have suggested various means of act
Please rate the following as sour.:e
places.

ur your knowledge of tip

world.

Very
Important

Minor
Importance

Moderately
Important

Unimportant

ormal Schooling
in Geography or
Social Studies
Travel
Books
Jovies
Ilagazines
Talking with People
Newspapers
Television
'Games
Hobbies
Atlases
Other (Specify)
9,

Of these factors influencing your geographic knowledge, which do you think
were the most important? Why?

1U. How would you rate yourself in terms of geographic knowledge?
Very Knowledgeable
Not Well Informed _______

Knowledgeable
Poorly Informed

11. What languages do you understand well enough to read a newspaper?

12. List the foreign countries you have visited? Place an asterisk (*) beside
those you have lived in for more than a month.

13. Do you regularly read newspapers?

14. Do you regularly watch TV .iews broadcasts?

15. Do you own an atlas?

A

Yes

ho

Yes

No

Yes

No
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16. Do you own a globe?

Yes

No

17. Do you have any maps on your walls at home?

No

Yes

18. Do you ever look up places that you hear about but are unfamiliar with?
Yes
No
How often would you do this? Regularly
OccATEWITly
------Never
19. Do you like to play games with a geographic component, such as "Risk"?
Yes

No

20. Have you ever collected
If yes, do you still do
Have you ever collected
If yes, do you still do

stamps?
so?
coins?
so?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

21. What areas of the world do you know the most about?
(these) area(s) better than others?

Why do you know this

We would now like you to think back to the experience you had with drawing the
sketch-map of the world.
22. Oid you ever do a free hand sketch of the world before?
23. Oid you find the exercise easy or hard to do?

Easy

Yes

NO

Hard

24. Do you think your map accurately portrayed what you know about world
No
If no, why not?
geography? Yes

25. Did your ability to draw have an important impact on the countries you put
on your map? Yes
No
26. What was your main reaction to the exercise?

Think you again for participating in thiS project.
if you would like to make
any additional comments, please use the space below.

A
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A MODEL OF' CHILDREN'S MAP&V.K LEARNING

Herbert A. Sandford

ABSTRACT

A model is presented of the manner in which children in a
map-using culture acquire a competence in their use, through
learning processes that are partly the result of inevitable if
slow natural maturation, and partly the result of intentional
teaching in the schools.

This model is compared with actual

teaching 411abuses, and it is found that many mapwork
teaching strategies and tactics are given inappropriate
weightings, being either under- or over-emphasized, and many
relevant aspects are often largely or entirely ignored.

From

this finding results some practical suggestions for teaching
mapwork within geography at school level.

INTRODUCTION

The first in-depth study of the way in which children use
maps was made by Sandford in England between 1962 and 1966.
As with the more theoretical studies made by Kolacny in
Czechoslovakia from 1959, and the wider-ranging surveys by
Rushdooney in America from 1960, resourcing the research
and publishing its results proved difficult:

Profesor

David Linton, no less, considered models to be irrelevant
to geography teachers!

The English study concerned pupils' "free search" (or
browsing) of maps, and was followed by a study of their
"directed search"

( mapwork ns instructed).

Some method-

ological and descriptive accounts of these have now been
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published (Sandford, 1980a, 1980b, 1986a, 1986b).

They owe

a debt to more recent thought about aims and objectives,
though the affective and motor skills of Blum and associates
were not considered appropriate foci any more than the
acknowledged necessity to spread mapwork across the whole
gamut of scale and kind, and for mapwork to rise up from a
firm foundation in pre-mapping and map using.

These aspects

are considered more fully in Sandford (1986b).

Kolacny was the first to be recognized as postulating a
model of the cartographic process (Kolacny, 1969).

As a

producer of school atlases, rather than a "consumer", he
appreciated the interplay of reality -- map maker -- map
user -- reality, and others followed suite, notably Ratajski
in Poland, Morrison in America and Crygorenko in Russia

(Sandford, 19860.

Important as these models are, they seem

to be more directed at the map maker than at the user of
maps.

A more user-orientated approach, however, has been taken
over mu h the same period by Mnehrcke, Olson and Petchenik
in America, Castner and Head in Canada, Board in England,
Berlin in France and Heine in Germany,
their combined work is two-fold.

The main thrust of

Firstly, there has been

a proliferation in the number of activities recognized as
being performed during map use:

searching, locating,

comparing, counting and no on and so forth.

Secondly,

there has been a growing understanu:ng of how these

activities may be grouped together and of how they may
operate serially.

In particular has been the recognition

of successive "levels" of map reading and interpretation.
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A MODEL OF MAP USE
The model of map use here proposed is based upon the 1960a'
research together with some supplementary investigations,
and is entirely consistent with the confirmatory findings
of the subsequent contextual and lateral work described
above.

The conscious starting point could be at the low level of
mere perception and apperception

a young boy or girl

being impressed by the number of "stan" names in South
West Asia (Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Pak4-tan and so on) and
concluding, through the higher level processes of synthesis
and comprehension, that this large continuous area must once
have had a common linguistic or even ethnic heritage. Another
pupil, asked by her teacher to suggest why the settlers took
so long before crossing the Blue Mountains into the richer
interior, might successfully analyse the relief shown on the
map and remark upon the apparent lack of passes; quite a
feat for a youngster, and one backed by a mass of largely

unconscious, lowlevel, perception and apperception.

Again,

naming places located and locating places named, and their
associated scanning and conning, migot appear as either
early or late steps in mapwork.

UltiLate dual aim (Level Five)
Competence in using maps as a geographical tool.
Competence in using maps out of school and after school.

Although rarely made explicit, such an aim is entirely

consonant wil the views and stater nts of Bennet, Graves,
Hauhrich and Salichtchev.

They are achieved through problem

;
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solving experience of five main kinds:-

Pervasive objectives (Level Four)

Locating named places and naming located places finding routes - map conning -

map scanning

'relatively purposive search)

map assimilaU:m, accommodation and application.

Let us explain these pervasive objectives, which I so name as
The class

they underlie all mapwork, by means of an example.

is collecting labels as part of a study of international
trade, and one of these bears the inscription "Sardines
Portugesas en Oleo, Setubal, Portugal".

With the encourage-

ment of his teacher, the child who soaked the label off the
tin

__

locates on the atlas map both Portugal and Setubal and

finds a suitable route for the export of sardines to Britain.
With further encouragement, the child might con the map and
notice that Setubal faces a large lagoon and sand spit, and
then, perhaps, by scanning a larger area observe that nearby
Lisbon is similarly positioned.

_

The pupil unconsciously

assimilates the new detn into his information f.

.1

of the

world, his mental map being modified so as to accommodate
to this new information.

Success or failure is revealed

when the child applies his new learning to subseq lent
mapwork.

These pervasive objectives are made possible only through
the application, c.nscions or otherwise, of n number of
facilitating or mediatiu. skill-complexes, as I choose to
call them:-
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Mediating skill-complexes (Level Three)
Choosing the right map - searching the map - (relatively serendipitous scanning) - analysing the map - (including deductive reasoning) - syntnetizing the map - (including inductive reasoning) - reading between the signs.

Each and every pervasive mapwork objective necessarily
entails an appropriate choice of map, and this map must be
searched for relevant data for analysis and synthesis in the
light of a comprehension that the symbols cannot be accepted
at their face value; they must be "read between the signs",
as it were, as Patrick Bailey so felicitously put it.

Towns,

for instance, commonly being either larger or smaller than
the town stamps that represent them on the map.

Behavioural skills (Level Two)
Each of the mediating skill-complexes can be broken down into
from just a few to many scores of individual skills required
for map reading and interpretation, and most of them are
naturally rooted in the apparently simple tasks of perceiving
the symbols and apperceiving (or understanding) their meaning.

Only an understanding of typestyles will enable the child to
distinguish between the islands and the states in the Caribbean; only handling a globe will enable him to appreciate the
peculiar distortions in the peter[:' Projection (more correct-

ly called a Gall's Projection after its orginator who published it an long ago as 1855); much experience is needed to
distinguish between the contouring of a spur and of a valley,
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while even the professional is constantly mislead by unequally-stepped contour intervals.

These skills are further

treated in Sandford (1986b).

totic operations (Level One)

Research is only just beginning to uncover the innumerable
and largely unconscious operations required to perform the
simplest skill.

So numerous are these, minute and cryptic,

that the term "iotic" seems appropriate.
physiology

Many concern the

of perception; others the psychology of learning;

most are cerebral but MAW are motor.

Like Head's "chunk-

ing", they may be as fundamental to graphicity as is Reichenbnch's "nd" to scienticity.

How does our peripheral vision guide our eyes to their in-

terrupted sweeps acrons the map, and nt arrest them
successively

upon this nr that feature?

Does the hoice of

a warm brown to depict uplands really make them stand out from
the cool, receding blues of the seis and oceans - nr is that

hot the spurious result of tenting boys, for it is boys who
tend to notice the mountains and girls the seas?

We are only just beginning to understand nomthing no
apparently sir plc as how we know that an upright line is
in fact vertical:

So how Ines a child compWlend a curved

contour line, a "figure" (to use the jargan of perreptoal

psychology) that has to be disinterred from its "ground"

of multicoloured point, line ao tat01 symbols; understand
it an invisibly joining all contiguous points of the same
elevation ahoyv a hypothetical averse,

sea ',vet at n dis-

tance too remote to be menningful: comprehend it as part of
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a pattern of similar contours which only hint of the shape of
the land, but which, when conceived as smaller features
nesting within larger, can tell a meaningful story of denudation chronology?

And even more inexplicable, how does

the more experienced pupil and professional geographer take
scarcely a glance before pronouncing with surety and certitude, "denuded anticline"?

DISCUSSION

The model of actual map use presented above may be compared
with more theoretical statements on wha.. educators believe
they ought to do.

Biddle reports no generally agreed and

constant model of geography as a whole, and Blum's taxonomy,
as applied to geography by Cox mnong others, did not seriously consider mapwork.

We must therefore turn to those

educators who have drawn up lists of skills and objectives,
largely as descriptions of what is or ought to be taught in

regard to mapwork, though sometimes supported by research of
a kind wlich largely reflects conventional teaching practice.

Out of Boardman, Carling, Garnett, Gerber, Jay, Macaulay,
Orford, Wilson and Winston - and yet others

by far the

fullest statement has been that of Barbara Winston, who
ccmpiled a list of 226 skills and objectives, partially
graded and classified, and descriptive of what is, and of
what was considered should be, taught by way of school
mapwork (Winston, 1984).

For fuller treatment, see Sandford

(1986a).

These are all essentially prescriptive, and when they are
compared with the model of actual mapwork, they are found to

I
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partly or wholly omit some essential, if rather cryptic,
mnpwork activities.

Discussions with practising teachers

seem to show that their omission has two main causes.

Either

they are thought to represent inborn competences not requiring or not benefiting from teaching, or else they have
not been recognized as relevant or even present.

However,

the early studies showed them to indeed be both relevant and
amenable to improvement, dramatically so in the case of the

higher-lewd activities of map interpretation but only modestly at the lower ones such as the "simple" psychophysiological processes of preception where there may be rather
inflexible innate restraints preventing the acceleration of
maturation or even bringing it to a halt.

CONCLUSION

Studies of how children actually use maps lead to a model of
map use which contains many elements missing from conventional current teaching despite: their being essential to map use,

are the (wcasion of many errots, and are susceptible of
improvement.

A few of these can find space here.

Children quickly grasp the implications of symbol abstraction, and of technicn1 and editorial exaggeration, which lend

many a map to show nn undersized town stamp for Brisbane
City on n Brisbane River widened beyond all reality.

Or

rather, they could, but only if we teachers did not so
often persuade them into a slavishly literal rending of the
map, as when we ask how many pahses cross the Canadian
Rockies, anal accept as utterly nnd immotably correct any
answer from "one" to "four" according, to how many are named

in the atlas out of Crowsnest, Kicking Horse, Yellowhend
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and Pine.

Children are commonly bewildered and confused by a complex
map but are easily taub..t to study it in "layers" that are

both logically and perceptually separable: firstly, the
background colours representing the seas with their islands
and the lands with their plains and plateaus; then the lie
of the routeways between the settlements they serve; then
the regions and countries with their frontiers.

Scanning should never be aimless; the mind should be in a
state of "attention" which facilitates the instant perception
of the required feature or name even if deeply embedded in
the ground pattern.

With practice, the number of saccadic

eye movements may be reduced and the central area of clear
vision enlarged: location becomes a swift and certain skill;
a holoistic appreciation of areas more suredly achieved.

The geographical co-ordinates of latitude and longitude are
all too often neglected during mapwotk or limited to their
use in locating places.

But the pupil may be taught to be

constantly aware of their run across the map and so have
that ever-present reminder of scale, of orientation, of
direction and of position on the globe; can assess local
time and likely climate; and can make full correction to
any distortion brought About by the choice of projection,
which distortion the increasing use of horizontal lettering
disguises.

Detailed teaching strategies and tactics for most of the
neglected aspects of mnpwork have not yet been worked out,
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though some attempts are made within Sandford (1986b): it is
up to the new generation of teachers to complete that task.
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THE EFFECTS OT SELF-DIRECTED ATLAS STUDY
UPON STUDENT LEARNING IN GEOGRA2HY
Joseph P. Stoltman

ABSTRACT

The lack of basic geographic knowledge among newly enrolled
students in tertiary education has been a frequently addressed
issue among geographers in the United States during the 1980s.
While the geographic knowledge deficiencies of incoming students
have been highlighted regularly in the professional literature and

media, there have been few experimental studies in geographic
education on which to base corrective measures.

This paper reports
the results of a research project extending over a four year period

during which the effects of self-directed atlas study on student
learning in geography were assessed. The study cites the positive
growth in basic geographic knowledge among students who completed
self-directed atlas study within their general education course.

INTRODUCTION
A keen interest has developed in the United States during the
1980s regarding the extent to which elementary, secondary, and
college/university students are knowledgeable about geography.
While the focus for the interest nas generally been the result of a

number of media reports regarding geographic illiteracy among
students, additional considerations have also been discussed.
First, it is becoming more widely accepted that educated persons
should have a

thorough knowledge of the geography of the world and

their own immediate locale. The world has become a network of
closly linked countries, cities, and individuals.
is

And while there

a great deal of curiosity about other places that can be

satisfied through the study of geography, the discipline has come
to recognize its role in the more important elements affecting an
individual's ability to think rationally and make sound decisions
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as a citizen.

Second, from the viewpoint of cultural transmission, geography
has an integral function in the general education that students
receive as part of their tertiary education studies. An academic

foundation in basic geographic information and concepts provides
considerable insight into humanistic studies as well as the

numerous other disciplines and issues within the social and
physical sciences.

Geography as a discipline stands on its own as
an important focus of study, and at the same time, it complements
other elements of a general education in the humanities, and social
and physical sciences.

BACKGROUND
Most students in the United States complete secondary school
having little or no course work in geography.

This is peculiar to

the curriculum structure of American secondary education in
general. Students enter tertiary education with little knowledge of

the discipline, or for that matter, the world in which they live.
That lack of familiarity with geography as a subject of study or a
professional field is apparent in numerous ways.

For example, when

asked to designate their intended subject of major study in
tertiary education, secondary students rarely specify geography.
That pattern is considerable different from other countries.

In

the United Kingdom, for example, geography is one of the four or
five most popular subjects for students to study (Walford, 1987,
50). In the United States, nearly all incoming tertiary students
have little or no background in geography.

The problem of inadequate geographic background that students
bring from the secondary school has major implications for tertiary

level offerings in geography as a general education course. While
students are weak in all aspects of geography,
of the locations and

1 ^.1

0s

I

4.t

is 1) knowledge

characteristics of places at the

national to
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international levels and 2) the ability to use maps effectively as
a

source for geographic information that immediately become

apparent.

The incidence of the first problem has been documented

extensively in professional publications (Wise, 1975, 477-88; Hiil,

The second problem, that of using the map as a
source of geographic information, has come into focus even more
recently as an area of learning deficiency within geographic
education.
Termed graphicacy, it refers to the student's ability
1981,

237-4

to derive spatial information from maps, photographs, and diagrams
(Balchin, 1976, 33-38).

The leading professional societies in the

United States are currently addressing the major issues

in -.

geographical education.

While student learning about location and
place are a main focus, they have also called attention to reading,
interpreting, and making maps is activities essential t) acquiring

geographic knuwledge

(Joint Committee on Geographic Education

(JCGE), 1984, 2J.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem central to this study was to research the effects of

self-directed atlas study on the knowledge of world place
characteristics
among first year university students.
That
problem is of significance in geographic education for two reasons.

First, general knowledge about location and place are essential to

a general education.

Both location and place have been cited as

fundamental themes in the Guide:Ines for Geographic Education
(JCGE,
1984, 3-4). Second, within a tertiary level general
education geography course there is generally not adequate
instructional time for a major component of lecture and class time
to address the basic elements of location and place.

Therefore, it

may be desirable for the students to undertake the development of a

background in those aspects of geography using self-directed atlas
study.
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EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT
study
The investigation of the effects of a self-directed atlas
for the
was planned as an experimental treatment. The rationale
experimental treatment was based upon established principles in

research that the effects of the self-directed atlas study upon
student learning would be readily discernible using standard
The
Assessment techniques such as a pre and post evaluation.
treatment period was fifteen weeks in duration for the students
involved in the self-directed atlas study project.

The students were assigned forty seven self-directed atlas"
activities to complete using a widely accepted secondary/university
devoted
level atlas (Espenshade and Morrison, 1986). Each activity
attention to the location of places and the determination of the

physical

and human characteristics

of

those places using

information from the atlas.

The forwt for the self-directed atlas study activities

was

consistent throughout the experimental treatment. The students were
provided with a focus statement, a reference list to the map sheets
activities, a
in the atlas that would be helpful in completing the
learning objectives to direct the students'

set of three to five
attention to information of major importance, a lists of materials
required, an outline map of the region being studied, a list of
exercises
significant places, and a set of problem solving
requiring the student to locate significant places within the
larger geographic context of environment, natural resources,.
transportation, etc.

RESEARCH DESIGN
A pre and post repeated measures research model vas used to
The repeated measures model required that the
ability
students be administered a valid, reliable measure of their
beginning of
in location and place characteristics knowledge at the

design the project.
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the treatment and be readministered the same or an equivalent
measure of ability at the conclusion of the treatment. The strength

of the pre and post design is that within a specified level of
confidence (probability) the effects of an experimental treatment,
such as the self-directed atlas study, may be singled out from the

effects of independent variables, such as travel experiences,
reading preferences, familiarity with atlases, etc.
It is
important to verify that other elements have not intervened during

the period of the experimental treatment.

In the present study,

those controls were applied through the use of a pre and post
treatment questionnaire.

A widely accepted statistical procedure for analyzing the data
was selected for the design.

It was the Repeated Measures Analysis

of Variance. That procedure permitted analysis of the pre to post

variance of measurement scores within

groups as well as the

analysis of variance between subgroups of the sample using personal
survey results as independent variables.

DATA COLLECT ION
Data
regarding pre and post knowledge
about
place
characteristics among the students in the experimental group were
collected using the Map Location Test II (Khan, 1906, 315-320).
judged to be valid for the self-guided atlas
The :nst,-ument was
study activities. Just as importantly, an acceptable coefficient of

reliability

was

reported from the experimental use of the

instrument during several research applications (Khan, 1986).

Pre and post treatment data were collected for three hundred
ninety seven students enrolled in a general education geography
The students were in their first
course between 1984 and 1987.
year of tertiary education.

In addition to the pre and post tests,

personal information was collected, including a list of prior
courses

and

experiences

that might

affect

performance

on

the
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Included were surveys of the time
self-guided atlas study.
expended completing the self-study atlas activities each day,
enrollment in elementary and/or secondary school geography,
concurrent enrollment in another tertiary level geography course,
and student's general use of local, state, national and world maps.

SAMPLE SELECTION
Since the pre and post data collection had included every
student enrolled in the general education geography course, it was
desirable to apply a sampling procedure to that population. For

the purposes of analysis, a random sample of 126 students was
selected from the population of students enrolled in the class. An
additional subsample of thirty students was randomly selected from
the sample in order to analyze more closely the effects of selected
independent variables upon :he students' responses to the
treatment.

RESULTS OF TAE EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT
The comparison of the pre and post measurement data revealed an
eighteen point increase in mean scores for the sample. Pretest and
That change in means
posttest means of 31 and 49 were observed.
The
was significant at greater than the .99 level of confidence.
data suggest clearly that a major improvement in basic geographic

knowledge and the ability to use maps had occurred with the
experimental group.

In order to investigate more closely the effects of treatment,

a sample (n - 30) of students from the same population as the
experimental group and who were enrolled in a comparable general*

education geography course, but did not participate in the
self-directed atlas study, was administered the pre and post
The mean score for the comparison group was 30.5 on
measurement.
the pretest and 34 on the posttest. While the scores on the pretest
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for the experimental and comparison groups were similar, the post

test scores were different in favor of the experimental group at
greater than the .99 level of confidence.
The basic hypothesis
that the self-directed atlas study had a significant effect upon
the learning by students in the study was accepted.

Within the research sample, pre to post test score differences

were also investigated using the following independent variables:

time spent on the self-directed atlas study;
2)
prior
geography courses in elementary, and secondary school and/or
concurrently in tertiary education;
3)
self rating of ability
1)

using maps;
4

and 4)

gender of the subjects.

Twenty seven students

from the larger sample completed personal surveys and maintained
records related to their individual interactions with the
self-directed atlas study.

They comprised the research subsample.

In the subsample, students were asked to maintain a record of
the time in clock minutes they expended daily in completing the
self-directed atlas study.
Those results were then grouped into
four categories ranging from less than thirty minutes to two hours.

While

all students made significant gains, there were no
differences in the pre to post measurement gains based upon average

time expended on a daily basis in completing the self-directed
atlas study. It was interesting to note that the one student
spending the least amount of time daily attained the greatest
absolute gain in score. The student attributed it to a preference
for that style of learning.
Other students explained their time
expenditures as that necessary to complete the work they had
embarked upon for that day, or the time necessary to learn the
material covered in the self-directed atlas seudy.

It was the time

element that highlighted the individualized approach to learning,

with students adjusting their time commitment to correspond with
the student-atlas interaction necessary to learn the material.
The effect of prior or concurrent courses in geography on pre to
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post measurement scores was analyzed.

Within the subsample, all
the subjects reported they had studied geography in the elementary
school.

Map study, local community studies, and the United States

were mentioned with regularity as topics.

Fifteen subjects

reported they had not studied geography nor was geography a part of

the social studies they studied in secondary school.

Twelve

subjects reported they had studied geography as social studies.

In

the analysis, prior studies had no significant effect upon the pre

to post measurement changes within the subgroup.

The limited

amount of geographic study among the subsample was not surprising.'

The data analysis further suggested that the geographic learning

carried over from secondary school to tertiary education had no
significant effect upon the outcomes of the self - directed atlas
study.

Self rating in the ability to use maps was the independent
variable that provided several interesting Insights to the
individual student interacting with the self-directed atlas study.

In analyzing the within group effects of self rating upon pre to
post measurement scores, there was an observed interaction at
greater than the .80 level of confidence.

While not statistically

significant, the effects suggest that students with a higher self
rating brought to the self-directed study an individual assurance
in their ability to complete the learning task.

This is especially"

interesting since there were no differences between the high and
low self rating groups on the pretest, but the posttest scores for
the high self raters were slightly better,
although not
significantly higher.

The final within group analysis used the treatment group sample

of subjects

(n

126).

That data analysis focus upon a

long

standing issue in geolraphical education, that being the effects of

gender upon spatial learning.
recognized

that

perhaps

the

In recent years,
spatial

it has become

experiences of females and
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males are received and subsumed differently both in a cognitive and
social sense.

Both topics are beyond the scope of this paper.

The

current research, however, was interested in the effects of
treatment, and an interesting pattern emerged.
Table 1 presents
the Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance based upon the treatment

While women recorded lower pre and post measurement
mean scores than men (Table 2), the absolute gains as a result of
by gender.

the self-directed atlas study were greater for women than men.

The

data suggest that perhaps the spatial experiences of women do not
prepare them in the same fashion for learning geographic knowledge
and atlas usage. However, once they experienced the self-directed

approach and its style of spatial learning, women students
demonstrated more rapid gains in acquiring basic geographical
knowledge.

Table 1

PRE POST REPEATED MEASURES ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
GENDER X REPEATED MEASURE
Effect

df

SS

Gender
Error 1

Repeated Meas.

G X RM
Error 2

MS

2884.52

1

2884.51

16766.91

124

135.21

18030.72

1

18030.72

.01

732.38

1

732.38

.01

4468.35

124

36.03

21.33

.01

Table 2

Table of Means and Standard Deviations
Variable

Mean

Female Pretest
Posttest

Male Pretest
Posttest

StDv

27.14

8.85

47.63

8.35

37.40

12.07

51.02

7.45

N
71

55
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CONCLUSION
The research study was concerned with identifying and analyzing
the effects of self-directed atlas study upon the student learning
of basic geographic information and map usage skills.

The changes

as a result of self-directed atlas study in basic geographic
Self-directed
knowledge and map usage skills were significant.
atlas study is an effective way to have students build basic
geographic information and skills backgrounds without detracting
from or taking time from the normal content delivery in general
education courses in geography.
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HAPS AND MAP SKILLS
Jcap van der Schee

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this article is to give information about maps
used in the Dutch geography curriculum in secondary schools
and about the skills of Dutch grammar school students in
using maps to solve problems in a geographical way. The
research results presented about the latter suggest that it
may be desirable to give more attention to the development of
map analysis skills in geography teaching. But at the same
time more variation in the supply of maps and map assignments
seems to be necessary.

INTRODUCTION

How important maps are is shown in 11 Nome della Rosa (Eco,
1980). To solve the murder cases in & North Italian
monastery, the main charactses have to fathom the secret of
the library which is a labyrinth. They gain insight into the
labyrinth after having made a map of it (see figure 1). "Not
inside the library, but outside we will solve its problem",

says the Sherlock Holmea a the book. The division of the
library is a reflection of the world map as it was known in
the Middle Ages. For instance, Anglia and Germania are in the
northern part of the laby-inth. The murderer is exposed in
the southern part of the labyrinth in a room without doors
which is discovered by analyzing the map.
Maps show a lot of data in one look and in that way make it
poesible to discover certain spatial patterns and spatial
variations. In older to see patterns and relationships the
skill to read maps alone is not sufficient. More important
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Figure 1. Map of the labyrinth (Eco, 1980)

than map reading is, according to Muehrcke (1914, 52),

insight 'beyond map symbols'. To understand maps one must
have map analysis skills et one's disposal.
In this article we will first give an impression of the
nuwher and types of maps used in Dutch school geography. Then
we will turn to the map user. Without map analysis skills the
map Liner is handicapped, even if the maps are perfect.

Finally, some conclusions will be drawn with respect to maps
and map use based on the results of an empirical
investigation into the use of geographical cognitive skills
by students in secondary education when analyzing maps.
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MAPS IN DUTCH SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY

The Bosatlas is the most used Dutch schoolatlas. An
investigation of the number and type of maps in the last
editions of this atlas shows some remarkable changes
(Ceerlings et al., 1981, 8). After 1960 the number of maps
grows explosively: from 161 maps in 1959 to 482 maps in 1981.
This is due to the growing number of thematic maps: from 118
maps in 1959 to 446 maps in 1981. The number of outline maps
is almost constant. This reflects the developments in
geography. Geography used to be a discipline describing
e

nations and countries, but after 1960 geography became more
and more concerned with the analysis of themes within
regional contexts. The Bosatlas now presents Dutch geography
atudenta with a considerable number of thematic maps. This is
useful for at the final examinations

t geography in

secondary education students must have map skills at their
disposal.

But do these exams test map skills? The occurtence of maps in
examinations for the highest levelu of seconda y education
was invlstigated by Hengeveld (1986). She found thu. of all
the assignments in the examinations in the period 1977-1985,
one quarter related to maps. More than 50% of the maps
however were monothemat'.

gee research results give a

quantitative idea of the .oply of maps and map assignments
in geography examinations. They do not tell us what type of
geographical exercise the map user has to carry out.
Information on this point is scarce as far as examinations
are concerned. But in 1984 the two most used Dutch school
geography books for the first three year; of aecondary
education were investigated. The 280 thematic maps and
connected map assignments in these books were classified with

0 :j
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help of key concepts which are related to the geographical
method (Van der Schee, 1985, 425). It appeared that a lot of
Attention was paid to the concept of spatial distribution and
less to the other geographical key concepts (see table 1).

This is not only true for the information provided in the
maps, but also for the map assignments. Besides, table 1
clearly shows that students do not get training in map use on
all supplied maps.

TABEL 1

THE NUMBER OF MAPS AND MAP ASSIGNMENTS IN
DUTCH SCHOOLBOOKS IN 1984 AND THEIR KEY CONCEPTS

Key concelte

Number of laps

Number of map
assignments

Spatial distribution

185

Spatial association

51

56

Spatial interaction

2/

11

Spatial diffusion

13

9

Spatial system
Total

4

6

280

193

NAP SKILLS
The investigations mentioned above seem to show some
shortcomings in the supply of maps and map assignments in
Dutch school geography. The most important question, however,
concerns map skills. Over 200 students between the ages of
fourteen and seventeen from five grammar schools in the

Netherlands participated in a research project on map skills
(Van der Schee, 1987). These students can be expected to have
certain geographical cognitive skills for analyzing maps
After three years of geographical training. The investigation

f's

k.

tJ
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was restricted to the use of thematic maps, beccuse this type
of map contains a specific meaning, which requires the user
to employ analytical skills. The purpose of the tests was to
see whether the students could discover spatial patterns in
the maps and what kind of concepts related to the
geographical method were most problematic for them to handle
when solving problems by map analysis. Figure 2 depicts an
example of a simple distribution map from the student

Figure 2. rep of American bombing points in the Red
River delta, May-August 1972 (Lacoste, 1977).
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materials of the research project. This map was taken from
Yves Lacoste's famous article about the bombing of the dikes
in North Vietnam (1977). Along with the map students were
given information about differences in relief between the
eastern and the western part of the Red River delta. The
American administration denied that the attacks were
deliberately concentrated in the eastern part of the delta,
where most of the villages are located below the level of the
rivers. The students were asked to give their opinion about
this statement. By studying the spatial distribution of

bombing points on the map and recognizing the spatial
association between relief and bombing in the area, it is
possible to Rive an opinion about the question whether there
is foul play at stake or not. On this assignment 58.1% of the

students were able to analyze the map correctly. It is
important to know that in the assignments a fictitious
setting was used to avoid the influence of knowledge or
opinions students might already have.

Apart from maps with spatial distributions and spatial
associations, maps with spatial interaction and spatial
systems were used in the research materials. Figure 3 is
based on a map of traffic intenai'.y near Puebla in Mexico.

This map was used to investigate how many students would
recognize the relationship between volume of interaction and

distance between places. Given the information on the map the
students were asked to indicate the volume of taxi traffic
between towns P and Q and between towns F and G on the map

and to explain their method. Only 11.5% of the students
succeeded.

The total research reaults show that students have more
difficulties In recognizing spatial interaction patterns than
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,

spatial associations on maps (see table 2).
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Figure 3. Hap of traffic intensity between towns.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE NUMBER OF POINTS ON THE PARTS OF A
TEST ABOUT MAP ANALYSIS SKILLS (n-203)

average

st.dev.

Spatial association

65.09

25.50

Spatial interaction

39.07

16.60

Total

49.48

15.38
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DISCUSSION

The subject matter (Posner and Strike, 1976, 670) in
geography teaching consists of three aspects:
* knowledge about phenomena, resulting in facts like
'Amsterdam has two universities';

* knowledge about conceptual systems, such as the theory of
city structures of Burgess or Hoyt;

* knowledge of the inquiry process by which conceptual
knowledge is produced.

CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM

class

PROCESS OF INQUIRY

objects

PHENOMENA I

Figure 4. Aspects of knowledge in geographical thinking

a
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Map reading, map analysis and map interpretation are closely
connected with the three aspects of geographical knowledge
mentioned above. Phenomena are identified and named in the
phase of map reading. In the next phase of map analysis these
phenomena are ordered systematically. Finally, in the phase
of map interpretation, this spatial order will be explained
with the help of existing factual knowledge and conceptual
knowledge (Van der Schee et al., 1988). So map analysis
skills are related to the skills of students in using
concepts which are connected with the 1ethod employed in
geography to order phenomena and to interpret them (see
figure 4). From the map analysis research it turns out that
it may be relevant to give more attention in Dutch geography
teaching to the use of maps that depict spatial interaction
and spatial systems, because in order to gain insight into
the spatial structure of present-day society, it is essential
to be able to detect interaction patterns within and between
areas. Especially in a country like the Netherlands, which
would not even exist without external relations (the
Netherlands belong to the top ten in world trade). It is
striking that spatial interaction is represented in only 102
of all maps in the most used Dutch geography school books.

CONCLUSIONS
"A major goal of education must be to dispel the
misunderstanding and mistrust about other people and
other regions. Emancipation in this field can be reached
by a regional geography that takes in account that all
particular phenomena are parts of complex wholes,
interacting within those wholes to reproduce and change
them" (Johnston, 1987).
In order to understand the character and dynamics of areas

and phenomena in areas on different spatial levels, maps are
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indispensable. In geography teaching students have to be
trained in map use to gain a differentiated knowledge about
the world they live in. Therefore high standards for maps and
map assignments in schoolbooks and atlases are necessary.
Thinking like a geographer can be stimulated by systematic
training in reading, analysis and interpretation of different
types of maps.
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REALISTIC IMAGES IN DEVELOPING THE MAP READING SKILL
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ABSTRACT
The map reading skill is very complex.

coded

with their
pupils

with

symbolic

right

contents,

associations

of

Before maps,
can
the

provide
reality,

numerous ideas as well as elementary skills

must be
mastered. My survey has indicated that the student's
ability to imagine the surface of the earth

on

basis

develop

of

maps

is

not

satisfactory.

pupil's spatial imagination can be
other

things,

To

achieved,

the

among

with the help of illustrations.

search of text books content has shown that sets
illustrations

ciently

The
of

with maps are rare and often insuffi-

Justified.

It

is

necessary

to

identify

students' difficulties in this field and to find the
methods to avoid them.

a
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REALISTIC IMAGES IN DEVELOPING THE MAP READING SKILL

Maria M. WilmAska-Volostyn
INTRODUCrION
The process to develop the map reading skill is very
complex. Before maps with their coded symbolic contents,
both in scale and from top view, can provide
pupils with right associations of the reality,
numerous

ideas

as

well

as

elementary skills and
To find out the
substance
of the
students' difficulties in this respect special investigations have been carried out. Parhabits must be mastered.

ticularly

interesting

was

the

analysis of
student' answers to the exercises in which they

the

had

to imagine the area presented in the map.

SUBJECT, MATERIALS AND METHODS
To

eliminate

the

factors

student's individual

features

connected

with

the

(differentiation of
abilities, reasons, character, etc.) and his milieu,
a
specific group of
students have been selected,
Namely,

the finalists of the Geographical Contests,

which

are organized for high school students interested in geography.
Every year 500-8U0 students

average take part in such enmEAste.

various social milieus and are

They come from

trained by

teachers; nevertheless they are asked the

various

same quest-

a
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tion

and

tion.

The questions to all the stages of

are

evaluated according to one instruc-

tests

the conare worked out by the special commission com-

posed

of

outstanding

didactitians
prof.dr.
the

geographers
over

all

from

Jan Flis.

the

geography

and

country

led

by

After succeeding selections

in

and second stages around 70-80 best stu-

first

dents are qualified for the all-Polish final.
whole

the

high

required at the

school

contest

programme
the

Silica

of geography is

participants

usually

come from the highest levels, that is the third and
Hence 90% of them are ,18-19 years old.
foullth ones.
Taking

their age,

account

into

interests,

self-

dependence in preparing for the contest and the fact
that they have won at several previoi.s
level

the

of

stages,

the

participants' knowledge of geography

can be regarded as to be the pupil's maximum ability
in the present system of geography education. In
spite of their undoubtedly deep knowledge, great
difficulties,

the students had with the problems in

question, have also been observed.
RESULTS
The

first

two items were to ascertain and Justify,

by means of the contour map,
tain

peak

reality.
on

the

can

moun-

seen from a given view pointing

In both cases another mountain was located
sight

finalists were

4

be

whether a given

line.

similar

The results in both groups of
(fig.1).

The

problem

was
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S

Fig.l, STUDENT'S RESULTS IN TASKS NO. 1 AND 2
1

1

Answer category

task 1

:

:number

task 2

:

%

num:Jer

:

%

1

Correct answers

1

A3

28,4

25

30,9

5

6,2

:

16

22,8

20

28,6

13

18,6

14

20,0

7

10,0

1

70 100,0

1

1

Partly false answers

:

- argumentation was not

1

:

correct

- lack of
1

:

1

rgumentation

False answers

1

24

29,6

No answers

1

4

4,9

81

100,0

1

:

:

:

:

.

total

1

:

1

only by 23% and 28% of the finalists who ex-

solved

plained their conclusion by the
the

height

and

distance

means of a drawing,

considerable

number

of

proportion

calculation or

description.

A

of the finalists (37% and 47%)

answered that the mountain could not be seen;
participants,

between

the given objects by

however,

presented

no

a feu

explanation,

whereas the majcrity of them expl'lned it in a wrong
way.

In

answers

cases

most
only

the

pupils

justified

their

by the difference of height among the

three top points

sometimes a drawing was presented,

with the obstacle wrongly placed,

half way

between

the objects. The remaining pupils gavw wrong answers
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for

could

they

reality.

the

not imagine the given situation in

It shows that neither the. proportion

distance

of

was taken into account nor the eleva-

tion between the objects was noticed.

The insufficient ability to
sculpture

the

imagine

.0.

the

surface

earth

on the basis of a contour
drawing became particularly visible in the third
4

p-oblom:

of

the

finalists were to draw contours every

10 meters on the grounds of numerous

height points
(Fig.2).Among 70 finalists, 11,4% did not know the

Fig.2. STUDENT'S RESULT

IN TASK NO.3

Answer category

:number

Correct answers

I

%

38

54,3:

10

.14,31

14

20,0:

8

11,41

Partly false answers:

- 1-2 height-points not included in

:

proper contour line

- 3 and more height-point not

:

inclUded in proper contour line
:

Entirely false answer or no answer
total

I

70

100,0:

A
rules

of

interpolation

for they linked the height

points accidentally or did not solve the problem
all.

54,3%

at

linked the points with proper contours,

0

700

whereas 34,3% of the
answers

(they

finalists

gave

partly

wrong

di&not link some points with proper

contours) .

To draw interpolation in a mechanical

way

was

not

enough to solve the problem properly for, beside the
height point three of which were height tops,
were also three streams drawn.
height

points

and

Such in

there

arrangement

streams

made one imagine a
probable shape of the hills and valleys. It turned
of

out

that the students had less difficulty to render

the shape of the elevations than
The

elevations

were

was

given

of

valleys.

rendered correctly by 42,9% -

45,7% of the finalists
solution

that

In other cases
or

the

either

no

answers were entirely

wrong (11,4% - 15,6%). The mistakes consisted mainly
of the improper placement of contours, unjustified
complication of contour shapes,
polation of points.

and mechanic inter-

The achieved image of the

sur-

face sculpture of the earth in this scale (1:10 000)
contour section
resulted in bizarre irregular
slopes and improbable elevation shapes.
and

When rendering the shape of concave forms,
valleys
.

The participants were given
for

that

is

the pupils faced even greater difficulties.

rendering

relatively

good marks

the shape of a valley where the contours had to be curved owing to the placement of
height points
(31,4% answer
were correct). The
poorest results were achieved when there were no

I
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V

points

height

near

the

stream

8,6%

(only

were

A great number of the finalists did not
valley at all
(from
the 15,7% in the
simplest case to 57,1% in the most difficult
one).

correct).
draw

The

the

examples

the wrong answers are as follows:

of

streams intersected by contours in the way that they
had to flow alternately upwards and downwards,
ley
a

beside

drawn

val-

stream which means that the

the

stream flows along the slope, and contours curved in
the opposite aide,

suggesting that the stream flows

Most often, however, the streams were

on the ridge,

intersected at the right or acute angle or
contours

were curved unequally (34,3%

points out to the fact that some of the
not

finally,

52,9%).

pupils

It

are

to imagine by means of a contour drawing,

able

the most natural ways along which water flows.
The last set of problems
various

geographical

consisted

in

identifying

objects (mountains,

valleys,

localities) in a realistic drawing presenting a part
of the area covered by a topographic (tourist)
Orly

24,3%

of

the

finalists (Fig.3) were able to

identify all the objects correctly.
them

map.

Around

37%

of

failed to give answers at all or did it incor-

rectly.

In the partly false answers there also

oc-

curred some identifications mistakes, resulting from
the

wrong

elevations in relation to their distance

from the observer,

Fig.3 STUDENT'S RESULTS IN TASK NO.4

:

%

number

Answers category

17

24,3;

15

21,4:

false identification of two parts of: 13

18,6:

Correct answers

:

Partly false answers:

- false identification of one part of

1

view
view

Entirely false answers
No answer
total

The results are not satisfactory
which

the

both

:

18

25,7:

:

7

10,0:

:

70

100,0:

in

case

A

in

had to use his imagination when

student

applying only a map as well as when he could
map together with realistic image.

use

a

They reveal that

even the pupils with a deeper knowledge of geography
find it difficult to imagine the

surface

sculpture

of the earth on the grounds of maps.
Such

skill can be develop only by comparing the map

contents with the reality during outside classes and
excursions,

This

1.

"nod,

however,

Laars

great

limitations. The majority of landscape types are not

accessible to direct observLion. The student's ilea
of these landscapes can be formed indirectly, mainly

4
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3

through realistic pictures,

photographs, and drawings, as well as symbolic images, ie. maps. The common function of both sources of information accounts

for their importance in developing spatial imagination which is essential to reconstruct the landscape
on the grounds of maps,

A

The importance of realistic images in developing the
map reading skill was presented in my paper at the
Congress of the International Geographical Union in
Paris (M.M,Wilczytiska,
1984).
Suggested illustrations,
such as landscape sketches,
profiles and
blockdiagrams, were first meant to illustrate also
the area observed directly,

The emphasis put on the
among the direct observation, indirect
one and map reading was to awaken the ..tudent's im-

differences

agination when he could use maps only. Further suggestions concerned the use of both illustrations and
maps of the area inaccessible to direct observation.
The material for such exercises has been already included in school books. Moreover, the development of
photointerpretation

as

scholarly method can cause
that there will be included more frequently sets of

maps with illustrations in school books and atlases.
In

order

to

define

the

usefulness of such comparisons and to determine the chang s in this field
the
analysis of all the school books and atlases in
Poland for both the old and actual
educational

programmes has been carried out.

S

However, the total
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tiumbott of such comparisons is not very high, The old
them,
of
school hooks and atlases contained 30

whereas the new ones 55 (M. Krasnod9bski, 1987). The
illustrations with maps can be
of
crmnparisons
the
!baracterized in view of their similarity with
The closest to direct
landscape observed directly.

observation will be the comparison of the photograph
includes
This group also
a
blockdiagram.
with
realistic drawings and artistic paintings, providing
they present the reality from the eye-level or
the latter practice
diagonally from a higher point,
that

ti

boing frequent in the mountains. Blockdiagrams ina
(-1nde the drawings that present the reality with
They usually cover a
Ihree-dimensional effect.
larger Area than a photograph, therefore they are in
they also differ by the viewa different scale;
the
in
that
than
higher
(generally
also
the orientation of direction is
photograph);
different. Such comparison type is not very frequent

point

in

school

books

(the

old

ones

contained

none,

whereas the new ones only nine examples).
Isar more frequent is the comparison of a photograph
books
a plan or large-scale map (13 in the old
with

Here the com
20 in the new ones).
and atlases,
parison of the contents of the two sources of inforfrequently the
mation in more difficult. Quite
generalization level,
differ in ,
Route:es
It is only in the case of
direction and view point,
lit

and satellite photographs

that

their

elements

705

I

will

coincide with those of the map.
Possible difmay arise from little discernity
of
.landscape details in photographs taken from big
ficulties

height,

The comparison of blockdiagrams with plans and bigscale maps provide a similar generalization level
and,
A

similar scale (even in the case of small-scale

maps)
in

but

different view-points (horizontally down
and
diagonally
from
the
side
in

maps

blockdiagrams).

Therefore,

they

are of particular

help when students have to pass from one spatial
presentation to another. Unfortunately, the books
and atlases contain hardly any of such comparisons
(3 in the old books and 6 in the new ones).
There is a relatively big group of comparisons pair
photographs with small-scale maps, There are 14 examples in the old books, 20 in the new ones, In view
of

the

development

of

the

map

reading

skill,

however,

They

such comparisons are absolutely useless.
eliminate any comparison of the contents,
Be-

cause of the
photographs

great

scale

and maps,

difference

between

the

the nearest object marked on

the map remains invisible to the observer.
CONCLUSIONS
As seen from
necessary

I

to

the

above

develop

presented
pupil's

results

it

is

spatial imagination

706

map

which is essential for
Achieved,
tions.

The comparisons of illustrations

are still rare in school books,
is growing. They are

,

often insufficiently
tind

This

any

can

be

with the help of illustra-

example,

for

reading.

with

maps

though their number

howevr, quite accidental and
justified.

A

teacher

cannot

didactic suggestions in the literature on

the subject,

since it deals with illustrations

and

maps separately strictly dividing their functions.
The

present

paper

presents briefly a problem that

has been revealed in the course of the

examinations

of the students' in skill reading maps.
is

to

be

continued

in

order

to

The subject

identify

the

students' difficulties and to find the ways of overcoming them,
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